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RESEARCH INTO VIOLENT BEHAVIOR: DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

TIIIIDAY, YRBRIYABY 14, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMnTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
SCIENTIFIC PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND COOPERATION,

Washi) , Ion, D.C.
The subcommittee convened, pursuant to notice, at. 1008 a.m., in

room 2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James IL Seheuer,
chairman of the subcommittee. presiding.

Mr. &Ham. The Committee on Science and Technology, Sub-
committee on Domestic and International Scientific Planning, Analy-
sis and Cooperation will come to order.

This is an additi6nal week of hearings into reseuich on violent
behavior. Previously, we have held hearings on research into violence
against the elderly and sexual assault. This week of hearings is on
violence in the home: battered spouses and battered kids, and sexual,
assaults within the home.

One of the pitiful things that we came up with in our hearings on
sexual assaults in general is that a very considerable percentage of
adult a rs in'violent crime were themselves victims of sexual
and vioffnir aslIse as young children, and the implications of that fact
are horrendous. It means that today's victim of child alluse or sexual
abuse in the home at a very tender age, has suffered such a traumatic
shock and such personality disorientation that later that individual
himself may well be destined to be a child abuser, a rapist, or a perpe-
teator of violent attacks against other people, both elderly and young.

So it's absolutely essential that we learn more about violence in the
household and that we develop our capability of dealing with violence
in the home.

There are two Members of Congress who have taken very real and
very creative and thoughtful leadership in this whole field of violence
in the home. Congressman Newton Steers of Maryland and Con-
gresswoman Lindy Boggs of Louisiana have introduced a bill, H.R.
7927, entitled "The Domestic Violence Prevention and Treatment Act
of 1978." It's a very fine piece of legislation. I'm very proud to co-
sponsor it.

We have here today Congressman Newton steers from Maryland,
and I would like to have him open these hearings by making a
statement, and as soon thereafter as Congresswoman Boggs comes in
we'll interrupt the hearing to let her make her statement. .

[The opening statement of Congressman Schener follows
(1 )
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRIUNTATIVCS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 1011$

OHM% PAW

"RESEARCH INTO HOUSEHOLD VIOLENCE"

BY

CHAIRMAN JAMES H. SCHEUER

TODAY THE DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PLANNING,

ANALYSIS, AND COOPERATION SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BEGINS THREE DAYS Of HEARINGS ON RESEARCH

INTO HOUSEHOLD VIOLENCE. THESE HEARINGS ARE A CONTINUATION OF OUR

SUBCOMMITTEE'S OVERSIGHT REVIEW OF RESEARCH INTO VIOLENT BEHAVIOR.

I WOULD LIKE TO SALUTE MY DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES, THE

HONORABLE LINDY BOGGS OF LOUISIANA AND THE hOh'0ABLE NEWTON STEERS

OF MARYLAND. BOTH HAVE WORKED HARD ON PROBLEMS OF HOUSEHOLD VIOLENCE

AND THEY ARE THE CO-AUTHORS OF A VERY EXCELLENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL

IN THIS AREA, WE WELCOME THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THESE HEARINGS.

ALSO WANT TO WELCOME THE DISTINGUISHED WITNESSES AND GUESTS.

OUR SUBCOMMITTEE'S RECENT HEARINGS ON AN OVERVIEW OF VIOLENT

bEHAVIOR, ON SEXUAL ASSAULTS, AND ON'CRIMES AGAINST THE ELDERLY,

HAA PRESENTED SHOCKING
EVIDENCE THAT THE FAMILY IS OFTEN A CHILD'S

TRAINING GROUND FOR FUTURE ACTS OF VIOLENCE, CHILD ABUSERS OFTEN

HAVE THEMSELVES BEEN BEATEN AS CHILDREN AND SOME RAPISTS HAVE HAD

AR EARLY INTRODUCTION TO VIOLENCE WITHIN THE/HOME. IT IS THEREFORE
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ESSENTIAL TO IDENTIFY AS EARLY As POSSIBLE CHILDREN WHO HAVE BEEN

VICTIMS AND GIVE THEM A FULL BATTERY OE TREATMENT IN ORDER To BREAK

THIS VICIOUS CYCLE.

VIOENCE IS A HORROR KNOwN IN ALL TOO MANY AMERICAN HOUSEHOLDS.

ALTHOUGH DATA ON.THE INCIDENCE OF SPOUSE BATTERING AND CHILD ABUSE

DO NOT YET REVEAL THE PRECISELY ACCURATE NuMBER OF PEOPLE INVOLVED,

THERE ARE GOOD REASMS To CONCLUDE THAT TENS OF THOUSANDS oiF AMERICANS

ARE VICTIMIZED EACH YEAR.

RESEARCH HAS DEMONSTRATED THAT VIOLENCE BETWEEN FAMILY MEMBERS

CUTS ACROSS ALL SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVELS, ALL NATIONALITIES, AND ALL

RELIGIOUS GROUPS, NO FACTIO4 OF AMERICAN SOCIETY IS !MUNE FROM

THIS DEADLY 4SsAuLT ON THE FANLY AND INDIVIDUAL FAMILY MEMBERS.

IT IS DIFFICULT FOR MANY OF US TO THINK OF THE FAMILY AS A

VIOLENT GROUP. TRADITIONALLY wE VIEW THIS UNIT AS SUPPORTIVE, LOVING,

AND HARMONIOUS. NOwEVER, RESEARCH REVEALING THE pERVASIVENESS OF

HOUSEHOLD VIOLENCE REQUIRES THAT WE TAKE A NEWLOOK AT THE STRESSES

AND TENS:ONS SURROUNDING FAMILY LIFE.

HOUSEHOLD VIOLENCE wILL NOT Go AWAY BY ITSELF. WE AS A SOCIETY.

ARE BEGINNING TO RECOGNIZE THE MAGNITUDE AND GRAVITY OF THIS PROBLEM.

WE MUST NOW DEVISE INTELLIGENT WAYS TO DEAL WITH IT. SOUND, WELL-

CONCEIVED RESEARCH PROVIDES Us WITH GREATER INSIGHTS INTO THE PROBLEM

AND POTENTIAL REMEDIES TO IT.



Mr. &mils. thank you very much, Chairman Scheuer.
I am indeed proud that I am a sponsor of this bill that you just

referred to.
One of the things that we've 'noticed in this whole field is the need

for public recognition. There has been a tendency to deny that there
is a problem, and that's why I am pleased to see so ninny people here
this morning, and I'm so pleased that you, Mr. Chairman, have de-
cided to hiild this hearing, as an indication that there is a growing
afipreciation of the problem..

Only last night Mery Griffin had a show devoted entirelAo bat-
tered wives. I thiuk a better term is "battered spouses." and that a
still better term is "domestic violence", because they all seem to be
interconnected. Aid we do know of cases, although they are rare,
where the batterer is the .female and the batteree is the male. But of
course, the traditional stereotype is in the opposite direction. I think
that because of women's status, which is. of course. also recognized
in the battle for the ennal rights amendment, there has been a ten-
dency to eittter hide the:problem or overlook the problem and not to
recognize it. and Pm patticnlarly pleased that this sithcommittee has
decided to focus the spotlight, as it were. on the problem, ind I am
looking forward very much to the testimony.

That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SOIErEn. Thank you very much. Congressman.
Is there anything else you would like to say. or shall we proceed?
Mr. STEERS. NO. Thank you:
Mr. ScilErrn. All right. We hope very much that you can stay with

us and partake in the hearing.

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSWOMAN LINDYBOGGS

Mrs, Boom. Mr. Chairman. I appreciate So much your kindness in
providing me this opportunity and I very much appreciate your hold-
ing these hearings on this pmblem that's sh vital to all of us.

As many of You know.--and T REP many of you with whom I've
worked and :alked on this issue for some time--von know of my
interest in child abuse. deoholismdr»g abuse, health care. and other
matters directly affecting fainihié. Tn the past few years I have also
been assoeiated with the House of Ruth here in Washington, which
is a shelter for destitute women and for battered women and their
children.

The current public recognition of the Orastically underestimated
incidenci of domestic violence reflects our new willingness to face the
ugly truth of violence in the home. Your proceedings this week will
shed more light on this problem, and I am very grateful f(ir your
interest.

In response to the immediate problems of family violence, as ex-
pressed by my constituents am! his. Representative Newton Steers
Rnd I introduced last summer the Domestic Violence Prevention and
Treatment Act, H.R. 7927, and the response throughout the country
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has been astounding..Every day my office receives calls from individ-
uals, shelters, community mental health centers, women's groups,
and others who are interested in the legislation.

As I'm sure that Newt has told you, the purpose of the bill is two-
fold: First, we wish to focus national attention on the serious prob-
km of family violence, and, second, we wish to supplement the 're-
mendous ince] initiatives already taking place all over the Nation.
It seems to me that, Federal programs need to be coordinated sys-
tematically so that local applicants can make sense out of the system.
Another crying need is for Federal support in terms of technical
assistance and grant money.

Many of the participants in today's hearing will be interested to
know that congressional hearings have been scheduled on domestic
violence legislation for this spring. On March 8 the Senate Com-
mittee on Human Resources will hold a hearing and on March 16
the How Education and Labor Select Education Subconunittee will
begin hearings. At that time the committee will receive comments
and suggestions about the appropriate Federal role in the sensitive
area of domestic violence.

Basically the Boggs-Steers bill would authorize HEW, through
the National Institute of Mental Health, to operate a demonstration
grant program, with the funds going directly to public agencies or
to pr . ate, nonprofit community groups working on family violence.
Since the bill's introduction, IIEW has established a new section on
children, youth, and families, and I feel that it is likely that our bill
will reflect this change.

These grant fundi could be used for a variety of purposes: hot
lines, counseling services, housing, job training, staff training, and
volunteer coordination.

I was in Shreveport, La. a few days ago. and I was very pleased
to see that the YMCA there was forming a Women's Resources Cen-
ter, and among some of its Planning was emergency shelter and
counseling and help in sitoations of family violence.

The list of programs .eligible is not inclusive. On the contrary,
demonstration grants should allow local groups to pursue their own
goals as innovatively as possible.

Our bill would also set up a national clearinghouse on domestic -

violence. The 'job of the clearinghouse would be to provide informa-
tion to.the public, through t' media. through publications, through
educational institutions, on fa. .11V violence. The clearinghouse would
also help local groups determine what existing programs, such as
LEAA, CETA, or title XX, could be helpful to their efforts.

An important function of the clearinghouse would be public in-
formation and outreach at a national level. First and foremost, vic-
tims of violence need to know where to go for help. Also, the clear-
inghouse will help dispel many of the myths that exist about domes-
tic violence so that victims and nmisers alike will recognize the grav-
ity of the problem, and so that neighbors, family and friends will be
more willing to "get involved."

A feature of the bill which I feel is essential is the proposal to do
an exhaustive study of State laws and Practices as they relate to
family violence. The first agency Which most frequently. of course.

1 0
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comes into contract with family violence is the police. The highest.
incidence, I'm sure you've heard, of police officer death and injoiy
mut% when officers are answering d,omestic violence calls. Many
victims and abusers become involved in the legal system. .whether
criminal or civil, in an effort to find protection and prevent future
violence.

Because each State and county has a different tradition of hanaling
these problems, there is a wide variety of methods used by authorities
to report the incidence of family violence. Thus, statistics are difficult
to ether with any precision. The information generated by your
hearings here will be a great hi :p to iitose of us trying to determine
"What should the Federal role Let"

Our legislation will got iMmediately banish the severe and chronic
problem of violence in the home. However, I do believe it will be an
important first step toward focusing national attention on the Prob-
lem. Because the solution to this very personal difficulty lies with
Our local communities, I feel it is important to provide support for
local efforts.

I can only reiterate my gratitude, Mr. Chairman, to the subcom-
mittee and to the array of well-informed witnesses who have traveled
to Washington to share with the Congress their extensive research
into family violence. These hearings are an important part of the
process of helping Americans recognize and fight against violence
in the home.

I thank you so much for allowing me to participate.
Mr. SCHEITZR. We're honored to have you here. Congresswoman

Boggs, and we wish to congratulate you on the enormous leadership
that you have shown in highlighting this issue and focusing our
attention and concern on this issue over the years and for inoducing
far and awly the best available piece of legislation on the subject.
I'm very honored to be a co3ponsor of it, and I want to thank you
again for coming here thnorniiig. If you can stay, you'd be more
than welcome, but I know the time pressure under which you are
laboring. We're very grateful to have had you, and we congratulate
you again on the tremendous zeal and leadership which you have
shown )n this who!e area.

Mrs.. Bows. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. &HEM. We will now hear from Dr. Saleem A. Shah, who is

chief of the Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency at the
National Institute of Mental Health at HEW, and Mr. Tom Lalley,
who is deputy director of the Center for Studies of Crime and'
Delinquency.

Dr. Shah has testified previously before this Subcommittee. He
helped tis evaluates the role of the Federal Government in criminal
justice research and was very helpful to us in our report that we
issued r d the recommendations that were made, which elicite4A
very fine commendatory letter from the President. Dr. Shah NM
also been very helpful in helping us put together this set of hear-
ings, and he is, without any question, one of the foremost and most
thoughtful' and creative voices in the field of criminal justice and
violent behavior in our country today.

j
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We're delighted to wekome you, Dr. nnah. and Mr. Laney. Your
prepared remarks will he printed at this point in the record. Since
your testimony got here after the start of our work recess, I would
think that neither Congressman Steers nor I have had a chance to
look aVit. So perhaps you could talk to us in extenso, and then I'm
sure that both Congressman .Steers and I will have some questions
to ask.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Salem A. Shah is as follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and tMbers o4Fie 6ubcommittee:

: am honored to have this opportunity !-estIfy:ng 'aefore vou

today. :n your letter of invitation. .(00 reqUested -hat : address

tnree topics: ll) the researcn letivitles And .ntere 6 of the

Institute of ental Heal.th'i Center for -,tudiea Li .:rime

Lielinquency in the Area of household violence. 1.:) the relationship,

between these actiyities and the Center.; ml-standing program A

research on problems of individual violent ber.. and .3J recommer-

dations for the future development of a well-conceptlau :zed and ffective

program of research in the area of household violence. My plan will

be to address each of these topics in order and ratner briefly in

view of the large number of other witnesses from whom you would like

to hear this morning.

Since 1368 tne Center i'or studies of Crime and Dellnqueny has

been the focal point in NIMH for research and training activiti.s

the areas of crime ard delinquency, related law and mental health

issues, and Individuai violent behavior. The Center operates with

an arirual oudget of approximately 55,000,000 in research and training

grant funds, and has a Itaff of seven profiessioral and four support

staff. The Center's program is conducteU primariiy through leans ,f

research and training 4r1n' whicn AV.: awarded n pas:s

to .roiest:4tt,,r, 4,r1timl :r

,c11nc, eu a i scienct.. ind .aw.

1
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The problem of household violence is one that has been of concern

to the Center ever since its inception. With the funds available

we have managed since 1968 to fund several research And training

vojects vhich have been concerned in whole or in part with this araa.

Me have not funded these projects all at once, but rather at a pace

of one, two, or three projects per year as our resources have allowed.

In so doing, the Center has managed to keep up a persistent effort',

in the household violence area, and the development of our program

has mirrored the evolution of family violence studies in the United

States.
,

Initially, in the Late 1960s, the Center became involved with

the problem of household violence because of our concern with the

need to find ways of improving police responses to peacekeeping situa-

tions in which there is a potential for unnecessary violence to erupt

between police officers and citizens. Aithough important work had

already been done in the domestic disturbance area by Dr. Morton Bard

in New"fork City, it was felt that/there was a need for police to

test alternative approaches to the domestic disturbance problem w,hich

might prove to be more cost-effective. 'The Center accordingly spon-

sored a research and training effort in the Oakland Police Department

which led to the development oe what has been cal...ed the "Oakland

model" of domestic disturbance management.
.1 This todei uses a minimum

uf outside consultants and is
based prLmarily on the not:on that one
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apt way to develop a good domestic disturbance pr':gram Ls tu draw

systematically on the aeumuLated ,racttcal wtsdom of extentenced

pulcce off:cers whu haw demuw.rated unustial effecf,..eness and

competence tn the management of domestic d_sturoances. rhu "0..114'JfIll

model" subsequently became the Oasts for a poitce training ftlm

developed by the State of Callfornta'for dIssemtnattun to law enforce-

ment agencies wtthIn the state.

Another researcn project soonsured by the ,2enter in the !ariv

1970's conterned the putice departments of Atnneapolts-.,t. Paul. The

Lnvestigatur on thts project used 4 new type of portable fteld electron c

devtce for the purpose uf making :nstantanedus and dumputer-readable

dig.tal recordings of highly detailed observational data on 4.800

encounters between police officers ana citizens. Rather than taking 1

an entire encounter as the uasic unit o: dat coleuttun, the atvestL-1

gator categorized each utterance or gesture a ;011ce officer orI
citizen. thus permitting a oeeper and mune ftnt-grain analysts of tne

interfActiun sequences than had hitherto been posz.ble.': The

Minneapolis-St. Paul'study involved resedreh on police responses to

domestic disturbances and also nad an anexpected bonus, A redearcher

working in the field of Infant studies found that the electronic

observation recording technology developed fur the pollee tesearch

,ould be uses for highly deta.led'hoservations of Interiction., 'o-'ween

oremature thfants and the!r mothers. sInc.e orellm.nar% research

.nowed that anyta'ure rnTrt an excentiontlI% n!oo nts.L ..oAtanel

'o nurmal 'etm wants for latet necom.nt; vILtzms.ol chtld anu,e,
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this researcher was awarded a grant from the Center for a study

aimed at identifying and hopefully correcting abnormal interactions

between premature infants and their mothers which can lead to child

abuse.

By the early l970's it had.become evident to NIMH and to tht

research community that a breader view uf family viblence wii4 needed

than was being reflected in much of the work on child abuse and on

police rwsponses to domestic disturbances. Support was accordingly

provided by NIMH for a new program of research on intrafamily violence

which Professor Murray A.S,raus had established at the University of

New Hampshire. Our of this initial effort came the Idea for the

national survey which Professors Straus, Richard J. Gelles, and

Suzanne K. Steinmetz have recently conducted. The purpose uf this

research was to determine the nature, incidence. and severity of

household violence in the qnited Statcs. Our Center has funded both

this survey and a related research training project which is be.rg

conducted by Professor Straus in an effcrt to remedy the current

thortage of skilled researchers in the area of household violence.

Thanks largely to the impetus provided by Professors Straus,

Gelles, and Steinmetz, research on household violence is now reaching

toward a new Ievei uf interest and activity that can he..e important

implications tor future public pulicies and pr,Alrams. our ...:ener

plans to assist this development insofar as our

will allow, and insofar as our 4fforts do nut ;:up::c.r.e ',hose
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other Federal agencies which are or may become interested in this

field. Among future research efforts planred by the Center are stud4em

which will aed significantly to our understanding of: (1) the battered

woman problem, (2) the extent to which hyspitals are responding adequately

to medical and related needs of battered women, and (3) the extent to which

abusive parenting is associated with earlier exposure as children to home

environments ii which physical abuse occurred.

II

This second topic on which I have been asked co comment is the relation-

skip between our Center's activities in the area of nousehold,y4olence and

our concern with problems of individual violent behavior more generally.

In my view, there 13 a tendency im the United States towards periodic

upsurges in public alarm and apprehension over the incidence in our society

of homicides, aggravated assaults,,and other types of individual violent

behaviors. There are ample grounds4or such public concerns since the

United States does have a higher level of internal violence than perhaps

any other advanced industrial society.

rhs National Institute of Aental ilealth is primarily concerned with

research that can lead to improvd lnderstanding nun= be:lavtar,

especially 'Deaaylor ..azt,:a may item ;:um 7wntal int; :enavLar

which la aeriJusly cievlamt, ttaiadapt:7e, r .:1,:ent. :he

27.090 0 79
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has a major and continuing programmatic interest and resp.nsiblilty

in the area of individual violent behavior Ind .:onstitutes an

important resource for dealing witrXesearch And related rieJ :n

this area.

The Center for studies of Crime and Delinquency, as IfIclicated

earlier in this testimony, was es*Ablished in 1966 for the purpose

of !ncreasing and enhancing the 4:1H research effort in the Area JC

individual violent benavior. In or:der to carry out ?his mission in

a responsible and accountable way. the Center adopted the foiloWing

guideilnes fr .ts prolram eff:rts. Mese guidelines were And art

ter

as follows:

1. The use of public funds for research rtiated td

i.dioient behavior tncuid be premised n qtilitarian goals .. e ..

the ultimate trant1atin of new Information and research .nto tangiole

nublic nenef.ts -- and ;wt sn tne pursuit of new k:it.wledge !r its

own take.

.
3:ven this orientatfvn, the Center nas t

responsibility to be sensitive tv public concerns in %he area

individual violent behavior and tc develop A research program that

will respond as effecti...ely as possible to such.,:oncerns.

3. A major research need un the area of :ndividuAl v:o.ent

behavior can ')e -- and After) it -- the de7e,vment dal.,

on the incidence. pr4v4lente. and seniousnesd ot.tuch beha., A.

the extent that such data are no. neing gatherOd by otnet: Federal
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agencies. the Center has an obligation to develop additional data

that can assist the future development of improved programs in the

areas of research. preventioh, and treatment.

4. Since individual violence is a highly complex phenomenon. '

-the Cantor'also needs to sponsor research that encompasses several

disciplinary and substantive areas. For example, even though rescrt to

violent behavior may some times be a reflection of individual psycho

pathology or mental illness, these characteristics alone do rit.t gentrally

provide an adequa;e explana_ion of individual violent beli'avior. ds

is glaringly evident from the fact that by far the vast majority of

psychotics and other seriously disturbed persons do not commit acts

of violence. Hence, it is critical that research examine not only

biological, psycLatric and psychological factors which may be asso

ciated with individuai violence, but also how any of these factors

interact with specific soc!al, environmental, familial, and larger

institutional forces.

The Center's previous, ongoing, and planned studies in the

area of household violence prdvide examples of our efforts to bring

multidisciplinary perspectives to bear on a phenomenon that has

attracted great public tnterest and concern. Another example lout

of several that might be cited) ,:oncerns the research which the

Center has supported in response to extensive speculation -- as well'

as some premature assertions -- in scientific journals and in the

mass media about the existence of a possible link between 'he-47.:(Yv

2o

f'""
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0

chromosomal abnormality rnd vloient behavior:. Our concern was that

public policies as well as criminal justice system responses asiSt

be based upon incomplete and possibly misleading'Information concern-

lng individuals with the XYY anomaly.

The Center funded several studies, beginning in the late 1960's,

in efforts to gain better underltanding of the oehavioral implications

if such ,:hromosonal variations. Recognizing, also, that public needs

aften require that important policy determinations be made before

definitive research results are available, the Center sponsored a

two-day conference in June 1969.t.) assess the current state of knowl-

lioron the XYY issue. The conference involved experts from the

fields of genetics, medicine, psychiatry, psychology, criminolJky,

and law. The ,:onferees zame to the conclusion that until more precise

knowledge became ava.lable,
decisioAs should be made about an

individual based simply upon the fact that he-had this chromosomal

condition. The published report of the ;:onference thus served JS

an .nterim guide to policy-makers until further research finci:ngs

, ,.
became J5/311.10ie.

3

Subsequently, one,major study funded by our Centee, and involving

the screening of several thousand ten, viel,ied no evidence that males

wi.n the XYY chromosomal constitution were
unusually iggressive or

violent. Instead, the researchers found that while the VI": 11.11....a

did ha7e A somewhat
elevated cr:me rAte, their craies mostly :nvolved

Ves pruperty ffense:5.4
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1:I

The third topic which I have been aaked to uldress concerns my*

recommendations for the future development af a well-conceptualiads

and effective federal research effort in the area of household.vtolence.

The problem of household violence, like any other phenomenon of

indi44ual violent-behavior, is inherently complex and many-faceted.

Given the camplpity of the problem, it seems to me that a Tederal

research strategy with respect to household violence should avoid the

pitfalls of excessive compartmentalization. There will cer-oinly

be needs for some highly focused research on specific types of hduse-

hold violence ind on various factors aasociated with the distribution,

rates, nature, seriousness and other characteristics of such behaviors.

However,,there is a continuing need also for research within a broadeC,

and aulti -disciplinary framework concerning problems of /iolent

behavior aore generally. Stated differently, violence within the

huusehold is a sub-category of individual violent behaviors, and

our improved understanding of the broader.category abould offer

valuable insights about more specific manifestations within particular

soc,lal contexts and settings.

4nother Isportan: cons:deratIon :2 the nerd for a reallstic

understand:rig on :he part of all.concerned as to how much and gnat

can reasonably be expected of a Federal reseirch effort In the area
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of household violence and over what period of time. The desired improve-

ments in our knowledge and
understanding of hotolehold violence are apt td

come slowly. The findings from initial stuJies will often need to be

tested and refined by subsequent studies before there ca.1 be expectations

of wore tangible benefits
froe research in the form of improved serVice

programa and public policies.

It is my view that a ateady and long-term period
of support is easentiai

f)r developing and refining important new knowledge about household violence.

Short term and "crash"
efforts are not likely to provide the solid base of

knowledge that will be of more enduring social value. Nor is it likely that

research findings produced in a "crash" approach will offer reliable guides

for policy or find expression in carefully tested programs of prevention

and treatment.

In closing, Mt.
Chairman, I am honored to appear before this distinsvished

Subcommittee, apd will be pleased to respond to any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF SALE= A. SHAH, CHIEF, CENTER FOR STUDIES

OF CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL

BEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE;

ACCOMPANIED EY THOMAS LALLEY, DEPUTY CHIEF

Dr. Simi. Thank you very Howl!. Mr. Chairman.
It's an honor to appear again before thiK subcommittee awl to

express some thoughts about the activities of the NIMIT Center for
Studies of Crimp and Delinquency in the areas of concern to this

subcommittee.
I also recall a meeting With Congressman Steers amid sonic of your

staff last summer on this issue, and we share your intprest
Rather than read my written remarks, with your permission, Mr.

Chairman, I would prefer to just touali on sonic highlights.
Mr. ScHrunt. You liavC our permission mid our urging.
Dr. SHAW Thank you.
The NTMH Center for Studies of Crime andDelinquency operates

with a total budget of about :35 milhon and a pmfessional staff of
seven, and a support staff of four.

We hare, since the very inceptiop If the Center, when we received

our own fonds in 1968, defineindividual violent behavior as one of

the priority concerns of.our aM,ities. And under that broader rubric
of individual violent behavior w.o have been concerned with studies
not only of crimes of violence but also the development of chihlhood
aggression. the handling and treattiwnt of chihlhood aggression, the
effects of social learning and socialization patterns which faCilitate
violent behavior. We have been concerned with targets of dal abuse.
Prior to the development of the National Rape Center, our Center

di ' work in the area of rape. We also have. been eoncerned with
studies in the area of domestic violence, and you shall be hearing
much more about :Hat from the researchers whit ac over lucre: Pro-
fessor Straus, Dr. Steinmetx, Dr. (idles, and others. so I will not get
into that area.

One important point that I would like to make is that I would not
claim to be an expert in the riren of domestic violence. ltather, I will
discuss that subtopie against the background of the -broader work
that we have done in individuaj violent behavior mere generally.

My personal view would be that one needs to conceptualize and

studY the phenomenon of domestic violence as a sulwaiegory of the

broader phenomenon of violent le.havior. and yet as a broader eate-
gory of all the factors that facilitate xialenre in our society, whether
individual or group.

I don't believe that basic laws of behavior would markedly change

or be changeil as a fmwtion of the setting and context of the be-

havior. Although, certainly there are uuui n i me aspects to the subcate-

gories and one certainly. needs to have understanding not nnly of
the broader themes'of individual violent behavior but also, if I may

say. the variations on the themes. and to what extent the onique con-

text of the family. 'of the norms of the family, the privaey in the
fluidly, the legal, ideological and philosophjcal aspects of the family
may conduce to partieular types and frequencies of violent behavior.

Mr. SCIIEUEIL Let me just ask.a question.
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We normally consider the family a haven of love and mutual sap-
port against all the tensions. anxieties. pressures. and rigors of the
outside world.

Now, how is it that there is moe violence perpetrated within the
home, apparently. than there is ourside of .the home? Doesn't this go
against every grain that we have. every precept Doesn't this go
against the basic perceptions of Americans. that it's a question of
"Us versus Them-. that Ultra family there's mutual love. support.

. esteem, sharing. concern, and outside the family -They're gunning
for us."

Dr. Sii.tii. It does shatter some preconrept ions and perhaps stereo-
types that one wonhl like to belin''. that the family is a cradle of
love, harmony, and supports. 11 ever. the closeness of the relation-
ships, the propimplity. the interactions. the conflios that develop in
any relationship are all very relevant factors. Any two-party rela-
tionship i bound to be affected by those factors. Plus. there is a lack
of the external audience. which may very often have a constraining
or limiting influence: that is. serve as an inhibiting factor.

So I think. as I said earlier. Mr. Chairman. the same laws of be-
. havior that operate to influence violent belmvior in other contexts

have to he eonsidered. Where there's intimacy. privacy. closeness, the
opportunity for sustained conflict. and also the inability to resolve
the conflict through other means, one would expect. and one cer-
tainly finds, that the family also has its share of violenceperhaps
more than its share of violence. And with regard to what we would
like to believe as to the love and harmony that should exist. I might
simply note that we also would like to believe that our religious
institutions should foster brotlwrhood and love, and yet I seem to
recall that wars have been fought and people have liven killedper-
har to save their souls.

not sure that there is any great «mflict here. It simply has
shatterrd a myth, and I would suggest that Professor Straus and his
colleagues eau go into much more detail. based on the considerable
empirical evidence that they have developed.

I mentioned earlier. Mr. Chairnaan. that, there is a need. I believe,
to study the phenomenon of domestic violence in a broader context.
I mention that because in our program we are concerned with bio-
logical science studies. behavioral science, social sciences, as well as
empirical legal studies. There is a tendency among scientists to be
conitrained by the particular discipline they Mille from. by the pa?-
ticular concepts they Ilse. by the particular assessment tools that
they hy:pen to have. Lthink in a similar fashion, if there's too much
specialL.Ation there may tend to be a kind of eompart nwotalization
and one may not be able to see the commonalities that run across
the pbenonTna of concern. Mich is ma to say that one should not
study any specific subcategory. but again, to reiterate my point, that
these would better be seeh as variations On a broader theme of vio-
lent behavior in our society.

One of the problems that one has in the field is a lack of synthesis.
an integration across disciplines, and since ou Center is concerned
with studies across se vrrol disciplines we try to encourage and facili-
tate some multidisciplinary perspectives. It is a hope that is difficult
to achieve, but it is certainly one that we continue to try to develop.
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I might give n example, Mr. Omirman, as to the .ways in which
a basic conceptualization of behavior cuts across settings and situa-
turns. Even though our program is located within the National
Institute of Mental Health we do not have any preoccupation with
psychopathology of any kind BR a main determiner either of domestic

1 violence or of any other violence, even of crime and delinquency.
Rather, we conceptualize behavior as involving an interaction between
characteristics of individualsIre they biological, psychological, so-
cial, or otherand particular settings and social environmeints. So
that basicallY anti fundamentally, whether one comes out of a back-
ground of sociology, or social psychology, or ecological psychology,
.there is this interactional persrmtive that cuts across.

Now if I may give an example from sonic clinical experience that
r had several years ago, it might illustrate the point I am,frying to
make in regard to understanding both the individual and inter-
actions with settings or situations. When I worked in a legal psychi-
atric setting doing assessments for the courts we had occasion to see
a young wommin who had been charged with child abuse. Specifically,
she had se.verely beaten the child, and the chrld was in danger of
losing 'an eye. This young women was all of. 23, had three children,
all below the age of 4i.:2, She was a single parent.

It became evident that she was generally a rather Attentive and
effective care-giver.

Mr. SCIIEVER1n effective what ?
Dr. Sum!. Care-giver, givipg care to the children as a plirent. The

stereotype of the abusing pareni as bad, vicious, nasty. is really not
very accurate, I would suggest.

It was learned that it was only in special circumstances that the
children were especially ioulnera6le to being battered. and these dr-
cnmstances came when the young woman's biry friends would leave
her and she would .be left alone without any support or _assistance to
take care of three children, mind yourall hree of whom were below
the age of 4.1/2. Given that acute sotial situational stress and the
demands of three small childrenone of them wa4 somewhat sickly
this young woman .would begin to dill& and it ,was tturing these
times that the incidents of battering amt hitting would take place.

The purpose or the issue of prevention, hen, pertains not to exten-
sive psychotherapy oF treatment of this young woman, Imt rather,
the provision of snpport services, especially at those times when she
was bereft of such support. Given that kind of support and,monitor-
ing, there would be no reason why this woman could not function in
her more typical manner, namely, she was a fairly effective care-giver,
to the children.

I mention this to indicate the specific setting and sitnaiion aspects
which may facilitate and elicit certain types of behavia. This has
implications, Mr. Chairman, for not onl:v programs of treatment
and I'm musing the word "treatment" in a very broad sense, that is,
interventions designed to remedy a problem rather than in amsyclii-
attic or medical senseand also programs of prevention.

One big concern that we have is the extent to which findings from
research get translated into implications for relevant policies and
programs. There isn't any quick and ready translation and there are
many problems of trying to replicate, evaluate, and to carefully test
intervention programs before broad service programs are launched,
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because there is concern as to whether or not that which we Jo,
regardless of whether we do it in the name of prevention or treat-
ment, is, in fact, effective. Does it, in hict, do what we *expect it, or
hope for it to do? t

There are some examples in my written testimony. which pertain
to the kinds of-studies that we have fumkA. I have alluded to them
earlier, and unless you have specific-questions I would prefer perlutps
to not get into those studies to save time. .

I would &so indicate, as a way of again pointing to the com-
monalities Illtd the similarities of the various types of violent be-
haviors, that there are a number of parallels between the research
findings on domestic violence and some crimes of violence.

For example, it is well known, official statistics notwithstanding,
that the phenomenon of crimes of violence as well as domesW vio-
lence are rather widely distributed in the general population, not
jusein the lower social classes. Self-report and victimization studies
provide ample demonstration of this.

However, there is reason to believe that the frequency and perhaps
even the intensity of violence may be slightly higher among some
subgro4ps, the lower and working class groups.

There is under-reporting as a function of perceived threats from
the assaulter, public reactions, stigmutization, and, unfortunately, the
problems that one encounters in dealing with our criminal Justice
system. Variables of opportunity, intimacy, propinquity are also
factors in other types of crimes of violem.ze tis in domestic violence.

I might mention, Mr. 'Chairman, that actually murder, criminal
homicide, between spouses is a rather low category of all murders.
It used to be. higher. If you takd the Uniform Crime Reports, only
about 12 percent. of Murders involve lmsbiuul and wife. '

Mr. SCIIEURER. I'd say that's a big figure..How many homicides do
we have annually?

Dr. SHAH. We have had around 20,000 during Ole past 4 or 5 years../
Mr. SCHFUER. In the whole country?
Mr. SHAW Yes.
Mr. SellEVER. So you're talking about a little over 2,000?
Dr. SnAii,, Yes. And I'm talk' g about criminal honneides, which

are (hstinguished from all hoini«les in general.
Mr. ScIlErElt. You're not tall ing about murder in the first degree?
Dr. Sinn. I'm' talking about murder in the first degree. murder in

the second degree, and nonnegligent manslaughter. If you take all
Murilers-

Mr. SI'llErEft. We certainly have mom than 20,000 every year,
don't we?

Dr. SHAH. Well, it has been going up. but dropped in 1976. The
ra t p is Mono 9.6 or 9.8 per 100.000 population; it dropped to S.S in
/1)76.

Mr. SCHErEn. That's right, It's just about 10 per 100,000. I think
in most other developed countries in the world it's between 0.5 and
1.5 per 100,000, so we average about 10 times the rate for most other
devekTed connt ries.

Dr. Simi!. That is correct. .

Mr. ScItErEn. And I might say that in some developing countries,
partiCularly in the Middle East and in South Asiathis would not
include Africathe Tate of homicide is even less.
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Dr. Sunii. That. i13 correct.
Mr. So-mt.-Ea. I'm talking about Egypt, Syria, Lebanon. Saudi

Arabia. It may be that because of the draconian sentence structure
under the yeligious codesand we've seen a recent examph of that in
the paper in the last few daysthe det(trrent factor is powerful.

Singapore has virtually a crime-free society, and one of the rea-
sons, flit told, is because they still have the old British penalty
structure, wkich includeg a certain number of lashes, for a violent
crime, and, told that that is a very powerful deterrent.

But belhat as it may, our rate of violent crime would be far higher
than most countries elsewhere in the world. botli developed and
undevelope4, Lthink with the possible exception of Africa.

How about intrafamily violent crimes? How about- the 2.000
homicides WA take place betwe&I spouses? Would that be a higher
rate of intrafamily murders than exists around the world?

Dr. SLIM,. As a proportion of all criminal homichie, some of the
other developing countries have higher rates.

Mr.:3(11E0M. Even though there s a far lower incidence?
Dr. SHAH. Yes, sir.
The reason they have a higher rate of intrafamily violence, or

homicide, is much like it usesl.to be hi our society, where we had
higher rates before of violenc`e among friends. acquaintances, which
happens to be in the largest category of homicides. Almost 50 per-
cent are between friends, acquaintances, and among strangers. That
last. category,has been rising in the post 20 years.

Mr. SMELTER. Stranger-to-stratiger type.
Dr. SIIAH. Yes. That is. you see, tviunction of felony-type crimes

and availability of weapons, which is a major distinction, compared
to other Western European countries. The weapons that make the
lethal violence more possible are much more strictly and tightly con-
troHed in these other countries. So as a function of that, then, the
proportion of homicides in the family are higher. even though. as
you mentioned very accurately, tbe rates in Western Europe generally

are between 0.5 ;61 1.5 per 100,000 population.
Mr. SmiErEn. Dr. Shah, what pereentage of intrafamily crime :s

due to physical factors like diet. like hormonal imholanee. like cer-

tain types of genetic inheritance? I remember that the chap who

murdered six or seven nurses. I was told, was lacking some V factor.
What. percentage of these are due to physical factors, involving

nutritihn, dietary ileficVencies. and. as I said, hormonal factors and
genetie factors, and what jlercent age of these crimes are due simply
to stresses., !motional and social sPresses, itltin the family that
expindeinto violenct,?

Dr. SHAM My jgdgment would be that the vast majority by far
would not be relator to factors sucb as diet..genetics, and the like.

The great bulk of the incidents that yoti*re talking about are a func-

.. tion of social, personal, economic. aml psychologiral steess factors.
As a matter of' fact,:and interestingly you mentioned that. Mr.

Chairman, Richard Speck, the convicted murderer of six or seven

nurses in Chicago, was touted in Illy media to have an extra Y
chromosome. the 47 XYY chromosome abnormality; he was even
held out as being the prototypic XYY male. In point of fact, he is
not an XYY male. He has th'e same chromosomes as you or I, 46 XY.
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And the studies that we liave supported to test the above kind of
speculation, not only in the media but, regretably, in sctentific litera-
ture, too indicating that the extra Y chromosome was somehow
associated w5th crimes of violence and violent behavior, these studies
do not suppurt that. In other words, while these individuals with
XYY chromosomal abnormalities may have slightly higher rates of
crime these crimes by and large are property crimes. So that that
ward; for a genetic basis to 'violence certainly has not been in any
way validated through 'research.
' But I might mention, that this is not to say that there may not
be other futon% such as certain individual differences and variations
in .impulsivg behavioral response,. and here one would suspect that
the husband, for example, who has a low fuse and who has ready
resort to reaming and yelling and throwing things, is going to do-
that wit in the family and perhapa with, greater frequency, gtven
the priv of the situation, as he does when he screams and shouts
and curies when his car is stalled in traffic or someone cuts in front
of him, or when he is yelling . and screaming at salespersons or
coworkers: -

There are individual differences most certainly Nrith rregard to
response to provocative stimuli and the ability to regulate one's
behavior.

We have also supported some studies in the area of episodic dys-
control, that is, people who respond very quickly and very exagger-
atedly to violence. I'm talking about severe and repeated violence.
There have been indications that there are sOrte neurophysiological
characteristics among some of these individuals. Now, T want to
emphasize that does not give us any great understanding of nor
solution to crimes of violence but it does indicate that to the extent
one can pinpoint specific individual characteristics in a small pro-
portion of these individuals, there are more precise therapeutic inter-
.ventions that can be used to prevent such behaviors, as opposed to
perhaps locking someone tip and then literally throwing the key
away.

So I mention that there are individual differences that also need
to be studied from a biological, psychological, and social standpoint.
BUt by and large, in terms of the high rates of 'crime and criminal
vic *nee and other 'violent behaviors in society, is the solution to that
or the answer to that not to be found in biological and genetic factors,
since the more sommon factors are social, psychological, and eco-

*nomic.
Mr. SCHWER. I take it this is the kind of violent behavior that

ProL Sheldon Glueck at Harvard has been studying for a generation,
and he has been trying to find better early viarning signals at a very
young age, about 4, 5, 6, or 7, that will tell us whether that child who
has temper tantrums and throws things at his siblings and other
students at the ages 4, 5, and 6, will be engaged in serious violent
crime, a decade later. -

Has there been any tmccess, either thron ,h Dr. Glueck's studies or
through anything that your group is working on, that would indi-
cate that we have predictive tools by which we can test children at
an early age I
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Dr. SHAH. The studies in this area have been disappointing. It is.
very difficult to accurately predict almost any event that has a very
low frequency.

Mr. SMELTER. A veiy low frequency ?

Dr. SHAH. Yes; a very low frequency.
Mr. SCHEFER. Except, as you said, where these people have these

terribly low fuses, they ergage in acts of violent crime very fre-
quently.

Dr. SHAH. Yes. But it's very difficult to pinpoint that at ages
4, 5,' 6, and 7. The studies by Prof. Sheldon Glueck and his wife,
Dr. Elianor Glueck, Often were unable to distinguish markedly be-
tween the delinquent and norrielinquent groups. Many of the young-
sters who do show some of the family characteristics, such as cohesive-

ness in the family, relationship of boy with mother, discipline in the
family. and so forth, also become involved in delinquency. -While they
wtre able to pinpoint a number of youngster& there were a number
of youngsters from those families who did not, in fact, display that
behavior. And there is, I suggest, a fundamental value or philosophi-
cal, ideological issue very much involvedat what point does one
wish to intervene. how early in anyone's life, when, in fact, the be-
havior of concern has not yet been demonstrated t

Mr. Scrisrsit. We have intervention in lots of things.
Dr. SHAH. Yes ; we do.
Mr. SMELTER. When I was in school at a very early age they inter-

. yelled with me. I got certain kinds of posture exercises that the
other kids didn't have because I was round-shouldered.

But where is the big difference between a kid who has a particnlar
physical problem, for which he's getting special treatment, and the
kid who may have a particular mental or psychological problem'? I'm
not round-shouldered any more. I may be fat, balding, paunchy,
slid a lot of other things, but Pin not round-shouldered. So it helped
ffie. I was very embarrassed at that time to have to be pulled out of
class to do all kinds of special exercises, but it was a good thing for
me. It was an intervention. I don't regret it.

Dr. SHAH. It was an intervention directed at a problem that had
been clearly identified and was already present, in contrast to

Mr..Scrityza. But nobody knew whether I would get over it any-
may. I ended up being the captain of the high school swimming team.
Maybe just all that swimming without the early intervention would
have ,done the job. Nobody was certain at that time that there was an
absolute cause-effect relationship between these exercises and .my
posture as an adult. But they thought it would help, along with
everything else I was doing.

What's the big difference between that kind of help and some kind
of psychological counseling or any other appropriate intervention
for a possible problem?

Dr. SHAH. There are two or three distinctions, Mr. Chairman.
One of them would be how specific and-clearly evident is the prqb-
lem and, using your example, childhood misbehavior at the ages of
5, 6, and 7 is not a very good predictor of serious delinquent or
violent behavior later on, because youngsters frequently grow out of
that.
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Iow, it Aid depends on the intrusiveness of the intervention and
.thew demonstrated effeoiveness Of the intervention, Most of the
delinquency prevention studies have been unable to demonstrate
any great effects of the intervention. Now, if the intervention were
highly effective there would be. I think, a better rationale for that.

Mr. SMELTER. Do you feel that we need more research into how
we can interyene effectively in changing these kind of violent be-
havior patterns?

Mr. SHAtt. Yes; indeed. Most certainly.
Mr. SCHEVER. Is there any consensus within your profession as to

the kind of research that we need? Could you describe the kind of
research that on committee ought to be funding, or some other
relevant committee of the Congress, perhaps the Health Subcommit-
tee, Paul Rogers' Health Subrommittee?

Dr. SHAW Yes; there is a degree of consensus; in the sense of
trying to get a better understanding of those patterns of child rear-
ing, early socialization, that seem to facilitate and are conducive to
the deveiopmen. of behaviors which rely upon violence, as a means
of disputes.

We have several studies going on with regard to childhood aggres-
sion. In other words, we don't wait until the youngster has gotten
into trouble with the police or with the juvenile court. These are the
youngsters of 8 or 9 or 10, who have been been beating.up their
siblings; they are a terror on the playground; they have Injured a
few pets; and the behrior is quite obvious. The concern has been
to go into the homes with the permission of the parents because they
need help to see what is there in regard to the family interactions
and the way in 'whick the child's behavior is being managed, that
mall be leading to or facilitating this type of problem.

Also, even though, let's say, Johnny is 12 years old, little Nicky
is 6, and little Joey is 3, so if that particular family has difficulty
in handling the 'youngsters, for example, they use discipline methods
or approaches that seem to reinforce or maintain childhood aggres-
sion, then, of course, it's very important to try to not only Work
with the youngster butAlso with the parents.

This research has now gone on for several years, and' there is
promise of success. But it is necessary to furtiher refine, to test, and
to further refine the intervention. I think this type of stable, Mg-
term research is what is very important, in contrast to short, perhaps
heavily funded, but "crash".programs.

The researcher who has been working in this area, Dr. Gerald
Patterson, and his colleagues have been at i now for more than 10
years. There's a certain proportion of families that within a matter
of no more than abeint 10 or 12 professional limirs of time, they can
effect some change. There are some other families and youngsters
where it takes two, three, or four times that kind of effort; and then
there are sonic families that even with the_best available technolota
and efforts they have they can't seem to reach them. Thus, one needs
to be more precise about the technology; one needs to replicate and
to test the technology. BeCanse I can do something doesn't mean that
someone I train can also do it.

So there is some consensus about trying to determine the factors
that help in the socialization of children, both to use violence as a

#



menni Of resolving disputes and also the reverse. which. I may say,
has been neglected. That is, why is it that so many youngsters coining
from some horrible baCkgrounds do not display criminal and violent
behavior? I think Ave have neglected this latter issue. I think we can
learn as much about delinquency prevention and treatment by looking
at the other side. Why do some youngsters living in the inner city,
in broken families, in areas of high crime rates, why do they not
engage in similar behavior? And the bulk of them do not.

Mr. &mum And why are they able to go on to our public school
system, graduate from high school and get into college, graduate from
college and end up in professional careers? We seem to blame the
schools for everything, and yet nobody thinks about the kids who do
go through the schools, benefit, learn, acquire job skills, and go on
to postsecondary educatieh and end up being very productive citizens.

Dr. Shah, I want to ask you one more question. We're running
terribly late, but your testimony has been very interesting, and I
didn't want to nit you off.

You mention in your statement a grant on which you are working,
aimed at identifying and. hopefully correcting the abnormal inter-
action between premature infants and their mothers, which can lead
to child abuse.

I was very intrigued 14 that. Could you just expand on that
briefly?

Dr. SHAW Yes. I'll just mention briefly the study, and-then my
colleagne, Mr. 'Alley, can give you more details.

It's been known for a good while that premature infants seem to
be at higher risk for being the victims of child batterings. The com-
monality, however, pertains not to prematurity itself, but rather to
those aspects of the infants that put an undue, heavy, and sustained
demand on the care giver. For example. as opposed' to tho 1 month
old who sleeps through the night pretty much, or is on a 4-hour

,schedule, the 'high-risk" infant may need to be fed almost every
hour on the hour, do much trying, may be sickV, and so forth. In
that type cf a situation it's a characteristic not of the mother who
is vicious or nasty/but th me very difficult and deanding charactei:istic
of the child. Ind this iasomething that has been found not only with
regard to the premature infants bu also with regard to' those who
are mentally retarded or who have phYsical or mental abnormalities
and the like.

Tom, you may want to give other details,
Mr. LALLEY. Yes. I'll just give a brief description of that.
Mr. STEF,Rii. Could I interrupt before we condlIde with Dr, Shah?
You indicated at the beginning of your testimony that some (duly

staff, that you were familiar with the fact that they were looking into
this problem.

I might throw in that Ms. Roberta Avaneena, who is here today,
attracted my attention to this problem, and we worked lip a bill.
The bill provides that the activity called for will be limier le juris-
diction of the National institute of Mental Health, of w MI you
are a part.

I wondered whether you are familiar enough with the bill or with
the field that we are considering to have an opinion as to whether
that is a good place, or the best place; for domestic violence treatment
and prevention?

aj
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Dr. SUAll. I am familiar with the bill, Mr. Steers, and I have
reviewed that.

As a staff member of the National Institute of Mental Health, I
really don't believe I should say whether it is the best place. It would

isimply sound *ery self-nterested and far from objective.
ButI might simply mention this : That the National Institute of

Mental Health does have a wide range of research activities: bio-

logical science! behavioral science, and social science, with focus. on,
4-7 clinical as well as basic research. Within that broad context the

NIMH certainly has a demonstrated record over the past many years
of high quality research, which is aimed not only at understanding
the basic phenomeni, but also concerns of intervention, prevention,
treatment, remediation. The National Institute of Mental Health
else has training authority, as you know, sir, whether it's research
training or cWcal training, to equip people to have the skills to
provide services. And, through the community mental health centers,
it also has opportunity for direct delivery of services. So to the
indent that the Institute has that array of authorities and services, it
,wouid stem to be one of the places to consider for the kind of broad

program that I recall is proposed in the bill.
Smnari, . Not to belabor the point, but you gave as a reason for

not stating _that it was the best place the fact that you might be
interesesd. Of course, anybody who is not part of NIMH might not
know enough about the Institute to know whether it would be a good
place,

ide ask you : Do you know of any other part of the Federal
Government that you think is better suited to have reposing in it
the activity called for in my bill?

finAm. To the extent one is looking for a wide range of research
efforts; long term and high quality, with a Food quality control
elements, to the extent one is looking for a wide range of training
efforts in the `research area and in the clinical area and related tech-
nical assistance, consultive resources, at the risk of being parochial,
I think NIMH probably would be one of the better places.

Mr. fermi& Thank you.
Mr. SHACIMAI. I know the chairman has a hut her interest in this

line of questioning. He was called over, to the floor for some rather
'pressing business. 'We wanted to get into the record your comments
on the correlation between premature children and subsequent child
abuse.

Mr. LALiar. Yes. I'll be brief.
The, research in question to which the chairman alluded is being

conduCted at Grady Memorial Hospital in Atla -ta, which services a
predominantly low-income, inner-city black population. The re-
searchers were concerned by some earlier findings that premature
-hildren born at Grady were at exceptionally high risk for becoming
iictims of child abuse, usually at age 18 inonths or earlier. And so
they applied for and received a grant from us to study interactions
between premature babies and their mothers, and then compared
these interactionsaith interactions between full-term infants and
their mothers.

Some very interesting and, in a way, very unexpected finding's have
come out of that study. Using some very highly sophisticated elec-
tronic observation and recording technology, they were able to study
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infant-mother interactions in considerable detail and to objectively
identify differences in interactions between premature idants and
mothers and full-term infants and mothers. Namely, that premature
babies afe not only, as Dr. Shah indicated, less attractive, more
irritable, more demanding, but they're also more passive and they
don't emit' those cute, attractive, cuddly behaviors that help endear
a baby to the mother and elicit loving larehavior from the mother in
return'. Premature babies are more difficult to deal with.

They were able to identify that relations between mothers and
premature babies a few days after birth and even a few weeks after
birth were less warm and close than they were with full-term babies.

Now, the significant finding came out when they reexamined these
babies and their niothers at a,3-month interval and later at a year
interval, they found that those relationships had over that time
grown closer. The only explanation they could attribute to this was
that these low-income mothers, deprived of many conventional sup-
ports thakother population sectors had, had worked hard to make a
success of their relationship with this particular child.

This findinig contrasted rather sharply with what they had observed
previously, that premature babies were a high risk for child abuse.
This group that they were studying was moving, in another direction.
Apparently, the parent, the mother, by extra efforts, had solved this
problem and shown real strengths under rather unfavorable circum-
stances, and this led them to look in an unexpected direction. Early
in the research, and at the suuestion of our review committee, they
had hired a social worker to help make contact with these subjects,
to see if they showed up on time for periodic checkups, for research
appointments, and to provide what other assistance they might to
these subjects as need and opportunity arose. The researchers are
now coming to the conclusion that the presence of this social worker,
who prOvided this outside support, may have been the factor that
enabled these mothers to deal successfully with their premature
infants at times of crisis and stress. And, when they looked over the
records they found that, indeed, these mothers of premature infants
had called fOr assistance of a social worker more often than those
who were mothers of full-term infants. This suggests, and these
findings will be coming out in a report that they're going to develop
for publication this summer, that when we have an agency such as
a public, hospital which deals largely with low-income population,
ancl when you have known "high-risk" children, such as premature
children and other children with developmental disabilities or physi-
cal deformities, that if one were simply to have some sort of low-cost
ongoing contact, outreach, with those mothers and those infints, we
might move very effectively to avoid subsequent cases of chiki abuse
and neglect.

Mr. S' offzuaa. Mr. Laney, yciu're talking about some kind of a
"hotline," 24-hour-a-day hotline I

Mr. LALLay. A hotline, and also somebody in automobiles who can
go out to them and this can be paraprofessionals.

Mr. &Hams. That's the question I was going to ask. Could they be
ne*hborhood people?

Mr. LAMM'. Certainly they could. It's just that kind of continuing
care and attention that sees results.
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Mr. Samsun. With about 6 months to 1 year of on-the-job alin-
ing!

bir. "ALM% Exictly.
Mr. &mum. Something of that kind I
Mr. LALLZY. Yes.
Mr. &mum. We've kept you long beyond your allotted time on

this morning's' st-%edule. We're about a half an hour late. But you
really were terribly thoughtful and interesting witnesso, and we
thank you, not only for your splendid testimOny this morning but
for your many acts of kindness and generosity in assisting this sub-
committee in its work.

Dr. SIIAll. Thank you very muchtMChairman.
Mr. Lausr..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Scssuzi. Wel&ow like to ask Mr. Douglas Besharov to came

forth, who is the 16itor of .the National Center for Child Abuse
and Neglect of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Is the_yodng lady with/on t
Mr. %Brasov. 'Yes, Mr. Chairman. May I introduce Ms. Kee

MacFarlane, wtho is a program7specialist at the National Center?
Her specialties include sexual abuse and spouse abuse.

Mr. Scutum Very good.
Mr. Beshamv, your testimony will be printed in its entirety at this

pl?int in the record. So why don't you simply chat with us, and Ms.
MitcFarlane oan joi in at any time! We'll keep the groings on very
informat. So : either of you care to interrupt, please feel free to do
so.

Mr. BEsrasov. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Douglas Besharov is as follows

I
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Nr. Chairman, members of the Committee. My name fs DOuglas Besharov.

I gm the Director of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect.

I viTleasedeto come here today to describe the goals and activities

of the Illtioeal .411...likan Child Abuse and Neglect.

I was previoualg Director of thc New York State Assembly Select

COmmdttee on Child Abuse. Before that, In the New York City Corpora- diP

tioo Counsel's Office, I was the Assistant In-Charge-Of Family Court

Planning and Programmdng. As suclt, I supervised a taff of 37 attorneys

assigned to child abuse and neglect, Juvenile 'delinquency, supervision,

support, Uniform Support to Dependents Law (USDL), paternity, and family

ML
offense cases.

.011

INTRODUCTION

In 1973, under the leadership'of then Senator Walter Mondale and

Congressman John Brademas, the Congress held a series of bearings

across the country which revealed that State and local efforts to

combat child abuse and child neglect were widely deficient.

At tbst.time, although all fifty States had child abuse reporting

laws, the legal framework for child protection work was often incomplete

and unnecessarily complex, thus making it difficult tO euccesaully

implement effective programa. Moreover, the institutional

support necessari to sustain adequate treatment and preventive services

-Ade mr4.1oty Lachine. Child protective workers were generally not given

tfoLt.ig, shills and ancillary services necessary to meet their im-

-

portant responribilities.
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a

la almost /very community in the Nation, there yore inadequacies,

4004410104, sad lack oficoordination in ths child protective process.

1,000T4 wsre.fncressing fattier then agedcies could handle them, yet

detection And reportincrtmeined haphazard and incomptete; protective

imvesiigatiqns were often backlogged or poorly performed; and suitable

treatment programs vete almost non-existent for the majority of

famine. n-eding them,

Too otten: the only treatment alternatives available to child protec-

0
overused, and sometimes abusive, foster car: and unthinking reliance

on court actioe. Locking suitable long term treatment,services, most

American communities were faced with a grim choice in cases of serious

abuse or neglect: either break up such families or leave the children

at home where they might be serioU sly injureder even killed.

iive agencies were infrequent and largely meaningless home visits;

Studies ipdicated that as many as three-qua.ters of the children whose

deaths uere suspected of helot caused by child aboae or neglect were

e.

previously known to the authorities.

The Congresaional response was the nearly unanimous passage of the

Federal Ckild Atuse Prevention and Tsesteent Act of 1974, often,

called the "Mondale Act," because of its chief sponsor.

3 9
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The Act, P.L. 93-247. created the National Center on Child Abuse and

Neglect to provide the first sustained focus for Federal efforts to

improve the plight,of abused and neglected childrvn and their families.

The National Center (NCCAN) is an organizational Part of the U.S.

Children's Bureau within NEW's AdAinistration for Children, Youth,

and Families of the Office of Numaa Development Services.

The authorizations and appropriationa thmt have supported the National k

Centprice it was established are as follows:

Appropriation,Authorization

4

Pr %

19 47::.

197S*
1979**

,$15 million
$20 million
$25 million
$25 million
$25 million

$4.5 million.
$14.7 million
$18.9 million
$18.9 mkllion
$18.9 illion

$25 million $21.2 million

A. mandated by P.1.-91026.14,.over,SOZ of each year's appropriation is

allocated to demonstration pr4ects. The law also requires that no

less than 52 nor more than 20 the appropriation iv allocat2d to

eligibbm Stateisi for strengt ning their programs. Since FY 1975,

the full 202 has been allocated to these special State grants. 'But

last year wae.the first year that the full 20% was actually spent on

Stele grants, because large numbers of States were not eligible untll

then. (42 States are now eligible or conditionally eligibl.c.) Depending

a
*Legislation extending tile life of the authorization is presently pending

before Congress.

**Based on the President's FY 1979 Budpet Request.

11

a.

.
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on the year. from 10-15% of appropr).ations has been spent on research.

An additional.10-15% has been spent on training and technical assistance.

The remaining 52 of appropriations has suppoited the gathering, analysis and

dissemination of program and research information (through the NCCAN

Clearin house. on Programs and Research and through highly targeted

publications). Pursuant to its enabling lekislation, the National

Center also deOelops recommended Standards for Child Abuse and Neglect

5.
Prevention and Treatment Pregrams and helps coordinate Federal activi-

ties through the Federal Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect. (A

copy
)
of the Act and the regulations heplementing it are attached as

Appendix 1 of this statement.)
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JICCAN ACTIVITIES

The followins is a partial. istins of NCCAN activities by category of

activity.

Pesearch Projects

The Ire requires the National"Center to "conduct research" into the causes, pre-
.

vestion, ideatification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect. In

fulfillment of this requirement, we have funded.16 research prbjects

exploring:

-- the factors contributing to child abuse and neglect, including

family,ilocial and economic stresses;

-- the relationphip between drug abuse and alcohol abuse and child

maltreatment;

. promising preventive and treatment techniquee; and

thi means to"measure and evaluate the effectiveness of programs.

Underlying much of our research is an attempt to better Undetstand

tbri complex relltionship bltsmen psycho -social factors and indivi-
.

duel behavior. For example, poverty is frequently cited as a stress

om parents that can lead 11 abuse. And yet, we know that

meet poor families do not abuse or neglect their children. Under-

tanding issues such as this will help us to identify:and sur.rort

seeded preventive and treatment servtes. (More detailed descriptions

of the National Ccnter's research projeits are found in Appendix 2. )

6
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The lam also requires the National Center to sake "a complete and full study

end investigation of the national incidence of child abuse and neglect."

At the present time, me estimate that there are approximstely 1 million

-

abused and neglected children in our country. Of this total, about

100,000-200,000 are physically abused, from 60,000-100,000 are sexually

abused, and the remainder are "neglected': --an omnibus term used to

mean parental failure to provide such basic necessities of life as

food, clothing, and shelter. We are now in the midst of a nationwide

study of the actual incidence and severity ot unreported as well as

reported cases of child maltreatment in the United States.

by giving us a more precise idea of the extent of child abuse and

neglect.:-by State, by demographic and geographic .characteristics, and

by type of abuse and neglect--this incidence study is expected to

facilitate the better allocation of limited service resources and,

perhsps more importantly, it should help mobilise greater public

support for treatment and preventive efforts.

Demonstration Projects

As I mentioned, the presentlaw requires that 502 of the appropriations

be used to support dbmonstration projects.
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Me have established 16 Demonstration Truculent Centers, in various parts

of the country, to develop and test comprehensive service techniques which,

if they prove successful, can be replicated ,lsewhere. Men projects are

responsible for total case management within the context of the

commenity-wide coordination of services. Mbst of the projects are

using interdisciplinary teams of professionale to guide and coordi-

nate their efforts. Depending on the project, they are performing

child protective investigations, child and family assessments, and

direct treatment (including group therapy, art therapy., and play

therapy). Many are operating 24 hour hot-lines.(sometimes called

"help lines") for parent couhseling. All of these projects are

focused on the goal of keeping families together and preventing

the unnecessary placement of children. Staffed by specially trained

,teame of professionals and paraprofessionals, these unique centers

are attempting to demonstrate what can be

mint staff have the time and resources to

accomplished when treat-

meet the needs of multi-

problem, abuse and neglect families. Lech year, these projects

serve over 11,000 children In 5,000 families. (Mbre detalied descrip-

iLons of these ptojects are found in Appendix 3.)

Me have lianded 9 additional Innovative Demenstration
Projects to addresp

the problems of three groups of families that are often not adequately

served by existing system --Mative Anaricans, Jilitery, and rural families.

Sepecially sensitive to the tradition and problems of the populations

they serve, these projects are 'melting to place child protective nork

within their client's cultural context, Sy ensuring that their clients

receive the full range of needed services, these projects are identifying

r
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gape in'existing service mite's for these special populations and

moving to fill them. Each year; these projects serve over 2,000

children in 1,000 families. (Descriptions of.these oru2eqts are :ound in

Appendix 4.)

MO have also established 16 Demonstration Resource Projects to explore how

beet io help localities and%private citizens to assess, coordinate, and

!Wolfe sirvices. In response to State and local needs, they provide a

diversity of training and technical assistance, including consoltstive

services on case management and agency administration and specialized

tiaining in interdisciplinary settings to accomplish "crOss-fertilliirionNvu.

of ideas, concerts, and understanding. Each year, theme projecis respond

to over 10,000 technical assistance requests and train over 15,000

individuals. (Descriptions of these projects are found in Appandix 5.)

NO have funded 22 Demonstration Tralnins Projects (to 16 States and

6 national professional organizations) to test the Notional Center's

training curriculum on the identification and referral of child abuse

.

amineglect cases. In one year, these projects trained over 23,000

individuals.

WO have also made a grant to Parents Anonymous, a parental self-help

group, to increase its coverage across our countey. Proiress has been

substantial - -four years aso there wIre 60 chepters of Parents Anonymous,

mov there are over 750 chapters, with at least ose in every State, helping

over 7,000 pirerts deal with their problems. Over 200 chapters were estab-

lished lest year alone. 'The Parents Anonymous self-help WATS hotline

15
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received Over 11.000 calls in the bast year. In the coming year, we

expect state organizations to be established in 25-30 states. Member-

ship is expected to double in the next two years.

All faf the above described demonstration-projects are being evaluated

by outside teams of experts-to determine whae seems to work.and can

No replicated in other communities.

A

On the basis of a nationwide assessneot of needs In 105, we Identified

training as gin urgent priority. As.an immediate measure, we trained

1,700 professionals and paraprofessionals in a series of 5-day con-

fermium in all parts of the country.

1

But in.the long run, training cannot be provided directly by a National

Center like ours--it must be a local responsibility tailored to fit

local needs and practices. Therefore, we have produced a nultidisci-
..

pulsar, currieulus package that can.be used by local traine:s to present

cooprehonsive, thought-provoking, and interestinitraining sessions.

All neeessary materials dre contained in the package, including an

easily readable suede, seven films: and ten film strips. In its first

year of use, over 30,000 people were trained with the assistance of

this curriculum package.
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la addition, our regional office. and Ibmonetration Resource Trojects,

*telt I just mentioned, annually train over 15,000 people. Tor example,

tor two year. now, over 6,000 Head Start permonnel have been trained

steamily in methods of recognising and effectively handling mituationm

of child abuse ani neglect. (To augment title effort, we have publimhed

"Self Instructional Manual on Child Abume and Neglect for Need Start.

Personnel.")

TICNNICAL ASSISTANCE

V. have found that ihe impact of our technical assistance activities

is deximised if we: (1) develop model, or prototype, material, that can

be of /slain benefit to a wide numbel of agenciem, by being implemented

or adopted for local use, and (2) enmure that technical asmimtance efforts

are tailored to locally identified need..

Therefore, in 1975, we_performed a region-by-region national ammemsment

in which state and local service providers, planners, and conumers

identified areas for immediate action. Each HEW Regional Office developed

two-year plan tu upgrade mantic... Pliny of theme plan. included:
4

training of modal worker., police, judge., mental health profeamionalm

sad educator. (2511tatem); community-vide multidimciplinpry teams to

improve child protective case planning end managendet (12.Statem);

statewide interagency coordinating committee. (6 State.); and the

r/mitigation of comprehenaive emergency moryicem for children and

families (3 States). These plans were successfully implemented and

we(are Row amseeming future need..

. .

1 7



Sone of the prototype or model arterials we have prepared are:

A Mlodel Child Protection Act which, after final revisions, will

be available to those wishing to improve state child abuse laws:

O A hospital protocol for the identification and reporting of child

abuse and neglect which has been field tested nnd will soon be

widely distributed;

O Three models of information systems States cnn use to improve

their record keeping and central register systems; and

o Public awareness materials to increase knowledge and sympathetic

understanJing of child maltreatment.

41 think that our public awareness materials bear special note. In

consultation with 20 treatment agencies, we prepared a seric .. of

publiC awareness materials, including TV and media spot announcements,

posters, newspapet and magazine advertisements-- all individualized fo

local use--and a manual on their use. We have learned that an informed

and supportive citizenry is crucial to the breaking of bureaucratic

log Jame and the develoOment of sufficient tred,ment services. In

the past, public interest in child abuse has been heightened by

media coverage of tragically sensational cases. In some respects

this has been helpful because it has increased public pressure to

improve programa. The materials we have developed, however, seek to

go beyond sensationalism to help the publicand parents--better under-

stand the human side of child abuse and neglect.. They empharize
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.0/apathetic awareness of the responsibitities and stresses of parenthood

and encourage parents to seek help on their own. Thnse smterial will

be vied in over 30 States in the next 18 months. (An informational
4

brochure on these materials is attached at Appendix 6 )

VEDIERAL STANDAZDS

The present Act requires the Secretary, with the assistance of the Advisory

%Board, to develop Federal Standards for Child Abuse nnd Neglect Prevention

and Treatment Programs. These Standards are not the basis for eligibility

for Federal funds but rather are miggested good practice guides. Reflect-

ing the best state-of-the-art knowledge, they are designed to help States,

coemunities, publivand private.agencies, professionals, and private

citizens to assess local program capabilities and to determine gaps in

needed ervices.

A draft of thesn Standards has been widely distributed to Stnto and local

agencies as well as to individuals from professional disciplines actively

inmitved in the field. Comments have been overwhelmingly favorable and

supportive of the concepts and content of the Standards.

the Standards are coepleted, we plan to develop a series of 30

monographs and manuals for use in their implementation.

49
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IIWORIATION DISSEMINATION AND CLEARINGHOUSE OF PROORMS AND RESEARCH

The Act requires that the National Center "d2veiop and maintain an.

information Clearinghouse on all programs...showing promise of success,

.for the prevention, identification, and treatment of child abuse and

neglect."

The National Centeei Information Clearinghouse has collected information

on over 2330 operating treatment programs and on over 2340 publications

and audavisual materials. The increased interest in child abuse and -

neglect is reflected by the 30 percent growth in the overall nubber of

publications on child'abuse and neglect, in the past 18 months alone.

All of these materials have been abstracted and placod in a computer

with on-line capability --'thus giving an inquirer the capacity for

almost instantaneous review and retrieval of information. Resrte termi-

.nals now allow access to this data base from anywhere in the country.

The National Center dissemlnates the information it collects through

highly targeted publications and in.response to the over 1.000 inquires

a month we receive. Since the Adrlierception. over 5001000 individuil

riblicatione have beei printed and distributed. g list of publfcalsr

is ettethed at Appendix 7 .7

21.040. 0 III 4
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STATE GIANTS

State agencies play a key tole la the direct delivery of services to

familiei. Thus, the present law authorizes grants to eligible State,. to strengt*-

an their prevention and.treatment programs. These grants are used by States

to fund the developmental or start-up cost's of nev or improved pro;in

ttomPonents. As a zbsult of the eligibility requirement ,. and the Ntatees,

grants themselves, we have witnessed a major strengthening of the ihild

protectlion system in 42 States and territories.

The small ize of the average State grant belies their impact on State

child protective.systems. State grants have been used to improve

administration and record keepinit systems ( 19 States); develop in

lierVici training and procedures ,Linuals ( 10 Stares); install 24 hoer

comprehensive emergency services ( 11 States); operate 24 hour Hulp-

lines for parents ( 6 States): perform specialized diagnostic studivs

( 5 States); and conduct public awareness campaigns ( 5 States). ( State-

by-State descriptions of these State. grants are found in Appendix S.)

To quality for this assistance, States muat meet the Act's requirements

for the fundamentals of an effective state-vide child protection sys-
,

tem, including effective reporting peocedures, comPrehensive definitions

of child abuse and neglect, prompt investigation and action on cases,

confidentiality for families, immunity for those who report in good faith,

improved court pro (including a guardian ad litem), cooperaticn

swag State and local agencies, and parental involvement. Most States

have had to make Lignificant changes in their legislative and administra-

tive procedures in order to establish these essentials of an effect've
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system. The two requirements which have presented the greatest diffi-

culty for States are the comprehensive definition of child abuse add'

'Neglect and the required provision of a guardian ad litem in every

judicial proceeding. Both of these generally require amendment of State

law to achieve compliance.
lbs

Nejor progress has been made by States in upgrading their programs.

as evidenc2d by the dramatic growth in the number of States which have

become ligible esch.year. Only three States were eltgible during FY

1974, the firet year of funding. In Fiscal Year 1975, the number in-

creased to 16. In Fiscal Year 1976, 29 States received grants. In

Fiscal ...ear 1977, 42 States and territories were eligible or condi-

tionally eligible for grants. To increase the number of eligible

States, we are working closely with the remaining ineligible States.

Coordination Activities

In response to the requirement of the Act, the Secretary created an

Advisory Board on Child Abus and Neglect. Reflecting the relevance of

many areas of human :serwicee to_child abuse and neglect,'the Board in-

cludes representatives from the Departments of Justice, Labor. Interior,

Agriculture, Housing and Urban Development, and Defense as well as fros

NEW agencies.

A



ls respons1b1*.fOr the effective coordination of Federal chiy abuse

mad neglec. ; ' .iowing have been accomplished:

'
48

In addition to developfng the Federal Standards. the Advieory Board

' .

o 1975 Report to the President and Congress on the Implementation of

P.L. 93-247. the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act.

o Isouanca nf MPlA S,Mrt Pnlicy Guidance on Child Abuse and Neglect.*

o Issuance of ftegu.a.Lons on programs supported under Titles IV-A and

IB-11 of the Soc:al Security Act.*

o Issuance of Regulations to establish a system of coordination and;

shared planning on Federal programs and activities related to child

abuse and neglect.*
A

o Development of joint NIMN/LEAA/NCCAN iunding of sexual abuse

projects.

o Development of joint N114111YDB1NCCAN funding of adolescent abuse

projects.

o Development and publication of policy for school reporting of

child abuse and neglect within the constraints of the FamilY

Education and Privacy Act.

o Development and uperming publication of policy for drug treatment

program Service ref + t,, to child protective agencies.

............
*Found in Appendix I.
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The Board is now preparing a comprehensive report on the long-range

plans aI budget projections of Federal agencies; andon the results

of past activttiesiand contemplated future activities of Federal agencies.

It also reviews on an interim and continuing basis planned activities of
A

Federal agencies.

THE VIOLENT HOUSEHOLD: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN coo ABUSE AND

SPOUSE ABUSE

As past of this Committee:s overall inqui7 into domestic violence,

I have been asked io discuss the relationship between child abuse

and spouse abuse.

A

Let me begin on a perional note. As an attorney assigned to the

Nov York City Family Court, my first child abuse case was one in

which the father, in attempttng to stab his wife, had inj/red the

baby she held in her arms.

It is now apparent from the research'we are doing and our treatment

projects that the injury of spouses (predominately women) and the

Injury of-children. arq somewhat overlapping syndromes. Indeed, we

can sow, document, at least partially, their relatioaship. . Of the

validated cases of officially reported child abuse and neglect from

25 States analys&d by the American Humane Association, the child



protective investigation revealed that the spouse was also assulted in

Almost 20 percent of the cases, though not necessarily in the, same lnl-

dent.

I tauld caution that this data should in go way be interpretesen-
,

dicate the incidence of spouse abuse nor should it he taken to establish

causal relationship between spouse :Mese and child ahuse.

Nevertheless, the data does suggest'some issues needing further resarc'.

While males arC the child abuse perpetrator in only 40%, of all officially

reported chtld abuse and heglect cases, males are 70% of the vhild abuse

perpetrators in cases where there is also an incident of spous abuse.

In these C48e8 it sppr;ars that the violence of the male is directed at

ell members of the family. (Many of our treatment del..onstration projects

report that children ere often the accidental victims Of intended spouse

abuse or that a number of wivesas they are being attacked by their

beebands--pick up their 'child as a shield from the attacit: Our data also

indicates that in the other 30% of officially reported cases, in the

some household lri which the male is assaulting the mother, the mother

18 esseating the children. We are not yet able to say whether or not

the mother' abusive behavior is part of chain reaction, as some re-
,.

imeicheis have suggested.
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Although it will be difficult to say a great deal more about theHe

families uotil our data become mbr, refined, it does appear that,

while'cases in.which there is spouse abuse as well as child abuse

(or neglect) were demographically simelar to the reRt. of the reported

cases, they were given almost four times OR many services. Thus,

although these data are tentative, they do strongly suggest that

there is 4 subgroup of child abuse cases in which there is an

nvironment of family violence that can be identified and that

these cases require an untisually high degree of services.

In any event, in part--but I should emphasixe that only in part--we

seem to have overlapping yndromes of child ma Lreatment and spouse

abuee.

(A

copy of the AH data is attached as Appendix 9 .)

01/

The child abuse field seems to be recognizing this relationship.

For example, in September of 1977, the New Jersey Division of Youth

and Tautly Services sponsored a cohference entitled "Violence in the

Family." Although the Division is the Smate's child pro'tective

Agency, it broadened the focus of the conference to inciude wife

(and hueand) battering and rope, in addition to cbild abuse. Two

themes rar through the Conference's presentations: first, that the

dynenicii of the various forms of abuse within families were

later-related; and, second, that the agencies providing srvices to

uch !sallies musebroaden their approadi to look for patterns of

intrs-fsmilial violence against both children and adults.

vb.
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SitAlarly, as an unforeseen component of their family oriented

S ervices to abused and neglected children, all of the 20

IICCAN/Ommonstratio 'Tt.P.Jment Centers provide,some services which

either directlY or indireatly assist abosed'spouses. 'For example:

o Our San Diego project amended its intake,policy eight months

iio.to accept referrals of spouse abuse in families with small

children. so because 'staff had found that ;here was a

significant ..widence of-children being hurt ?aclioentally" in

situations when the spouse was the target of the assault. In

iddition, the project had discovered clear pattern of

childhood histories involving intra-familial violence in cases

: of spouse abuse, as well as ,battering That is,"they found

that the perpetrator or the victim ha0 experienced' violence

either as victims or as witnesse= in hisfhet own childhood. I

should mention that in taking family historieA, the project foutul

the same patterns. in spouse cases that .we find in clashical

battered child cases, that is: isolation, situational stress,

childhood histories of abuse, and%poor impulse control. It is

the project's conclusion that, in MAl; cases of family violence,

the victim is the family member who happens to be available.



Our Honolulu project has established an emergency shelter which

is used exclusively to provide safe lodging to abused spouses and

their children. A 1.1-0..p.rcentage of the people served by this re-

tuSe are from military families. The objectives of the project are:

X1) to provide parents with children Ai temporary safe respite, until

the conflict between the parents can be resolved; (2) to assist

families through periods of crisis with coordinated social services,

and (3).to help la n 'in their efforts to develop independent living

situations tr, when they desire it, to help women return to their

husbands. In 1977, the project provided room and board and informa-

tion and referral assistance to over 200 families. Families usually

stay for a few days to as long as two weeks. During this time, the

shelter provides assistonce in obtaining.medical services, food,

clothing, financial assistance (if needed), and permsnint shelter

(if desired). Eligibility to enter the.shelter is not restricted by

incoes or msrital satus; any parent/child until involved in actual

or potential abuse is welcome.
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Our project in Toppenish, Washington, operated by the Yakima Indian

Nation, also provides.emergency shelter to abused spouses and works

with families to reduce the incidence of abuse. Located in a large

Cunt...of-the-century house, the project provides nursery/day care/

emergency shelter facilities 24 hour a day, seven days a week,for

tribal members who need help. Wives frequently bring their children

in the miildle of the night seeking temporary shelter while tempers

were cooled and issues are resolved. Thus, the project has provided

a haven from further family conflict, where the wife and rhtldre) can

be relleved of an atmosphere of fear and can be protected.

o 'Parents Anonymous, une of our project which I described earlier,

reports that, in almost every one its over 750 chapters, there are

mothers who are victims of spouse abuse. (Similar to our other

treatment projects, Parents Anonymous reports that in 'some instances

child abuse is a.matter of physical proximity, that Is, that the

child receives the abuse that was intettled for the spoww.) A

number of chapters are attempting to deatywith the speuial issues of

spouse abuse by holding separate weeking meetings for battered spouses,

in addition to regular chapter meetings. Many mothers In these gioupa

are concerned about the traumatic effects on children of witnessing

assaults and other abusive behavloir between parents. They recognize

that many children experience guilt for the spouse abuse, feeling some-

how responsible for it. They also recognize that spouse abuse

creates a bad role.modellor children; they sense that Rome hays

develop patterns of violence toward females and that some girls



develop an expactetion of attack and exploitation by male!, thus

\\ hurting their chances for healthy relations with members of the

opposite sex in adult years. As a result of numerous requests, the

*national office of Parents Anonymous is now'considering the develop-

mmmt of specific self-help programs fo; the victims of spouse abuse.

Our Philadelphia Project provides psychiatric counseling to

abused spouses and integrated its effortM with the

Wbnen-ln-Transition. Center, a local program designed esAccially

forabused. spouesq.

o Two Chicago projects coordinate community services such as

. legal aid to the abused spouse, couple counseling when

appropriate, and emergency shelter (utilizing the Salvation

Army) when needed.

,

Moreover, a number of the MCCAN projects. although they do

not baye an inhouse c.spnbility to provide emergency shelter,

arrange for families to be accepted by such ahelters dud

often provide transportation to them.

0

Y
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11C0AN demonstration elforts are showing that successful prevention,

identification and treatment of child abuse apd neglect require that .

services must be available to all members of the family unit in need

ef help and protection. besides emergency shelters\ or ahuN sed spouse

Which, like the provision of emergency protection for hildren, must be
k,

a first priority, all the NCCAN demonstration projects report that one

of their most successful interventions in cases of both spotew abte.e and

child maltreatment is Ln the area of improved socialization. Some ex-

amples of the services provided in these situations 'are:

Individual end adult counseling, ceuple/family counseling., group

counseling/therapy, marital counseling, parent aid/lay therapy,

parents anonymous participation, education services, homemaker

services, transportation support, short-term foster care, medical

services, day care, babysitting, and a whole range of legal and

"advocacy". service's for employment, housing, and other conyrete needs.

But the mere fact that rpouse
abuse and child abuse seem to be

somewhat related problems should not lead to the assumption that

they necessarily should be
treated together or In the same way.

For example. in child abuse cases the victim need not seek protection

'on his or her own. And properly so. We have devised s system in

which third parties, primarily concerned
professionals and friends,

rah take child protective action. In cases of Rpouse abuse, however,

it is the victim, usually the abused vomen, who must seek out help

for heweelfagainst many odds. (An annotated bibliography on child

abuse/ppouse abuse is found inAppendix 10.)
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In en article soon to appear, Dr. Frank Schneiger, director of the

NCCAN Region II Resource Project, has raised the following gersane

questionst

If our intention is to shift in the direction of an approach
based in family dynamics to deal with familial violence, there are
some hard questions which should be addressed before moving hastily
' head. First, are the dynamics of child abuse, wife and husband
beating, and rape interrelated in ways which lend themselves to

common form of intervention, whether extant or still on the
horizon? The answer to this'questinn will require a systematic
examination of the research which has been done and, in all
likalihood,.the undertaking of a number of new studies. If the

&OMIT to the above question is "yes," then there will be a need-
to examine the implications of pursuing what will have become an
ttportanA new policy direction.

Most immediately, any movement toward a systematic family
violence approach will confront us with a needs-resource problem.
At present, queitions of adequacy or effectiveness aside, there is
a significant child protective network in this country. Having
only recently attained visibility, spouse abuse and, to an even
greater extent, Violence among siblings,'are problems to which
there has been no substantial institutional response to date.

' Can we assume that new funding on a relatively. large Scale will
be forthcoming? If not, we should probably begin asking who will
se, themselves as winners and who as losers, since it will become
neiessary to redistribute a limited pie. That redistribution will
obviously be at the perceived expense of child abuse and neglect
agencies, since they currently receive the bulk of the funding.

*



TO move from politicalorganisational consideratione'to
programmatic ones, we should ask whether the conceptual joining

t

of these problems is likely to affect the nature of th Spproach

tO families in which Violence occurs. This question r lates to

the similarities or dissimilarities between the dynamics of child
abuse and neglect, and.violence which ocCuis between adults. At

a rime when a concerted effort is underway to move away from a
punitive epproach to .parents who maltrelt their children, one
must rook whether a similar emphasis on understanding and a helping
attitude is being advocated (or is appropriate) towards those who

beat their spouses. Is there a view that violence against spouses
is essentially a police problem; if so, is it* likely to affect the
handling of child abuse and neglect cases? In particular, will it

result in both an attitudinal and institutional retrogression to
a relianee on punishment?

'We need also to look at the potential benefits of a broadened
approach. For example, it is quite possible that such an approach
mould not only benefit the attempts to deal more effectively with
adult.abuse. but would also shed some light on the efficacy of the
interventions which are currently used in child abuse.and neglect

cases. * *
Finally, the search for linkages is unlikely to end with a

dipcussion of the intrafamilial dynamics of violence. It will

almost certainly be extended to a systematic examination of the
social causation of all forms of family violence. For example,

what role do joblessness and underemployment play in the physical

abuse of family members? This expanded view will almost certainly

bring us closer to a real test of the national commitment io
address basic social problems affecting families.

tri
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Ultimately, then, we must develop an approach to the prevention ot

domestic violence which lowers the level of violence and agresslon

against all family members before family life deteriorates to unre-

mediable breakdown beyond the reach of any number of social agencies.

But in the meantime,'we need to address the immediate needs of battered

spouses. Unfortunately, in many communities, the unrespenpiveneas of

community human service agencies toward the victims of spousal battetr._
\

ing seems to be as great as it used to be toward the victim of child

: abuse. Hence, a first priority toward the goal of aiding battered

spouses must be to develop public awareness.and support for their pro- .

tection by convincing the public that spouse abuse 'is a critical pro-

blem. A second priority must be the development of protective measures,

especially shelters. But in the long run, any effort ID deal with

spouse abuse, like efforts to deal with child abuse, must entail a

comprehensive approach to all of the pressing needs of its victims.

These needs include the need for leeal protection, permanent safe

shelter, emotional and financial support, and Concrete help ("advocacy")

in seeking housing, employment, and, when necessary, a ne4 life.

-,1
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The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect 1s'a relatively small

program and it should not be expected to "cure" this deep.seated social

problem.

We do not believe that any federal program cap eradicate this complex,

anti-social behavior--any more than one can eTadlcate drug abuse or

juvenile delinquency. We do believe, bowever, that much more could

be done to prevent and treat child maltreatment. And we believe that

the Nitional Center has an important role to play in helping to reduce

the amount of child abuse and neglect in the Nation. But in terms of

both staff size and financial reiources, NCCAN has limited ability to

reach this goal solely through its own efforts.

NCCAN's 'Worts, therefore, are supportive--we seek to help improve

the efforts of others. V. seek to aCt as a focus and a stimnIhs to

improve and expand the efforts of others--at.thc national, state, and

local level--to prevent: identify, and treat child abuse and neglect.

We seek to provide direction and impetus la field which, in the past,

has been characterized by a fragmentation,of resources, services, and

Oltilosphies among various professional disciplines.

(1) Ve help build knowledge about child abuse and neglect-,-its nature,

extent, and effects--in order to determine unmet needs, identify

premising approacheo and facilitate service allocations;

a

r
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(2) V. help develop and refine promising and cost effective approaches

to Protection, treatment and prevention; and

(3) We help serviee providers implement or expand effective

identification, treatment, and preventive programs.

Central to our efforts is a commitment to nen-punitive, interdiscipli-

nary and communityide approaches. Because we are convinved that

child abuse and child neglect arc social and psychological problem..

with roote deep in the way we live and in the way our society is

orgenized, we: emphasize services
focused on the entire family in re:

cognition of the interdependent needs of children and parents.

Building on the experience of our treatrent center demonntrations, we

emphasize the crosscutting, multiageney approach to the delivery of treatment

services.. Because many agencies, in addition to the child protective

agency, deliver vital treatment services, we believe it is important

to puree, activities which will improve significantly the informal ag well as

formal delivery systems which p;ovide services to endangered and

'1
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families. Hence, we seek ways in which programs currently in place

eau.be used to provide greater outreach, increased accessibility and

improved service delivery. We try as much as possible to use our limited

resources to build on existing or congoi,g activities or to leverage,

through eoordination with larger resources, such as Title XX, as authorized

by the Social Security Act, and the many legislative and budgetary prO-

p,sals made bi this Administration to benefit the health, welfare and

education of children. One way we do this is by funding demonstration

projects with modest budgets that are mote readily institutionalized

into on-gning service programs than-are projects with large budgets.

We believe the Act has enabled us to make significant progress. In

the last.four years, we have not come up with any easy answers, no

fool-proof formula; but we have, together with thousands of hard-working.

hard-thinking and committed individuals, made an important start.

We have helped focus attention on gaps in existing knowledge and ser-

vice delivery. We have helped to increase the body of knowledge about

the dynamics and treatment of child abuse and neglect. We have

helped service providers apply that knowledge. Anil we have helped

elicit community support for the development of constructive, rather

than punitive, treatment services.

(i 7

44)
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After being ignored for so long, the plight of abused and neglected

children has become the subject of widespread professional and public

concein. The "battered child" has moved from the hack pages of pro-

fessional journals to the front pages of mass circulation newspapers.

Deily, the're are additional news articles, tlevision and radio pro-

grams, and &immunity meetings, not to mention professional c ,aferences,

on the'subject. More and more people want to do "something" about

child maltreatment.

As a result: there has been major progress in our ability t.,

abused and neglected children and tt: assist their families.

In many places, health, social service, education and law enforcement

agencies or individual professionals now accing themselves ns jointly,

not separately, responsible for protecting children and, wherevcr

possible, preserving and strengthesing their families. New resotures

have been identified, useful family support systems have been tried,

and some simplistic definitions 'and solutions have.bcen discarded.

Statistics,,definitions, and procedures are being standardized and

upgraded. More concretely, the quality of child abuse and neglect

services provided by the States has been greatly improved. The rapid

rise in the number of States which becomr eligible for State grants has

guaranteed tha! least 42 States now provide a gloidian ad !item

for all childrL, alved in child protective court cases; 42 States

assure the confidentiality of case records; 42 States promptly investi-

gate cases of neglect as well as abtoe; and 42 States provide for the
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outalde, impartial investigation of allegions of institutional abuse

and neglect. The number of public and private programs working with

labu'ld and neglected children and with thel, parents has itmreased subs-

tant611y. About 402 of the existing treatment programs in the country

have opened their doors since 1973. (These are almost equally divided.

between public and private agencis.) NCCAN demonstration and state
4

grant projects, themselves, ann Aly provide direct services. to ov'er

40,00U children and 20,000 families.

'Im..1011t
4c

,

I believe that we in he United States are laying the foundation for

a broadly responsible and honestly realistic approach to the diverse

needs ol4he children in danger and families in crouble.,

But I would mislead you if I ended on this wingularly positive note.

The present flurry of activity In the United Statesof which the

activities supported by the Nit:onal Center are only a parlshould

4 not make us smugly complaeeat, We still face enormous ).11)s between

what aced,: to be done to protect children and what can bc done.

For far too many endangered children, the existing child protection

system is inadequate to the life-tiaving tasks assigned to.it. Toa

many children and families are processed through the system with a

paper promise to help. Martin P. went throtigh the system. He was

being "helped."

.1/
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old v te d (Nor(' siipe tit, i.%;,.11 bit the .e I, 1 t 1 S 1, 1 vba 1 ion 50'it'tee. He

'' a t s k:. 0. S .; II l'il."(11 I) td i"i '1. A ),1 c CC 1 t on ii.i ' V c 1 i n It t 1,1 t 1 h C ,c a 1, i' .1

was not to (iv re(r AC,* ieVtil t hi clued. .
.i.

Wile n t he 140 I ee t i v e im S eiet:s k i"i mad e a- letipie v i s...i I a 5 c '1 de
%..

11 hy the .1 solo t', he 41,itnif t'llic Arts( h 0 ,1 4 one rI tit lit 5 Son, .s ..1::,,i'.11
to tte Cs.tei C., ,,1,1,...%. PI& bectillsc avo et.......10 i..t.ItIttito Irit.tr ttt fin.
00,1, ht, t Cell' i IfiVii i'l..., NI i ...1 OC{e,c tit !t-t rat, that -.0 i' (....1 !, :CC I I . K'
.II. t il. I ii bu t tea!, uc t 0 eirir.57.,,,,i .t.Tra 50,% &lilt (,t,' ,..,(- ( ill,, ..o .'t,c.it.,L's ska,

' % 0
.1). 3'7" .,

Titv weeks tato flat tin was dead 6tom fi,eated Iletril L'eci 1 il:g 6161: it. t, .1.
bq hi.s 6.1.a . .t , .,

.

We cAnnot I v I the Illusion of h,I, risIvad anAlt1 I ify f be. Pub] Le.

"s
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In ImpfeMenting the C,nrlionol ,.nidAt-I help imptovo State and

local servicei; for abo:.ed and n, I. ulli I dr n And thc I r l.iuni I jos

We have identified th.,. 1,1 lowin;. pi m.f14 VI WI it h r of 1,.41..d

in the Nat fonal Centet , prt,p10., I ' /8 1 o I I icii d, Pft41! 1 At ion

priorities pwIllished tic tlo Fed,; Jann ?i, P1/8.

(A copy of which at t.oh, d at

o We ne,,1 I., npgrAdc 1-cpluti.t hild plot, t icii

and coot t s to t'nsi t
p11.1 ion of it I cud iti17,c red

mm WV 1. (1,,,,,,1. L.:1 ell c , Tit appro., 'lc.; ol

break the cyci, .:btro .

o We need to protect lo.divf,111,:. od fapily to priva, v and

col t ur 11 dlvursit y dtt ing !AP 1 OCWIS Oi nvo I ma 1 r drot ,yt

intervention.

o We need to commit. .In alvuic ti I pr, voot inn pro,,ran that seeif:-

to strengthen family-life in A'.,TICA.

Pii
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o We heed to recur:airy and cumbat
nyrdin.1 in residenqal

care-LivIm instit.ntions.

O We need to woric contiriuously to cnordinat ,. lAiblie and ptivate pro-

grams related to child abuse and nvglect to mrsimize their impa.t

and minimiz the duplicatior of efforts.

o We need to build has.iLknRylv440 ahout
child abuse and neylect and

ensure that service providers can qmly .thv be,t l-the-art

knowleAle to improve thui: proryamg.

We are wlitlysing the
beginningbut only the b-iiiuning--l

must be A till:t Hued nntionat eftort. underi,tand 111e of

child maltre:itment and help alleviate them. The riognition. reportln,

Investigation, treatment, cid 6revciiii.,11
of 1;1114 abni.0 and ner.lect

must he accorded.a priority in our human servieei, whiih it

does now not receive

* * *

Thls concludes my statement. I Willi be giad to an,,wer ay,/ questions

you may have.
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STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS J. BESNAROY, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL

CENTER FOR CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY ICEB

.MacIPARLANE, PROGRAM SPECIALIST

Mr. BESI1AROV. WS a great pleasure to be here today, as a former
New Yorker myself.

My testimony is basically in two parts. One part is about what the
Nati Onal Center is doing and the other is some discussion of our recent
activities in relation to the overall fluestion of domestic violence, the
relat ionship of child abuse to spouse abuse,

If I may, I'll just spend a few moments describing the National
Center, because I think it will put in perspective sonie of the things we
are doing abciut domest ic violence as a whole.

TheNational Center Was established in 1974 as a reiult of Public
taw 93-4147, which is commonly called the Mondale bill.

Mr. SMELT% We're way behind schedule this morning, Mr.
Desharov. We. frankly. are quite familiar with the Center. If you
would kindly use your time enlightening us on this whole question of
honsehohl violence it. would be very. much alpreciat

Mr. BESHAnov. Fine..
think tiin most striking thing for us is the fact that. while

we had not identified the question of spousal violence as a priority
in our research projects and-our treatment projects, it arose in their
day-tb-day operations. They found that they had to deal with the
overall issue of ilomestic violence. almost At their inception. We
found, for example, that our treatment ptoject in San Diego, whieh
is located in the YMCA and designed to deal with the battering of
children. very early on changed its intake policy to include cases of
spousal violence becanse when they dealt with eases of spousal vio-
lence they found eases of child al,ose at tlu. same time,

A number of onr other treatment projects, including those serving
special populations on Indian reservations and Serving military
families on military reservations, also found that. to deal with child
abuse fOr some families they had to deal with spousal viobnce as
Well. Although we did not ask them to, the pmject personnel came
to us and said, "Let ns open an enwrgency shelter for child and wife."
For our projects, it's largely the wife who is battered. I can't address

.the other research. It's beyond our scope.
As part of our research efforts we've documented at least some-

what this relationship between spousal violence and child abuse.
Mr. Seinwra.Would yoo go so far as to MI " where you find an

es,ample of child abuse. that that is sort presumptive evidence
that there is spouse abuse going on too?

Mr. BESILMO. No, I wouldn't. sir.
I would say, though, that when you find child abuse you cer-

tainly should look for patterns of violence against other members
of the household.

The study that I want to describe is One of official reports of child
abuses. These are official validated reports. In that study, which is
a full censos study, which means it's not a random sample of those
cases, we found tliat one in five eases, 20 percent, of validated child
abuse had a documented ease of an actual physical attack on a spouse.
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This was not an esoteric research finding; these were the findings of
caseworkers visiting homes to protect the children.

We don't know whether 20 percent of the caseload of child abuse
is sufficient to be considered a presumption. It certainly is a very
strong indication, from the data we have at least, that there are a
set of households in America in which the victims of violence go
beyond the children, and include the women.

Nit.. &awn. Ms. MacFarlane, would you like to add something?
Ms. MACFALANE. The thing that strikes me, I think, is more on a

personal level. I'm a social worker, and in 1970-71 I got involved
in starting a project at the Legal Aid Bureau in Baltimore that
developed into a battered spouse project, although we didn't know
it at the time. We couldn't find arty other place in the country which
was dealing with the problem.

Mr. SOMER. Would you suspend for-just a moment, Ms. Mac-
Far lone

Congresswoman Lindy Boggs is joining us. She's a coauthor, along
with Congressman Newton Steers, of H.R. 7927, the Domestic Vio-
lence Prevention and Treatment Act of 1918.

We're delighted to have you here, Congresswoman Boggs. We'd
like very, much for you to make a statement, and if you would,. it will
be placed at the opening of this morning's session. Due to seniority,
charm, loveliness, and high intelligence, we would very much like
you to take that place.

. So if you would make any comments now that you pre to make
about your legislation or about the problem we're addressing, as I
say, these remarks *ill appear first thing after the opening gavel.

Mr. SCHEVER. Mr. MacFarlane, we wish to apologize for 'the sus-
pension. Please commence your.remarks in any way that you see fit.

Ms. MACFARLANE. I really have only one observation to make, and
it comes as I said, from my experience in a Program that primarily
helped battered women find places to go for help and provided
legal aid to assist them in getting legal separations and protection.

At that time I kept saying to people : "Them are so manywomen
in this town getting beaten up,' but it seemed to be a nonissue to
most of the people with whom I talked. It was very hard to convince
a lot of the professional agencies that it was really a problem.

Since that time I have worked primarily in the area of child abuse
and now, I find myself ire the National Center for Child Abuse. I
feel that I've come full circle, as the issue of battered women has
now begun to receive so much attention.

The thing that strikes me most strongly is how similar the kinds
of family problems am that trap people; trap women and children
in violent home situations which they have a great deal of difficulty
getting out of on their nwn.

Mr. SCHEIIER. And this crosses every economic, cultural, racial;
religious, and ethnic barrier.

Ms. M.teFmn.,onc. Absolutely. It appears to be occurring at all
stratas of society, however. I believe that family problems are com-
pounded when economic stresses arc added. T really do.

Mr. SIMMER. Middle-income families and upper middle income
faniilies are by no means immune to these stresses.
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Ms. MacFARLANE. That is correct, J think that the response to
-services depends upon where you set up ,our setirices. You will
get the same kind of response in some middle class and wealthy
communities when yon set up a resource center there, as opposed to
the inner city.

Mr. SMELTER. You mentioned that the Federal Government is in-
sensitive to the needs of these people for help. Do you find that the
local governments, the .police, and the social service agencies are
sensitive to their need for help?

Ms. MACFARLANE. I think it's a matter of personal contact and
continuing education, and I think it depends upon what. people's
experiences are with a problem. I believe that it's the Federal Govern-
ment in many waysthat's making it possible for the professionals
in those communities to become aware of the problems of child abuse
and family violence.

Five years ago It was difficult to convince P-eople that child abuse
really was a big problem. I think we're going through the same kind
of phase right now with spousal battering.

I think the next phase is to educate people, not just to the problem
of violence, but to the kinds of pioblems that lead to violence; the
kind of family islotion, the feelings of helplessness and low self-
esteeth that a lot of women and ninny families experience; the ways
that.people can get trappedinside of big cities, they can be totally.,

alone---and how difficult it is for people to reach out for help even
when it's there.

That's reallY all I had to say.
Mr. SMELTER. You've said a lot, and you've said it in a very com-

pelling and open way.
Mc MACFARLANE. I would add that I'm not sure that the people

who beat up women and the people who are violent .toward children
are the same. I don't think we know enough about it.

Mr. Scupain. Would you say that again
MS. MACFARLANE. All right. People ask us at the National Center

whether the perpretrators of violence against women and violence
against children are the same people, whether they have the same
profiles, whether their actions can be predieted,, et cetera. I don't
think that we know enough about these issues.

But I do feel that a lot of the problems that they experience in
their daily lives, and u lot of the stresses are the same. These social,
psychological and econoniie stresses may just conie out as different
symptoms.

Mr. Somali. Plus a good many of the victims of spousal attacks
are themselves child abusers.

Ms. MACFARLANE. This is true.
Mr. SMELTER. You've been very eloquent, and we appreciate your

testimony very much.
Mr. Smas. Could I ask a question of Mr. Besharov I
Mr. &mum Yes, of course.
Mr. STEER& I notice that you're the Director of the National Center

for Child Abuse and Neglect, and I gather that's either part of the
Children's Bureau, or maybe it's the only section in the Children's
Bureau. But that, in turn, is part of the Administration for Children,
Youth, and Families.
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I'm asking you really the same question that I asked Dr. Shah. You
heard Mrs. Boggs describe the biH which she and I coauthored. and
what I am wondering is whether vou have an opinion as to where the
activity called for in the bill shotild repose in the organizational hier-
archy.

Mr. Bratunaov. Sir, I think that's a very coMplex question, and its
resolution depends on the way in which people, want that activity per-
formed. If the activity should emphasize a research approach and a
basic treatment approach, using the professional, then that's an argu-
ment in favor of a place like NIMH. If the activity envisioned is
more social service related and more community buildings, then prob-
ably a different place would be more appropriate.

Mr. STEERS. Where?
Mr. BESITARov. I think that the two options that are beir, , consid-

ered are ACTION and the Administration for Children, Youth, and
Families.

Mr. grzzas. That's right. Which do you think is the more appro-
priate?

Mr. BESHARov. Again, I don't know enkgh about. ACTION to say.
Mr. STEERS. Let me ask you a related question then.
This ierm, Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, as-

sumes that there is a connection between youth problems and other
family problems. On the other hand, your Center, at least in its title,
does not reflect the problem of spousal abuse, although both you and
the lady with you have indicated that there is a connection of un-
known dimensions.

I'm wondering whetheryour C-nter would feel it would have to
have, its mis.sion redefined in order to permit it. to get into spousal
abuses /-

Mr. %SHAM,. As my testimony indicates, when there is an incident
of spouse abuse with child abuse we feel that our legislative mission
requires us to be involved in it.

However, there are so many cases in which there are spouse abuse
and maybe there are no children or the children are not involved that
that would really be beyond 3ur present legislative mandate.

Mr. STEERS. Thank you.
Mr. SCHEITER. Thank you hoth. We appreciate your Coming here.
Now we will hear from Lr. Murray Straus of the \department of

sociology at the University of New Hampshire.
Dr. Straus, your test imot .v. as in the case of all the other witnesses,

will be printea in full at tfus point in the record. So perhaps you'd
just like to chat with us. I'm sure we'll have some questions for you.

Dr. SmArs. Yes.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Murray A Straus is as\ follows:]
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)

Prepared for hearings on 14 Februery 1978
*Research Into Domentic Violen;:e," V20
U.S. House of RepresenLatives
subcommittee on Do%-lesic and International
Scientific Planning, Analyl:is and Cooperation.

RATIONAL SURVEY OF D:SFIC VIOLENCE: SO:1E 1PREL1r:INARY

FINDING'S AND I!:?LICATIO:3 FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

rtiray A. Straus
Unive=itY of New Hampshire

My testimony will co7r five topics. First, I will
briefly summarize the r.athoOs used to carry out the first,
and to date the only, study of violence in a natioHally
representative sample of American families. Second, I will
give some of the data on violence rates from that study.
Third, I will describe sone of the cause and effect issues'
which we are investigating with this data. Fourth I will
put this study lw the context-of the Family Violence
Research Program at the UnivIrsity of New Hampshire in order
to suggest certain irplications for federal support of
social science reseatch. Finally, I will mention what I see
as the most imporvnt reed8c1 development in research on
intrafamily violence.

I. THE NATIONAL VIOLENCE SURVEY

During the period 1970 tO 1974, my colleagues Richard.
Gelles and Suzanne Steinmetz and I carried out a number of
exploratory studies of violence in the family, and also
developed a theoretical framework which we found useful Jr'
designing research ard understanding the resulting data. In
the spring of 1974 we decided that the time had come to go
beyond the limited studies which had been found useful wp to
that point. We therefore began to design a study of a truly
representative sample of American families, and a study
which would cover rany aspects of violence in the family,
hotjust one aspect, su:h as child abuse or wife abu*e.

1

1 Definition and it-,surf.7ftrit of Viol,,nco For the
\purposr...s of thiA Dtv.y, violenCe was defined es "an act
carried nut with th!.- intion of, or perceived intention
of, cauf.ing physici.; .pF.ia or injury to anoth!7i person"
\(Gel)en and Str,luf., Iiiii.). 5.:-:a "physical hurt" can range
from slinht pain, :Is in a slap, to murder. The basis for
lite "intcot to hurt" :-,.y te,g,! fro:a a conc,.rn for a child's
nah,ty (an when e c:.:16 :15 sp;Inked lot goinq into the
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street) to hostilit/ 5 that the death of the other
is desired.

The "Conflict ScE:les" (Straus, 1970) was used
to obtain Lhe Mit echnique wan first
developed at the of cew Harapshire in 1911 and has
been used and ro':,:=ice.sy.tnsively since then in numerous
studies of family vjo:,.:-.ce (nee for example: Allen and
Straus, 1975; Rul'..:!t and Straus, 19/5; 'Steinmetz, 1977;
Straus, 1974).. The C:.7f1ict Tactics Scales (CTS) measure
the means used to ranolv: ,nflicts of interest (Straus,
1978). There are thr,::: group of conflict tactic. items:
(1) Reasoning: the LL1- of rational discussion and argument;
(2) Verbal Aggresni: the use of verbal and symbolic
expressions of host.ily--such an insults or threats to hurt
'the other; and, ('!, VhOencc: the une of pLysicp1 force as
a means of resol..:7; the conflict. The Violence scale
contains the follo;:i7.1i

K. Throwing at the spousa
\Pushi.ng, sho.:ing or grabbing.

H. Slapping
N. Kicking, biting, or hitting with the fist
0. Hit or tri:.to hit with somethipg
P. Heat up
Q. Threatenefi with a knife or gun
R. Used a knife or. gun

The administra'..ion of the CTS involves asking the
respondents what ty aid whit!ri they had a disagreeMent with
their spouse, The lin: of po?.sible actions start with those
low in coerciveness (mich as discussing the issue with the
husband or wife). 'ire itcns gradually become more corcive
and physically violent,:ending with whether the respcindent
had ever used a knife or a gun on his or her spouse. This
sequence enhances the likelihoo' that .the subject IV
become committed to the interview continue answering e
questions. Annlysi :. of the response., to the items indicateS\
that there wan no notic,hle drop in the completion rate of
items as the list.r,ovad fro:a the Reasoning scale questions
to the most. viol tertics Data on validity and
reliability are gi7e-I in Straun, 191U.

Samp1.6 arid 1.nt_r., in. ince we wanted to include in
the 'study pa:tn of the continental United
States, we contract y.th h-t.;Jolv:e Andlysk Corporation of
Drinc:.ton, New to do tht fiamplo selection end

yh,2y w11;:t in known vs an area
p!oh..bi lit y I:, a sytcm th,:t alanit af;

to Ulf. ide. I - !,,A;;Oill-; as is. plet-tical.
1. i U I II I 1,- , i (1' I hR III f.i.v i CU ftii It!,! t mini

dr it 01, ,1 I hir j ,, InIorvir....-;!:.
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Eligible v.nsi3tE:2 of a couplc who identified

Oical.elves as mar:i-O or ta...ing a "couple" (man and woman
living tolether as a conju:.1,1 unit): A ri.ndom procedure was
used so that th:. resp-,nUerts vould be ..pproximately half
male and halt femal:.. ihe final natiuiwl probability sample
pro..iticeJ 2,143 corplctr_d in r.ilj. Cchap"rison with census
data shows that thi is representotive in terms of
major eymoucaphic attrib..:Les of Americon

The intarvie%:s were conducted between January and

April, 1976. They a.:erag:f. approximatuly GO minutes and
wore designed to both the extent of far.lily violence
and sone of the i:-.ters thought to be associated wilt)

violence between

II. iV,Ti:S 5N AR1CAti FAMILIES

The results of the survt show that the amount of

violence between, m r-bers of .the same family in extremely
high: so high that we can only conclude that physical
violence occurs between family members more often than it
occurs between any oth-.!: individuals or in any other setting
except for wars end riots. Police statistics on assault are
given in rates per hundred thousand. But our data on

assault within the family htve to be reported in rates per
hundred rather thi:fi bundred.thousand.

Husband-Wife Violence

The data on husb;.nd-wife violence shows that slightly
over one out of six couplesan estimated seven and a half
-million coupleshad a violent episode during the survey

year. Taking the enLire duration of the marriage, the
figure is over one cr.:arter of all American couples (28

percent), or about 13 million couples. By a "violent
episode" the we m:!an eny act intended to cause physical pain
or injury to the husband or wife, ranging ftom slapping to
beating up.

Hew accurate is the figure of 28%? It is difficult to

know with certainty. Thc data ate estimates basd on a
sample rather than on the whol population; but the sample

wan large and chr.z,_.n by the best available methods.
According to our cr!lculi.:ions, there is a chance that.,

the entire tLfi. popul,,tion had been interviewed, the
number of husbonds wi;c1; e1;oitting to n!;ing phvAcal
toice ano:ir2: mnuln ;.11 b,_.twecr 76 and 30 percent..

How,..vvr, that asf,u-,,. th-re wan nu underreportkna,
which unlit-1y. con16 oo::ily he twice in;
tcrv. a!: tho!:,, by th,. hurvey: i.c., s;owherr!

illennd '01 or LU o a l :ptcn h.:vey hit each other
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The.no:a extre. of hu-.1,,nd wile violence On

which we gathere:.; dat.! 1.;...!!...the us! of a knife ot gun and
"beoting up" 0:10':i hu...1):7!..1 or wile. Alc!rit on out of every
too lionbods. and II iC go;:o heyood nloppinct, kickinl, or
throwing things at a at!,1 said thot they hod been
beaten up 07 h:.!ti up thi r poa...e in th- plevioun
year. About fiv. h-en invAved in such a

beoting at some pnir:t in the morriote.

Even more, star tl in t tic f.;,c1 t thtt ' mu:: t four
percent had gone so. f at: to hair. actually tined o Or

gun in attar:kiwi their i!!_m.band ot wife. This meow th,d of
the 47 million couplt: lolytle_t in the United f;tates,
about 1,739,000 he!i r ti; e faced i. hushand or wife
wielding o knife 0: (.;o:1, ami well over too million hod been
beaten up by th-_:ir

WifeTileatina. rd the plilh: of women who ar
beaten by their or boyfureqd F!!. one of the aspects
of family violence w:..foO Lost ut-jently nee!In remedial action.
(the other is chilt: e.wuse). We th,:refore developed a
Wife-fleeting Index an a mean!. of thisinvestigatinti
patticular Wife-11,..ding Index consists ol
items N through A in ttle list of CM Trc!,tions given above.

The choice'of actn h thron:th 11 as the Wife-Iteating
Index does not reflect our conception of whA ic permissible'
violence. I find of tb,se to ho acceptable for

ralat;onships betwev.1 any hnmen beinTp:, including patent and
child, brother and si::ter, bw.bond and wile, student mut
teacher, minister iwel pari:.hioner, or colleogues in a

department. In short, I follow the irt,ai;1 coined by John
Valusek: "People i!re n'd for hitting."

Whitt Chen in the hat.is for selecting item:: 11 thtoutill It

to make up the llife-4,ting Index ? It is simply the LILA
thot these Ore all wi!ich carry with them a hIgh tisk of
serious physical in:I.:Ty to the vitlim. With thene
eonsideraLionn in min:, con triln to th, que.nt ion ot
trying to estimate rxlent of wife h. .ting in the United
States.

Ycorly Ineid-or, . 1h- dot., on th, .',111 couple!. in onr
:..i,mpl,.. :A10,' thel, fc: ,1,. c.,,.-1. 1;,)11,11 1,-liod pleeedinq th,

intetview, 3.W, ro,,." ci;y o' ;,',1c 1.!6. ...,1 ottact. whiCh
I o', I und,'I ow cc, " : ;,, 1 d. f lull I,,i. Of %.? I I l, i,..A
101.17i ri 1 I II i,. i fir Cc; :!, ! ', I 1,, cui,pr, ;:., it ,, I y 47 h. i 11 kw
r-lipl, :, i it !11, I I,. I ii.' .111',' OW r.,Il ,

.1.:,t (); 1,. ,I tl 7 1.r: ,i1 0,1 IP, tl',*ii

I:11' '.A..1

.
4

1

I.
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Tab lv I. itio1cm.r I:. . N.oria-w-, PW#

tr

in- VinIunce. by:

H
.

red lan

Fr Poqpn. v

CRT Vinlelce lte,- _

Wife-Beating and 1lv-,h7a: t'n 3.8 4.6 7.4 3.0

Overall Violence ludo% (K K) 17.1 11.6 2.5 3.0

K. Threw sovething at 7.8 2.2 2.0

L. Pushed, grabbed, shA;.:: 10.7 8.3 2.0 2.1

H. Slappel spouse 5.) 4.6 1.6 1,9

N. Kicked, bir, or bit v1C1 f!st 2.4 3.1 1.9 2.3

0. Hit or trted to hit sv7.e.hin2 2.7 3.0 /.0 3.8

1. Seat up apuuse 1.1 0.6 1.7 1,4

Q. Thleatened with a tni7c or'run. 0.4 0.6 1.8 203

R. UNAd A knife or Rua 0.3 0.2 1.5 1.5

--------
*For these who engagod 1.7 eael Act, i.e., units thme wlth :.rore!..of vcro



in the vinl...nt tl,. p tt.t, I.
over two 5IL 101.1: !"I 1, : . But cf I li' t
great vi.riatio.7. J'u I i r of t ,

reported ciri ; I 1!. i out tSl f I. .it I !is; (,11. ( i t
oc-curred only op..., 1:i i y. . F t I ni I
there 11(:te in t oil. %.

of t en. in b'tW.: - .. r p-c . tv., 1 01

our i ny 1,,;1(1 rl (i! 4 I WI i'ted
taircl of thesr 1.3 I:113...1a 01, I f IV cu litr-t chal i
the year.

1

Par.i*tital

The dot a cci 3., . r.1: 1,1 violc-in.o nurik;c1 that

*ordinary" WIT:: awl "chi .. t
ends of a single co:It:rutin. In Ir.ve-n arc millioni'; of
parents whose o! phy:,ical force on a child (foe:: bcyonl
mild phybical punint..tenl but %':hich, for various reaons, has
not been identifil atal:-.". Our data are based on
the 1042 couples. sn-veyed wha twd vt least one child aged 3
to 17 living at hor,_. Each such parent was questioned about
One Of his or her children.

Some of the stely findings confirm what wet: already
widely believed to be the such as the fact thitt oyes
80% of parents of youivj children (age 3 to 9) used physical
punishment in tile survy year. But other findinqn reveal
that violence toward children often involves acts which go
well beyond "ordinary" physical punishment, and that
violence.toward children is an extensive and regular pattern
in many families. It is also a p;:t.tern which 'applies to
older as well as young children. In fact, the survey shown
that over a third of all American children in the 1!, to 17
year age bracket hal been hit by their parent e. during the
survey year.

gWe ftP1 that thc. ntndy rev'eals a truly of:toundin range
and severity of viol-nce toward childr,rn by their parents,
tor example, 20'1 hisd hit the child, with some object, and
4.2% indicated Ikey had "beaten lip" the child. Even Llore

aStoondini, in th : 1-f that 2.W. of Alu parent:; reported
having, t hr atcutc t I child with a knife of con and 2.9;1
actually us,d a ni:- or gun op the child in question.
Applyinl thi5 the popul Aion of childien og,1 1 to

no (hi!, tc, tn!fll ot daul 1,200,0o0 childten in

tisi rrat 1.e SCri ' I Cu, Iii .11( Ii 1 i f
;:t I acl,,n1 I h :. cc I .

Child Mon.. . a I ii co hic.-d the typ
. .

c:.

act 1 ( II Ii, 01. co I
n u r y I ct. ( iii hi Atitu," I ti'h Th.

ltPl, dith a I i , hull
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with smething, th! threi,tening the child
with a knite or gt.;., arl aclualjy tv:ing a knife or gun.
Using this irdexw fourd 'that, 3. 6 of the parents
jnterviewed adnitted at le;:st env of ..t.e.violent acts
toward the ehilt1 . in the prcvi-as twlve nths. This.
suggests that ea..11 ye,tr well over one cud a half million
Amerizan children in ttrc. agen 1 to 17 experiance an attack
by their parents ic coola couse severe bodily harm or
death.

Violence fle4tween Bro" arJ Sistrt;

The analysis of violerc..! bvt-weon the, children ir the
1,244 fam.ilies with .0.!i!ciren ,aged 3 to l7 living at home
reveals t)ik. three'out of fce,ie had ,engaged in an act of
physic-II violenc piist d *brother or sister in the survey .
rear, with ap average o: 21 such acits iy.r child in the year.
The various kinds of violent acIs included in the study
range from pushing aml shoving (done by 60'4 during the
survey year), to slappinbg a brother or sister (done by 45%.
during the survey year), thi-owing things at iinother child in
the family (39t), kicking, biting, or hitting with a fist
(38t), hitting with an object (36%),- "beitting up" 'another
chfold in the family (14t), threatening to use a knife or gun
(At). and actually using a knife or gun (.3%).

Although fhe three tenths of one percent: using a knife
or gun on a brother oe sister'may not !.een like much,lihen
one applies this rate to the 46 million children in the
dnited States between 3 and 17 (the age.s covered in the
survey), it COMCf; to 138,000 children who had actally used
a knife or gun in the survey year. The number of children
who have ever engaged in violent acts against siblings is
even :larger. The survey results indicate that. 18% had at
some time beaten up a brother or sister-with "beaten up"
defined as something more than just a punch or hitting with
an object--and !-)% hi...1 at som,-2 time actually used a knife, or
gun. The lattei mesn that about 2,300,000 children
in the United Staten z.t1 s:)-7(.. time ti:;ed a knife or gun on a
brother or 51f:ter.

. III. MAT LEM):, VIMENCE IN THI; rAOILY?

Evoiyone ha:; Cneir pet thc.ory idymt what. catn;e:;

viclence, but is little re,Illy good ddla. Tor
eximple, many Ir.t):0e thin;: th.lt better educated people ere
le!is violy111, but analyr,i!: uhow!. tlust there

jtr.t. MWAI ir ol the
collew-ci:uedtyd aroomj thm:e with ItNr.
eduction. On th elthoulh thr.re lot!: of
violt,noe in mid,:le (1. 1 the r,:tes ore.vven

in Incl) o Itanual

A
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Examples of othe: which we hope to answer

with this data folloinq: Is thre any
correlation betwei-n herieft: and vellov:: aboot
violence and how violant tl:ty zxtually ar(i? Is thq amount
of violence that hushi:ofi,;. and Vi71. l0 towards each other

related to how vizi:en:. th:y are toward their childien and
how violent the arn tp ti.ch ot.hel? Does "letting
off steam" verbally hel p o aioi6 phy:rical vinience, or clops
it warm people up for physically violent conflict? Is
social'and economic stresn rel:..tr'd to how violent people are,
towards others members'of their family?

These and oter 'que:.tionL; will be addre:;sed in

a book on "Violence In Th:e Fa:T:0y" which we 'plan to
complete thin spring.

IV. THE FAMILI Inol_zNic!: RESEARCH PROGRAM AND THE
STRUCTURE OF FEDERAL SUI-PO:IT FOR SCIENCE

Tbe natkonal study of family violence which- I have just
descrified, and the Family Violence Research Program from
which it grew, also suggest something.about the nature of

fedejal support for social science research. I am not
referring to the amount of money provided by the federal

ternment. As a working scientist, l'am clearly biased
are, thinking that 1,:uch more is needed, but thitt that is

not what I want to deal with now. Rather, I will focus on
the 'method of allocating whatever research funds are
available.

InvestigatorInitiated Grans. As I mentioned before,
the national ttudy of twiny violence is an outgrowth of the
PamilAorrITITIMCE-Research Program at the University of New

Hampraire. That ptogrem began in a small way in 1970. It

has been su orted by funds from the University of New
Hampshire, an4 from the National Institute of t 'vital Health.

Neither organi ation started.out supporting a .program of
research on do estic violence, nor at flint did I know that
such a,program w e evolving. Lnstead, the funds were for

our graudate research and training effort in general (by
means of a training grant) and tbr specific inve:Aigations
(by means of rescarch griults), some of which happened to
deal with domestic violence.

In 1970, excc.pt for t'Ae glowing reco(p,ttion Of

child-abuse, no ou, thinkih:1 about irscarch on domemic
tirq wi.s a :.1:-/)ect. for jokes, not for

serious re:.earch. Yo t;:e extent that either child ahu:w or
wife abri,..e were it v,is an indication of

psychopathology. Plea o: the feeltily as a violent group
in which a hiqh rate of violmo Ir, the usual state of

'..affair:., was not yt!' lt somethinq which giaduilly
emer:Jed !tom nut efe:-ts to r,./Y: theoretical svoe of the
data.

/v#'
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, . The preaert orieeteioe o; th( Femily Violeace ResearCh
rogr6m (see the epp-215ix this tenti- wiy) began to
crystatize about I974. SoAe- o! lh'e key publications wtlich
reflected and deve1opt-0 ihet 'or:entaiion were Ridbard.
Gelles' landmurk pEje,:r abssn. bs fsycHopathology:
A Sociologicel Critige.? end 1e20Hulol.ipn," and -hrs.study pf
husband-wife violenCe toportedAn Tief. VIOLENT 1103t; the
book which Suzanne Steieeetz eel I edited on VIOLEECE IN'TilE
FAMILY; anel rw paper oe "Lye:lima, Civility, and Violence
in the Family." Three, erd c,:it* publications pointed to the
fact that violent feily m:ebers ere no more likely to be
mentally il,l tts-a-, ether persofee, that violerice is typical of
faMily- relalionshipev:,n required 'under some
circumsteeces.e end vioJc_nce in one family role or
situation muats"he unetoee: in the context of the level of
violence in ottelr sehece. o: fe-eily life and of the society.

These ideas hove info-r2d and guided most of our
research and have also influeeced many other investigators.
I mention them and rare...thing of their historical development
because the gradual ce:ergence of the. i'amily Violence
Research Program is en example of how a new line Of
investigation was merle possible by the aystem of
investigator-initiated end pert' reviewed research grants.
If federal reseerch funds had only been available undec.
contracts or SOVIC other "targeted" systems of4funding, there
would have been no FeAkly Violence Research Program because
such a "target" did not exist. Therefore, although I'

obviously favor increesing support for research on violence
in the family, I also want to urge that the funcling
mechanism be primarily through grents rather than contracts,
and.through peer reviewed compAition rather than through
administrative decisions.

S.

Institutional Sunoort.. A second aspect of the national
violence stuay Whi-ch Oi.;are on the structure of federal
support for science is the fact that it reflects the
contributions of a number of people, not just three of Us
who are the specific investigetors. The study is an
oulgroWth of the Fasily Violence Research Progfam and that
program owee a large part of whatever contribution it has
made or will make to tl-e2 fart that sixteen different pcoRle
have had -a major iepet (defined as having authored or
co-authored at leest one peblieh(d paoer or paper in press):
In additio about another sixteen have contritmted less
directly (tor cea.emple colleeeoes who hew, discusr.ed.issties
and offered involueb!- or pep.Les, and students in
the s(mihar on faaily violeec..). The general peint I wish
to Mete 1,.; impo: tcrIc'r . e,e1 mipeer , slice e's that
pr o44 reel by r I:1 " t i; .(; ilt:le"hloch fly ants to
OIl ive teit i(!!. e: ;.;.) . t he "B iorn1.1,i cal Reseerch
:1nppor " and "uin .e '1 Develop.:m1" ittit
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eu

Private Survey finel ,ep 1 o! ocu

study icC;.. !c th,,

col l abot at fon with , /01 j!.I Cf)11.L.: le of
Princeton, Cew Ec.l.pou!.Y did,tho _!.onple

selection and !.urvey, botfi 0! Wlieh
are difficult tecl,;,l'..1 fe c!.. Th../ lrelp-d r to futther
refine and adapt to flcvey r.Poi.dicau. the techniotteci

for obtainihg the on i.iplenc, which we hod developed
and ref ched dor f (Air yec.r They also
brought tO .the rc2:.:.arch knowlclqe end op..rational
capAil it ies which w: 7 êid . The r.tudy would

t have hcen Httio!..L fhe Contribution of an
org nization such zr; hMing the
capability of carryi:-i oLit difficult inturvicwing to:As on a
nation-wior tti-; 5c!-ntific.lty vend tecllniquen for'
selecting the i.en,cierial controls to
insure th:- quality o L intc:vir ;1.. Our work with thom
is an exaw.ple of r, yay Lnivery end private rer.enrch
organizations can coc:-.'..r.te LC p'oc:uce i work than, neither
could have carried Out without the other. Org,roizations
..uch as Respont:e AnLlysis are. a %/hal part of our
cartabilities, for soii1. sciagz:e research oantl need to be
conNdered i&the f0rr.,1;,tion'o1 !'.cience policy.

'

44

V. PEN:ARCH WeEDS

Until recently fanny ...Onlence has been the victim of
"selective inattention" oa the p;:rt of both the genesei
public and the, research coxv.iiti ty. Thus, ahlost any aspect
needs invest igat ion. Even those few aspect . %Mich have been
studrelt remain in do..ibt' because of 14I,e inevitable
limitatioas of any one invest igat ion, espec i ly since this
is a new f ield of research which lacks a background of
well-proven methods and tileoret i cal approaches to the
problent. 1sa.r.-ocample, ear 1 icr in this paper I provided
statistics on the' f requency of wife-beating baced on the
f irst large and 'r,epresentative sm eapl of couples. But it
will be recolleri4 that a nu,,.ber of 'I irni tat ions to that data
h4s1 to be! pointed out. One of the most important of those
1 imitations in that., dc.L;pite the astoundingly high rotes of
wife-beat ing uncoi!cert in the survey, these ore y to be
underest 1W ten. -

.1
su-gestod that the true rates etree,actually double w)7icti are repnrt ed iii t popt..r. . So'

evciL:71he most e fact!4 .elmt0 the incidence of
wifeIwating arcfr

the othem it iu; to ei;thlinh just
flOW int 11 Vito th- ; (hr hrr i cd SI
er-Ai mo4 e.ot :.t ii in. circuit t h. , a ti
v mot:nri in t he f . wit -just .1 LA t li ot
f.0 111 II ir y. of :t he cenv(,:. 01 faro i ly
v fltf COI; n:":17,7 ;.*- . J.7 7.1u11;11(: i rif In i,twy) !.t t
jO ('lint it I I wi n Ii 1..,.111..1 i 1 1 ,

t h'11 11"1 ii r 4:1,/ : 11 hu I. hit th-i t

Alm
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wives because of the CXCf.'&31V0., str.tins which a modern
.society puts on the farily, then some reorganization
of the faoily systr.!. or chrsue in how the families
relate to the rest of Ole society is needed. If Ine of the
factors leading to wife-heOting. is sóciety's 'expectation
that families be headf.d hushi:nds; with the husband as the
main source of incs-..e, then changes ih sex-linked
obligations and expecrstions are needed. The lint could go
on and on. Indeed it must go on and on because these and
many other sivalar questions need to be answered to provide

oft-a scientific underpinning for attempts to deal with the
problem of wife-beating.

Instead- listing- en d. describing specific research
issues, .1 will use the limited ime availaSle to describe
two impertanaigeneral*eon.siderations. One ic a theoretical

asperspective, end the otner is A methodolo-jical perspactive.

Violence as a S'eStf..71 of Spial Relations. I suggest
that an understanding of. any particular aspect of Violence,
such as wife-beating is not likely.to be.achieved unleib it
ic studied within a framework which views family violence as,
a whqle, and which,views femily violence as one aspect .of
violence ss a syste0 of social relations.characterising the
society in general.

The significance of focusing on the interrelation of
violence in one family role withviolenee in other !wilily
roles, and with violence and other .characleristics of
American society, is more than a matter orcovering a wider
rasge of topics (f.e., both child abuse and wife abuse).
Much more important is the theoretical stance which guides
what will be investigated when dealing with any one aspect
of violence: the assumption that violence in any one family
role or situation must be understood in the context of the
level of violence in other spheres of family life. For
esample, our data show that wife-beating in correlated with
other family vioIence, incEiding physical punishment.
realiscic understanding of east depends on, knowing their
interrelation and the reasons for the relationships. .Equal
emphasis therefore .to by plaCed on studying such .

things as physical punishment, the level of violence
portrayed v stories written for children, and the extent: to
which phydical punishr.ent, "ordinary" maritiel fights, and.
wifhebeating arc inflir:nc,d by historical circumutunees, by
social norms and by the life circumstances in.whicHi.
parentn find themsr,elve:, elc. In shOrt, resarch focused .'

exclusively on or child i!butte 1 too narrow an
appr omit to protict-_ under,r.landiati of tht p7 cte(.wiet;i

which brinT. v;fe-b"i:tinu or chidd abww.

The importi:nee o: t;!udyirict al 1 a!;pct of violence in

t he f ty in ot L .stc1-1;,...:. uncit;r:.t,:tyl i r of any one-
th-..pec ur tr.y i %ay rw.(,01 ch on

Wi f t- beat i . tti:; only I i ivt; t fl t;11 kit tile
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husbanci has attac%1J the wife, we hdve studied
cross-sectional saY;...les of families in geneeal. This
perelits comparison of th.2 wife-beaters with t,he"non-violent,
,and also revealed n'.:bstantial numbers of wives'who assault
their husbands.. This iinz2ing i of great importance for

both scientific und'..rstantlin; of violence in,ltie family and
for effor.ts to red ,:c:'. the level of wife-beating. It

suggests, that eliyinE:tion of wife-beating epends not only
on eliminating,sexual inequality, but also oh altering the

system. of violence or:. so yuch of American society
depends.0

FluLki-Method Trianisletion. The gerieral methodologiol
princ pre TWITEli- -1--w.57M--frie to recommend is what Donald
Campbell'calls."triaration." This neans the use of a wide
variety of research nethods, but not simply because
difterent issues require different methods, important at

that. is. Equally L7.7...rtant is the assumption that each
method has its ownset of limitations as well as advantages.
Therefore, multi-method triangulation is needed' to achieve
confidence.in the findings.

TheTamily Violerce Research Program at the University
of New Hampshire, for exa7..ple, has deliberately employed the
following widely different research .methods: In-depth
kpstructured interviews with a smalt sample of families,
Classroom questionnaires, pail ciagstionnaires, local .

interview survey, nationat sample survey, content analysis
of litetature from, 1650 to 1970, person-computer game
stimutStion of marriage, and secondary analysis of riattonal
survey data. Studies planned for the future include
computer simulation using mathematical models, observational
studies'of violence by children,..psecondort analysis of
National Crime Panel data, laboratory experiments,
cross-nationat comparative studies, and a 'longitudinal or
"panel" study.

e.

Need for Longitudinal Studies. Of the t°1406 of-

resetaa-to bi carried outqn TEC ftiiurer.the most important
is # rongitudinal study. jiy this. I mean a folloW-Up or
"prospective" study, starting out with information about
social background and personalitr7 and about experience with
violence up to that 'point% Such a sample could be
resurveyed,every two or three years, for nt least t)1 .t. next
ten years

The advontog such u "prospective' study, as
'contranted with thc. "crosecional" tenparch on which we
now dcrnd, iA thk ;t_ L lw determine which fector Is

Congo and which i5 effEct. For exemple, unemployed hm;handti
in OM nutionol r.vampl:: of cofiple: have mucti 11.011let,*ratet; of
wiln-beating. We thin'.; it ir; the unemployMonl whi.ch caune:;
thc.40ff-be.tling. lw.! it could well be (hat violent -mcn
teaaw to both joh:. and bent lhoir wive!i. Which
ci:uues which ha.; profc,.:r.d ir:piic:rtions; for i OI I poiicy

,
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concernir.g rethods of reducing marital violence, and it will
take a longitudinal study to even come close to a clear
answer.
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STATEMENT OP MEAT A. STRAUS, DTPARTMENT 32' SOCIOLOGY,

UNIVEZETY OP Ilzw =man

Dr. STaaus. My written testimony covers five things: (1) A descrip-
tion of our study of violence in American families, a study of a na-
tionally representative sample. (2) I give some of the preliminary
.findings on the rates wr tound for different aspects of domestic vio-

. lence. (8) Is the issue of cause and effect, why this comes about.
(4) Some comments on Federal funding in support.of researc)i of this
type. (5) Some methodological comments.

Now, my plan is to briefly touch each of these. However, I would be
quite willing to spend more time on one than the other, as the Chair-
man prefers. So Jet me start with this National Violence Survey.

It's an outgrowth of a program of research which developed over
a several year period. We'd done a number of pilot studies. Finally it
was pretty clear that although these pilot studies were important we
had to nail things down with a truly representative sample and do It
study that deals with an issue that you have brought up on severe]
occasions, namely, the interrelations of different kinds of violence in
the family, and that covers all aspects, not -lust child abuse, not
just spouse abuse, but also violence between children in the family, by
children against their parents, all of which are covered in this study.

The families we studied are, broadly speaking, representative of all
Ame ican families. Our sample compares quite closely with census
data. In half the families we interviewed ,the husband and in half we
interviewed the wife. A couple didn't have to actually be married.

The conclusions from this study, at least in terms of rates. are quite
startling. They show that the amount of violence between members of
the same gamily is extrer ly high. One ean only conclude from this
data that violence occurs between family menThers more often than it
occurs between any other individuals or in any other setting except
for the Army in time of war and the police in time of a riot.

Just to make that clear, official statistics on violent crimes are given
in rates ner 100.000. Well, that would pop our computer because we
have to report these rates per 100, not per 100,000, in order to have
them meaningful.

I will illustrate this with the husband-wife data. because my col-
leaguee, Suzanne Steinmetz and Richard Gelleg will talk about the
other aspects in their testimony later.

Our data show, for example. that :iust over one out of six couples,
or an estimated 'Ph minion couples, had. at least one violent episode
during the survey year. I happen to think that might even be an un-
derestin.ate. In addition, it leaves out what might have happened in
previous vears.

Now, if we turn to the mo:v dramatic thing of wife beating, which
I believe is simply a more exireme point on a continuum from the
ordinary violence of pushing, sliming, and slapping in family life.

Mr. &IMMIX Excuse me. When you talk about violence are you
talking about a push or a shove?

Dr. STRAUB. I am.
Mr. SCUP:TAR. My concept of family violence hatkbeen that some-

body slugged someone or something, not jug, a push oil a shove.

0
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Dr. STRAUS. Yeq. That, I think, is pretty much the widespread view
of it. I happen to view any slap, push, or shove as violence. if I say
that in the past year, as I did, one out of six couples have hit each
other, and said that's ordinary violence, and you said it's not vio-
lence--

Mr. &MUTER. I didn't say that. It Seems to me that most people
perceive violence as something that hurts..

Dr. STRAIN. That's true. .
Mr. SMELTER. Something that inflicts pain.
Dr. STRAUS. Yes. Now if, on the other hand. I were to say that

within the last year out of all the committees in the House of Repren
sentatives that onlrone out of six committee members hit other com-1
mittee members, that would "be taken as evidence of violence, even
though no one got stabbed or beat up. If this were the case, most
people would say those House committees are pretty violent. But
when slaps and- shoves occur in the family, there is a tendency, as
you were suggesting, for people to discount that, even though they
do not--_

Mr. SCIIETTER. The fact is that House committee meetings are not
violent.

!Dr. STRAIN. Riellt. I'm sorry I didn't make myself clear on that. I
said, if a rate of violence such as I had been reporting for ordinary
pushes. slaps. and shoves were true of House committees, one would,
as you iust said. consider them very violent.

On the other hand, in the case of families, people say. "Well, that's
just pushing, slapping, and shoving. That's not really violence."

Mr. Scluxim. Well, slapping, a good hard slap. hurts.
Dr. Smug. Let's take a mild slap. R doesn't break a jaw; it just

stings a little. Is that not violence f
Mr. Smarm. That's violence.
Dr. STRAITS. That's fine. That is my contention also, Mr. Chairman.

But that is not the contention of the public in general. I think that
when it refers to families the public thinks of violence as things that
go beyond that : severe kicking, punching. beatine up, stabbing, and
so forth. So there is an implicit toleration or implicit permission for
family members to use milder forms of violence on each other. But
for members of Iniversity departments or a House committee, no one
says that "just" pushing or slapping isn't violence.

We tried to take into account the way the public thinks about vio-
lence, and developed a wife-beating index to reflect that kind of
phenomenon. It includes only those things that go beyond "ordinary
pushing, slapping, and shoving." We find that of the 2,143 couples
in our study almost 4 percent reported one or more physical attacks
which fall under this operational definition of wife beating. These are
attacks which would be.. an assault, a chargeable assault, if it oc-
curred outside the family.

If you apply that to the row 'Ay 47 million couples in the United
States, that comes to 1.8 million wives who are beaten by their hus-
bands every year. So just the wife-beating aspect involves 1.8 million
wives every year. Also, it's not typically in isolated incidents our find-
ings show. In those families w'tere there is a violent incidence, there
tends to be an average Of 2.4. For a third of these 1.8 million couples
such beatings occur five or more times during the year, with a sizeable
number just about every week.

,91
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Now, what produces this? This is a question that has come up be-
fore this morning. Everybody has their pet theory, although there is,
as has been indicated, little really good dnta. I think this is going to
be a jigsaw puzzle that has to be put together. No one study, certainly
not our own, is going to answer this definitively, but each one deals
with a part of it.

7 tamples of the questions which we are working on with our data
include the following:

Is there anY correlation between people's beliefs and values about
violence snd how violent they actually are?

Is the amount of violence that huibands and wives use toward each
other related to how violent they are toward their children and how
violent the children are to each other and, indeed, to.their own par-
ents?

Does letting off steam verbally, hurting another verbally, getting
it off one's chest, does it help avoid physics I violence, or does it warm
people up for physical conflict

Mr. &mum Which is it? We're very interested.
Dr. Slum That's an extremely complex and controversial issue.

Our reseifth to date shows, as clearly as that data permit, that it's a
warmup rather than a substitute. If one gets to the point of hurting
their marital partner or children psychologically, it just makes it one
step easier to hurt them physically. Also there's likely to be 'Rime
reciprocity and then an escalation. So verbal violence is not a meins
of zvoiding physical violence; it's a means of building up to it, even
though that isn't intended.

Those are some examples of some of the questions which we will
be dealing with in our reports. We will be able to give partial an-
aware to them. But a final answer is somewhat similar to the smok-
ing and lung cancer business. Every one of the lung cancer studies has
901116 defect. No one of them established it. But after awhile the
overwhelming weight of evidence from different kinds of studies
led the Surgeon General to the conchision which he finally reached.
I think that will be the case in domestic violence research. There-
fore one of the methodological points that I want to support is the
idea that answers to questions about the causes of family violence
needs an approach from a variety of methods and a variety of dis-
ciplines. We cannot expect a quick answer from a single studyeven
an excellent study.

That also speaks to the issue of th2 nature of Federal funding.
I don't mean the amount. Obviously, as a researcher I'm in favor
of more of that. But the structure of that funding. I think it's very
important that we preserve a very substantial, in fact. the major
part of it, for investigator-initiated and peer reviewed grants,
rather than narrowly targeted contracts.

The family violence research program at the University of New
Hampshire, for example, wouldn't have been able to get a start
without the system of investigator-initiated grants because domestic
violence didn't exist as an area of research at the time we started.
So it's very important, I think, that there be room for the flexi-
bility of the grant system. You've just heard, for example, that
despite the target on child abuse, that you can't really deal with
child abuee alone.
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Mr. Scnsunt. In other words, that you have to deal with spouse
abuse also?

Dr. STRAUS. That's my feeling.
Mr. Scitzur.s. So actually it's in the context of violence within the !

family?
Dr. STrAus. Yes: And I think you need to also deal with a broad*

range of e. lryday families, not just those who are severely violent ,

toward either spouses or children. For example, the ernitinuum of
olence which I mentioned begins at infancy with physical punish-

ment. Most parents use physical punishment. Most parents start it
in infancy before the child can even talk. In fact, they say, "Well, /
you can't reason with a child at that point." He's picking up dirty;
stuff off the floor, so you have to slap his hand. That establishes the;
link between love and violence. It establishes it so firmly and so
early in life that it's widely believed to be a biological linkage
rather than a learned linkage.

Almost all of us, or well over 90 percent, have grown up with
that experience and learned a linkage between love and violence;
that then gets carried over into adult life. Moreover, it's not just /
that love and violence are associated but also that it's morally rig4
because, after all, mommy or daddy is doing this for my own goW./

Mr. Scustrzn. "It hurts me more than it hurts you.'
Dr. STsaus. That's it exactly, and indeed it .may.
Mr. SCHRUM. That's something I've always doubted from a very

early/ape.
Congressman Steers. ;
Mr. Rrzzas. have a couple of questions.
One is: Are you familiar at all with the bill that Mrs. Boggs

and 1 have introduced?
Dr. Smatts. No, I ani not.
Mr. &MRS. I will undertake to send it to you in the hope that

maybe you'll be able to give 118 some comments.
Dr. STRAUS. Yes.
Mr. Smits. But from her description of it, do you have any

feelingperhaps you're in a better position than someone who
works for the National Institute of Mental Health or for, the
Children's BureauDo you have any feeling as to where the kind
of activity that you heard described shouId be placed in the Federal
Government?

Dr. STRAUS. I definiti;y feel that the National Institute of Mental
Health is the preferable place for that because the emphasis there
is on investigator-initiated peer reviewed research, not that, they
do not have contract research and undertake to support lecific
things that they know in advance are needed.

Mr. Slum. You say they do undertake to do that?
Dr. STsaus. I think they do hkve some contract research. But

there is a type of research tradition at NIMH, built up over s num-
ber of years, which I think will prove very beneficial in securing,
the highest quality research on these Mlles. 1

Mr. STRESS. I should point out to you that 60 percent Id the
money that's authorized in the bill would go to commnnity Shelters
all across the country.

Dr. STRAUS. Yes.

3
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Mr. Sims. Let me ask you another question.
On page 4 you refer to wife beating, and you regard the plight

of women who are beaten by their husbands or boyfriends as an
aspect of family violence which most urgently needs remedial action,
and then you say the other is child abuse.
' I just wondered whether you consciously .were making the point
that husband beating was rare.

Dr. Slaws. No, I'm not. Our data Show that if one takes the
simple frequency of a violent act, it's about the same from wife to
husNind as husband to wife. But I still regard wife beating as the
issue that needs the most immediate remedial attention, for a variety
of reaeons, starting with the fact that men average five ieches
taller, 28 pounds heavier, they have better developed muscles. So
if we were into prizefight betting we'd havu an assured lifetime
income just by betting on the men. Not always, but on the average
men "win" in such fights.

Mr. Smits. Of course you're speaking only of manual abuse as
opposed to knives and guns, which can be used by very weak people
against very strong people with lethal effects.

Dr. STRATI& That's true. And thags why, when it comes to mur-
der rates, they're about the same fot wife to husband, as they are
from husband to wife.

There are other reaions besides the uneven physical match why
I give wife beatinghigher priority. A main one is that women are
locked into a marriage more closely than men. It's much harder,
ptrticularly for a woman with small children and no marketable
job skills, to take the most direct means of ending the violence;
namely, leaving. It often means giving up the level of living she
has,been used to. So for millions of women it's a matter of stayinp;
and being -beaten or leaving and living in poverty. Ii many parts
of the country, it is terribly difficult to even get on welfare and live
in poverty because many welfare departments put women in the
"Catch-22" situation of 'You have to have your own residence
before we ean provide assistance."

The same problem was revealed in a letter to our Weal paper not
long ago by c policeninn protesting that we shouldn't be so hard
on the polic. vcaum they really are trying conscientiously to aid
battered womt.n. Bat the womc ,. themselves refuse to be heti:ed. Ile
uled as an ezarrille. "Just a few days ago I was at a house and me

omen wee; bei,w beaten up. I offered to help her out of the house;
anfi she refused to go." Well, where she going to go? He would
take her to thn buis station and leave her there with her two chil-
-dren. No wi Phe 3tayed.

Mr. &hew, 1Vhat wonld You ea:. are the modeling effects on
children of egg, essi ye arentaf behav;ort

Dr. STRAUS. I thitilr they are quite powerful. Our data, as well as
abet studies, ,how that In particular, we find that those of our

:tho had experienced lots of physical punishment as
eYldrn Id a rate of wife beating several times higher than
()thou. Thew men who had come from households in which
their I ..hP7 re,d mother got into physical fights else) had a several
times If igi.mt rate. You lout the two together and it's a kind of
double-whammy, miteh higher rates.
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That, however, doesn't mean that every person who has been
brought up in a household like that will be a wife beater or a child
abuser. Fortunately, most people, in fact, can survive that and deal
with their spouses and children normally. It also doesn't mean that
those people who haven't had those experience won't It simply means
that the rate of violence increases from three to eight times greater,
depenling on the combination of childhood experience and-1---

Mr. &mum. Now you're getting back to the cigarette-cancer type
of causal relationship.

Dr. Swam. Yes. We can't prove it absolutely, but we've come so
close and the evidence is so compelling that it can hardly be ignored.

Mr. Scum:wt. Would you say that the problem in the whole area .
of intrafamily violence is one of basic knowledge, theoretical knowl-
edge, or is it one of disseminating the knowledge that we have to
the aervice delivery institutions in our society, getting it out there
in the field!

What I'm really asking you is what should the Federal role be?
To produce more basic research, or should it be more disseminating
the research that we have now I

Dr. SWAM. I think we already known enough to do a great many
things, and it would be terrible if doing those things were put off
by a claim that we've got to find out more. We do need to find out
more, but we already know a lot. In addition, for some of these
things you don't need research. If you have women who are being
beaten and have no alternative place to go it doesn't take vast amounts
of research to tell us that we need to fund shelters. So I give that
extremely high priority. I did know that that was 'part of the bill,
even though I'm not familiar with the details of the bill.

To take another example there is some evidence, even though it's
not very good, that wife beating goes up if the husband is unem-
ployed. 'Well, there's something that I am sum every Cong sennan
wants to accomplish; namely, reducing unemployment. It's a good
in and of itself, and it's also likely to affect wife beating.

But if I may follow up on that unemployment business? It illus-
trates the probleinmatic nature of thi, data, and why further research
is needed: I tend to interpret that finding as saying that unemploy-
ment produces an increase in wife beating and in child beating on
the basis of reasoning that it's frustrating; it undercuts the Dian's
position, and, therefore, he wants to demonstrate that he's still really
a man. In fact, there is no real evidence that those are the causal
links. The causal link could go in exactly the opposite direction;
namely, that it's violent men who tend to lose their jobs and also
beatTheir wives and children.

To deal with that issue one needs longitudinal studies so that we
can follow up people and see whieh comes -first to resolve this ;

chicken and egg problem. Dr. Shah spoke about/the need to fund
long-term commitments. This would be an example of the kind of
issue that needs to be attacked on d longer range basis than the
/typical two- or three-year research grant.

Mr. &MUER. Dr. Straus, you!: testimony has been very proven- -
tive, interesting and stimulating. We think you very much.

Dr. SmArs. Thank you.
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Mr. SCHZUF.R. We will now hear from Dr. David G. Gil, professor
of social policy, at the Florence Heller Graduate School for Advanced
Studies in Social Welfare, Brandeis Univenity.

It's a pleasure to have you, Dr. Gil. Your testimony will be printed
in full at this point in the record.So you can chat informally with us,
us; and then I'm sure we will have some questions for you.

Dr. Gin.. Thank you, /f/t. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. David G. Gil is as follows :]
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THE FLORENCE HELLER GRADUATE SCIOOL FOR ADVANAD STUDIS IN SOCIAL WELFARE

BRANDEIS UNIVERSUY
Waltham, Ilass. 02154

TESTIMONY OF DR. DAVID G. GIL, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

Hearings on "Research Into Violent Behavior" before the Subcommittee
on Domestic and International Scientific Planning, Analysis. and
Cooperation (DISPAC) of the Committee on Science and Technology.

U.S. *WO of Representatives. February 14-, 1978.

Ur. Chairean, Members of the Subcommittee: Think you for

inviting me to testify before you. Ity name is David Gil. I an

professor of social policy at the Heller Graduate School, Brandeis
University, Ualtham, !lass.

In your invitation'you asked me to: (1) summarize past

research I conducted on domestic violence: ( 2) describe my current
work, including the connection between societal violence and house-
hold violence; (3) comment on major problems I see in gaVernment
.policy concerning research in this area; and (4) suggest ways in

which to ameliorate these deficiencies. Hy comments will address

these four points.

.1. Past Research: Violence Againsz Children

In the late sixties, et the request of the Children's Bureau,
U.S. Department of HEM, I undertook a series of nation-wide studies

on physical abuse of children. These studies were the first
systematic investigation of this destructive phenomenon on a nation-

wide scale. Findings and recommendations were published in my book

Violence Against Children (Harvard University Press 1970). I

discussed the findings in testimony before the Subcommittee on
Children'and Youth, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the
U.S..Senate on March 26, 1973. briefly, these findings were that

violent behavior towards children does not result merely from mcho-
logical disturbances of perpetrators as is often assumed. Rather,

it is a multi-dimensional pheneseaon rooted in the complex fabric of

our society and culture. The following were ientified as the roOts

of child abuse in our society:

-I 7
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-- our social philosophy'an0 values which place material
and economic development before huwan development,
and vhich cause our institutions to treat humans les
means or "factors" toward material and economic growth
rather than as ends and masters of material and economic
processes;

our,failure to define the rights of children, unambiguously
as humans entitled to free and full development, to
pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness, and to all
the protections guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution,
including the inviolability of one's body and soul;

-- our cultural sanction, and even encouragement, to use
physical force and corporal punishment in child-rearing
in the home, in.schools, and in various child care
settings; (the U.S. Supreme Court reinforced this
cultural sanction last year);

-- our historic acceptance of force and violence as proper
means for dealing with conflicts on interpersonal,
inter-group, and international levels, and our
fascination with, and subtle glorification of,
violent acts and aggressive behavior;

-- multiple strains, stresses and frustrations in lur
everyday life, especially at our workplaces, due
largely to competitive and hierarchical social
dynamics, and to successes and failures within that
context. Many related phenomena with which child
abuse is associated, such as unemployment, poverty,'
discrimination, physical and mental ill-health,
addictions, crime, etc. are all manifestations
of this context.

2. Current Work: Societal Violence and Household Violence

The starch for approaches to overcome domestic violence at
its roots has led me in recent years into a systematic exploration
of linkages among social values, social policies, societal institutions
and violence. As a result of these studies I came to view violence
as acts and conditions which.obstruct the spontaneous unfolding of
innate human potential, the inherent human drive toward development
and self-actualization. Such acts and conditions occur on inter-
personal, institutional, and societal levels. On the interpersonal
level, individuals may act violently toward one another using physical
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and psychological means. They vay also establish conditions which

deprive, exploit, and opnress others, and conseeuently obstruct

their deNelopment. On the instit onal level, organizations such

as schools, hospitals, welfare ag , and business enterprises,

may through their policies and prict disregard developmentdl

requirements of people and subject them onsequently to conditions which

inhibit the unfolding of their potential. Such policies and practices

may be,intentionet or by default. Finally, on the societal level,

legitimate institUtional patterns and dynamics may result in noverty,

discrimination, unemployment, illness, etc., Which inevitably inhibit

the development of some individuals and groups.

To distinguish collective from personal violence, I rafer

to conditions and acts obstructing development which originate on

institutional and societal levels as "structural violence."
Structural violence is usually n "normal," oneoing condition inherent

in socially sanctioned practices, whereas personal violence involves

usually acts which transcend formal, social sanctions. Personal and

structural violencl should not he viewed as separate phenomena,

however Rather, they should be understood as symptoms of the sdine

social context,' i.e., the same values, institutions, consciousness,

and dynamies. Personal and structural violence always intenct

with and reinforce one another. Personal violence is usually "reactive

violece",rooted in structural violence, since experiences which obstruct

a person's development will often result in stress and frustration, and in

an urge to retaliate by inflicting violence on others. Structural

violence thus tends to breed reactive violence on the personal level,

leading to chain reactions with successive victims becoming agents of

violence. Chains of violent hehnvior nnd attitudec on the personal

level will, in turn, feed back into collective attitudes which rein-

force structural violence.

Families as Agents and Arenas of Violence

Families are agents of biological and social reproduction.
Another important task of families is to restore emotional stability

when their members experience psychological strains in formal settings

of everyday life.

Social reproduction refers to processes throueh which children

are prepared.for adulthood. When personal violenct. and structural

violence are normal aspects of adult life in a society, families
along with other agents of socialization, such as schools, reading

materials, TV, and radio, will teach these tendencies and capacities
to children through "normal" child rearing and socialization practices,

which include games, sports, cognitive learning, emotional milieu
and relations, rewards, punishments, etc. ,
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Restoration of ehotfonl; stLbility emerged as a necessary

family function when people encountered emotionally unsettling

experiences outside their homes, at places of work and in other formal

settings of mass-societies, where humans are usually treated in an

impersonal, dehumanizing, alienating manner. Families are now

expected to compensate their members for these emotionally taxing

experiences. They hiwe become balance wheels .or lightening rods for

the stresses and strains of everyday life, normative settings for

uninhibited discharge of feelings of hurt, insult, frustration,

anger, and reactive violence, feelings which originate mostly outside

the family, but can usually not be discharged at their'places of

origin. People tend to express and act out these feelings at home,

rather than at their places of work or in other formal settings for

several reasons. First, families are informal settings suited to

emotional exchanges among members. Next, society in general, and

law enforcement authorities in particular, tend to refrain from

involvement in family tensions and conflicts. Risks of punitive

sanctions are, therefore, limited. Finally, people tend to spend

more time with their families than in formal settings, and time

spent with-the family tends to be less structured.

Propositions Linking Violence and Families

The discussion, so far, has led to thc following related,

general propositions: .

1.. Violence is human-priginated conditiens and actions

which obstruct human development throughout the life cycle.

2. Violence, as understood here, may be -a result of societal

dynamics--"structural :iolence," of acts of individuals--"personal

violence," and of interactions between societal.aad individual

dynamics.

3. Human development tends to be obstructed when inherent

biological, psychological, and social needs arc frustrated or over-

satiated beyond a level of-tolerance. (That level of tolerance

varies among individuals and groups).

4. Mhether, and to what extent, human needs are met in a

,particular society depends on its social policies concerning resource-
management, work, production, and rights-distribution, and on the

values and consciousness, which shape and arc recreated hy these

policies. These policies and va/ues determine the quality of life

and of human relations in societies, and, hence, the scope and limits

of human development and self-actualization.
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S. When a saciety's normal institutional processes consistently
frustrate human needs and, conseuently, obtruct human development,
energy thus hlockcd by "stimictural violence," will often erupt as
reactive, personal violence among individuals and groups.

6. Individuals will frequently discharge violent feeling.s

and impulses in the informal setting of their fumilies, rather than
in more formal societal settings where these feelings often originate.

7. Families mill often endure discharges of displaced, personal
violence from thoir members, as they are now settings for restoring
the emotional balance of individuals wha encounter unsettling exper-
iences away from home. in the normal course of every-day life.

8. Personal violence discharged within families will often
set in motion chain reactions of violence Within and beyond families

9. Families serve as unwitting agents of structural violence
in societies in which personal violence and submission to structural
violence are normal aspects of life. In such societies, families

tend to stress hierarcWcal patterns, irrational, arbitrary authority,
discipline, and punishment including corporal punishmentpatterns
and practices which transmit to cnildren attitudes and capacities
they will require as adults in societies permeated with structural

violence.

It follows from these propositions, that.if violen c.! is tn be

overcome.in a.society and its families, obstructions to the unfolding
of human potential need to be eliminated, and the institutional order
needs to be transformed into a non-violent one in which all people can
freely meet their intrinsic biological, social, and psychological needs,
and which is, therefore, conducive to human self-actualization.

Many contemporary societies are, regrettably permeated with -

structural viotenco,-and so is the existing international order.
Since my experiences and studies of these issues are limited largely
to the United States. I will examine here structural obstructions to
human development in our country. To prevent misunderstandings,

however; I hasten to note, that structusal and personal violence
are and have been prevalent in many societies whose institutional
orders are similar to, and different from, that of the United States.

Structural Violence in the United States: An Institutional Analysis

To understand the scope for human development, anJ the dynamics

of structural violcuce obstructing that scope, in particular societies,
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one must examine the following Ley processes of human existence:

management of resources, organization of worI and prr,tInction and

distribution of rights; and one must inquirt into the nature of

dominant societal values.

Development and Control of Eesources: A central feature Of

resource management in the United States is priv4te owaership and

control, by individuals and corporations, of most lit'e-sustaining
and life-enhancing, productive resources, including land, other
naturdl resources, energy, human-created means of production, and
homan-generat.:d knowledge, technology, and skills. Owners are

relatively free from societal controls in the use of their resources.
That use is directed, primarily, toward generating profits by
producing goods and services for sale in maTkets, and investing
parts of the profits in order to expand one's share in the ownership

and control of society's productive resources. Thus a major objective

of ownership is to use what one owns and contro's in.a continuous

process of further accumulation and coactntration of property.

Meeting needs of people is not a direct objective of ownership and
production but only an inqirect, hj,pnthetical consequence. Early

economic theorists assumed that in "free markets," open competition
among many self-inter...fled, ovner-producers would result in improve-

merrs of products-and productivity, deciine of price:, aad of the rate

of profit, satisfaction of people's neeas rather than merely of
"effective demand," and stability and equilibrium of markets.

Actual dev,:lopments in tbe United States did, however, not
follow the theories Of "classical" econntaists, nor the more refined

theories of "neo-classical" economists. TLe d)namics of profit,

acquisitiveness, accumulatioG, and ccnceatration resulted in gradual
elimination froM rajor markets of many small owner-producers who
failed in competition rd whose resources were absorbed by the winners.
Moreover, large segments of the population, including freed slaves,
never owned sufficient amounts of productive resources, to participate

on fair terms in market competition. At the pres,ant time, a sig-

nificant majority of the population in the United 'States is property-

less as far as control over productive resources is concerned, while
a minority owns and controls almost all tha productive resources.
The majority depends consequently on the minority fo a.-cess to, and Use
of, productive resources necessary for their survival. Oilgopolies

have, by now, effectively replaced vhatever "free enterprise"
existed in the past, in most important industries, and the economy
is dominated by giant, national and multi-national corporations,
the results of mergers and conglomerations, whose econoriic resourees
ani corresponding political influence enable thea to control markets,

horizontally and vertically.

r,



Products of modern cerrurations are continuously bein7,
modified, yet their quality is not being improved siylificantly,
and wasteful obsolescence is often built into them. forcing repairs
and replacements, and assuring continuous profits. Prices and
profits tend to increase, and heeds for goods and services of large
segmnts of the population rmain unmet, while many workers are
unemployed and productive capacity remains under-utilized. These

latter phenomena are compensated partly hy massive, wasteful production
for present and future, hot and cold wars, which are being fought
to 1!;sure mae.ets for economic expansion and steady sources for

relatively cheap raw materials and labor. Yet in spite of compen-
satory tactics, the economy moves from crisis to crisis, rather
than towards stability and equilibrium.

A further ispct of resource management which also results
from the primacy of the profit motive, is an all-pervasive, exploita-
tive attitude, reflected in widespread waste of human potential,
materials, and energy, and in frequently irreversible damage to the
biosphere, as direct and indirect consequences of patterns of
production and consumption.

Summing up the discussion f resdurce management, one is
forced to conclude that when deci.:ions concerning resources and
concerning types, quentities,.and quality of products, are shaped
largely b/ profit criteria, intrinsic human needs will not be met
when meeting them is not profitable, and new, non-intrinsic needs
will be stimulated b/ manipulative advertising when doing so is
profitable. Also, while "effective demand" by wealthy population

segments for luxury goods and services will he satisfied, genuine
needs of poor porulation segments for essential goods and services
will remain unmet--an important aspect of structural violence.

Organization of Work and Productiont To unOrstand the
destructive consoquences of the prevailing organization of work and
production in the United States on hunan development, creativity and
self-actualization, one needs to relate the current context to the
original functions and meinings of work. Work evolved as a rational
response to human needs, motivated by an innate drive to satisfy

these needS. It became a ctndition of human survival, self-reliance,
independence, and freedom. "Work" used to mean all mental and
physical activities through which humans produce life-sustaining and
enhancing goods and services from their environments, and it involved
the integrated use of intellectual and physical capacities to conceive
and design solutions to existential problems, and to try out,
implement, and evaluate these solutions in the material world. It

also involved the study and use by workers themselves of accumulated,



transferable human ex7.e..ience, and cLills rulevtut t;)

their crafts. Being raoted n i i n i hu: All ind drive.s,

and bethg a central aspect Ivrian existenc, work is affe;ted

by, and affects, huoan emotion,- 'iork haY there fore. a ci!!niflelnt

psychological component and has evolved into a rustor cuy,Altuert
-0f human consciousness. Jience, it has implications for .wit-dicovery.
self-definition, self-expression, and self-actuali7.ation of huriin..,

and for their relations to one another.

In a dynamic sense, work and production means to cerhine rem.t

and present human capacities with natural resources, in order to
'teaw;form these resources into products needed by humans. To vier!,

requires, therefore, acecss to, and use of, natural xel human-
created, concrete and atract resources, including past discuverim
inventions, science, technology, tools, and other macrial pro&let...

To think of work apart from this fundamental requirement of using
resources, results, inevitabl Y. in conceptual confusion. On this

issue, an analysis of work in the United States intersects with the
preceding analysis of resource control. That analysis revealed,

that the majority of the potulatien is leeally prevented from em!aein;!
in self-directed work to pursue their survival and development as
they do riot have the right of 3Ccec, to. atd use of, necessary
productive resources, most of which are owned and eontrolled 'hy a

%mall minority. The propertyless majority of potential workers is
thus dependent on securing employment from the minor:ty, the owners
of most productive resources, ant: on "elling" to the owners their

physical and mental capacities. In exelvinee for selling their

productive capacities in the "laber marl..et," worker,: receive wage...,

equivalent in value to a mere fraction of the roods nd services
they produce, while the reTainder is ke..)t hy the OUflUr!.. of Froductive

iesources :15 legiti:nav profits.

The propertyless majority 15 not merely prevented from
independently, but also lacks an effective right to eryloyment.
l-ur the scope of available employment, a.. all other v,:on,mi
depends, primarily, on critt.ria of profit Which is usually enhanced

when a,reserve pool of unemployed workers compete fur .carci joh .

A surplus of workers in the market makes it easier fur owlers aid
managers to hold the line on wages and to assure discii.line, sub-

missiveness, and conformity in workplaces, in spite .f th dehumani-

zing and alienating quality of most existing jobs.

The professional jargon of economists refers to worker, as
"factors of production employed by capital." There is no more revealtn,!

language to describe the aeiagonistic, exploitative, and alienating
nature of the relationship between property owners and propertyless
employees. The latter are.considered and treated as means to the ends

of the former, not as dignified subject' in thir own rights, as
self-reliant masters of their destiny and proud masters of production.
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Work is now des..mtd and sulidivided into minute, repetitive operations,

in a manner that denies wor.ers democratic self-direction and the inte-
grated use of tleir'intelle.:tual, emotional, and physical capacities,
and transforms them from craftsmen into servants of machines. Whether

they work with tt:ir hands cr their heads, workers must always carry
out someone girl's instructions, since responsibilities for designing

and monitorine roducts and work processes have been separated from
persons doing 'h.. actual work. Hence, on the job, workers arc not

whole, fully - vAoped and developing human beings. Only part of

them is bought: End used, a specific function. Employees are thus

not only explci ed in an economic se/13e by being deprived of a major

share of the7:! maducts; they arc alsO oppressed psychologically,
because of t%s dehumanizing dynamics of the h.:availing organization
of productiol nich obstructs, i.e., violates, the unfolding of
their capacities An the work context.

A ftrther feature of the division of labor and organization
of productLkin the United States is finely graded hierarthical structures
which foster competition for advancement among members and segments of

the workforce, inhibit solidarity among workers, and consequently
ptotect the established order and its property and power relations.
Consciousness shaped within tase competitive, hierarchical contexts
'causes people to strive, selfishly, for upward mobility, anci blinds
them to the futility of these strivings in the aggregate: Human
relations.and experiences in competitive, hierarchical settings are
deeply frustrating, since everyone is perceived as everyone else's
potential adversary and ends up lonely and isolated: for oneself

and by oneself. Selfi,sh competition for entering the workforce in

order to surviva, and fos advancing within it in order to improve

one's lot, has become also a major source of prejudice and discrim-

ination on the basis of sex, age, race, ethnicityreligion, etc.

It is important to realize that the exploitative and alienating

dynamics of work in the United States affect'and trap nearly everyone
in and outside the workforce, and not only economically deprived

segments\of the population. Unemployed and marginally employed

workers, and workers'who lack significant skills suffer objective

economic hardships and :ocial and psychological alienation, while

steadily employed workers, be they technicians, professionals, academics,

or administrators, may be less affected by objective, material

deprivation, yet their social and psychological alienation is as
real, if not more so, than that of the former group.

In summary, this discussion of work and production in the

United States reveals that when workers are prevented frpp using

prodnctive resources freely, on their own responsibility, and under

their own direction, Ind when labor is sub-divided into hierarchies of
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potentially enriching and self-acnalizin4; yaality, and is trans-

formed into forced and dehumanizing wnizh obt,tructs human

development. It is no longer aimd directly at the s4tisfaction

of biological, psychological. and ,,ocial needs of workers, but at

securing wages, i.e., purchaing power in markets whose goods and

services are produced and sold to generate profits, r4ther than to

satisfy intrinsic human needs. Rational, productive behavior, rooted

:in a logic of human survival, development,
and enhancement of the

quality of life for all, ha% been replaced by essentially irrational,

pseudo-productive activities, rooted in the internal logic.of capitalist

dynamics, according to which the perceived interests and profits of a

minority are more important than the satisfaction of human needs and

the unfolding of the inherent human potenOal of the entire population.

Socialization: Anaiysis of work and prodUction needs to shed

light also on the processes through which children are
prepared for

rotes as citizens, workers, and "surplus people." Settings for these

processes are schools and familieS. Schools, from nursery through

graduate and professional, are formal mechanisms, and families are

informal training grounds, for the reprbduction of work-force and an

unemployed labor reserve.

Schools carry out their function mainly by shaping the con-

sciousness and mind-sets of students within authoritarian, hierarchical

structures which resemble, ;ri many ways, the structures and dynamics

Of workplaces. Schools fw, er competitive dynamics and inculcate

values, beliefs, and behavioral tendencies appropriate for adjustment

to the prevailing reality of workplaces. Development of intcllect,

critical thought, talents, imagination, creativity, and individuality

are usually minor objectives of schooling, since only small segments

of the workforce are expected to use intellect and talents at mirk,

and to be self-directing, imaginative and
creative, while most workers

are expected to be conforming organization-people, rather than

independent, fully developed individuals.

Schools put emphasis on identifying the select few whom they

channel into superior educational settings, e.g. elite colleges

4nd universities. For the multitude of students, however, who are

steered into average and below average educational tracks, schools

,serve essentially as holding patterns until as "graduates" or

"drop-outs" they are ready to enter the various layers of mindless

jobs of the existing work structure, the armmd forces, or the pacified

mires of the unemployed. What schools do for most young people does

not fit the euphemism "education." It is more amropriately described
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as massive waste aud destruction of human potential, or, in the

terms used here, disguised violeo6.. This lc certainly pot the

conscious intent'Of teachers nn'd others lalvring hard in schools;
but it is, nevertheless, th'z inevitable, aggregate outcome of
schooling in the United States, as long as the established division---
of labor and the design of work do not require fully developed,
creative, and self-directing human beings,'but nainly conforming
and mindless ".factors of production."

It is often assumed,"erroneously, that the selection process
in schools is determined by objective, scientific measurements of

human capacities, and that most students are guided into ailult roles

fitting their inherent potential. Yet, in spite of so: !osedly fair

tests and guidance, the aggregate results of the stodeot selection
process seem biased in favor of students from socially and economically
privileged straia. These-aggregate results of the educational and
occupational selection process seem to be mediated in the United
Stated through experiences in families and schools in socially and
occupationally homogeneous neighborhoods. Schools in different

neighborhoods vary in style, expectations, and aspirations, and
although they may have similar formal curricula, their subtle messages
and their milieu will nevertheless vary significantly, and will
reflect the dominant social reality of people living in their
respective neighborhoods and communities. This aspect of homelife
and schooling assures that tLe workforce is reproduced not only in
its entirety, but that every layer is reproduced largely on its

own social turf.

Families and schools interact and mutually reinforce their
respective contributions to the process of social reproduction based

on intergenerational continuity. As a result, children will end up
within social, economic, and occupational ranges similar to those of
their parents, although some individuals will transcend'this general
pattern and will thus reinforce the myths and illusions of democratic
meritocracy, equal opportunity, and free mobility. The genera) pattern

however has little to do with the actual distribution of innate
capacities among children, nor does it reflect preferences of poor
families and occupationally marginal workers and their children. Rather

this pattern reflects powerful and durable dynamics which permekte
societies stratified by wealth, occupatie, and social prestige,
dynamics which subtly force families and $ Ehools to play unwitting
roles in reproducing a hierarchically structured workforce out of
eorrespondingly structured social strata.
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Distribution of Rights: The roots uf rights are human needs,

the more intense of which, such as leds for food and human relations,

are natural in origin. However, whicn and whose needs will be

satisfied out of a society's aggregate wealth, on what terms, when,

and to what extent,,depends always on societal choices. In short,

rights are.explicit'or implicit societal sanctions, for satisfaction

of specific human needs of certain individuals and groups, out ef

society's concrete and symbolic resources.

In the United States, biological, psychological, social,

economic, civil and political rights tend to be Halted directly or

indirectly to the prevailing distribution of control over productive

resources, and the organization of work and production. The overall

result of these links among resources, work, and rights is that the

majority of the population who do not own productive resources and
who dependon employment provided by owners, tend to be relatively

disadvantaged in the distribution of every kind of right.

Rights to material goods and services are distritlited in the

United States mainly through market mechanisms, which means that

those who can afford the price have an effective right to purchase

the goods and services they desire. Purchasing power, a function of

wealth, earned and unearned income, and credit, is, therefore, a

rough index of rights available to individuals and groups. This

index is certainly valid for such items as food,'housing, clothing,

health caro,. transportation:education beyond publically provided

schooling, recreation, etc., all of which are usually available

for purchase, rather than as entitlements provided as public services.

Only the most deprived segments of the population whose purchasing

power falls below a (longed level, are entitled to receive limited,

and often inferior shares of these items from public welfare agencies.

Wealth, a major source of purchasing power, and hence of rights,

tends to be highly concentrated. To illustrate, in the United States,

in 1972, one percent of the population owned 56.3 percent of all

corporate stock, and six percent owned 72.7 percent. For the

majority of the population, those without significant shares of

wealth, money-income is consequently, the main, and frequently the

only, source of-purchasing /Tower. Credit, another important factor

of purchasing power, tends to be related to wealth and income, and

need 'not be examined separately, here.

The New York Times, July 30, 1976.
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Pc haps the most yerrasive, tal.en for granted, yet :cast
acknowledge aspuct, or "making a living" in.,the Ua'ted States,hy

..0generating inco d accUMulating wealth is the s lfish, competitiAe,

alltmanipulative-pre ic, and thoroughly dehuganizing jwility of tne::e
actik:ities. To ye sure. there are cedes of civi!lty nd fairne;s
which supposedly govern these processes, codes which are meant 'a
soften and counter-balance the underlying dynamics of a jungle

k
mentality. Yet these codes tend to.be enforced Orimarily towa..1
less powerful players in the competitive' game of "making a liting,"
while the more powerful actors posseAs, and often Lse, the mo:ns
(money and lawyers), to get around the codes', For what mattels in

the end is the "bottomline," and arguments for decency, moral t:.,
and constraints tend to be considered utopian,. unrealistic, i cal,

old-fashioned, non-assettive, chicken-hearted, unmanly. etc. '

For most people income means wages or salaries, specific
rewrrds for holding specific jobs Different Allls command different
levels of rewards, differences which are often a1sumed to reflect,

different levels of specialization, preparation, effort, risks,
difficulties, etc., but which upon analysis apyear to he related
largely to social power and the internal logic and dynamics of
competition. Most people prefer better paying jobs and the wider
scope of effective rights attachot to such jobs. People will,

therefore, wmpete ruthlessly, for scarce jobs, and for promotions
to even scarcer, better Paying jobs. As competition for jobs becomes
4 way of life, those involved in it, come to relate ta nne another
antagonistically, as objects to be usea for selfish ends and overcome 4

in competition. Such relations among people arc the general model
for success in the "rational" drive for "better" jobs, larger incomes,
and a broader scope of effective rights but they are also tho general
model for all violence. One can thus mot avoid two related conclusions,
(1) that 'atent, and often not so latent, inter-personal violence is.an
essential, though not sufficient, requi:ement for success in the
competition for incomes and rights, r d (c) that legitimate rights

r in competitively organized socicties tend to he rooted in latent
or manifest violence.

The foregoing conclusions are reinforced when one examines .1.-
history of wealth accumulation, the most potent source of rights.
In the United States, the roots of this accumulation arc complex
processes of large-scale appropriations and expropriations of land
and other t9sources. Without systematic, forceful expropriations
which began in colonial times, a small minority could never have
achieved the present levels or accumulation and concentration of
wealth. This.was not a voluntary process, as far as its victims are
concerned, but was accompanied by overt and covert force ane violence,
until its results were eventually rationalized, sanctified, and
legitimated ex-post-facto. Once legitimated, accumulation through

,I)
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expropriation changed from a lawle.s, viole-U process into lawful,

violent conditions or strictures. To nalatain the status-quo,

c:ontinuo the process of accumulation, and provide it sith an

appearance of legitimacy, two coiTlementarv processes were gradua/ly

perfect&l: (1) a system of socialization-indoctriaation, to shape

people's consciousness and assure "voluntary" adrustmint to the

structural violence of the established order, and (21 a constant

presence of latent, potential force and violence, oftee referred

to euphemistically, as a system of law-enforcement and criminal

justice, to enforce compliance when socialization proves inadequate.

Violence Was not only essential to initiate, defend. and

maintain the process of accumulation of wealth. As indicated in tiii .

analysis of wurk and production, structural violence is also an

essential aspect of preparing and controlling 3 worhforce and a

lahor ?eserve pool which together assure the continuation of the

accumulation process. Once more, it is inconceivable for humans to

lend themselves voluntari.ly to the prevailing, dehlwsinizing and

exploitative work processes, which are the norm in the limited States.

This paradox is explained by the fact that submission to the prevailing

context of work is the lesser of two evils. Flix only available altex

native for most people is unemployment, lack of income and purchasing

power, 4nd a severe reduction of the scope of rights. 'What is

celehrated as "free" labor is thus in realit)' a sophisticated
variation on slavery, assured by the lac) of viable alternatives.

One is led to the samc corn:In.:ion as betere: the inigoing process
of accumulating wealth throne!' the "voluotary" work of forced 11119r

depends on the presence of structural vi.leire and potentrally overt
vtolence; were this violonce removed, people would not voluntarily
participate ia the process of wualrh accorwlation for 3 minority, hut

would take control of their Uhl' lives and of society's resources, and

would redesign production in accordance c,ith their real human needs.

Having concluded that in the United ';tate-;, the drive for

eff...ctive rights through income from jobs and throueh accumulation

of wualth involves 3 de.hilmlnilinr, mentality and overt and covert

violence, it is now necessary to note some results of this drive.

llie lop-sidedness of wealth distribution requires no further

discussion, hut some comments concerning the distrIburlon of ilicome

are indicated.

Whatever yardsticks brie choses to descrihe the )istribution

of income, several facts stand,out clearly. lriconp ; of large segments

of the population fall below rol..!rniriarnt defined levels of poverty
and adequacy, which means lovvls precluding the purchase of adequate
food, housing, and clothing,'health care and education, transportation

t..

0
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and recreation, tc. In 197% 26 million people, about one in eight

persons or over 12 percent of the Uniteu States population, were

ciassifiel by the government as "poor.' Their incomes wece about

one-third of the Low Budget defined by the U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics. During the same year, about thirty percent of tfe

population lived in households wita incomes below the Low Urban Family

Budget of $9,588. In nany of ttese fa74lies, one or more persons

wore employed full time, yet in spite of tnis, incomes did not

exceed poverty or marginal levels. President Roosevelt notee in

1932 that "one-third of the ration were ill-fed, ill-clad, and ill-

housed," which, based on the foregoing sketch seems to be an ongoing

condition in the United States in spite, or perhaps due to, a

plethora ef welfare-state programs.

Income.levels, purchasing power, and scope of rightswe:e

probably worst for the unemployed and their families, about eight

million or 7.5 percent of the vorkforce throughout 1976 and 1977

by official count, and for additional millions who are no longer

counted in the workforce, and who must eAist on meager support fntm

welfare agencies. To round out this sketch of income insufficiercy

as a measure of rights deprivation, one needs to note that the figures

quoted here, refer to the tcfal U.S. population. When one examirms

the situation of certain milority groups, the incidence of income

insufficiency and of deprivation of rights is significantly higher.

It seems hardly necessary to note that individuals of all ages,

whose rights to material lecessities are as limited as reflected

in this sketch, are likely to experience obstructions of varying

intensity to the free unfolding of their innate human pottmtial:

they are constantly confrontitg structural violence which undermines

their bodies, minds, anJ souls.

Economic and btological rights, i.e., rights tO material goods

and services are fundanental in terms of human stlirvival and develop-

' ment. Yet social, psychological, civil and political rights are not

less important in exit.tential-hwanistic terms. These right's, though

less concrete and mor3 symbolic, are nevertheless as real as economic

rights, and being deprived of them is likely to have equally

destructive consequeaces for the unfolding of human potential. .

Social recognition, human dignity, and social prestige tend

to accrue in the United States to individuals and groups who possess

material wealth, aLd to those who receive relatively large intomes

related'to knowledge and skills, such as professionals, acadeMicians

administrators, some skilled crafts people, political leaders,

athletes, arti'tts, etc. The multitude of propertyless, low-skilled
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and Unskilled, workers and unemployed on t;ic other hind, receive
relatively little or no recognition, dionits. prestige, and income.
Social relations, intercourse,.and particisation tend to he stratified
by wealth ani prestige. Those who are wealthy and prestigious
associate with one another and avoid social intercourse with those
who are materially and socially less advantaged or deprived. Less

advantaged groups tend to follow the same patterns of social relations,
participation, and segregation, stratum by stratum. These tendencies
are reflected in residential patterns, social clubs, schools, and
even religious c sgregutions, all of which tend to be segregated hy
economic und social criteria. Racial segregation is merely one
aspect of social and economic segregation, yet frequently, the only
form of segresatior addressed by public policy. The result of these
dynamics of social relations, participation, and segregation is a
deeply divided society, not just by skin-color, as noted by a
Presidential Commission on Civil Disorders in l967, hut along multiple,
social and economic lines.

The pursuit of individual identity, self-expre.sion, and
self-actualisation is less tied to wealth and income than other social
and psychological rights, although a minimum level of economic security
seems essential before individuals develop a sense of individuality.
and self-worth, and are motivated .to search for self-expression and
self-actualisation. Yet the issue of individuality, self-expression,
and self-actualization defie; simple, material solutions. In the

United States, it seems, that wealthy snd privileged individuals do
not attain satisfaction of these innate human needs to a significantly
larger extent than poor persons and persons with adequat incomes.

One is therefore, forced to conclude that the right to b me an
individual in the fullest sense, to explore, unfold, and xgress

one's innate potential, and actualize oneself, has been sacrificed to
Materialistic ends, and is now effectively lost for nearly everyoni-.
The inherently violent dynamics of competition, acquisition, domination,
exploitation, and;dehumanization seem to preclude the pursu.t of
individuality and self-actualization for everyone trapp-d in those
dynamics, be they asents or victims of violsnce.

Civil rights, individual liberties, and due process are in
theory distributed equally in the United States, yet in reality it
is more difficult for ecoacmically and socially disadvantaged
individuals and groups to know, claim. and exercise these rights
than it is for more privileged ones. 'Ioreover, prevailing competitive
dynamics among multiply divided, antagonistic groups tend to result
in biased attitudes and discriminatory practices which interfere
with the exercis .r civil rights of economically and socially deprived,
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and discriminated against grouos. Actual practices clocerning civil

rights in the United States reveal tb...t these rights are not
separable font the economic and social context as is often assamid
erroneously, and that true equality of liberty depenei on equality

of economic, pacial and political rights. As for political rights,

such as access to information relevant te.one's existence, parti-
cipation in decisions affectiag one's life, and sharing responsibilities
for public affairs, these toe tend to he distributed in the Uri.ed

States in asick4iation with economic power and social rights.
SimilarlY.te 'civil rights, political rights are in theory distriouted
equally in a dtmocracy, yet the same forces and processes which
interfere with the exercise of equal civil rights, result also io
a skewed distribition of political rights and power.

Values: The dominant values in the United States, which
'shape, and are reinforced by, policies and practices concerning
resources, worl, productioa, and rights, seem reoted in an early,
unsophisticated view of hunan existence, according to which individuals
ought to take care of their own needs and the needs of their kin.
This., not unreasonable, corcept of social reality lee logically to
attitudes, Irnctices, and values of self-centeredneqs and acquisitive-
ness which nAomed conducive to meeting the needs and'ends of the self

in sparcely populated environments. It also lei to an attitude of
suspicion towerd others, impecially strangers, who :awe to be regarded
as potential threats to the self's security, as adversaries against

whom one nad to compete in the constant drive for 7.ife-sustaining
and life-enhancing resources, and against whom oae had to defend

one's acquisitions and possessions. Implicit in these emerging

attitudes and practices was a perception of the lives of others as
less important or of lesser worth than one's own Ufe and the lives

of one's kln. This perception became the source of socially structured
'Anequalities among people, ane of the notio7, that others could and
should be'used as means for tie ends of the self, rnther than treated
as equals, and that they can ind ought to be dominatA to assure
their availability o serve the ends of the self.

Over many centuries and millenia, these sim-le, internally
logical notions, and practices end experiences derived from tnem, at

well as reinforcing them, esulted in the curren:ly doinant value
paradigm of selfishness, !nequality, domination, conpet...tion, and

acquisitiveness. No sioubt, ono cAn discern in the Unitad States also

a paradigm of .alternative values, namely, equality, libucty, re;;ard

for the needs of others, cooperation-, and sharinr dowevel, this

alternative paradigm, wiich derives from more sophisticated. initial,
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existential assumptions, plays, ':er the tir n. hi mg, a minor role

only in shaping policies, institutions, attitmles, behaviors,

and human relations. Given the duminance of the former paradigm,

people tend to be concerned .primarily with their own needs and

development. The inevitable, paradoxical result is a progressive

deterioration of every-ne's scope fur needs-satisfaction, develop-

ment, and self-actualization, an unintended consequence of competitive

struggles for survival and success of all against all, and of

uncritical conformity to the internal logic of the dominant paradigm,

Thus in a tragic twist of fate, the individualistic pursuit of well-

being seeds to have turned into a certain course toward collective

insanity and suicide.

A Paradigmatic Revolution Toward a Non-Violent Society

The foregoing examination of institutional patterns and

values in the United States reveals that structural violence and its

multi-faceted consequences are now inevitable, normal byproducts of

the atablished way of life. Larlier I nor"dcompelling links between

structural violence and household violence, and I argued that the

latter cannot be eliminated unless the former is overcome. This

proposition leads to the crucial question whether, and how,

structural violence can be overcomethe issue of "primary prevention."

Reason seems to suggest, and a critical study of history

reveals, that hunan exi5teptc can be, and has often l'een, organized

in a manner conducive to the unfolding of everyone'f. innate potential,

which means free from structural vioLowc, Non-violent, cooperative

and egalitarian societies of varying siz,.s have existed throughout

humankind's history as constant counterpoints to Ow major themes

of force, violence, 'dominatiun, and exploitation, and have demodstrated

their feasibility and viability in various parts.of the' globe, among

diverse peoples, and at different stages of cultural, seientific,

and technological development.

Humans in such societies think of themselves as integrated

into nature rather than apart from it and masters over it. They

have an abiding re_..pect fur life, including human life, and they

hold waste and destruction of life and of nateral resources to a

minimum. They consider one another of equal intrinsic worth in spite

-of individual differences. Hence they regard everyone's biological,

social, and psychological needs of equal importam'e, and they treat

everyone as entitled to equal rights and liUertio.; in every sphere of

life, and also subject to equal responsihilitiw; And con,:traines,
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the latter necessitated by scarc_t:es of re.sources and by equal

entitlements for all. They value individuality, self-reliance and
self-direction, ai well as cooperation and Mutual aid ih collective
pursuits of survival and improvements in the quality of life.
They perceive no inevitable .conflicts of genuine, human interest
among individuals, and between individualk and collectivities, as
theirs is not 3 zero-sum mentality of scarcity, but a plus-sum
mentality of sufficiency created by cooperation and sharing. They

reject selfishness, competition, domination, and .exploitation in

mutual relations. Their humanistic, egalitarian, demoCratic
philosophy ofwlife and society seems rooted in an idea of Protagoras,
an early Greek philosopher, (480-410 B.C.): "Moons are the measure
of all things."

To overcome structural violence in the United States nad in
similarly organized societies, prevailing policies concerning
resources, -work, production, and rights, need to be adjusted to.the
foregoing humanistic, egalitarian, libertarian, democratic, coopera-
tive, and collective values. For these values, but not their opposites,

seem to be compatible with the unfolding of everyono's inherent
potential, and thstitutions shaped by theso values are, therefore,
likely to be conducive to'free and full individual development. '

am sketching below some concrete implications which follow fiom
this proposition, to indicate the direction in which we neec .

to move should we cfiose to overcome structural violence, .rat!ler

than force people to adjust to it.

I. Productive resources, be thoy concrete such as land,
raw-materials, energy, and tools, or non-concrete such as knowledge
and skills, should be liberated from prevailing, private controls and
made accessible for use by all people. That use should be geared,

rationally, toward meeting the needs of all humans, everywhere,
those living now, and those yet to he born, with everyone's lifelong
needs constituting a flexibly equal claim against the aggregate

of resources. Criteria will have to be developed for priorities
related to needs of different urgency. and for balancing current and

future needs against requirements of conservation. Obviously also,

waste, destruction and irrational uses of resources Mill have to be

eliminated. Allocation decisions are difficult in any social context,
but in a humanistic-egalitarian society these decisions can be ma.:e
within a rational frame of reference, undistorted by narrow, seffish

interests of powerful minority groups.

.t is important to stress that, contrary to widespead assumptions,

control over resources and their allocation must not be centralized
and bureaucratized, to assure equal access and equal rights to

needs-satisfaction. On the contrary, centralization and bureaucrati-
zation may themselves be serious obstacles to equal access and to
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equal rights to needs-sati;faction, since they involve hierarchically

organized structures which tend to obstruct free and full development

of individuals. The princOle of free access to, and egalitarian

use of, resources should therefore, be implemented in a decentralized

manner, involving democratic coordination and cooperation among self-

directing, equally entitled, relatively small communities of

producers and consumers. This means that each community should

cooperatively use and control local resources, and should exchange

its surplus with neigh)oring and distant communities on egalitarian,
non-exploitative terms,, so that the needs of people living in

differently endowed localities can be met.

2. Work and nroduction will have vi he redesigned thoroughly

to overcome the dehumanizing quality and consequence% of the prevailing

rodes of production and subdivision of labor which are shaped primarily

by profit considerations rather than by humanistic and'egalitarian

objectives. This means that work and production should once more

become rational undertakings geared toward everyone's needs-satisfaction

throu:;h the processes and products of work. Workers themselves should

design, direet, and execute their work and should be thoroughly know-

ledgeable concerning'all aspects of'their work, so that they can

become proud masters of their craftsi.rather than merely "factors

of production." Their work should not be a means toward the ends of

others, but a means to sustain their own existence and enhance the

quality nf their lives. .Given such a redesigned context of production,

workers will spontaneously develop a genuine wurk-ethic and work

motivation, in place of the prevailing forced work-ethic which is

.
motivated largely by fears of unemployment and starvation.

Unnecessary, unproductive, and wasteful work such as advertising,

banking, insurance, real estate deals, military enterprises, etc.,

should be eliminated gradually, so that only work necessary for human

well-being and enjoyment of life will be carried out, and individuals

engaging in such necessary, productive work, will be re;:arded with

respect fur their contributions to the common good. People should

be able to chousi-freely the kind of work they want to engage in.

This would require that essential work not chosen volunv.rily by

enough people because of undesirable, intrinsic qualities should be

carried out by everyone on a rotating basic. Similarly, work preferred

.by too many people should also be shared by rotation among all

individuals selecting it. Life-long learning will be required and

enjoyed by all to keep Up with develophents in one's work, and to

attain satisfactory mastery.

People will tend to cooperate at work when they will no longer he

forced to compete for jobs and promotions, and when everyone will have

effective rights and responsibilities to participate in production J5

1
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designer, decision maker, and execut nr. Crd ination amorw workersoo

and work troups should be achieved horizontally ahd cooperatively,
4 rather thin through vertical direction and supervision. Talents

and competence of individuals should be aesnowledged, and guidance
from competent individuals should be sought,snd accepted. Hrwever,

talents and competence should not become a basis for privilege, nor
should knowledge and skills be monopolized. Rather, they should
circulate freely, so that everyonccould acquire them. Science and
technology should be pursued vigoillusly, 'and disseminated widely
among the population, so that workers should be able to apply scientific
insights towards improvements of products and production processes.

EdUcation and preparation for adulthood and work, in schools
'and at home, will be geared to everyone's full development, when a
transformed mode of production will require and make use of the
intograted intellectual, physical, and eilotional capacities of every
individual. Also, socialization at home and in the schools, will no
longer need to be authoritarian comnetitive, and punitive, when the
contextNof work will be democratic, cooperative, and rewarding. Finally,

schools will no longer be used as holding patterns for young people:
they will not be needed to disguise the, real scope of unemployment.

3. dlionomic, social, psychological, civil, and political
rights shoullFbe distributed equally es universal entitlements, rather
than through'markets, where larger incomes, wealth, and economic
power command larger shares of all kinus of rights. The distribution.

of 'rights Should thus be separated from the specific roles of ,people
in the social division of labor, and should be based instead on
people's individual needs.

It should be noted though, that, contrary to widespread mis-
conceTtions, equality of rights does not mean mathematical equality,
sameness, conformity, end uniformity. Rather, it means an equal right

' to develop and actualize oneself, and hence, to be unique and different.
An egalitarian distribution of goods and services and other rights
should, therefore, inVolvo flexibility in order to allow for differences
of innate'and emerging needs among individuals.

Equality of political rights should he implemented through open
access to all relevant information, which requires, by implication,

A' elimination of all secrecy concerning public affairs, and through
participation in all decisions affecting one's life--direct participation

Awn meetings of one's community, and indirect participation on trans-
local levels through a network of assemblies representing.geAuinely
democratic communities, rather than anonymous;individuals. Service on
representative and administrativeibodies should be rotated and should
nut entitle those engaged in it to privileged circumstances of living.
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They should act as servants of th?i- comlunitie5, executors ot
democratically evolved decisions, and not masters ovA. peopie. It

may be assumed that, given access to all relevant information and
effective rights to participate in economic and political life,
most people will develop capacities and skills to represent their
communities in trans-local political assemblies, and to bring to
the work on coordinating levels a perspective that integrates local

and trans-local interests.

Thse.comments on alternative values and policies concerning
resources, work, production, and rights are not a detailed bluepriut

for humanistic, egalitarian, libertafian, democratic, non-violent
societies, but merely a dxmonstratioh that such societies are not
beyond the realm of,reason and human possibilities, and that they are
not "unrealistic" and "utopian" as is often claimed. I also wtsh to

note that there is no single'correct model for such societies, and
that different human groups would have to develop their own models,
fitting their individualities, by working together guided by the

paradigm of alternative values.

No one can claim with certainty that paradimatic shifts in
values and institutions are not possible, since human nature and

natura conditions of human habitats do not preclude such paradigmatic

shifts. There is also nothing inherently inevitable about presently
dominant values and institutions, nor is there anything unnatural
about the radical alternatives sketched here. One is therefore led

to suspect that claims concerning the,impossibility of paradigmatic
shifts toward humanistic, egalitarian, libertarian, democratic, and
non-violent f.ocieties, reflect either ignorance or vested interests

in the maintenance-of the prevailing paradigm. Labelling alter-

native paradigms "unrealistic" and "utopian' .:oens to be a defensive

maneuver on behalf of the dominant paradigm, as it teads to discourage
people from exploring alternatives syst,:latically before forming an
opiniun about their feasibility and viloility. After all, who would

want to ww.te scarce time on unrealistic and utopian projects?

If indeed, humanistic, egalitarian, libertarian, democratic,
non-violent societies arc not beyond the range of human possibilities,
as I have 'argued here, then people who value the free unfolding of

human potential. and who want to eliminate violence from our lives,
ought to participate actively in political and philosophical movements
which struggle for the emergence of such societies, in order to over-
come structural violence at its roots, and to vliminate the.: it. "normal"

consequences and symptoms, including the destructive phenomenon of
household violence. In short, primary prevention of violence requires
a political-philosophical process, rather than merely professlional,

technical, and administrative measures.

x,
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3. Major Prjoblems in Research oa Violence

My familiarity with government sponsored research on violence

is limited. Hence the following observations arc tentative. .hey are

based on published research reports and conversations with researchers
and government officials.

Conceptions of violence and hypotheses concerning its dynamics
from which current research questions are derived tend to be symptom-
oriented rather than source-oriented, descriptive rather than analytic,
and fragmentary rather 1han comprehensive or holistin. This means that

various typal of violenc, are studied in isolation as if they were
discrete phenomena, unrelated to one another and to the societal context
in which all types are rooted. A recent illustration of this tendency

is separate research efforts and service programs focused on violence
against children and spouses.

;

Scholars, philosophers, and historians of science have known
for a long time.that one's, answers can be no better than one's questions,

and that the range of possible 'findings and answers resulting from
scientific endeavors is usually determined by the manner in which
research topics arc defined, hypotheses are stated, and questions are

formulated. Mince the value of current rescarch on violence, and

the probability of deriving from it significant findings and effective
recommendations for overcdming violence, depends on the validity of
the conceptions and hypotheses underlying that research. If my

impressions are correct, and if indeed the conceptions, hypotheses,
and*foci of current research on violence are mainly symptom-oriented,
descriptive, and fragmentary, then.the yield to be expected from that
research is insignificant and probably not worth the efforts and

resources invested in it.

The symptom-oriented and fragmentary approach is not unique to

research on violence. Me tend to approach most social problems as if
they were separate entities to be studied and dealt with in separate
settings, and we create separate research and service bureaucracies
for each problem. The futility and frustrating results of this approach

to problems rooted in the fabric of society are well known: the problems
tend to persist while the bureaucracies Which study and treat them
keep growing, A

Another shortcoming of many research projects on Violence is
the tendency to disregard its multi-dimensional dynamics and to design
investigations around single dimensions such as psychological, bio-
logical-genetic, etc. Such designs lead inevitably to misleading
findings which reflect the academic discipline of investigators rather

9
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than the nature of phenomena under study. Eiis design problem too

is not unique to research on vio,ence. Uni-limensionality is

intrinsic to the prevailing departmental organization of universities,

to the division of labor of the -Vnowledge industry," and to the

resulting vested interests and myopic perspectives of-competing

segments within that industry. 1-he most frequently explored dimensions

in studies of violence and of social problems in general in the United

States arc attributes of individuals. This tendency has system-

maintaining consetiuences as it reinforces the prevailing notion that

social problems including violence result from attributes of individuals

rather than from societal forces and reactions of individuals to

these forces--a clear instance of blaming victims and ah;olving

society.

One more shortcoming related to the foregoing tendencie an!

to the basic conceptions and hypothese.: of researchers; is treatiny

the prevailing societal context as a "constant," rather than as a

cluster of "variables" when designing demonstration projects aint.4

at reducing and preventing the incidenee of violence. Pemonstration

projects Involve the design of experimental settines in which seleLted

variables are modified systematically in ord9r to achieve desired'

oltcmcs. The success of demonstration research depends, obviously,

on the validity of the .chosen experimental variables in terms of

hypothesized outcomes. Current demonstration projects aimed at

preventing violence tend to use individual rather than societal

faLtors as experimental variddes. Based on the conception of

violence I haft presented here, 1 sugeest that such projects

,are unlikely to reduce violence significantl Y. unless societal

faetors are used as experimental variables, and are modified in

accordance with hypothesized requirements of optimum human development.

Suggestions to Ameliorate Deficiences in Research on Violence

Based on the foregoing critique I would suggest that research

and demonstration projects should be derived from clearly articulated

conceptions and hypotheses concerning the sources and dynamics c1,7

violence, and should explore processes of interaction between structural

and personal violence, rather than fragments isolated from that

context. This requires that research should be multi-disciplinary `

in order to transcend the single dimensions of separate academic

disciplines, none of which can adequately interpret and deal with the

multi-dimensional reality of violence. Finally, researchers should
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overcome the tendency to view the prevailing social order as constant

and should experimentally modify societal variables in directions
expected to eliminate structural violence and to enhance conditions

for the free and full unfolding of everyone's inherent potential.
Such experiments, I submit, are likely to reveal effective approaches'

to primary prevention of personal violence and other destructive
reactions to structural violence such as crime, addictions, alienation,
suicide, mental and physical ill-health, etc.

Mt. Chairman, MemberiTof the Subcommittee, thank you again
for the opportunity to present to you my views on societal arki
domestic violence, and on research aimed at overcoming violence.

1/78
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STATENENT OF DAVID G. GIL, PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL POLICY, THE

FLORENCE Hum GRADUATE SCHOOL FOB ADVANCED STUDIES

IN SOCIAL WELFARE, BRANDEIS mummy
Dr. GIL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me the oppor-

tunity to discuss seme issues concerning violence.
I would like to talk about a somewhat different dimension of the

problem, because my interest has been consistently in the social sources
of violence, be it .child abuse, he it abuse between spouses, or other
forms of violent behavior.

It has been mentioned throughout the morning that there are
social factors, economic factors, and so forth, and it seems to me im-
portant to be specific about what these factors really r .

In my view, individual violence, we usually talk about, is really
a symptom. Our research addresses the symptom, and our interven-
tion, addresses the symptom. Now, I think we have to address symp-
toms. When I have a fever. I take an aspirin to take care of that.
But what is equally important, and usually gets neglected. is to
try to look at the deeper causes that consistently produce violent
outcomes. .We really have what one may call "soeietal violence."
"structural violence," that's built into our lives and gets often ex-
pressed in the home. It is also reflected in mental illness, in crime,
and so forth. T define violence in a more general way as any con-
dition or any act. that inhibits the dnvelopment of people. the unfold-
ing of human potential.

Now, this is a global definition, but it seems to me we have- to start.
from such a global level if we want to engage in primary prevention
of violence.

Obstructions to human development can happen on many levels. It
can haPpen on the individual level, between people hurting one
another. It can happen in institutions like schools, or businesses,
whose policies or practices may interfer with the needs of people to
develop. Finally, it m# happen on a social level or political level
where politics we sanction as.a society result in conditions that ob-
struct the development of, people and that MIMI biological, psycho-
logical and social needs of members of our society to remain unful-
filled.

L view this all as a continuum, and we have to look at the whole
anato understand why it happens.

.Structural violence prevails when policies concerning the way peo-
ple -work, concerning the way rights are-distributed. and concerning
the way resources are manap.,(1, result in enormous deprivation and
stress and waste of human pn: ,ntial within the society. When we ex-
amine the way we workwe find that most people are not supposed to
nes their heads when working; they're supposed, to use only their
hands; and even when th6, use their hands, they producq only a
little piece, not a total product of which they can be proud. Now,
this is one illustration of structural conditions that cause human
waste, that cause obseructions to the full development of human
potential.

We know that in our country most people have mental capacities,
physical capacities,' emotional capacities to be creative and produc-
tive, but the way we expect them to work these capacities, these tal-
ents, this wealth of resources is lost. fit t
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Wlwn we look at our schools, this is where this process starts be-
cause the schools, in a spliSe, seeTegate us into those who will even-
tually use their lwads and those who will not. It's not that schools do
this intentionally..or on purpose. but si.hools always have to prepare
(hildren for the work life that's available. and situp the work life is
structured in a manner that doesn't reuiiire the full' capacity of chil-
dren. the s(.hools do not prepare them; the children feel not motivated
to develop because when they look wlwre they're going, when tlwy
look at tlwir neiethbors or what their paOnts do. they see severe limits
built into their life prospects. .

These things may seein remote. from violenee in families. tlw subject
we are addressing; hut work alienation and tensions that result from
work alienation get carried over into the family. and we have to look
at this factor which is behind intra-familv violence.

..
A f r. SCHETTER. You mean the factor of work die! ation?
Dr. Gm. Yes. I find that the factor of work alienation is one of

the most destructive components of our existence.
Mr. SCIIEUER. What do yon mean specifically by work alienation?

.Tust briefly. Because basically our problem here is not :work aliena-
tion. It's infra-family violence.

Dr. Gm. Yes. And the linkage with social forces.
Mr. SCHEVER. Yes.
Dr.. Gm Tlw linkage could he work alienation in what happens

to the family. and I'll address this. Work alienation is a feeling
at work of no t. bring a fully functioning and satisfied human being.
HEW did a study, "Work,in America," which pointNl out in great
detail how this phenomenon is found not int on the s.ernhly line,
but also in office -work 'and in executive. suites; it's all over; and it
is telated probably to the exploiting and coinpetitive dynamics, to
tlw hierarehini stralures. to the fact that people don't determine
what they are doing because always someone else up there does.

Mr. SMITE% Professor Gil, let. me just interrupt you.
What von have descrilwd I'm sure is a problem, but it's not going

!

tt .he solved in my lifetime. in yonr lifetime. or in the foreweable
ftire. There is no :mciety on earth that has solved that problem.
It's in the basic nature of things. apparently, for a lot, of jobs torbe
defined and supervised by people other than the peopk who are
filling those jobs. .

Now it may be that in F,ome kind of nirvana we ,will have a society
where everybody. defines their own jobs and everybody supervises
themselves and where there's no accountability; wlwre all the jobs
are pleasant, creative and very satisfying. and where there's no
drudgery comwcted with any job. We certainly haven't arrived at
that point, in terms of the job description of a Congressman. I can
msure you of that. Maybe sometime in the future all jobs will be
pleasant. rewarding, satisfying. temion-free, anxiety-free. In the
meantime we for faced with a condition, nnd not a theory, as 'Presi-
dent Grover Cleveland said about ft hundred years ago. and to talk
about the fact the our society isn't perfeet. to me, is a cop-out.

You're not going to solve it; I'm not going to solve it ; this Con-
gress isn't going to solve it ; in the next century we won't solve it ;
and ,:*ven if we get closer, expectations will get higher, and things

. 3.!*
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that we don't consider now sources of frustration will then be con-
sidered sources of frustration because expectations always.outlive in
ourflociety our ability to deliver.

I would like you, if you can, to tell us what we can do in the here
and now, because we are faced with a condition and not a theory.
What should the Federal role be? What have we learned about intra-
family violence that we can do something about? In what direction
do we need more knowledge? In what directions can we improve the
capability of the great coijuries of social work oriented agencies:
The home, the church, thg schools, the YMCA's, the churches and
the synagogues? How can we improve their ability to help families
cope with the admitted strains, anxieties and frustrations that are
in our society ? We have simply got fo learn to cope with them in a
way that short-circuits or de-fnses the expression of all of these
frustrations in explosions of violence within the family. That is our
challenge; not simply saying that we haven't achieved perfection in
our society.

I would like you to address yourself to the problems that we face
as Govel nment officials, whether elected officials or appointed officials.
What can we do with the condition that confronts us now?

Dr. Gm. It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that you're abso-
lutely right.. We cannot all at once resolVe our underlying problems.
It is still important for us, first of all, to admit them and to be aware
of them.

Mr. SCHEITER. Of course.
Dr. Gm. And to test whether it is true; and here is something I

want to say on the direction of possible research : We certainly have
to intervene and to protect people when they are hurt. This goes with-
out saying. We do not want to extend suffering. We want to eliminate
it. Hence, I support many activities such as counseling; medical inter-
vention, and so forth, which we are used to doing. But we very often
stop with that, the thrust of my comments is that we must go beyond
that, we must examine to what extent intra-family violence is reduced
if we modify some of the major sources such as the work situation;
will this have the desired. anticipated effect on families. We need a
coherent theory of violence from which to derive our questions for
research and from which to design demonstration projects.

It would be possible to design demonstrations, perhaps in one or
two communities, to test some of the hypothesized linkages between
the way people work and violent behaviors In the family.

Mr. S.1111172s. I'm perfectly willing to concede that 'frustrations and
anxieties on the job, and alienation produced by the job, take its toll
on the home. I wouldn't frankly feel that you'd get a very great. deal
of support in Congress for doing research on something that's trans-
parently self-evident to tiny thinking human beingthat anxieties,
frustrations, unfairness, inequitie3, harshnes, and abuse on the job
must take its toll in the home. I think we can assume that as a given.

Dr. Gm. Can we do somethink about it, sir?
Mr. SCII/WER. Yes. There are people who are trying to improve

situations on the job. Lots of jobs have been redesigned over the years
to eliminate the very things that you're talking about, or at least
to reduce them, and 'there have been many kinds of experiments.
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Certainly, unions are making decisions in areas now that they
wouldn't haVe dreamed of even asking to negotiate a generation ago.

In New York City, there is an incredible eomplex of work restric-
tions that the unions have negotiated, which from their point of view,
presumably makes life more pleasant and more tolerable, and re-
duces the anxieties and the tensions on the job. But here we have
comparatively limited resources to work with and we're trying to
focus on something that has not been focused upon before, intra-
family violence.

Let'g just assume that all of those anxieties, pressure s. and tensions
outside of the home take their toll on intra-family relationships. We
still have to face up in this. Congress to what society can do, as T,
said, to de-fuse and to better understand those tensions and help
people cope wiih them. Hopefully, we'll rethice these tensions.

We are going to have to adjourn soon because the House is now
in session, but if yin' have any final words, we would like to hear
them.

Mr. STEMS. Mr. Chairman, let me interject. if rmar?
Even before you get to the question of work frustration, on page 7

I riotice that you speak of the problem really arising out of the
primacy of the profit motive. I don't pretend that the profit motive
is, the perfect answer, but I just want to verify: Are you against the

e free enterprise system?
Dr. Gm. No, sir. T'm not. I am for the free enterprise system, so

that everyone should be free to engage in enterprise. At the moment
we have a forced enterprise system. f

Mr. STEERS. When I say "the free. enterprise system," T think it's
ordinarily defined to mean that the profit motive is operating through-
out the system.

Are you against the profit motive?
Dr. Grr,. I am against the profit motive the way we practiee it

because it's a profit motive for a very small minority of our society.
I would be for a profit motive that profits everyone in the same
manner.

Mr. STEEns. I think that's a new definition of profit motive.
Let me point out to you: You say: "intrinsic human needs will

not be met when meeting them is not profitable **,*" arm T suppose
that can be aecepted. On the other hand, it can also be stated, that,
generally speaking, meeting intrinsic human needs is profitable. and
I think that's th.o main thrust of our entire industrial system in the
United States.

I think you have a perfect right to adopt any politieal system or
any economic ,system that. you wantbut I just want to clarify that
to me what you have outlined here is a statement and what you've
stated hertt is. it SeCOIS tO me, that our entire econmnie systm is the
cause of work frustration and that, in turn, is the eause, or is asso-
ciatel with. violence. Therefore, in order to get rid of family vio-
lence we're going to have to reconstruct our economic system in,a
very fundamental ways whether you, call it a destruction of free
enterprise or not, ,

Dr. Grt,. You've certainly correctly interpreted mv conclusions.
My nnderstanding is that our industrial system is not meeting Iui-
man needs. The assumption is often made that if every enterprise
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does its best to maximize its profits then as a byproduct, needs will
be fulfilled. The fact is, however, that needs are not being fulfilled,
as evidenced by the enormous rCe of poverty and frustration; so
obviously the system does not work right and requires adjustments.

Mr. STEmis. What is the name of the economic system that you
think we ought to go toward?

Dr. GIL I would prefer to .avoid any labels because that c reates.
problems. I don't think that labels of spews such as Communist or
socialist or free enterprise or capitalist, are important. What is im-
portant is to exnroine whether the bask functiins,of a social system
satisfy the full needs of its members and facilitate their full (level-
opment.

Mr. ScuEuzirWhat society would you riggest that's doing that
a great deal better than our society?

Dr. GIL. I would say that the native Americans who were here
before the white people came were much more successful in doing
this. Many native tribes in Africa seem to have solved these prob-
lems more adequately than we have, and they have developed.

Mr. SMELT% I suppose there are no societies on earth _where the
status of women is more demanding and where women are abused
more as chattehi and child breeders than the traditional tribal so-
ciety in Africa.

Dr. GIL I would agree with you, sir.
Mr. SCIIEUEn. One-half of that population is systematically de-

'maned, degraded, and physically abused.
Dr. Gm. In some tribes; not all.
Mr. Scimuza. I'm looking for a model. Is there any country that

we should look at that has solved this problem?
Dr. Gm. I'm not aware of any that has solved all these problems.
Mr. SCIIMTER. What count ries have come closest?
Dr. Gm. It would seem to me that some attempts in China move in

that direction. There are great problems there. Some attempts in the
collective settlements in Israel moved in that direction. I lived in a
kibbutz, and I know that they are much closer to this than many
other parties are.

But to me the issue is not who is doing things in a proper manner,
but. how can we, in our so-iety, move in that direction? Even if no-
body could do it, with mil capacities, our intellectual and emotional
capacities, with our technology and our science, we could move con-
stantly forward in that ilirection, rather than saying that "Nobody
else is ,doing it ; we don't' do it either." We have enormous scientific
and material resources, and we have an enormous rate of poverty.

You quoted figurts that the incidence of killings among us is
higher than in a good many other ,plaees; that the incidence of in-
fant mortalit; is higher with us than in many other places. This is.
due to structural violence, sir, and I say it's unnecessary, and I think
we have to address these issues along with trying to intervene on the
day-to-day basis when people suffer from violence in their.homer

Hr. &MITE% This is no time for us to get into a long discussion of
the Chinese society. I'll give the Chinese tremendous credit for hav-
ing achievpd tremendous breakthroughs in terms of delivering goods,
services, adequate food nutrition, and a certain kind of education to
their people. But if you think that the Chinese society is based on
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organize his own life and direct Ids own life, I think we'd have a
great deal of difference between us.

Dr. Gn.. I didn't say that. I think it's np to the Chinese to worry
about their problems and it's up to IIR to worry about our problems.,

Mr. Senzum But you're telling me that we don't have free enter-
prise, that we have forced enterprise.

Dr. Gum Yes, we do.
Mr. SCUMS% If there's any place on earth where forced enter-

prise is structured into the system, it's tlie Chinese society.
Dr. GIL That's probably right. That's not the model I advocate,

sir.
Mr. Summit Jim, do von have a question?
Mr. GAILAGUER. Yea. One question, please.
Mr. SCHEIIER. Dr. Gil, im Gallagher of our minority staff.
Mr. GAILAGIIER. You mention on page 24: "*" a clear instance of

blaming victims and absolving society."
But don't you concur that in ninny instances the victims themselves

are blameworthy? Young couples that try to stay up with the
JoneseS. I'm speaking now of the economic factor. They make an ade-
quate income but it becomes inadequate by the way they spend their
money. The husband buys an $8.000 imported car when he could buy
a good used car. The wife wants a new washing machine when the
old one would do. In other words, together they're running tip bills
and contributing to the enormous, collective debt created by the credit
card problem that we have today. This leads to financial problems
within the family.

I live in a modest suburb, and there are these sort of problems;
the marital fights, some of them physical, that result because of the
economic factor, money factors that are brought on by couples thein-
selves and'their lack of family financial discipline in the accounting
of their own household budget.

Dr. Ga. Sir, you are absolutely right that people make great
miiitakes, but they never make them in isolation. They make these
mistakes in the socielal context in which their value semerge and
their consciousness is developed. The desire for n new washing ma-
chine is the result. of advertising for more and better things. It's
also the result of bnilt-in obsolescence into the old washing machine,
which increases the profit of the producer of that old washing ma-
chine when it breaks down.

So the issue is not simply to say people do had things. They do,
of course. But the important thing is to%see that what people do as
individuals, is done in interaction with the social processes within
which their values, their consciousness, and their behavior emerges.

What I am critical of is that we look at the last link in the chain
and we say people are irresponsible; they don't manage their in-
comes right. Of course some don't. Mit they are funetioning within
a social system that constantly encourages them to consume MOM :
"Go buy, go buy." and that too is a result of other forces, a result
of the total economic system.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Granted. Ibit we can't relieve them of the use of
their own critical faculties in keeping their own perspectives in order.
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If they have an 2xtremely materialistic outlook they're bound to run
into problems.

Dr. GIL Well, they grew up in that society which shaped iheir
consciousness. They .weren't born with a materialistic outlook. If the
same people were born in an entirely different society 'they would act
differently and would develop a different outlook. -

I'm certainly not suggesting that you and I are not able to originate
and to initioe thoughts and behavior, but all our thinking and all
our initiating reflect from our total human development in a particu-
lar family, in a partieular neighborhood, in a particular country, and
the particular values 'and communications' that we encounter. The
error, in my view, is to separate one from the other. We mest consider
the interaction.

Mr. SCIIEVER. Professor, you mentioned that we have in this coun-
try a system not of free enterprise but of forced enterprise. Can you
tell us very briefly what you meant by that?

Dr. Gur. Free enterprise, to illustrate means you own a piece of
land, you have a plow, you have the seed, and you raise your food.
This is free enterprise.

Mr. SCHUTZ% That's absolutely absurd. In a country of 200 mil-
lion where two-thirds of us live in urbanized areas where two-thirds
or three-quarters of us by 1980 will live, in the SMSA, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas, how can you conceive that each one
of us should have a plow and a piece of land/

Dr. Gm. I didn't suggest this. 1 gave you one illust Minn of free
enterprise, the.principle of free enterprise.

Mr. SOIEVER. That has no relevance in today's world. Dr. Gil.
Dr: Gm: The principles are relevant.
Mr. SCIIMER. What did you mean by saying that We do not have

a system of free enterprise, that, we have a system of forced enter-
prise?

Dr. Gut.. A system, of forced enterprise means that the people who
work dn not own the materials and the resnorces with which they
work. They depend on those who own these things to get a position
of work.

Let Ille say again I lived in a collective settlement. We owned our
factories. 'We owned our land. We ran our -work, and we decided
ourselves how We were going to do it.

Mr. Scurxra. Dr. Gil, I've visited kibbutzes. I've stayed overnight
in a few kibbutzes; 95 percent of the Israeli people have rejected the
kibbutz as their preferred way of life.

Dr. Gm. People make the choices they want to.
Mr. SclIETTER. Do you know any other industrial society where the

people own the machines with which they work ?
Dr. Gm. No, because in most industrial societies, or in all, most

people have been expropriated, and hence, they do not own them;
that's why I say they are forced to participate in enterprises for the
profit of others..'That's both sides of the picture.

Mr. SCIIEVF.R. Do you feel that people in our society should have
the right not to work? Should they have the right to leisure, and be
'supported, by society ?
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Dr. Gm. I think people should have the right to work and benefit
from the work they do, rather than that others should benefit from
the work they do, primarily.

Mr. SCHRUM. Do you feel that there's a basic inconsistency to peo-
ple having jobs for which they're compensated and benefited, and
also the fact that their work is of profit to the groups who have made
the capital investment and provided the capital formation by which
workers can be productive and, therefore, earn good salaries?

Dr. Gm. Sir, the problem is that the capital they provide is essen-
tially stolen. It has been expropriated from the people. The minority
owns it, and has taken it away from the people. We expropriated the
native Americans by driving them onlo reservations or killing them.
We took their lands. And we continued that process systematically by
exploiting slaves and wage laborers. The result is that today less than
5 percent of our population own perhaps 90 percent of our productive
reiources and the rest of us depend for our living on being employed
by those who own. This is not free, but forced enterprise.

Mr. &HEUER. You're saying that 5 kercent of our population own
90percent of our resources?

Dr. GIL Of the productive resources. Pgrhaps it is less than 5 per-
cent.

Mr. &MUM I would question that figure. I don't have that at
my fingertips.

Dr. 031L. 'Well, the latest figure I have is that 72.7 percent of cor-
porate stockand that's in The .New York Times of July 30, 1976 is

owned by 6 percent of the population. So the concentration is enor-
mous.

Mr. &MUTER. We thank von for coming and being with us. We just
had the bells for a roll rail vote. So we'll adjourn this hearing, and
we'll commence tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock with the second day
of hearings on family violence.

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., on Wednesday, February 15, 1978.]



RESEARCH INTO VIOLENT BEHAVIOR: DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1978
0

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

Stscomairrm ON Dommic AND INTERNATIONAL
SCIENTIFIC PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND COOPERATION,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 :30 n.m., pursuant to call, in room 2228,

Dirksen Senate Office. Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer, chairman
of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present : Reperesentative Scheuer and Puna
Staff members present: Jonah Shackrnai, Leslie Loflin, and Jim

Gallagher, technical consultant.
Mr. SCHWER. The second day of hearings on research into violent

behavior within the family will come to order. This is the Subcom-
mittee of the Committee on Science and Technology known as
DISPAC, Domestic and International Scientific Planning, Analysis
and Cooperation.

We are going to ask the five witnesses to come up to the table, and
we will hear yen en bane. We will make it nice and informal,. Our
witnesses this morning are Dr. Lenore Walker. assistant professor of
psychology, Colorado Women's College; Dr. Suzanne Steinmetz, as-
sistant professor of individual and family studies of the University of
Deleware, Ms. Marjory Fields, Brooklyn Legal Services, Brooklyn,
N.Y., Dr. Tobey Myers, Texas Research Institute of Mental Science,
Houston, Tex. and Dr. Anne Flitcraft, postdoctoral fellow, Center
for Health Service Research, Yale University.

What, we would like to do is have your statements printed in full
at this point in the record, and then we would like to just chat in-
formally and have you talk to us as if we were in the living room to-
gether, and then we will have some questions for you.

Mr. &HEUER. We will start out with Dr. Lenore Walker, assistant
professor of psychology, Colorado Women's College. We are glad to
have you. The floor is yours.

r The prepared statement of Pr. Lenore Walker is as follows :1
(125)
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c ,AND T1I: AII0 NAL PLA!_; a
AMLYSLSAND CROVERATION

TREATMENT ATERNATIVES FOR RATTERLUilhOUSES

Lenore E. Walker, Ed.p.

Chairperson and Associate
Profaser of Psychology

Coorado Women's College

February 15, 1978

It hns becoms clear that despite mont pecple'n donire to live in

a peaceful. family, that in a goal never reached b; moot. Although the

history of 'spouse abuse in ancient, it han not tKu:n adetioately studied.

Even today, with all the national intere'st in bat'ared women, men,

'children and other family
,

nmrembern, goverental a;encien concerned with

allocating research funds have not specifically designated domestic

violence renoarch mo top priority. Nor have monien to develop alegtetto

treatment programa been widely dispercod. SpOUSWabooP han been

eohOdered an accoptahlv rc:I.oloticqi to marital di;tgreemnt nn

the viole nee I!: eon!' nui to the helm: , Tat M. 'tog about str:h

;04-reporting 1 t. to tht. pol ice or o' he rn in tie le.lpit4 prof. .

han been a tlhoo until th, womea':: roverwmt, onin,, the te.nhnique

r.nwIrinosnpmm raisinr groups, wan oble to get womor, %0 ohar.. th,

pain and horror of living day by day u^ tmrroe. otwe 1,:it!eved

who have typically lived in isdlation, began to re.ali4e that they

were not alone in their fear of being harmed hy their nen, th.v

to talk and from them I have wlatt I ::hare with you today.

en convinced that although we tall< about ntsuine atmoe, in 99 out of 100

si tuat lone, w, are real ly tal ing about pattered women. MI Iv it is re;

dolbt true that some nmlll percentar of mon are belly: tw.i!,q1 hy their

w,men, th4 fialeeny and la.verity iu nowhoro near the

r 71 J,i Lodi! of the Novi(' tal protilen of wife :11.1 I try to

(1.:;..ribe how thin 1:: -'.3o a:: I di:mo::n reueareh and tr,atn-nt

th II area. I include p a.neounts of thi:: trel,

teutim.A.y ;Ind la tta-h then.. thi ropor t

In early 197r,, wher. prietivin;; 1...yvholw.:It. th,

,,f ti:ur:: , I

i.i,r.. phy u; ,,, 7 In I py: .h ,!.,ii,a' :.t,fu, by the r,A.; w wh:q; they h;v1



intimate relatiennh'pe. o foririet pnychotherapvetic nppeoaeh,

women were able to stop heir.:; a vietie of :41ch aesaul'. Thero ceri/ raeee

stimulated my curiosity erd I he4en to aek ey cellearees on the nedi'eal

school and pnyetnloiv facnitier ifthey were also neeine woren patiente

who were repnrting oinilarpeych'fbgicel or Ayeiell ateAse their male

partners. Slowly, these vollengaes and my feminist network began to

recognize and rrfer other sueh'women to r- oo that I could interview them.

When I moved to Denver. Colorado it. late 1975 I continued my renearch.

I began the roond of governrent fdnding agencies to eUpport thin work and

was unable to find fundirg despite writing grants until this Janunry 1978.

Than, with my owr money and the support of my collue I have purnued my

study of battered women so -.hat to date I have interView 120 women in

depth and about )00 more and their helpers in lens detaifrd format. In

1976 I traVeled to England and throtuAeffortu by several members of

conlress, I was given courtesies by u« Commonwealth Office of Information

as a special AAerican guest and scientist. / met with 1.1embers of Parliae,.e^

on the Select Committee on-iiolence in garriage wnich held her-Inge such

as this Committee and tho recent U S Cpenission on Civil Rights Hearitg.s

held on January )0 and )1, 1978e which I also request become part of thie

teatimony. I visited reTti:_;es (as they call our shelters,or safe-houses)

for battered woren and their children throughout En.-9.and and when returned

to this country have'helped eneoerage establirviment in evury

city or town. The availability orsuch shelters is not a panacea but will

stimulate development of ether kindm of trot lient'programs while providing

immediate safely for viditims of dor. tic violence. I have lobbied for

legislative change, assisted in developrent of shelters, and testified in

many trials where battered women were defendents for killing or neriounly

harmin; their battering rates in self defense. I have developed mental

health techniqees that are'useful for rental health professionals to use

In werkirr; wit!, battered women and,then 1egan
training others in using them.

MY husband, Dr. Morton Flax, also a psychologist, and I have developed

technique for treating cceplea which is sucCeseful in ripemine eeverity

and freq thuency of eir violent opicodee. And to 'ethe r we4Inve tried to

develop prorrims fur worki-- wit, the offendern - the area whit:di pre:ee te

be hent resistive to eucceneful intemention.

Dovelepment of treatm-nt alternatives is defirartgy hatvered by a'.

paeeit/ of data di ribine the men and woren who live in violenue. While
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T applztud the effortu n:1 (1,.!..,-rit

leveln of tli.nr.e fror. nr..nn r.e..tio, of fni ivy for wh violence it
'a way of life, hitt data in r.ot, use",i1 for "r-atment effortn. W ri.t. lost

in tirP.uing. over how ma:, r.er: p.- I are harrod ralh!r
atroesing our need to kr.o.1 the :h:ir, u ticat nre of violent n.;n

and women and olinicrl renarcO tc. levrn th, ffit:ay of already e.itablished
treatment programs. :,;traus ..a:irate.; that W.1 muni an 505 of the Population

liven In Violence atul ry data s.:ppur-.6 this. entirate. The tiatioril CerAer

for Child Abuse and liw;.ect :tiisr!.1 (.;hi ldrk tt live In a

home where their parents fi.,?,t eioe 1y. 7j '. of tfio tvii, i th.it home

abuse their children. tuo. This is c..!'_tra:.:teJ with 4.0;' of rale child
abuner. In casez where then, is r.o doc.inented spouSaFabue.c.. V; dR!a confirms

that 4 large numbet of nur wha ittze their wo;:ar. ,beat their children..
And furthormnre, accordir.c. to The rt.--tr,. I've interiLiewed. nen ahnen%

their Women have:beer abused or ner.lectel. al; chilOren.

I pm .cortalr. that 17. h h:.-e whore their fnth-r their

Mother Is a tont inaldlo/n fc or child in i ;roll . Tirdr,

, abuse in probably very r'el+at.,f.i. -.n chtld abw;e prohehly
the m..tr,. this does rat neux to have nu-hlu
effect for the woren victirr. 17 about 9e. of the canen. 1:...". they

rep,:rt'that they were rals.A eer:ordirs; to scx 'role ster4ot,,.,:e.: thlt resulted
thei, to telieVi-7: that they were helpless to dr;tro! their

Alves. Then datAllitest t*-.4t su^h sex role atervotyilis,, ir. childhood ia

Stajor factor in ri.iterm:r.i:7 the pagi.r n?ationohips
weak::: which al lc:az 1.attr-,r1^; te Ohne. /I : h, I fully

...erec that 101,0, hi11r..r hy hitt it. ,, y,,,1 al )

th...n that the koratm who gaa ri%ht to hur' .: r ir 1,:r to

1,..h, them a lenniVe. 1 aln7 1 i !,.'rt; to

4. nurt.a I r :10.1:11, .'oot: 1 1 t' lensot

lit' lo le,:r 4" 1 's ";" ..

41's 411: 8". If.:.!t ,-.t
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There la'much tn 1:11-,-,,1 from the s'.oriel of ,thc.,( h,tterod weren..

Prow this resehreh 2.have developed a psycho:D...1,11 r for why

010 battered woman be;ores a victim, how the preceJa vf victimisation .

further entraps her avid how th.: psychs par whleh

hoe from le vim the reiaz.19:.f:hip - Thi.;

-I's the con uct ofearcl hel,plec:::..,a3swhich I report in detail in n
tescier.tific article that is attached tf, this rep:.rt. The mainterrinee of

violeM behavior, once It tezc,irs, al::a became a.; inperative 'question

in this research. While I knkra it did h(;: uvle ther

the men or women liked it, the old r:olochi::tic myth, the t:pecifics of why

Vorvir. stayed ir the reicticIship needtd reapon...e. Dincovertf of the

'cycle theory of viole.:ce, wh:ch demonstrates th.it. there are
porloda in such relatior.ahips too which bif;.1 eachother. came throu,,h

dedvtion from, the erpirico: ovidence. Ftsrther xaminoties of eitpirioal
data is urpintly needed thia area. 1

in,tay iesearch, I have attemptod to look at the bat'....n.d
vatikti of batterinr,.behavior rather, than the caone of the joie/A-1,1.

steeles:Lhe women have told make it imperatidu; tha' we undtirt',t.:
_this victimisation procuc If we are to apply adequate poychotlwrapy

ahd Codnaeline, technildE. Rya., in his bo,,l; - tr V ict j
: applied thelionceTt of I t110 vict ,ift to thole, exp,riesoit.; racial

diserimination. In hic bool. he diuOuraed how vuch preadlein1 attite.h..n
affected both the perpetratc,i anti the victim of diserimit,ation. Such

Stcrectypee prcelt thoi4- whe hnId thpm from deal ire.. adeduately wi th

the issues. They nor'., to maintain the ntatua quo and prevent ,the kind or

open dialeeue neeeseary to eliminate racill prejudice. They alao keep

the victim ina carefully delineated role bounied by the stereotypical
myths and allow thrl hi4ots to ...void chari,,inr, their mia:!onceptiort.

So too for all the woren who have. of 1111..lenee ted

by nor oeeinat them, or coll.-tieely. hi ieepet.iitir.r. 1h-
belief that it ic ratiu.! to blame the ;;:f i-tim for her ulcti.:-.Atef.y

xtucte the r,en for the cri-... Thin iloe thqp, t'i .''Ict.-" if. *.f.foca:

but or:ye:flea! 1 y '71f 1.,9:t:; vT01,_,r(-e wi7,..r.. So,

sut:qt pre ,l'udic i ri r.y t!,e r PA1';1. 'ti aro.u; of
t9 reseir'' nt th

çolrtI ;.j Dr. L. Hi Th.,.:., Itt,1.; .1) W.,' I.,

2) rap,. 3) lrl (4.11)d 1+) rt, .risiAl:/. 5) )

hart' "' .
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Del Martln.(1976) pres,.t. detailed celdeu,e oo how J weak( soi lety Ritually.

facilitates if not encouilges BUnCn to-he heaton. Pol(ee, courts, hoi.pitalso meld

vorlal services all totes., eroviis ther proterction, Even Ge, as psyciiplogiste. have

loorned to keep the tartly te.;.:Itcr at all costs - ev4n the Individual's mentel health

or Ilre in at stake. Many Of tne battered women intetviewei todd of. psychiatric

.

ItoopitalisatIon and treatment for cis:nose., other than a generalised stress reaction

from constantly being alnied.

The interi,eas w!th over I:) bittercd women and 60101141 hundred others and their

h:Ipecs indicated that many of the myths associated with battered women.simply were

Wot true. Most important, trYlefl do not like being beaten, they ire not masochistic,

and they do At lead because of co.lfleit psyche-Social reason.. Many stay'because

oill.economics, dependency, chi,dran, terror, feat's; and often they have no afe plaee

to go. Their victimisation:alien provides thee with compelling psychtelogAmal factors,

'which bind them to their syrbiote.: relationships. lioth.the won and the women are

.

frightened that they cannot survive alone.

Anat of the majOr social learning theories that can be applied to the'

poyehotogieel mitigate for ;du, the battered women become victim* and bow the

process of dictimisetion further entraps.her is called learned helpIesinees.

Veychologlat Martin Sellgmarsql974) first hypothesised that dogs.who were

subjected to non-continfent negative reinforceeent could learn that their voluntary

!Omelet had no effect on ccntrolling what happened to them. If such an aaaa dive

stfaulus weie repeated, the does motivation 4, reapond would be tleasened. Ferthersoro,

&vet if the dog should lstrr perceive the connection between its voluntary response

and the teseation of the shoes, the mntivational deficit will remain.. The dog's

emotional state would be depress,Idltrith a'nxiety occurring as renult. Illthinithe

lar Several years the theory af learned helplessness has also ben tested with

huwan sublects and,found to Sa 4ually applicabl. It fs a useful theoretiral .

construct from whi.h to understand the cognitive, emotional' and motivational deficits
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urengdolps and outelly y in r het's. I .9. ,1,,. la ITI

-to tit h these little oUrbursts and atttrrt down the hatterer thtn101 the

Use
4
of techniques thai have 1144 prevfnun nuerv..... She nay hev,m. nutturinr, rovItant

and anticipate his every whin;.er, she way toy out of Aar. lwar,.-Sho lets the

battefer know she artepts his atuvArerr ao legitimately alre.ted towards her. She

believes that what she duen will print, his ringer fr,Nescalatilx. If she

does her jobwel then the in, Went will he over; II he explodes, then she ass4Me4
-

the Wit: In order for her te nAlotlin this rule, tlehaCteiel vomit, must mot permit

hoeself to gevangry with thr ;attrrer. :She denies her anger at udlustly bring

psy5hologicilliy or physbally abased. Shr fa:atrial, rh,, perhaps 'she did deserfe

the abuse and utten identifies with her aggressor's faulty reasoning.' And th,..

worlis for vtdak to rzotp.me the second phise or acute hattertnr Wident.

Women who have been battered over a period of time knowthat grilse minor

bAttating incidents will get worse. However, to help themselves rnpe, t,ey dimly

shis knowledge. They also deny their terror of the inevitable sezund phase by

ttempttng to be"... .hat they have sone control over the barterer's .behavier.

During ea initial stages of this first phase, they do indeed have some lisitrd
0

control. As'the hi:15ton bollds, they rapidly lase this control. Fmk time a +
. m+

' 81410f bettering incident occurs there are residual tension'huildIng effects. tier

Niger steadily lne eeeeee even though shy may not recognize nur express it. He 14

aware of..the inappropr tat of hip behavior' even if he does not arkTwledge it.

H. ketones more fearful thrt shr ;nay leave him which is reinforced by her further

withdrawal frow ht.; in the hopes of not s ting oil the impending explosion. He:

4.401tartness *ore opprtssise. JealoAs; An' sessive In thi hopes his hvtality Ind

threats ;all keep Art Often, a..(ints.

jur the batterer and Attlea.,d uoTtr sense the e;r4lating tessieon, it 1,1..4

r more diflicolt tor their ,pliq; ,I.q 11 misrls to cont Out to work. i.,uh hc.

tra,tic. 'The Poe I i reate, pnesessivIbleuthering Aod brutality, fsy.dalogi, al

yeif417

4
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ohumiltation beco-res Are barbed aul butterin;'. incident's beery mare frequent and

last looser. The battered in unable to restore the eoulhIlbrIum. She is

less able to psychologically Meal against the pain and hurt. The psyeholoilcal

terture_is reportedly the most difficult for her to handle. She usUally withdraws

further from Alm which tatgats .11iEl to rove moreopppressively towards her. There is

a point towards the end of thy tension building phase where the process t %%%%% to

reeponeto any.controls. Once thus point of Inevitability ig reached, the next

phisWe, the sute battering{ Ir.:ideas, will Occur. SOIMAIMUlt. LIM batterud woman cannot

bear the tansinn any leager. ch. knows the exv5ris1on is inevitable but does not know

how or when Is will o,cur. These vomit will often provoke an Incident. They do not

do it in order lo be h.rt. Karhsr, they know shot they will be abused su matier and

would refer .to get the IncIdearover with. Sosehow, these few wooen reason, it

they ean name the I I.e and place of the explosion, they still 'have tetaind sone

controls. They.als, know thmt once the phase Pwo la over, the battercr will move

ipto the third phase el (air, loving behavior. Thus their reward is not the beating

as thm masochistic :lytd vet:14,11:11e it, but rather a kind loving husband fur ever. a

Short pellod of time.

Luting phase two the batterer fully accepts the fact that his rage is out of

Antral. .The battering behavior ia phase one 4v usually meted.out.i.The battering

incident in phase tsr ray start out with the man justIfyin4 his behavior to himself;

however, it usually ends with him not unde4trinding what has happened. In his blind rage,

he usually starts out wanting tu teach her lesson and doenn't.want to Inflict.

any particular iniury'on hot.. He stops only when he (*elk she has learned her lesson.

Most victims 4port thst to fight hick in a phase two Incident Is only to invite, more

serious violence. Many w.Myn..however, have been der,.,Ing up their anger during

phase ttnt'and oni) feel mile letting It out during the second phaae. They knew that

,

:they will be teatin anyway. rhe so.en describe the viulerse that oecurs duriug

this period with. etc): detal;, aloo.st 43 Ii they are (Its:pima:laud from shut it ha,pculno

to their holies. Ihe tatterers cannot describe the details very well at all.

.18.8



Ikea* two is the emit violent SIP the cycle. It is elan the shortest. There

I. s hish.incidence of pelice-fatalitiee when intervening at this time. It is inportalt

to acknowledge the self propelling nature of the viillence during this Phase when

helpers try to intervene. Since the women report tbst only the betters, ten end this

phase, the most important need they have is to fini s ma. place tillide from his. Why

he stops is still unclear. Perhaps ha bCcoses eshsuste4.. Battered women describe

!widest. whieh hove no ground in reason. .it is sot uncommon for the bitterer to

uske lb. woman from i deep sleep to %login his assault. Although nost sre severely

beaten by the time phase tom is over, they ars usually grateful for its sod. They

smolder themselves licky it was not worse. Op natter 11.0w seriotli their Injuries.

They *teen deny the ariousness of their injuries end refuse to eeek immediate medical
-

trestmest. Sometimes this is done to appease tha bat rrrrr and make certain plume two

really I. finished end met temporarily halted.

lsbt ss brutality is associated with phase two, the third phase is charact;rised by

The ending of phase two end novement intn phase three is volcano* by both parties.

extremity loving, kind and contrite behavior. It is during this third phase of the

cycle thst the battered woman's victimisation becomes completed. Her man is

genuinely sorry for what he has done, even if he does not overtly tell tier so, and

tries with the num OMNI Of Markin seen in the previous phoses, to mike it up to her."'

Nis wo;settar is that ;he wIll.leave him and he is therein nough to attempt everything
s

to melte sure this doesn't happen. He belie'es he can centrnl himself end he

again will hurt this wows whom he.loves. Me menages to convince all emwerned that"

this time be really means it - he will give up drinking, dating other women, visiting

dIs mnthea, rm'ucing the workload on the job, Of whatever else affects his internal snxisty

mate. his alfterity is believable. . Is

Tie battered mmoman wints to bilieve that she will no longer have to suffer abuse.

Him reasonablenems supports hee belle( that he really ran chow, is dots his lovin6

1.chavIer durint thlm shave. Slma .0:ivincesfterself that he fah do mibit.he stays he

\t
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. moots to do, lt is during phase three thit tho urrlir get 4 fluTA, of hor erIvInd

!hell! or Me wonderful love sc This is her reInforaaat ter 'etavina. in the 'retio len-

ship. The tiaditional hation.that people who really love rachother will overcome

all Mildest odds gsinst them prevails. Shn chooses Ch believe that the behavior

she gess doriss plisse three nifies'what her man really is like. She identith .

the 'Naomi" sift of this dual personelitY with the man she loves. The "beet brutal

side will, disappear, she hopes.

Sims almist all ol the rwei.rde of being rairled or coupled occur during phase

three for the amen, this I. the time that is the most difficult for her to wske a

declaims to omA the.ielatioriship. St is also the time during which helpers usually

els hob. Whoa she resists leaving theaarriage and pleads that she really loves him,

lAss basso hat reference to the,curreti loving phate rather than the previously painful

plisse4. ths hopes that if the other two cycles can be eliminated, the battering

behavior mill rises sad her idealised relationship will magically remain. If she

Asa' already boon through several cycles previously., the notion she has traded her ,

paytholobleal sad physical safety (and 'maybe that of her children) for thie

temporary dream state ad#s to her own self hatred and embarr sssss nd. Her self biage

withers as she copes with the aw

of phoas throe kind of loving. She, in effect, becnnes in accomplice to her own battering

hat she is trains herself for ths few moments

ilor length of time that this phase laets is not yet Lnnwn. It seems as if it is

'
longer the. phase two yet shorter than ohase one. tn sod cases, is so brief, it

0

almost defiles detection. There does not seem to be any distinct end and before they

!wow it, the minor battering incidents and tension
begin to build arain and as cycle

koalas sato.

Tho implications tor treatment alternatives tor battered worrn and their families

ore profound when social learuing theories are.adopted ss psychological constructs.

Behavioral amd cfinitive changes are encouraged
while motivation and enotion are extucted

to follow. Safety is the nulber one priority. Killing and being killed are teal

possibilities. ,Psychuingicil assistance, however, can make the'difference.

1,0
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To

poTou..T7..re

I Rot:eon-it Neoda
.

I. Specify tho need Ter t-xiot;..- reh!areh r41.10 to bo np-nt. or, furling
evaluation of haste nCit:re.i flu data that; porta i ns to any form of. vicdIVItoo

. 1-ro the family. Top priorit:: rust be giver to loaroirc. the clinical
descriptor's of the vict:r..: of .1;onti firut - the heturod womon;

men rtnd.childrkn. Procipit,'.irr . factors, pre-oxint int! conditiono, and

crdnerluences of such violorice must to stodied. Corrl,T poytho-sucit.: faetars
rwcd to .be exaIiinod y corProt.ht researchers in the fit-11 rather thaf- the

laborptory. Sciontifie r.rithorlola ,y.:eds refinemont. People perform more

complex functions than do ani:-.111; and our measuroment tochnlquos must

reflect Our sOphistiAtior,.. All-y,overnment o;.,,onoien which havo rcueittalp*

fiindo should shift sothe or thuir inoric:, over to nupport this kind of rest-rch.
For exar.p11,, thei National los.itute of Hoalth could ohift isomo of thr.

.
.

funds earrvirked to, stody heart dIseas6 tnto projects speclfloally doZigned
to learn how livin% in the stress of violence may affect the develop:lent.
or prorres5ion of heart disease.. Monies rlioentod o rit!i(I., hormonotOoneld

support a project to detorinir- whethor nr Lot tho hormon-s rolussed ,by

the holy d'.rirw, Stress, particAlarly ir violent opisodon, cau.n!, furthrr
phyoiologi.cal or psycholoical Or, flutioat tnstituto of Morita!
Health lould designate funct.; to study th mrital he th (.+_!fdf: of victims

of domestic violonce. Alcoholism rosoarch could bo reoca d on thy -influence
.

of alcohol on the compivaio:; of ansooltive behavior. The Vational '..;cionee

Foindation could nmke rivailabl:, rJ 01 raroo' to a;.:. ;10 Al 1-tvui and onivorsitiOS

in trairir": fci and studontn:. In ways to stwl,, tho comploX

taotors inoolved,in domestic vh-ilero.. Offico of rdoo-ation training rranto
would stimilato developme,-.t o: compol.ort no-mar:bor.: to d!-Li wi'th

such complex rosearch pro:..ee. Oth,:r agen7ie:; coo; Ertf"1

ageoey sho Ad ro.l'u i rod it a list of res-areh pro ject:: eurrot,tly
tuir: 'undod that do al wi o:tb: olter co. Itueb/ htligiooj

Mmild t r.J1 a 4.,?
erm,,IT-w,r ronu.v..hori: to rilwiplto ruch

7 pr-Tosals. I 1..now t Ir tI i Isr.t the

!.1 ir. 1.1,! NW{ t!,o rt.

Criro F91 inTlor:^y I v,..111 ji. c,,nn l ,t ty
mrtz,: if, f roil; rch rt. pr I . ir

voculd ir :dr,!;tct,/ hol,!.1.r Vutolu pi.

proLlerl.

e.,
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-2) New retain's of reseere gsst onourn-,ed. tmp1e laboratory

denigns with a rice nrd real" erperl!rent will not tntlofy the needn

.

An domestic violence research. Experimontal and control groups.which

.4 Match on every variable just cannot be found. This ahould nut bc a.

&tyrant, however, but a stimulant to bc creative. Our newer statistical

methdds of' analysis ear, control for messy designn. .Wo mast-endourage

fundinl ageneies and their peer review committeee to reflect this newer

emphasis in:social science reuearch. Women researchers, iree grom

previous biased atd investment in tharstatus quo must be supported.

Feminist research, which looka.at data from the womon's point of view in

needed to offset tho years Of male oriented data analysis. There have

been yeitra of inacurato.infornatioll about women'Which has caused untold

-damage tO women by.well meanini mllo sclavitists who generalised from

inadequate 'sample populatiors; Our eoui!try moat utiIike and 61414410 the' .

talentof well' trained yosnl women scientists to.croate important research

prejects-by asking different questions and then fund.those which have

the greatest merit, For example,. NIMH has appointed a high, ranking woman

scientist as a special assiatart to the Dieector'in charge of encouraging

women's research projeCts throughout the agencies many divisions. This ifi

in addition to her other duties bUt nfiVertholoss sho has been a great

asset in OneOuraging your; wonen to begin the tedious process of conceptual-

'Lang ideas and then completing grant applications directed to the

appropriate aSsiTtarta 1^. the alency. Other scientific agencies should

.i4 required to have One person designated to encourhge women's research

projeots too..

.3) 3ovirnment agenciedshould encoUra,,A their researchers to begin to,

analyse the reams of empirical data that groups working with battered

women have already gathered. Newlfunda need to be dispersed to provide

technical assistance to many of these groups which have capable evaluation

specialists workini with them but noeaLmoney and somo.small amount of

exportiie to'start. Althosect this is messy data in lhat it wan not

gathered in a systematic law', it can shed light on thu nature of the

problem we are dealing with withost waiting for moro yeara of data

collection to. he,0.7. We e..u3t, study how vietinn or violence were ably

to succespfully over-one their batter* and break the rivmhiotic bonds

which tie them to-:ether. Fro-, a practical standPoint we must learn

Which techniques rrJrh and whirh.do not.

1'4
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.1%, Colorado Asseciation for Aid to Bettered Wer.nr., a state:wit;

coalition of ilenolon, orlariantioel, .and .1rosnrno.tr pcoyle that I

es a prineipal foundei of and nera:o on the Board of Directors hap bun

to.do thin kind of research. 'We utilized the skill of teiontiats.and

granf *eters in our community ln Colorado and aueiennfully competed.'

for an Hsi grant contract under Title XX Social Security funds. Our

task is to study shelters for vIctime of donestie vidlenco across the

co(0try and delineate different nodele which succensfully provide such

services. After identification, we are.to develop a way to meaouro

the ffeciiveness of such safe house and shelters. It.is exciting that

this contract bid was won by local organisation rathar than one of

the miliimonsulting companies which make their liv.ing studyinw, problems

',high they have never worked with. Our project staff includes the

project director who is i roman with a recent doctorate.in psychology;

_and a riesaroh assistant, whoe is a woman with a masters degree in

pathology And **parlence conducting
evaluation research in i Mei Mexico

community mental health nenter. j suspect we got the grent bicaUse we

in our naivite promised too much for too little money and time but some

new researehers are being trained and if such small pirojects were to

he !undid aeries the country we would multiply this talent pool.

4) New researeh prejects into the long 'term effects Of isx7role stereotyping

owl to be funded. While there are lots of small projects being conducted

be eeipetent ocial scientists at var1oug institutions, we need some

major re-siert* now in this arse to learn what kinds of psychological

damp is dena.when maxima is part of the Child rearing procesa.If my

theery of learned helplessness and
its producing women who are vulnerable.

.tO becoming victims o/ doeestic violence is true, then we must reverse

snide first or' the violence against women will net cease. *Chronological

long term.studies are Abeded to support the data ruined frowthe retro-

"'pectic/. studies that I have been conducting.

5) Me Oust learn how to measure the psychological effects of spouse abuse

in addition to the physical damage.
deaouring effects becomes diffieult

io do since what is cruelty to one person
might not Oven be noticod

by another. But ,the interviews with battered wosen all reveal' that the

psychological factors sre ss great of greater tor tfinm to cope'with.

4.



. In my new NM futainti ret .rct
.the4ipring 1978, we will, art; ot1-.r thirt.ni
10XehologIesl,wire beat1r7. Wr cipon both

physiool abosO on a coptint.%;-.wit norna: pexinr, oil on, e.i,
abuscsoipiehere In between, and rnjc'r,olortical pion n: at the

other'end. We have been un'll)lt. exaaplon that.;
do .nei Include report.n of pa:cho!tv.icl! hnrm. teo. w- 1. :ot

Mei whirre the line *ill Le on what is normal a'.1 in pfvcholodcal

batter4ng but we wiii be co:.ntar:ly vOloaticr, as ve.volt,-: 0.r dita.

1 MUJI1 toll ye* that it has b,..,Ena pla-ug7lo to .:et.thif: R':cepted
our resiaroh oesignby .he peer cor..-Ittee who re-w,me-:!.

and only beouusw we.added a ranenrchor wift
in this aria was it final!, of.a;:ed. tr 4rantiA :,st be ecura-,ed
not be be too oonservative they lone tho sciantlfic

oreativity from whoh spro-r, c.re of so 1.ar y f ovr
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1) It ,18 blportant to estar,lish a total r.odel for concept ;i2: z

treatment needs in dams:cf.:J. i'.,1c!^r!cl for it is n cerpley. :itl,ie.ei

priCholoS10111,
ar4 aucial pribloM. I recc----ind

publics health modal r Inv; nre with ;in eplit.,7

social problem that affects ott of. o two rnmilien

Three Nsvils,of systematic 1t7.rwiV ro usad in devilf+ new

1, And strengthen exinttnr, tinet; for :erad npoune3. They are. jcirr,r,,,

prevention, seconicri interee7ti c1, an.4 ter' iar ; ter;e7,,ti:".

preventive services reedutptl o: jrjj 12 71A c zts n wi;o1(

IN encoura%od and-at,the -..i-.e,c(,%!;sitration 1-A 4.4..-tt'o-. prori-..!

to f:xisting n.4 tr.( i..!-;
CoNmunity mental health cet,;,r.1 uncAll :o dairc f'f* ,:; if
their legislative mdato. riv ncludes prov Hit 11,r.,;ritt, ner1-,

to established wor.rn's a d rh-Iter:;. A 11c

the Ree,ional MFC off ie,s r.c: '..t.er the cnttr..-it:. ,
Conter ndtiumal networ'. c..14! in to t

2) ncoondary interver,tion for wirl,
in401+, home virnit:., telep'..ona h. 1 -a, l'I

crAiin Intorver. lOr rri I 11 i!,17 f ; - ; ,

and di rjcr1naur ut ir,ferra;:. We 7'. Ir. t. te "
are i!folated d., not r,f :lf if": '.!!
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to their fear of neOcirg oot help. Use of the redia to ret rOntia;Cm ncroes
0

to these people Is very powerful. At one UM* whin I wan conduotine research

Denver newspaper earriod an article about my work and 1 received over

4!,0 cells the next week from worsen whO volunteered to bp interviewed. A

similar group, somo of whom had neverotold anyone before that they were

being bused, called the week followirl my appearance on an all night nadio

talk show. These Woolen coulh only feel safe listeninr, to outside newS when

their batterers were asleep. Visiting nurse programs, hospital sodial serviqc

departments, and other groups in addition to the women'S reassures centers

'can else provide home visits and crisis counseling. A)no well utilieesl_spe

the Les Enforcement Assintance Agency's Victim tiltnese Advocacy prograas

that are funded In various parts of the country. York Street Center in

Denver, for which I participated in their advisory board last year. is a,

good xample such efforts. Unfortunately, they need more skilled /

counseli9g supervieion or bettor linkage-with other community mental/ ,0 s

hcalth agencies for thope indigent clients who need more services'thkh they

rf.a offer. Momen's advocates should be hired by all, fedorally fundxd counseling '0

l'or in order to provide adequate services to victims of vioIe94.. Most

...rttnt training and experience with such women.victims is ergeial rather

than eboational credentials. there are saficient staff membeirs of Much

contort who already have credentials but there is a paucity oc,atrocates.

where the? could do the most good. The goal ieto help to viPtim leave the

situation W.th*the least amount of interference from others. Helpers mut

take their cue from the woman as to what suPport she need* in order to make

her own dec'..ions and take her own actions.

3) In the tertiary intervention level, the bat.lred woman neeis a totally

supportive environet temporarily before Oho can make decisions and act

decisively on her oen. Safe-lsouses, itnadiate hospitalisation and long.

term Psychotherapy COM ih here, by providing such an environment. ThiS '

is the area where most ofthe new mohies must be appropriated. I am

convinced that by Supportim a network of safe-houses, run by grassroots

and other wow' ariented groups, an entire spectrum of therapeutic services

will develop: There la no doubt that these 'shelters will ncpdithe COh-

, sultation seivices of tho mediCal, legal, psychological and criminal

Justice communities In order to help their elientn. They sal also need

social services snd vocational habilitation linkagen. Thin in 0 most

effectivo way to provIde education of those profeesionaln about the nature

of domestic violence learned at the shelters themselves.. They will teach

shelter workers mgre about their specialties while nhelter personnel, will

teach Poem what they have har.ed by working no closely with the pronle.l.

I."
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co4plainto includir;
!

nnd others. Mather th':' o.er thpne ,11,nt::, r,o,%1

to upend thWime to'fi-d ;. t Wlether or rot they nr, ,r

'violence. 'So tpo in inichiv,ric hospital ad-%inaienn. Yr. h,t%ervd

women I have interviewel hlv reported involoatar;

,
for poychiatric diwurba-^0,2: ratv.er than doaliv.: with the act..11

problem. the violence co-r-:%:ed o.;1.1-.st them.

Long term psy?tr.thrn.::. -medn are aluo loath/ciliate to r..o the

problems.of *mastic vloienc,,. Despite recentadvntices

Ipnychotherapy techniqueJ. th, teal is still to keep rt.:latio:iniIpn to-

gether no matter what th.c.cost. And.eften the cent in th- r-ntal health

or the yery lives of the pr,:aTle involved. Far teo nlny,th,r..pluta

treating viciimn of,ylo:orce. or eve:. the perpetrutorn. with.o4t eve,r

remlising or deulir4 w.lth ?, overt violence: Teaching ther.Tiotu to -

recognise. the oymptomn and then treat them directly in a fl'ot priority.

Judging by the number of co!ferercou and training sonuionn I am invited

to polf(icipati, in, I wo,14 neY that thn profennien in rendv to wnlopf

new technique') and methods. I. recently attended a.opeclul tan). force

within the American Poycholozical'Assaciation wnich in tryin,. to denier

Minimal competency standarO.recenaary to provide good psychotherapi

and counselin.: with woe!1. Not evervom; is trained'or r.si_ed to be a

psychothernpint't.o the re., women or childrenof violence. Seleelle%

of the best therapih'.. wh.- ths!raOy is indicated. in ntIll an iriurfect

process. I have outl1,.1 the feni.lint oriented psychotherapy offered

individually and in groups that has been succenoful no far. Fbr tho

men. Aroups tieemeto be rest usefurtoo. One Veteran's Administration

ffospitnl is experimenti....i. With an inpatient unit for the offeLlern..

The treatment of choice for violent couples lo to leave the relationship.

To do this it JO first necessary to break the oymb ndencv bondn

between couPleu by stre!-.:thenIrs.: their individual ent ty.and oelf-

esteem. Teaching viole-t couples fair fighting techniques is absurd.

They know how to fi:ht vv11 enough. What they need to leArn 13 how U.

control their awer a%d their behavior. I applaud th- reed for anncrtiv.nenn

training for both. M- Dr. Morton Flax. 'Ono a pwcholtwint.

I have been txperiner., With a. !flw typo of couplet; therop; whi0i

had some seem, In the frequency and severity of sIch

More exporimeotatior. kind of work. Although th,q-al

tech.liquen IWO psychotherapist': repur%

ronAtn. One s!.:niTiv-%', :e in that batterern Whi att.. d ;

therapy. nosnionJ ar, 1 inly to becumo depreasied. horieid LI.

17-0,41 tr 7r - I.
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providaktechr.1-11 o rd a r . 1.. ch,.It,.r.
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(i) Collaboration beN,-, 1,.;eri pevehote,reviete reed:. ctud.:.

New joint tiotrinil eff?rtn would he uneful an I have leare0 from

oen.experlence. Lawyetef, ,!,11dees and ny psychotheraPy collem;uen runt

not leave it all to rental heelth to 'cure the offendern. We do ma

have the knowledee yet. Vony of thong who Cormit Violence need to

suffer'the cereequenc,e of 'heir actn.. For name who commit

tho Vat helno.a3 of crieerd, no or'e 1,...cwu how to cUre. Neither our pristine

nor r Osychietric fuiIiti,!cl suffice tett au imperfect au they aro we

hunt learn when to-ues earh. I estimate that over RO% of all offenders

do not vomit unv ether cri-e other than beatire their wiven. I wonder

how rimy of them:. n.01. vs:Id ceanr, harranere:A if they knew thr,y

,otool to lone their llen, c".dr, .., women and freedem while le jai).

At.ehe lent mouthj of th A.,.ericre. Pnychololical AsnociatIon in

'AuIunt 1977 Marjory Fieldp, nn attor.ey who wIlL ;Ann tentify before Vou

today presented with re aor wavy laoyeru.ai'al pnychologintn could .

collaborate. Her preneetut:on was extremely welt received and revente

for her paper have atiel te,'n urrivirg. We need more of this kind of

cgmingling of profeanion4 in n.:^* a complex pnycho-nocial area ae
1

domestic violence.
S.

7) Title Yr. of Seelal In.:urance le thin country needn to he

amended to ine:ade Wtored"womer. children and men an a clenn of

citizens so theit they .1:7.* :I., eli1b7e for annintaece immediately w_ithoz.t
--

rerArd for their incong le:el. Thin is already pondible_with bettered

children. 'Middle clasn tr.d upper clams womemore morn reluctant to

leave their apousen. even when they nuffer sevete abuse. becaune they

/-
fear abandonvient nrd ere.i.e'e deprivation. Pout of the womi3n in this

countrv held wealth throieh their httebanda, rot independettly. If 'they

lenve him. they fear:he will nut provide eufficient financial reunurcen

te keep tteir fami/v rolv.,:. Studies uhow that Women who are receiving

Aid to Dependent Children rerien fron Social Security are more likely to

take concrete etej 1 to end the deeedtim violence they nuffer becaune

they know that they will hove a nec.ire fnco'ne. however limited it milht

tm.. Acccau to eer ccrvico 14:.rvm would provide Job trili-1.14 and

aume.erlaIr.
for thong who ned it 011'4o en rerncv

banin. work with hv.-tei wore- leadn me to believe thot prompt helle.

wopld h(::ip 4 woran tee, Le i-depe d.nt
f4ectinei,q: eed eelf uupportin;

citizen rapidly.

-- rest
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8) Nv last, avid ra'te .*.00t ruerr.c:..Wio.i.io that %, I

WOO4 out ell thone offerd-n fro.% p6nitionn of rwi a our c antr

TS0 &env jodles, doctora. p-:chothuropistn, l4w-erW. h h vrice

and.politiciam; beat.their wives. panning new lows outiawinr hi.havior

they themnelves are r.ullty Of nont diffioult nacrifiee the aro

beihz asked to rake. I .believe !hot for moot h:Itterero th. only erine

the,/ comnit.is to assault their wlven. I hnieful thit their dNenev

and morality will pernit nulf exnni,otioe veenL:ar) to nake nwch a

deeiaion to chew or not,block the pritention w need for othern so

that so do not have a new j rratIe with eien i.eater levold-of

domestic violence that we can fl-,r1 todxi. To thn% oral, I urge your
4

support of the leIialation curre:.tly beir4 considered in thin women

commons. It ban beim introducA Con,:reoapersono llon.''Newtón

Nikulrkl and Ser.ators Anderocr and Remedy. Currently ammundoeuitu are

Seim. oenviderod hy the Svelte Human Resources Committee in Senator

Cranston's aubcormittee or. Child and Hun'an,Development, Hearin-3, ore

-scheduled for Warch 8, 1973. The Select Education Sub&innitteg in thc

House has'nOt yet scheduled a Eeariw. date althoo.41 I hlve boon led tn

aelleve. that Is should be Hopefoll::, an annonlod bill al:1

have provlaiOnn fcr fundir; dircottl townrdn dceclopir-; the kindn of

treatnent and reloparch er2rvIcen I have outlined. rillst priorit!, lc to

0 fund a nietiong1'network of e.elArn end re;ioral rletuoer. of cur ten!

to%provide-4chnital t,.) local comnunitien. Small rante

that ire locally controlled ln preferlble over lar.;er demmntration

projects. We already knowthat cheltrn work from our own ':earc of

spa e and thst of th.. roftp:ea Ii, Errlard. Evnivati o. renear..h

needs a so to be de4loped no as n,pport newer:co4rselin und

advocacy techtilues that or- seneanful. Tother, with the annistaeoe

Of Concresn I believe We mil o..rCor, th. terrible ee... 1",,,,, of

domestic violence.

%.1
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RAM= Olt.DR. LENORE WALKER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 071

MCIOLOOT, COLORADO WOKEN'S 'COLLEGE

Dr. Wmar.a..I am Lemke Walker, Mr. Chairmen, and I have been

promoted. I am now chairperson and associate professor of psychology

at Colorado Women's College. I am !Lisa a licensed psychotherapist in
private praetire in Colorado, and I supervise other psychotherapists;
and I pm a researcher in the .area of domestic violence. I am phc.sed to

be here today,
Mat I am going- to slmre with you are some of the results of

research that have been doing since 1975 in this area.
I first trot interested in theurea from some of my clinical work. As a

clinical psychologist I began to see many women who were complain--
ing of being battered, and T wa. frankly. very surprised at what I
found. I felt the best way to learn what was happening was to be
to intervlew.these womep.

I was on the faculty at flingers Niedical School at that time and T

asked many of my medical school colleatrues to refer any clients they
might have eeen in a similar situation. I alSO got to interview wometi
'through newspaper'reports of my resenech. To 'late T have interviewed
over 120 battered women. M'uch of what. T know has mine from the

women themselves.
have-alsti visited England in 1976, and it was through arrange-1

melds made by sons. lfembers of Cottgm:s that I was *treated
special scientist by the Commonwealth Office of Tnforinat ion. I met
with Members of Parlianwut at that *im who had iward ,teqtinpmr
from their Select Committee on Domestie Violence. T many of
the refuges duringthat period oflime which were estabUned to work
with battered won!..tt aml their children.

Since that time .1 have done tunnerons interview of lmjtered
women. have testifieji in trials. anAl I have developHI fragment
programs for hatterod wrnmH for nunt al health proft'oo.d1.: to itse .

have also been very fortnnate to have a re,earch gr,!It litated by
Dr. ShitEs Ceoter for Crime and Delimpieney at the N it ioii,il Insti

a
title for Mental Health,

Mr. SCOVITER. GiVe 11A your teslinionv about you field liecawe we
have five witnesses, and WP nre goitiv: (o te-e the whoh. 1114)11111,g. and

if von multi jitgt f.t.et down to what your work is. I syould preOnte it.
Dr. W.tfKrjl. T goes, onc of the 'things that I harned VITV efirlY On

k that what we have known about domestic violence prior to the last
few 'years has been mitrue. The myths that surround violenee jnst do

.not bear up when we talk to the ingtered wnlywn themselves. Tt is a
complex psyrithsocial Problem that really does not demand individual
psychotherapy or a way of viewinz it from a psvehothernpeutie
txrspective. Rather, it meds to lx viewed from a mtich more public
health model. Tile inattnent programs we need to develop end the
research programs we need to develop must conn from that kind of

model.
We need a -much more cpidemiologiCal approach. I estimate that

one oat of two wothen will become battered at some time during their
lifetime. That is a lot of women, half of our population.

s
los

5 n
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Mr. Smarm thoae numbers me of an order of magnitude
far higher than anything we have heard. What 46 you mean" by
"battered"? Is it a woman who is shouted at, who is pushecr\vho is
shoved!

Dr. WALBiZ No; I mean a ;woman who really lives under inch
Avchological or physical harrassment that she feels slits is powerless
within a situation she cannot contfhl.

Mr. Sown. In your description "battered" dm! not necessarily
have to be a physical hurting! t .

Dr: WALREII. Not. 1,

. / Mr. *MUIR. It can be psychological pressure, too. This 'ant be a
heavy degree of anxiety.

Dr. WALKER. More than *hat would he usual. It would be sufficient
to &use women to UV ail overdose of dnirrs and kill themselyes.

Mr. Scums. Yon ar e. saying that half of the women have been
battered at some time. It certainly hasn't come to our attention that
half of the women at. liome.tiine of.their lives are physicalli battered.
Maybe the concept of battered wives is more than iust a phisical beat-
ing up. a harsh, brutal beating tip. That was my layman's concept of
what it meant to'be a battered spouse, male or female, a good, harsh,
brutal beating up. You are sayine it Can be psychological. It ccn be
a status of being under severe psychological pressure.

Dr. WAIJCER. I guess there are two points that perhaps would help
clarify. One is that being a battered woman is not a. constant condi-
tion in. a woman's life.

One of he things that-has come out bf my research is that those are
cycles *ithin a violent relstionship. and so h:ute battering incidents
may occur over several years, but that doesn't make them leis intense
when they do occur.

Mr. Scutum BY "acute battering incidents" are you talking about
physically punishing, beating; hitting,

Dr. WALKIP.R. I am talking about life, threatening incidents. They
conld be psychologically life '.nsatening.

Mr. SOMER. What are you talking about "life threatening" that
isn't, physical t

Dr. WALIVER. Suppose the woman is tinder intense psychological
harrassment during which she is awakened in the middje of the night,
night after night. and verbally harrassed. and told horror stories that
her family will be kilysi. This happens night 'after night. and they
don't get a sufficient amount of rest. Sometimeh inky are followed'
intensi vely.

Mr. Semi:rim. Actually what?
Dr. WAXER. Followed intensively for their entire Hie. In one par-

ticular case the woman was even escorted to the door of n women's
restmom in a public restaurant when the couple would go out. He is
not physically touching her when he does this. but he causes a suffi-
cient amount of stress by ;hid kind of behavior that CalIFPR many prob-
lems other than psycholouical problems. I am referring to a number of
things that are not conffidered in our typical definition of battering.
I think that is an important point because we haven't paid attention.
to that kind of severe psychological stress.

In s our research studies it Is much easier to illeasIlre hitA and
'punches. It is flinch harder to measure severe psychological hamss-

1
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meet for thew women. If anything, I have learned that the psycho-
IOØcal katamment, in these relationships is far more difficult to work
with than the phyitical bniises. They heal. much more wily than do

sears..
M. ficusvme. In all of your discussions with us you might keep in

min that the Government role here has, by definition, to I3P liMited.
Government can't necesiarily take on the burden of making better or
happier' people. There are some things that people have to do for
themsalvm, and there are some problems that people have to work out
for themselvee, and there are relationships that people avorkeut for.

s

themselves, must work out-for themselves. Government can hardly
structure happiness and government can hardly structure sensitivity
or caring or love, you know.

Now, there are eertain times that government hes to intervene, oh-
viously when people are being brutalized, especially young children,
but alscOomen being physically attacked. Thq comes under the crim:
inal law as an assault..That is obviously the point where oh!. Govern;
,ment must intervene, and I suppose that government obviously "will

intervene if a woman wants.a divorce and wants to liberate herself.
from this kind of harrassment. How the Government Can intervene AI
causing a husband or a wife to more sensitive ond more'caring is
something that I am not quite clear on. Certainly government can
provide counseling services for a spouse who is being ill treated to
help that spouse cope, help that spouse understand what her options
are, and help hgr perhaps to preparepsychologicallv to make a break.
It is a very murky area which you are speaking of. One of the ways in'
which you can help us would be describe what wou think the Govern-
ment's role shimild be in research, which is really the mission of this
subrommittee. We are involved in oversight on Government research.
If you mild try to focus on what the role of Government should be,

what areas of research need to be further explored, what areas of
service delivery wovld help husbands and wives understand each
other, and understand the nature of the anxiety and conflicts that are
causing intrafamily problems, because the conflicts between husbands
and wives are frequentls/ taken out on young children in the home in
which the Government has it special interest. Sosin this whole murky
fleld where it is not clear whet our government's role is. if *oil can
help us sort out what The government's role should be in providing
services, and where there is s need for further research, which is
appropriate to'Government, that would all be very helpful.

Dr. WALKER. I would love to clear up the muricv area: You are
absolutely accurate. For me it is also very murky. One of my major
recommendations to governmental research agencies is that we have
to understand the murkiness of it. We will rally need to facilitate
exploratory kinds of research to help us makeit a little bit clearer.

'experimental design that works in a laboratory doesn't alway workWe meea to encourage different kinds df research The

outside the laboratory. We can't.get clear experimental and ontrol
gronps easily in the real world.' 'We have to understand that in
social policy kinds of research we have sufficient statistical techniques
to overcome some of those limitations, that is one recommendation I
would make.
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We also heed to help get women researchers in the area to offset
Years of male-dominated kinds of research. It is a problem that does
affect women.

Mr. .13cmitrza. You don't accuse male dominance research in the
makeisp_of this panel I

Dr. !num. We are the lucky ones.
111.. Scitauza..Maybe we are the smart ones on this side in ferret-

ing you out.
Dr. WaLiuta. Also, I would like to recommend to you that you

help our governmental agencies "reprioritize" existing funds. I would
suggest using research funds where there are overlaps. For exampk,
in an agency such aa the National InstitutRE of Health, where they
have funds designated to look aeheart disease, perhaps they could
look at the effects of living with family violence end stress and its
relationship to heart disease. Another example is that the NIMH
could dimly the mental health needs of battered women, men and
children. The Office of Education training grants could be offered to
people to study this particular kibd of a problem in relation to
children. These are soce of my recommendations. They are practical
kinds of solutioni, and could be done fairly easily:

You can certainly ask agencies to list some ways in which they are
'diverting some of heir funds to domestic abuse program Viet is
one indication to an agency that perhaps they ought to review their
fitading policies.

Also I think we need to take a look at existing data. People working
with shelters are collecting a lot of data. We need to analyze that. I
think we can encourage a contract bid arrangement from govern-
mental agencies to specifically lctii at that. For example, the Colorado
,Association for Aid to Battered Women, which is a statewide coali-
tion I have been involved with in Colorado, successfully competed for
an HEW contract to study evaluation of the existing services for kat-
tired ittiment stressing shelters. Smaller research studiea like this
would encourage some good reaearch in thitt area.

also believe very strongly we need to support lboking into the
long-term effect of sexism and sox role stereotyping on children. We
don't have enough longitudinal data. The kinds of data I collect are
retrospective. We really need to follow it as it happens. I truly believe
from my research that sexism .ets as great a stitge for this kind of
domestic violence as does directly 4nd indirectly, experiencing vio-
lence.

I don't think that we can eliminate viplence from our culture with-
out alio eliminating inequality that elists in power relationships be-%
tween men and women. I think we need to know much more about
that. -

Finally, I think wi need tmestablish a whole new way of looking at,
treatment alternatives. I think we need to use a public health model.
We need preventive services, secondary intervention seri ices. hotlines"

, and crisis intervention services, rehabilitation programs for people
who have been victimized over periods of years. I think we also need
a third or tertiary.level, which is a supportive environment. T.think
the shelter movement will provide 'this. Sheliers will not solve the
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problemnot all battered women will ever use the shelter, nor will

all thaspouies or other people involved or all children use thembut
its Faience in a community stimulates all of the other agencies and
profsesigals to get.involved in that problem. .

I think there is a schism that develops between the professionals

, and grassrbotspeople pmviding services. I wikuld like to see that kind
of schism eliminated. Only by having professionals consult and learn
what 'he grassroots people are learning as well as having the grass-
roots people associating with good professionals who want to-provide
the services will that schism be overcome. I am happy to see thing's
developing in this area, and I hope vie can find a way to prevent it. I
do hope some of the legislation that is pending in the House and
Senate will address this problem. I inderstand there are going to be
hearinge conAing up on thst next month. I hope there will be some
compromises and amendments offered SA we put .80111e fundssmall

; sized fundsinto community programs. We clon't need big demon-
stration prograins. I think we need small-sized, local, community-
based kinds of shelters and services, using competent professional
consultation services. I would include psychologists, lawyers, doctors,
chad care experts, and vocational Counselors as important consultants
to the shelter.

I think the Government can also provide funding for "technical
assistance. Perhaps they could set up some kind of regional centers
where we can hire teehnical assistants, but these positions should be

filled by local people in the grassroots community. Government must
support their programs rather titan having an entirely federally sup-
potted type of network or.we will' establish another layer in the 'Gov-
ernment bureaucracy without benefit to the victim.

Mr. Scuzuza. Yoetniean financial support, they must be financially
supporad in the wOffunitiesf

Dr; Waxen. I believe so. I believe the Federhl Government can
give.the incentives to start, but I think they must be provided with
technical assistance to get loeal and comnmnity suppoti to maintain'
them and .get them integrated into the mainstream of other institti,
tions in the community.

Mr. SCIIMIt. That is a good idea and that would be very much
hoped that would oeeur, but I am skeptical, particularly in Ale low-
income 'communities that need it the most; would be able to support
-them. The middle-income comimmities have other resources,. It cer-
tainly would be desirable for the comumnities to support them. I
must confess I am skeptical about it.

Your testimony has been very interesting, Dr. Walker.
Dr. WALKZR. 'thank you.
Mr. Scitzuen. 'Let's move on to Dr. Suzanne Steinmetz, assistant

professor of individual and family studies, at. the 17niversity of
Delaware.

Again, your teitimony will be printed in full, so you can just
chat with us infoPmally.

. [The prepared statement of 1)r. Suzanne Steinmetz is as follows :]
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On October 3, 1977, NANA lacroc:ved another satellite. The

announcer; looking 1 the computer readOut reported that the liitioch

4

Suceessful. Thee of us watching the launch on T.V. saw the
\-

_rocket burst into flame\immedtately after take-off. The announcer

liaszinip the burst of flame.' respowsed "cops": Thus 5 mtpion

deltas' went.d6;on the tithe with a simple "pope beinglive.onry.

-
The ,comparison between the

above incident and the National

Women's Conference in houston, TexXs, which ocCurred &Mut the

same time and also.had a $S million doller.price tag, id,interest-

ing. NOope'for a SS million dollar rocket which failed;

and a natihnal controversy;with a
verbal segment of both men.

e"

eed women outraged that our tax (tonere should,be used forsuch

foolishness when'women meet to dicuss issues such as Afteolaced

hePskers abortioin for.000r women, education and cdreers for

womenvehild abuse, rape, battered women, the el.) to discrimination

io the schools, workplace, financial world. Issues which effect.over

half our population.

This apparent devaluing women's and family interest relative

to those of Technology and Alusinees ia, also apparent in

'the overbounding jiy expressed by researChers and concerned citizens

alike when $1 million dollars were flhaly iet asid for chAS

early,70's, and the more recent announcement that

LP** had set aside several
million to be wiled for domestic violence.

'Thus, while I am pleased that several sets of hearings ars

being held on domestic violence, I find myself laced with Z feeling

o

ad pessimism. A fear that long term commitment w t h the
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opportunity to reevaluate and iedesign program, similan to the

procedure commonly'followedin the phyaicel Or hard science, will

not materialise. Although child and wife abuse are widely recog-

nised phenomena, and numerous studies have been conducted, I would

like to explore with you some ignored.Or overlooked aspect I .

faCily violences "battered husbancJ; battered siblings ttered

ellerly. The putslic''s consdience has been stirred 6ver the weNt4I

publicised tragpdy of children abused by their pareRts and the

,herrorfaced by beaten wives. As awful as these statistics are,

the.), represent only.the proverbial tip of the 'iceberg of total

, (folly violence. Perhaps with some information on the extensive-
}

nese in both ftorm and frequency of domestic violence, the SOCiOUIV.

ness,of.the proklmaidll be reregnised and a long term committment

to the need for eliminatinq this tragic aspect of.society will be

made.

The Battered Husband

Is husband battering ruallt an unknown phenomena, or ill it

stmply another example of selective inattention? SteinmetS (lM)

suggests that some insights into a eossible answer can be gained

by an examination of humor which exaggerates and brings into public

view many aspects of life too peiicinal'to be discussed in a-neer

joking context.

The subject matter of comic strips,.specifically those revolv-

ing around a domestic theme is revealing. A coMfon theme is a

caricature of husbands and wives in which the husband deviates from

the ideal imag of strong, self-assertiveness, and intelligent,
.

and assumes the character traits which have been culturally ascrilmid

to be feminine. The wile, in these comics, is juitified in playing
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the doedLant role, and in cheatising her rrint husband, since he

1110.not fulfitled his.culturally prescribed roles. Movies also intr.

tray the riallt. of woman to slap herAsan. Hardly a film-existed

in thi SO's with its °girl next dixir" het-eine or the heaoh hlankot

flies of the 60'4 that did have at last one scene whete the insalte4

4

.eheroine howled off and slapped he oftending male, toll tm-co; in

the face. His reaction was.to hold his face, lower his head. and

walk away. Itoth ofir heroine and the audience felt iun'iee hia rte.

wailed. While this is not battering it shows that secinty feels'

that women heve.the right to S:ap their men wh-a*they'ale rr,d. J,ist

*ICA
as child abuse is A disCipline

carried ton far, a women who thinks

that slapping is the correct way to interact with her ti.c.band is

more likely to,let this behavior get put of cw!trol than a wt,r,er, who

considers slappinq to'br: inappropriate.

Although Civic: ll'as been little focus -,t1 battered Inn:hands.

date from ralI exploratoty stleltes provides some insiqht:i en the

-extensiveness c,f this a.4pe-t faMily violence.

. We know that _ver thine vet:lent of 600 tiw.hands 1. iin:atory

coneiliAtton illterv,ows 11-'el ihysical ,O,Ase their %.it, .; 1

reason for th'e divor,:c, de evinger, ,9CC, .

c:nsparison o physi.eal 7iolence used by hUsbands.and wives

in 5 different
54A.:sf5tein,et.t. 1970 fount: that Wives often ex-

c,..a their hothand in the ,i-e ef physical vio,ence durino A --arital

conrli,t (sep ti! h I
-teitnetz found'eniy ratM differences

a
in two V.9. sa,p1em. a broid-1 ised, non iepre,entative .t'sTle 4197751

and randem 5jJ ot New Ca,tle Delaware 1977,-li and ii, oildian

.11/ample of celleoe sudent!.. (19iFb) in the pet,..entagt of hobands and

1 5
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wives who reeSited to throwing things, pushag or shoving, hitting

with thg ham., pc hitting with an Object.. In fact, the total violent'.

rgheilds tit"' Ws ",eseres or/4 De ree st les were very similar.

The date from the nationally representative aiple (Straus et

,al, 1977), based on reports of.violenceithat occurred during 1475,

loved wives tti SO slightly Miller in almost all'categoriesobe aeleble

exception being pushing and shoving. Thj,ittglence scores, however were

Only one.study (Oelles, 11174) found husbands xceeding wives

in the use of all types el violence except 'hitting with something,'

itscde which de-emphasised physical trength. In this study, 47

pessent of huabanas had used physical violence on their wives, while-
.

only 33 percent Of the wives had used violence on their husbands.

Mile this data represents the percentage of husbands and wives

wbe have usa.physical violence against a spouse, it does not tell

ue the frequency with which these acts occur. Surprisingly, the

data Suggests that wbile the percentage of wives having used physical

violence Often exceeds that of the husbands, wives also exceed'hus-

bands in the frequency with, which these acts occur. The average

violence score of wives as comp* 4 with husbands were all higher in

the Steingets studfites 4.04 vs. 3.52 ISteinmets, 147701 7.62 vs.

4.00 (Steinmetz, 11177a), and 7.00 vs. 4.60 (Steinmetz, 11177c). The

Magee, et_al.iludy found that wives,committed an average of 10.3

acts of vi.11ence against their hulbands during MS, while husbands

averaged only 8.6 acts against their Ayes. Only Gelles (11174)

found husbands to xceed their wives in use of physically lOolent

oodles. N. found-ebat 11 percent of the husbands end flee percent of

1

1 59
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thirwiees engaged in marital v.iolence
between two and six times a

year, and 14 percent of the husbands and 6 percent of the wives used

viCklence between once a ponth and daily. Wives exceeded husbands in

one category, however. Eleven percent of the hu:bands, hut 14 per-

cent of the wives.noted that they "seldom" (defined as betve.en two

and flue times during the marriage) used physical violence against

their spouse.

In another study which was based on police recordr and a ran-

dom sample of families, it wax estimated that 7 percent of the wives

and .6 percent of the.husbands would be victims of severe physical

abUse, that which we might label as bettrring by their spouse in

a single year .(Steinmetx, 1977).

Data on homicides scr.qest 'that husband-wife homicide make up

the largest single category of homicide. Almost an idc:ntical per-

centage wives sn4 husbands were,victims. Furthermore, these findings

appear to be consistent over time (Wolfgang, 195S; Vital statistics

Reports, 1976). 1.t should he noted however that wife committed

tmmicide often occurtafter provortion and abuse from the husband.

Sibling Violunre

Probably the form of family violence considered to be most

normai is violence that CWCUIS between siblings. Yet cx mina-

tion ,
the amount and degree of severity sulio,t that .... t. ate a

ecnsiderable ,..vlult of extr,-mely violent aots 1,tween and

sisteis. Thene samo ,-ts St' they ,lerucred c.1 wife.

or rarest and chill ts,,fuld r,sult in public nut, oge and servWe

inter.ention, Ind po,mibly ..rivinal charges. These ftedit-e. are

pummarized on Table 11.
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Straus (11174) in a study based on college freshmen. found that

42 percent reported using physical violence during the past year.

In a broad based non-random sample of 74 adults (Steinmetz, 14770.

72 percent reported using physical violence on S sibling. Steinmetz

(15770, eeamined sibling violence in 37 randomly selected families

with two or more children between 2-17 years old. Among sibling

pairs 8 years op yonger 71 percent used physical violence. Sixty-

eight percent ot sibling pairs 0-14 years old end 42 percent of sib-

ling pairs IS or oldr used physical violence to resolve sibling con-

flicts.

Perhaps the beet estimate of the degree of sibling violence le

that provtded by s notionally representative sample of 722 families

with two or more children between 3-17 years (Straus, Oelles,

Steinmets, 1577). During thsopast year 75 percent of families re-

ported sibling violence. There wee an average of ll'acts per year.

Thirty-eight percent kicked, or hit, end 14 percent 'best up°

sibling. This study also found that .08 percent threatened to use

a gun or knife and .02 actually used s gun or knife. An astounding

finding is that the highest levels of violence were perpetrate* by

young children (2-4 years of age). The levels of violence shoOmla

continued decrease *ith the lowest levels being perpetrated by older

teens (13-17 years). JrurtheredVe, this pattern of greed/ violence

among younger children held for ell categories of violence from

pushing and shaving to besting Aip. The only exception was use of

gun or knife.

violence between siblings probably reflects the child@ first

attempt to experiment with the type of behavior he or she witnessed

Ihv pr.nIe enclaging in as well as tho type of behavior the child

1 6
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wiper need in the form of discipline. Furthermore the behavior

us between siblings are then used on spouse when these children

ter merry (ifteinmets, MU). Thus it appearethat one mechanism

for interrupting the cycle of violence in the family may be to re-

duce the levels of violence between brothers and sisters.

Battered Ilderly Parent

Our knowledge about the battered elderly parent mirrors our

knowledge of the,extent of child abuse in the arly 60's or the ex-

tent of our knowledge about wife abuse in the arly 70's. If we wore

to label the 60's as the decade of interest on child abuse, and the

70's as decade of wife abuse stUdies, then t predict, given the

generally increasing concern'for the lderly and more specifically

co n nnn of abuse of lderly in public institutions, that the 00's

will be the decade of the Battered Parent.

There are eeeee al parallels between the batteied child and bat-

tered parent. First, both are in dependent position - relying on

their caretaker for basic survival needs. Second, both ere mimed

to be protected'by virtue of the love, gentleness, And caring which

we assumed that the family provides. A third point is both the de-

pendent child end the dependent 'derly adult can be source of

emotional, physical end financia' %rens to the caretaker. While
.

the costs of caring for one's children are at leadt recognized

burden, the emotional and economical responsibility for the care nt

one's elderly parents over prolonged period (a probleX.not likely

to be faced by most f.amilies in the past) has not been acknowledged.

Some of this battering takes the form of benign neglect-inadequate

knowledge about caring for the elderly which results in harm. Tieing

11 -040 7w 74 - II
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-an elderly kin, who needs bonstant watching, into bed or a chair

in order to complete housekeeping or shopping; or the excessive use

of sleeping medication or alcohol to *ease their discomfort or

make them more manageable are common forms of this abuse. Other

documented abuse, is however, lacking in benign intent. The re-

ported battering of parents with fists and objects to "make them

mind° or to change their mind about wills, financial management, or

signing of other par.rs, is, unfortunately, a growing phenomenon.

One 10441 medical society reportedireceiving three calla from nuns,

ing homes in 4 single.week, wanting to knbw what they could do to

prevent family members from physically abusing the parent during

visiting hours.

Authorities in Philadelphia have attempted to get an Se year

old father to file charges against an alcoholic son who forces him

to turn over his monthly social security check. When the father re-

fuses, he is tied to a chair so he can't'leave the house.. examples

from the Delaware Pliblic Guardian's office are also indicative of the

brutality which elderly kin endure,

Mrs. A., aged 71 who has a 37 year old retarded

daughter who is the mother of a 13 year old

daughter. The 13 year old physically abuses

the grandmother.

Mrs..C., an invalid with an amputated foot,

has son that has been invloved in a.lot of

trouble, and had violent episodes. She has

called the State Police and signed a warrent

but could not show up in court because of

her Condition. The son now has a gun and

is threatening her.
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She English with their typical dry humor first labeled the

p.oblM 'granny hashing", but have begun.to refer to this grow-

ing problem es .H England, recogniting the

stress pieced on the caretaking childrenadoes provide periodic

respite care. Unfortunalely. in the U.S. the care of over 22 mil-
t

lion individuals over 65 (of which only about 5 percent are insti-

tutionalised) is left to chance. Based on population and economic

trends one can predict the following:

1 - more elderly pebple, a higher cost of living and a greater

demand for alternative housing for elderly.

2 - higher cost of living requiring that a greater percentage

of income be allocated to basf- necessities with a small:

er amount being available for 2 cats, vacations, single

family homes and college for their: children.

3 - more women working and/or looking forward to tesuminy work

grhen children are launched to meet these expended costs.

With increasing conflict between the needs of parents and the

goals of their children we can predict an increase in the amount of

violence children use to control their elderly parents unless ade-

quate support systems are available.

Remedies for Iteduciayiolence

When reflecting on the problem of the battered husband, battered

siblings, and battered elderly, it is impOrtant tq remember that

these are the overlooked or ignored aspects of family violfnce. They

ore difficult aspect to record.. First our macho ideology vroeldes

an almost insurmountable obstacle for husbands to overcome and pub-

licly acknowledge they've been,abused by."the little woman". secondly,
.

elderly,parents are reluctant to report br. their security is

often tied to their abusing child. Further thr:y are ashamed of
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having ie admit they reared such a child. Finally. because violence

getween siblings is considered normal, little importance is attached

to this problem and it has been rarely studied. Therefore, data in

theselareas has empn slow in Coming. Data in these areas are im.

portant n6t only becave they provide estimates of the all encompas-

sing and wide range of family violence, but also because it focus

our attention on the broadee aspect of viofence. When we focus on

child abuse or wife beating the remedies suggested tend to be

mergency measur Such as crisis centers, emL:gency foster care

and shelters. While tliese meesures are certainly needed they are

not,a panacea. In fact, their track record hes been rather poor

in providing positive alternative environment o changing violent
1111,

family interaction. This is not to suggest that we should abandon

these measqres, rather we must place these measures in their proper

perspective; on remedy within a collitext of total support systems--

system which encompass adult education as well as K-12educational

programs; community based, readily availab}e famlly counseling

di centers; well trained police legal/judiciai, officers; legislation

.
mandating provisions to insure the emotiori4 and physical security

of abused victims; lona-term basic resear'h and evaluati ,h

for monitoring the problem of family violence as well as the suc-

cess of. xisting programs. Somewhere in our funding efforts aimed

at eliminating domestic violence, we must make the same type of

commitment that is made in our building of rocket -- when something

doesn't work properly - back to the drawing board, reevaluate, re-

design,,ard replenish the funds. Surelli people are as valuable as

rockets and atellites.

4
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TABLE II SIBLING VIOLENCE

Imple

S7 randomly
selected families
(Steinmetz, 1977a)

College Freshman
(Straus, 1974)

Broad-basea, non-
random sample of
78 adults
(Steinmetz, 1977b)

National*Ropressintative
Sample of 733 families
with children between
3-17 years.
(Straus,.et al, 1977)

Degree of Violence

78 perceut of sibling pairs
8 or younger used physical
violence.

'68 percent of sibling pcirs
.9-14 use physical violence.

63 percept of sibling pairs
IS or older used physical
violence.

62 percent reported using
physical violence during
pest year.

'72 percent reported having
used physical violence on
sibling*.

During the past year 75 percent
reported using physical violence.

e?,

Average of.21 a*ts per year.

30 percent kicked, or hit.

14 percent "beat up."

0.8 percpnt threatened to uso
gun or knifo.i.

0.03 used gun or knife.

1 El 7
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STATEMENT OP DR. SUZANNE STEMETZ, ASSISTMIT PROFESSOR

.07 INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY STUDIES, UNIVERSITY or DELtt
WARE

Dr: S!MINMETZ. I would like to pr eface my remarks by saying / have
been conducting resehrth pn Itheiwhollarra-gf family .vmolenee, and
although I have. been specified*. takecrt6 adresfebattered husbangds,
battered iiiblings, aml tat terbd eldMrtwill certainly be willing to ad-
clresslithetweas if that is what the subcommittee wishes.

One thing-1 wiTuld like to do is Clear up an unfortunate distartion
of iny:dalc okbattekdhuOginids. Ilid a study in which one of my
'fables:showed filet 20 1)erct of the husbands ani4 20 percent of the
wives had hit theitspouse. They were hit perhaps once or twice during
that. giarOage. An unfortunate set. of circumstances occurred al which
a coupe. of fathqrltescrupulottOndivhivals sensationalizea the find-

ings.m that tabla.m order to gain attention and thus promote thir
boolt.-.On wife, beating. They took that. figure, 20 percent, and extrap
dien4d, it to\ tho. 47 million married couples and said 12 inillion men

Ayere severely abused; That figure is ludicrous because there are only
41 million couples. If 1.2 million husbands are beaten and 28 million
,wives, according to them are severely abused, then there. aren't too

`Inany of us who are not severely battered by our spouse. -

the Mudy baseA on police data and in-depth interviews of a ran-
dom sample of cotiples suggest that a more accurate figure is about
kix-tenths of 1-percent of the men, which is about a quarter of a million

,P* men, and 7 percent of the women, which is about 31/2 million women,
are battered by their sponse in a given year.

Mr1,15cHEITER. Six-tenths of 1 percent ?
Dr. STztimm. Right. Six-tenths of 1 percent of the men and 7

percent of the women, so it is about a 1 to 14 ratio.
The data I am.reporting refers "battered." I am- talking about

the kind of severe physical battering that we refer to when we talk
about women who need a shelter. I find the distortion of my data
to be really upsetting. We know how hard it is to get attentionfr
the nada of battered women. We all would laugh if a woman cm ne
up and said : "My husband slapped me. I need proteet ion." So I tl ink
it is ludicrous to talk about a figure which refers to "hitting" and all
it battered men. '250.000 is a large figure. We don't need ilk to
inflated to 1'2 million. aml, of course. there are 14 battered women
for every battered man.

I womild also like .to point out why some feminists are concerned
about the recent attention the media has given to battered'husbands.
I think it is possibly br.cause there is going to be such a small amogli t
of funding made available. there is so much competition, and there
is the feeling if we talk about battered men then perhaps some of
the attention will be taken away from Lattered women, which is a
larger prolvem.

Iloweve..., I think we also have to acknowledge the problem of
battered 'nen for a couph. of reasons. Myst of all, in most of these
families there are children involved, and the children are going to
be traumatked whether it is the mother or father who is getting the
beating, and for this reason we have to look at programs which will
storthat kind of interaCt ion.

0 1 6 9
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Second, if You look aat the backgrounds o: women whobatter their
husbands, the thinc.that comes acme is that these are wl,men who
as Itoung girls experienced extremely violent beatingeo.or watched
they town mothers be tremendously brutalized. In 'one case when
the woman was a child she watched her mother who was pregnant
being forced to carry a bag of groceries through the snow while the
father prodded his wife with the car. Every time she fell down the
father would get out. of the car and 'beat her. Sd these women who

battering their husbands are women who lived in very, very
violent homes as children. If you extrapolate these facts to the next
generation, it becom'es eviant that if you don't do something to stop
this kind of violent family interaction, you are soon going to have
a second L id third generation of batterers.

'Ile third reason for studying battered husbands is the fact'that
fluffily violence is cyclical. .

Mr. Scinztrza. We have also heard that is a characteristic or sexual
abuse of children. The dhildren *ho were sexually abused sometimes
grow up as adults to be both rapists and also sexual abusers of chil-
dren in their turn. That doesn't mean that every male child that is
sexually abused grows up to be a rapist. In other words, all.barkeepers"
are English-beLnot all Englishmen are barkeepers. We find that an
astonishing peicentage of rapists were themselves sexually abused as
yming children, and that an utonisbingly large percentage of both
husbands and wives who abuse their children or beat their children
themselves were abused ehildren, just the point you are making.

Dr. STLINWITZ. It goes even further than that. I have ldoked at
some of the data on assault and batterers, rapists; and murderers,
people who are generally violent outside the family also. You find
that these persons have backgrounds characterized by brutality. They
were beaten as children. They saw their own mother and father
engage in tremendously violent attacks. So it is a very broad based
problem. 1 think that Congress must not limit its obligation to
setting up a few shelters. I think then we must also look at long-
term commitments that are broad based. Providing a shelter helps
a particidar woman with her immediate problem but it does not solve
the larger pi oblem of family violence.

Shelters, while they do help the woman with her immediate prob-
. lem, are aot going to solve the long-term problem Or family violence.

There hes to be a mechanism for dealing with children who are
reared in a violent environment. There also has to be some recog-
nition that if you don't do something to change the man's bel.avior
patterns, he is likely to get .ffivorced, he will remarry and in a very
few years you will have another*ttered woman to deal with.

In addition to shelters, which are tangible, visible solutions which
might tempt us to say, "Will, we solved the problem," there has to
be a long:term commitment to have programs that teach people to
deemphuize violence as a mechanism for solving problems.

In my own State I have numerous requests, starting with kinder-
garten teachers.

Mr. SCITIEUER. What State are you in I
Dr. SIZINNZTZ. Delaware. I get frequent requests from teachers

who *ant to know how tlry can introduce some concepts to children
which will help them to learn a better way to interact with their own

'0
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children and their spouse', It is a very sad state of affairs when we
prepare people for everything but the two occupations most people
are going to be _performingthat of being a spouse and that of
being a parent. We have ausolutely no preparation for these roles
yet they are the two roles that fill most of our lives and are very
demanding. How do you expect people to be able to perform these
roles adequately without some kind of training. The idea that you
will learn how to in your own home jast doesn't seem to work out.

Time are 'numerous families in which several generations have
experienced ad kinds of peublems, family violence being only one of
them. Something has to be done to change the enviçonment these
children4re being reared in.

Mr. Scums& 'You are talking.about soine kind of courses or rap
sessions in famelifehor to be a wife, how to be a pareht, how
'to relate to your own sexuality, I suppose?

Dr. Sisnixtrz. I think that sexuality is one component of it. I
was thinking more of how to interact. You could have in kinder-
prten discussions on: it is O.K. for men to hold babies. boys play-
ing with dolls is all right; boys don't have to play only with just
trucks; When you have an argument, talk it over with your friends
instead of, fistfighting. Most parents think that boys shoulid have fist-
fights, it is part of growing up and becoming ft man.

I have seen a lot of shows on television recently where that same
idea is put for*ard for women. We are getting fid of sexism in
some smaltway. Unfortunately, in some ways it has been interpreted
as having the women act like men. When it is violence and aggres-
sion which is the pirt, 'of maleness being emulated by women, this
is unfortunate.

Mr. &mum Do you find the,whole development of women going
to karatt classes and- all of that counterproductive?

Dr. STEINftwrz. No, I think it is important to know how to defend
. yourself. I think that it is very important, in any circumstances to

know how to defend yourself, and it is probably very good for your
physical health to keep your body in shape because that reduces the
likelihood of heart diseaie and other illnesses. I didn't mean that kind
of physical force. I was referring to situations with little girls who
should be encouraged to. verbally resolve a conflict. Instead, they
are told,to physically fight it out. I don't think you should confuse
learnifig to interact nonviolently with human sexuality. That is a
very dangerous word in certain areas. Some groiips think that it
means you ate teaching kids how to have sex early. That is not what
I am talking about.

You .don't have to _think of improving interpersontl interaction
only within the context Of marriage. This concept is broad and en-
compasses how to get along with people, how to be responsible for
yourself and other people, how to reypect the other person s perstal
property and the other person's own person.

I don't think it needs to be a specific course pet se. We already have
plenty of courees starting .with the activities they have in kinder-
garten dealing witli getting along with, each other and continued
throughout the school years, ending with the civics class in senior
high schooliere something like this could he very nicely integrated.
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The other thing that I think is really critical is having research
be a component' of ever :. single program. I don't mean specifically
totemic research, but I think when you have a shelter being set up or
crisis line being set up, those people should be 'provided with help
from researchers, consultant, or technical advisors to train, them to
be able to evaluate their own program.

This goes on in the physical and biological research programs
all of the time. It is expected that these programs will expenence
failure. In my written testimony I note that on Oct. 3, 1977 NASA
launched another satellite. The announcer, looking at the computer
readout reported that the launch was successful. Those of us watch-
ing the launch on T.V. saw the rocket burst into flame immediately
after takeoff. The announcer seeing the burst of flames responded
"oops". Thus $5 million Went down the tube with a simple "obps"
being the only comment.

We don't say we are going to stop building rockets. We go back
to the drawing boards, put out more funds, and redesign.

For sobial service programs are not allowed to fail. Yet, they are
going to' fail, and we mutt build in mechanisms for evallating this'
so we can say, "O.K. Here is, where we went wrong.:' Perhaps we
need to deal with it this way." I don't think we should scrap a pro-
gram just because it failed. I think we should look at it and say,
"Why didn't it work here? It worked beautifully in California: Why
is it not working in Delaware?"

We need .to build into any program tile ability to examine it
criticelly. We need to he encouraged by, the funding agency to
monitor our programs, evaluate them and make adjustments when
necessary. We must be allowed-to utilize technical assistmice without
jeopitrdizing the ever#ll evaluation of the progranr by the funding
agency. We Oust' utilize Irelearcherilito help us identify the weak-
nesses in the program, as well as adequately assessing the progress
.of successful components of the program. This is a critical compo-
-nent of a successful evaluative research/demonstration program.
Without this cooperation, you will have community action-social
service groups on one side running demonstration programs and peo7,, qc

ple on the other side doing basic research. Nobody gets together, and \
when the progtam doesn't work right, and 'you have only 60 percent
success, the C,ongress say, "My God, all that money and you have
only 60 percent success. tet's move on to another a-ea.

Mr. Senzunt. I want to commend you for making that point as
brilliantly as.you have made it. I have made that point, during our
poverty program, the late lammented war against poverty. When
we pulled out the Tug and looked under the carpet we found some
very trouble3ome conditions we had never faced* up fo before. We
tried alrtiEds of experimental approaches. The first thing we did
was, we treated our successes the same as we treated our failures.
We treated the Head Start Program the same, which everybody loved,
the same as the Job Corps, which did produce a lot of problems.

ou lildpeople in ',heir lat6 teens, and by that time they .had a
number of problems. They weren't quite as innocsnt as the 2, 3 or
5-year old kids. So we treated 'the suecessful programs just the way
we treater' the programs tliitt had serious problems. There is no Head

q
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Start Program twiny, except for middle income People d upper..
income people, who have always liad such a program. , rnt to a
head start program when I was in preschool, only we called it
nursery school or prekindergarten. My people knew enough to put
me in a head start' program, and I put ray kids in a head start pro-
gram, and I suppose most of you were in a head shut program, 13ut
we cut it off for the poor even though it was a beautiful program.

We treated our successes the way we treated our failures because
there was no systematic oversight and review and evolution, just
the point you made.

The second thing is, we pulled that rug back and we see all kiadc.
of unpleasant things that we have never really looked at before. We
have set up all of these really quite interesting project's around the
country, but let three girls from a Job Corps project in Houston.
Tex., go out on a binge some Saturday night and get drunk, and
it is all over the papers. and folks from both parties would get up
on the floor of the Congress knocking the Job Corps. Let five boys
from a Job Corps program get in a fight in a bar or start fist-
fighting. Nobody looked to third( abOut what those young people
'would have been doing if they hadn't been in the Job Corps, and
what incredible mischief of a far greater' ordei of magnitude they
they would have been involved in. Nobody looked at what the control
groups were doing, the one in the Job Corps and the one out of the
Job Corps, and nobody tracked the kids who went through the Job
Corps to see what their success rate in life was after the Job Corps.
But the two or three boys that entered into a fistfight or the two or
three girls that would get drunk some &gilt, they.were all Over the.
papers, and the Job Corps was thought t.) be a failure.

As you say, we can make multibillion dollar mistakes in a military
program or rocket program, we can spend fifty or one hundred
million dollars on a new aircraft and a number of people will get
killed. We find it is a faulty design and we junk it. Nobod7 says that
the Army, the Navy and the Air Force ought to be junked. Every-
body says that is the price we pay for progress.

("Social science research is just as perelexing and just as problem y

laden as a rocket..Nobody considers it is the same process of three
steps forward and one backward here, too. It is a very tragic situa-
tion, and you have really described it very eloquently and brilliantly.
I thank you because I seem to have been a lone voice in the wilder:
nese. I have said it for twelve or fourteen years and nobody has been
listening. Apparently you ihive been listening.

Dr. STEnixtrrz. I woujd like to point out that about 5 years ago
I was with I *ncoln Unii'ersity, which had a grant from the minorities
division to e 'aluate some of the day care centers. I discovered that '
within 6 months after the grant ended, and the university people
went back to\ the university, the center had closed. I thought this
was most unethical. I just wondered why people don't recognize
you must work with community people and help them to eventually
be able to run their own programs. If you are going to have the
"experts" initiate or administer programs, a must is that part of
their role should be to train the community people to run their own
program; to fill out all of those damn Federal forms. to be able to
make up their own budgets. I don't think that this is often done, i

1I
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funding these programs, we have to develop netwoiks so that people
starting new programs can reap the benefits of:experience rather
than repeat the errors.

Another factor, critical to the succeis of these programs, is to let
the directors of progranis know that they are allowed to make
mistakes. Otherwise, there is a tendency, especially when there is an
emphasis on cost/benefit analysis, to lock out of the program multi-
problem, high risk clients. These clients have a high probability of
failure, thus they decrease the overall suceess rate of the program.
Yet _these are the clients that are most in need of service.

Tare is a need to develop a new set of criteria by which ta judge
the effectiveness of programs, not just how many families manage
to obtain separate living quarters so they are no longer beating each
other up. Maybe if you could get the family to live together and
just reduce the level of violence that shouhl be considered a success.

Mr. Scitnurs. About s or 10 years ago, in the very early days of
the poverty program. I went to Harlem with Adam Clayton Powell
to take a look at how the program was working. It had just been
established. There was a New York Times reporter along, and I
made a speech to all of the staff.

I said, TOIL have got to be innovative. You have got to he
creative. Don't feel fhat everything thnt yon are going to do must
work. You should make some mistakes. If you don't make mistakes.
you are not really innovative."

Well. the Times the next day quoted me as saying you have got
to make mistakes. The fan mail or the hate mail, the abuse, that I
took in my mail, in my phone callsmy congressional office were
beside themselves for days on end. The ahnsive mail thnt I got eon>
ing me every name in the book for telling the poverty people that
they had to make mistakes. It was taken out of context. I said.
"You have got to he creative and innovative, and if you don't make
a couple of mistakes here and there along the line, you are not really
reaching out or trying." and they qnoted the whole thing. 'But there
was in that quote the one sentence. "You have got to make some mis-
takes." and it triggered an incredible explosion of abuse. The Ameri-
can publif,just. didn't like the fact that nny Congressman was telling
people to te innovative in social science program design.

If I had been talking to some space people down at the Kennedy
Center in Houston, and I said. "We want to reach the moon, or we
want to get a permanent space for thnt platform out there. and you
have got to have n Manhattan type crash program, and you have got
to try several things at once. You have to make some mistakes."
would have gotten nothing hut applause in my district. 1-lut here it
wasn't space. it wasn't military, it wasn't industrial R. & D.. it was
people, R. & D., and the heavens descended on me.

You have heen extremely interesting and provocative.
Mr. SITACKNAT. I certainly don't want to ask you this out of the

sequence of the panel. but we notice in your written testimony that
yon have addresed the subject of elderly parents being battered. I
wonder if you could expand on this a little further.

I might sav our subcommittee recently completed a set of hearings
jointly with the House Select Committee on Aging on Ne subject of
crimes against the elderly. So we are particularly interested in the
problems of elderly.
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Dr. ST21,414E17. I can't say much more than what is in the paper be-
cause I have*, hard statistical data on the extensiveness of the bat-
tered elderly problem. I started early this summer by calling all of

ithe agencies n northern Delaware that thonght may have come in
contact with the older people who were battered; such RS visiting
nurses, emergency room staff, social service workers, and people work-
ing in senior centers.

The first time I made the call I got the same kind of response re-
ported in early studies of child abuse. "Well, maybe we have had a
cue like that. I don't seem to remember."

I then made the calls about 2 months later. and it was amazing That
all of a sudden people were saying, "Yes, now That you alerted me to
that, you are right, we are getting cases left and right."

I am hoping to submit a small grant in conjunction with Eleanor
Cain, director of Delaware's Division of Aging, to do a More com-
plete survey of our State. T have a feeling that as the cost of living
goes up; as people live longer, as they are living longer with smaller
incomes, you are going to find many middle-aged couples being put in
a situation where they have no other alternatives hnt to have older
folks live witli them. I think this is a very similar situation to that of
child abuse. In both situations the carp givers are not trained to pro-
vide extensive care and they are not prepared emotionally to do this.

I think the major burden is going to fail on women just at the time
they have been freed up to pursue their own careers, which is an un-
forinnate situation. I think that you have to recognize this is going to
be a problem, and unless on initate programs now, yon are going
to be in the same situation we are in now with child abuse and sponse
battering, where few programs exist. WP have got this terrible prob-
lem, and we are iust starting to address it. But T have no frequency
data because, RS far AR I know, nobody has done a survey which could
provide theie kinds of statistics.

Mr. GAIJAmirm. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Dr: Steinmetz and Dr. Walker. Dr. Walker you have said in your

statement : "I am convinced that sithon0 we talk about spouse abuse,
in 99 out of 100 situations we are really talking about battered
women." You are talking about 99 percent out of 100 in the case of
battered spouses, but: in her statement she has a number of other
studies that have been made. I don't think this is a trivial point.

There is such a difference between you two profeAsional people that
am wondering how we Rs hivtlIall. can get' ii hamlle on it if your

different figures are so significant and substantial. She rites four or
five studies with figures in them that are eme-idernbly different than
yours. Dr. Walker. She says that wives committed an average of 10.3
aPts of violenee against their husbands in Ion. while husbands aver-
aged only 8.8 ictssgainst theirwives, and she moves on to a number of
other studies.

Dr. SYr.rxtorrv.. I can address that, Those are specifir acts that one
individual did against the other, und this is not the kind ofdata that
can-necessarily tell you shout the severity of the battering. For exam-
ple, if von look at the data, based on questionnaires, from my book
"The Cycle of Violence," you will not be aware of any severely bat-
tered men or women. Yet I know from interviewing those RAMP fam-
ilies that. I had four very severely battered women. Depending bn the
methodology used, you get a very different kind of data. This is why

1 76
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we talked earlier about the need to have different kinds of methodol-
ogiey.
' You get ciifferent data when von give somebody a cheek list and

ask "how often have you done these things?" You get different data
when you are interviewing a sample of women or men and talk with
them and discover that they weren't! iust hit once. they were hit nu-
merous times, along with a couple of kicks and punches. and it all
happened during the same incident.

So I think it is important to recognize that 'different kinds of sam-
ples. different kinds of methodologies, will give you different infor-
mation. but all of this points up the same thingdomestic violence is
a very serious problem. Mv studies show that large numbers of fam-
ilies engage in hitting, kicking, and shoving. In addition. a large
number of people are being severely beaten. These are the clients that.
Dr. Walker has worked with. I think I have to refer back to the com-
ment that Dr. Straits made yesterday, that although we My have dif-
ferent numbers because we are looking at different populations, our
data suggest one thing that we all agree on, and that is-that domestic
violence is a tremendolis problem.

There are a lot of families in which the different members are being
beafen up. and I think no matter how von collect the data there are
only going to be slight differences in thi, final analysis.

Mr. GALLAniimi. You mentioned psychological batteripg. Dr.
Walker. I assume you also understand that husbands can be psycho-
logically battered as well, and perhaps a woman can best a man in
that area. Perhaps on an average they could outdo him at psychologi-
caltattering. In your surveys, have you talked to battered husbands
at ally

Dr. STsixterz. Yes.
Mr. GALLAMIT.R. Have you t lked about the psychological as well

as the physical asneets I
Dr. WALKER. Yes. I would echo what Dr. Steinmetz has said. It

dependS on what questions 'you as: , ns to how you get some of your
statistics. 'What I say when I usec 'be figures 99 out of 100 is that
the syndrome that I call the batte 1-spouse syndromeit is abso-
lutely' true that we do have men who are severely battered as are
woman, both psychologically and physicallyshow 'that battered men
are a rarity.

I am saying out of eviiry 100 couples with a domestic violence syn-
drome, in 99 CAWS it is the woman who is being beaten. That doesn't
mean she doesn't hit him. It doesn't mean she doesn't defend herself.
That doesn't mean there is not psychological abuse or retaliation go-
ing on, but she is primarily the helpless victim in the syndrome. She is
the nne who is powerless and has the diffieulty. In,one of those cases it
is a man. If you look at Dr. Steinmetz's figures, she estimates less than
beaten.

Mr. SCITIMR. Let's try and stick to the presentation because. we will
get to the panel in the end. W.e are running quite far behind. Let's
move on to Dr. Tohey Myers, Ed. D., Texas Research Institute of
Mental Science, Houston, Tex.

[The prepared statement and a biographical sketch of Dr. Myers is
as follows d
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S'atement: HoaNe Cmmilt(q. on,Science and Teciluology

My name is Toby Myers, f am employed at. (he Texas

Research Institute or mental scioncos (TRIMS), Houston.

I have heoci a vic..m of and v participant in household violence.,

In 1975. during a Passover Seder in our home, my hushand as,he

had,many times, in the past began menacing me with insurridos,

verfially ibusive remarks, and veiled threats. During the

coursv of the evening. he eonsumed a fair amount of liquor, and

I sensed another beating to te. imminent. Later, while he went

to the, bathroNm, I encouraged our remaining guest to stay

a little longer and help m0 talk him down. Iron4ally, even in

telling the guest that I was fearful, j,:relt guilty for exposing

my husba'rld. Duripg another of his bathroom trips, I excu4ed

. ;..yself an,;1 removed a heavy, marble statue'from.its place

'on a desk and hid it under .ur bed; I was afraid that I m'ght

not be-able.to talk hiw down and was determined not to suffer

another beatin0 Having seen the evening's convervation move

to a more pleasant tone, our guest 'left. As soon as my

husband and I got into bed. he resumed the intimidation.

When he got 19 his most terrifyin4 threat, one that I had

heard repeated so nany times that I knew it by heart. I knew

that thiv. was no turning back, so I reached under the bed '

and pulled the statue up. with me so I would be prepared. All

tlie while. I was entreating him to stop talking and go to,

sleep. I.assured him thaL we could talk more in the morning.

I told him how 'frightencd I ber..me when he spoke :4-, Undetc,rred,

I 9
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he seized m. by my hair and drew bark to hit me. His blow

never landed. I hit him first. He fell back into the pillows.

Stunned for a minute, I realized that I would have to hit %

him again. He had told me many time that if I ever hit him,

I would have to kill him, becatv..e ir I did not he would

kill me.

What ensued was a long 4nd complicated divorce replete

with the children bei ni taken from the house, an assault to

'murder chatge, an expenditure of an inordinate amount of

money, and an enormous mental and physical strain on my children

.and Myself. kfter more than two years, ihe legal battle in

the domestic court wages. Because of strong support

systems--some, but not much money, a job, an education, good

friends and family, I was ably to survive this personal

holocadst.

After this iacident and probably to an extent because

of it, I developed an intense interest in the problem of

domestic violence. That summer I noted an article in the

newspaper about Erin Pizzey and the Chiswick Women's Aid. In

November of 1975, I heard that a reporter for the Houston 11

Chronicle was interested in doing an arti,ile on wife beating.

I contacted her and worked with her on a story.. When a radickv.,

reporter called and asked what TRIMS was doing about wife

beating, our Director of Information, who knew of my interest,

referred the Fall to me.. I had asked the,TRIMS librarian to

watch for articles in journals and help me retrieve them.
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He t me of another person at TRIMS interested in wife

beating. She and I began 'discussions and soon approached

another of our coworkers Karen Howes Coleman in the Marriage

and Family Clinic about her working with patients involved

in domestic violence. She consenteu. The three,of us sub-

sequently wrote and submitted a grant to the National Institute

of Mental Health entAtled Family Violence: An .Intcnsice

Intervention.

I had.beeome active in a newly formed ad hoc committee

of the YWCA whose .task was to survey the problem of /I:mystic

violence in Houston and investigate the feasibility of developing

a'shelter for women in crisis, in most cities, th YWCA

maintains residence facilities for women. In Hotiton. it dons

not, but it was getting calls from women in crys seeking

shelter. The committee was comprispd mainly of proke.sionals

121 the community working in agencies that had soMe involvement

with batteredwomen. One of th tasks of the committee was

for members to document those victims of househoin v dence

in our agencies. At TRIMS, we began asking queetions about

domestic violence of referrals who had contact with our screening

section. We found that many referrals did not ncekent with

problems of domestic violenro, but that when tiny were asked

direct questions, they often reporied domcstic !Holence.

Because she was my friend and had .pniviOcd.me with

eMergency'sheltor that night in March ef 197!) pnil becaur she

was interested in the problcio, c.,i,ma.! e ! ;n, ! ni:. with



hittories of domestic"violence and has developed her clinic's

program. Papers from that re.earch have, been submittld to this

4kcommittee.. She and I were. awl .e. from our talks ahont,my

*xperivtice that probably many battered womvn wanted to ;tay

.In their marriages and were committed to making them succeed;

In that case, then therapy involved the goal of the couple's

being together. Coleman prefers brief couples therapy if she

finds thet the pathology in the partners is not -:evere, that

the severity and'frequency of the violent episodes are not

long standing, and that alcohol is not involved. Otherwise

she prefers individual therapy for each of the partners, In

somo e8:405 she ha'S found therapy to be a waste of.time. One

husband described in detail a well thought out plan in which

he inflicted violence oh his wife. His previous rwrriare

had episodes of wife Ueat,ing In it also. He desi-el drugs .

from the therapy and when ho was convinced that none would he

available to him, he terminated his therapy, Coleman belity(rs

that If there is n lever in the therapy, results can be

facilitated more effectively, She would like to see a place where

each partner could go for separate residence during therapy with
Co

thb evoptual goal being their return home,

Coleman conducts a group for women who hove made tho

decision to leave their marriage or r4ationship, Some of the

women in the group have returned to their hushand::.' She has

found it effective to.listono hut not to agree with the woman

when she talks about her hushand or paltner. 'Nit way A.,

t.
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does not collaborate in the story of how awful he is. If the

woman returned to the man for a 'trial reunion and it did not

work out, she wa-s-more return.to therapy.

A trend Coleman noted, but has not yet researched is

that women whq are successful in thexapy--whether they stay
0

in the marriage or leave it--are the women who wera noesubjectir0

to violeuce as children.

TRIMS attempted a men's group; but it folded because of

attendance Obblems. Currently the men are seen in couple's

or individual therapy. There ks data from 35 men's interv4ews

and ft will be mialyzed. ThaVdata include the man's version

of the violence, the family backgrounds, the structured question-

naire, the Rem Sex Role Inventory and the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory.

The problem of domestic violence is viewed as three-

fold. Bruce Rounsaville of Yale University cited in his ,

present4ion at the Ameiican Psychiatric Association Annual

Meeting in Toronto, May, 1977, psychological factors, factors in

faMily structure and societal norms. Najor,psychological

factors inelude.conflicts ofigependence-independ(nce and

intimacy-autonomy. Rounsaville spoke of the "intense, exclusive,

.and tenacious dradic relationship in which the couple is. ,

enmeshed." Margaret Elbow, ExecutiVe Director of the Lubbock,

'Texas, Family Service Assocaition (Social Casework: Novemb..r, 1977,

p. 515) described the "destructive, but almost indestructible

bond with Iiiolent marriae.es," The :;ocietal proMem of violence
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is well exPlained by the sociologiets Straus, Steinmet2, ahd.

Oelles. Peleman, Myers and Holley in a paper'entitLed Sex Role

dtereotypes: They Contribute to.Violence delivered at the

American Psychiatric Associa.tion 1977 ikeeting in Toronto ,

described theoldherence to sex'role htereotypes in the'lltIMS.

sample. Society has condoned some kinds of famili ,iolence

and Vhe traditional intervenLa have /ailed fb prdkide adequate'
1.

remedies. At TRIMS,some of the domesticAviolence patientswere
.- -

assisted in constructing family geniograms ip'which many were

t

able to trace the tamily violenee from one generatiqp to another.

Family structure encompasses stress factors such as unemPloyethent,'

illness, and catastrophies. The more stress in,the famllY,..

the,more likely a violent outburst. ,Stitus inconsistency reveals

a power imbalance in the spouaes. Force mny be used to v'Nqualize

the power. A.peuston ChroniCle article On JanuarY 29, l97d

revealed that husbapd beating too wai a problem. It most Often

dialirred when the husband was ille old, or snnWer than'the wife.

Problems enecnintered in workling with domestic violence .

patients at TRIMS have been with ,the'reluctange.of coth4r stiff
. -

to accept these patients in therapy. Other therapisp in the

.

Marriage and Family Cl.intp madestatemenie indicating that "those"
, I

kind.of people do Isot belong hei'e. Supervision and inservrcd

training wtth staff has eiamined the counter-transference of staff.

Most oithe research at TRIMS and'researdh reported elsewhere

is clinical.research. 'I would call attention to the need for

outcome research and follow up mtudlou at diffvreut Intervals.

I
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eioch place we have visited that provides services for battered .

Lohman spoke toithe need for children.: The research proposal

submitted by TRIMS inGorporates a treatment component for

children. TRIMS now has a pa'Annt advocnte who will "balk"

patients through tbu other agencies that are providers pf services

^41.
(lagal aid, food stamps, welfare). r would hope that govern-*

. .

mental funding would be to those projects that wOuld include

services to all the family.

A national federally funded program of shelters for

abused women is sorely needed. The rise of the shelter

phenomenon can be credited to thelimmen'H movement, but'there

is net money to maifitain it. Of course there are pti7ob1ems

other than funding appafent. In some cases the abused woman

leaves her utter dependency on her husband only to acquire

new dependency on an extreme doctrinaire feminist group.

'This is ruither ineislitable nor prohibitive. Shelters must

provide the woman with the.relief from the terror and with

the quiet freeaklm in which she can reconstruct her jife on

her own terms. Shelters shoUld Htress non-violent ri-17Ncis

of child rearing.

Adequate communication between service providers is
1r°

another area of need. Many of.these services are staffed

skeletally and provision is needcd for transmission of ideas ko

others. Funding for a communication clearing hos -,. could help

services providors each from having to "disfoVer I 1w whOel."

In Houston, we are planning a comp,!:.11-ii

18,5
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center which will address itself to tive4 of all women.

It will be a place that these neds can "be served in a coordinatedd,

systematic way that wonld maxilre the sharing of services

and existing community reso0Avs, reduce administrative costs,

#
and prevent overlap 4e services. The proposed center will

providW meeting room:, for grettps conc.rned with the status

\)...of womon, temporary holising for abused women and others in

need o sho4ter. Scrvico!-; will be provided for children.

In go ral the center will be geared to helping :ill women

expand. the scope cif 'their 1 iVVS, I am comni t to .1 to seeing

this centt:y,.becona -a reality and beeaw-.t nI till!. commit talent

srvo on the exectit ivy Ward. I wo.uld hope to "

approvod lo;i a center n:' this'kind.

The so7.1et.,i tolcran#o in violence !!; Onii I

fear we will not see' cored in our I i f et line. It wi I I I ak.: I jot

fOr subtle ,lianging and reolganiation. We can yech wilh

they symptoms and attaching them is not a 'tul I I to t. Women

have been told that they :ore beaten hcaut.e tho, pre\eLl.,

encourage, and enjoy it. A wot:.an may W h-r t.or;,,nior

time 4nd Ur,ain in hopes of making,wholee'HI,

Sho may r i d herself or 3 her !II!! ,

breaks her cheehbonc, demean.: and. deha:-.es htr. !the Ill.. bcen

04

accused or scarching again nntell she will find HP r v.ho

will satii-Ay her nee 0 be lwat.al arain. 1%low. .'

humiliated, dchumani II"itytebal. and bal

mach as men. j II i
d 7:1 .! I I

se'

I,

....

(
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(family there now reside!, a precious calm. There art. no%

more 11
physieal confrontations or even sevet verbal as,-:anit,..

The man with. whom I now share my life has denion.-trated For

me a way ttiat I want for etyself and for my children. It

has not been easythe old way was strongly entrenched. even

though abhorrent. Decaiwe. the rewards were there, the model

strong and our motivation great, I am jubilant to report that

though I mot almost every characteristic described in Mitered

wives,. I nor many of my sistor?; meet the most insidious ot

all that says we will repeat.

1 8
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h3iograplA ea 1 Sketch

Toby Myers was born in St. Louis, Missouri: on May 4,

1937. During the time she was in elementary school, the family

moved to Texas--first to San Angelo and then to Ama7:11o.

She received bachelor's (1959) and master's.(1965) &Trees in

edtleation from the University or Texas in Austin, and a doctorate

in education from thy University of Houston (1976). per early

work was in educational settings. For tho past 12 years, she

has been at the Texas Researeh Institut of Mental Seienvs

in Houst Texa's. During those years she has served in th.

outpatient altnte, the drug abuse oljuie and is currently

working ln the clinilowhich treats th very'young patient ,a.nd

his/her family. Her duties include management, supervision.

training and evaluation.

Her interest in do .stic violence grew.because of

personal involvement. She ha co-authored a grant proposal which

has been submitted to the SIMI, has been active in the Coalition
.v

for Abused Women which has become the Abused Women's Council

of the Houston Area Women's Center. She is currently working

on a grant proposal for the sheltering of abused womn pnd their

children within the Center.

She is the mot.her of a daughter and two sons.

..
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STATEMENT 07 DR. TOBY MYERS, ED. D., TEXAS RESEARCH
INSTITUTE 07 MENTAL SCIENCE, HOUSTON, TEX.

Dr. Mnes. My knowledge of battered women comes not from aca-
demics or research involvement, but from personal experienceI have
been a battered wife..Though many with whom I have come in contact
suspect, I have never before m e , public statement about my being
battered. Became I 11111 physical! than a 1.000 miles away and
because experientially 1 , vn several years yond. I feel my statement
could be appropriate, dispassionate, an, meaningful to this commit-
tee. _

My extrication from the relations p nee red before the rush of
national interest, and it left me ve ell"P-Ilt and attuned to the
problem of domestic Violence. I had experienced firsthand the failure
of the intervenors as isnow well documented in the literature. There
has 'been resistance, but breakthroughs on all fronts for battered
women are occurring.

The ageney in which I work is called the Texas Research Institute
of Mental SciencesTRIMS. It is a large center which is part of the
Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation which
is responsible on the mental health segment for the operation of com-
munity-Mentai health centers and State mental hospitals. TAIMS -is
the unique facility for the department's research, though it also trains
and gives care.

What I find of special interest: is that this huge. statewide research
institute whom mandate it is to be in the forefront of research issues ;
that are relevant to mental health was not involved in anyway or even
particularly aware of work with families involved in conjugal vio-
lence. Had it not been for me, we would not have developed. e. pro-.
Aram for battered women. Because of Ms efforts and efforts of other
intereMed women at TRIMS. there is cttently a very active prngram
for those involved in conjugal violence. The point I am making IR that
it is indeed curious that the most progressive entity of the TDMHMR
system would have nothing for this population were it not for some
staff level employees. There has not been much high-level attention
paid to the work on this project at TRIMS: however, it must be
stated that when an article in the statewide TDMI1MR newsletter
published a story about that work, TRIMS was imindated with re-
quests for information. The interest is there. TRIMS is being looked
to for answers.

This committee is seeking advice from this panel as to 'Congress
can best become involved. I would certainly hope funding go to a
healthy combination of research and service and neither be sacrificed.
Much of the research done so far has been descriptive and clinical
Outcome research on the domestic violence problem is requisite. Also
I would hope careful attention be paid to the follow tip o fany funded
research. The timing at which o comes are evaluated is often critical.
Provision should allow for sett es being revised for improvement. At
Interval House in Toronto. 1 member askiniu about a statement I
made in Del Martin's book "flatterer! Wives" regarding it IV() ,..1 n at

It.Interval House only one stay at Ole shelter and repeats .,, being
allowed. Since the b s written. we'have learned that b tered
wives make numer s atte pts at leaving and that one-stay rules are
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not good ones. The people at Interval House assured me that they no
lotwer had the rule.

Ikwould further hope to see funding directed toward reforms within
4.. the tyaining and practice of the intervenors. Morton Bard, who was

scheduled to appear before this committee, has developed crisis inter-
vention for police departments. Emergency room personnel need de-
velopme t and implementation of treating battered s . Finally
the laws themselves should reflect abhorrence of violen an the judi-
cial systEm should be empowered to enforce these I islation
n.,t directly involved with violence, but necessary an uisite to sus-
ttssance octside of marriage is criticalthis inclutreb law fer child
support enforcement. Requirements for public assistance 1113ed to be
reasonable.

To conclude, I would like to congratulate this committee on its
choice of witnesses. I feel as though I am in esteemed company.

Mr. SCHEIIIInt. Thank you very much, Dr. Myers.
Next WP will hear from Dr. Anne Flitcraft, postdoctoral felfew,

Center foi Health Service Research, Yale University.
[The statement of Dr. Flitcraft is as follows
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MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THI SUBCOMMITTEE:

The tiright lights of the emergency room and crisp order of the staff

define the atmosphere where the crises ofAaily life, the complex knots of

". 'culture, economy, work and love are whittled into "diagnosis and treatment."

A few patients break through the anonymelto become well known either

because of their illness ('sickler, acoholic, asthmatic") or their

persistence ("neurotic, hystvic"). But the majority pass through ritual

and limp homeward with a clean slate.

Confronted with this situation physicians are quick to share their

'frustration with emergency room patients who use the sersice "incorrectly"

and "ought" to utilize the clinics and primary care centers. In spite

of the so-called crisis in health care which makes evident the abysmal lack

of'care available to most individuals, physicians cling to the notion of

an "emergency" as an immediate life-threatening event.

The struggle about.resource utilization is really a struggle about

diagnosis. Patients triage themselves to the emergency room, and despite

the coMpleints of staff, it is in the end, the community which defines

the needs a medical facIlitylnuat meet. However, this-definition is not

always immediately apparent'for ft is hidden within the,coMplex categories,

of medicini whiqh-mystify social ctillectivity.

This resarch 'is an experiment in reconstructing that collectivity

from the iOdividuated histories of women seeking aid. Literally thousands

of woman-years are represented in the records of,these women.' In this

sense, we are not discussing an "epidemiology" norA "clinical syndrome"

but the history of the struggle women have waged tc define medicine in the

context of social reality beyond the examining room.
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The history of women in redicine is a vicious one, marked by septic

abortions sterilization abuse, forced rental hospitalization and suicide

attempts on prescribed medications. It is the history of women "allegedly"

raped and others "allegedly".beaten by huands. It is a struggle in the

deepest sense, and this work is dedicated to its spntinuation and eventual .

victory.

!I
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:

In the spring of 1970 a community center for women opened in the town

of Chiswick, just outside of London, England. It was to be a day care

center and'a place where housewives could overcome the isolation of their

nuclear homes to collectively meet.the growing economic crisis within the

British Isles.'

OUt,one woman brought her children to the center and asked for

.permission to stay as she needed refuge from the continual beatings she

suffered at the hand of her husband. Her request was granted and each day

thereafter more women came with the same request. In short time more than

fifty Omen and children from the town of Chiswick were living in four rooms

and the first shelter for battered women was established. Chiswick House

is now located in a large rambling home and is only one of more than seventy

shelters which have been established throughout the United Kingdom.(1)

Widespreaa publicity pie' battles with the government over housing

regulations prompted Parliamentary hearings on the problems of battered

women. In the midst of a growing national sCandal, British physicians

were forced to consider the issue.

"He hit me with his fists, feet and bottles,
smashing me to the floor; then he started to
kick, sometimes with repeated blows to the

face ... he has tried to strangle me ...
During my marriage of nearly four years I have
received constant bruises all over my body,
this has been more so during pregnancy. I

have received black eyes, cut lips and swollen

nose. MOst of my bruises have been to the
scalp where they do not show. On one occasion
I had bruises to the throat and abdomen and was
unable to speak; on admission to hospital I was /,%

found to have multiple injuries and broken ribs.""'

,

4 0

37490 0 78 13
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J. J. Gayford's study of 100 women living in Chiswick House finds

%III
that the above account is typical He notes that the majority had turned

to their general practitioner for 71 were taking anti-depressants

or tranquilizers.
Twenty one women ahd bean treated for "depression" with

chemiCal or physical agents. One half of thelasple population had tried

to commit suicide at least once but a majority admitted "it was only to

draw attention to their pliqht or to get away from the situation."

Those women had triad to leave their husbands many times before

finally coming to Chiswick Mouse. They had returned to tbe marital

home however because of promised reforms, threats and actual demonstration

of further violence, because children had remained in the marital home or

simply because there was "nowhere else to go." "Only eight went

because they felt love or sorrow for their husband."

Geyford notes that waren had sought help from a range of social

services with no resolution of the problem. Women had turned to the police,

solicitors, Citizen's Advice Bureau and physicians prior to seeking

refuge et the shelter. Out the very nature of the problem imposes a

dflowne for traditional social services for they presuppose a sanctity of

the marital home and deny the need for protection of women while long

term solutions art in process. For instance, the failure of the legal

system is inevitable so long as a woman is living with her husband for

the "threat of further violence is more powerful than legal sanctions,

resulting in most cases being withdrawn before they come to court ...

probation and a suspended sentence may result in violence ... short prison

sentences release a man whO has changed little and has grounds for an

increased grudge against his wife.
.(2)
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Gayford's in depth experience with the women of Chiswick House

Convinced him that 'rot wives were subjected to repeated violence because

they had no alternative Out to return to the marital home ... (and) places

of sanctuary are needed.
.(2)

fOnseka underscores tha imgoriance of battering as an etiology of

injury among women in his description of battered women seen in the

emergency room of King's College Hospital in England. He found that

Uttered women constituted 60: of all women admitted for treatment of

injuries suffered.in an assault. The pattern of injuries of such women

Showed 8 clear predilection for the face. Battering once established,

apparently tends to escalate in its severity over time for "when the

older woman suffered trauma at the hand orher consort, she was noted
--

to suffer a relatively more severe injury.
.(3)

Increasing divorce rates (4), studies on child abuse (5,6) and research

On the criminology of domestic crime (7,8,9,10) suggest that family life in

America is more like conflict management than blissful harmony.

The magnitude of wife-beating is suggested by Wolfgang's findings

that bottom 25 and SO% of all repurted homicides and assaults occur

within the family. (7) This finding was later confirmed (10) while other

Studies estimate that between 17 and 37% of all' divorces are attributed

to primarily physicel abuse (4,11,12).

The most common generalization in early work on wife-beating is that

°violence is as Arericen as apple pie" particularly among lower-class males (13).

Advocates of this "culture of poverty' theory (14,15) hold that for males

in low income commUnities, battering may well be normative behavior. Chester

and Streeter (11) found a higher incidence of physical abuse among lower

and working class families than families with a high socio-economic status

while lystad found that "class (income and occupation) was a more important

j tit
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predictor than race (16). Steinmetz suggests however, that occupational

environment rather than wage scale is a better indicator of potential batter=

ing (17).

There are important trends which Weir to contradict the theory of a

class,specific etiology of battering.. Strtuss finds no difference in the

attitude toward physical violence among working'class and middle class

parents (18). A study of one wealthy Maryland suburb found thai domestic

Complaints of physical abuse of women ran into the hundreds each month (19)

while a comparison of a district in Harlem to Norwalk, Connecticut reports

no significant difference in the incidence of domestic violence within these

radically different communities (20).

Haw can one explain' wife...beating? Some argue that men who art beaten

as Children grow into adulthood to beat their wives and children (21) while.

worn beaten as children art likely to accept abuse adulthood is normal (22).

Exchange theorists point to the interactional history of particular couples and

suggest that a wifOs "passive-aggressive, seductive or independent behAvior

my lead to domestic violence (23A, 238, 15). But the Dobash's wort sug-

gests that the family itself may be the source of violence as battering

emerges around demands for women's services (cooking, cleaning, child-care,

money management and sex) within the home (24).

The socialization of males in American society has been noted as a source

of violence. Whitehurst found that 121 or is male sample felt justified in

using force in response to marital .infidelity and 33% thoughtlhai violence

against women could be "an act of love" (25). Goode points Out that the

capacity of males to use violence within the family derives from their superior

resources °outside of the fami ly (26). Strauss and Nodmen would add, however.
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that cross-cultural studies suggest that male authority within the home seems

to follow from male authority over social resources only when male superiority

is a value maintained by culture and social instiWtions (27A)

In American society, in whfich the complex of male superiority as a value.

male authority over the home and male domination of social resources underpins

the relationship of every woman and Man, women who are battered find little

help in traditional social service settings. There is virtual consensus that

the Police, courts, welfare and social work agencies, hospitals and mental health

clinics have failed to respond adequately to the problems of battered women.

Bannon points out the training of police prevent them from viewing the

battered woinan as a victim with independent claims for help and safety (28).

Police may be officially instructed not to interfere in family disputes (29).

In some states, husbands are permitted to assault thtir wives proyided that

injuries are not "severe" (30). Doctors treat battered weimen with anti-

depresiants, electrol.shock therapy,or.mental hospitalization and label their

problem "depression." (1.2.3.15). It is not difficult to understand why some

researchers have noted that the present response of major institutions has con-

tributed to rather than alleviated the problems battered women face (24,31,

22,27).

The f:ct that there are virtually no adequate services available to bat-

tered women re-enforces and rationalizes the response of medicine, the courts

and police. It encourages the continual reshuffling of such women into and

around existing services. At a point where a woman "tits" into an existing

diagnostic category sha is able to.get "treatment." When she is injured,

she gets surgical help. When she is depressed, -he can get drugs. When she

tries to commit suicide she can enter the mental hospital. When she is finally

addicted to alcohol or drugs she can enter a "detox" program,.

Too many women understand too well the battered woman who writes: "I have '

learned that the doctors, the p9lice, the clergy and my friends will excuse my

,1:
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husband for.distorting my face, but won't forgive me for looking bruised and

broken. I have learned that no one believes me and that I cannot depend upon

any outside help. The greatest tragedy is that I am still praying and there is

not a human person to listen. All I have left is the hope that I can get away

before it is too late." (20)

1 9
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METHODOLOGY: STRUCTURAL CXT

A continual confusion an! abiguity will persist throughout this presenta-

tion unless the reader is aware tkat this is a study of the continual inter-

action of a medical care system and battered women. In one sense, this
0

limits the analytic framework 50 that broad generalizations about ba ttering

per se its magnitude and i-nolication in the society at large cannot be reached.

In another sense, this is a strength of the present work in that it is a study .

of battering and its i7oact ..:oon a medical care system and, conversely, a des-

cription Of 'he results of patient-;.hysidan interactions.

The methodology is ir->added in.an understanding of battering as a phenomenon

with historic dimensions as well as the assumption that.medical records are

a reflection of the relationshfp that exists betweon a particular patient and

this Impital complex. While this relationship may span many years for sone

patient nd only a single e..ent for oth-rs,tin each case the record const.)-

tate a particular, indivi:ualizeJ reTatior.:hip which may be determined by socio-

conomic and geographic a; well as medical ariables.

In other wirds, this is a view of battering from the limited vantage

point of medicine's own records; in this it is as much a commentary on medicine

AS it is a description of battered women.

4.
In previous presentaticns of this work, many have asked "how can you

compare the records of one w...:7:2n who has used this hospital for many years with

the record of another who has only recently used this hnspital?" In essence,

the question is wnether ere :an tilz historic data in ordom to describe

a present phenomenon? To the first aspect, I would claim that in each case,

time is not the relevant corstalt. bit interaction with the hospital is the

relevant constant frc'm tre :erspective of the medical care systeM; time, extent

200
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and historicity are descriptions of the interaction,but do not constitute

the interaction either from a patient's view or the clinicians'. To the second

dimension of this' critique, I would claim that there is, in fact, no other.viable

means of describing the present as abstracted from its history. To chose to

do so is an ideological rather than methodological distinction. The disaster

of an ideology which locates diagnosis within the individual event.

abstracting that event from its history and social context is well described

in the case study of battered women.

20.r
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KTHOOOLOGY:

SAMPLE: The initial savole consisted of all medically adult women who

sought aid for injuries of any kind at the Yale-New Haven Hospital Emergency

Room in December of 1975. The initial sample included, 520 women bet4een

the ages of 16 and 98.

DE FACTO SAMPLE: Data wes lathered from the files of Medical Reco.rds

at Yale-New Haven Hospital and such files were available for 481 women (92.5%

of the sample). Retorts were not found for 39 women (7.5% of the sample)

due to insufficient or erroneous identification, and records lost to clinics

and ipdividUal physicians. All data analysis in the study is, therefore, based

upon a sample size of 481 women.'

TRAUMA HISTORY: Each traunatic episode in a patient's medical record was .

classified in one of the following categories:

positive: injury was attributed to spouse or boyfriend in the

medical record of the f lent.

probable: patient was beaten, kicked, hit, punched, but no personal

etiology was noted.

gunoestive: the recorded etiology of the injury did not seem to

adequately account for the injury (i.e. fell down stairs and got

bolo black eyes.)

neoati;e:. nothing in report of injury would raise suspicion that

injury was result of battering; includes aniznymous assault and

muggings.

Data gathered for each episode included petient's age and marjtal Sta.tus,

the context, method and personal etiology of the injury, tilt, type 4nd location

of the injury, whether patient was pregnant, medications prt.ci ed in the

emergency room as well as disposition and referrals patterns re,..comended at

discharge from the emergency room.
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PATIENT CATEGORIZATIOI: Patients were assigned to one of four categories

based upon their trauma histories, If ant injury in the trauma history was

pesitiv., then the patient was categorized as positivt (battered) regardless

of the description of other, injuries in her record. If any injury in the

trames history wis probable, but none were positive, the patien te-

gorized as mulat (battering); and if any injury was suggestive of ttering

but none werg pcmitive or probable, the patient was categorized as r estive

(of battering). If every incident in the trauma history was negati t1 patient

wss categorized as negative (not apparently battered).

MEDICAL HISTORY AND GENERAL DATA BASF:. Information from review of the

medical record included descriptive data on' race, religion, method of payment

and usual care as well as Emergency Roca utilization information for both

medical and surgical services. Obstetrical history and marital status at

time of delivery were likewise recorded. finally...It date of onset of a

host of problems was noted; these included alcohol abuse, drug abuse, family

disorder, suicide attempt, rape, seizures, multiple vague medical complaints.

and concern about abuse directed against children, psychiatric emergency room

visits, Connecticit Mental Health Center uie and commitment to Connecticut

Valley Hospital.

METHOD Of ANALYSIS: Data was ana'yzed using a Data Text system primarily

because of the capacity of this system to handle the cross-correlations beb.oen

basic patient data and a variable number of. Illjury incident reports.

2 .1
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PRESENTATICM OF RESULTS

MAGNITUDE AND DIMENSIONS OF BATTERING

In order to under;tand the magnitude of the problem of battering as it

confronts an emergency room which has yet to develop a therapeutic alternative,

it is necessary to approach the dati from several vantage'points.

The pvert prevalence or incidence of battering considers only individual

events without benefit of'historical information. From the standpoint of someone

working in the emergency room for a brief period of timc, it represents

the "perceived" prevalence of battering. If the sample population is divided

into categories of risk on the basis of only the December event which prompted

contact with the emergency room, the following data emerges:

CATEGORY CASES PREVALENCE*

POSITIVE 14 2.8%

PROBABLE 115110°. 5.2

SUGGESTIVE 47 9.8

NEGATIVE /P 395 82.2

481 100.0

prevalence cases/total caseload

The present active prevalence emerges when battering is considered to

be an ongoing problem as opposed ta an isolated event. It represents the

number of women who appear to be in relationships where they are physically

abused. If the same population sample is divided into categories of risk based

not only upon the December event, but ilso matched medical histories from

January 1970-December 1975, the follooing data emerges:

20 I
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CATEGORY CASES

290 0

ko.

PREVALENCE*

POSITIVE 36 .6 7.2%

PROBABLE
-

21 4.4

SUGSESTIVE 47 .9.8

NEGATIVE 377 78.3

481 100.0 .

*prevalence * cases/total caieload

If one further recognizes that batXering.is not only an ongoing uroblem

but also one which may carry repercussions and risks to women even after.they

have resolved or dissolved an abusive relationship, then the historic prevalence

becomes important. If the sample is categorized on the basis of all trauma

history up to and including the December event, the foliating data emerges:

CATEGORY ICASES PREVALENCE*.

POSITIVE sl

PROBABLE 21 4.4

SUGGESTIVE 50 10.5

NEGATIVE 369 76.6

481 100.0

prevalence cases/total casPload

One further refinement is to recognize that since'batterinq is.a phenomenon

with histoFic dimensic4s, one can ii.rease the accuraty of prevalence de,

including a Ciort glimpse into the future. In other words, for,research

purpOses one can utilize data frcm 1976 to shed light on the question of

wliether a woman was injured In an abusive relationship in December of the

previous year. The documented prevalence of battering is reached by,categoriz-

ing patients on the basis of the entire trauma history accumulated through

March of 157,1,

2
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CATEGORY CASES PREVALENCE'

POSITIVE 46 9.6%

PROBABLE 23 4.8

SUGGESTIVE SI 10.6

NEGATIVE 351 75.0

481 100.0

In order to test the hypothesis that battering is an historic phenomenon

rather than an isolated event, consider for a moment, the implication of that

hypothesis, One would expect to find that if battering has an historic

dimehsiom and it tends not to be resolved within the preient social service

network, that; once a woman cores to the emergency room apparently battered

she would be likely to return again battered. The converse, of cOurse, is

that women seen in the emergency room apparently battered in December would

be likely to have trauma historip
indlpendent of the December event which

corroborated the clinicians index of suspicion. Constructioq of a simp4e

2 A 2 table to test the relationsnip
between the population judged to be at

risk in DeCember and the group judged to be at risk on the basis of other

medical recordt shows':

. EVALUATION

OF DECEMBER

EVENT

MEDICAL RECORD EVALUATION'

AT RISK' ._._ NOT ATTSV

'AT RISK 57 25

NOT
AT RISK 38 351

'AT RISK 1. positive.
probable &

suggestive

.

x2 signifiCant at (.001

2.04
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It is poisible to quantify the historic dimension of batteritng within thit

sample by considering the ratio of present active prevalence to historic pre-

valence. If many women were able to resolvq a battering relationship in the

contex of present social and political ontions, one wrAd expect to find a

present aitive prevalence which wakuisnificantly smaller than the overall his-

toric prevalence. In fact, however, this is not true and one finds that for

positiii cases

present active prevalence 7.5
.88

historic prevalence

If all patients who are judged to be at risk are considered, the same

trend is replicated. Adding the prevalences of positive, probable.and

suggestive cases gives the prevalence fOr those at risk

present active prevalence 21.7

historic prevalence Fri .92

The converse of the above data would be to calculate a

resolution index (historic prevalence - present active)
. historic prevalence

positive resolution index (8.7-7.5)/8.5 .12

at risk resolution index. (23.4-21.7)/23.4 £8

.)

7
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IMPACT UPC3 THE EYERGENCY PCCM SURGICAL SERVICE

The data presented on prevalence of battering is one measure of its impact

on the emergency room.
However, the prevalence data is based upon patient

categories and, therefore, presumes that the impact or service utilization

of battered women is the sa7e as their non-battered counterpart. In order

.
to underltand more realistic .ly the demands that battered women raise to

emergency room trauma services, one needs 3n understanding of the difference

between the rate or extent that battered and non-battered women utilize

gmergency medical services.

It has been shown that battering
is a phenomenon.with a time dimension.

Therefore, to consider its overall impact upon emergency services one must

recognize and use the tire dimension.

In the collective lives of
this sample of 481 women, 1419 injuries prompted

emergency room visits.

categories:

These injuries were coded and fell into the following

positive 75 5.3%

probable 157 11.0%

suggestive 183 12.9%

negative 1004 70.8%

1419 100.0%

When these same 1419 injuries are
regrouped according to overall patient

categories, it is clear that battered women
account for far more injuries than

their representation in tne sample population would suggest:

PATIENT CATEGORY % OF S,!"'1.1 4 OF INJURIES % OF TOTAL INJURIES

POSITIVE 9.6 319 22.5

PROBABLE 4.8 152 10.7

SUGGESTIVE 10.6 193 13.6

NEGATIVE 75.0 '755 53.2

100.0 1419 100.0

.0"



In other words', the mean nunber of injuries per patient is higher for

.battered than non-battered wcren. 'mien one considers only injuries which

have occurred in "medically" ault life (patient it 16 or older) the follow-

ing is found:

KEAN TRW.% INCIDENTS/PTIENT

POSITIVES 6.35

'PROBABLE 6.26

SUGGESTIVES 3.08

NEGATIVES 1.83

In order to control for age and years of living in proximity to this

emergency room in investigating the frequency of injury of battered and non-

batterd women: one can calculate an adult trauma index for that portion of the

sample which has at least two injuries reported in.the medical records of this

hospital:

Adult Trauma Index number of inJuriem
span in years between
first and last adult injury
recorded in medical record

ADULT TRAUNA INDEX

POSITIVES .973

PROBABLES 1.127'

SUGGESTIVES .822

NEGATIVES .346

The iglu trauma index represents the numb& of injuries per year. It

furthermore helps to clarify the status of women in the suggestive category.

On the basis of simply mean number of injuries, these waren appear to be

more similar to non-battered woren. However, when these injuriet are normalized.

over time,.as by the adult,trauma index, they clearly are injured at a rate

which.is more similar to battered woren. They may well be women who are at

2 9.
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the beginning of a physically abusive relationship with an accuTulated history

to date of only a few injuries but these are being accumulated at a high rate

in the count of only a few years.

It is clear then why it is that battered women account for an abnormally

high perchntage of the total injuries within the sample. They are injured more

frequently, and these mort frequent injuries art the result of battering,

not accidents. The following table supports this conclusion:

POSITIVE PATIENTS (9.6% of caseload) ACCOUNT FOR:

100% of the POSITIVE INCIDENTS.

,48% of the'PROBABLE INCIDENTS.

26% of the-SUGGESTIVE INCIDENTS

0 12% of the NEGATIVE INCIDENTS

The disproportionate need lbr emergency room surgical services by battered

1101111n apPears'to be due to repeated deliberate assault. The slight dispro-

portico of negative incidents may be a reflection of methodological error

or may in fact represent the real increase risk of accidental injuries imcurred

within a violent household.

But the reader must understand the data in personal tams as well.

Most women do not experience many injuries which &mend/emergency room inter-

vention and for 60% of the non-battered women in the.samole, the event of

December 1916, was their first such injury. BLit, this was trut for only 65

of battered women. If we continue this line of arguement, the contrast between

these women is even more marked:

.1 OF PRIOR INJURIES % Of NON-BATTERED' % OF BATTERED

NONE 60% 6%

ONE 24 11

TWO 9 16

THREE 4 15

97% 45%

2

17090 0 711 14
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In order to include 971 of the battered pOpulation in the above table,

it woul4 have to be expanded t7 inclvde 7denty prior injuries.

DESCRIPTION OF INJURIES ;no EV:NT

As in every other arena of r..edicine, there is no substitute for a

thoroOgh medicaletistory using both 7edical records and patient interviews

in order to identify battered women. There are factors however, which appear

to contribute to the develc4.7.1nt of an "index of suspicion."

Common sense would dictate that ost people seek emergency room attention

for a particular, discrete injvny at a discrete location. Automobile accidents

and falls are obviov exceptions because rultiple injury locations are to be

expected. Deliberate physical assault is likewise an exception. In fact,

onseen find a relationship between rultiple, injuries and battering as the

following graph displays:

INJURY

CATEGORY NUMBER OF SITES OF INJURIES

4 3 2 1

I

% Of POSITIVE 4 16 31 49 100%

% OF PROBABLE 3 8 27 62 100t

11 OF SUGGESTIVE 2 3 17 78 100%

11 OF NEGATIVE 1 11 88 100%

A-further confirmation cf this trenci is evident when one considers

that while patients may present with discrete'injuries, they may,well be

described in medical notes AS Sin-ply "multiple contusions, lacerations, etc.

for instance, a given encounter :ray 'reed "3 cm. occipitat laceration and

multiple contusions." in such a cast, the patient was considered o have
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One "discrete" injury and multiple contusions.. An independent consideration

of those patients with such designation shows that

% OF INJURY CATEGORY DESCRIBED BY ",...uLTIPLE" INJURIES'

POSITIVE 16%

PROBABLE 19%

SUGGESTIVE 8%

.NEGATIVE 4%

The injury patterns of battered women appear to be significantly

different from that of non-tattered women. This is to be pected If

Ont considers e 'body map" for risk of injvries. If the s rce of injury

is wort'Or household accidents, feet
and hands are the most common

location for Injury. Deliberate physical assault however, carries a different

"bOdy map" of likely injury. As the following table of data indicates,

battered women are more likely to present with Wuries to the head, face,

chest, breasts and abdomen while
non-battered women are more likely to

present with injuries to the forearm, hand, lower legs and feet.

% OF INCIDENTS WITH INJURY AT SITE

TOTAL X
2 significant at

POSITIVE PROBABLE iUGGESTIVE NEGATIVE

READ 18 15 17 9 9 ,4,001

FACE SO 52 22 11 14 4 .001

CREST, BREASTS
ABDOMEN 26 16 9 2 4 4 .001

FOREARM OR

NANO
12 10 22 10 21 4 .001

LEG OR FEET 4 7 22 23 17 4 .001



A further analysis of the data on this table will quantify in a

different manner the relative risk of injury 0 a particular ;ite for

battered women.

1

probabilit; of injury at

RELATIVE RISK OF INJURY . site in positive events
robabilitY of injury at
site in negative events

SITE- RELATIVE RISK OF INJURY

NERO 2.0

FACE 4.5

MULTIPLE 4.0

CNEST,BREAST
OR ABOOMEN 13.0

IINIOARIeR .4

FOR

LOWER LEG OR
FOOT .2

The problem facing a clinician in the emergency r6om is not so clear

as the "relative risk imp (above) might suggest.7.1n order to evaluate the

usefulness of such a risk map from the standpoint of a clinician1 it is

necessary to nalyze the'data from another perspective. For example, while

it is true that 50% of injuries-events positively attributed to battering

entail tidal injuries, it does not follow that 50% of all facial injuries

are due to battering.
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The following table displays the data from a clinician's view:

SITE POS PRO8 SUG6 NEG TOTAL X
2

significant at

'MEAD 8% 15S 141 63% 100% 4 .01

4

FACE 13% 31% 10% 461 100% 4 .001

CHEST
OUST OR

, ABDOMEN 24% 32% IS% 29i 100% 4 .001

.FOREARM OR
NANO 2% 6% 81 86% 100f 4 .001

LOWER LEG OR
FOOT 1% 4% 8% 87% 100% 4 .001

MULTIPLE . 121 33% 10% 45% 100% 4 .001

,
(ALL EVENTS S% 11% 13% 711 100%)

Two pointra must be understood about such injury mapping tables.

First, there do,appear to be injury patterns which are disproportionately

related to battering, either positively or negatively, and this should

seryq to heighten the clinician's index of suspicion in the cast of

injuries which art multiple, facial, head, chest, breast or aMominal

injuries. Stcondly, the-clinician oUght not to be lulled into an

abandonmeet of his/her index of suspicion solely on the basis of injury

location. The fact that a,patient presents with injuries to the feet,

bends or head does not rule out battering as a possible etiology. In

other words, this data is presented in order to encourage the heightening

of the clinicians index of suspicion, but is not to be understood as a

suestitute for a careful history and sympathetic patient intervlew.

A final note on injury patterns and description concerns the question

of general severity of injury. One might postulate that battering leads

to more sevioe injuries,than other accidentil causes. However, the

clinician who uses such a standard or depends upon simpfe severity of

nt.mc

-31
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injury to raise his/herindex of suspicion is making a serious error.

If we consider hospital admission as one measure of severity of injury,

we find that the InCidence of hospitalization for injuriev caused by

battering does not differ from the incidence of hospitalization for

injuries of other etiologies. For all the positive batiering incidents

in this caseload, surgical admission rate was 4%. For all the lagative

incidents in the caseload the surgical admission rate WS also 4%.

This is not to deny or dispute Fonseka's rnding that battering tends

to escalate in its severity over time. Early in an abusive relationship,

battered women may come to the emergency'room for primary intervention in,

the abusive relationship rather than medical attention.for an injury per se.

In II% of cases.where a woman complained of asiault by spouse or boyfriend,

n o evidence of specific injury was noted in the medical record, whereas

Only 2% of the negative population evidenced no specific injury (as, for

example, women "to be checked° following a motor vehicle accident). Fonseka's

suggestion of an escalating severity of attacks should serve to caution the

naive physicion.against ignoring the. real risks battered face, and

u nderstand instead Alte severity of injury which is likely to occur if

intervention is not available.

=TEXTUAL DESCRIPTION OF POSITIVE EVENTS

The development of Onefs index of suspictan is not, of course, limited

.61 a consideration of injuries. One might duspect that battering is a function

o( age - and within certain limitations this is obviously true and a truism ie)

children abused at age 6 are not considered battered women. However, considering

the medically adult population, there does not appear to be any corrglatfon

between a patient's age and the likelihood of being battered:

2.
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Mean age of\adults with injuries 33.7 years

atpositive incidents 28.01

at robable incidents 28.27

at uggestive incidents .32.29

at flegative incidents *35.46

. '
. X

2 is NA significant

One might alto postulate that the presence of children, and the number

,
of children,. in A, home might have a positive or negative effect upon the

likelihood of batering (that is children contr:bute to the stability or

turmoil of A relationship). However, enalysis of this sample reveals

that the numtr of children in the family does not differ significantly

between battered'and non-battered women:

Mean nufter of children

Total sample 2.626

Pmsitives 2.697

Probables 2.533

Suggestives 2.552

Negatives 2.634

Pregnancy however, does appear to be related V3 battering. Pregnancy

at time f trauma ws established either positively or negatively by

evidence from the medical records. Those cases where no definitive evidence

wes available V3 either establish or discount gravidity at the time of

traums'were consider4d as 'blanks, but for purposes of data analysis, they

were considered as Mt pregnant.

NINNUM SAGE OF INCIDENTS WHERE PATIENT WAS GRAVID

POSITIVE 7% OF TOTAL ALTHOUGH (DATA AVAILABLE IN ONLY 55%)

PROBABLE 8% " (DATA AVAILABLE IN ONLY 40i)

SUGGESTIVE 2% (DATA AVAILABLE IN 0N6Y 30%)

NEGATIVE 21 (DATA AVAILABLE IN ONLY 74%)

These figures give a minimum estimate of the relationship between

battering and gravidity. A maximum estimate can be reached by extrapolating
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the above figures to ICON of the incidents in each category, and woOld show

the following:

ESTIMATE OF MAXIMUM
SAGE OF INCIDENTS WHERE PATIENT WAS GRAVID

POSITIVE 7/55 12:7%
.

PROGA1LE 8/40 4,20.01

SUFIGESTIVE 2/30 6.61

NEGATIVE 2/74 2.7:
-

MARITAL STATUS AT TINE CF iJRY

Uttering is not confined to the legal relationship of husband and wife.

While this constitutes.the mst common reitionship of battering, other

relationships both famili'al and extra-familial may be involved. The

\\following table displays the range of relationships found in the present

simple of positive cases.

RELATIONSHIPS In POSITIVE CASOIIID

HUS1AND 54%

BOYFRIEND

FATHER S%

SON 4%

MOTHER 11

FATHiR IN LAW 1%t-
UNCLE 1%

Extrication from the legal constraints of matrimony however, does not

necessarily guaranty an end to an abusive relationship. In fact, women

who are separated or divorced as well as married are over-represented in'

the positive caseload:

9 ,7
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MARITAL STATUS AT TIME OF INJURY AS % OF CATEGORY

POSITIVE PRC3A9LE SUGGESTIVE NEGATIVE
..

MARRIED 47% 16: 33% 307,

SEPARATED 11% lem 13% 8%

DIVORCED 12% 15% 15% 6%

ENGAGED 1% 1%

SINGLE -. 21% 32: -33% 43%

WIDOWED 1; 3: 2% 8%

NO DATA 7% 15: 4% 5%

100% 100; ;30%
% of positive iglents

Calculation of the ratio of , gives a rough
1 of negative incidents

estimate of the risk entailed vis a vis battering which is conferred by a

particular marital status.

RELATIVE RISK INCURRED BY MARITAL STATUS

MARRIED 1.57

SEPARATED 1.37

DIVORCED 2.00

ENGAGED an not be computed

SINGLE .49

WIDOWED .13

It is interesting to note that divorce increases the relative risk

of battering and this should serve to underscore the difficulties that

women face in safely extricating themselves from abusive relationships.

A macabre note would call attention to the fact UAL, once married, the

risk of battering falls stvTicantly only for the widowed.
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DISPOSITION AND TREATMENT

At the present time there is no therapeutic alternattve for battered

women seeking help at this emergency room yet as a composite group, they

appear to receive treatment and disposition which are diffe;-ent than women

injured in other contexts.

Battered women are more likely to leave the e.ergency room with a

prescription for pain iedication and/or minor tranquilizers than non-

battered women. In fact, nearly one in four (24%) women who complain to

personel "my husband (or boyfriend) beat me" leave with such

prescriptions while'less than oneln ten 0%; of clearly non-battered

women receive suA medications. The distribution of medication at time

of emergency room visit;

PAIN AND/OR MIN% TRANQUILIZERS RX

% OF LASELOAD % OF RX

POSITIVES (5%) 10.01

PROBABLES (11%) 16.5%

SLIDGESTIVES (13%) 15.8%

NEGATIVES (71%) 57.7%

100% 100.0%

X
2

sign at < :001

No doubt that injuries deliberately inflicted by an intimate are more painful

and upsetting; but pharmacologic
salve,appears to be a poor therapeutic

choice given the previously presented evidence of the historic dimensiOns

6f battiring'and a dangerous choice in light of evidence to be presented

on the risk of suicide attempts among battered women.

2 9

-
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bisousidoa of Lutles also appears to be significantly different for

battered and non-battered wor:-.. What is the present therapeutic alterna-

tive utilized by the surgical staff? Two wints appear to be important. On

the on hand, battered woren are less likely to be followed in ER or surgery

clinic for attention to their injuries. This may reflect the pheno.;teno-
.

previously discussed (4, 22) of women seeking emergency room aid for

intervention in the abusive relationship as opposed to aid for injuries

that are the result of abuse. On the other hand, battered women are mere

likely than nonbattered women to be referred pr committed to various

psychiatric facidties by surgical staff. One is left with the undeniable

bata that, accordine.to the surgical staff, a woman who complains "My

husbandjor boyfriend), beats me" has psychiatric problem. It.is not just

a problem among the surgical staff however, as is revealed in the notes of

a battered woman who was,sent to the ER psychiatrist and was offered a short

term stay in the Connecticut rental Health Center. The woman refused with

the retortk "But'HE is crazy, not me."

CASE DISPOSITION

POSITIVES NEGATIVES

HOME 60; 75%

ADMIT SURG 4: 4%

F/U CLINIC 11; 20%

ER PSYCH 5% 1%

PSYCH CLINIC 3% 3%

CMHC 4: -

CVH 3;

PSYCHIATRIC CONTEXT OF BATT:RINI

Clearly, psychiatric facilities are at present utilized as referral

point; for battered wcf'en. .An irrrAiate hypothetis which come might argue,

is that psychiatric disorder a-ong woren is a cause or context for battering

i.e. continued phy5fc.11 as...1..)l '. is the response of frustrated riTo tO t)7eir
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emotionally disturbed wives. If this wir the case one would expect to

find the incidence of psychiatric problems among battered women prior to

the onSet of battering was significantly greater than the incidence of

psychiatric problems.among non-battered women.

For purposes of this analysis, the date of onset of batterinTis

Win to be the date at which a woman first.preiented to the emergency

MOM with injuries suggestive of battering.

COMPARISON OF PROBLEM INCIDENCE/100 WOMEN

NON-BATTERED PRIOR TO BATTERING4 X2.significant at

PSYCH ER 7 9 NS

CMHC 3.6 4 NS

CVH 1.. 2 NS

SUICIDE ATTEMPT 3 6 NS

DRUG ABUSE 1 2 NS

ALCOHOL 1 7 .001

'POSITIVE CASES

The problem incidence/100 women is slightly inc4ised in the

battered population, but is not statistically significant. Evidence

on the incidence of such problems after the onset of battering is to be

presented and will substantiate the probability that the ,lightly increased

prevalence of such problems is Fast likely a methodological error due to

the inaccuracy of dating the onset of battering from emergency rooni

records.

Alcohol abuse is tl!.e one exception in the above table and it appear'

that in a subset of battered boomer, alcohol abuse is significantly more

frequent prior to the cnset of abuse than it is in a non-battert.d population.

et
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It seems therefor that prior psychiatric disorder is not a sufficient

explanation of the general cause or context of battering: though alcoholism

among women may constitute a ipecific context which describes a small subset

of the battered pop:lation prior to theanset df battering.

PSYCHIATRIC IMPACT OF BATTERING:

The failure of adequate medtcal-social intervention has been alluded

to in previous sections above; .the conseguences of such failure are wide-

spread. In fact, one could argue that the isolation imposed upon battered

malign by medical personnel re-enforces, contributes and in this sense

Imposes a psychiatric dilemma upon.battered women with explosive repercussions.

If we consider specific psychiatric disorders such as suicide attempt,

alcoholism and drug addiction on tie onachand and psychiatric facility

utilization as a marker of mare general disorders on the other, we find

that the frequency of such problems is markedly increased among battered

women only ubse uent to the development of a trauma history indidative,of

deliba ta physical assault. Note that.within this.methodology this means

.such p bless emerge subsequent to a WOman's seekiiig aid in the emergency

room for injuries resulting from battering.

COMPARISON OF PROBLEM INCIDENCE/100 WOMEN

NON-BATTERED
,

SUBSEQUENT TO BATTERING X
2

sig. at

SUICIDE ATTEMPT 3 26 ( .001

UG ABUSE 1 7 g .001

ALIOHOL ABUSE 1 16 g .001

PSYCH ER 7 37 g .001

MC 3.6 26 <-001

cry 1 11 L ( .001

?"%177C
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A graphic display of the comparative frequencies of such problems

serves to underscore the impact of battering:

.;
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FREQUENCY OF PSYCHO-SOCIAL PROBLEMS /100 WOMEN

RELATIVE TO ONSET OF BATTERING

FREQUENCY IN NEGATIVE POPULATION

0 FRtQUENCY IN POSITIVE POPULATION
PRIOR TO BATTERING

GI FREQUENCY IN POSITIVE *POPULATION

I-- AFTER BATTERING

FREQUENCY OF PSYCHIATRIC FACILIYY USE /100 WOMEN

RELATIVE TO ONSET OF BATTERING

.
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In short, we have shoal that battered women ire not only subjected to

injuries far more frequently than non-battered women, but also that the

present social service network interventions are inadequate to prevent the

development of significant psychiatric sequelae.

In this sample:

:OS of battered women tried to commit suicide

151 of battered wofjen abused alcohol

.9% of battered worin abused drugs

371 of battered woman used the psych ER

20% of battered women used ihe CHIC

15t of battered waren were sent to CVH

and as shown above, the :oast majority of such problems began eftet first

seeking aid for Injuries suggestive of battering. In other words, had medical

personnel recognized the significance of battering and utilized an Index

of suspicion In the menagerent bf such cases, the serious sequelae noted

Obeve might well have been prevented.

OESCNIPTIONIIP-411101#1(rAND SUGGESTIVE POPULATIONS:

lf, as hypothesized, Injury patterns can be used to categorize

deliberate physical assault then women who were categorized as suggestive

or probably battered woran should also manifest similar patterns of rlsk

for the various psychiatric probleem outlined above.

N. might further hypothesize that those women who directly told'

medical personnel that lnjuries were tqflicted.by a spouse or boyfriend

might well be those women for whom col:rood assault presented the srmst

Mama, either because of the magnitude or frequency of assault or the

women's own isolatipe.

2
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.
Are the suggestive and probable caseloads actually bettered women?

As har been shown in previous sections on frequency of injury, and injury

patterns, the suggestive and probable caseloads fall, as aggregate dati', in

an Intermediate position between clearly non-battered and battered caseloads.

A graphic display of psychiatric problems and psychiatric facility utilization

reveals the same intermediary trend:

Ii

37.0110 78 g IS
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PSYCHIATAIC FACILITY USE/100 WOMEN

C.3 NEGATIVE POPULATION

SUGGESTIVE POPULATION

P6BABLE POPULATION

fl POSITIVE POPULATION
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further research is necessary to clarify the precise nature of the

relationship between battering and the development of significant psycl.i4tric ,

problems in these intermediary caseloads, but it appears that they too A

at risk tor severe sequelae and at present ought to be considered battered.

When One-considers the gererally fewe number of traumatic incidlikts in

these caseloads it.suggests that they are battered, but are in the early

part of an abusive relationship. If this is true, one would exoect that they

also manliest fewer problems to date. Proof would of course, depend upon re-

analysis of these at risk poPulationi at some future date. A second possibility

is that the intermediary samples are a composite,of both battered and con-

'

battered women and the relative numberical proportion of battered women in

the prObable and suggestive caseloads explains the intermediate status of

the aggregated data.

MEDICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BATTERING:

As has been demonstrated above, glittered wumen utilize both the ,

surgical emergealiDoon and various psychiatric facilities at a higher

rate than non-battered women. The frequency of injury, suicide attempts,

drug or alcohol addictions and referral patterns of the surgical and

psychiatric staff appear to contribute to this utilization pattern.

lettering is associated with a wide range of medical problems as well.

The injury pattern rap for battered women-revealed.a high incidence

of chest and abdominal injuries while analysis of pregnancy data showed

that woven were'more likely to tie injured while pregnant. It is not

surprising to find therefor. that the rate of miscarriage is much higher

for battered women. Nearly one in four battered women has sufferedet

least one miscarriage, while only one in fifteen of non-battered women

in this caseloaa had m.iscarried. Again, the suggestive and probatle

cases fall in an intermediary position.

IBP
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Mbatever.the dynamic that appears to contribute to an escalation

of battering during pregnancy, it has been recormized by battered women

for a long time. Prior to the adwent of legalized abortion, battered

women Intempted abortion rore frequently than non-tattered women and with

legalized abortion, battered lioren continue to choose abortiun more

frequently.

0
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FREQUENCY OF MISCARRIAGE AND AB0RTI0N/100 WOMEN

O NEGATIVE POPULATION

1:4 SUGGESTIVE POPULATION..

vs PROBABLE POPULATION

in POSITIVE POPULATION

231
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This appears to be a relatively consistent trend, regardless

of race or rough s3ci0-eccnoric status:

r) .

4 0 44*
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As suggested above, this may be due to the association between pregnancy

and further.physical assault. It appears as well to be due to concern for

.the Child's welfare. One in ten battered women have evidenced concern to

medical personnel about abuse of their children:

CONCERN ABOUT CHILD ABUSE

A final note on the apparent relationship between intimate relations and

battering is the finding that battered women in this caseload were raped

eight times as frequently as their non-battered counterparts. The absolute

number of rape cases in this sample is too small for statistical analysis.

but the invetigation of thit finding is now underway. It suggests. of

Course, that women are not only beaten by their husbands and boyfriends.

but raped as well. Note that as women had to struggle for legalized

adbrtfon, they are now having to struggle for recognition that rape is
4

possible within a marriage and that prfor association with a man does not

grant him claim over sexuality withfn that relationship.

1110

Thus far the problers of battered women

ce

been shown to touch upon

the surgeon, obstetrician, psychiatrist and pe iatrician. But in order to

complete the picture of the impact of battering on medical services the

internist must be considered. 8As background to this discussion the growing

understanding of the relationship between stress and disease is Important.

as is the recocnitio tha . the physician-patient interaction may well be

the sole confidential contact that battered women find Possible. These

two factors may help to explain the fact that battered women.seek medical

help more fhquently than non-battered women, end rely upon the emergency

room to a great extent. ,
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MEAN NUMSER OF MEDICAL ER VISITS

POSITIVES 12.6

ROSALES 9.5

SUGGESTIVES 6.2

NEGATIVES 2.8

Again, if this is normalized over time we can compute a "non trauma

ER index' 4. number of visits/span in years.

NON TRAUMA ER INDEX

POSITIVES 1.6

PROMBLES 1.8

SUGGESTIVES 1.0'

NEGATIVES .7

4111 Women present with a variety of complaints and problems, but in spite

of the fact that a brief review of the medical record would enable the

physician to understand a complex home situation, this appears not to be the

case and not an arena in which internists.care to intervene. What does

appear to be the case however, is a consistent labeling process wherein

headaches,.bowel disorders, painful intercourse, and muscle aches with

normal x-rays, GI series, scans and sed rates are the basis of a diagnosis

of "hysteria", "hypochondriasis", "neurosis" or simply "well known patient

with multiple vague medical complaints." All such diagnoses of course lead

the internist to prescribe mine tranquilizers and sleeping medications

rather than any serious consideration of battering as the real problem.

Such labeling appears in aggregate data to represent A consistent trend

among internists and we find, as in psychiatric disorders, that this

appears to be a problem wych arises subsequent to battering and is not

therefor an indicatinn of underlying personality characteristics:
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FREQUENCY OF MULTIPLE /AGUE MEDICAL COMPtAINTS /ioo '4 cis1

El NEGATIVE POPULATION

12 SUGGET,TIVE POPULATION

PROBABLE POPULATION

Ci POSITIVE POPULATION

ONSET OF MULTIPLE-VAGUE MEDICAL COMPLAINTS

RELATIVE TO ONSET OF BATTERING

FREQNENCY/100 PATIENTS

0 NEGATIVE POPULATION

POSITIVE POPULATION PRIOP

TO BATTERING

1:1 POSITIVE POPULATION SUBSEQUENT
TO BATTERING
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A summary of the relationship between battering and the onset of a host

of other problems is best conveyed in the following graph which considers

the restive percentage of problem within the positive caseload which.. .

Occur prior to and subsequent to battering. As has been shown above, the

incidence of such problems prior,to battering is not significantly di4rent

then the incidence arong a non-battered population except for alcohol addiction.
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ONSET OF PROBLEMS OF BATTERED WOMEN

AELATIVE TO ONSET OF BATTERING

.1Ir

3

% Of Coes where onset could not he

determinedi.
Suicide Attempts 7%

Drug Abuse 251

CVH 14%

CMHC . 8%



C.

AMHINVESTIGATION OF CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC VARIABLES:

If battering has,its roots in the overall status of women within

the society, one would expect that, it would appear within all social

classes, but with I greater frequency &rang those women who are oppressed

not only on the basis of their biological status, but racial and economic

status es well.

. The data supports both aspects of this hypothesis as we find that

bettering dbes occur within ell classes and races:

% OF POSITIVES

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Insurance 33.3
Welfare '42.2
Self 17.7
Other or none 6.6

Tarr
RACIAL

White 43.5
Minority 56.5

MUT
And it does appear from the vantage point of the emergency room that poor

Anid minority women are at significantly greater risk for battering than their

white and insured counterparts:

WHITE

RACE

MINORITY

PAYMENT

INSUIEZ WELFARE

% POStTIE 6.2% 17.5% 9.6 19.8

PROBABLE 2.2% 10.8% .6 10.4

SUGGESTIVE 7.6% 17.6% 7.6 21.9

NEGATIVE 84.0% 54.1% 82.2 47.9

100.0 1C0.0 99,0 100.0

However, it is likely that tne tc, Jsc rIn

is in part determined by cultur0, economic anl 30o9riphic

.1
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which may account, in part, for the apparent high rate of battering among

impoverished and minority women. Aralysis of geographic data underscores

the complexiti of thoretical generalization from the simple data given

above for it appears that proximity to the emergency room contributes

tO thE above data: -

PLACE OF RESIDENCE

NEW MA7E1 OTHER

POSITIVES 73.9 26.1

^ PRONABLES 95.0

iOGGESTIVES 66 34.

NEGATIVES 43 57

Further evidence for such a distinction in percePt!ion of the usefulness

of an emergency room can be seen if one considered the entire spectrum of

battering and associated oroblems. Rve and economic status appears to

determine, in part, the point at which women seek emergency room interventicm

and aid. Minority and welfare patients appear to seek aid early in the develop-

..
sent of battering, prior to the onset of significant psychiatric.or medical

illness while the white and insured populations manifest a significantly

greater fncidence of multi-institutional use and psychiatric problems before

seeking aid in the emergency rocm for injuries which result from battering.

While on a aggregated basis, the pattern appears clear that women who
.

are battered are at significant risk for the development of a range of problemi

including-alcoholism, drug addiction, suicide attempts ansl psychiatric hos-

pitalization the point of apparent relationship.with the emergency room staff

4*N differs according to class and cultural determinants. In other words, white

and insured patients arl likely to prtliint to the emergency room with a
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history of severe problems in which battering is but a part of a complex

situation while poor and minority women are.more likely to present lira

in the syndrome with few problems other than battering. Note, however,

that the end result of battering within the minority and poor population'

is more severe and this should uneerscore the importance of adequate pro-

tection and intervention st first presentation.

The alternative hypothesis, of course, is that batteringlitself

represents an entirely different syndrome within social classes. it may

well mirk the mint of isolation from sociel norms within a poor and

minority population and, therefore, herald the onset of other problems

which accompany such isolation. While in wealthier communities battering

as a result of prior isolation and socially deviant conteits.

A inal conceptual framework is to consider. the emergency room the point

of last resort.

.

In such a case, poor or minority women may simply have fewer places

to turn for a.d and, therefore, come to this emergency room while white

and insured fomen first explore the options of mental health facilities,,

cOunseling and self-destructive behavior. The emergency roar' clearly

carries a diAlrent "meaning" for different populations and one of the

challenges to any development of a crisi; intervention team will'be its

capacity to overcome the distance between the emergency room and women of

the more affluent classes.

24.1
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COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY/100 PATIENTS OF PROBLEMS RELATIVE TO THE ONSET OF.

BATTERING WITHIN RACIAL AND ECONOMIC §UBPOPULATIONS

-

ALCOHOL ABUSE

Trk7SAP 1141ITES MINORITY 21ligip213 1WELFARE

DRUG ABUSE 1 2 7 I 0 10 I 0 4 1 0 0 2 0 11

SUICIDE ATTEMPT 3 6 28 3 10 25 3 4 27 3 7 7 9 10. 46

MULTIPLE COMPLAINTS 2 4 22 2 10 20 1. 0 30 1 13 13 7 0 36

PSYCHIATRIC ER 7 9 37 6 15 45 7 4 31 3 6 20 20 10 47

MENTAL HEALTH CIR 4 4 26 3 10 25 5 0 20 2 6 13 17 5 . 47

STATE MENIAL HOSP I 2 11 I 5 15 1 0 12 1 0 7 4 5 2/

tt -1 gi I. .:... '...''' i... g L:5':-.; g 40 ".::. P44 .--1 ''14

rc .7 :Z .c :2 :g :2 :-.c. :2 < :2' < rc. : Z

v., m RI m RI RI 1,1 RI RI RI RI 1+1 rn rn RI

4.
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STATE/MIT OP DR. ANNE !LITMAN, POSTDOCTORAL PILLOW,

METER POE HEALTH SISRVICZ RESEARCH, TA/3 umzurn
Dr. Funzerr. The work I would like to present was conducted at

Tele-New Haven Hospital. I did this research for my M.D. thesis in
1918.

I looked closely at 480 women who were treated for injuries in 1
mon* in 1976. By "lcegaing closely" at this group of women, what I
mean to say is I looked at their entire medical records, compiled over
a number of years, consisting of reports of each doctor or hospital

A medical record could be 1% or two inches, or even .several
volumes ill told.

Anlong this population of 490 women there were a total of 1,400
k.injuries in the entire course of their collective lives.
s`Oftentimes it Weald thst women do not tell physicians or lawyers
or police that they sre being battered. by research indicates that
women tell again and again and in a trinety of ways, and it is the
very' tools of medical diagnosis itself that hide battering from the
m6dical purview.

Second, I would like to point out that in the shelter situation there
ire many women who may be psychologically imapired with histories
of drug addiction, suicide attempts, ilcoholism or psychiatric hoe-
pitalisation. Thew problems appear to be sequellae not only of bat-
tery, but also of intervention. In other words, current medical inter-
yentions appear to escalate the syndrome of battering rather than
ameliorate it. Tfierefore, if one looks closely, for instance, at medicPl

- treatment models, our processing of clients is just thatit is process-
ing. It is not benign nor helpfu . In fact, it seems to be very harmful.

Finallr, even speaking of a "battering syndrome" creates a labeling
situation. Viewed from the verbage of the medical label, it seems that
women are battered because they are "alcoholics", women are battered
because they are "drug edicts", or women are battered because they
have psychiairic problemsno wonder their husbands, batter them.
However, if we look closely, many, perhaps most, of the problems are
actually predated by the battering. I would like to fill in the scenario.

Mr. S'aitpza. I aidn't get that. The alcoholism or drug addiction
are predated by the battery I

Dr. Awaken. Yes.
Mr. &mute. Are you suggesting that the causal effect of being,

battered is seeking refuge in the world of alcohol or drug abuse?
Dr. Furcaerr. There is something more complex than a linear rela,

tionship between battering, alcohol, or drug addiction. Women seeking
help from the medical. sector experience increasing isolation : A
woman who was initially injured and seeking medical help finds
herself injured, isolated, and because of her isolation more vulnerable
than before.

Mr. &HIM& Why is she isolated?
Dr. leurcurr. rthink if I c4n fill in with a few statistics, you

will be able to understand the sceitario a little better.
Dr. Steinmetz was speaking about violence against the elderly.

Well, imergency medical personnel do not recognize battered women
either as a wide spread problem. At the time I began this research,
in fact, less than 8 percent of the population of injured women in
the month were recognized as battered women.
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When the records were reviewed, it was found that 10 percent of
the women who were seen in that month had a documented history
of battery, and an additional 15 percent had a history df repeated
injuries, which suggested physical abuse in the same way that re-
peated child injury leads tg the "diagnosis" of child abuse. So, in
ilia, 25 percent of all of the women treated for injuries in this
particular emergency, room in 1 month appeared to be at risk for
battering.

Mr. Scutum APpeared to be what t
Dr. Furcrusar. At risk for battering. Ten percent had a documented

hitory of it, and another 15 percent.had come in for injuries ranging
from stab wounds, gunshot wounds, and stories such as, "I fejll down
the stairs, and that is why I have-two black eyes and a concussion in
the back of my skull," which is an injury difficult to obtain in that
kind of accident,.

One turns to the 1,400 injuries which had been treated in this
emergency room over the past SOW 20 years, and finds that 22 percent
of all of the injuries had occurred in the population of women that
.we knew were being battered, and an additional 23 percent of all of
these injuries had been inflicted upon women that appeared to be
at risk for battery. In sum, a total of 45 percent of all of the injuries
occurring in this population of women appear to be attributable to
'spouse abuse.

Now, in order to translate, this into more personal terms, it is
important to note that most people seldom need medicil intervention
for miuries. For instance, 97 percent of the non-battered women had
been to the emergency room fewer than five times. But 16 percent of
the battered women had beewthere more than five times; many of
the battered women had been to the emergency renm.between 12 and
20 times., So the frequency of injury is markedly increased among
battered women.

Not, the questior you asked, Mr. Seheuer, about sequella and so
forth, I would like to point out that if one compares

Mr. Scnetta. I think you ought to use some phrases that would
be more intelligible to the average laymen than "sequella."

Dr. FurntArr. Well, let me take the libel off of it entirely and
jnst describe to you the population of non-batteml women and i
population of battered women.

I would like to say at the outset that if one looks at the rates of
drug abuse, suicide attempts, medical labels such as hysteria and
neurosis, hypochorulriasis, or commitments to State mental hospitals,
one finds that prior to the onset of battering. populations of non-
battered wonwn and battered women are Fttatistically indistinguish-
able. Only in the variables of alcohol abuse is there a subset of
battered women who appear to have a prior history of alcoholism.

However, subsequent to the development of batterythat im, after
women have come to the emergency room seeking aid for injuries
that resulted from battery, one finds that the rate of drug abuse

' increases seven fold anumg battered women. The rate of suicide
attempt increases, again, seven fold, so that 28 percent of the popu-
lation of women have attempted suicide after they have been first
noted by medical authorities to be fit risk for battery. And 22 percent
received labels such as hypoChondriasis and hysteria.

24 J
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lir. Somoza. Now, maybe you could tell us whq you think our
role ought to be in this. What should the Federal Government do

ht terms of research I
Dr. FuTaierr. In summary, I would hke to say that the mesns

by which medicine is currently interacting in treating battered women
are not only impractical but dangerous. The prescription of tran-
quilizers and pain medications must inevitably have an effect on the

suicide attempt rates.
Mr. Somoza. Why is that
Dr. FurcitArr. Because one of the most frequent modes of attempt

is an overdose on legally prescribed drugs.
Mr. &neon. We ,are. a drug-oriented eociety. We believe there is

a drug for everything. We believe there is a chemical for every
problem.

Dr. Furcurr. That is obvious whiff you come to the emergency
room...You say, "My husband beats me,' and you get a prescription
ior valium.

Mr. Scutum The fact that we are a drug-oriented society and we
are inundated on the AV with a. drug for every problein and a pill
for every problem,- does that mean that our society at large has a
higher suicide rate than other comparable societies where they aren't
ekvocating a drug for every challenge or anxiety I

Dr. Furcurr. It'is very difficult to find an industrially developed
country which has medical systems substantially the same as ours in
which the use of moderate tranquilizers is not a common everyday
occurrence and adaption to industrial life and its stresses.

Mr. SCHIWZR. Now, about a decade ago Norway put all drug
prescriptions into a computer and they worked out a system of
monthly evaluation o: what was going on. The computer could tell
them once a month if a single person is going around to a lot of
doctors and getting drug prescriptions, so there would be an early
warning signal of an individual patient abusing this system, and
the computer would pop up an early warning signal if there was a
doctor who seemed to be prescribing more psychotropic drugs than
his patient population would indicate was appropriate, and they
would go to him and ask him Rhy. He would say, "I am specializing
in treating hyperkinetic children." That is a good explanation. "And
thit is why I had all of those drug prescriptions." They find out from
justietting drug prescriptions on a computer.

When the medical profession knew that somebody would be watch-
ing all drug prescriptions, the total array of drug prescriptions
dropped over a third. Now, do you happen to know whether this is
accompanied by a drop in the suicide rate?

Dr. No.
Mr. &neon. hat would be interesting to find out.
Dr. FuratArr. It would be interesting. It is also interesting that

when doctors fro out on strike the death rate falls. The practice of
modern medicine, if one looks at it clinically, does not necessarily
come out well.

Mr. &ingots. I serve on the Health Committee. Did you know it
was only in about 1905 or 1910, it was only at that late time in our
history, when, if there was a meeting between a doctor and a patient
the chances were as much as 50-50 that the meeting rum result in
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something good(-to the patient? 'That up until thatAime the pre-
. ponderant probability was tli.a i. the patient would have been better
off without having any contact with the-doctor at all?

Dr. Flamm. I would like to discuss medical history and get into
herbal medicine and homeopathic medicine, but that is not today's
topic. .

Mr. Sawn. Le's face it. I would say that 90 percent of our
health outputs are not brought by doctcirs or nurses or tertiary hos-
pital beds, but by who? Tell me, somebody out there. Ourselves. We
are in control of our own health outputs. We are in control of 90 pcx:
cent'of our health outputs in terms of our diet, our exercise, our inges-
tion of drugs, se f tobacco,our involvement in violent situatinns,
constant invo

r
vem in violence. So the whole sickness eure system

only has a miniscu e ,effect on our health. The, other 97 percent are
determined brourselves and the fact is that,,what we need in this
country is a vast reorientation dt.ki whole way we provide itickness
services.

We shOuld stop providing sickness care. We should stop providing
tertiary hospital bed care as the preponderant service that our health
care system offers, and we should offer instead health care instead of
sickness care, preventive care, mostly delivered by paraprofessiomils.

This whole question of violence within the family, to my mind,.is a
preyentative health matter, and there should 1* counse-g by neigh-
borhood paraprofessionals, somebody in the neighborhoa; somebody
given 6 months to a year of on-the-job training in this kind of
counseling would perform more good .than all of the emergency /
wards and tertiary hospital beds iii the country.

Dr. Furcsaitr. Mr. Scheuer, one could say that nutritional counsel-
ing could lead us all to eat healthier foods, but if we listened to
what people are saying, almost every meal produced in the country
is carcinogenic, and such counseling therefore would lead to starva-
tion. Only in the food and manufacturing process can we affect the
nutritional status. That is the w we deal with fainily violence. /

I think it is important tha on't put labels such as "heelth
problem," "mental health o lem, a "criminal problem" on this,
because the history of such labels inevitably is a fregmentation of 4

services and such fragmentation contributes to the problem, not its
solut ion.

In other words, if we are going to think ahout policies which
could affect the level of domestic violence in the cuun:ry, then we
have.to look at policies concerning the economic rights of women, at
pelicies concerning the community mental health center movement
and their change from basically a social service orientation to a
psychiatric orientation, which means there are no social services
within many areas because the community mental health centers
were established under a combined movement of mental health and
social services. but have ine..essingly bi't .711f) mental health oriented.

Finally, employment and education are crucial areas. But I think
other areas which may not be as direetly relatedfor instance, the
discussion about whether or not abortion for women shouhl be
federally fundedobviously do relate to the issue otfamily violence.
As has been testified, women are more likely to be battered when
they are pregnant. There is an indication that haekroont abortions.

Li7
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septic aborfions, deaths from illegal abortions, occurred Primarily

to !uttered women. Discontintnince of funds for abortions will mean
that many women will have to choose between illegal abortions or
battering during the course of their ppegnancy.

Mr. Soutuna. Dr. Flitcraft, could you address yourself, and then

when Ms. Fields finishes, I would like the whole_ panel to address
themselves, to any advice you can give this subcoMmittee as to our
specific mission? Now, let's get clown to the bottom line. What do
you tliink our subcommittee ought to do? Our subcommittee has
jurisdiction over Federal R. & D. We have jurisdiction over most

R. & D. in HEW. What kinds of research do you think we ought to
enceuraige? What kinds of additional services should we encourage?

Dr. Fixrcaarr. Fiom the research end of things, I suggest that
there are three important lemcnts. Structural conflict really needs
to be looked at more closely at the macroeconomic levels. We should
look at the impact of major social policy upon domestic violence to
try to understand.whether or not. a change in these areas might help.

Mr. SCUEUER. I think we can take it as a given that there is

prOably more domestic intra-family violence among poor families
thitu among middle clasS families.

And probably the, anxieties of nemployment and tensions caused

by unemployment and lack, of adequate family income do produce
enough frustrations and enough anger that takes the form of intra-,
family violence, because the family is where the individual whO
unemployed can lash out and strike somebody. So I think we can
take that as a given, can we not Do you gee any real point in spen4
ing a lot of time ,and effort coming up with documentation for the
principle that unemployment and poverty produce frustrations,
anxieties and anger that takes the form of intra-family violence?

Dr. Ft-,IrritArr. I think unemployment is one macrovariable, but
I think the issue of women's roles in the home and the stresses placed
upon the home !;y women entering the work force are other areas.

Today, women's roles are in flux. How this is going to change
traditional family theory and what this means is not at, all clear.

There are SOW who would say that equal opportunity for women,
.outside the home in fact will increase the level of domestic' violence,
anti there are others

Mr. SCHEUEIL How is that, case wade?
Dr. Firrcitarr. That ease is ma& by Saying tharwomen are beaten

not because of the wbimsy of individual men& but in fart women are
beaten in part as'a result of power struggles within the. nuclear
.family. Within the family. and as' women seek to gain and demand
independent arenas or mutual power within 'the family, that. there
t hey berome subjected to violence. . .

' Mr.-Fitt:HEVER. Would you also say that in lother societies, where
.toruen Ire structured in a dependent role and where there is very
hrtle.or no power sharing, there is less intrafauiily violence because
.there is lesm.challetige to male supremacy?

ArrotArr. I don't believe that research has been
'. Mr. Scurtrza. Mes the process of change in woman's status itself
produce this intrafamily violence

Dr. FLITCRAiT. I am not sure. I think when' we begin talking
about the evalution of programs that cortioinly is a question because
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what'is success if in fact the ans-wer to your question' is that women

who are passive do not get beaten? Then, some Would say successful

programs are those which train women to accept their role within the
home. Is that a successful program? On the other hand, if it is true
that women, are subjected'to violence when they gain strength within
the home, when they begin 'to estab?ish social communications and
social strength with other women outside of the home, if then this
leads to their getting battered, what should a shelter program look

like, for instance? It may in fact precisely be the woman who is
strongest, most independent ad most capable in the outside world
who comes to the shelter, not the helpless "victim." I think it is an
open question. I am net willingito throw the whole research fund
down the drain after that questmn, bui 1 think there are talented
people around with sufficient 'analytical insights to suggest .not
irrelevant answers to that.

Mr. Sourr7ER. Can you tell me what societies around the world have
the highest rate of int rafamily violence?

Dr. Furriktrt. NO; my expertise is not international comparisons
of culture.

Mr. Scnirsa. Dr. Steinmetz?
Dr. STEINMETZ. Germany seems to be higher. We are second. Only

Germany seems to have higher rates from the data I have looked at.
Mr. &furze. And what is the explanation for that?
Dr. STznotrrz. I don't know. I guess it goes to the culture, like

in our culture beating, spitting, hitting, keeping each other in order is

accepted.
Scnzrze. A hierarchy of disciplined oriented soiety

Dr. SmDimen.,Sort of, yes, and I think in Germany it perhaps
goes even further. When you travel through Germany you are amazed
at the system of authority there. You know it is almost like you are
seeing a 1942 movie. My son lost his camera on a trolley car. We
got off and and left it there. The conducter told us precisely when
that train would go by and the camera would be there, and that very
second the train came by, anti there was the camera. There is this
kind of obedience of perfection.

Dr. FuTcaArr. May I make one other point I
Mr. SCHEUER. Very briefly. We have another witness.
Dr. Puma/tn. I think there Ls a problem in that recently we have

become oriented towards research focused only on the batered
woman. The problem has only recently been "discovered," although
women have been flocking to institutions for a millennium it seems.
I suggest tit important research questior is: What is it about the
institutional 4ructures amlipractices of law enforcement, of medicine
and psychiatry, and so forth, what it is that enabled them to keep
the problem hidden frbin public view for so long? What are the
modes of operation by which the problem is in fact hidden, and do
the present modes of medical therapy and so forth, exneerbate the
problem? in other words, problematically, do we really need increased
intervention by the social agencies as they exist or is it possible that
the activities of those agencies are really Ithrmful to the population
bf peoplit we are trying to reach ? ft is a question that has Leen looked
at all too little. Meanwhile, more end more social agencies are
jumping bnto the bandwagon to protide "services."
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Mr. &mum On what local principle could the .intervention by
these social service agencies actually exacerbate family violence?

Dr. Furcurr. I think it could. I would ask you to see a woman
who has been brutally beaten by her husband and taken ,1,0 the

emergency room, where she tells every nurse, every technician and
every doctor in sight that her liusband has beaten her and that she
is afraid to.go home, and yet the axial worker gets a cab and sends
her back home, whereupon her husband beats lter- again. This time

it is for telling the physicians and the nurses and so forth, and she
returns to the emergency room that same night even more viciously

batteeed.
Dtie can say medicine just did its. job. It put the bandaids on. It is

not our problem to intervene. On the other hand, I would suggest
that one could.say similarly to the middle-aged man with the heart
attack to just lie there, you are overweight, you don't exercise, you
smoke, you drink, you eat unhealthy foods. How do you expect me
to do anythine Now, go home. Here's a taxicab. I think if we look

at it in those kinds of models, we can see how existing practices within
major institutions do real harm.

Sir. Scum-EL Thank you very much. We are now going to hear
from Ms. Marjory Fields, Bmoklytt Legal Services, Brooklyn, N.Y.

[The prepared statement of Ms. "ields is as follows:]

4
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VIOLENcE RESEARrE .ND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
MARJORY D. FIELDS,
Attorney

TESTIMONY BEFORE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE OH SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

NEARINGO ON DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
SCIENTIFIC PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND
COOPERATION, FEBRUARY IS. 1978

Wife beating is serious and widespread social and legal

problem. In the past six years Brooklyn Legal Services has
1

represepted more than 3,000 women seeking divorces because of

repeated serious violence by their husbands. From May 1976

through May 1977, 60% of our 600 women divorce clients had been_

beaten by their husbands on two or more occasions. Of the 360

beaten wives, at-least 30% had been beaten when pregnant. The

New York City Crisis Centers located in city hospitals handled

more than upo cases in the period from July through December
4

1977. Of these cases 490 were battered wives and 2 were battered

husbands.
1 Wife boating is not an urban problem only. It xists

all over the United States, in all socio-ecenomic classes.

Brooklyn Legal Services has received requests for information on

ways to aid battered wives from Texas. Rural Legal.Assistance, an

Indian Resrvation in Orern and Mentriomery County, Maryland.

Battered wives support groups and shelters have been established

1. 'Crisis Centers,' The New York Times, Jan. 8, 1978, p.33,
col. 1.

4.
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in Fairfax CoUnty, Virginia and Fairfield County, Connecticut,

as well as in Rochester and Brooklyn, New York', San Francisco

and,Orange County;\California.

Wife beating is a pattern pf physical abuse of a woman by her

present Or former husband or male :ompanion. It consists of

repeated blows inflicted igh intent to do harm. It is more

serious than i verbal dispute or a single hove or slap. Threats

and verbal abuse which were preceded by beating are part of the

control of wife by her husband which is basic to wife beating.

Tbe term "battered wife" used here includes any woman

assaulted or threatened byrit man with whom she has been intimate

or to whom she is or was married. A battered wife is uniquely

dependent upon her attacker. She is bound to him legally,

,financially and emotionally. Typically, battered wives feel

powerless to change their vicitmiied condition. They are filled

with self-blame, believing that they actionq have caused the

beatings they spffer. Battered wives are trapped by an

unresponsive legal system which effectively leaves them

remediless against the men mto seek to control them. Their

plight is wdroethan that of rape victims because battered AVOS

are compelled to continue living with their abusers.
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The.legal system fails to piotect battered wives from

illegal attacks by their husbands. It is assumed that the

battered wife is the guilty party, who has provoked, deserved

and wanted the beating. Having no recourse under the aw, the

battered wife is therefore forced to f/41 and hide fur lpr

safety. As a result she is deprived of her liberty and prverty

without due process of law. Tlie offender is left at liberty in

the comfort of his home and friends, his acts of violence not

only excused and forgiven, but also condoned and reinforced. As

a class battered women are denied the protections afforded other

'victims of crime. They are discriminated against by police,

prosecutors and judges. As women victims of crime, battered

wives axe not believed. The stitements of their husbands or male

companions however are given presumptive credibility. Finally,

battered wives are espected to keep their feelings and opinions'

to themselves and to accept their husbands° abuse. Thus,

battered wives are denied the civil rights and civil:liberties

guaranteed to all citizens by the constitution..

There is no doubt among social scientists that family

violence is Prevalent. Wherever shelters for battered women

are opened, they become filled to capacity almost immediately.

It is therefore not necessary to fund further research into the

extent of family violence. Research must be directe toward

developing meaningful responses and effective prevention.

2

r.
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In 1967 ,Aaymond I. Parnas theorised that domestic disputes are

the prelude to most spouse murders and serious assaults. He

believed that prompt and skilled intervention at the minor

disturbance level might-decrease the serious violent crime

occurring among family members.? The 1973 study of domestic

Violence condUcted by the Kansas City, Missouri, Police

Department,and a 1974 study of conflict-motivated homicides

and assaults in Detroit conducted by James D. Bannon and G.

Marie Milt support Parnas' hypothesis that murder and serious

assaults are preceded by minor assaults.

The Kansas City Police Department found that they had

responded to pisturbance calls at the address of homicide

victims or suspects at least once in the two years before

the homicide in 90 percent of the cases, and five or more

tines in the two years before the homicide in SO percent

of the cases. They had responded once to disturbance calls

at the home of viCtims or susPects in 85 percent of the

aggravated assault cases, and five ormore times to

disturbance calls in 50 percent of these cases during the

two years before the aggravated assault.3 9f the total

2. Partial, 1967 Wis. L. Rev. 959.

3. Breedlove, et.al, "Domestic Violence and the ?once: Kansas
City," in Parico Poundation, Domestic Violence and the
Police, 23 (1977). (Addresses-alairr lle dwe1lrRiii7With
many tenants were excluded from the .alysis.Ko.data were
gathered on the number of disturbance calls which never
restilted in violence.)

1
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sample of Cases studied, 42.3 percent involved physical

force, but when tho.participants were either married or

divorced the incidence of force rose to 54.4 percent. When

the participantu were comman-law spouses, relatives, strangers

or acquaintances, howeyer, physical fordb occurred only 30.7

percent of the time. Another significant barometer of

violence was tho threat. When threats were made vioJence

occurred in 53.9 percent of the cases.
4

Of the 294

conflict-motivated homicides studied in Detroit, 90 (30.6

percent) involved family members.5 Sixty-two of these

family murders were preceded by histories of conflicts.'

The police crime prevention function is not being'developed.

In spite of emphasis on more sophisticated responses to domestic

disputes the average patrolman is failing to gather sufficiell.

information to make a determination of the'nature'of the problem.

There is no difference in the aid offered in cases of verbal

disputes or physical assault. The spontaneous non-arrest

4. Id. 27.

5. Milt and Hannon, "Conflict-Motivated Homicides and Assaults
in betroit," in rolice Foundation, Domestic Violence and the
Police, 37.

6. Id. 39.
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practices describii by Parnas have been extended by the

patrolman, relxing on.official police departmentpolicy in

fnvor of adjustmerit. to inaction in all cases of family assault.

Arrests are not made when there has been violence, or when an

injured wife requests to file a complaint. The mediation

training for.00nflict-resolution stresses neutrality, which

in turn reinforces the wife beater's notion that he-has done

nothing wrong. Battered wiveaare made to share the blame for

.the injuries they have suffered, juat as the rape victim has .

been held responsible 'for the crime committed against her.

Thus, violence in the home escalates, because the victim has

learned that the police will give no aid, and the offender

knows that he will uffer no penalty.

A comparison of the effects of different types of police

responseis urgently needed. Two opposing tendencies are

exemplified in the police training publicationS of the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) which stresses

arrest avoidance and mediation,
7 -41

nd the International

Association of Chiefs Of Police which urge. that wife beating be

treated the same as any other criminal assault.

7. Bard, The Function Of The Police In Crisis Intervention and

Conflict Kinliaent - A Training Sui-de, U.S. Dept. Of Justice,

IZAA, National Institute Of Law Enforcement aneCriminal Justice(1974).

S. International Association of Chiefs of Police, Training Keys

245 and 246, Wife beating and Investigation of Wife Beating,

respectively (1976).
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A third position is that no official policy is stated by the police

agency, leaving the individual police officer toexercise unfettered

discretion in'response to family violence calls for police

assistance: Analysis of the effects of each approach on subsequent

violence among family members couldbe the basis ef an informed

choice of police policy alternatives which will reduce

.violence.

There were 2359 spouse murders in 1975 reported in the

F.B.I. Uniform Crime Reports. This was 11.5 percent of ttie

total number of criminal homicides committed in that year.

"Momantic triangles and lovers quarrels" accounted for another

7.3 percent of the murders In 1975. The wife was the victim in

52 pehent and the husband was the .victim in 46 percent.of the

1975 spouse murders.
9

More than twenty years earlier, the

same proportion of wife to husband victims was found in a

'simple of 100 spouse murders, 53 wives and 47 husbands were

slain.
10

A 1960's study of 200 women imprisoned in

California found that 63 of these women had killed their
11

husbands or "lovers."

9. 1975 Uniform Crime Reports 18-19.

10. Wolfgang, Patterns in Criminal Homicide, 212 (1950).
11. Ward et.al., "Crimes of Violence by Women," in 11 Crimes
of Violence, 868 (Staff Report, U.S. National Commission on
the Causes and Prevention of Violence (1970! (Hereafter, "13
Crilies of Violence").
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pause murders have a greater social and economic cost than

homicides because the incarceration of the offenders makes

phans of their children.
12

A study of women in prison for

murdering*their husbands or companions should inquire ieto the

history of their relationship with their victim, and who is

caring for and supporting their children. This could document

the hidden social and economic costs of the orphanod children

of battered wives, as well as the potentially lethal consequences

of wig, beating.

Definitions of self-defense and victim provocation are

being expanded to.provide the basis for acquittal and light

sentences when husband murders are committed by wives who

have been the victims of years of wkie beating. A wife's

conviction for murdering her husband was reversed because the

trial court failed.to charge thejury that Ihe defendant had

no duty to retreat from an aSsailant in her own home.
13

. . . .

-Theis defenaea raise difficult problems.for a society which

seeks to deter murder by making it
. rewarding and unnecessary.

12. cf. *Parents in Prison, Forgotten_ Children Find Home in
8choor7",The New York Times, November 17, 1977, p. 35, col. 1.

13. People v. Paxton, 47 Mich. App, 144, 149, 209 N.W. 2d 251,
253-54 (1973).

1
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Analysis of spouse murders shows that wives tend to kill

husbands who have a history of beating them, although husbandwkill

wives withOut provocation. Sociologist, Marvin Wolfgang,
a

developed the concept of "victim-precipitated" homicides.

Ne defines them as "those criminal homicided in which the victim

is a direct, positive precipitator in thercrime." The Victim ls

the first person to use physical force against his eventual

murderer.
14

.
Applying this analisis to spouse murders, he found

that 21 husbands and 5 wives were victims of victim-precipitaied

homicides, but in non-victim-precipitated homicides, 19 victims -

were husbands while 48 were wives.
IS Wilt and Bannon found that

husbands killed their wives after insulting their wiven or ordering

their wives to perform some task. These husbands attacked their

wives because the husband felt their wives should accept insults

passively, or because the husbands were not satisGied with the

way their wives performed the tasks."

.14. N. Wolfgang, Patterns_in Criminal Homicide 252 (19',B).
15. Id. 260
16. G. Wilt and J. Bannon, "Conflict-Motivated Homicides and
Assaurts in Detroit," Domstic Violence and the Police 39-40
(Police Foundation 1977T.

2 ....

. .
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Wife abuse entails not only extreme physical punishment, but

xtraordinary decradation of the womanP A person whose sense

of self-worth has been destroyed in this way is not deterred by

the probability of punishment tor murder. She may bAieve that

she is worthless and daserves to go to prison. She may see

prilfbn as better than her present exit.tence with its conntant_

brutality, The woman who suffers in thin way may be considered

to be temporarily insane and therefore not guilty of murder.

Each case Must be evaluated so that it is clear that these

defenses will-succeed only when escape A5 practically impossible,

or the offender is not capable of knowing the meaning of her act.

Ward, Jackson and Wardwho conducted the California women's

prison study drew two conclusions from their findings. The

first is that "in order to prevent a major portion.lone-thirdl

of the criminal violence in which women engage, One would have

to do something about unha:py [violent! marriagen and love
A

affairs." Secondly, they point out that there in a trend toward

irm.reased violence by women, which may be "accelerated as woo.mi

become emancipated from traditional female role reguirementn."18

These theories have grave implications for incre4ses in

76-86;
39-40

Rights

Wilt and Bannon, in
(Belie.. Foundation 1916);
L. Rep. 144-45.

17. Martin, Ilattered Wives, 1-8;
Domestic Vic:O.-ince and the Police,
kisenberg and miacrow, 1 Women's

le. 13 Crimes_of Violence, 907.
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spouse murder resulting from husbonds tre, kt.:i ng wive its ohjec:ts

of property. The tradittonal tole of wife servant oho may

be chastised by her husband it. being rejectd by 9.,men. If

'women aie unable to get help from sLwiety to ext.-icate Lhemselve:i

from such violent relationships, rorbto restructure th2s,.

relationships, they may increas:.ngly turn to violenc-o n_; the only

apparent resolution. When ultimately lethal'controntati,ms take

place between spowies it has Leon shuwn that eithor patty could

become the victim.

Society has an obligation to make thiu typ ,. of mi,-dor

unnocesnary, and to make thc alternative of eucavc, pn:.;:ible an:1

rewarding. Wtaningful renputvies to tho ne,2ds or bittereiwivo,:

will save tiv.t lives ot women and r-ti. Studieu havo preL.:..nted

th pattorns which preCcdo spota.;o murder. S-tnly Ldnyoil,1 to

detemine the significant differetbetw..en thcr ¶:jf,

situations which result in murder, and thoso whicti endol by

other means. :rh varinnu mothlr. of pw..tul

should b,..nalyzed to determino thoir frequen.o;

effirauy bar the family pouber,.. The patterns o!'

relationships present in tho hitories ol each of th- violent

group,: should bo compared with tho!.._. of tarillie,. in vhirh wile

ing hat. not. exi f; Lod. Pro;.1 t rw.ult concl in . t In C'dU d

bo reachod about the types of npyrvit.i., ill I in'a,%'.1ot,:n

brinl about the wst effective, peak:0110 end t vil boatinj,
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_and which may prevent family violence.' Policies can then be
.7. I.

-.

"Vdesigned whichwill mak.e homiCioe an unneceSsnry means ofl

40,1'
.

r
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,
ending wife beating, and make life outside of prison satiSfYinu

enough to make murder unArwarding.

The relatOnchip ofilia!lor viettm and offender are carefully
.

recorded. Antecedent incidents of wile beating arc; howpver,

subsumed under the general categories of violeni crimes and

ti

offenses variously denominated: attr!mpted assault; simple assault;

4ggravated eassault or assault and battery; attempted_murder,.
.

itssaultwith intent to maim; and murder; harrassment; mevcing;

. reckless enitingermentfand criminal trespass. Commentators have.

noted that because thq relationship of victim and offender are

recorded fortmurder only, the true extent of wife bating
- 19

hidden in the criminal assault.arr st
Is

and convictions.
A. ...I'

prosecutors should be requiva to collect data.on the

nature of the offense charged, relationship of victim to offender,

And police or prosetutor disposition. It will theci he possible to

asicortain the extent.and'seriousnes.-: of reported family violenc.

Thee data will also indicate the numbers of thosp seeking hel!.

to end the Violence. na response th.,./ uet from the legal :;ystorl.

. , .

19. sErf.enb-rg anci Mickl(0, 3 Wom...n*s_Rights L. P.Ip, 1 i0-4i;

Jackso4 "In fiareN of Eria.ielhOtecfion tor Satfered I.:Ives," ,f..

J-2; Maitin, BAtered Ilive! 11711*; 1q75 Unifoim Crin., Eopcwt,.
IN-21. pt.. Ilitiloi :;t.t.c:. NaLion.0 ((Th. on-th, CAIVA.::

itUd Pr40,97!tiyn of Violi.ncc condiwtodl ft.!: oo mluv,y ill 1967 to
ascrtain the relatiow.hio of vielin and oflwl...r iti aqqravated
ow:atilt co' .... Iiii6tcd f;tal.. %.1t;onil Cormi....im on fly' CAIII.0

Mid Preven:ioo Of Violeficc, .1ef Rt,,virt.., 11 rtiw,,:. (11_!iolooc:,..,

. 206119701..' ;'. _
* , ql. '

,

\.

. t"
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One of the major obstacles to endiny violentibtelatiowthips is

the inability to obtain prOmpt coutt deternination of alimony and

- child support riyhts and to effetrvely enforce court-ordered

support and alimony. A ten-year study of court-onletea child

F.upport in an unidentified Wiscon,;;11 metropolitan county, showed

that only 38% of husbands fully complied with the child suppott

provisions of divorce judgments less than one year old.

Forty-two percent failed to make any plyments in the first

year after judgment. As the aye of the judgment increased

to ten years, the number of fully complfant husbands

dwindled to 13%, while the number of non-paying husbands

' 20 /
grew to 70%. :

A current study of child support compliance in tem

Illinois urban and rural countie reveals that of judgments

. entered in 1965 56% Were fully complied with and 21.'1 were not

at all complied with during the first year of the judgment. '

illy the fifth year of the judgment, full compliance"dropped to

17% and non-compliance rose'to 33%. For judgments entered in

1970 there was full c mplkance with 43% and non-compliance in
,

33% of the cases duri g the first year. In the fifth year

full cbmpliance droppe to 181 and non-comPliance rose to'

661.
21

20. K. Eckhardt, "I lance,yinibility, and Leyal.Action:
The Dace to Suppli4 15 Social Problems 470, 4/3-74 (1068)

21. W. D. Johnson, "Default in Court Didered Child rupport
Paymentes,",to he published, 15 Conciliation Court Vey., March
1978.

P



These two studies should lit ovirmilf.,1 with mi.:, i", daf

on default in court-ordered-support payi entg. New ri-th,,dg of

support enforcement should bu All slip; ,1,1

from their inception be paid hy payroll deductr,n

way support paYments will be assured for ag lwt1 th" man i.

employed, and payroll deduction orders will not.stiamAtHe a MiAt

as one who has previously defaulted. In adlition, rvn 1,-
,

saved the emotionztlly strefful ta:d.c of writini ,417i, , rl,Ar

former wives.

Initial support orders should prov 1 fmir.plyroulti;

to the date of commencement ot the support proce,,idinit. Thif, relief

wpuld destioy the current advantage gained from del,iyinit a heariiia

ana thereby.the court's determination M: the pro..pctive supp,,rt

award. Emorqency public assistance grants could be r"1,o'd fro'L

.the retroactive portion of the,award.

Willful defaults in sufgx/rt payments are not p qiAliy(!d.

rionv.ving spouse lit interegt-frec use of the ti,ony he should he

paying for the support of his wife and childr-e. dep,.nderit

on the payments often pay interest on rf.oney Lorr,-ra fso-

expenses. Arrears owed should'Iw awardel. with inteii.:14,

fees and court costs to deter support default and to save the,

recipients from additional lo;s.

The movin.,1 ,rty in a sopport enforcewnt action MAy

only the arrearn occrucd dt. the time of the Limp, n-emenf of tic

0

4
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proceeding. Arrears which accrue after the commersement of the

enforcement action must be subject of a subsequent proceeding. The

spouse whc should be receiving suPport payments must bear the

expense and burden of successive actions to recover all thac is due

under a support and alimony judgment.

Statutory provition should be made for amendment of the wife's

papers on the date of the hearing or submission of the enforcement

application to include any arrears accumulated since commencement

.of the action. This would also.save Court time by reducing the

number of enforcement proceedings. Of course, husbands have always

had tho right to prevent evidence of payments made up to and

including the date of the hearing.

A last suggestion,for facilitating support enforcement is that

attachoment of the defaulting spouse's property be mandatory when

arrears exceed Womoo, and a payroll deduction order is

impracticable. Men with valuable assets but little or no visible

income from employment should not be insulated from judgments for

arrears. Judges arc reluctant to use their contempt powers to

sentence a man to "alimony jail." Contempt is a questionable

Weapon, of limited success in getting.the payments needed by the

family. Attacpment of assets has the 'vantage of producing

income from sale or redemption. If battered wives can rel) on

support and alimony paymenil, they may become freer to leave

husband!: who fail or refuse to cease their assaultn,
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finally, the most important aid to battered wives is.a

shelter where they van safely stayiwith their children. Shelters

provide constantly available emergency refuge. Residents give

'motional support by belisqving and understand4ng the problems of

women fleeing violent husbands. Staff assist the women in

Obtaining welfare assistance, legal representation and medical

treatment. 'Publicity about the existence of shelters givebattered

wives knowledge tikat they have alternatives available in times of

eMergency. Prom this position of safety andastrength women can

determine if they want to try to reconcile with their husbands or

if they want to start lives on their own.

Study is needed to learn alternative methods of shelter

financing and operatlop. The present ad hoc system of one-year

government grants results in too much staff time being spent to

obtain future funding instead of serving resident needs. Technical

assistance is needed in the areas of corporate organization and

structure, zoning, renovation, building, health and safety code

compliance, procurement and service agreements, labor relations,

and police and community relations.

Analysis of existing federal programs is needed to find those

which could prov!de assistance to individual battered women, and

to shelters and other supportive programs. This information should

be madoavailable in a single publication, and the agency efforts

coordinated to astjre effective response to actual needs.

d
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KATRINE= 01P XARJORY HELM BROOKLYN LEGAL SERVICE.,
BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Ms. Finns. Our office focuses on those seeking assistance to escape
repeated incidents of physical violence. Our clients are perhaps the
strongest of the population of battered women because they come to
us seekinir tUvorce, knowing that they want to terthinate the violent
relatknship sod using legal remedies to do so.

In the past 6 years, we have seen approximately 3,000 women, who
were seeking divorces because of repeated incidents of serious physical
assault. From May 1976 through May 1977, 60 percent of our 800
women divorce clients had been beaten by their liusbands on more
than one occasion. Of these 360 battered wives at least 30 percent had
been beaten'while they were pregnant.

Wife beating is not solely an urban problem..Montgomerv County,
Md., Fairfax County, Va., Fairfield County, Conn.threeoi the most
affluent counties in the United Stateshave shelters or programs for
battered wives. People from those programs, have corresponded with
us to dismiss the similarities in the problems that the battered women
face no matter what their social andl economic class.

diddle-class women do not have the economic independence to free
'themselves from battering husbands. In addition, when middle class
women fp' to the court or to the police, they suffer from a lack of
credibility. No one is going to believe that a husband who is a physi-
cian or a lawyer has battered his wife. There are judges who treat
these women as being basically untruthful. Judges identify with the
male of equal status, not with the battered woman.

Similarly, the battered parent and the battered sibling face serious
legsl barriers to relief. The battered spouse can get a divorce and bar
her former husband from her home or remove herself from his home.
If your 'Utterer is your sibling, how do you divorce him! What is
the lepl remedy for the battered sibling! What is the legal remedy
for the battered parent trying to remove a post-adolescent, emanci-
pated son from-the parent's home! I have seen cases of this nature
not many because it is not in my area of practicebut when we see
them we are frustrated by the lack of legal remedies.

Mr. Sensuse. How old would that child batterer be!
Ms. Filmes. Thirty-two.
Mr. Sclizusx. Why can't the parent just kirk him out ?
Ms. Films. That is the problem. She doesn't have the physical

strength. If she did, he would not have beaten her in the first place.
He lives with her. He is lazy and does not work. He is supported by
her, and when he does not like the dinner she cooks, he punches her
a round.

What does she do! She must flee her home because he is the phy-
sically strong one. The criminal court process is slow. It takes many
months to complete the prosecution. 1Vhere does the 60-year old
mother go while the case is pending? We have difficulty obtaining 11
conviction in that kind of "one-on-one" situation. The son says "she
fell down the stairs," end the medical expert will not COMP tO court
to-testify, even tinder subpoena. We cannot prove that the mother was
beaten without the corroboration of expert medical testimony. The
jury finds there is a reasonable doubt and cannot convict.

2 g.) 7
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Row can .we get the battering son out of the house? Ha is not a
tenaet, We have no landlord and tenant proceeding.

Mr. San= eit. Even without the battery it seems to me a person who
is paying the rent inihis own leafs has a right to determine who lives
with them. Supposing a stranger moves in?

Mr. news. You could probably get the stranger out for criminal
trespass.

Mr. &MUM Why couldn't you get a son or daughter out who was
not welcome?

Ms. Fume. You would have the probleM of trying to establish that
this was not merely a "family dispute" that does not belong either in
the landlord and tenant court or in criminal court. These are the prej-
udices of our legal system. The judges do not want to deal with family
violence. Absent the divorce proceeding, we have limited remedies.
Once we get the judgment, how do we enforce it I The problem in
that situation is that if we have to change the loeks and remove the
eon, how do we keep him from breaking back in ? If he breaks back in,
does the court hold him in contempt and put him in jail ?

The court's application of remedies is inadequate. In a family vio-
lence situation this is tnie for all victims: wives, children, parents
and siblings. The legal system forces victims to flee. The victim is
locked in a shelter. We call it a "shelter" for battered wives and chil-
dren, but we restrict the liberty of the victim while the offender re-
mains free. He is in possession of his home, his property and comforts,
in the preSence of his friends and relatives, and it is the victim who
becomes the fugitive who must hide.

Middle class violence is as serious a problem but is hidden by the
use of private physicians who do not keep data, and who do not have
a sufficient number of cases to become aware of patterns of the syn-
drome.

Until 2 years ago, lawyers who are private divorer practitioners
would tell melhat they had never seen a battered wife. I knew that
was impossible. As lawyers have begun to ask the right kinds of ques-
tions and recognize what they have in front of them, divorce lawyers\
for the middle class are recognizing battered wives.

Richard Gelles, in his study, The Violent Home, I with an ad-
mittedly smallsample ef 801, stated that one of the MOW factors in
family violence, certainly in husbands beating wives, Was fr istration.
He stressed that it could not be attributed to unemploynt only. He
found that men with jobs in which they had a great des!: of respon-
sibilty but no authority, and therefore suffered frustration, were more
likely to beat their wives than unemployed men, or men with blue
collar jobs that were exclusively manual so that these two groups did
not suffer from as much frustration at the first group.

Mr. SciiNVER. Repeat that, or elaborate on that.
Ms. Finns.. Oars studied RO families. He found that men who had

jobs in which fhey had miich responsibility, with many demands
made on them, hut no power or authority to make policy or to hire or
fire, were more likely to beat their wives than men who were either
unemployed or had low status, manual jobs which did not impose
upon them the Iotional stress, other than boredom. 'The frustration
level led to the violence at home.

r"
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. Mr. SCHTITER. Do you think that policemen would have such frus-
trating &mending jobs without the capability of doing very much
about the responsibilities that were given them, to be tremendous
spouse batterers and child batterers?

Ms. Finns. The New York City Police Department has a service
which counsels the battered wivett of police officers. The service re-
quested 1,000 copies of a booklet, "A Handbook for Beaten Women."
They are batterers

Mr. Scnmita. They are batterers?
Ms. Finns. Yes, to a high degree.
The New York Police Department spends a lot of time counseling

the battered wives of police officers.
Dr: WALKER. SOIlle are physicians.
Mr. SCHUTZ% How about Congressmen?
Ms. Fnu.ns.,But they are the secret ones.

SCHEITER. I can show you sev6ra1 newspaper articles on that
subject. There was an erticle in the newspaper yesterday. I think it
was, on police stress. It wns a very interesting nrtiele on police stress,
and indicated th4 the streks under which the polivemen are subjected.
It is extremely interesting that the stress under which policemen
workand they did mention the New York City Department as being
very much interested in thisoften produces an inordinately high
rate of heart nttacks. headaches, various illnesses that I didn't know
Came from stress. but apparently do.

MS. FIELDS. .1 Iso. their training is viol:lit h.:lining. They am
trained to the skills of violence. Our police (Aeers have hilly'clubs
as well as guns. This would lead them to violent rA u t ions of problems
as opposed to peaceful resolutions. They are action-Oriented and phys-
ical-oriented.

Mr. SCUT:VER. I think thnt is a little bit unfair because as part of
their training, they are given great deal of training in that on the
restraints.

Ms. FrP,I.Ds. I do not. mean this as nn attack on police officers. I
think James Bannon. who has a Ph. D... in sociology and is executive
deputy commander of the Detroit Police Department, is responsible
for that comment. I attribute it to him. He has studied police officers
for over 20 years as a police officei aml commande'r. Tt is hio opinion
that those who tend to become police officers. phis theOraining. lend
to an action orientation. That is not to say they are bad. That is the
nature oft the society. Our hero is Kojak. not Casper Milktoast.

Perhap instead of pointing to women's liberation as the cause of
violence. e might look at it as the canse of exposure of family vio-
lence. Ile:. nae women are no longer willing to be chattels and no
longer wil ing to be their husband's servants, who owe their husband
absolute obedience as would an apprentice or n child. they sure not
going to.stfind for the violence. They are going to seek help and ex-
pose it and speak ont. So thnt the increase is not an increase in inci-
dence but nn increase in reporting, as We have Seen an increase in
reporting of rape because We have humanized our rape laws.

Mr. SCIITATIL Well, there has been an increase in reporting of a lot
of crime as people achieve the perception. whether right or. wrong.
that police were going to do something' about it. and there wns n point
or purpose to be served by going, to the police station or calling them
up. So a lot of the so-called increase in crime is really a measure of the
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increased confidence that the citizenry has of the police, and particu-
larly in the case of rape, where the average woman who has been a
victim of rape now feels that she won't be treated as the guilty one,
as the one who seduced the man, as the one who invited the attack.
Her past sexual history won't be involved. So these were tremendous
impediments for women to report rape. Now that those barriers are
coming down, there is a great deal more rape being-reported.

Ms. Firms. Wife beating is no longer legal. Historically it was
legal under the common law. It was not until late in the 19th century
that wife beating became illegal. Wife beating became grount.., for
divorcein many jurisdictions. In New York it was not until 1962 that
it was added to the divorce law. The only ground for divorce in New
York until that date was adultery.

So we had legal sanction. legal .support, for wife beating histori-
cally, and that flowed from th e. fact that the husband had full respon-
sibility for his wife's actions. Since he did, he also had the right to

, chastise her and prevent her from doing wrong so he would not hitye
to answer for it.
' The legal system today fails to prevent wife beating anid to protect
battered wives from illegal attacks from finqr lmsbands. Tt is assumed
that the wife is the guilty party who deserved the beating.

Having no remorse under the law. the battert41 wifr is forced to
flpe. Her position is worse than that of the rape virtim because if she
linable to flee she is compelled to continue to reside with her assailant,
live in the mime household with him.

Research must iw directed toward developing meaningful legal
responses and preventive teehniques. The police crime .prevention
function is not being developed in spite of emphasis on sophisticated
re.sponses to domestic violemv. The average patrolmen fails to gather
sufficient information to make a determination of the nature of the
problem.

Mr. SettErFit. I would like to hear from each of you oil the ,peei
question: What should this subcommittee dri hi terms of eneonraging
research, if it is needed, if it has not been done before? What needs
to he done, and hash't been done before. either b Congress or by the
executive branch? What kind of research should ve be encouraging
that would be nsefnland for whieb there is a need?

MR. Fmns. WP need a comparison of the1differefit types of police
responses. There are two strong opposing tendencies. One is exOmpli-
fled by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration trdining
manuals, which stress arrest avoidanee trnd nwdiation. The opposite
tendency eonws from the Tnternational Asoeiation Of Chiefs 'of Police.
They nrge that wife beatings be tmated the same as any other crim-
.inal assault, with a thorough investigation and arrest. if an arrest is
neepssary from the point of view of bask criminal 1aw. Tn order
words. was there probable cause?

There is a third position in which police departments make and
take no official positionleaving the polkernan to exercise unfettered
discretion jn the area of family violence.

Mr. SIIACKNM. That is where the six-stitch rule vamp into play?
Mr. }gimlet. The rake officer says he cannot take the complaint

because it is Sunday or beeause the parties are married to eneh other
or that the 'Ian is the father of the woman's chihlren.
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Mr. SHACK NAL Please explain for the record the six-stitch rule.
M. FIELD. Po HIT officers, 41 an attempt to provide thinuselves with

a standard by which to determine whether or not arrest is required in
a family assault. situation, have tmide up various rides and regula-
tions. one of them is that if the women do not have a sufficient number
of stitches on the wounds inflicted by the spouse then there Would be
no arrest. Tt has been referred to as the "6-stitch" rule, although I have
known it also to be referred to as the "15-stitch"ru1e.

Police officers have made a rule that if a womnn has been,beaten
Ireviously and either called the police and not filed a complaint or
ailed to call the police, that they will not aid this woman now. It is

based upon the officer's prediction that her prior failure to institute
criminal prosecution means that she will not do so in the future. We
have found exactly the opposite. A woman is more likely to follow
through when she has either failed to get aid in the past or has not
been met with any kind of strong response. The more frustration she
has met with previously, the morelikely it :A she will follow through.

Our clients have been treated in hospitals. gone to priests, social
workers, psychiatrists, and not gotten any help. Ultimately they
turned to divorce through our agency. We find that this woman is
more likely to follow through than the one who hns suffered the first
beating only. The police are incorrect in assuming the opposite. **,

What we need to do is to compare the three jurisdictionsthe one -
that has the mediation and no arrest policy, the

Mr. Senxtrza. Does that include counseling of the husband, some
kind of formal counseling?

Ms. Flaws. What we want. to do is examine the police activity.
Counseling. T think, goes to the judicial levelto what the judge is
going to do. I do not think we want police officers adjudicating these
cases. Counseling is what the judge could order upon conviction as
adjournment in contemplation of dismissnl.

Mr. Smarm. With or without a conviction: isn't there an informal
system by which that abusing husband could be afforded some kind
of counaelingt

Ms./Frn.ns. It could be ordered by the court as an option to convic-
tion 'as part of the diversion out ot the criminal justice system. This
is not done frequently. I think it should be tried. .

The firoblems historically are that thc psychologicnl field believes
that. one must. voluntarily enter thege programs in order for them to
be successful. I would like to see what kind of result we had from
compulsory counseling. It would be an interesting project to take.the
two groups of menone group of men put into mandntory counseling
as a condition for release before trial and the dismissal of charges,
and the other group of men put on probatiiin or sentenced to 30, 60, or
90 days, whatever the sentence for the misdemeanor assault they com-
mittedand compare and follow these two groups of men to see what
would happen.

I would also Hketo see what results might occur from an exrunila-
tion of strong police intervention, no police intervention, or police
discretion only, in which we can get a perception of the police officer's
normal tendencies kft to his own likes.

In addition. we know that there were 2.359 spouse murders reported
by the FBI. Uniform Crime Reportrin 1975. This was 11.5 percent
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of the total rember of criminal homicides. ExaminatiOn of the social
conditions which preceded these spouse murders byindepth interviews
with conyicted spouse. murderers in institutions, I. think, would give
us a picture of what precedes the murder.

We know, for 'instance, when we incarcerate men or women for
murdering their spouses we make orphans Of their children. It might
be interesting to find out how many children of spouse murderers are
in institutional settings or are biting supported at. public expense
either through social security benefits or through public assistance
benefits of welfare.

We might also want to compare end conttast those families in
which the violence ended with a murder of one of the parties, and
those families in which the violence was concluded or terminated
through divorce or separation or emmseling to determine what kinds
of peaceful methods of terminating violence are available and which
are most efficacious for all of the members of the family, including
the child, who may or may not be involved.

Mr. Scuzuza. I think the record would show, sort of supporting
this approach. by the time a Murder takes place, a very large portion
of the eases that end up in .a death were ih the courts, in the police
station, perhaps as many as a dozen times before for fiCrions battering.
In other wards, the murder wasn't the first, violer.t episode. There were
repeated attacks of serious violence that were brought to the attention
of the institutions in our society and, obviously, the fact that after
half a dozen or a dozen confrontations with our institutions, the fact
that when that took place we saw the failure of our institutions to
cope with this kind of phenomena.

Ms. FIKLIK We need data of this tvpe. Poliee.department should
report; whieh-they ao not do now, the relationship of the offender
anti victim.for all assaults. In addition to reporting fhe relationship
of victim and offender in violent crimes other than imirder. we
might also want to know what kind of disposition the police depart-
ment. or prosecutor's office madq. We knov; the result in murder
cases only. It would be interesting to know what happens when
people seek help from police agencies for serious violence and
minor violence before' the murder level. mid to see what kind of
response they get when they seek beip. 'We do not know this now.

We only know that the police report, to us that their regulations
state that they do X, Y, and Z. Yet we know in our Aye and all
over New York City that in spite. af what the regulations say. what
the pollee officer does on his individual response is entirely different.
I woLld like ta have an analysis of ithat. It, is .research that is
desperately needed in order to find the gap between the rule and the
practice. Once we determine what that gap is. we need to know the
effect of the various kinds of ',practice on repeated violence in this
family, on the ultimate murder rate on this family.

Mr. SCHEUER. And the effects on the kids?
MS. Finns. That, is another 'problem, yes.
Mr. Scutum. That is a very big _problem.
Ms. Fizios. That. has not been studied. We do not, know.
Mr. Scrtitunt. As I have said before, we have found an astonish-

ing and alarming percentage of adult batterers. both spouse bat-
terers, child batterers, and rapists, and perpetrators of violence
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against strangers, as the victims of battery as children and the
victims of sexual abuse on children. So this is sort of perpetuating
the chain of violence and generational link. It .seems to me it is
very important as a matter of social service.

Ms. FTICIDs. Tim social services, medical services, legal services.
and housing and food services are provided under one roof in a
shelter. This gives us a unique opportunity to study the effeet on
the children because the women in the shelters are accompanied by
minor children. Yet, this is not built into most shelter proposals
because it would be an enormous expense. The expense of employing
a child psychologist as a consultant is too much. This is a cost that
shelters recOgnize would prohibit them .from proViding basic serv-
ices such as fotxl and electricity because their budirets are so tight.
So I think we might want to build into sonic of the shelter proposals
funding provisions for child psychologists to examine and analyze
what has happened to the children of battered spouses.

Our clients tell us their children have very Aloft attention spans
in school, and that they tend to be bed wetters to a very late age.
They tend to be violent with each other. They tend to be very
disobedient towards their parents, their mother particularly. They
fear their father but act out against the mother. That is all very
informal and very impressionistic. We might want to analyze those

.kinds of problems so we can quantify them and get an accurate
picture of the effect on children.

Certainly Federal funding of shelters, at least the startup costs
are a basic need that perhaps the committee should be supporting.
The problem of enforcement of child support and alimony in
divorce is enormous and causes women. to stay in violent relation-
ships out of besic economic nece ity.

A 10-year study of court-ordered child support in Wisconsin
showed ihat only 38 percent of husbands ordered to make ,child
support payments fully complied w, those orders from the first
year that the order had been made. T. :Iv is a subsequent study that
is being done now.

The need is for further study of tAis problem. We have two
very limited studies on the amount of child Support and alimony
compliance. We need to study compliance with court-ordered child
support and court-order alimony.

Mr. &HEIM. And what means we can devise for that?
Ms. Firms. Exactly.
In addition, what new methods can we develop to create effective

support and alimony enforcement and compliance. I have several
ideas which I lave put in my paper, any number of which could
be tried on an experimental basis in various jurisdictions, such as
support orders said by payroll deduction from their inception.
Retroactive support orders couhl repay emergency welfare benefits
that spouses.have had to rely upon while the court action determines
the amount of support to be paid. The retroactive orders would have
the benefit of discouraging delays which are now resorted to as a
method of saving money by avoiding the requirement of paying
support.

There are several more proposals including interest penalties for
willful default in child support payments. Studies of this nature
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will give us a picture of what we are up against and give us a
picture of what qi:: options are to create viable alternatives and solu-

tions to these problems.
Thank yott. . .

Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very nmeh, Ms. Fields.
Now, do any of you have anything specific to give us on the very

narrow, simple question of the mission of this subcommittee
*concerning Federal R. & DJ What R. & I). is needed ?' What areas

have not bftn explored? What kind of R. & D. do we need?
Dr. WALKER. I think I would really like to stress some of what

has been said in today's hearings, most importantly, that the prob-
lem of domestic violence has not been defined as a problem until
recently and that is a first step. WO have not researched it because

we did not think it was a problem. It w:a's a natural event that
occurred, acceptable under the law and in common practice. Previ-
ously we were really attempting to prevent the post serious
violence from occurring but had not looked at the effect 'of continu-
ing violenee on a new generation.

I think, if anything. the R,A3). needs to be in every sin& facet

of our life. Every prthlem in liWis affected bx the domestic violence
our children. our health, our mental health. Our .legal system.

job training. I guess your suggestion of a preventive approach is

essential. .,
I have been asSociated with the Comimmity Mental Health Center

*
movement for about 10 years now. I do agree with Dr. Flitcraft
that sadly, it is going back to a psychiatric medical model again
when that is exactly what the community mental health movement
was designed to grout.

Preventive services have not had research and design funds. We

don't know how to measure good preventive service. Perhaps that
is an area your subcommittee amid reviii How can we measure it I

We know that we cannot just use incident .ounting because, when-

ever you start preventive programs, you lots of increase in the
numbers immediately. .

It isn't until a number of years into the program that incidence

rates drops. We need that. support, that kind of R. & D., so that we
don't lose-some of the very good preventive programs that we have

begun to establish.
Mr. SCIIEVER. Thank you very much. .^.- .

Dr. Steinmetz ?
--

Dr. STEINstErz. I think when it comes to allocating money you
should also take into consideration the tremendons cost to society in

.7 terms of cost to the legal system, welfaresystem, prison system, time
lost from work, police, and so on. I think that if we recognized the
total cost. to society as a result of domestic violence there might be

a more liberal freeing up of money to eliminate the problem.
The first suggestion I have is the need for grants to develop models

to better utili and eoordimpte already existing services. Many

been identifi as being able to provide help to the families that have
aervices are ady existing i5'our communities but they have never

expirienced domestic violence. I think that we might better utilize
some of these facilities.
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Dr. *FtxrciW. rthink4he coimirmiiirkbased shelter is'the only

place at thiyi*)int that has atiffielent understanding of the problem

and has evglenced.sufficient Ottertise in rids area toiprovnle this kind 04
of watchdog.

Mr. &HEUER. All right:Thank yft'veiky mnch. .

D).. Myers?
---... ... . .

ir.111-Eits. I am in, agreeiment with Mita these women have said

eloquentl. I would like to concluk. by sayin that tlie shelters

li e the hne we,e,nvision in TIonston wilWlir,ect its attention 'to corn-
. . .

p ehensiie sett:ke.44 for wowen, -not ompartmentaliznig thvai t,by

problein. I FouhrholwAhat fundi r for such a shelter might come,

in part, fro%g,overnmenterLsourc ,.
.

Mr. chEuxic:Tbank yoft..) r. liliacknai `Will now addres geve'ral
A

...

ion o the l.piihe i -' ... .

Mr. SIIM SA1... Du oire recent hearings on violent behavior,

the problem ,eeQ rai)4ed of how wV hridge the gap. hatwevn tle
reileareh connumity and the service comninnity. It has come 111),- OR

a numbej of pecaqio-rbi. Tilis morning Dr. Walkii made reference to

'' it in her testtnony.. ,. '" e .

I am asking you this question im ymirtoint capacity %as reseurcheii

and to some extent pAtetitionerstmt there inlhe field..What kinds.of
ineqstires!van the Federal CICivernment take? WI& kinds. 9f pro-

graths on we encourage that to sonic extent will Midge the giip, and

bring the ! WO (15111in I In it ii!i togrt her so that the research'be'ing"dpne

in the laboratory can be made appliedble to policy in the field?
Dr; WALKER. I. think one of the things that can be (Wm; is pro-

vide the community-based shelter movement with an ongoing con-

- sqltat ion at all times, from the professional community. from pro-
fessionals .who.are giving special, psychological, aml rehabilitation,
services. I Oink that. is gssential. The more we work together, tilt
inorb we work out our problems. beeause .they are similar in nature.

. When we divide funds so they come from different. smirces rather
than-into a comprehensive' pogam we create strife because everyone
fights for the saint: few dollars. ,

I think that it is essential that we mandate a comprehensive kind

of sh iter so that everybody rodlv imuls to work together. .

M SHACKNAL You wouldn't think that .iiva piece of legislation
. that might pass this Congress that the research:elements and the
serv co elements in.a given agency should be separated to insulate the

resea che i the political pressure of the action component ?
Dr WALKER. Absolutely not. I think it is a misnomer that re-

iers are is ated from politics. That ii just. pQt trim. Good social
\

ey researchefrs must combine basic scientific,a 4 political realities
the research ill not reSult in realistic social cha .ge.
Mr. Snmum. It wouldn't be ourintention tojsolate them. How-

ever it has becomp evident in this subcommittee's investigation of the
Department of Just:ce that there has been a great deal of politization

in the reesarch effortNILEC.T. This is something that researchers
have continued to complain about and claim interferes with Their -N

work. . . .

Dr. WALKER. 1 understan& what you are saying about the researcher
and the practitioner. If ynn dont. learn to work, within political
realities when you are doing scientific researchif.you sit there and
compkin.rather than look towardis compromiseyou are really part

I.
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of the problem and not part o' the solution. That mistake, is why we'
now have such eontroveNv over how 110111* battered men there are.
The scientifie, researchers had.a responsibility to guard against mis-
interpretation Of their data so as to avoid the backtracking Dr.
Steinmetz had to do at the beginning of her test imov today.

Dr. STEINMETZ One way to resolve thk problem is to get around
that when you incorporate into the guidelines for basic research
programs the requirement that comnmnity peopk would serve as
consultants. Of course, this would operate the other way also. When
a group applies for funding for a crisis center or a shelter. there has
to be a recognition. and it. has to be. down on paper. that consultants
in the professional field or aeademin will be part of the program. This
would foster the integration of research and service and eliminate
some of the. controvery ove which should be funded. basic research or
service. progeams.

I would like to reiterate my final recommendation. we, need some
kind of clearinghouse so that peopk in communities that may not
have a university close by. with its library and retrival system, will
be able,to efficiently obtain a package of information that will provide
data ahout various programs, as well as consultants who could provide
technieal assistance.

Ms.. Ftrt.n.. The form of technical assistance that shelters need from
lawyers in terms of' corporate organization and structnre. P ppl i e rs'
contracts, labor relations. building codes. zoning. and health rode com-
pliance is woefully hwking. These are the kinds of fedmical assistanee
that can be made part of a elearinghouse and model contract and brief
bank. All lawyers use model contracts. We use form hooks. The need
is to revise those model corporate charters and zoning co(3, variance
appliention forms so that someone in a shelter can take .a form or
model and fill in tlw blanks and tnrn it-into a 'funding application
and zoning code varianoe applientio.,It is desPerately needed. We get
calls from all over the country abfavt. problems that can be handled. .in a baekup center.

The Center for Women Policy Studies.has received n grant from
the Law EnforceMent, Assistance Administration to be a elm ring-
bousp. Tht:y publish a newsletter called 1{"s1onse Iiih onvyr-4 4''1181
itIonsa of women and chilgren Anti, famitv violence. Perhaps that kind
*of work needs to be deemtralized or fiinded,to a. greater degree so
that it can be respwsive to the needs of vaiion4lregions.

The zoning co& iirohlems are goino. to be different in the more
highly, populated areas. Tt does not matter whether yon.have 16 peo-.,
ple living in a farmhouse where.there is nobody mixt door. Tt does if
:ton are in an nrban (viten

!Tow to reach the peciplctlin the street is another question. now dn
we get the knowledge of the availability of serviees and 'alternatives
to the peopk Who need this kind of help?' One of the ways we have
deme it in New York. is by publishing a mall bookkt. We have done
this with a series of four foundation grants. 1Ve have distributed
RfLOOO copies ,free in the State of New Yorlt. and we have a bneklog
of 4,000 orders.

Mr. StrA.CHNAT. What is the nature of the booklet?
Ms. FIELDS. Tt is a self-help.bookler. Tt is designed forske by the

battered woman. We do not direct thetn necessarily toward clients
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coming to our office presenting ipouSe violence as the problem. We

leave them in the -.aiting mom wheri the tenant lawyers are doing
their intake, and the booklets disappear at the-same rate as when we

have divorce clients in the waiting room. Everjrbod'y knows somebody

who needi this if-help booklet:
think it is o of t e ways that, perhaps the GPO can disSemmate

this kind of info ion as they dyfration on sterilizing ground

hogs.

-
,.

Mr. SHACICNAT. We w UM be gniteful if you would submit that for
inclusion into th waring record. ahd we will certainly append that
with the chairman's permission.

.

Mr. SMELTER. So ordered.
Mr. SHACIVAT. Are there any other thoughts on the subject of

briding the gap between the two communities?
Dr. FLITCRAFT. I would like to say I am.not at all sure that ,..e gap

is bad. Many of the people who ifte working in tlitftfield. and I ii.clude
myself, finci ourselves working in this area not simply is`professionals
'but our commitments and involvement with the commnnity grounds
our research. I am not at all snre that that describes all of the people
in this kind of work. and, therefore. I would like to catktion all of us
about demanding professional involvement per se in resenrch or pro-
gram. For instance, all of the testimony that has ever been 'given on
the issue, indicates that the t...-afessional agencies are not adequate to
the task: To call for professional involvement per se hi Aelters is irre-
sponsible, given what we know about the institutionalizat ion of sexism
and racism. The difficulty we have eradicating institutional racism
and seXisM forces us to xerionsly question the increase of professional
involvement. T would like MI add that word of caution..

In teems of bridging the, gap between the community and profes-

sionals, those professionals who involve theinselves in comnnmity or-
ganizations find that' the alleged gap no longer exisfsr4f we simply
mandate 11, position for professionals within the shekel. movement.
'they will do less for the community than for their own professional
advantage.

Sit2.-Simelc...t. These are eharges that have been made e'ontinuously
during our investigation of violent behavior. This has been pointed
out particularly in the area of sexual assault. it was raised as one of
the major problem faeed w both researchers and community pticti-
tioners. It is an area where the Federal Government can intervene to

effect 4ome meaningful change. .1*
,

, Dr. Ft,tarnArr. One possibility is that the comimmity organizations
onghtd,to have primary access to the data base_ in the development of
research order:iris,. I don't ghlso far as to say they r,nght to have legal
owerpvir the kinds of research that are,finaneeP by Federal Govern-
ment. funds. but I woald suggest to any commnnity groups that nre
operating that the, invol r)ent of professional researchers is a risk
they are going to have to.te for involving themselves in' this kind

of thing.
Mr. Sdnrytta. I want to thank vr :. all for your very thoughtful and

sitimulating aM inivr;eative testino.ov.
The hearing' is adionrnA nnti, 'tomorrow morning at 10:00. in

Room 334, Cannon Office Minding..
rWhereupcm, at 12 :55 p.m.. th subcommittee was adjourned.] ,

4
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RESEARCH INTO VIOLENT BEHAVIOR: DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE

THURSDAY, YEIBRIIAZY 16, 1976

HOUSE OF REPRFAF.NTATIVES,
COMMITFEE ON SCIF.NCTE.A ND TECHNOLOGY,

SURCOMNITTEF. ON DoMESTIC AND INTFMNATIONAL

SCIENTIFIC PLA NG, ANALviiia, AND COOPFAATION,
Washington, D.C.

'The subcoMmittek, met, pursuant to recess, at'10:10 a.m:, in Room

MC Cannon House Offi Building, Hon. Carl D. Pursell presiding.
Mr. PuRfouL. Good. mo ing: You probably realize that the House

has canceled its legislative. mon today. With no session Friday and
the so-called holiday Monda and this being a poor year for Members
of the'House, many of them rurned home quickly last night and this
morning. .

Our chairman, Mr. Sehener !Vas called away on an emergenty yes-
terday, after o..r second day of hearing. I am Congressman Pursell
from Michigap, representing the Second Coneressionnl District,
better known as the University of Michigan area. We have Many peo-
ple in our university who are interestnl in your testimony. Today we
are in our third and last day of hearings. "

The staff was telling me last night. aside from what I consider an
unimportant athletic event on television, that this committee did re-
ceive nationwide coverage on Walter Cronkite'S ond George Herman's
broadcasts regarding testimony and comment. made in this committee

- yesterday and on the first day. Today, we are delighted to have ; ome

very prominent people here who are recognized throughout,the coun-
tey in their particular field of expertise whom I would like to- ir-
troduee. We will(do two things. We-will try tnsummarize testimony
instead of having it read so that wit min ada smile inforrhality to the
hearing. And also when we conclude with individual testimony or as
you finish, and if WP have any questions that the staff and I would
like to present, we will take an answer from anyone on the panel. And
we *ill have an ad hoc panel to interact on those questions.

Let us proceed on schedule. We have no real firm commitment, but
to give the audience an idea of the schedule we will go at least until
the noon hour, and we will see where we go from.there.

would like to introduce Dr. Richard Oglles, Department of Soci-
ology and Anthropology, University of Rhode Island, to present: his
testimony first.

rThe statemeht of Dr. Gelles is as followal
(275)
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Testimony Before the Committee on.Science and Technology
United States Nouse of Representativis
February 16. 1978
Rm. 334 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. QC

Overview of, Research into Child Abuse

Richard J. Gelles, PhD
Department of Sociology

joiversity of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881

have been asked today to Provide a brief overview of current research

A
into the problpm of.child abuse. Before beginning it would seem beneficial

to briefly review the history of research into child abuse and the role played

by the Federal Government in Ipoosgring'such research.

As far as can be determined frrm historical recorBv, we have always had

abused children in the United States (BakAn, 1971; Newberger, ND; deNause, 1974,

1975; Radbill,.1974). Children were abused by their parents and caretakers

almost as soon as the Pilgrims settled in Plymouth. What was different about

cnild abuse in Coronial times was that much of it was legally sanctiOned

and mandated. "Beat the devil but of him" is a homily derived from cplogial

times, when parents were taught by church elders that children were born

corrupted by original sin, and that the only path to salvation was to physically

beat the devil out oit the child. Some legislatures enacted'"stubborn child

laws" which gave parents the right to actually'kill unruly children (although

historical evidence implies that few if any children were ever killed under

the mandate of this law).

in 1871,,New York City Church workers tried to get help for a badly

abused child named Mary Ellen. They found that the only agency which was

2 e



equipped to help them and the "1C.-A was the SOCety for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals. The case of 4ary Ellen brought atput the creation of

the first chapter of tte Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children

(Fontana, 1964). Even today we Still havc nore widespread organized ;ervices

for the prevention of cruelty to animals than cruelty to humans.

A resurgence of attention to the issue of child abuse and child mai-

jr treatment oCcured in. (946 when diagtostic radiologists used the technology of

X-ray to'diagnose patterns of healed fractures in young children wnich could

have only resulted from repeated blows inflicted by parents or caretakers.

(Caffey, 1946).

Yet, despite attention drawn to the probleM of abused children by

radiologists in the forties and earIg fifties, it we's not until C. Henry

hempe and his associates publt,sped their paper on the:battered baby syndrrime"'

.
n 1262 that national attention was focused' on the-plight of abused hiidren

(Kempe et. al., 1J62).

By 1968,all fifty states had enacted legislation to mandate toe reporting

of child abuse to o'ficial 'agencies.

In 1972, the Feleral riavernment began hearings or the problem ot child abuse

and neglect ind the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act wa-, padsed in P74,

establishing the National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect National

Center was provided a modest pudget to support research on child abu e and neolect.

,. to establish demonstration pro9rims designed to treat and prevent child abule.

,to serve at a clearinghouse (or all information on this topic, and to !=ondutt

a national incidence study on child abuse and neglect.

As of this date, the refunding and continuation ot the National Omter
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Ste.ipmetz, !;niversity o' 7elaware:.
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Most of 'he Published -eiear,.n child suffers fr-m similar

drawbacks.

I. nearly uli c! *.hcf research dphe on child abuse thi,

.

cuatr.4 focuses on of child atsuse whi01 have been

officially desivated ".:nild abuse." The Problem with thi; is

that people who are libeled "child abuser,`^ d,) not constitAt. the

entire universe of child abusers. Morover. those who let

'ca,:ght' abusing their children are systematically different

from pepie who injure their ,:nildren but ire not pubiically

labeled child abk.serS (Genes, 1975). Pesearch which examines

officially labeled cases of child abuse can not be used to

estixiate the incidence of child abuse, because many'cases

are not officially reported. Secondly, this research can

not be used to explain what causes People to abuse their

children because the factors which cause people to get Cidght

rl
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a'UuSing their children are confour^1 with the factor-. which

led them to abuse their .children in the first place.

2. A second problem with mOst of the corren rese.arch on child

abuse is that the Samples are usial nl 1 reqi,ijl ind non-representative.

Few of the$e studies employ repreSentati/e sampling teJiniques,'and even

those s le; which are selected u.,inq 'probability sampling 'can

not be used enerali e to the country at large. rhp rite

of child abuse id New York City is brund to be differnt

than the eate in Kingston, Rhode Wind. ann the factors

which cause people to be child dbuscrs in one arch mav be

different thdn the factors which leid to Oiild abuse in

another locale.

thilooproblem is tnat we are so now at inveitigating fnill

abuse that errors and mistakes are :mmon in our resear:h.

The methodological problems in the research on child abuse

are varied andit plaques our ability tu nravel the mystery

of child abuse. A sampling of the methodological errors

is provided in the appended paper titled 'Etioloov.oc iiolence:

Overcoming Fallacious Reasoning in '91derstanding itmili

Violence'and Child Abuse."

cWe attempted to overcome some of the problems with carrent research

on child aoir:e by conducting 4 national survey of the incidence and causes

of y:olacc ir the Arierican family. This study used probdbility sampling to

ideiitify a nationally representative sample of 2,143 Americto tamilies.

Ore-thousand une.nundred and forty-six of theSe families had children between

2 6A
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tne ages of 3 and 17 living At home.

Thi; samp l.? is uniefue becaui.e it is a nationally representative sainple

.

and because it does not fncus only on those people who are cjught Abusing

their children. The study is also unique because instk-d ,f teying to

;fine child abuse (a problem which still has not been solv,,d by those people

studying child abuse), we asked people to 1,port on
whether or not they hed

engaged in any of d series of ?even acts of physical force, raAeq from

spariking a child to shootiho a child.

The complete results of-Our examination of violence towards children are

apriendedin the Paper titled 'Violence Towards Children in the United

States." The major findings include:

63f. of Nnerican parents with children between the ages of 3 and

17 living at home mentioned at least one violent episode during

the survey year.

*Between 3.1 and 4.1 million children were
kicked, bitten t or punched

it some fr;re in tneir lives by their parents.

'Between : ard 1.9 million children were
kicked. bitten, or punched

by their parents in 191.

*Between 1.4 and 2.3 million children have been beaten while growing

up.

*Between ,-_75.)r)0 ind 1/4 a million'children were beat up by

their pa.rent; in 1975.

*Between 901:,000 and 1.8 million American :..hilcren have had

parents who stabbed or tried to stab them or (not or tried

to shoot them in their lifetimes.

Our estimate of the incidence of physical
child abate in the United

States, based on an "at risk index" is that betveen 1.4 and 1.9 million

American i".hildren Are abused_by_their.pArents each_year.

It is inportant to keep in mind that our estimate of the incidence of.

child abee,e, while considerably higher than previous estimates, probably

4
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ur,lerestimates the true level of physical abuse. We have underestimated the

incidence of child abuse for the follsiwing reasons:

I. Our data is based on parents 4.1,f-reports of acts of violence on

their children. Since child abuse is illegal and-considered

one of the worst things a parent can do to their child, we believe

that many of our respondenti mignt have
underreported the actual

amount of viblence they used on their children.

,2. Secondly. our study omits an examination of violence.towards children

under 3 years of age. Much of the child abuse literature suggests

that children unde'r 3 are at the greatest risk of being abused.

3. Thirdly, we examined only intact families. lf, as some believe,

child abuSe is more common in single parent families, then we

have again underestimated the true level of abuse.

4. We examined only a limited number,of viopent acts. We did not

; ask about sexual IsbuSe, burning, or a number of other physically

abusive acts.

5. Lastly, we examaned violence a chilJ received from only one

parent. Again, this may have led to a coniervative figure

for the incidence of abuse of American children.

In addition to our estimates of the incidence-'of child abuse we have,

found that:

*Mothers are more likely to use violence, and to use abusive riolence

on their children.

*Sons are move likely to be the victims of child abuse than daughters.

*Children 3 to 5 years of age children ,5 to years old

were at the greatest risk Ti Oysi.:aily abuse... Our findings

,
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indicate that child abuse is not confined to only young

children. Aourvey at the University of Rhode Island found that

ofcollege freshmen reported being physically injured by their

parerts during the last year tney (the studen.$) lived at home

(Mulligan, 1977),

Recently, we have turned our atfentior to examining factors associated

with.acts of violence towards children. We have been analyzing the relationship

bet*een abusive violence towards Lhildren and the following factors.

1. Area of the country.

2. Urban, suburban, rural residence.

3. EducatiOn.

4. Income.

S. Occupation.

6. Age.

7. Religion.

3. Race.

9: Family size. .

lv. Stress.

11. Family power and decision making.

14. Experience with violence as a child.

The final results of this analysis will be published in our book

VIOLENCE IN THE AMERICAN FAMILY (Straus and Gelles, 1979). To lat.. we have

fouud that Gil's theoretical position which argues that child ibo.:e is

caused by a complex pattern of interrelated factors is holding Jo (l40).

No single fact* completely explains child abuse. Some of the expected

relationships have not been found, while other relationships have .surprised us.
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Clearly povert!. stress, arc et.,:eriences oitn liolence are re:ated tf)-0.o

abused their child, but the relitionships are modest and leave many questions

unanswered.

r*
Other Research on Chil4 Abuse__

In addition to the national ;survey of violence towards children in the

United States. we have also been involved in a number of exploratory studies

on labeling of child abuse cases. Our cohcern has been to examine why

certain familieS are "caught" abusing their children and why bther families

escape detection. Also, we have focused on falsedabNing--children

labeled "abused" who are not victims of abuse--and children who are abused

who are not identAfied by professionals whd'exam$4.them.

Another focus of our research has been to study data gathered in Florida

and examine what, if any. characteristix:s of children and families influence

their interaction with official child abuse agencies. Our interest focuses

on whether the reported injury or other social characteristics of the child

and the family detirmine if the case is labeled "child abuse" or dismissed

as "unfounded.'

Lastly, we have begun an examination of longitudinal data in the State

of New York which examines children who were labeled as "child abuse" victims

in tlip 1950's. Our concern is to see if being labeled a child abuse victim

.increases the likelihood of that child having future contact.with criminal

justice or mental health agencies.

Somnary of Current Research

The state of the art of child abuse and neglect research is not very
1

2
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advanced. Researchers and practitioners still wrangle over a precise definition

of child abuse. Because the definitions of child abuse vary from study to

stIdy, there is a major problem of comparability of current research
,".

projects.

We are at a point where we have a much more scientific estimate of

the inqdencE of child abuse. Despite some of the problems in our national

Survey, it has provided the best and most scientific estimate of the

incidenCe of child abuse to date.

We can not say what causes people to abuse their children because we

do not really know.. To paraphrase Dr. Edward Zigler (former director of the

.Children's Bureau), our knowledge about the causell of child abuse in 1978 is

rougbly similar to where we stood in our knowledge about mental illness in 1948

(Zigler, 1976).

Lastly, we can not be sure whether child abuse is increasing. There are

rip reliable scientifically gathered statistics which we can compare our national

Survey to. Any increase in the number of official reported cases of child

abuse is almost certainly due to the recent increase in public concein

arld'new legislation on this matter. Thus, we can only Ness as to,whether

child abuse is a growing problem, is roughly the same as is has been in the

past, or whether we actually are in the midst of a.decrease in the incidence

Of child abuse.

To sum up, there are still many questions which we need to address

in the study of child abuse. Unless we know what causr.s people to abuse their

children, our strategies to treat and prevent abuse ill be based mostly

on intuition. We must also face the reality that there will be no simple

.!?
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admit to our questions. It will take quality researchers who do quality

research and considerable time before we, can even begin.to ufiravel the complex

research issues in the study of child abuse.

PROBLEMS IN THE STUDY OF

'DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Child abuse, wife abuse, husband Abuse, and other forms of domestic

violence are issues where researchers face major obstacles and hurdles which

thel must overcome if they are to obtain satisfaitory answers to'the

crucial questions which are in need of investigation. Ph many ways the

prOblems encountered by researchers interested in domestic violence are

similar to the problems faced by an.! investigatbr who desires to study a

phenomenon which is sensitive and where taboos exist against speaking about

the behavior (see Farberow, 1966,for a complete discussion of researching

"taboo topics" such as suicide, mental illness, sexual behavior, and

hOmosexuality.)

However, research on domestic violence is unique and poses different

problems than faced by investigators studying taboo'topics. This is true

because the family is different than other social groups. First, the family

is a private group and second, it involves intimate social interactions.

Because the family is a private social group, most interaction takes

place between family members behind closed doorsout of sight of neighbors,

friends, and social scientists. The private nature of the family limits

the types of. investigatory tools which can be employed to study family

behavior (Geltes, 1976).

A second important aspect of the family is that the relationships_

between and among family members are intimate. Thus, unlike other social

groups, family structure arises out of intimate interactions, ao special

qtaire ,f intimate relationships tend to produce strong pressures against

discW.iro family matters with those outside of the family. Parents often
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reprimand children for discussing their family matters with school counselors.

friends, and neighb Likewise, the tendency to viev family matters as

Sacred, private, and in911111141111.
. makes

manyindividuals reluctant to talk eout

their family life with outsiders. In fact, this reluctance often becomes

an adamant stand against nosey, uninvited intrusions o' social scientists

market researchers, and the like.

In addition to the problems caused by the family being private and

intimate, there ai-e roadblocks which confront researchers studying

domestic violence.

One of the major problems in the area of domestic violence research

has been in defining what is to be studied. Almoist every major researcm

cOnference on family violence, child abuse, wife abuse, and now husband

abuse involves discussion and debate over definitions of the terms 'violence'.

"Child abuse". and "spouse abuse,. The basic problem is that tne terns

"violence" and "abuse' are essentially
political terms designed to cal:

attention to a phenomenon which people believe to be problematic. There

have been numerous attempts to actually define "Jiild abuse", including the

definition included in P1-93-237, "The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatmen,

Act" which reads:

"...the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse, negligent

treatment, or maltreatment of a child under the age o.f eighteen

by a who is responSible for the child's welfare under

circumsta es which indicate that the child's health or welfare is

harmed or threatened thereby..."

An alternative definition is offered by CIO who ;tates that chill acuse

is an occurrence where a caretaker injures a child, no!. t-iv acciiient, ryit.

anger or deliberately (Gil, 1970, p. 50).
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The problem with the definition offered in PL-93-237 is that it is too

broad'(probably because it is used to establish a mandate for a government

agency). The Gil definition suffers because it is difficult, if not impossible.

to scientifically measure"intenr

The inherent problem with the term "child abuse" or "spouse abuse"

iS that the terms are designed to point the finger at the behavior of parents

or spouses which deviates from society's norms about how parents should

behave towards children and how spouses should behave towards each other.

The prux of the problem is that Worms governing parenting and marital inter-

action change over time and vary from group to group.

A problem also arises when the term "violence" is defined (see GelleS

and Straus. 1978 for a detailed discussion of deinirig "violence").

The central problem here is that the more common an act.of physical force,

the less people are inclined to view that act as 'violent." Thus, most

people haide taken issue with us when we have defined spanking or slapping

a child aS "violent."

Because definitions of "violence" and "abuse vary from discipline to

discipline and from investigator to investigator, one problem we encounter

frequently is that research on domestic violence is not comparable. It is

difficult to know wnether findings vary because of the research :arried out

or because the researchers Aefined their issue differently from one another.

There are three additional.problems which confront investigators of

domestic violence. First, they mist find subjects to study; second, they

mest collect information which they can use to test their theories or

hypotheses; and lastly. they must design data gathering instruments and

techniques which insure that the! in obtaining trjthful information (fPr
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a complete discussion of the problem in studying sensitiv. icy,e, nd

problems involved in studying domestic violence. see 'lethods fo Sto1y'n1

Sensitive Family Topics" which is appended to this paper.

,The sensitivity and emotional charged nature of the topic of domestic

violence creates n4merous novgl and significant obstacles which had to Oe

faced and overcome in Our research. We spent the first 6 years of our research

hearing people say that it was impossible to study domestic violenct; by talking

- to peOple about .tiolence in the fa,T111,. We have faced the Problem of Actdally

having to ask, "did you stop beating your wife?" Currently, we encounter

objection to our definition of violent behavior and the critkism tnat 0..Jr

Subjects did not "tell all" about the level of violence in their family.

We concede that our definitidns and our methods can be improved on, but

we also point with some pride to the fact'that we,hive overcome the jnitial

problems in studying domestic v., 'ence and have shown tnat reseaech on %nli

important topic can be carried out. But. :* have only begun to blize tne

trail, much, much more is needed if we are to find the ;. cwers we seek.

PROBLEMS IN GOVERNMENT POLICY CONCERNING

RESEARCH ON DOMESTIC VIAENCE

We would not, And could not,be here tcday to report on our re7oarch

on domestic violence if the Federal 5overnment had hot fdentifred fami)y

violence as an important issue, and if the Federal Government,had not Set

aside funds for research into this Problem. Thus, to a certain extent, identl.

fying problems in government policy'n the area of domestic violence Is, 'Or JS,

looking the proverbial gift-horse in the mouth. However, tnere are oroolems.

.1
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It is unfortunately trite but true to say that resources and money

lead ihe list of problems. Our indivdual research activities have been

adequately funded, as have the activities of many of our colleagues. But"

the key problem is that in order to get at the importInt questions in the

Study of domestic violence, we need more good research. To get more good

research, we need more good researchers. Thus, if the Federal Government is

seriously interested in Understanding and ultimately doing somethihg about

domestic violence, it will need to spend more money to attract more good

researchers into this area.

A corollary issue is that the Federal Government will have to resist

Pressure from action groups to- spend money only on ser.Vices. Prog must

set aside sufficient resources for basic research. It is very temptirig to

look for quick, and easy answers to the problems of domestic violence, but

if our eight year program of research on
domestic violence has proved anything,

it proves that easy answers do not exist.

Even wifii the establishment of the National Center 'or Child Abuse and

Neglect, there Still iS not sufficient
funds available to fully investigate

dome,tic violence. In fact, some believe that the establisirent of the Center

Caused other funding agencies to bypass promising research proposals in the

area of violence towards chtldren.

A second problem with Federal policy is time. In many instances investiga-

tors have been asked to submit proposals to meet deadlines which are unrealistic

in terms of thinking through and planning out good research. Requests for

proposals are issued with government deadlines
and timetables in mind, and

often result in situations.where researchers with good ideas are shut-out

from competing for research funds. The shorter the time between the issuance
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1,f a request f.-.r pr7posis and the deadline, tne more cor;,otit.ie

research programs emo ;r0fit resear-:n

COmPetitiie ind,vidual investiqatdr-, are. Thu: min'. roc. ;-,,41'..e. ir'

imoortant Ideas are -ever.funded,

A third prob!em nas t do...,th the. sensitive 2f

rirran subjects. Government policy deslined tn protect tne riihtl numan

subjects is necessary. But, if the policy is onforced

rather than Protection in mind, many research prDiect,

r:an protect S4b;ectS t.Jt require variances fror..

will 'go anfuuded.

A fourth 7,roblem is tha! tne Fed.rll -,overrrvit, '1.e ^14r1

tend to see tne various a.pects or domest!c iioenc- irite

-11r." "iontualli .-r Ab,j,;ed

'4uSbd"S. !-0.tirr_1
'ir,7'; ii,lence.

'ne n,2", '

;eem5 to te an i!m,:st
:,r, r,j, ,n

legislation dealing with ib-e r,es. nurter if propows' r'w

serve to separee abused wises aut a;, in nc°

useful tactic, from a researchers . flPw.

A 'ifth prcblem has been !ne ratner
-

'crior:ties at toe Federa ieve;. in 'ne OF'7

to establ.sh.-we knew nothing and ree hid elem.ntary ds

more and more research is carried out, the luer,t. r, ne.d ire

more complex. However. at the Federal level, rre :,02;"1,,rs

formulated tefore tne data are in. Thus, 'he if t.iran øv ;:nent

is eStab;iShinq research priorities for the nee cfc; f,rid-(1

tne final reports from their fir-A. waie of researr_:n 1-e r,r11:etrd!
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A r_!orollary issue is that in Tiny cases researen Are tsta:,'4s:ie:

at the Federal level witmodt tme benef't of input `rom reseirchers. 'h's is

Sometimes necessary because it 's unfair tu let researcnors rave a siy :r !re

priorities which they wil compete 'or funding ur owever, it ..lorit

be bossitle to bring in more expertise without d' away umfair aivantages

ir the setting of Federt1 research goals.

To summarize the essential problems with Federal policy:

1. There is not enough funuing available fly- basic researcm.

21 "he allocation of research funds often prevents researylwrx

from proposing adequate research projects.

3. 4deral rules.and Procedures, while important and wel/

Intentioned, block essential and safe research an domestic

violence.

4. "me setting of research pr1or4t:es is freduerty mapnazard 3,11

Poorly informed.

5. 'he time frame of.many =eleral programs is often too marrow

for suPPorting needed, long term researzh pro;ects on domestic

violence.

SUGGEST1,A FOR 10./ERNME/47 POL.:CY

The problems with Federal policy in the area of research on aomws!i:

violence are serious enouqh tc minder the development and improvement of

basic re:earch in the area of family violence. An examole of the problems

is the proposed fiscal year 1978 child abuse and neglect research and demon-

stration priorities issued by the Dewtment Healtn, Education, and 'ielfare;

lffice of Human Development Services/Administration for Children, Youth.

and Familie% (see the Federal Register, January 23, 1913). The proposed

;1)1 4.1

.1 j)
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priorities. if they were adopted. would be
devastating for basic research

in the area of child abuse. The priorities represent a retreat from basic

research. Thi current 12 research projects would be
reduced to I ne.'proects

in' 1378 and the funds Available for basic research wculd be drasticqllv :ut.

Moreover, even the oroPOsed basic researcn
ruriorities are unrealisitc. liven

the problem facing researcners in this area.

4e sJggest the following stePs toward:
imorovinq Federal policy in tne

arta of domestic violence research:

, 1, The settlng aside of adequate funds for basic resemach in any

Federal program designed to deal with domestic v,olence.

2. The reserving of ua portion of funds for basic research for Jr-

*.
solicfted proposals'so that researchers are not constrained ny

time and deadline demands in designing and proposing research

in the area of domestic violence.

3. The estaolisnment of between
6 ard 8 centers for tne study

of domestic vidlence--much
like the regional resource centers in

the area of child abuse. Such centers would stimulate research and

would also aitract top flight researcners to thearea of domestic

violence.

4. The funding of longitudinal research on the topic of domestic violence.

Present Federal research grants and contracts are granted for

up to three years. However, we need 10 year projects (at a minimum)

if we are to adequately track down the causes of family violence.

5. Maintainence of a flexible policy on the protection of human subjects

OHO quarentees that the sub!ects involved in domestic vinlence research

will be protected, but w!iich recnoniaes the narticular ornhlems re-

searchers face I. stvdyinc domestic violence.

6. A consolidation of Federal programs on child, wife, and

7
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husband abuse into ona_program on domestic violence.

7. A recognition on the part of the Federal Government that the problems

of domestic violence are serious, extensive, and complex. One

ought not expect that answers and solution will be forthcoming in

two or three years. It took centuries to develop violent

families, it will take some time to unravel the problem and even more

time before we can take steps to ameliorate the problem. Domestic

violence-;s not some kind of passing fee. The research we have done

indicates that there is a direct relationship between domestic

violence and violence in the streets.,Juvenile delinquency, homicide,

and political assassination. lit are only at the beginning of our

resiarch on domestic violence and we shall need continued Federal

interest in this topic if we are to move from our very elementary

state of knowledge to a more complete understanding of domestic

violence.
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STATEMENT 'OP DR. RICHARD J. MIES, DEPARTMENT OP
SOCIOLOOY AND ANTHRCPOLOGY, UNIVERSITT. OP RHODE

ISLAND

Dr. Gnus. I think the questions that pisrtain to research on child
ahuse are similar to the questions concerning all research on domestic
violence. Most people ire concerned with knowing what is child abuse
and how much there is in Ameries. Is child abuse increasing? What
causes people to abuse their children? And, can -re pre "ent it?

I think one of the current roadblocks to good research in the area
of domestic violence and child abuse is that the topic ii so emotionallY
charged. Because of this, many people have very little patience when
it comes to waiting far answers to the important research qm 3tions.

The mandate seerA to be that 'we must do something about child
abuse and wife abuse today: / .

Consequently, researchers who say that we need more time or more
resources tend to get brushed aside by those who feel they cannot
wait for the orderly progress of research. The people believe that re-
soUrces are needed to do something now!

We often hear people say they know what 'causes wife and child
abuse so let's do something about it. think the problem is that we
really do not knOw what causes people to abuse their children, and
we do not know what causes spouses to abuse one another. We are at
a preliminary stage in on* research.lfuch of our research is simply
not-adequate. Much of the published research on child abuse- suffers
from similar drawbacks. For instance, most of the research is done
by focusing on cases c- child abuse which have been officially desig-
hated "child abuse."

The problem with this--this is also done in the area of wife and
husband and elderly abuseis that people wh x% labeled "child
abusers" do not constitute the entire universe c . id abusers. More-
over, those 'who get .aught are systematically dirk 7-ent from people
.f/ho injure their children but are not publicly labeled "child abusers."

Research which gamines eases of child abuse which are officially
. labelel cannot be iisAto estimate the incidences of child abuse because

many cases are not reported.
Second, we cannot use this type of research to explain what causes

people to abuse their children, because the factors that cause people

to get taught are confounded and confused. with the factors that led
them to abuse their children in the first place.

An aeditional problein with Mulch of the current research on domes-
tic violence is that most investigations are based on samples which are
small, regional, and nonrepresentative.

Very feet studies ever employ representative sampling techniques.
We cannot use the rate of child abuse in New York City to estimate
the hte ol child abuse in the country.

Ahother problem is that we are so new at investigating child abuse
hat we make errora and mistakesin our research. The methodological
problems vary and they plague olir ability to unraverthe mystery of
donlestic violence

lit the research program which I 'havP been involved in with my
colleagues at the University of New Hampshire and the University

J.
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of Delaware, we have gotten to a point where we can talk now about
the extent of violence toward children in the United States.

We conducted a national study of violence between family members
which surveyed a representative sample of 2,143 families chosen
firm across the country. The major findings that pertain to violence
a inat children were that : 63 percent of American parents, with ehil-
drèji between the ages of 3 and 17 mentioned that there was at least
one violent episode in their home during 1975. We fonnd that betwer,
3 and 4 million children were kicked, bitten, or punched at some time
in their lives by their parents. Between 1 and 2 million children were
kicked. bitten, or pimched by their parents in 1975. Between 1.4 and
2 million children have been beaten up while they grew up and be-
tween a quarter and three-quarters of a million American children are
beat up annually by their parents.

Our findings also indicated that between 1 and 2 million American
children have had parents who stabbed or tried to stab-them or shot
or tried to shoot them in their life times.

We qieveloped an estimate of the extent of physical child abuse in
the United States, and that estimate is that between 11!2 and 2 million
American children are abuaed by their parents each' year.

That estimate, to our knowledge, is the best scientific estimate which
is currently available. It is based on scientific measurement procedures
and a representative sam4ing.

To date. there are no studies which meet those two criteria. Never-
theless, as good as our methods were, even our estinutte is low. We
have almost certainly underestimated the extent of child abuse for
various reasons which I Save listed in my complete testithony.

. Further analysis of our survey data reveals that mothers are more
likelY to use violence on their chilsken, sons are more likely t(i be 'the.
victims of child abuse, and children 3 to 5 and .15 to 17'are at- the
greateat risk of being physically abused. ,

The last .finding, that children 15 to 17 years old are at great risk
of being abused.points to a new problem which has yet to be publicly
recognized, adolescent abuse.'Recently. we conducted a nonreprgenta-
tkarsurvey at the University of Rhode Ts!and. and found that ft per-
cent nf our college freshmen werP physically injured by their parents
during the last year they lived at home. Our sample consisted mostly
of middle-class students, and we were surprised'bv the extent of
lence they ex- -icnced. The real incidences of adolescent abuse cam
conceWably lot >uble of what we found.

We recently have turned our attention to examine factors associated
with-acts of violence toward children. and we are analyzing the rela-
tionship between abusive violence toward childYen and the following
factors: area of ,the country; urban, suburban, or rural residence:
education land income of the pareilt*: occupation of the paknts: age
of parent; race; family size; ;itress; family power and decision-
making; and expeence with violence as a'ciaild.

When we have concluded this analysis we will again have unique \'
data which does not suffer from some of/the more method-
ological problems in child abuse research. We will be hle to identify,
for the first time, which are the families where violeisce likely
to take place toward American children..

OP'

.11
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The state of the art Of child abuse research is not very advanced.
We are only now at a point where we have some scientific estimate of
the incidence of child abuse.

As yet, we do not know *hat causes people to abuse their children.
To paraphrase what Dr. Edward Zigler said 2 years ago. our

knowledge about the eauses of child abuse in 197R is roughly similar.
to where we stood in our knowledge about mental illness in 194P. We '
do not know whether ehild abuse is. increasing. We have/no statistics
which we chn compare our own research to. .

To.sum up. there are still many questions we need to address in the
study of child abuse, and there are problems which interfere with our
ability to answer these questions.

It is very obvious that one of the major problems in the area of
child abuse is the term itself. "Child abuse" is a political term which
is designed to call attention to a social problem. It is not a scientific
term, and it has never been satisfactorily defined. Because of that,
almost every research project ever carried out has a uniqiie definition
of chiM abnse. which makes the results noncomparable.

The second problem is to locate subjects to study. When you study
dOmestic violence, you virtually have to,ask, "Have ou stopped beat-
ing your child"? and, "Have you stopped beating your wife"? This
is difficult. to do. and it is difficult to find people to answer those ques-
tions.

Lastly, and the. most important problem we face, is to develop tech-
niques by which we can ascertain whether or not people have in fact
told us the truth.

Many of the problems with curtent research on domestic violenee
are often, in part. caused by Government policy concerning research
on domest ic violence.

It is almost trite to say. but it is true, that there is simply not enough
funding available for basic research.

Second% the manner in which Federal funds are allocated for re-
search often prevents researchers from designing adequate research

, projects. The use of contracts, requests for proposals. or 21-day turn-
around times do not allow for well-developed research projects:

The Federal rules and procedures intended to protect the rights of
human subjects oftentimes, unintOntionally, block essential research
on domestic violence.

Fourth, many times the setting of Federal priorities in the area of
research on domestic vicilenee is haphazard and poorly informed.

Federal agencies often do not consult researchers m the field, and
if they do, they do not pay attentioh to what they were told when
they established research priorities.

Last, the time frame of all ny Federal programs is much too narrow
td-su pport needed long-term research projects. -

For,mstance, the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect is
currently proposing to fund research for 3-year terms. To adequately
carry out longitudinal research in this area, one would have to pro-
pose a research project. lasting as many as 5 or 10 :vears. Most Federal
figencies cannot promise a time frame of that length.

An example of the problems associated with Federal support Of re-
search on domestic violence are the proposed fiscal year 1978 child
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abuse-neglect research and demonstration priorities issued January 23
by a Department of Health, Education, and Welfare/Office of ruman
Development Services, Administration for Children, Youth and
Families. These proposed priorities, were they to be adopted, would

, devastate basic research in the area of child abuse. The priorities
represent a complete retreat from basic research. The 12 research
projects that were funded over the past 3 years would be reduced to
only 4 new research projects. The funds available for basic research
o,c.; of this agency would be drastically cut. Moreover, even the limited
proposed basic research priorities are unrealistic.

We suggested the following steps for improving Federal policy in
this area.

One: The setting aside of adequate funds for basic research in any
Federal program designed to deal with domestic violence.

Two: The reserving of a portion of funds .for basic research for
unsolicited proposal so that researchers are not constrained by time
and deadline demands in designing and proposing research in the area
of domestic violence.
.study of domestie violencemuch like the regional resource centers

Three: The establishing of between- six and eight centers for the
in the area of child abusefor, provision of services. Such centers
would stimulate research and woul attract topflight researchers to
the area of domestic violence.

Four: The funding of longitudin research on the topic of domes-
tic violence. PresentFederal research grants and contracts are granted
for up to a maximum of 5 years.,However, we need 10-year projects to
adequately track down the causes of family violence.,

Five: Maintenance of a flexible' policy for the protection of human
subjects which guarantees that the subjects involved will be protected,
but which recegnizes the particular problems researchers face in
studying domestic violence.

Six: The next recommendation deals with the fact that the Federal
Government, like the genefal public, tendsio separate issues out. They
tend to talk about child abuse or wife abuse or hpshand abuse or
grondparent abuse when the real issue is violence in the family. We
rec amend a Consolidation of Federal 'programs on child, wife, and
husband abuse into tine Federal program on domestic violence.

Seven : Lastly, we urge that the Federal Government recognize the
problems of domestic violence, and that those problems are serio,:s,
extensive, and complex.

One cannot expect that answers and solutions will be forthcoming
in 2 or 3 years. 'It took centuries to develop violent families in this
country. It will take some time tomnravel the problem. and even more
time before we can take steps to ameliorate the problem.

Domestic violence is not some kind of passing fad. The research we
have done 4ndicates there is direct relationship belaten domestic vio-
lence and violence in the streets, juvenile delinquency. homicide, and
political assassinations. We are only at the beginning of our research
on this subject, and we will need continuing Federal interest on this
topic if we are to move away from a very elementary Mate of knowl-
edge to a more complete understanding of domestic violence.

Mr. Praszu.. Thank you very much. We hsve n question from
Bill Wells, our staff director.
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Dr. WELLS. I would like to address this to all of the witnesses and
perhaps you could also respond later if it is going to take too much
time right now.

In looking over the testimony of these hearings and other hearings
I find that witnesses are loathe to criticize Congress when they come
as witnesses before congressional committee:.

Yet I think one of the realities that affectt, social science research
is that there is a great variety of reactions wnd actions on The part
of Congress in responding to work in the social sciences, particularly
social science research. I think it is regrettable but true that, for
example, the Appropriations Committee in the Congress have been
quite skeptical of social science research for the 'past 30 years. This
view has persisted shiee the post-World War II (lays when the
National Science Foundation uas formed and when there was dis-
cussion of whether the National Science Foundation should have a
sociai sciences division.

One of the prices paid in order to have the NSF established was
to eliminate the social sciences division.

Over the years, social sciences research has been systematically
cut to very low levels. A compainble attitude has existed (luring the
years we had science advisors to the President.

Their attitude has often been that social scientists have not yet
discovered their "Newton's laws" and until they do they are not
likely to receive major support from the Federal Government.

Now, with this long introduction, I would like to put the question
to you: In what ways do you think that Congress or the committees
of Congress, key individuals and key offices in the executive depart-
ment, can be convinced that the kinds of research being described
here can- better be supported? In what terms can it best be couched?
How can the case be better approached? fIow, for example, can the
National Science Foundation, which now has a total of $1 billion
annually and,still has a social sciences program on the order of $20
to $25 million, be enhanced with respect to the social sciences? I
think 'these are the problems that face us, that we.need some advice
and counsel on, in order to proceed.

It is a very complicated question, Mr. Pursell.
Mr. Ptlism. Would any of the witnesses like to comment while

they are here?
Dr. NZwasnasit. My name is Eli Newberger and I am a pediatrician

from the Children's hospital in Boston where I direct the Family
Development Study. I. think it is entirely 'true to say, particularly
with regard to the problem of child abuse, that research in this area
is under-funded, and the Federal agencies in the executive btanch
do their job in a way which is poorly coordinated.

We have a situation where there is a certain amount of support
available for social scientists as well as for medical investigators,
but it is a very !until! amount. Different aspects of the problems are
tendad to by different Government agencies without nearly adequate
coordination.

I think it is here that some high-level integrative leadership is
needed in the executive branch.

Dr. Gnus. I would like to add an anecdotal answer to the ques-
tion.

27(vm 0 7 g 1'1
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Dr. Newberger and I sat on the Senate side last year and testified
before a Senate committee on the topic of child abuse. We heard that
the city of New York spent $1/4 billion on foster rare replacements
for children. The Senators aikNl. "Is that really the right amount
of money?" And the answer wt,, 'Ye, a $14 billion.". The situation
that the Federal and regional governments are presently .involved in
is that they are now spending money to cope with child abuse, wife
abuse and domestic violence. In an ideal world it would be nice to
think you are spending money the proper way..

In many instances, money spent for foster care could be better
spent if we had research that told 113 what, in fact, causes people to
abuse their children and what. in fact, are effective twatmeht pro-
Cetlures.

"The argument I could make for social science research is, if you'
do not have the answers to the fundamental questions concerning'
cause, you may well be wasting a tremendous amount of Federal
dollars on programs that, in the long run, are never going to do any
good. We could have psychiatric counseling for battering parents for
years and it would not solve anything because psychiatric abnormali-
ties play only a small part in. causing people to abuse their children.

One way or the other. the Federal Government is going to spend
money. It would seem to me, from an outsider's point Of view, they
might want to spend their money wisely. To spend Money wisely,
Congress should be informed its to what exactly is going on. The
only way they will be informed is.through social science wsearch.

Mr. PrasELL. Let me follow up on that, Dr. Newberger.
You say we lack the poordination at the Federal level or we say

it is somebody else's business to do the research. It seems that the
universities sort of parallel the Federal Government. We have pieces
of it floating around- the courtry in the form of various grants for
research and it does not seem to be pulled together into a national
strategy.

Would you suggest how that might be developed at the national
level or through HEW. and you know how big it is. I am particularly
interested in willing it out of the Department of HEWI will
intamluce a bill on it next weekin Order to deal with young people
and which .will inclnde job training, the lack of which is part of
the problem, as is seen when they grow up and heroine violent. Do
you have a constructive suggestion as to how that might he better
coordinated f

Dr. NEWMP.110En. What you say about the universities is unquestion-
ably true. They do not always marshall their resources to work
harmoniously together.',Particularly in a field like family violence,
it. is of exceeding importance to get wople together from different
scientific disciplines and from different areas of clinical practice.
For example, the fields of sociology, psychology and the basic sci-
ences of medicine, like psychiatry, are frequentiv in most inadequate
communication even in excellent universities likis the one with whieh
I am associated. And the schools of meditine and law and public
health are freqnently constrained by very serious jurisdictional and
profes,ional boundaries.

People speak different languages in the different disciplines and
there are administrative constraints to their working together.
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But I think it can safely be said that, by and large, people who
are concerned with conducting research on problems of this nature
will follow the money. And if there is an incentive toward inter-

' disciplinary cooperation and bringing together people from various
faculties that have to talk with one another in oroier to be able to do
their work, this will *pen.

Dr. Gelles and I have recently been discussing ourselves how
important it would be to give some of the social scientists who have
some &Naive and important work to do in this field some clinical
exposure.

This is devilishly difficult to do. As a result, many of the people
.who are doing research on family violence haie not had contact
with clinical cases unless they are enterprising people like Dr. Gelles,
who will go to the police department and ask to interview families
who have been involved in violent incidents.

Mr. PIntsem. I am sure that many of us in Congress have never
been out ih the field to see what is happening in the communities and
to translate it into a realistic solution.

Do you think it is possible that, while we have had White House
conferences on education and balanced growth, Congress could
develop a mechanism to pull together people like yourself, and Dr.
Galles and others, to develop a strategy which might be translated
into legislation or State programs provided that there is some
research to back that up? I understand from his testimony that
maybe we are not ready to allocate Federal resources until the
research is pulled together. Is it possible that Congress could ever
attempt sornething lilce that I

Dr. NEWBERGER. I think it is well to keep in mind the fact that
there have been Congressionally inspired undertakings of this kind
which have led to very fruitful results.

The joint commission on the mental health of Children, for ex-
ample, during the 1950's, the vice president of which, Dr. Julius
Richmond, is now the Assistant Secretary for Health in HEW, was
ai undertaking established by the Congress which led to a very
considerable review of our knowleor base on childfen's mental'
health, and some well defined recommendation. I would add thut
the recommendations have yet to be acknowledged and built upon as
cornerstones of national policy in children's mental health.
. Mr. Pusan& It takes about 20 years to get into the implementa-
tion of a policy sometimes that is evolutionary rather than revolu-
tionary. oilb

Dr. NEwsznon. If one accepts the data that Dr. Genes has shared
with 'us cps the extraordinary prevelance of violence in American
families. then I think this is a problem for which we should cer-
tainly consider sueh an approach.

Mr. Pvearaz. We will move along with our testimony.
Our next witness will be Mr. Lawrence Brown, director, Child

Protection for the American Humane Association, from Englewood,
Colo.

Would you take a minute to tell UR a little bit about that group. I
do not think too many people Pre familiar with it.

[The statement of Mi. Brown is as follows:]

..;
o 7
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STATEMENT OF LARRY BROWN

FEBRUARY 16, 1978

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE 'AND.TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES

MR. CHAIRMAN, MY NAME IS LARRY BROWN. I AM DIRECTOR OF.CHILD

sPROTECTION FOR THE AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION.. OUR NATIONAL HEADQUARTBPS

ARE IN DENVER, COLORADO, AND WE ARE AN ASSOCIATION OF AGENCIES AND maw-

DUALS WORKING TO PREVENT NEGLECT, ABUSE AND EKPLOITATION OF CHILDREN.

OUR AGENCY AFFILIATES INCLUDE STATE AND COUNTY SOCIAL SERV/tE DEPARTMENTS,

JUVENILE AND FAM/LY ODURTS, SCHOOLS,.VOSPITALS, AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.

THE ASSOCIATION WAS FOUNDED IN 1877. PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES Or THE AMERICAN

MARNE ASSOCIATION ARE TRAINING, CONSULTATION, PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH.

AMERICAN HUMANE IS GUIDED BY A NATIONAL BOhRD OF DIRECTORS, AN

ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF EVERTS IN CHILD PRWIDCTIVE SERVICES AND A TRAINING

AND CONSULTATION FACULTY Or PROFESSIONALS FROM THE FIELDS OF SOCIAL WORE,

LAW AND MEDICINE.

WITH A GRANT FROM THE CHILDREN'S BUREAU OF THE UNITED STATES

DERBRTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, AMERICAN HUMANE BEGAN IN 1973

TO DEVELOP AND OPERATE A CLEARINCMOUSE FOR NATIONAL REPORTING Or CHILD

ABUSE AND NEGLECT. THE PROCESS HAS CONTINUED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE

NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT WHICH WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1974

BY THE CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PREVENTION AND TREATMENT ACT.

AS AN ADVOCATE FOR THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN, WE HAVE SURVEYED

NATIONALLY LEGISLATION AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AS A MEANS or PROVIDING
:

THE BASE r..,p PtiONOTING IMPROVED SERVICES TO NEGLECTED AND ABUSED CHILDREN

AND THEIR FAMILIES. IN THIS REGARD WE HAVE PUBLISHED A STATE BY STATE
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ANALYSIS OF CHILD ABUSE REPuRTING LEGISLATION AS WELL AS A NATIONAL

ANALYSIS .or THE SYSTEM WHICH IS'DESIGNED IN MACH STATE TO RESPOND TO

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS. WE ARE CURRENTLY ENGAGED AGAIN IN A NATIONWIOE
1

SURVEY or CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE NATION.

NY COMMENTS TODAY WILL FOCUS PRIMARILY ON OUR NATIONAL ANALYSIS

OF OFFICIAL CHILD NEGLECT AND ABUSE REPORTING. Ir. BECAME INVOLVED IN

THIS PROJECT WHEN IT WAS NOTED THAT THE'ABSENCE OF A CENTRAL RESOURCE

or NATIONAL DATA ON CHILD NEGLECT AND ABUSE OFTEN PREVENTED OR BLOCEED

srrom TOWhRD CONSTRUCTIVE PLANNING. WE BECAME AWARE THAT ON MANY

OCCASIONS UNREALISTIC AND POORLY PLANNED INITIATIVES WERE UNDERTAKEN IN

REACTION TO THE DISCOVERY AND SENSATIONALIZED JOURNALISTIC TREATIIENT

406r A SINGLE CASE OF CHILu ABUSE.

THE OBJECT or THIS PROJECT, THEREFORE, WAS TO DEVELOP A NATIONAL

CLEARINGNOUSE FOR SYSTEMATICALLY GATHERING DATA ON THE NATURE, REPORTED

INCIDENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT; FOR COLLECTING

INFORMATION ON SUCH RELATED AREAS AS SOURCES OF REPORTING, ACTIGN TAXEN

BY TWEIVING AGENCIES AND OUTCOMES WITH RESPECT TO IMPACT ON CHILDREN

4

AND VO DISSEMINATE PERIODIC REPORTS AND ANALYSIS RELATED TO TRENDS AND

TO THE NATIONAL STATUS OF THE PROBLEM.

THIS STUDY IS,NOT A NATIONAL REGISTRY BY NAMES OF INDIVIDUALt

INVOLVED IN CHILD ABUSE. AND NEGLECT NOR DOES IT ICASURE THE FULL INCIDENCE.

IT DOES PROVIDE STATISTICAL INFOPMATION ON OFFICIALLY REPORTED CASES.AND

CONTAINS THE BEST AVAILABLE DATA ON NATIONAL EXPERIENCE. IT IS THE ONLY

DOCUPOOMOOTON ON NATIONAL INCIDENTS OF REPORTED CASES or CHILD ABUSE

.444*
AND.NEGLECT.

THE5DATA I PLAN TO SHARE WITH YOU TODAY IS THAT RECEIVED FROM

50 STATES, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, AND THREE U.S. TERRITORIES.

1
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TOR THE YEAR 1976, 28 STATES AND THREE TERRITORIES (GUAM, PUERTO

PICO AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS) PARTICIPATeD IN THE NATIONAL STUDY'THROUGH

USE OF A STAND& REPORTING FORM. THE OTHER 22 STATES AND THE DISTRICT

or COLUMBIA SUBMITTED AGGREGATE DATA WITH CONSIDERABLE VARIETY IN FORMAT

AND DETAIL.

IN ALL, 357,533 OFFICIAL REPORTS OF CHILD NEGLECr ARID ABUSE WERE

RECEIVED tIN 1976 FROM THE 50 STATES, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND THE

TERRITORIES. FOR THE YEAR 1975t OUR PRCOECT RECEIVED 294,796 OFFICIAL

REPORTS FROM THROUGHOUT THE NATION. WHILE THERE IS A STEADY INtREASE IN

fTHE NUMBERS RESULTING F MORE COMPLETE PARTICIPATION AND GREATER PUBLIC
. .

ANAREMESS, THL RATIOS AN PERaNTAGES REGARDING THE DATA AREALREADY

STABILISING.

T AND MOST USEFUL DATA COMES FROM THE 28 STATES WHICH USED

A STANDARD TIONAL FORMAT FOR OFFICIAL REPORTS. FROM THAT Gsour trE WERE

ABLE TO MAKE A DETAILED ANALYSI&OF 99,579 REPORTS.

PERHAPS THE INFORMATION IF MOST INTEREST TO THE 03MMITTEE IS

THAT WHICH DESCRIBES WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED TO NEGLECTED AND ABUSED CHILDREN

AS REPORTED NATIONWIDE. THIS INFORMATION IS SUMMARIZED ON PAGE 10 OF

THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.

TYPES OF NEGLECT ANDARGSE

Frame 9 SHOWS THE TYPE OF NEGLECT AND ABUSE ON 91,249 VALIDATED

REPORTS. THE MOST COMMON TYPES ARE THE NEGLECT CATEGORIES. OF ALL

REPORTS, THE ITEMr ON THE BOTTOM OF THISJCHART CONSTITUTE WHAT IS OFTEN

WARRED TO AS THE 'BATTERED CHILD SYNDROME" -- THE SEVERELY PHYSICALLY

ABUSED CHILD -- BORE FRACTURES, BRAIN DAMAGE, SKULL FRACTURE, SUBDORAL

,

3, 0

"J
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HENCROMA, BURNS AND SCALDS. ALL Or THESE CATEGORIES COMBINED Accoutrr FOR

3.9% OP TUX TOTAL REPORTED CASES. THE CATEGORY 6ITH THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY,

LACK OF SUPERVISION (34.6%) IS ESSENTIALLY AtFORM OF NEGLECT. THE' CUTS

AND BRUISES AND WELTS CATEGORY INDICATING MINOR PHYSICAL ABUSE OF VARIOUS

TYPES IS REPORTED AT 19.3%.

SEXUAL ABUSE CONSTITUTED 12.1% OF ALL VALIUAT7D ABUSE CASES REPORTED

AND 3.2% OF ALL VALIDATED WYORTS.

SEVIEITY Of NEGLECT AND ABUSE

ON PAGE 9 OF THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY IS A PRESENTATION ON SEVERITY 1.

Or NEGLECT AND ABUSE FOR ALL INVOLVED CHILDREN. SEVENTYTWO PERCENT OF

ALL VICTIMS WERE REPORTED TO HAVE RECEIVED NO MEDICAL TREATMENT rop THEN(

INJURIES. TEE FATALITY RATE WASREPORTED TD BE ONE-HALF OF ONE PERCENT.

THE ACTUAL NUMBER or FATALITIES NATIONWIDE CANNOT BE STATED IN VIEW OF

THE FACT THAT SEVERITY WAS ONENOWN OR UNREPORTED FOR MANY CASES.

SEVERITY OF NEGLECT AND ABUSE IS REPORTED EXCLUSIVELY IN MEDICAL

TERMS -- FROM NO TREATMENT GIVEN TO MODERATE INJURY, SERIOUS INJURY/

HOSPITALISATION, PERSONAL DISABILITY AND FATALITY.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT EVEN THOUGH SEVERITY IS RECORDED

ONLY IN MEDICAL TERMS, THE NEGLECT CASES ARE ALmosy AS SEVERE AS CASES

OF ABUSE. TWENTY PERCENT OF NEGLECT CASES AND 24% OF ABUSE CASES INVOLVED

MODERATE INJURY.: 10% or ABUSE AND 4% OF NEGLECT CASES INVOLVED PERMENENT

DISABILITY; AND FATALITIES INVOLVED FEWER THAN 1% OF EITHER ABUSE OR

NEGLECT CASES.

THE SEVERITY OF THZ IMPACT IS LARGELY A FUNCTION OF THE VICTIM'S'

AGE. THE MORE SEVERE OUTCOMES OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT ARE MUCH MORE LIKELY

TO OCCUR IN VERY YOUNG CHILDREN: NEARLY 60% OF ALL FATALITIES OCCUR IN

c.,

.1.
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TEE GROUP UMBER TWO YEARS Cif AGE. SEVENTY-POUR PERCENT OP ALL VICTIMS

MITH.BNAIN ohm* oft :mu navrtmas ARE INFANTS (UNDER TWO MAE.)

INS MAJORITY Of ALL VICTIMS WITH SUBDURAL KEMORAAGES, BONE FRACTURES,

INTERNAL INJURIES, FAILURE TO THRIVE, POISONING,' AND DRUG ADDICTION AME

UNDER THREE YEARS OLD. A NEAR MAJORITY (OVER 40%) WITH MALNUTRITION AND

MANS OR SCALD, ARE ALSO IN THIS VERY YOUNG AGE GROUP.

WHILE CHILDREN or ALL AGES ARE msammo AND ABUSED, THE COHSE-
.

QUINCES ARE MORE ACUTE POE THE VERY YOUNG. SINCE THE MEASURE or SEVERITY

REFLECTS PRIMAR1 V INE MEDICAL ASPECTS br INJURY, THE DATA DOES NOT ADDRESS

THE SEVERITY OF EMOTIONAL OR PSYCMDIDGICAL DAMAGE.

AGM AND sax or canon*

THE AGE or xmirown CHILDREN IN CASES or mum NEGLECT AND ABUSE

HAE LONG BEEN OF INITRIST TO THE PIELD OF CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES.

IN RECENT YEARS, INCREASED ATTENTION HAS BEEN PAID TO TKE OLDER CHILD.

/I IS CLEAR THAT NEMEC? AND ABUSE IS A PROBLEM WHICH ArrEcTS CHILDREN

Or ALL AGES. THIS DATA CLEARLY REFUTES A COMMONLY ACCEPTED NOTION THAT

NEGLECT AND ABUSE ARE LIMITED TD VERY YOUNG CHILDREN.

ON ALL 7ALID;CASES OF NEGLECT AND ABUSE, THERE IS AN EVEN DISTRI.

W IDOW OP MALE AND FEMALE VICTIMS (so.). roam CIILDREN WERE INVOLVED

IN 54/1 OF ALL VALID ABUSE CASES, AND MALE CEILDREN WERE INVOLVED IN Sit

OF ALL VALID NEGLECT CASES..

THE NUMBERS Or MALES EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OP roal.r.s Iii ;ACH GROUP ,

rmom INPANCY THMOUGH 11 YEARS OLD. IN CONTRAST, SALES ARE OUTNUMBERED

BY mhos /N THE TWO OLDER AGE GROUPS. THIS REVERSAL IN TREND IS ES-

PECIALLY DRAMATIC PORTHE IS TO 17 YEAR OLD AGE GROUP IN WHICH THE RATIO

OF GIRLS TO BOYS BECOMES 3:2.
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ALLEGED PERPETRATORS

FIFTYLSIi PERCENT OF ALLEGED PERPETRATORS ON VALIDATED REPORTS

OF NEGLECT AND ABUSE WERE OVER 30 YEARS DLD. ONLY (,.44i WERE llE)Ek'20

YEARS OF AGE -AT THE TIME OF THE INCIDENT.

THE YOUN.-;ER PERPETRATORS WERE MORE LIKELY TO RE FEMALE THAE TIE

OLDER ONES. MORE THAN TWICE AS MANY rINPETNAIrms UNDER 10 WERF FEKALE

THAN MALE. PERPETRATORS OVEF 30 WERE ALMosT AS LIKELY TO BE MALE AS

FEMALE. IN ALC*VALIDAFED VASES or NEGLECT AND ABUSE, THE PERPETOMORS

VERE FEMALE 61% OF THE TIME. THIS PAEPONDERANCE IS DOE MAINLY TO A

GREATER NUMBER OF NEGLECT CASES. IN VALIDATED CASES OF ABUSE ONLY.

Th
HowEvER, rEmALes WERE THE ALLEGED PERPETRATORS IN ONLY 45% OF THE rAsEs.

THE PERPETRATOR IN THE OVERWHELMING MAjORITY OF TIC CASES (86.1%)

IS THE NATURAL PARENT. 11IIS AS CONSISTENT WITH OTHER DATA IN 11IE fIELL.

THE NEXT HIqIEST PERCENTAGE (7. OF AI.LErIED PERPETRATORS WERE STEP-

PARWITS.

FACTORS PRESENT IN THE FAMILIES

A GREAT DEAL OF RESEARCH HAS GONE !Win THE CHARACTEPISTICS OE

-

FAMILIES INvetvEn IN NEGLECT AND ABUSE. THE DATA REELECTS °ME REPORTS

OF SO( i. womps nN FACToRS PRESENT.

'THERE WERE SDiSTLaTIATED CASES OF CHILD NEGLECT AND ABUSE

ALL-mom LEvEL:;. MO.4 CASES REP'itTED, HOWEVER, D4VOLVE LOWER INCOM:

FAMILIES. THE KI:DIAN INCOME or ALL CASES WAS $5,050 PEP YEAR. MEDIAN

INCOME IS SUBSTANTIALLY HIGHER IN ABUSE CASES (6,890 PEP YEAR) THAN

IN NEGLECT ($4,250 PER YEAR). THE MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME E(41 ALL UNITED

STATES FAM I L /ES IN 1976 WAS $13,900.

ALTHOCGH THERE APE COMMONA LIT I Es , THE FAM I LY (*ACTORS IHVI)I N I)

N CHILD ABUSE ARE DIFFERENT THAN IN CH I IA NE r; LErT. IN NE, 1.1.:( 7 , THE
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RELATIVE IMPORTANCE 0E ENVIRONMENTAL STRESF, FACTORS (Pol.TRTY AND POOR ..

HOUSING) IS GREATER THAN THE PERSONAL CHARA(nTRISTIC; p :NABILIT:e To

COPE FACTORS (LACK OF TOLERANCE AND tp:-s 01 rONTROL DURING DISCIPLINE)

PRESENT IN ABUSE CASES. 1

MANY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE To FAMILY AND PARENTAL FAILURE, Am

IT IS IMPORTANT NOT TO VERSIMPLIFY THE PROBLEM WITH ONLY PARTIAL INFOR-

MATION OR SELECTED INFORMATION 'AS 0ETEN BEEN DONE IN THE PAST. AN

EXAMPLE IS THE OFT QUOTED CONCLUSION ABOUT PAwarrs wito ABUSE CHILDREN

HAVING BEEN ABUSE THEMSELVES. SUCH WAS REPORTED To "5 IN ONLY 17.5*

OF ALMOST 7,C00 FAMILIES INVOLVING VALIDATED ABUSE. MORE ALARMING NUMBERS

OCCUR WITH RESPECT TO MARRIAGE AND FAMILY FTABILITY SUCH AS BROKEN FAMILY

(41.9% IN ABUSE AND 32.3% IN NEGLECT). THE LARGEST SINGLE FACTOR PRESENT

IN 18,227 FAMILIES WAS THE FACTOR OF BROKEN FAMILY (42,.0%)

-CERVICES PROVIDED

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER A CASE OP CHILD NEGLECT AND ABUSE IS DI5-

COVERED AND REPORTED? DATA DRAWN FROM 32,657 FAMILIES ImvoLvEn IN VALIDATED

REPORTS INDICATE; THAT 48.2% RECE:1ED CASEWORK COUNSELING; FOSTER FAMILY

CARE WAS GIVEN 9.4% OF THE FAMILIES, AND CRIMINAL ACTION WAS TAKEN;AGAINST

THE ALLEGED PERPETRATOR IN 4.1% OF THE cAsrs. IN H1.7% OE ALL VALIDATED

REPORTS, THE CHILD REMAINED IN THE HOME WITH HIS PARENTS WHIL1 7.ERVICE:3

WERE PROVIDED.

SUMMARY

FROM %LI. -;01112CFS oF RESEARCH DATA CoMES THL RECOGNITIN THAT

THE MORE WE KNOW ABOUT CHILI) MALTREATMENT THE MORE CLRTAIN WE REcomr

OF THE IMMENSITY AND IMPORTANCE OF THIs PROBLEM RESULTING FROM THE

WIDESPREAD FAILDRE 5(4 THE PART or. AMERI0AN FAMILIES To CET THE NEEDS
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OF YOUNG CHILDREN AND TO PRoTECT TnEM FP0M HARM. OUR CONVICTION ABOUT

1TIS IS THAT WE MUST ADDRESS THE PROBLEM AS_ONE OF PARENTING AND. OF PERSONAL

AN6 FAMILY DEVELOPMENT. CHILD NEGLECT AND ABUSE IS RARELY A WILLFUL,AND

DELIBERATE ACT ON THE PART OF ',ARENT'S. IT IS maw: OFTEN A MATTER OF PAR-

ENTAL FAILURE, INADEQUACY AND INABILITY TO CARE FOR THCIR CHILDREN. THIS,

IS NOT TO SAY THAT THERE ARE NoT SOML CASES WHICH INVOLVE WILLFUL, IN-

TENTIONAL AND DELIBERATE 'MACES ON CHILDREN BY THEIR PARENTS. IT DOES

KLAN THAT MOST PAI, NTS WAI' TO ISE GOOD PA4NTSI HAvE CAPACITY rc*. ADEQUATE

PARENTING AND CAN BE HELPED 0 BE BETTER PA Ams EVEN AFTEP ABUSINf AND

NELECTING THEIR CHILDREN.

'BECAUSE CHILDREN HAVE A RIGHT BE WITH THEIR OWN FAKENTS, THE

ULTIMATE oncyreTlyr or CHILD PROTECTIVE SE CES MUST BF TO PROTECT CHILDREN

THROUGH STABILIIIN:: AND STRENGTHENING /AMILIES ENEVEP Por,SIBLE% EACH

INSTANCE MUST BE ASSESSED TO CETERMINE THE POTENTIAL FoR cHANrAi AND T.,

EVALUATE THE RISE To THE CHILD.

FROM THoSE WHO FAIL, FROM 1111-: VICTIK; Ario rpom TH(1.:;' Wli

'VT TO PROTECT CHILDREN, COME.: THE APPEAL -- AMERICAN FAMILIE:: P1.11RE

MORE CARET\PREPARATION'AND PLANNING AND .:EILISI) HELF IN TIMES oF TROUBLE

AND 3TRES5. ;APENTING IS NO SIMPLE TASK. FOR MOST PEOPLE HAvIN; CHILDREN

WILL BETWE MoST cHAIIENGIN'; AND CREATIVE EXPERIENCE or THEIR LITT --

AN KAPENENCE MP WHICH THEY ARE LEAST PREV4RED AND ror ralom THFh

ILL FAR To0 LITTLE HELP 'dirt; THEY ST'IMBLE AND ilium THEY'FAIL.
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STATEMENT OP LAwana BROWN, DIRECTOR, CHILD PROTEC-
TION, AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION, ENGLEWOOD, COLO.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you. The American Humane Association was
foimded in 1R77 and is an association of child protection agencies
throughout the Nation. Inchided among our agency affiliates are
'juvenile courts, State and county social service department, hos-
pitals and law enforcement agencies. This association was founded
at *e-time %hen chjld protective services was beginning- to emerge
as a problem in this Nation and laws and services began to he (level-

.
oped to protect children fromfamily abuse. _

Mr. PURRELL. What is your bpdget and personnel ? it .
Mr. BROWN. We have 10 personnel in the child protection division,

and a budget of about 300,000. :
Mr. GALLAonsa. Ten in your division and how many in the animal

division?
. .

Mr. BROWN. The field staffs are approximaiely the same. We have
Edministrative support staff to serve both programs inchiding mem-
bership. administration, publications and resenrch.. # .

-

Mr. PURRELL. You may be a link,. larger in the animal catego
than in the human category?

Mr. BRowx. Those of us in the field know this quite well, but the
firSt reported case of child abuse in this country was 'handled in
New York City in 1874 through the animal protection laws in effect
at that time. There were no laws to prStect children from abuse by
their parents.

It was subsequent to that thaf a number tf voluntary agencies
emerged in the count7 and by 1930 there were over 400 SPCC's;
that is Societies for the- Prevention of Cnielty .to Children in the
United States. a

During. thA 'depression and subsequent to that, with the increased
Government intervention into social services, the voluntary agencies
have diminished to the point where they number less than 10.

The major role and responsibility is a Government one and services
' are provided now through State and niunty social syrvices depart-

ments in .every Statf. There are child abuse reporting laws and
agencies in every State in the Nation to receive and respond to reports
of child abuse and neglect.

Mr. GALLAGHER. A inan's hest. friend is still his dog. rather than his
son.

Mr. BROWN. Thert, seem to be some commonalities. I think when
we talk about the family violence we are imam that violence toward
animals is also seen in families when, there is violence towani childn.n
and vice versa.

Although the agencies whiCh intervene at the local level are
separate agencies and rarely provide both services.

The Anwrkan Humane Assoeiation is guided by a national board
of directors. an advisory-committee of experts in child protective
servic('s and we utilize a training and consultant staff of professionals
from the fields of social work, law. and medicine.

These are pemonnel who are, not employees of our association but
who have been trained and coordinated by our association to provide
services throughout the country.
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, I
I want to diecuss primarily today my agency's involvement in a

national study of official reports of child abuse and neglect. We dis-
covered several years ago that there was a dirth of information
regarding how many and what kinds of services are being provided
to children 'who are abused and neglected and we also saw that
unrealietic and poorly planned initiatives were undertaken, in reac-
tion to the discovery and sensationalized journalistic treatment of a
single 4ncident of child abuse. There w,as a lack of information upon
whichrstates could place their resources and plan, their services. So
thet a nationwide survey w,as initiated.ky our agency with a grant
from the Federal Government to bringlogether information that is
being,reported on child 'abuse and neglect from all the States: We
recerted reports from all 50 States, but our beet information comes
-from 28 States which submit information to us on a standard national
reporting form..This study is not a registry of names of individuals
involved in child abuse and neglect, nor does it measure the total
incidence. Itdoes provide statistical information on officially reported
Cases and contains the best available data on the national experience.

It is the only documentation of national incidence of reported cases
orchild abuse and neglect, and it is now beginning to. be actively
utilized by State and Goyernment agencies in program planning
and development. We have information in the study which ie avail-
able for the committee both in terms of the total study as well as the
executive summary which we prepitred. Both of these reports were
issued just 2 weeks ago, and haVe not been widely discussed as yet.

The objective of our project was to do a number of things: To
become a clearinghouse for gathering information, which is already
being gathered at the State level on the nature, the reported inci-
dences and the characteristics of child abuse and neglect. We are
interested in what action is being taken about these incidents and
where the reports are made and What the agencies do with it, as well
as some information on the impact with respect to the children
involved.

For the year 1976, the total number of reports received by our'
agencY from all of the 50 States and the 3 U.S. territories was 357,583
official reports of child abuse and neglect.

. .

Let me acid here that for the year 1975 we received 294,796 official
reports from throughout the Nation. And our 1977 data is still not
complete. We expect to be reporting that by May 1.

1Thile there is a steady increase in the numbers of reports coining
from the.States resulting probably from more complete participa-
tion in this study as well as greater public awareness, the ratios and
the percentages regarding what is happening are beginning to stabi-
lize and we can see definite trends and patterns.

I would like to speak specifically for a moment about the most
useful data which we have in the studyf which. comes him the 28

letates using the standard national form. From that group we were
able to make a detailed analysis of 99,879 reportsalmost-100,000
validated reports of child abuse and neglect'.

With respect to the type of neglect and abuse on these validated
reports, the most common types are the neglect categories..

()f all reports the items shown on the bottom of our chart, on
page 9 of the executive summary, constitute what is often referred

31 7
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to as the battered child syndrome, the severely physically abused
childbone fractures, brain damage, skull fractures, subdural Immo
tomes, burns, and scalds. Alt of these categories of the severely
battered child newmt for 2,870 cases or 3.0 percent of the total
validated cases. The category with the highest frequency of report-
ing irlack of supervision, whicii involved 21,000 cases, or 34.6 per-
cent, and is.eesentially a form of neglect. The minor physical abuse
categorycuts, bruises and weltsaccounted for 19.8 peicent of all
reports, which totals 11,869.

&suel abuse constituted 12.1 percent of all validated abuse cases
reported and 3.2 percent of all validated reports of abuse and neglect.
Men we add to the sexual abuse, information we receive from the
States which do ntit provide information on the standard reporting
form, we have a total of 7,400 Officially reported cases of sexual abusb
throughout the Nation.

On page 9 of the executive summary is a presentation on severity
of neglect and abuse for all involved children. 72 percent of all
victims were reported to have received no medical I .eatment for
their injuries. The fatality rate was reported to be one-half of 1
percent, a total of 260 reported from all of the States in 1976. The
actual number of fatalities nationwide cannot be stated in view of the
fact that severity was unknown or unreported for manycases.

Severity Of neglect and abuse is reported exclusively in this itudy
in medical termsfrom no treatment given to moderate injury,
serious injury, hospitalization, personal disability, and fatality.

It is important to note that even though severity is recorded only
in medical terms, the neglect cases are almost as severe as case* of
abuse. 20 percent of neglect cases end 24 percent of abuse cases
involved moderate injury. 10 percent of abuse and 4 percent of
neglect cases involved riermanent disability and fatalities involved
fewer than 1 percent of both abuse and neglect cases.

It is interesting to note that the severity of the impact is largely
a function of the victim's age. The more severe outcomes, of abuse
and neglect are much more likely to occur in very young children.
Nearly 60 'percent of all fatalities occur in the age group under
2 years. 74 percent of all victims with brain damage or skull frac-
ti me are infants under 2 years of age. The majority of all victims
with subdural hemorrhages, bons fractures, internal injuries, failure
to thrive, poisoning, and drug addiction are under 3 years old.
A near majorityover 40 percentwith malnutrition and burns or
scalds are also in this very young age group.

While children of all ages are neglected and abused, the conse-
quences are more acute for the very young. Since the measure of
severity reflects primarily the medical aspects of injury, the data
does not address the severity of emotional or psychological damage.

It has already been mentioned that the age of children involved
in cases of neglect and abuse has long b. n the interest in the field
of child protective services.

In recent years, increased attention has been paid to the older
child.

It is clear that neglect and abuse is a problem which affects chil-
dren of all ages. This data clearly refutes a commonly accepted
notion that neglect and abuse are limited to very young children.
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On all valid cases of neglect and abuse, there 'is an even distribu-
tion of male and female victims-50 percent. Female children were
involved in 54 percent of all valid abuse cases, and male children
were involved in 51 percent Of all valid neglect cases.

The numbers of males exceeds the number of females in each
group from infancy through 11 yeara old. In contrast males are out-
numbered by females in the two older

age freePa
ihis reversal in

trend is especially dramatic for the 15-to-1 year old-age group in
which the ratio of girls to boys becomes 8 to 2.

Fifty-six percent of alleged perpetrators on validated reports of
neeect and abuse were over 80 years old. Only 6.4 percent were
under 20 years of age at the time of the incident.

The younger perpetrators were more likely to be female than the
older ones. More than twice as many perpetrators under 80 were
female than male. Perpetrators over 80 were almost as likely to be
male as female. In all validated cases of neglect and abuse, the
perpetrators were female 61 percent of the time. This preponderance
311 due, mainly to a greater number of neglect cases. In validated
cues of abuse only, however, females were the alleged perpetrators
in only 45 percent of the cases.

The perpetrater in. the overwhelming majority of .the cases-86.9
percentis the natural parent. This is consistent with other data
in the field. The next highest percentage-7.1 percentof, alleged
perpetrators were stepparents.

I think I very important issue for dealing with future research
involves-what we know now about the factors present in families
who have been involved in abuse and neglect.

There were substantiated cues of child neglect and abuse in
all income levels. Most cases reported, however, involvelower-incoriw
families. The median income of all cases was $6.,050 per year.
Median income is substantially higher in ibuse cases$6,890 per year
than in neglect$4,250 per year. The median family income for
all U.S. families in 1976 was 1;18,900.

Although there are commonalities, the family factors involved
in child abuse are different than in child neglect. In neglect, the
relative importance of environmental stress factorspoverty and
poor housingis greater than the personal charecteristics or in-
ability to cope factors--lack of tolerance and loss of control during
diiciplinepresent in abase cases.

Many factors contribute to family and parental failure, and it
is important not to oversimplify the problem with only partial
information or selected information as has often been done in the
past. An example is the often quoted conclusion about parents who
abuse children having been abused themselves..Such was reported

- to us in only 17.5 percent of about 7,000 families involving valided
abuse. More alarming numbers occur with respect to marriage and
family stability such as broken family-41.9 percent in abuse and
89.3 percent in neglect. The kraut single factor present in 18,221
families was the factor of broken family-42.0 percent.

What happens after a case of child neglect and abuse is dis-
covered and reported! Data drawn from 82,657 families involved
in validated repdrts indicates that 48.2 percent received casework
counseling; foster family care was given 9.4 percent of the families,

9
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and criminal action was taken against the all4ed perpetrator in
4.1 percent of the cases. In 81.7 percent of ejl validated reports, the
child remainod i the home with its parents while services were
provided.

Now, I would Ake to comment on a couple of policy issue..
From all sources of research data cOmes the recognition that the

more we know about child maltreatment the more certain we become
of .the immensity and importance of this problem resulting from
the widespread fiihne-on the part of American familia to meet
the needs of young children awl to protect them from harm. Our
conviction about tbilt is Mat we must address the problem as one
of parenting and of personal and family development. Child neglect
and abuse is rarely a willful and deliberate act on the pirt of
parents. It is' more often a matter of parental failure, inade-
quacy and inability to care for their children. This is not to 3av that
there are 'not some eases which involve willful, intentional and
deliberate attacks on children by their. parents. It does mean that
most parents wsnt to be good parents, have capacity for adequate
parenting and can be helped to 130 better parents even after abusing
and neglecting their children.

----Sseause children lisse_a right to be_ with their own parents, the
ultimate objective of child protectiii Cervices must be to -protect
children through stabilising and strengthening families whenever
possible. Each instance must be assessed to determine the potential
for change and to evaluate the risk to the ehild.

At the service level there must Ye expanded services and coordi-
nation of services which serve children.

There needs to be meter application of the Methods and ap-
proach.' which have beenWmonstrated wor , sue as c sis nurs-
eries, day ears, group treatment, lay therapy, et cetera.

Federal funding certainly needsto be increased. It also needs to
focus on the need for implementation, as well as the need for further
research.

From all of those that We tal to, the child victims and from
those of us who work with them com a recognition that American
families requi more careful p ration and planning, and more
skilled help in limes of trouble and strew. '

Being a parent is no simple task. For most people having children
will be the most challenging and creative experience of their lives,
an expericke for which they are least prepared and for which there.
is far too little help when they don't make it.

Mr. Prasau. Thank you' very much. You brought up a lot of
questions. Let us take a 'couple here and then we will move on.
Which seven States are reporting abuse only by State *Mute now t
Do voti have a record of that,

Mr BROWN. Yes. Wisonsin, Indiana, Iowa, Oregon, Minnesota,
MarYland, and Pennsylvania. These seven States do not report
neglect, but all States:report abuse.

Mr. Pritazu. I guess tile committee does have a record of that.
In some of the statistics . you have presented from your reporting
system, can you comment from an oversight standpoint on what
our problems are nationally in reporting and nonreportingt
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Some of the testimo y n that has been indicative of a lack of
knowing those specific cases in the country. How do you see that,
where we are today?

Mr. BRONVi: I think there still are some dilemmas regarding thy'
reporting system itself. We know and 'have information hi the
documents we have presented to you where the reports are coming
from.

By and large, most of the reports go to sóèial service agencies se t
up by the States, State departments of social services.

Mr. PURNELL., Are those reported by the social service worker
patticularly on a case?

Mr. %twig. NO. They usually originate through a hot line on a
central State syiiieni or a local intake unit which evaluates the
report and determines then whether, the case shotihr be referred to
social worker for investigation.

In some States the reports go also to law info eeme gencies
who cooperate with the State department o social services in
handling the matter. . ,

The problems with repsrt)ng, I think, still stem largely from
misinformation about what happeris to a report. And I think there
is some conflict around the philosophy of what should be -done
about child abuse and neglect. Many people still regard reporting
child abuse as a matter which is going to end up in court, and
involve removal of the child from his parents. The faet of the
matter is in most instances that is not required. Relatively smell
numbers of cases fro to court. And in a relatively small number of
instances is the child removed from his own 'family. That is small in
terms of the national perspective.

our perspective at the social serviCeilevel, reporting is a
matter of getting help to a family in trouble, rather than imple-
menting a legal system which will always result in removal of the
child or court 1 ntervent ion.

Mr. PIIRRELL. I'm not a law enforcement officer and I'm not trying
to be, but I spend a fmv hours with law enforcement people from
time to time. They a, n very reluctant to get into family violence
.or any family situations when they get called.. So. they tend to
pore those, or give it low priority. What I'm trying to find out is

what would you suggest would be the best reporting system that
could be developed at the community, Stati or national level. Would
it be the social service system agencies or what is the vehicle to give
us the best opportunity for the future?

Mr. BROWN. For child abuse and neglect, that would be my
recommendation. The social service agency should be the receiver of
the reports beianse the effort to respond to child abuse and child
neglect is a rehabilitative one. The way to rescue a child is to rescue
his family if at all possible.

Social service agencies have 'agreements with law enforcepient
agencies and there, are many communities which I aye interagfncy
cooperative arrangements which allow the appropriate use of law
enforcement. I don't think we should make social workers of law

.anforcement officers, nor should we do the reverse. There must be
a cooperation.

47.1ro) ) 78 31
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Mr. Primula. So the delivery system, which is the real issue,Lalso
should be the same as the repotting system in terms of mechanilms;
is that what you are suggesting!

Dr. Niswasamot. Yee, that is my recommendation.
Dr. Gauze. I would like to add one thing. One thing you have to.

nd is that we have an incredible variety of existing report-
systems in the United States. We have done research in the

State of Rhode Island which found that only one of three chjldren .

who is suspected of being physically abused actually gets reported
to ,the State agencies. Rhocle Island does not report to. American
Humane, and the State agency in Rhode Island which receives all
official ritpettaar116E open on a 94-hour per day, 7-day-a-week basis.
So that if i child were abused during the snow storm in Rhode
Island last week, that child was out of lilac. The phone would-ring
and ring and no one would answer. A report could not be filed and
the child could not get services.

.In other States in the country, the reporting system is quite
adequate, in fact over-adequate. In the State of Florida, the report-,

ing *item is so good that they cannot possibly address the needs
of all the cases that get reported. Because of the State-to-State
variability of reporting laws and systems, Federal and State govern-

. ments will need to provide adequate receiving systems for child
abuse reports.

Mr. ftimuz. Most of the cases of child abuse probably happen
when the parents are home or in the family after working hours,
and then there is no Mechanism for reporting.

Dr. Gnus. In Rhode Island most cases of child abuse hap
aliatrarthirtrimratyria
not answer the phone.

Mr. Pvessu.. So if you have regular 8 to 5 p.m. business hours,
you cannot service the community!

Mr. SIFACKNAI. Mr. Brown, Dr. Genes, or any of you who wish
to answer this: What is the mechanism by which most cases are
reported! Is it when the hospital picks up the kid coming in with
black eyes and a best-up face or is it when a neighbor observing
some violence in the home reports it to the authorities!

Mr. Bitowx. The number one source of reports on our nationwide
study is the nonmandated reporter, friends, neighbors and relatives.

Dr. Genes. I can add. from the research we have done in the past
4 years in Rhode Island. we find that minority status people, low-
income blacks and Spanish-speaking families are the most likely
to get reported.

The net, or the filtpr system, that is used to report cues works
differentially fpr different people. A white child brought to a
private physician is five times less likely to be reported for being
abused for the same injury than a black child brought to the epiergency
room.

Mr. Bamvx. Our data would substantiate that in terms of the num-
bers of mnis received from private physicians being relatively low-
1.8 pere.

The largest category of source of reports are the friend' and neigh-
bor, which is 17.4 percent.

Mr. PtIRNELL. What page are ycu on?

.4011.
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MT. BROWN. I am on page 12 of the full report. sir.
Relatiyes are the second largest source of report nt pereent. Law

enforcement 11.8 Percent. Ethication and then medical sources being
about sixth on the frequency of reporters.

Mr. SILWXNAT. Whitt does this offer us in terms of an intervention
strategy

Mr. Tbrowx. A number of things. We are also finding that M per-
cent of 0 reports-are not valid RO that we need to direct educational
efforts to the general public, in terms of what should or should not be
reported. We need to have special emphasis to increase the effective-
ness and the completeness 'of reporting from-medical sources.

'rhaznedical facilities, the hospitals and clinics, are reporting gilite
azurately and of course they are only involved in .the severe physi-(
cally abused childthose situations which require medical treatment.
They would not be likely to be involved in the less severely abused or
the neglect Cases.

Mr. Ptraser.t. Would you think it was possibleI am a former in-
.structoi in the educational system, and it would Seem to me that a
relatively sharp teacher could recognize abuse awfully quickly the
next day or whatever. IS that type reporting mechanism possible or
are there some real problems with that t

Mr. BROWN. There is a great deal of activity going on in the educa-
tional systems. Most public school systems now ATP implementing pro-
'cedures for official reporting. The accuracy of school reports accord-
ing our information Is greater than the accuracy of many other
reporting categories nnd we think this reflects the recent concerted
effort within the public schools to increase reporting and establish
wilt! pnbcy

Mr. Prassr34. You mean to get attention professionally?
Dr. Gnus. One has to keep in mind two things: One all States do

not mandate the school personnel report and, secondly. school systems
have their own internal procedures which in many instances work
against teachers' reporting. There are many instances in our resenich
where we find that teachers. guidante counselors, and even principals
were constrained from reporting a ease by a superintendent who Was
afraid of pressure from the school board nnd the local eommunity.
So the practical reality is that no matter how You phrase the law.
school systems work the way they want to work. and in many Cages
they tolerate abuse because they do not want to be lassled from the
eotnbiunity.

-

Mr. Prasmi.L. A frnid of lawsuit.. cetera ?
Dr. GELLER. EMI thoitgh luws neciflally state that they are

protected.from civil or criminal liability. the school system systemati-
cally discourage reporting.

Mr. STIACRNAT. What can the Federal Government do to foster in-
creased reporting. Obviously this is a very great problem. WP have
found this out in the past few days with respect to.sponse battering.,
A grett many cases are goinff on in the rnited Stnteg but relatively
few of them have been byonght to the attention of anyone who Is in a
position to do something in terms of prevention or treatment.

Is there anything that Conitress or the Federal agencies can do to
increase the number of Cases being reported?
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Dr. NEWMICWR. I think that here it loiiiht be well to pay heed 'to
a recent discussion this week at the meetings of the American Bar.
Associstion.in New Orleans.. The jnvenile justice standards project cif
the Bar Association. a 23 volume compendipm of juvenile justice lows
which hive been proposed by a prestigious commission. was reviewed.
Ultimatqly it- was decided by the Bar Association tO defer,permanent
consideration of these standards for another year because of several
controversial aspects. not least of which was a strongly expressed vol-
ume dealing with child protection. The anthors of the Standard pro-
posed that we really have to do is to protect children and families
from the incompetent intrusion of State workers as a resiet of case
reports of child abuse and childtteglect.

I mention this because I think it is very important that. we consider
the fact that in -no way is reporting alone a solutiofi to the problems.

Scholars in the legal community and many professionals are very
Concerned lest the flood of case reports of child abuse and neglect.lor
example, may result for some families in more harm than good. be-
cause of the fact that we have not increased our captivity to deliver
humane and efiectiVe services commensurate with the increase in case
reports. .

-.- After all, it should be roentiOned that the first mrs'el for a child
abuse reporting statute was promulgated hy HEW in the early 1960's.
By 1966. everf Sta - had a law mandating the reporting of cliild
abuse.. Subse et, ntly child negle reet became mandated to be ported by
most professionals. State departments of public welfare in the 15-year

riod between the promulgation of the model statnte and the present
day has seen a mushroomipg of cAse mixes from the 7 to .000 of
190 and 196R reported by Prof. David Gil of Bramleis University in
his_book. "Violence Against Children" to the 390.000 which are re-
ported by the American Thimane Association today.

The problem is that during this perioV-a period of retrenchment
of anything with regard to social programs for familiesthere was
not nearly an adequate increase in services. And ns a resnit. right
now there are many people who arc concerned about Olything which
will increase reporting.

Mr. PrasEi.i.. We ean hove at! of the report imr and social delivery
systems available. hut as long as there is television with the kind of
.programs I see in my family room-,-T guess it has been my fanif as a
parent in eduent ing my child! .1 hnt they love those violent programs
.somehow.. inelnding the Sunday morning comedies and. so forth in
which violence is always the major topic. Maybe we can get into that
a little later. \

\

We have had some cOppressional efforts toward that hut there are
sonic severe constitut 4+4 questions of which T am aware. There must
be SOW language between what you arc saying today and what is
coming out of the television. I have'not seen such testimony yet, but.
T will be surprised if we don't shortly see some correlation.

bet us continue with our testimony today. You are up ncxt, Dr. ...,1

Newberger. . ..._i

(The complete prepared Statement of Dr: Newberge r, follows :1
I
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There is reason to question the nature and quality of knowledge abo

child abuie.. Formal recognition of an age-old phenomenon, demonsteated t

an enormous increase in the number of official case reports annually sinci

the mid-1960s, has created a difficult dilemma for(professtonls concerned

with children. Notwithstanding a century's experience in thc. American cbild

welfare movement and more recent medically based contributions from Kemp;

and Others, we have a service system that, despite humane rhetoric, is

\unableto promote the sarsety and well-being of many children.. This, is in

\large part due to a paucity.of such essehtial family supports as countelino,

4dical, homemaker, child-cnre, and nursing services and to a heavy reliance

oi foster-heme ca.e. A tightfisted social policy towdrd families and ctildren

means, simply, that when a professional person files a child-abuse case re-

41
port, tne services that follow may be incapable of dealing with the needs of

ar'd 111%.

inadequate or incomplete service is only part of the problem. Our basis

for practi:e is- flimsy. We have a commonly accepted humane philosophy

\
(if not in reality programs that can translate that philosophy into humane

a tion): to protect parents and children from,repeated physical consequen-

ces of family crises. But because vie lack a tolid theoretical and practical

'.understanding of the Origins of child abuse, our clinical work As at best

intuitive and kind, at worst reflexive and mean. We read a literature in

each of the professions characterized by homilies, bromides, and few scienti-

fic investigations of substance. And we look at child abuse as phenomenom

originating'in the psychology of individuals, frequently ignoring the social

and cultural realities that frustrate our treatment of particular families

and impose formidable obstacles to the prevention of child abuse.

Because of the contradictions between' pnilosophy and practice and Our

incomplete knowledge, we find ourselves wondering whether the following are

-
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unanswerable guestion,, .dien cases of child abuse are i,!ebtified. Is

.the child at risk? Can the f.amilv be helpo!? Are er:;rtent intervention

resources available? Will I do .roi-e harm than good by reporting the case?

I do not rean to suegst that the clinician r_hould throw Up hi< hanfls

in despair when the'next case.of child abuse is broughr in. Within the

framework of exist,r1 tr,m.le,loe and resourLe.;, possit'le Joiswers arr; helpful

,
clinical guidelines can te drawn 14,, and thc.., are the Subject cf a review.

"Child Ahue: Imclication-, of Currt-nt reliatric Practice."

which in Ct.C.chrl 7' ID te'i

."Chi)d

c C- , fl P.Iry '611

synr'rcr,"lch ir ilktr ,.: by cui i y. throur,h

Vinceot holtaqu's ": .1,1 t '..t6;ch inc1uA2s

to the curre.tt,D.11.C.. rodel revrting statute, which embraces many phy-,i-

cal and crotional syc.ptor': attributable to prrental failure; ant to David

Gil'S c: any force rha'. a child... capacit'... to acheive

his physical aill--Prcy(holcic rtentiai. Virtc,ily all' Minitl-n. irfenriT-y

the child an victim, and most identify. parent or family as perpetrator.

IMportant value i-oncepts are built into the vocabulary, and in the

words the7selves aro PostuIrted etiolo.Th r that'loglly imply

diagpoStic and intervention procedure... 'batt.red chilJ syndrcme"

and "maltreatment syndrome" have strong ,tions. They indicate that

a child's injuries were caused by his care giver, err actively br passive-

ke such ''diagnoses" requires am investigation to dotemfne whether or
4

ot there is parental culpability. Inquisitions of parents to ferret out

the facts ha-. been characterized-as clinically unhelpful, ethically absurd,
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and intelle-Audly unsound, Faced with ambiguous data, conflicting accounts

of how the child may have rece)ved his injurif-s, and a neetto make a define

itive diagnosis, the clinician may find himself playing,a detective game for

which he is professionilly unprepared.

Stoked by the strong feelings that child-abuse cases promotein all'of

us, the diagnostic process may further alienate an isolated, frightened, and

confused family and fulfill the preconception of parental ,failure: aggressive

inquiry eliciting evasive response, angry affirmation of suspicion leading to

_,...-1-;,Confirmed diagnosis, and subFcquent-cstrange7rmt 0 family from clinician ard

.:4 4,
dk.: 4., 110.0tiOn of chiid frc,m

7;
tevont r:!-.;.07.' ;0 diff1:4,1 yay.. trihc rnrstt:1

cwitliCo trc%1; f,
.

clans find it dWicult to por...ts cwld ihjvre children, P.:aly

,I1 -inj...fics 'ecio.ents" t,r,i crtmrACs

isolated, random event).

Although traumatic injury to children is the major cause of morbidity

and mortality after the figst year of life and is predictably associated with

familial and child developn:eninl crises, the rature end orgzinizatioh of child.'

health practice do not usually permit exploring and ccting on the causal ante-

cedents of childhood "accidents."
Physicians and nurses may not have the time

to interview parPnts or to make detailed child development observations, and
,

such backup diagnOstic services as social work and psychiatry are most Often

situated in separate institutions and practice settings. No treatment other

than of the presenting symptom is implied by the diagnosis of an "acci

Further, because of the onerous significance of making a judge#

a particular family is "abusive" or "neglectful," it is often easier tc

ignore these"diagnoses,"
The finding that the great number of reportc...

victimi of child abuse are poor and
disproportionately represent ethnic min..
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ity groups. suggest#that the more heavtly vaLoo-ladcn diagnoses fot child-

hood traumatic injuries (child abuse and neglect) are mAe rore easily

the clinical setting is public.and there is 5reat social distance (soLial

class or ethnic discrepancy) between clinican anefamily.

We clearly need a more scientifiC taxonomy of childhood "social ill-

ness," one that would organize clinical data itiouch a Way as to stimelate

.helpful and effective practice. Until we have it,'however, we shall have to

:labor with the existing words.

Sty f 1 ry

In d'ih;., 1,77. 0# (4 (!1.4.1. ft, fir, OrficQ bf Child

r. tilf+ 1!-r Chi kr. . mt 1:,11i 1
4

CD1102tie i crgaii ,; et ho,WW,1'

study o the familial, child levelopriental, and envirenintal aeteced,mts -

and concomitants of pediatric social illness. This epidemiologic study

has explored the interrclationihip' among child accldunts, failare .

tO thrive, And poisonin, in child.f.n undcr rndr yuar!, of age. Pwwitr.

.of the first phase of thc projct, in which 'AO cli ldin. wore

are summarized on second aLd third appendices, "Pediatric So(ial Illness!

Toward an Etiologic Classification," and "Environmental Correlates of

Pediatric Secial Illness: Preventive IrTlications of mi Advocacy forr(och."

A secbril phase of the study examihi'd with a more detailcd sot of invi-.tiga-

tive instruments the life circumstances of an anditional 402 children, fo-

cusing on parent-child attachment in a laboratory observational setting, as

well as on the ecologic substrate of the children's presonting symptnms.

These data are now being prepared for publication.

In brief, our findings demonstrate significant overlap in prior and

1
29
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cOrrent family stresses across the social illness categories, suggesting

thit the circumstances associated with child abuse are widespread and

generally ignored in clinical practice. Families "at ri,sk" for gild

abuse cannot be predicted with precision. Child abuse is more commonly

associated with poverty than are the other social illnea.ses. Family

isolation and mobility are the most importr.nt concomitants of child abuse.

Stresses originating in the life context, such as poor housimg and inade-,

.quate etusl. ta health,end child cz.re, distinjui'he] ta5(7 of socizil ill-

nest frc t cc...Tprif'.1 group. edvccuy 0--.!tacd to af.!'. 't

ir:g ty i. (::

ively to tv b tter t' t

sum !.ful I ii,lL rco(' r. thf2 wed

6..eadeds rat their offchrin.

lhe study supports the concept of child abue as a symptom of family

distress. Child abuse is not, in my VieN. a discrete and fmcapsulated

medical syndrom. lhe; data natIl3 u child Lbtrc 1.ns as Of) inter

section of.a sic!: ptro:,-ator and z. pansive v;ct'm than s ' human qt.po.lso

to severe stress in the nurturing context. Treatment, and ultimately, pre-

vention, of this.sympton is best conceived in relation to the social ecol-

Ogy of family life.

f.

3 3 0
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PrATZMENT OP DL ZLI IfEWBERGEL DIRECTOR, FAMILY DEVEL-
opizirt STUDY, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, ROSTON, MASS.

Dr. Nzwazamix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My prepared remarks
speak for themselves. I would like to try to give 80111e added human
substance to Mr. Brown's and Dr. Ge lies' remarks by briefly referring
to a couple of clinical cases of child abuse which illustrate some of
the dilemmas for clinical practitioners, and some of the gaps in our
knowledge base about these problems.

The first case I would like to tell you briefly about is one of which
I have a picture. Will you please turn to the first appendix to my
testimony, and look at page 704, figure 7. The child pictured on page
704 is a 3-week-old infant who was presented to our hospital emer-
gency room with a palm print on the side of his head. On the left
temple you can see a fairly large area of discoloration. This child's

ifather s a professional person at one of the Boston area hospitals.
It was from his mother s explanation that his father had inflicted

the injury. The child was fortunately not gravely injured. Ultimately
he left the hOspital in good neurological condition, Thit this child
could have suffered grave neurological damage as a result of this
trauma.

. The hospital staff was reluctant to call this a case of child abuse and
to report it.'

One reason the doetors were so concerned not to call this child abuse
is that they were worried about stigmatizing the family of a colleague.
'They were also teluctant to make the family eligible for public child
welfare services in Massachusetts, which are not always competent
and excellent and because, as they saidand they were rightthe
fimily was ready, willing, and able to pay for private social work
and paychiatric services. They said they'd be happy to participate
but they would much rather not have this case reported as a case of
child abuse.

I will hasten to say thr this case was indeed reported after Rome
discussion. But it demonstrates vividly why it is in Mr. Brown's
executive summary on rage 6 that one sees a disproportionate repre-
sentation in case reports of child abuse and neglect of poor families.
It has to do with the many factors which make practitioners for more
affluent families reluctant to report child abuse and child neglect.

It is much easier for us in pediatric practice to call these injuries
iaccidents, where the name implies an solated random event. And I

think it is of no small interest that accidents are the major source of
childhood morbidity and mortality atter 1 year of age. In the two
other appendices to my testimony I offer research which suggests thst
there are Important associations in the familial, child developmental,
and environmental aspects of accidents. We may be calling some Chil-
dren, the children of poor families or socially marginal families, vic-
tims of child abuse and neglect. To the other. more affluent children
we give a diagnostic na.ne which does carry with it great stigma. Un-
fortunately the diagnosis of an accident is usually not associated with
any positive action to assure protection for the children in their
homes.

I think it is also well to point out that the data in the American
Humane Association survey suggests an inextricable association be-
tween poverty and child abuse. It is unfortainak thc we still have the
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illustration that poverty and child abuse are inextricably linked. I
know that Mr. Brown and his colleagues are very concerned about
this. Their data says that poor and socially marginal" families are
likely to be caught.

The problem is, RR Dr. fle lles has pointed ont. that what this creates
for society at large is a kind of smokescreen. It obscures our attention
to larger, perhaps more significant, problems hecanse we are able to
look at this just as.a problem of poor people. Unfortunately, for many
profesionals. when a child like the 3-week-old baby comes in, the
response is: "Well, this could not be a ease of child abuse because the
family is too rich."

'There are other aspects of the smokescreen which have to do with
hoW, in our society, if we can pinpoint a group of parents over here
and say, "These are the child abusers," we can justify our violent
treatment of our children and our inattention to violence more.gen-
erally.

The next case I would like briefly to tell you about is the :Ad situa-
tion of an infant whom I examined yesterday. 2-month-old.baby Who
was tidmitted to our hospital with 15 skull fractures. This is a
child from a'snowbound rnral area of Massachusetts. whose family
was extremely isolated during the recent blizzard. They have no
phone. There is a great deal of marital conflict. The child was brought.
to a local hosspital where the diagnosis of child abuse was missed be-
cause the right X-rays and laboratory studies were not taken. There
was no previous contact of this child with any other proyide'r. When
the child arrived nt our hospital 2 nights ago, there was really quite
an angry response froln several members of onr professional staff who
were concerned, as doctors are. to establish the diagnosis of child
abuse, meaning for many physicians the battered child syndrome or
a situation where an intentionally motivated caregiver sets ont to
assault a defenseless victim. There was a temptation on the part of
our staff to badger this poor mother to get her to tell what happened
when, with what instruments, by whom, et cetera.

This is a very big problem in praessional practice because we don't
have nearly an adequate classifiontion for children's ininries. On the
one hand, we have these heavily value-laden characteristics for how
children get their iniuries"abuse" and "neglect"which suggest to
the clinicians that what. they need to do is establish a diagnosis by
a process of interrogation.

On the other hond, we have the benign and harmless set of classi-
fication labels like accidents, which enable us to downplay or ignore
the problems of families.

One of the reasons for the angry response by the staff in their
eagernes to establish the diagnosis quickly is the fact that these casfs
are very difficult for nrofessionals to manage. They stir up painful
feelings in all of us. Imagine yourself as a doctor or' a nurse In the
emergency room seeing a 2-month-old baby with a swollen and mis-
shapen head, whose X-ray shows many fractures of the skull. You
can easily see how one would be terribly saddened by the child and
terribly enraged at the parent. Unless one knew that there was some-
thing one could do for that family, one would be temptcvl. as our
physicians were, to say, "Well. this child shonld nev 1. return home.
We have to immediately proceed to the juvenile court and ask for a
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finding-of care and protection and take this child from its parents'
custody once and for all."

Many physicians don't know that with an adequate program of
.diagnosis and treatment involving a social worker, a nurse a psvehia-
trist, and the other professions which enable one to understand what

one can do for a family, very often it is possible to return even. such o

csse as this directly home from the hospital.
The problem is that most doctors don't have the knowledge base to

sort through-in a rationale way the key issues involved in a case of
this nature. ,

There are two areas where we have an urgent need to improve our
knowledge base for clinical practice.

The first concerns the development of theory. Unfortunately in this
field we still, haVe an enqrmous predominance of individual-based
theories about hoc" it is that child abuse occurs.

Most physicians, if you were to ask them, would tell you that child
Attie is a psychiatric problem, and the answer for it is some kind of
psychiatric counseling. I would say that it is ironic, given what we
have learned about child abuse today and given the data in Mr. Brown's
report on the prevelance_of problems and social isolations, alcohol
dependence, insufficient housing, et cetera, that we still have essen-
tially a-counseling,program for families when child .abuse cases are
reported.

Unfortunately it is a counseling program carried forth by people
who are very often inexperienced and poorly trained, and people
whose .practice doesn't attend to any sound profeasional guidelines
bailed on knowledge about family proeess.

We need to elaborate other theoretical explanations based oP such
data as, for exainple. the work of Dr. Gelles and his colleagues. This
would give a more adequate, and sociological foundation for practice.
There are other causal models, from cognitive developmental and
ecologic theory for example, which have not been fully explored and
which potentially could bear great fruit.

In that regard -. the second great need, as T See it, is the development
through the Federal B. & D. effort of a more rationale foundation for
clinical programs and practices.

Here I think it is important to underline the faet thatt even ir the
best of hands, most cases are still managed by intuition and whim.

There is a crying need,' I think, for the design of Pn B. & 7). strat-
egy which will lead to usefill evaluation findings so we eon, for exam-
ple, see from randomizefl intervention trials what kinds of support
and intervention for families culminate in what ditTemnees for fam-

, flies and children.
This has not to date been done. I regret to Say.
We also need desperately to have comparable data bases on child

abuse research projects with a systematic effort toward harmonizing
the widely varying definitions used for child abuse and neglect in all
federally funded research.

Mr. PranuA Thank you very much.
Art there any questions from the staff? If not, we will Proceed to

Or James Kent. associate clinical professor of pediatrics, University
of Southern California School of Medicine, and Children's Hospital
of Imo Angeles.

[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Kent follows:1

L

V*16
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It is th, purpose of t'rese re-:irks to list and ontline s.J.,a strdte9ies for

intervention in cases of ,chil.: 2',,,se and re.;lecte Toe list is nat exhaustive. I'll

eavhasizethose strategies which l'n nost faliliar with'fro, ny orra s.v.irk and (roll the

sfor

1
of colleagues. My reporting, pzrspective is formed nainly from eight years cf

1
fence in working with asive fanilles at Childrew. Hospiial of Los Angeles,

four of those years in directing a child abuse and neglect treatint and research

II

awe- I

project , and Nom my experience as a consultant to the Los Angzles Cowity Juvenile

leourt in cases of child abuse and neglect: r have alsn had the opportunity to visit

nd observe the *ration of ;-any other.child abus0 and neglect treatment projects,

bothr to learn and as a for7al evaluator. I am currently engaged as the principle

lnventigator a/ an impact stud/ of t,renty child abuse arid neglect projects that

wore funded by theMndale bill in 1574.
. -

The bias in my txperience is to..ard large urban area prograAs, prirrsrily
1

hospital-based. However, I think tharthe,interventlonand case management strategies

i mill describe can be generalized to other'demogra;hic and adminh7trative conditions.

One thing that Is learry.-d fro; visiting witiwny child abuse and neglect projects

if that the kind of problems encountered by the treat-,ent sfaffs are remarkably

e lenhar.. The major difference Iles in the treatTent resources that are jvailable .

distinction likrst meads to be ,eade between priniry and secordary iirevention.

P.rImary prevention alms to prevent child abuse before it occurs. Secondary prevention

alms to prevent reabuse once it occurs and has been identified.

Considering primary prevention firit, a fmrther distinction tust ba made between

LXIIPms 10P2 roach and a Si:Dt0-.5 .?7,10.3:!h. The syst.!7s_apornach focuses on social

and health poticies and pro3r2;. The itssv-7.:2tion underlyini this approach is that

child abuse occurs, at least in part, because of such factors as fh.verty. Inadequate

)
health care and supervision for children, and social alienatio-). The poverty nzze

generates stresses on parents lead.te an accu-ollation of fru:tration and

resentment that finally are vented on the children.

1 National institute of Mental l:.,alth Grant 21.741-0
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Programs to alleviate these stresses would inclieds specific proposals such as

health care visitor systes (eTpa, 1976) as well as more general proposals such as

ilk increase In Title XX funds (especially for dew csre servIces), job training Oro.

grams, parent edUcatIon,.and advocacy for childreo across brosd Variety of problems.

A more sweeping approsch is preposed by Gil.(1970), wSo believes that cultural

eanctions about the uses of miresston. In conjunction with colpetttive social and

4104nOolc sys,bod. provide natural radium for dissocial behaviors such as child abuse,

Competition for resources,lays the groundwork for "stre-terop interactions (I.e.,

whatever I win, someone else his to IOW. Parents who ara losing In the competItIon

for resources In the forger so:lety may more easily react with violence In the smaller

Socletyfof the family when their needs ere frustrated and their wlihes unmet. (Ona

f the natural results is child°aSuse).

A systems approach to the preventlon of child abuse, then,, would require that

Society end societal attltuaes be reorgenired ln such.a way as to squall:9 wealth .'

andVor access to society's resources, change societal attitudes about vlolerice, and

mehe the needs of children a more Important priority: Of these, the last seems the

most prebilmate to the problem. Iti4ould also seem to offer the greater chance for ,

Success In the foreseeable future. The proposal for hatelth visitor'syste for

4nstence, could be Implemented without major reorganItation of values a d ettltudesit

Ile one, after ell, would argue that harm could be done by system that offered some

assurances that new babies were at least recelvIng mlnimal care. Yet strongly

.entrenched ettltudes about the praroptIves of parents, freedorfrom publIc'inter-

ventlen In family. Ilfe, nd private enterprIse health care system ell combine to.
.

resist even modest proposals such as that. This raises serious questions about count

Ing much on systems approaches to child abuse preveltIon.

Parent education Is another kind of systems approach. It l less proximate to

.the problem than the health visitor proposal but also less controversial, and certainl

mor possible to LnItiate than prova-ns that threaten to change the socin-economIc

basis of edclety. Parent es:location sin to Increaso general parenting competenC

6...1

()
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Approach* to this nd implications for chrld abuse are well-reviewed In a recent

public,ty the Education CoTmIssion of the States (1976). The possibip impact

of suc rograms on the loncidence of child ebuse Is not clear. .The likelihood is

that the present or future parents who would be cost responsive to suck proar.ims

would also be the parents wilo were least likely to abuse anyway. In any event,

program* to improve parenting can be justified on much broader.grounds than just their'

possible value in primary prevention of chi Id 'Wise.

The sympftems approsch Is aimed et making people,aware of the prevalence and

consequences of abuse and the need for beconlng Involved (I.e. reporting suspected

incidents to some designated agency) and educating people about sources of help.if

they feel themselves to be et risk for abusing their children. The general objecilve

is to produce a kind of consciousness raising about abuse, with the specific Message

being. "It's dangerous to you and your childrenDon't do it."

The value of these programs In reducing.the actual incidence of child abuse Is

not clear. Su:h Programs ere probably more'effectiva in secondary rather than

_primary prevention.
The dizzying in:rease In child abuse reporting rates In the last

feW years may welt be attributable:ko the influence of these awareness programs.

7

Such Sograms may also Increase the oumber of self referrals for help. But again,

the self referral generally occurs after an incident of buse.

While a symptoms approach may have great value in, matters of secondary prevention,

it Is difficult to seethe role it might play In primary prevention. Even program

that emphasized the possible penalties to parents, or that made legal penalties more

severe, would probably have little effect on primary prevention (although it might

negatively Infkuente the self referrel.rate). The assumption In such procrems Is

that intormation or knoaledge of consequences will Influence overt behavior. Child

.abuse, hodever, Is rust often an Irrational act, a'nd information or threats par se

tind to have little influtnce on the psychnlolical factor; that produce Irrational octs.

7
27.0q0 75 72
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long run probaSly offer th t 'for it t, %!1 ')`!

associated with ahuse. The V.-1,fiate difficulty "10,9 rut" my, rt-li
eway for most such prO:osals, so tis-lr, i. still e i t, V prceie suciety's

capability for effective secoa2ery prew:ltion. The 'qr a;wcos.h represen:s th.!

beginning of secondary, Prevention. increased alirerwsrs, !s,th 147 ani professional ,

mill Increase the Index of suipicloa for a'ause, anl prn3r. tillt stress conse-

. quences to the child and co.a:slit/ respliasibility sh-r.11.! ir%r.:e r,sdiness to a-q.

Media progrons,that stress consero:ences to the child, vsHn plirTwith resources for

help, should l.ncrease self-referral rates.

In secondary prevention. the erphasis is c-t case finJing,'interventioa to prewlat

reabuse,,and treatment of coTanol fa:tors In buse-prore eivirol.-ents that can adversely

affect children ':'..6ather physical e'use is present or'not.

Case finding es a function of increased awarenisi has aire.dy b7:.n discussed.

. Anyone may report suspicions o: ehuse to protective service, police, or health

agencies. Some groups of profesOolais that have conta:t with Children are required

to report. In 'either case, perso:nho report suspected incidvas of the child ahue

are ml civilly liable If the, suspicions are,proven to be unfounded.

The major point here is that It 40111140fteessary to knov or be ahle to prove

that child's injuries were Inflicted by sowtone in the child's envlronmealbefore

reporting one's suspicions. Investigation an.d, ultimately determination of the

probable cause.of injuries are the joint responsibility of physic:VI-is, police end

juvenile courts.

It should also be noted .At it is not necessary for the juvenile court to kno4

exactly how a child's injuries occurred in order to afford the child the protection

of the court. If the child's psrents, or the persons respinsible fur sdpervision at

the tlme of the injuries. ceanot provide an adequate account of the injuries, that

csn be sufficient grounds in itself for the court to tato2 jurisdfction. A child whose
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parents or careta:4ers fail protect rly he'just dS ris1( fnr seriws in)ury-:
. .

., end thuhdeservIng of th1 cs2rt's assistant--as a.child sbc) is intentionallytebused.

The next factor in seco-!ary preO_Tntiqn is effective intervent?i,n. The first

point to be made is thst it is as passible Ao have too m.sch interveltion as ft Is to

hove too little. fnitially. ald still to a large extent, intervention machtnisms

rely heavily on removal of children frol the hole as a mean: of protecting therom

future Injury. While that %;nd of intervention usually does protect`, the child fro.,

-4_
InflIcted Injury, It also ge7erates substantialirisks of itt A)Vi.

Foster placement may Interfere with or attenuate,pasitivelking beNeen the
,

4 .
,

child and the parents. In t'-,e case of infants end toddlers, it cah totally disrupt

thet bondlng. Prolonged' foster care will increase the probability Of multiple foster,

homes, nd that kind of esperielce can put a child seriously et risk for an impaired,

capacity to form good object relations ips in adult life. It also Increases the

that the child wIll grow u? to be a parent v.ho endangers the health end welfare of

his own children.

Two other consequences of foster care can affect treatment. As long es child

IS "safely" stashed In a foster home, there Is a tendency Ao let treefhent programs

for the parents drift, or to shift more responsIbIllty for the treatment to the permits

than they con actually bear at the time (e.g., "If the parents really want the child

back they'll find the help I think they need"). The other consequence Is that is

missing child wIll tend to shift parents' attentIoniin treatment away frog self-

esteeinetion end issues of better parenting to a process of mechanical compllance and

highly selected self-reports deslgned to convince others that they are ready to have

the child beck.

A third treatment related conslquence of out of'hohe placement Is that It offers

little opportuhity to es,aluate the parents' responses to the demands of child rearing

under stress. The result can be an acadehic discussion of the "right technlques" or

an Intellectual examlnation of the parents' Internal barrlers to general child rearing,

r
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when the real problei Is learnir3 !)1 to 7aintain a nurturir13 environ.ant cn a

d'
sustained basis when othcr naals are also preSsinj--a situation qJite different

from a weekly one hoir visit in a foster ha-c.

The Implication of these ris!cs an1 c,rrs'en.jences is th:q ryit of KJ-e place7tnt

as an initjal interpntion ele-snt sSould beused prit-arily only when there is solrd

reason for believing that tht parents will nat tie able to curb the ab.isive behavior

ven with the.beginning of treatrent and court stipervision. Such reasons,would

Include II history of severe drug_or alcohol abuse unrenittins and severeeenvironmentai

stresss, significant interliectual or enotional deficits, or a significant history.
Of impuisi,e, antisocial behavior. Any of these conditions sugJest the

iikolihood of a seriously Ir.:paired capabiliti for predictins or controlling one's

1
.,emon behavior, even under court supervision.

The argument here is.tliat Wective secondary intervention can urually be best

accomplished With the cbild in the home. The protection of the Jutenile Court,

however, is still initially important while the treatirtnt program is being initiated.

In the treatment prnram at the Fanily Development Project, Childrens Hospital of

e
Los Angeles, court Jurisdiction is regarded as critical in,the first six to twelve

meths of treatment. Some lever needs to be preserved, is it Is not possible to

reliably asses% peientl' motivation for treatment at the outset of a case,

What safeguards, then, c.an be offered that the child will not be reaSused before

the treatment program begins to have significant positive effects on family functtbn-

Ingt One safeguard Is more effective "triage" with abusive parents. The constellation

of factors that produces abusive behavior is not the saTe from fanily to family. If

differentiating among types oc abusers and etiolo3ie7. of abuse can be improved,

then it will be possible to -ore closely calibrate 'interventions to fit the risks

that are actually involved.

Work la the Family Deve!op-ent ProjAct s..6.1est.; that it is passible to differentiate

among parents who'abuse throJgh ;:ell-intentiored but ill-cwisidered -^thods of discipline

parents who abuse because of severc psychiatric pro'flens, and parents who abuse

340
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'64 tolerate ahu. fro-.-^ate4 lajt of fre-.tratio-v fron
env:ron7,nta1 stress -; that

resojr.r1:4of isosNaaple.
Other differentiations are also

possible.. For present pus-pos.13.
the ibartant point is that 'different degrees of

4n

risk have diffe'rent
inplIV-2tions for treatr.eat'strat:g; attaslied to different

a
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etiologies.

This approael would be in contrast to the X./re prevalent current approach that

tends to assune either that all child abus-ars have po_rrly controllei homicidal wishes

toward their children or th.t they are .drivel,
pople who are incapable

of modifying their ab..:sive 5e'laviors until they !)al yoars of psychotherapy.

Exparience jit the project hes sSoan both of these ossu.sptions to he false.

io changeek-.1 abuse-pro-1.2
elviron-e4t to a coosistently.nurturing environment

ray Indeed takes
r,6fittis or years, ald in f.ast ra/ even be an impractical goal. To

simply stop tSe a:ute physical
abuse. ho-ever, Is usually a feasible goal that

frequently can b:! accos.plished rather quickly. For 6e rest, the major aim Is to

.*.
tip the ration of exoresecoinisa-:ent

to tr2r11:i),_! 107!.!. rare in favor of erpressed

love.
Y

Anotller safegJal:d is liberal use of
ptr.:nt_ais; or some equivalent (Rigler,

Kent, Croat, G Finnila,I977).
These are persons 'who function ac a bridge between the

.

formal treatmest progr.i, .ar) the abusive parents. They can pro/idt concrete assistance,

to ihusive parents. sush as aly
good neighbor could provide. as wall as emotional

support and reafsareose that the t'busive parents aro still.reuirdPJ as worthy people,'

even to other "lay parents" iho kno./ the whole st7ry of their 5us?. The vafue of

that latter ressage cannot e ovqrstat.7,!.
This C.ir,of e-,.otional support network

for the abusive.pareot(,) ,zy
orovida th, single ,steimptant safe ard against a

recurrense of acute phiesic, 4)use The parent al.!.! .014g provides an early warning

detector for insipi,lt crises
for the fs,--11 tre,tnipt pzrsonne!

A third' safejuard is to
pro:id, .the fesily dith a.cre projran for thtir chltdren

that Includes both regular,e.A
easily av..ilab,le pediatric care AWd a cAreful mnoltoring

of the e.notioaal and develty
ental stot.:s of Cle children. Such a program can provide

;If.? 44.
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surveillance of the childr..;n's overall 1-1*alth, but rare it can serv.

to reduce parents' anxiety About the groath and develop,.-.ent of their children. That

kind of anxiety is easily Lonverted so-etimes to pre-lature e-inds for perfor,ance

when the parents feel that tha child's behavior is'an absolute ;reasure of their

adequaey. That kind of mix is a rich medium for abusive plrenting.

jk fourth safeguard is to carry out the treatment progra.1 in a teal context.

The teas should Include anyone from any agency or group that is invalved in any way
sot

end comcerned enough to provide representation. This safeguard derives from two
.

considerations. The Nrst is that ause e ta:!qlles tens to be resistant,

multi-problem families that move sloaly in therapy and require thi counsel of mani

specialists. The worry and,grain on a single therapist. couple !. with what-seems Ito

be scant movement on the part of the family,:can be overwhelming. The support and

ssistance of team Is vItillto the mental health of all concerned.

The second consideration is that difficult and conflicting feelings can be

&roused In the treatment of SJsive families. These feelings can.blind a primary

theraRist to signs that a fanily Is going Into crisis, or signs that a family Is

behoving In new end more healthy wiys. To miss either can result in the continuance

of non-produetive therapy strategies. That is a risk in any therapy, but the

consaeness of irretrievable mistakes In abuse cases are poientially too grave to

vest the sole responsibility for successful management in one person, however talented

or experienced. The therapists as well as the families need someone looking over

their shoulders, at least during the-first few months.
,

The fifth and last safeguard to'be considered is the parents' general welfare.

The parents are the key to a successful intervention program. One must begin by

assuming 'that they do love tl-eir children and do not %ant to injure them then look

forthe barriVicthat interfere aith their expression of that love. The barriers can

lbe.feelings ofeperwal Jnadeo.uacy tiat.cause then to overroazt to t:7e children;

Ratital csffiflic;Alat heaves them felOpg unsupparteJ ani ansry; ezonaTic and other
4

4
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cnvirora-eatal stresses that displal.ed to th! thildr-); or cther p2rsnnal 11.!.ed;

that periodically all sinificantly prenapt :hair ability tn r!spand to the needs

of their children and got loa;in trentrent uith the as%arTatiol that they expose their.

chilaren to injury out of ca-aral indifference or haaility. That happens, but it

os less comma I than the revers-

re is recoanited that the sefeq.iards baing proposedehere nay not aloays be

available. Less attention slinold be given to the form and Fore to the purpose.

Clearly, there are alteinativ. forwi to -eet the same needs. To the extent Shat .

these needs cannot le met in t.he treat-ent progra-, interim foster care has to be

considered as in Intervention strategy. Ix Is not ideal in r.ost cases, but it

ought to be available dhel o.her means to protect the children defaolt.

One last paint: Secondary prevenElon should also include consideration of the

potential effec:s of abuliive environ-ents on children's emotional development. nd,

ultimately, their capacity to parent their ovn children. It secns an obvious point,

but discussions, papers, end br.,Jks on treatment tend to focus exclusively on

strategies for preventing the a:t of physical abuse. The p->re difficult and urgent

problem is undoing the effects of gro: 'ng up in an environment that sporadically

violates feelings of basic trust, tends to diminish a sense of self-worth, end

models violence as en acceptable means Cif expression in human relationships.

Children from ebuse-prone environ-.-ents may need es much extra ossistance as their

parents. The prob' of secondary prevention has not been solved with the cessation

oracute physical abuse. That solution only enables society to turn its full attention

to the emotional context of the abuse and its consequences for the child. If the

social ganetics of child abuse arc to be altered, It is there that the most sustained

efforts rust be directed. It is there that progress can begin for primary prevention,

not for this generation, but far the next.
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Before concluding these I wxjld like to remind ye..: that the core of

eny program, the most importalt resoe, is manpdar. That is also the most

obvious deficit In our managetelt of child eSuse, and neglect' cases. Thero simply

Isn't nearly enough people to d the work. Let re use my coon couMty as an example.

At present (FORTHCOMING)
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The point of these fig4res Is that knowledge of effective intervention and

treatment strategies
is useiess witho..it,the human resources to implement them, And,

with few exceptions, the most colron problem
across the country is a lack of human

resources.
Nearly ail of us are engaged in something that Is like building mOdels

for which we have'excellent
bluepeints, but Important parts are missing, and there

Isn't enough glue anyway.
The gap between what we know how to do and what we

actively ore able to do is usually largo, dismal and frustrating.
If there is any

one point which I .ant to make in these remarks it is that: intervention and

treatment strategies
arijost paper games without a commitment to sunport the

people who must Implement them.

I Om aware that this Is not a unique circumstance. There Is a chronic

shortfall,between goals apd=resources In human servites'programs, to say nothing

of the shortfall between goals and resdits. i'm.only saying that we must adjust

-

our goals, end expectations of results, to the resources that,are actually available.

V. should.not deceive ourselves into believing that Increased reporting rates or

central registries are solution to the problem, or that monthly visits from an

over-worked protective services worker constitutes "treatment", or that new laws

are goIng.to "cure" anybody; Without support for services we are going to have an

Intervention mechanism that functions beautifully but accomplishes little: an

Inform4d public nd professional groups will increase reporting,.better laWs will

Improve the function of the courts, and central registries will document all of the

activity. However, if the families who are getting their vital statistics recorded

don't receive effective services, we are all engaged In a cosmetic exercise. The

"botton line" on intervention
strategies is that all of them require people and

human services. We haven't discovered an alternative technolo3y.

4
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STATEMENT OP DR. JAMES KENT, ASSOCIATE CLINICAL PROFESSOR

OF PEDIATRICS (PSYCHOLOGY), UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN

CALIFOINWSCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

OF LOS ANGELES

Dr. ICzrr. It's a long Randle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am not
going to read My written testimony.

The testimony deals with a discussion of forms of preVention and
suggestions for prevention, primary and secondary. And there is also a
plea for increased services. There are Hot enough people to do the work.

I would like toadd one comment to the previous testimony. Some-
thing that Mr. Ilrown said suggested it.

Larry, you said that 48 percent of the cases received casework
counseling." Was thlt the only form of treatment or the 'primary
form? It was the only form.

I would like to let you know what "casework counseling" consists
of in my county. I.,os Angeles. There are approximately 600 workers
in the county. They have many kinds of jobs. Those jobs inelude the
supervision of about 8,000 children who are under court, jurisdiCtion.
A quarter of those children are under jurisdiction for reasons of
inflicted injuryphysical abuse. That percentage doesn't include
neglect and sexual mblestation and other forms of hblise. Thare are.
8,000 under court jurisdiction and about 6,000 active protective serv-
ices cases which haye been referred because children were thought
to be at risk for injury or maltreatment.

So there are a total of about i600 Cases for the 600 workers. l'hey
have other things to do, too. They supervise itivoluntary placements,
et cetera:The workers are not for the most pint trained social
workers. Tlu., requirements for the positions are a bachelor's degree
from any university in any field. You get your training on the job.
The frequency of 'contact, I would estimate, at about once a month
for most of tile families, in the form of a visit or a call. Some fam-
ilies which are probably in crisis or desperately in need of services
obviously may get more attention than that.

The intent of this (liniment is, not to make protective services
workers the whipping boys. Most of the time they are at the end of
a very long limb, and they work very hard. The, problem is that
they are overworked' and often undertrained and have inadequate
assistaiwe from other groups of profesAonalt. The intent of this
comment is to point out that what's being called the "treatment,"
that is received by the nmjority of the families is not treatment At all.
It is a form of loose surveillance. I think we are just papering over
an absolutely critical situation with empty words; when we cull that
"treatment.4 That's my comment and preambh..

Now, t want to make three general points in my verbal testimony
and then talk for about 5 minutes on some research.

The three points are these :
The first is that child abuse and neglect is not ii unitary phe-

nomenon. It has multiple enuses, multipk, etiologies, if you like, and
different degrees of risk attached to the different etiologies. Different
etiologies call for different services and different intervention strate-
gies. It is important to keep that in mind. We.have in our work been
able to distinguish four major groups of almsers which have different,
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iologies. That is WI itten up on a gaper that I can supply the staff

later.
The second pointit has been mentioned already by all three of

the panelistsbut I have to say it againchild abuse generally does

not occur as a simple psychiatric aberation.--It has a social context
which contributes significantly to its occurrence.

The third thing I want to sayand some here may want to take
issue with thisdespite the sometimes horrible physical damage
inflicted on these children and the -consequences of that, it is my
belief that the most serious and lingering injury in most child abuse
cues is the mental injury that occurs in children who grow Up in
homes where their primary caretakers, the people they depend on
most for primary nuturing, are also people who are the greatest
danger to their health and welfare. If we consider that we learn to
value ourselves first as our parents value us, and we learn to experi-

ence or expect from others what we have expected and experienced
from our parents, if you grow up feeling Inadequate and learning
that you are going to be criticized and hurt for your inadequacies,
you grow up very wary and very defensive, agrepsive or withdrawn,
crippled in some ways in your own potential .to give or to love freely,.

It is my belief that in that kind of development is the basis of the
social genetics of child abuse the cause of the intergenerational
Ode of child abuse that ha. been commented on and noted so often
in literature and research.

Those are the three general things that I wanted to talk about.
Now, for a little bit about research. I was asked to comment on the

relationships between kinds of services that are offered families and
the impact on the families themselves. If I stuck to what we have

learned about that from statistical resources, it would be a very
short presentation. As Dr. Newberger pointed out, we have not done

that research yet or anything like it. There is currently underway a
study of 20 child abuse demonstration projects, 12 demos and 8 inno-
vative projects. That study will start data collection a little later this
month. We will complete its analysis sometime in the fall and have it
written up by the end of the year.

I think we will probably learn something from that evaluation but
I don't think we will learn as much as we would like to know about
the relationship between services and impact.

The study got started late, through no fault of NCCAN. The study
is taking place at a time when these projects are 'winding down. They
will be defunded in June, and they arealready adjusting their intake
procedures in anticipation of that. So we will not get in many of the
projects a very reliable sample of their normal practices. But there
will be some data available at the end of the year.

The largest handicap to evaluating the impact of services in these
cues is that there are such incredible differences across projects.
There are differences in community characteristics, client populations,
service providers, and the kinds of services that are available.

The usual strategy in coping with this kind of multivariate research
where the interactions among the variables are complex and largely
obscure is to collect data from a large number of people. This allows
you to hold various combinations of variables "constant" in order to
study the relationships among other variables during the analysis.

. tJ. 7
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Unfortunately, there was no uniform plan for collecting data and
documenting information across. the .twenty projects so we won't be
ble to aggregate very.nnich of the data. This problem leads to a

*oinmendat ion.
The model that I would like to .suggest for Add abuse research

is a model syhwhi has been used in medical research for some time
very success7tilly. That model is a collaborative research projeet coin-
posed ot manY studies or niany projects all working from some com-
mon protocol 'that enables them to collect the same kind of data, in
roughly the same way, with roughly the same instrnments aml then
feed it all into a central group that does analysis.

Out of that kind of model we may be able to d'evelop some miire
reasonable inferences about etiology and relationship between services
and impact on. people. . .

But I think until.we develop that kind of model nearly everything
we do and present to you, and present to our colleagues, is going to
be fragmentary and inconclusive. And it will end up with some
general caveat about more work needs to'be done, et cetera.

We very much need that k;,nd of collaborative study and that kind'
of model. To my knowledge, it has been done in the social Viences
or behavioral sciences res?arch. Certainly it .ims not been done in
applied or clinical research. It very much needs to be done. But it
can't be done with a hodge-podge of spending priorities that. change
every 3 years.

After giving you that fragmentary and inconclusive; information, I
can tell you two or three things that, are more definite. These things

.

include good news and bad news.
The good' news is that it appears that in general it is possible to

interrupt the cyCle of physical al.ase in most of the cases, if not
interrupted totally, at least moderated so that the kids an. not getting
bashed as hard and as often.

Treatment can alter the fregnency and seyellity of abuse, It has
been done with highly trained professional teams. It has also been
doKby lay groups, And it has been done by just pmviding a pedia-
trician who is on call and offering regular services to the families. It
has been done in a variety of ways. It is not clear what the common
denon»nator is amongst all'of those gronps and the kinds of services
and the results of them. It is not clear beyond the basic paradigm of
providing somebo4 in distress with someboil.v else who cares and
who is willing to help. That. is the good newS. We can intervene. We
can stop the physical abuse, usuallY.

The bad news is that we have been unable to document that this
intervention in any consistent or stable way has improved the func-
tioning of the children after the intervention. providing that the
children stay in the home. That is a complicated statement. Let
try to unravel that and state it more simply. We have some research
.from the early 1970's that suggests that intervention for a broad
spectrum of these families does produce for the chihlren some gains
in IQ and school add(' 'villein amid swill] relationships, but those
gains are achieved iilnitity by taking kids out of their homes and
putting them in foster homes. It is an expensive form of intervention
and it carries with it a lot of problems of its own whidi we did not
measure at t he t
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What we have problems with is tlocumenting gains of kids'who stay
in their homes. Most of the children we have seenA-of a group of chil-
dren we have'seen in our nroject at. children's Ilopsitalhave shown

fairly rapid and enchuraging gaihs in social relationshivs. in develitp-

ment scores, the first fi months to 1 year after they have been taken
into the project. But years later when you btn to look at these
youngsters, those gains are minly levers:A.

Most research projects have not' yet looked car4u1ly at the social
functioning of the children, but that is theibottom \One on what we

want to achieve; Most clinicians you talk tomyself 'includedhave
got a store of horror stories as'.well as a stock of good twws,stories
about families who have turned out well. I, know that a lot of the
families we have treated haVe improved and the kids' functioning has
improved,' but we are having a hard thue documenting that on it
group basis. Thai's the bad news.

I think the problem is partly a technological one. I think the tech-
nology of human services research am I oi impact research is really
primitive. Another problem is that there are "sleeper effects." We

have not been able to stay with these families long enough. These

problems have already been mentioned by Dr. Gelles and Dr. New-
berger. Federal priorities and the ways in which money is .given do

not allow ms to sef up studies and track the families long enough to
understand the relationships between anything we do and its effects
On the families.

, The third point I wanted to makeand then I will stopis that it
appears front the serviiTs research that has been done that there is an
important role for paraprofessionals and lay people in treatment,
of chihi abuse. It has been demonstrated in many ways. I want to
emphasize the fact that I think it is not just that we are getting
people to do something clwaply that would cost a lot more if you had
professionals do it. In many respects I think the lay therapist or the
parent ai'de ean do things that the professionals couldn't do if he had
all the thne in the world. Ile would not have the same kind .of credi-
bility to some of these families, Ile could not model good caretaking
in the Mae, way that the paraprofessional could, could not provide
the same kind of social contact and validation, eouhl not function as
a good neighbor for most of those fantilies. Our professional skills
are not organized to do that kind of thing usually. So they are an
important element, I think, of any kind of treatment .prognon.

Wtth that I will stop.
am sort of stopping in midair. bm in the interest of timeA will

stop, betionie we only have .20 minutes left.
Mr. Pr MEM. Dr..Kent. thank yon cery, much.
I. was reading last night in your report, Dr. Newbemer. that

Florida's reporting system had something like 87,000 eases by 1971
and its hotline was overloaded in spite of its good 'reporting system.
That fifs into Dr. Kent's experience on casework and fieldwork, and
ran we, at this point provide delivery services without adequate
funding at the county, State and Federaf level

There must be some other nuiehanisms, other than fighting budgets
all the time, to try to attract more appropriate local people to put
together the delivery44ervices. to look at somcalternat ives rather than
saying that only the social service depurtment should be the deliverer

._ 9
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of services. Couldn't it be a csunbination of others on a local basis,
and, not juit Federal agencies! Looking at the delivery service in
the Florida case, if you wouhhkay,. OK, it's also an impossible task
and they will only take the tôvpriority cases and ignote most of
the other abuse casesdo you card to comMent on 'that individually
or as panel members?

Mr. BROWN. Yes. I think the matter of receiving the report-7and
we have outlined some of the guidelines of this in the small publica-.
tion which I submitted to yOu on national standardsthere were a
variety of_practices in the way reports are received by.social service
agencies. There must be a single agency designated to receiVe pHd
evaluate reports so that there is a capacity to monitor what takes
place.

Of course social services should not be the only resource to treat
neglect and abuse. A community must have available cooperative
arrangements with medical and legal professionals, and the courts
and the schools, and all the agencies in the community would serve
to support families in trouble.

Mr. Ptrasm. But.you know that doesn't happen. Agencies are very
jealous of each other. I .have seen the State govermnent and the
local government in an absolute fight as to criminal mid social serv-
ices. Is there a community that has some kind of a model, like Los
Angelet, where these agencies have some kind of a coordinating sys-
tem to help get into these cases /

Mr.aitowsr. Communities are like people. There are many varieties
of the way they handle problems. There is a model emerging and I

v think we are doing better. I have been a practitioner for over 25
years and have always been concerned, as you say, about jurisdic-
tional problems and ability to cooperate. But the issue of child abuse
has pulled communities together I think in a way that has not hap-
pened in the past. There are communities now putting together child
abuse advisory councils to examine these problems.

Many communities are using interdisciplinary teamwork for ease
consultation on child abuse and neglect eases. We are speing wire
cooperation now,,thc we have seen in recent years, and that is help-
ing,

Mr. PritRELL. Dr. Gelles.
Dr. GELLIM I think there is one thing that is very important to

point out. Although most of us are concerned with the area of domes-
tic violence and chihl abuse we sometimes forget that our concern is
not shared. By and large, the average American community still does
not view domestic violence, child abusr, or wife abuse as major social
problems.

My community is about to anthorive $20,000 for an expansion of
their animal shelter for dogs, cats, and bunny rabbits, having 6
months previously turned down a $20,000 appropriation for a shelter
for battered women.

You cannot legislate concern on the part of American iwople. You
cannot make people be concerned over family violence, but you can
continue to focus attention ni thk issue by continaing ongoing
projects, and continuing to devote Fedemil attention to the issue of
domeitic violence.

3u 0
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There ,are programs that are %Airy good. The ono I nn most
familiar with is tpe Nashville program, Comprehensive Community
Services in Nashville, Tenn. Just when they got to the point of
establishing a community-based treatment. and servipe program,
their Federal futuling ran out and they disbanded. So there ts no
model program to visit anymore. What we have now is a bunch

of unemployed people running around who can tell you about their
program but they ran out of Federal hinds, The Federal programs
simply don't last long enough to estabhsh. evaluate, and disseminate
knowledge.

Mr. PVRRELL. him were they funded?
Dr. OEMs. National Center for Chihl Abnse. and Neglect. It was

HEW funded.
Mr. PrItsELL. Ifow long did it last ?

Dr. GELLER. Three years. I should point out that the funding for
the National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect is still hung up on
theSenate side. They still don't have an appropriation or an agency.
That. is one of the reasons why good projects like these are dis-
banded. They have no promise for the future.

Mr. Purism. So there are just. so many Federal dollars available.
Now, where should those dollars go? Towards that piece of legis-
lation, or how best ean we get those dollars into the local eomntuni-

, ties and in what form, knowing the constraints of the Federal
budget, $500 and sotne billion?

Dr. NEwitEnoF.R. There is not. nearly enough money committed to
basic . understanding of these problems. We may have an inade-
quately disseminated :evlinology, but that technology, given the lim-
ited understanding that we currently. have about what to do effec-
t i,ply to treat and prevent. family violence

Mr. l'easet,L. 'Let mc amplify that. If you, were tfi write the
kidget and had- x number of dollars, how would you specifically
&tie that out and what guidelines would you give us as to priorities
for a national budget !

Dr. NEWBERGER. Here I think it is very important to heed to what
has happened in other areas of scientific ingniry where We have
perceived national 'goals. This is an area where it takes years to set.
up an adequate researelt program and where there are at present
only a very few people who are doMg competent investigative work.
This is a difficult area to research. It is not esjwctially popular
among social seientists or clinicians in any field, and there is a great
need to attract and retain competent people in this field. This will
require. I think. the development of centers of excellenee throngh
the eount ry. This has yet to talw place.

Mr. PrusF.I.L. Are you suggesting that we get some centers or
aemoostrat ion project to combine the experience factors and the
need for additional research. which you were suggesting a bit
earlier, with some of their experience in the delivery. of services?
Is the linkage of the two important. in where we are headed?

Dr. NEWBERGER. Mv perstutsion is that indeed it is urgently im-
portant to mix elinicians and researchers cheek-bv-jowl so that
cliniria»s have an opportnnity to communicate with the scientists
and the scientists ran understand something about the real life
situation.
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An example of Federal funding of this nature is in the budget
of the National Institutes of Health. where centers for pidinonarY
disease, for cAncer and for dicerent other specific ailments which
have attracted national attention have been set up around the
country. These are in many cases interdisciplinary undertakings
which assure funding for a period of 4; years and enable investiga-
tors and clinicians to work side by side..

Dr. GELLEB. I agree with Dr. Newberger. Every time a legislature
votes on appropriation bill for the National Institutes of Health
or the National Science Foundation, you are voting on potential
dollars that will be requested by researchers in the area of family
violence. We did not get funded originallyI did not get funded
originally by the National Center for ,Child Abuse and Neglect.
I sought funds from the National Institutes of Mental Health.
Every dollar that is cut out of their appropriation, or NSF's is a
dollar that potentially could have found its way into this area.
Basically it gets back to Mr. Well's question earlier, and that is a
Federal commitment to social science research.

I agree with Dr. Newberger, but I also think that there are
indirect ways you can fund this research iknd when you vote on
appropriations for these agencies that is one indirect way that
concern for domestic violence can be advanced.

Mr. PURAMI. Who should administer the research program or
coordinate at thi; Federal level? Should it be NIJI, or NSF, or
HEW? Where would we get our best performance- in terms of
management results. fromiwhat agency or what new agency?

Dr. NEWBERGER. I think this panel is neither sufficiently expert
nor cognizant of the curient realities of the bureaucracy, Mr. Chair-
man, but I think it is very ,clear that what needs doing is some
high-leYel integration at the top. So long as the agencies in the
public health service and in the Administration for Children and
Youth and Families are adequately, in coMmunication. it will be
difficult to make their efforts reasonably congenial. My personal
persuasion is that I would like to see these activities in that ad-
ministrative unit of Government that is really able to acknowledge
the needs of children and families.

I think the present situation of the National Center on Child
Abuse and Neglect and the Administration for Child, Youth, and
Fatuities is quite appropriate and the building in of other research
and demonstrations within that unit makes good sense.

The problem is, -however, that the level of that particular bureau
of HEW is low anti its priority in regard to tho rest of that
agency's program also app.ars to be low.

Certainly their budget is pit i fully low.
Mr. PURSELL. What kf AI' had some changes in our various insti-

tutions throughout the country: to illustrate. the educational system
of the elementary and secondary schools. which I have been very
concerned about for a long time. Take for example:counselors. IVe
have counselors nt the high sehool level who suggest that most
students probably should be going to came and they look at test
results and counsel from time to time with individuals. Yet the
elementary schools really lack counselors to even identify problem-
type cases.
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It just seems to me that, with the millions of dollars that we are
funding at the State and local level, maybe there ought to be some

ichanges n some of our institutions that will fundamentally address,

as in preventive medicine, the earlier stages of this problem where
the main causes can be identified and helped to some extent in the
long range.

Maybe other kinds of agencies could participate at the local level

which have traditionally been ignoring some of those problems.
It there anybody gutsy enough to talk about some revolutions in

otrikbasic institutions?
r. Nzwazeoze.'We do have a problem in this field which hasn't

beerk mentioned, but which perhaps Mr. Brown might want to coal-
men on: That, is, a sense of possessiveness among ninny of the child
wel re agencies that this is their problem. Ocassionally, this oper-
at to the exclusion of people in the schools and in the medical
prOfeesion, and in nursing. All of us in medical practiee have fre-
qmehtly seen situations where basically the social worker coming
to, a clinical conference will say: "Well, I am here because my

--supervisor told me to come, but basically all of the decisions on this
ease are mine, and it is our agency which has the legal mandate to
do this work." .

Mr. Swum I think there is a lot of progress being made by social
services, recognizing the importance of quarterbacking the problem,
if you will, in terms of recognizing the role of education, the role
of the hospital, the role of the juvenile court. We are pushing that,
of course. In terms of national standards. There are incleed a lot of
varieties. More and more, social workers are saying that there needs ,
to be an assessment of an initial responsemlo the report, an assess-
ment- of that report and assessment of thr family in terms of the
problems and resources needed. Then, either provide services or
mobilizing those resources to get services to the family.

Communities vary. You will have your super-supports' in large
metropolitan areas and then you have rural areas, where getting
this kind of cooperation together is a matter of trying to organize
resources that simply don't exist.

IloweYer, I think the schools have another important role. I would
like to go further with the schools in the sense of the importance
of family life educatiofi, personal development, introducing curricu-
lum in the schools around helping children to understand and deal
with their own anger and their own feelings about what is happen-
ing to them.and how to deal with it to look at expectations on what
is involved in being a parent.

We, are seeing in the agencies around the country that many
parents are dealing with frustrations and problems simply because
they are misinformed as to what is normal and what. can be expected .

from a parent. and a child. There are many conflicts in the parent-
child relationship. Much of this, it seems to me, could be taught in
the elementary schools and in higher education. Very little is being
done.

Mr. SITACKNAT. I might add this was a proposal offered by Dr.
Steinmetz at yesterday's hearings as a possible means of preventing
spouse abuse.'

t2
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It certainly is not specific to the child battered syndrome, but rather
would be pervasive through all forms of violence.

Dr. GILLES. It is important to point out how absolutely difficult this
issue is going to become. The more we learn, the more we find that
there are no simple answers, nor will there be simple answers.

We don't know an awful lot about child abuse but we have known
for a fair amount of time that two factors combine to increase risk of
child abuse. Low income in and of itself does not callaa abuse, but if
you put low income together with an unwanted child or, if you put

iiow ncome together with a handicapped child, then you geometrically
Increase the risk of that child being abused. We have known that and
we have talked about it for years. Despite. br inspite of, that informa-
tion, State and Federal Governments, who say they want to prevent
child abuse, are voting to cut off abortion funds for welfare mothers.
Last night on the network news after a story on family violence, that
the March of Dimes now is.going to cut Off funding for genetic coun-
seling to try to play down the amniocintesis test. mit. could either
rednce the number of children being conceived or. more tragically,
increase the number of handicaped children being born and thus raise
the likelihood of child abuse taking place. These are emotional and
controversial iasues. Every time you bring up abortion someone claps
their hands and someone boos and that is exactly what we have to
face. The point is: you cannot cut off abortions funds for welfare
mothers and at the same time say we, as the legislative body, want to
do something about child abuse. You are doing something about it.
You are -aismg the risk of child abuse occurring when you cut off
abortion nds for welfare mothers.

Mr. PrAsaix. We get a lot of disagreement on that and I. don't want
to get in on the abortion issue today. Would you comment on the
television in the home, specifically, and its effect on violence. Does it
contribute or doesn't it?

Dr. Gamy& I suspect it does. But keep in mind that the institution
that is more violent than television is the family. If the child is going
to be violent by seeing violence on television, imagine the effect of
seeing one's parents' fight with one another or being the victim of one's
parents' violence. Yesterday, the PTA listed the most violent tele-
vision shows. They are very concerned with violepce on TV. But
America's schools are a heck of a lot more violent then television.
While TV may be a problem, it may be a cheap shot to focus in on the
television hetworks and try to regulate them. You could eliminate
violence on television completely, but as long as you had violent
families and violent schools and other violent institutions you reallSr
would not be reducing the incidence of child and spouse abuse in'
America.

Dr. NEWBERGER. I would like to disagree with Dr. Gelles. The aver-
age Amefican child sees approximately 13.000 killings between the
ages of 5 and 15 i T.V. In no way can it he said that the violence in
the American hon.,,. begins to approximate this figure. The data that
we have on the impact of children's play on family violence suggests
that there are indeed associations whick pre-dispose to more aggres-
siveness end to increased tokrance of children for violence on the
part of their peers.
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My viewand I know this is shared by many of my colleaguesis
that violenceon public TV is indeed a public health menace.

Mr. PI-mint. Dr. Kent,
Dr. KaNT. I would like to support part of what Dr. Ge lles said.

'What"! will relate is not original with me. This is something I heard
last night. from a friend, a child psychiatrist. He is in the audience

right now.
My youngest child had watched a dog hit by a ear in the street a

couple of days ago. It was a dog that belong to a friend of hers. And
-2 days afterwards she would periodically burst into tefirs thinking
about the dog and what had happened to him. I was talking with Dr.
Laurie and he said that he is encouraged sometimes by the differences
in children's responses to the awful impact of aggression and death
when they see it outside the "square box the TVwhen they see it
in real life. It is numbing, frightening and terrifying to them. I think
we all tend to respond in a mueh more direct and emphathetic way to

real violence than we do to violence on television. So I have some sym-
pathy.for Dr. Genes' proposal that violence in the family life may be
more Important.

Dr. Gzur.s. r don't want to be misinterpreted. T am not in favor of
TV violence, hut I happen to know that we turve had violent families
before we had TV violenen.

Mr. PrIUMLL. It seems to me that the value system in my family
was a lot different before television, when we use. d to have music to-
gether in the evening and did .a lot of other more creative activities,
rather than sit and watch the television night after night after night.
The alternatives without television of what the family could do has
to be suggestive of the educational, cultural and'artist ie fields too.

I would like to thank all of our panelists for their expertise today,
Dr. Kent, Dr. Gelles, Dr. Newberger end Mr. Brown. I wish we had
more effort toward a national strategy to accomplish this. I think you
have made a contribution to Congress. I would like to take the time to
thank all of you here, Dr. Gelles and the others and the audience
today.

Is there any comment bv staff or closing announcements?
Mr. SHACK NAL I would like to add that Chairman Scheuer has

some very specific questions for you and I would like to notify you
that we will be following up in the mail.
' Our hearing record will not he complete for at leact another month
and we hope that you will respond to those additional interrogatories.

Mr. PresEri. T would like to thank Lesliv Loflin also for her excel-
lent work in putting together these programs over the last 3 days for
the congress.

I would also indicate on behalf of our chairman that we do have
some proposed legislation in the development stages and maybe a con-
tribution individually from you as to what is happening on the Senate
side *mild be a good and timely step.

We will accept for the record any testimony and further reports. I
think the committee does have most of that on the record. hut if there
are any other contributions in terms of reports for the committee, we
will be happy to accept them.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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ADVISORY HOARD oti CHILD Ai 11 SF AND %Ha IA-I

SEC. 6 lat The Secretars shall, within sods dass alter the date ot enactment
of this Act. appoint an Ath hot.) Board on Child Abuse and Neglect thereinafter
referred to as the Advisor) Board"). which shall he composed ot representa-
tives from Federal agencies. with responsthihts tor programs and activities Monis Nit iv

related to child ahuve and neglect. including the Oft ice id Child Development,
.the Office of Education. the National Institute 49 Education, ifie Naimunal
Institute of Mental Health. the Nafional Institute in Child Health and Iliiman
Development. the Social and Rehabilitation Service, and the Health Service. hinthoil.
Administration. The Ath kors Board shall assist the Set:retars in coordine:ng
programs and activities related to child abuse and neglett administered oi
assisted under this Act with such programs and activities admonsteted it
assisted b) the Federal agencies whose representatives are members ot thy
Ath ism) Board The Advisor) Board shall ako assist the Secretars in the
devehrpment of 1-ederal standards tor child abuse and oeglect prevention and
treatment programs and projects

IN The Advisory Board shall prepare and submit. within eighteen months
after the date of enactment of this Act. to the Piesident and to the Congress a Report 40

repon on the programs asskted under this Act ard the programs. proieek. and 1 'ica,.cio
ouvresactomes related to child abuse and neglett administered r assisted hs the

Federal agencies whose representatives are members ot the Ath isor)
Such repon shall include a tud ot the relationship between drug addiction and
child abuse and neglect

lel ()I the funds appn priated under sedum S. one hall ol 1 per cenithnl. iii
SI OW1011, whichever is the lesser. 111.11 be us,ed hs the Sect-oars onts tor
purposes of the repon under sullsct him I hi

CooltDINMIlt

SE(. 7. The Secretars shall promulgate regulations and make suth arrange
ments .1% ma) he necessar) or appropriatc to4Cpure that there is diet fist.
coordination between program's related toted Agee and negleet undyi this Act
and other uch programs which are assisted hkedelal lunds

Approved Januar) I. 1974

'Amendments Set t;on 21c) and Sed1011 41V I added by Kt 934,44. approved
fianuary 3, 1975.

HOUSI: IMPORT No 9.1 AS5 ironou on Mutation and 1 aboo
SENATE REPORT No 91 NM (Comm in 1..ihm and Puhht Welfare)
CONGRESSIONAL RECoRD. Vol 119 119711

Jul) 14, considered and passed Senate
Dec 3, considered and passed House. Julended
Dec 211, Senate agreed to Douse amendments stith amendments
Det 21. House contorted in Senate amendments
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ether tigetinwnlation of Program or
prefect to be dlerimed outside the pro-
Ma or iwoject may contain tnforma.

Ihat might germ to identify any per.
NM IMMO% hla Mitten moment or that
el bb nennentatIve
geligget C-CANd Mame and Neglect

OW* la Salm llrglar the Ad and
W el OW SWIM "Malt/ Ad

1318.3.2 Pommy' god rilaibk apish

tat Watea that qualify under I 1340 -
3-2. way realm grants to InItIatr ot
rontInge the support of Merano' or
prefects Of We Sete or one of Its pdltical
eslidivalona which can be clip...led h.
amid the Wats in deseluning. strength-
ening. aad carrying not child abu.r and
n eWeet prever,tion and treatment pro-
g rem The Act alto require, that M-
angle Male own" comply Mtn certelo
regplmmenta In order 1. bee,. re "el
Mow the receipt of fl.ndo for program ,
Or IIMIOrla related to Mild sonse sue.
neglect andated ucrier port A or II id
TRU IV of the Social decurtly Act

Thls subpart decribes the irot elks
W ats& mum folios to establish their coin-
wines ong to 5146 fo: fun& provided
under section 4 t, I of the Art tioub
L. 63-147 Thr Pro, the skulk Stat.
serney must folios to establish con,
pilaw* under the Art 'end under the
Social Security Act, ts desenbed in 45
CPR Part 220

1368.3,2 eatebledowat al month

III Ifs In order Pi br eligible MI red
teal financial said.toner f..r programs 41
prorecte related te rhiM abuse and ne
g ird assisted under arction 11, Ai. t of
this Ad, Mt* shall tumid.. lit UrIl
form and Mth ouch docuMentation fis

Wertitsr railer require a statement
that the Stole meets the requirements of
the Art and of. this part. signed br the
Clommur All legal opinions thou be rer
Wad by the Attorney General Of the
Wale.

II) In order to be ligible for ripieral
1111Orldra 11101411cr fur ignominy Of prol
tete related to child MUIR old neglect
sulaled under Part A or B of Title IV nf
the Social &malty Act, the Lingle Mate
Baena ahall preside, hi slorh form find
with Mich docutiwnfatkin OS the Berm
ibflr =If IIStbet. 11111142111eItt Mel It
M141 1he requirements of the Act Pub

113-247, and the aortal Security Art.
M acconlance with regulairons published
In 46 CPR Pert :IS

Per programs or Underts funded
under asctIon 4tb"li of the Art, the re-
g ultitrisenta are set forth in 1 134e 3 3
Id. l 1 ...tie. /or programa ur penjeeta
fended Wider Part A or 8o1 Tuk 1V of
the Serial Security Act. the rantirementa
are set forth Li 41I CPS Iie

lb Whichever State Ake, agency. or
Millediation le desiglieted by the Om-
4PM0r. mar Ms& for financial sels.tahre
under alletion b..1 . for the payment
of remonable sad weenier eapenem
developing 'strengthening arid arrying
out clUld MUM and neglett prevention

MOW t.aatt h btate
unfit. 101R1611

not
be bridled tit its to Itrtiirs
chtla libilme and swolc, I Bibrb Stall

e. Stela I. or Ito eaoltut eel designated
by the (norm., his, t-t.trr Into nutcheae
anteentritts sill, .44,, ofto is. agetwars.

srefinitatn.,,.. in oatioN ItolIan Tribal
g rOrrrotiortlIA 111111.15 t AI iii ilirt Under
the (roast 111. aili,112 at ler such
funds shall i a de:wit:mon rf Use
mush*. i .1. n n-1 by Ilse
filet* nd 61. 1..110 IT-
141im It west1.11.24. am/ Irf allow I IOW
athwe mot ossr, a 1.4, be

Undo, Oa a212.2lit slatenattll UI
lore, 11w a ,5 .2 siw.eled
f.. des1-1.1. V:r1 'U. .5 I, out child

I.r. 5,,1 tit Atinent
t eats, I. g--1112. ,.111 it I. dr, I In the
bona s.1 .1 .2 'Wan., with
tile 1,12.. lin. the Secre-
tor.. .,. t, sehloll 0.1(.11:, Mon in'
: 1, .1, ..1. . It 1, onuntAtIon
It, the :44 1a, to... to 11,,Ir.

11111 1-.1 1.16,..Ili Alot. fo ao.14ame.
'so ilse Act 5, a, rlIs Ir/i plernellIS

)f a 1,11,,tr,r,..1. gwesent
and I alop, ...I ri krt 1111011
a ellen non t I ..% In olds I 1. ;modify for

e Is.. 4.h.. I The
e norlIne .. isnac
dun.. It, th- H5 ! 1.o. Peg

a i I . , Ii,, tot rpko to
hots t.,nt itItof
Wive under tin .112.-, not. 'ti meetiliel
the ten ilierert,rot illotIde *hat
nosv is. Com' 25.1 loqr iondaniental
child to otcs!., Id.
tection Ita 0..11 I 0 t reoortioa of
clindrri. I.. I, ,o,ro ',Ohm. nisndatnrs
and 10.1555. t ,shoectett
.11,10 : I ? land KO-
l11,t 44 o,Isi spots /I rrut,iliial
Itar,111.1.1,4 1..i do X, ,,,,,, of se.
awII 1. 2,.. 22 -2 10.1,21211,41

of .10.1 .,2 11.1 s'. 11 s. 'os,. ot tots . so, ,.+.1,111
Ions. I r . In .3.
1.1%1111:1 IA 1,1, , I ,1 1011 Is. re-le 1.11 I .

.155111 as,.1 I . I s.t 11151,-
I .0,, qv 1,11 v11,1,11(1411.

MI0.1.1.11 ".
11. 4,1$1 I. 02 'It ..s for

Hiatt N fl. , .1 1., the tle'lla
Int I ..5,5 , ., 55. t :deft.

altn.L.0 .5 .,1 . den.
1111, NO1121,1, 4,1 1,105.0 5.

115. Ii, 5. 1...1! . 01 to stli
fIctrht It, .trlds....t, I. tl.o , s tut, hoart
t, Inlet (1. ,1 0. 1...,,.. (n.41 for
ther Wee- Isa .fat la 1, 1.1., .1, I.O.W.. ,. a/114I
roloidir Isli I $i neglecter!
Ths. oal1 1.2, II 15,1.2 a.11,11s

al., , I is. 1,1 .2 111112012mi upe
11..15,1ilIV 111511 Hito..a..5. 11,1(tst .1111W

dismse Ai, ilssaoti tl.sItt
tst 2-211.1. .21s,1 52 I., 1,21111,21oll5

r. 121.0, .12!,li
1,11.,,,.. IS, ,. I -1011

t-So.'I .); , I.. 31

51 5.

that All I. ..5 I, I,

. o ,' . 5: 1' ...1,111t I It t,
1st-. MAO.,
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=Mat practicable. Merest the level of
N ato funds which would, in the abeence
el Peelers' hinds. be available for such
P regratas and Prorocts

rth The Male mttst provide for dte-
Sentlaption of information to thr general
PAW' Oltit respect to the problem of
database and neglect and the facilities
and the prevention and treatment meth
egg available to combat Instances of child
11111111O abti neellet; and

its) Tv the extent feasible the thole
Mit Ware that parental argent/011km,
lembating child abuse and neglect. 1114
yneannad ley the State. receive prefer-
WWI treatment

11a3-4 Appeseral camphorate
neiessomo ami pita amesedasems.

ar The 81erlItar7 shall approve
Ilillietice statement submitted under
Ws subpart tf he finds that it meets the

nalreasents of Ulla subpart and ot the

fin Us Maio does not appear to meet
41111 repiirethento of this subpart the
maw rill be provided reasonable op-

, peening> Is Quality briar, first orlon
an the &Mitigation or emitinued
dem of funds I. taken by the de:retain

lel The riandrement that a single
amincy mot cOnply ith 'archon

4131130 or the Mt and 45 rrn l'art 230
in eider to continue receiving fund. fur
program or projects related tu child
shoe and neglect &vetoed under Part A
WI Of Title re of the Para ial flea only
Mt shall take effect or July 1, hafs or
the dew of the Illats- s mit legislative
assien. whichever w later

1348.3-3 4ppeo..1 pplograms.
plass twesthas-sue, sad fosse.

lei The Beeretary shell approve all
application for funds under section

of the Act it he finds .1. That
the Slate applying for such funds

ter rich funds under section
of the Mt, ,y that the tun&

Oft inaended to be used to develop .
etreastitn. or tarry out child abuse or
mien prevention or treatment pro
MOM .3) that the State ts otherwise
la aompliance with thew regulations, end
al that the funds requested are within
She illate'a siltation so detertnined pur-
itan& te I 1340 3 7

III The 'trete'', &hall approve the
ee continued tar of funds fur the

11111111 8488 ageneyv ;ageisme or pnkb
eats related to child abuse slid neglect
landed under Pan A or 11 of Title IV
of the facial liecurity Act If he ?WM that
the angle State Mence qualifies for such
Mols UMW the Act iPub L 113-341, and
Mier the Medal deeurity Act. In accord-
ant* With the regulations published in
40 CPR Part 720
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31341AS-A .ProAs ovallaide.
Not leas than I per centum and not

nor, nun "C per centum of the sums
apPrOpriated under the Act shan br lord
he thet Secretary for mating erente to the
States tuider sublection 4.b..1 of the
Act

313111.3-2 4lionition of footle sanlohle
*, run& available MI grants to

States fur floret year Under who!,
Ito, I I of -the Act shall be Wilt, lard
g Mong the States on the bolts of the
following "merle

.11 An &Mount of 420,000 or such
other ornotint wa the heeretan, 111a)

determine, for a fiscal year. phis
'3, An additional smolint bearing the

Sane ratio tu the tutal amount made
vailahle tor this pu/Dirs. taller ilr.,vid-
Ine fat the minimum minima,. In tiara-
g rulin it . as the ennther of cluldien
under the iggi. of eighteen iti each Mote
bears to the total number of rInklIell
Under .11111144.11 ii, elI Mc Mates 'the
number of motel- the age of
eighteen to be used II tin% :allocation
shall be the hm& s. irtertelnrs1 0)
ufbeirl eetunate futt.:.lied to the Secre-
tary bv the thparlith iit of l'uninieter hs
tIchater i of the n yeal for litt ii
rtsn.r.,1 11010.. MV appiopriated

.to The Director *Ill 14111101.111ee

glint mallablu to tile Moto, tinder
gerlont 4. hr.1) of Ule Art and thtv
slibeart

It 11111.1-11 of I I. g.,o1

If a Male has not qualified fut us:tu-
rtle, male, Nei non 4 .b.. 1 of the Ail
prim date dr....haled hs the
Hocretary n s.ar the amount
ores iou.lv 11110 SIAte into,
1 1340 3 7 shll It. ti tta the Nationdl
Center tot t hP ' .1 arid Nrgfret rot
soot puriges r the Art as the
A. rreturs Anon n.

Subpart 31Cootelination of Progtam
Annithey

o I 't irt 111..pose,

' A. 'Ilierc are nurtabttr of gesieral
seen. les si,ltls,ut sills 1,0 I i 11,1.1 Is
atitiittlig.if or nssIst programs attal,0 t Int-
bee t to t hild abuse anti neglect.

ib The inflames 10 OW Alt par', arc
It, To ensure rite, Inc 41iiiiatiun
41110414 pe011r.1111, I1110 0411,111es telilteri
10 el/ad abuse .110 101/1.1-t under the Act
and nUier stets htograIns end 'Jinn".
admitiotcreal sold s-ented t.y other Pcii-
* cal Seem lea, ita registrmt hy See Ind, 7
of the Art.

.35 To achieve tile noel effective 'and
efficient uttl tation iceder if te-oort
In the design develotabent. men
lotion and management of program. and

1

activities related td the i rereni ide
WIC:aloft lie treatnlent at child buer
and neglect

3, To enatue that programs and
uvitre are not undertaken in a U111!4,-
eiil Manner ;

I, To en.thre that programa and a,-
41. 1.4 dill lo Alive: ilnd,

5i To Igor:lie thnt the reallita, out-
. data generated be programs
And In loan., ere mide known and
va olavle to ,'*.Ii of the agencies
It oohing

to a-mil.li.h these lair
1- it is !WI ....or ...hot there br es
1,1101,10.0 Mot mallitnined an ongoing
eff..1 t 5111..110 Iii. lair1u-matim, 'wen,
hi Het Ile their respeellt rote, memo
11110 n1411.1.011 Informal...II
aleuit their

tintalis altenalt ch. prneram It.
tetamon. anti. magneto the Inam11111.
fc.i-11/h 1-yel Ifs, 111.1,roi.I.glion of rift.,

.(1. It c. not fp. ..t it .. .0.1

timt t I t,licr ill Mat III Illt,1 the I.,. .

..1...n.rin/11: t IP .siltlitio
lel 11 pro,111111, gut

il 13 I 1.1,01110.a.,

P..1- la ''11.1,014
'Ads Poole litt.tits the Ad-

% hte clo:d Olin e .010 NenII, I.
cst 11,11.111U the ;44, II i,it under

II. I.:seining. necreimill- menu. I h.
Ha roma l'enter oh Child Alms. ar.-
Ish-,li. hi 0 ilea 6.1 I he sup-

.01;t111.1 In line fun. 11..ii 01 IIe
A.1%. 4.1 int Se. 11.1.01- 111,111, tilt'
A c.t.ffit rs , hot I .1- limn m
tnelit of the 1Ni...film-tit id II,
...vim;

Abel In tho ,Inettl It
eat flint" 11. 11101111W Ike eontentl
tnecte Pc...lain and a, III Mee ralaIrd tu
child algre and fleeted administered or .

assisteo imrte ni t s ii
eluding Ind homed 40

.1. (hold, tit old
.3, litont, lot it...wit mat deneni.

trulatti neap., h..
0 I slid.. I ig

alma. 31.1 lucks I
.4. act el titiocht of teaming ril 12:4

1115111.1lPrIllillItt rd.. at tulutorml.,
,1 .1 WIN 14.-i

1. 140,1.1,114 Ol ri lie,.
.7, lilt., dic
'K. lb sebserili Id litsts1 ant 1310

In,. .1.....t.' 01 41.111 4InI
1011 I. 14411

1111 I 1,1;111.1111111 1.f ink,. reguin.
111111, lade Inicg

l' .011,1! nee,. 1,.- Mesh
tlie ill al. h's sal si .ele les vs Ith ri

101111, (SI a. Inv11,.... rrlafel)
1.11.1 ,010 1. ''et I 1,10.1, i,v turnIp
' It O. .1.011 it ite .1"

1., toted on the Adihoty
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I LP n'S.1.1f,f AND Ili C 1 RESI r. I

DEMONS Fi..)T I CM (Cf..X.E..), PROJECT

90-C-41 I

To (I) ti ite '

n.,11, I nt
Pied 1. '' I tara. . I") ,

t:t'nti I..tt 1,1(1 1711. 1 ; 1 i 1 ':

.! 1111 .*.:`11110 t F t

011,1 It, (V' '.1 I a

! i

(1) i t,. . ;- if it
En:

It 1. 1. '1 s 111)1 . "11 11, .1".
irvnt ,t; t) it . 1 ...I

1,4 ' f
ronrd .
id. I t :." Ill 11 I ' .1 lit
i/rittfiviot ,.1 .0,14 t trnt

.'t t .

", ;:,. f F.!

will p tilt I, I r. t

, quit

I ' It ".1I 11111 lit tIlld
tf.11 it It.

'Ow urn I... pr.., It it; t lit, I-
I iy ..r 1 d ,t I.

rt. It .: 111,

ynt.l i. i..11,117,,tt

4' \' lii,it It'll. .1114 (II' Ill Of

tIn ri
w 11 I I., it). F11.

,ph I :e 2 rti.t,t t .

Tao cANPV. nal loo involv. child Net' ! 14,'40tIre('

nurvey r, ch tit II I 'It, Int cr Iturv,n,t rat l'r. t
.

v 1(149 jonnair.q,, .1,311 I l'w.,Aq Stair l`..p.trtrt. nt
re.)d ef Inrt ttt deteurtil, Welfar,.
if the re,..I:Itry ('omp! II.); 1000 S. Int crrovinnAl
with its I. nand .t.. and stAted Aunt In, Tvmaq WO./
purposes. pub, I, .n.trm it It.I1
CaMpAiro o.Altottnn inv,Ives An
expertneoal researvh d'vslro) Janne B. Mitre.). Diuvrtnr
comp/Irby; experiment :II and coot roi
groups tn evaluate ti.e effective-
ness of the puhl lc iettrmat
canpaigu mat,.rials develnped for Fund int; Project Per Ind
4 ,trg-t eroupsi The poet's and .496 FY 19 `I- 1978

resource asscssments involve expinr-
Alton, survey research tit II izing

questionuairPs, interviews, and
ease readluvs to develop a data
bane for itIvit ifyin protect ive
service nerds and current and
potential 'esuurces. These

7
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A PROCPECTIV1 STUDY OF III!
ANTECCIFIITS OF CHILD ABUSE

90-C-424

Posed%cil rumpir:.

To'idoatify h:gh-risk situation%
fur ;1!,11se ..!ndyIng

cert.:in charwtsristics of a group
of pregnant wo-.n, the ttry.rament
of their nct,on, and,the reaction

nothor an; iutant duris, the
first ykar of life; nn4 Investigate
the hyuethesi tl it in situations

oftece a ralther's cl.pectotioss ar
unro.,11.11c and rigid thv nnther
and inlant will not inturac;. in 4
synchronous fx:hion. Thin will
pl.,. the child In a high4rial;
sltnation for abese or neglect.

Rescatch Ifetvedorvgy;

11C, investi;.ation is a prospective.

lon -ticiv. The child-

reat aititodeq and expectationa
or Ow mother are obtained prena-
tally ond 3 month.: after the

infnnts are horn. At 1, 6. and 9
months.mother-I0fant. inter.ictions

are uhserved and thr infant's
ttnchnent to his ...other are studied
'at 12 ignIths. 3 A scale was devel-

oped ior determining abuse and
neglect. All fartorn mder stud)
are viewed In terms of infant
development and the rating seale.
A sample of 225 mot ,..r-infant
pairs will be studied.

364

RewatA ResAi't!:

Data collection continuts.
analysts and !:ri;ing are in

PfOr.iV!;S. Neither r...t.rua!

child personal ivy gharnci. rist ;es

predict ;thus... ha; 0h.-.er..tti.:n or

metner-c:illd int . lactinc

child is three months eld a.
allot- for prelictioo.

University of Minnwtota
School of Psveholory
Training Progian
N 548 hllintt
Minneapolis. Mfmlenota

Lyron Egoland, Director

Funding

f444,517

Project Period
April 30', lqit;
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THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION
OF CHILD ABM
19-C-425

Ocsealtch Pu.11.v6e:

To exami:e. lobeling and classifi-

cation pro(esses empley,4 by

individuals dualIng uith :alspec.lcd

cases nf child abuse in an attcw:q

to detervine A «moon definition

of abuse.

Rebialch Meawdoiego:

Opinions of physicians, social

workurs, ele:lentary school
principals, police officers, and

clunentalv cnuoselors were

wo-esits. thre.!!h quer.tinanaires

and in-deptn Interviews.

RescaAck. ReAO' f6:

Analysis awl writ jr. being com-

pleted, tepvrt will be avilillahle.

Pubficatlims:

R. J. Genes "The Social Construc-

tion of Child Abuse." American

Journal of Orthopsychlatry. April

1975.

79 24

Untvorsttv of iliode V rind

Noir-wont of ;(1cfolo.v

Kingston, Ith,de W6iA

Iti,th-ird .1. 1:,11.::, t".

Foodjog
$49,09

Nr141..or

hvforlhor 31. 1977

49
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4
Ct411.1) ABUSE: A CONTROIAJD
SIUDY OF SOCIa, IAL ,

INDIVIDUAL, Ann
IN4FRACT$ONAL FACTORS
90-0626

Re t :r s e :

7" (1) err t . ,.1
child .4! 11.:.; '1 1.1,tc
rt 1;:t !ilro; 1., ,

'rho!. e I...I...! i .11y.
t1-.1 I.

, And ( i) d, lo,, .1 1 ; 41 1141

or r.:1,1t %.101 1111(1 ,41 !
neg I t ,

Thre of 1.'77111 .1re
hetn: int .1e.i veJ V :.1

) Lh h (111W h.., been
ahusc r t (.11; (7) t 11,
which enter in,. a
drug re It! ont
(3) co trol 1 I

/111 3 gr-t,p4 are n.st chod for .-..,,c1a1
class, rlre, ago mother, iend oW0
.of Chi la. The rdo,eaires Itple
JRI Of t fol
demographic fact Ion
str::.q.., hoo, env inarnent-, 1).11"1-
psycbopathoi.mv, int el I igeueo,
kno4 edge or developient al liorn;,
child-rcaring mtitvdes,
behavior and dt.vclipment.
pline practicea mwd, narltlal
conflict^ and parent-child Inter-
action. The namptcs conskt,of
240 fa:nil tea (80 per group). 1.:hen
available, I 4110 lop, under 5 years
old will he studied from each
faIntly.

/

lYttd .r,).:''.':;i!..t,
ph,. , .

(*.hi 1,1: 11

'19i I. ,.1. ..1
r., t

0

Rayl D;re.t.er

k l'sr t.
, !I,TI:1 11,
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Ilaifsilr.r11(...4 Of 1111'.

SU1sSTAIICf i',11!;1" AHD (.11111)

Ae.nr APID

9o-c- -427

r .

.10 111 ;, ilt. /. ;I/la

P. "'e C . . 't I 1 , ;t11 I)

01' t' (.')
; r , 1 r , .r. I i.11.t.iti,

r I i. hrr., .1...

f.. ( (1'.

: 1' ; t 111 HI' I1::
!I ..''t .1 11/11 I 01'11(t1 18 1

1, j11:1 1 1 4 .: I !CV of

11.1,! (1 : 1 11 It! or

t .*. t t .1. ;

i h i ' , tt!, '1

11 I.. 1 ti i,tl 1 i Iti 01
. t (11 .1t

hi I .! t:.

Ont. 1 , s

opidte th III Hr.,
.tP will tO ri ,ri rue; 1::1 d

JOtt.'nv:1-- di....11'.11I'd to V,:kt 11(.. 1111(Ir
. ) ir .t ti ,

(?) hiCtOry 1 draw and alvottol

() childhcod
(4) (c, tibti, , and neloct nf
chiudren, and CO the relation-

ship Lc'tween $tare, the cycle

of. a,I.ohnl or opiate ahno and
child care, ahwy, and neglect.

Subject.; will al:4, complete the

following momaires: (1) Minneota
Hultiphasic'Personality Inventory,
(2) Survey on Britming Up Children

(Ray Helfer, M.D.), and (3) The
Schedule of R went Experience

(Thoma.; Holmes, M.D.).

11 .1 I le el II le

e

t(111 j', .1! or Of),

41 ton S 1..

Yo , ir.t1

-

1/'

111 I Ii re. I ur

l're ie. I

.1tili. :"I,



iN 101;,i1wIn% o fP!

Efr..C1SC,,' tlULTlit
LicrAvo-.:1

OR DISCO,J1=1101 cl! (HID
ABuSE ArD NraECT

f:

T

I. Pk. I ...v. 4:1 1

' i 14 I o

t.1

!!: ., v,nt

, in 11, 1 , hi

;. hro
41

4 h 4 ciii 4,,14..r.,

.. I t itl L.. 1.1/ Lnl : .11441 in I ji,
p,.! for dLH .r ni".%lct..

,t fejt !!..
.
;.11 i.mIi h . iil tor ..1,0 ca-

iect s int lee i
flee vices ft h.

kir. 0418 yf i.c.c iji 41141 LI I Iitr!lptol
«)trIt leg wi I l Ice interviet:ed

extensively to determine current
and past status offl the social and
psychetoitte1 dimensions fr.,Thothe-

si7cd to he rcl-lted to :Out ke, or

neftleet.' Considerable at Option
Is. devoted ty methods of diseipline.

rte types and arounts of services
reeivd are alsn determined as
are the respondent's perception of
the. usefulness of these service.
Apptoximatelv 34) adults will he
Interviewed.
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HAWAII FAMILY SIAESS.CENTER

90-C-989

The overall goals of the Hawaii
Family Stress Center are:

To demonstrate innovative
approaches in dealing with
child abuse.and neglect.

To identify gaps in
service and develop new
resources.

To.facilitate closer
coordination of all
servi:.es.

The Center has been quite success-
far in the firnt two areas. it

Iv's, for example, facilitated
case coordinatitin moony a number of
community agencies in cases which
involved the Center staff.

Ratablishment of a comprehensive
system.of formally linked resources,
as originally envisioned, is feasi-
ble but will require aore time than
has been available under this grant.

The basic philosophic and service
apptoach of the Center hen ber to

prevent abuse and reabuae of .ne
child by focusing intervention upon
those falai'? needs and.atresses
which precipitate abuse. In both

training and service, the Center
has focused upon the dynamics of
abuse, sue% as:,

Socioeconomic background of
the fatally.

Present life circumstances.

Cultural fac tocn.

The role of the helping person
in lealing with abusive and high

risk families. '

Specigic denvieca indude:

Direct services to abusive
and high rink families are
provided by a paraprofessional
team of 13 cemminity outreach
workers who:

Are available tor crisis
calls 24 hours a day, 7
days a Week.

Lessen clicilt aolation
by participating in
social activities with the

Act as "parent-role model"
to teach parenting end

Nhome manageemnt skills.

ink the family to other
ommunity resources.

t

Act as liaison between the
family and the professional
case manager, such as, a
social worker,Thublic
health nurse, or doctor.
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?mention ei4oitt4. The Center
believes that preventive measures
provide the most effective
approach for breaking the cycle
of abuse and neglect and that
prevention is more economical
than treatment after abuse has

occurred. The project, therefore,
has stablished an early identi-
fication project for screening of
high-risk families at Kapiolani
prenatal clinic; a predictive
check list to aid in determining
high risk of abuse and neglect
is utilised.

follaw-up service is provided
through a subcontract with a
Nome Visitor program (Hann Like).
The Hose Visitor provides high
risk families with suppottive
services such as:

Providing initial emotional

support. '

Wbrking with the parent to
facilitate devetopment of
positive patent-child bonding.

Encouraging participatibn in"
group activities to reduce

isolation.

Linking families'to needed
coemunise resources.

A rural family service center,
Hale Lokahi, provides the
following services through a

mils-contract':

Individual and family counseli ngi

Croup therapy for adults and r
children.

-

-r

Involvement of clients in
program planning and the
treatment process

Coordination of efforts of
various orranizations that
provide services to families.

Linkage to other ccommunity
resources.

A shelter, under a sub-contract,
for abused spouses and children
provides shelter, informal
counseling and referral to dther

resources.

Legal consoltantservices. pro-
vided by a l44yer experienced
i'n.child abuse and neglect court

cases, include:

Guardian ad litm services
for difficult or special
court cases.

Consultation eervices sepkin1
t:o tmprov6 the legal systems
management of child abuse and
neglect cases.

Development of a curriculum
for training of social
workers in legal aspects
of child abuse.

Training sessions With social
workers utilizing the

curriculum.

4-
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A training curriculum in the form
of a manual has been developed on
the dynamics of abusePand neglect.
The Center has used this curricu-
lum tol

Train over 220 professional
And paraprofesnional workers
in the dynamicn of child abuse
and neglect, and to work with
abusive parents.

Train over ROO persons repre-
senting varied groups such as
Head Stnrt parents and teachers,
day care personnel, and
interested community persons.
This training is usually cun-
ducted in one or two-day
worksheps.

In-service training for staff
SIP and subcontract personnel.

Signigicant accumplishment include:

Conducting an evaluation of
the.De;lartment'of Social

Services Children's Ptotective
Service investigative unit on
Oahu.

Initiating a contract with the
Region IX Resource Center at
California State University for
technical annistance; training
han alno been xtended to the
neighbor islands in conjunction
with this project.

Establishing a State Council
on Child Abuse and Neglect
with representation from all
major islands. Major goals of
the Council are advocary and
resource development In child
abuse and neglect.

Conducting successful legis-
lative activity includine
initiation of legislation
amending the child abuse
reporting law to include
psychologival abuse and An
appropriation to support some
components of the HawatioW
Family Stress Center progrAm.

Securing a Title XX contract
for the parAprofessionel

program working with confirmed
ca SUS

The Center has establirhed working
relationships and leadership
credibility in the community,
training, errounity workshops and
establishffient of ef ective

services.

Kaulkvolant eltildret's Hwtpiral
226 N. Kuakidl Strce,t

Honoluln, HawAri 96R17

Charles Wohtkv, Director

Fontljnt Project 'Per fed

19-7-4 - 1918
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CRIED AND FAMILY ADVOCATES
DENONSTRATilm PROJECT (ME)

90-C-390

This project seeks to deaonstraZ,
that an oraaniv inn with a vry
small staff (five persons) can
effectively deal with the problem

of child abuse and neglect lot
contracting with various com-
mr..ity ae.encies tu provide 3
comprehensive array of serylves.

Efficient case management and
effective coordination based on:

Day Care.

Parental Stress Services.

24-Hour Help Line.

Parent Self-help Services.

Child Ca're.

ShOrt term emergency shelter

Strict financiat control thron.th services for children.

a voucher system which (ie% not

pay the agency nntil the er,,A Legal Services .

upon sp,..ific services have liven

performed. This al ii helpq ta The prolect ha.; an greement with

insure pr.telit_ servb.o.
tbe Illinois Department of
Children and ramilv Scrvia,4s to

Regular monthly (lient report::. investigate ati reports of (hild
abuse and nvplcct frorl sthools

Monthly meetings with All and day care acnters within

participtting ag,11, Evanston.

A tracking process h.'lpa to fw:ure

that no cli,nt get: h..t in tho

process.

It deal.; with All foal..., of 4hild

*toe and te.,!lect 40.1 All the

v;r lat t Of tint r t j a t

child abu.a. A11.1 ricr.),, .

SperiCc srlvices 6wiNdc:

Counseling with cmpha,A.-. on

outrvich efforts. Ahout 40"

of the 40unAelik t
in client homey.

Training for dav carp and

school perhonnel.

Homemoker services:

46.

(
0

There are no planned Otanvrs in
program operation for the final

ye:r of"finuling.

SigoiAiraot plodurts inau4e;

lln, principal products are n

umber of "how-to" wAnuals
that deal with child-abicx And
neglect prevention, fdrntift-
cation and treatment.

Sigqqicant ace(Implishment± inandc:

Establishment Of 4 pilot
emergency shelter to recruit

nnd license independent
shelter homes for neglected

juveniles.
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Provision of monthly training
sessions for counselors, lay
volunteers and Parnetal Stress,
Ine. staff.

Provision of traini-A workshops
for day care center and nursery
school pertonnel.

Provision of training and educa-
tion sessions for personnel of
School District 165.

Establishment of a procedure for
testing three to six months
treatment techniques and an
active follow-up program.

Establishment of a formal pro-
cedure for reporting abuse and
neglect, within the Evanston
School System.

:And atd Faully Advocates
845 Ch1cago Avenue
Evanston, Illinois ,0202

James A, Bogle, M.k., Director

3147.748
Project Period,

. FY 1916 - 19/8

1
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MCTROPOLITAN AREA PROTECTIVE
SERVICES PROJECT (MAPS)

90-C-393

Tb( MAPS Project seeks tó develop

a model network of comprehensive

and coordinated services that

will be fully accessible to
families with child abuse and

neglect problems.

Services must be coordinated: and
cases most be monitored ftom start

to finish to insure that no client

tails between the'crarks. This

c3n be done most effectively if

service is organized, not around
specific problems but around

families.

The 'PrUject concentrates on
severely physically abused,
severely neglected. and sexually

abused ,hildren coming from

muttiptblem families. The

program deals witteall factors

leading to child abuse and neglect .

includine those related to
immediate life circumstances:

poverty: unemployment: single

parent status: social, racial

and ethnic discrimination: and
'substandard housing.

The Project uses eonetactual
agreements with 17 private and

6 public social service agencies

1t the northern Chicago area. The

Center staff performs investigation,

diagnosis, assignment, monitpring

and coordination services.

1

Speadic potoducte inctude:

Medical treatment.

Counseling

Emergency shelter for

children.

Homemaker service.

Dey care.

Foster care. ,

In-service training and

community education.

Community education.

Public awareness.

The Project plans no major
changes in iLR final year of

funding.

Signiiitant pAoductA inctude:

A series of pu'dic awareness
pamphlets in English and

Spanish.

A half-hour training film

stressing coardimation 'of

services and the needs of

the abusing parent.
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Signiticut accompliAhmento include!

Establishine 41 model in whin
.services can 6 rendered quickly
and effectively,and in an
integrated manner. '

Develppmentlir a seivice concept
that promotes cooperation hetwpen
agencies in prOlem-saving and
mobilization of services.

Development of a continuous

communication/education,system
to insure that the basic philor
sophy and approach is understood
at every level: by administraLors,
program people and soCial workein
in the agencies with which MAPS
works.

Cenducted a series of workshops
for agency and hospital personncl.

Gathered data on child abuse and
negleet in the'.MAPS geographic
area.

Metropolitan Area Protective
Services Project (MAPS)

1630 West Armitage Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60622

Dennie F. Deprik, M.S.M., Director

Funding

$231,150
Project Period
.19761918'

/ 44
.

134

p.
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YUAN INDIAN CNILO RESOURCE
CENTER
SO-C-3,4

A multi-tribal, all Indian staff

le used to bridge the gap between
the needs of Indian families and
the white social work system in
order to prevent and creep child
abuse and neglect among Indian
families.

It provides access for Indian
families to the pUblic and private
family services available in the

Oakland area.

The prinary problts here is that
Indian follies have a difficult
time adjusting to both a highly,
industrialized, competitive urban
setting-and to a strange and
generally hostile whits environ-

ment. The result is dislocation,

a lack of ethnic and cultural

identity and an inability to cops
with new and strange problems.

The project is concerned with all

forms of child abuse and neglect,

but is particularly concerned
yid) those that have to do with
_cultural factors, immediate life
circumstances and social institu-

tional factors.

Smell& 4A4V2444 inClUdtf

The Center provides direct services
sod makes referrals to a coordi-
nated system of public and private

agencies.

Street Services, provide through
it. Family Representatives,
Inched& counseling, homemaker

1/-090 0 711

services (through parent aides);
prevention activities through
education and the organization
and maintenance of a community

Family Support Network.

The Center's Family Representa-
tives interpret their people and
their mods to white agencies.
They are familiar with and can
draw upon available resources.
They can also help white social
service ampncies to understand
how to won more effectively
with Indian !maim. The pro-
ject has also been active in
securing Indian' foster homes.

Parent effectiveness training for
parents and teen-ago girls.

Sensitivity training sessions to
help white social workers better
understand Indian families and

thei. needs.

&ordination of various services
from public and private aggecies
through the project's Family
Representatives; as a result,

the client-family deals primarily
wiih one person.

Prevision of special Indian medical

help through Medicine Men, Where

appropriate.

Legal.trepresentation in connection

with adoption eases.
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During the comiiiilyear, the pro- Indian Nurses of Callfornia. Inc.

jut will coitinue to narrow its 190 Euclid Avenue

focus and concentrate on child Oakland. California 94610.

Aim and neglect-cases; it will .

refer Other child welfare needs to
otbsi agencies. . Omie Brown. Project Director

34014teant accomptiehnentas inetude:

Establishment and maintenance lqinding ;# Project Period

of a functioning Family Support $550.000 FY 1974 - 1978

Network; ;
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gooperation and close coordina-
tion with other public and
private CPS agencies.

Development of a siltidisciplinary
approach to case work.

Establishment of a program to
identify and license Indian

foster homes.

Implementation of an improved
personnel policy system.

Development of a comprehensive
runaway prevention program.

Sponsorship of an Indian Inter-
agency conference to explain
project activities to other
community agencies.

Establishment of parent
effectiveness training
programs.

Conduct of workshopn.on
sensitivity training for
non-Indian social workers.

3tt;
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CHILD AIME imovaLau
DEMONSTRATION ORGANIZATION (CAN-Dr)

,O-C-395

It works closely with the Texas
State Deparment of Public 14.elf4...*v.

organisations in seven counties.
Men necessary, it buys services
from existing public and private
social taVice organizations; it
makes dIttensive use of well -trair,,i

velenteers.

Coordination and a system for
beeping track of clients helps to
bring together the total rerource::

of thal toomoitY. inclucEng State%

private and volunteer.

The project deals with all forms
and causes of child abuse and

ndglect. Special emphasis is givto

to,prevention.

CAN-DO provides no direct treatment
services, but, through some 40
trained volunteers (Volunteers in
.Action/lamtly -roc*, services

mach as transportation, turoring
/and babysitting are provided.

Speciiic &enlace& include:

An extensive public ewareness
and community education program
Involving a quarterly newsletter:
a library: and mess media,
including television, radio,
wewspapers and posters. Special

pamphlets are also developed.

Prevention programs with special
emphasis for high school students.

Professional education programs
tor law enforcement personnel,
day care personnel, teachers,
and administrators and medical

personnel.

Training for parents, social
service workers and foster

parents.

Emergency Foster Care.

Fester hose recruitment, training
and support program.

A Family Focus Program which is
concerned with prevention.

Transportation.

Coordination of the state and

contract-agency services.

The project plans no major changes

in its operation.

Significant pnadue14 include:

A quarterly newsletter.

Television ant; radio spots.

Billboard posterg on foster

parenting.

Photographs of project activities.

Two slideftapo presentations.



PaspAlets.on CAN-DO activities

A library with materials avail-
able on a loan basis..

Completed script for a reader's
theatre performance.

Series of overhead projector
presentations on the seriousness
of child abuse and neglect and
available resources.

Basic course outline end materiels
for parint training.

Course, with appropriate materials,
on prevention--primarily for high
school students.

Video tamed wonting curriculum
produced in conjunction with a
graduate school of social work.

accompliAmentA include:

latebliehment of a multidiscipli-
nary advisory team and a multi-
disciplinary epprosch to child
abuse and neglect problems.

Development of f(ctive coordi-
nation and followup system for
child abuse and neglect cases.

Establishment of a residential
eveluation ane trestment program,
primarily for adolescents needing
more intensive mental heelth
*valuation end care; can be pro-
vided on an outpatient bade.

Istablishment of a Delayed Devel-
opment Progres to assess and
treat children referred by the
Department of Public Welfare who
are exhibiting developmental
probleme as alltonsequence of
child abuse end/or neglect.

Pvesentation of 209 prevention
programa, primarily for high
school students' 6,490 students
and teachers have taken part in
theme.

lateblishment of a statistical
information eystem'for the
region; statistics are elso
kept on various CAN-DO activities
and the number of people reached.

Establishment of Volunteers in
Action with 27 direct and
indirect service volunteers.

Famblishment of the Family
Focus Program, a priaary
prevention program designed to
identify and help high risk
families. Volunteers play a

key part in this service.

Setting up an emergency Crisis
Shelter Program for children.

Conducting 5 campaign to recruit
foster parents; one of the
problems here is that 45% of the
population in the seven counties
is military-related and subject
to transfer; therefore, the
number of foiter homes is
limited. Annual campaigns are
conducted to recruit foster
parents.

Formation of s foster parent
association and establishment
of aupport progress for foster
parents.

Setting'up a transportation .

system using volunteers and
cab companies whose services
are paid for by CAN-DO.

4.
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Central Txas Council of Governments
P.O. lox 729
Belton, Taxan 76513

Jack tom, Director

Win Funding Period

$525,000 FT 1974 - 1978

4*.



TME BEDFORD4TUYVESANT FAMILY
SERVICES PROGRAM
90-C-396

Crisis interveation is furnished
through trained homemakers who
will get the immediate situations
under control and see that families
Otain other needed services, such
as medical, food', housing, counsel-
ing and employment.

The project deals with all forms of
child abuse and neglect, but is
primarily concerned with prevention.
It has an unusually large number of
self-referrals.

It deals with all factors which
may cause child abuse and neglect,
but is particularly concerned with
those related to immediate life
circumstances snd social institu-
tional factors.

The program provides some direct
services, Itself; it afranges for
others through comminity social
service agencies. It also provides
coordination and follow-up of these
services.

Speciiic schvice4 include:

Cast management, including intake,

assessment, and review.

Direct services to families
including:

Vomemaking service*.

Individual and family
counseling.

Crisis intervention.

386

Transportat!on.

Emergency funds.

Diagnostic assessments and
Orect treatment of children.

Community education and public
awareness.

Efforts to effect changes in
local, state and federll
legislition.

n
Signcant ptoducte inctude:

An interagency directory for
use by staff and clients.

An emergency services guide.

Signiiicant accomplishments inctude:

Designed and carried out new
staffing pattern.

Completed an administrative
assessment of staff turnover.

Designed two new data collection
forms.

Established expanded helpline
services to 24 bases.

Established trained homemAer
program as key factor in helping
client families.

Coordinated services in formerly
fragmented methods of prooiding
services.
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The Wilturyek School
1239-41 Fulton Street
Brooklyn, New York 11216

Ruth Peildert0O, Director

Funding Project Period

$257,281 FY 19/6 -I97R

i
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A DEM7%STRATION CENTER FOR CHILD
AIME AND NEGLECT
90-C 357

Eznplt is on providing resources
and -.et...Ices that will enahle the

famil7 ta function more effectively.

Tho .uter makos extensive use of
par::d.oessional, to provide
therap; and ccrui-eling to families
in d: lotensively trained,
the...-. :caprofoacionals are friends
and .a.,iaors and help to see that
far,i1; -. get what they need.

The p:011:rt vither provides the
net . rv st.rviccs or arranges for
thcm through othor agencies. Lit the

,ycne, it provides coordina--
tbw follovqp.

Mo,t r..'orrals chyle from the

horit11. hut many coMe from other
rop.m.1,1;" agenclos ,and th9re are

some ,,elf-reforr411.

All Lids of child abuse aad neglect
are baqdled and the various factors
which contribute to child abuse and
negle,q are cont;[dered. Particular
attention is given to those con-
nected with immediate life circum-
stanc.a and those directly related
to seill institutional elements.

Speciiic selvires include:

Diagnosis and assessment nf the
child and Ow family's structure
and ability to function.

Crisis counseling.

Ongoing therapy.
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Provision of facilities and
assistance in forming and
continuing parent self-help
groups.

Direct services to families
including home visits: educa-
tion in child. care skills,

parenting education, house-
keeping and budgeting; trans-
portation; help in securing
employment; and legal advocacy.

Community education efforts.

Diagnostic psychiatric
evaluations to parents and

During the year ahead, the Center
plans to continue its present
activities and give increased
attention to parent,child inter-
action in therapy.

Signcant accompa61u11e11t4 inctude:

A parents group which meets
monthly.

Legal services offered in
connection with a local child
advocacy projedt.

Provision for Yeferrals of
abused npouses.

Educational programs to increase
awareness both in the hospital
and general communities.



Intensive support services.

A system to identify high risk
families who may need inter-

vention.

Family Resources Center.
St. Christopher's Hospital for

Children
2600 North Lawrence Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19133

Wife R. Childress, M.S.W., Director

Pundit%
$190,000

Project Period
FY 1976 - 1978
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CONHICTICUT CHILD ABUSE AND
UMW. DEMONSTRATION CENTER
90-L 399

ihi. Is a community hospital-based

which operates as a unit in
diate Protective Services Divi-

sioo ot the Department of Child and
Yee.I, Services. This protect aims
h o comprehensive ramie' of

Ansi and neglert preveoton
...slimoni services. It is

d.-.. .:rating thit one effective

.n chieving this ts tn provide
,svices and cororact for

oh. i th pahlir and private
Coordination and follow-

. t of the operation.

II; : handles 111 cases refer-
r. e, '41 ti lienpital is wel 1 as
f ion In the 15 bun-

ri %JIM, it it ..erves. it deals
ii' ., I fon.. nd causes of child

.1.1 I ney ii t . These causer.

.1 .-0..,31.1 it ion of en.ittiral

o Le 1 He

i I 1 nst I tut innal or

, fA. rs.

nie pr-leci niter- diagnostic.
And ..hort term inten-

si, 1.,Atment !.ervi.es to
chi I,. n And liii
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Self-help groups for parents.

Provision of medical, psychiatric,
and legal help for clients.

24-Hour Help-line coverage.

Two new program components are
weekend retreats for .dinsing
families and :Irand Rounds. Ground
Rounds is a monthly case review
process in which prnfersionals and
others interested in ihild abuse
and neglect participate in dis-
cunsion sensions with a leading
figure in the field or specialists
in some phase of the work. Grand
Ronnds is a community-wide effort
to bring tow ther professionals
from various organizations and
discipline,: who are involved with
child abusv and negle..1. It i.

also an important public awareness
activity.

No major (hang" are conteMplated
in next year's program.

Signgicant ploducts .inceudc:

Videotapes of some of the
projects more tibui.ual aspects

nuch an the Grand Rounds. and

.dietter with seven weekend family rerreat program
h. .. h.r children nd fmir have been produced.
al .rP:enLs lot families.

Signi6icant nccomptizhemcnts inctudc:
A. erphasts on strong, profes-

edse mAnagement. Development of effective case manage-
ment procedures.

Work,hops and training for Its
OWO staff and for other prote4-
LiVe tlervicc workers.
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Organizing and coordinating a
network of agencies to provide a
comprehensive range of services

for both children and families.

Provision of direct patient care

and training and,education.

Conducting regional workshops.

Organizing a self-help group for

parents.

Connecticut Department of Children

and Youth Services
94 Branford Street

. Hartford, Connecticut 06112

Norma Totah, A.C.S.W., Director

Funding Project Period

$263,869 FY 1976 - 197t1
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THE FAMItY DEMOrmINT PROGRAM
90-E-40U

A wid, ion i ...VICO.; is pro-

vided I- :.hin the

ostabli ', I sP i. syvtow

much a. al mpvin,.. tp

fill r : in ti 1,.ra when

nce!:

The Pt... . . tar

:I.coh

com,usir thv NewttI,

I I with tlh.

Now I. v 1 Yout It .nid

Fanny It .04w prow

nom(' . 4 , t.,.s ! family 1 tie

t t i , ho-

tin.r.t; h r !wry ion,.

Tra in I.. ,ad I.r. - con:all t it ion

dn. A ,. ,taff atul

clot '-i tic , al sch.mq and
1,.1.it:1 tin. sisms..ring

0 rgal. i .t Lui. 1 i iii ing and onsul

tati-m o rls... t!..red to rAurlun tv

agotu I. '; io help r volcp awl/or

impr, t ece- ill protect lye

,vat cm. 11u . proelct ccepts

all tvp al chi I I Ihnsc and tu.glect

cases. 11- :1 at it rtf vrral a u.n.'

from Martl,nd pit ; but some

are pi...el fr.. -Wier communitv
;WOW

The pr.ua ni deals with variptp;

factor:: hUh cAn tpn[ribute to
child ahn..e and ti.glect.

Sehviccc ineittdc:

cvaluaIlpn and pre-
paration of a rnordi.n.tted

service plan.

In-hou,e training for hospital
staff and students.

R 6

Training and program consultation
fur community agencies and
organizations.

Family life cducatiPn.

Counsellnr and psvehothurApv.

Hommakor services.

Medical scrvivps.

Emergerny shelter service,
through the public.chIld
welfare agency.

Crisis intervention.

Community awarenens and public
education activities.

Technical assistance in connec-
tion with the passage of legis-
lation.

No major changes in operations are
planned in the project's final year.

SigniKicant accompU61iments inctude:

Project has become an accepted
part of the community protective
service system and is receiving
an increasing number of requests
for assistance.

More than twice the number of
child abuse and neglect families
arc identified than were in the
same population before the project.
This does not include parents
reached in preventive activities
such as those in the neo-natal
clinic or in a local residence
for teenage mothers.
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Project Nhs g...ined greater access

to the formal training of
students and staff in Hartland
Hospital.

The Family Development Program
215 Central Avenue
Newark, New Jersey 0710)

Has achieved extremely low .

John G. Cosgrove, Director

recidivism rate. Early estimates

indicate two to four percent,
compared with an estimated 14
percent for the state. Fundiog Project Period

$280,000 FY 1976 1978

Idenjified nd fired gaps in
service caused by cutbacks in
public funds; services of
homemakers and paraprofessionals
are examples.

Development of increased public
aaaaa ness about child abuse and
neglect, and available services.

Provided 1500 hours of training
and over 800 hours in community
education. consultation and
public awareness.

Increased coopevation among the

involvd agencies.

Played key role in development of
a comprehensive emergency network
in Newark. e

P:ayed significant role in Cde
fight to oppose pending legisla-
tion wh4ch would return repe-tiliz
of child abuse end negl..ct to law
enforcement agencies.

Provided rrogram consultation to
local ceamuni...y mental health

cent.r..

tetablisned self-help groups.

T
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CHILDREN". HOPITAL NATIONAL
WHICAL CENTER-CHILD AhLISE AND
t.,ClEE1 : CENTER

SO-C-401

A hilt! ipsj. hichiv motivated.-
%...11-p .1 Lai( with A relatively

h id (10 per ltaff
a a productive way to

1 tm prohle61 01 ehild abuse

aft. . A cost-olt,rtive solution
a. wel:.

"-.t .1.: come from the hospital
r, : that the majority of the

,:ment CA:Wq are children
tath r (287

the,. 1 hospitali?..J.) In addi-

ti.s, tla ia.oject provides mental
14.11,th ....als:tions on contract for

- ri
WAperiCnCl, is also

in treat Mir, sexaul

alo.se Gne-fourth uf the
lift d..lt with are sufferixg

fro.,! .diusp or vonoral

dise itO

14 additi...-,.to traditional

ial servievs. treatment
ray Mulude home visits and
ol,sercal of the chi ldr2n on

wards or at 4ehool.

Basic staff functions a..e rotated

among st in members. This means
that all members of the multi-
disciplinary team are exposed to
other duties in addition to their
primary asrignments.

The hospital provide," medical care

to ("jilted children. The Center's
principal efforts however, are
directed toward helPing the family

A

3q3

These include actiities to reduce
stress and help the family to
achieve more stability.

Support IS provided for the family
from intake and court appearance.
and until the' family's most immedi-
ate serious difficulties arc'under
control.

Specitic teltvice include:

Medical care.

Individual, couple, family
coinseling.

During legal process, family
support.

Tn securing cmplovment,, financial
assistance, honsing, dav care.

transportation.

24 hour telephone consultation
service to rofessionals and

clients.

24 hour on-call medical service.

CommUnity e :ation.

Child advocacy.

Changes inttypes of activities for
next year include greater emphasis
on reunitimg families and more
train1ng in child abuse end neglect
for hospital professionals.
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Sicant rtedUets include.

A manual, Hp.±pital Guidelines
fpr,Care and_tianilgement _of :he

Hospitalized Abused Child.

A symposium on sexual abuse ,f

children for the Federal lorean
of Investigation and editad for
planned publication by the
Administration for Children,

Youth and Families.

Particination in production of

sexual abuse film, Sexttal
Abuse - The Family., for the
National Center on Child Abuse

and Neglect.

Sioi6tednt accnmpliehmentA include:

Spote.orship of National conference
on child abus and neglert in

Washington in February 1972 and
publication of proceedings.

Conducted corporal punishment
workahops sponsored by the

Office of Educ.ition.

Developed a pilot familv-treatment
program in a foster care institu-

tion.

Initiated a model records system
to facilitate tracking of clients
through thy system, and to aid to
clinical placement and decision-

making.

Children's Hospital National
Medical Center-Child Abuse and
Neglect Model Center

2012 Ilth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Mary Holmin, Directorl

/.n_dIng projiwt,Period

$922,TIF FY 1924 1078



FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
90-C-405
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Erect services. referrals to other
sgencios. and community education
and organi7Ation are provided for
chfldren and their families. It

receives every report oo child
'.11Fie and ueltlect made In Bernal-

lito County which ha:: 'Jr of the
.population of New

The project deals with All forms
of child ahu.;0 and nerloct; it is

concerned with all of the various
factors involved in lauqing chlid
abuse and neglect amem; the white,
AnglO and Indian famIlle:;.

Spcc SeWieeS inctude:

Therapy.

Casework activity that permit
clients to receive financial
assistance, employment eounsel-
ing, foster rare. and transpor-
tation.

Homemaker services.

The Center also mulken referral,: for

all of the above services as well
ell; for health counseling. family
planning, welfare assintonce and
medical care.

In the past, staff hal concentrated
on dealing with parent::. Now the.
Center offern a day treatment pro-
gram for mildly disturbed children.

OP

In association with the County
Social Services Agency, c:Iiidren
are provided with day care, foster
rare, residential treatment .and
medical care. Children are also
refer:ed for specialized evalua-
tion and therapy.

The project conducts public aware-
ness and community education
programs through the use of mass
media, speaking engagements, and
training sessions for various
professional groups such as law
enforcement personnel, social
workers, nuraes and pediatricians.

There are no malor changes planned
for the project's final year of
funding.

Signitleant aceempashmen6 include:

Installation of 24-hour emergency
system,

Initiation of child therapy program.

Development of more refined case
planning system.

Implementation of voluhteer program.

Expansion of multi-disciplinary
program involving.consultation with
other state and community agencies,

,Establishment of wide-range com-
munity and professional public
education program.

.rtIP



New Mexico Social Service Agency
$016 Zuni Street, S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Wayne Holder, Director

fundluil

111116,5611

27.01P t) - 18 - 26

Project Perigli

TY 1974 - 1978

397

0
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FAMILY STRESS CENTER
90-C406

The basic approach of this project
is characterized by a bellef.in the

importance of ptevention activities;
the goal in to work with the family
ove it gets caught up in the
public child protective nerviee
system. The principal means to
achieve this Is community education.
with particular emphasis on mass

media public awareness programs.
This is backed up by immediate
crisis intervention. Programs are

non-punitive in approach and make
known the various resources avail-
able for family help. More than

one-half of the Center's families
have referred themselves for

services.'

The project addresses all forms of
child abuse and neglect, but its
main emphasis is on treatment and
prevention activities. It is con-

cerned with all factors which may
cause child abuto and neglect, but
emphasizes those connected with
immediate life circumstances such
as marital difficulties, ecnnomic
factorn, unemployment, racial or
ethnic discrimination, substandard
housing, and inadequate preparation

for parenting.

The Center provides a wide range of
direct services; it also makes-
referrals to other agencies.

Speci(ic 4eAv4ces inctude:

Crisis Intervention.

Operation of 24-hour emergency

intake service.

4 4,
9

Emergency eat:, 0,..r and foster

care :a...vie....

Fmergcnty r. to I wrvioos.

Day rdre rent

Parent aid.. .

Outtuach sol. i

Individual thor.Tv for adults

and childrc.

Family ther.n.,..

Couple,' cono..ling.

ParTnt-child

Parent-toddiw.

Mothcrs and ro:t-partum groups.

Transportatie ta servi,os.

Assi.dancv to nculv forming

Parent..1 gropp%.

Trainial; and Jaff development
on such auhi..t ; as family stress
reduction, fa. it. planning and

positivi. parutu.o!!.

Reptucc Centot with articles,
books, tilms, "lid cassettes
availahle to th.. rommunity.

The prol.q t pl.or. to continue the

pant gcnoral actiOtien for the

next ycar.
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Problot, Include lack of public

knowl . on how to reduce family

streft, nol on proper child rearing

pratt;., Another problem has
heo tli . difficulty ln recruiting
and I .;to; qualified parent aides.

;
pledoe (5. ilictudc

An .1 IL I o on student Int erns
In t ill 19/It issue of

An le ont It ;..',

Vi. I . if St re..:," published

ion .1 Maga .1. iii,

pi-el...A description,

vii rid1 avallalile to people

inforridion about Family

St 1. ,'eriter.

Co; . ,f TV and radio spots as

well . printed material.

r acc,r,rftment6 .incfude:

A ferrat rate of approx I

.. as result of a
ive pa sit Ivo publ ft

awat progr i with the

nc., try bail- -up .:erviveg.

.haent of coordinated
and it iv t with

tin Diego County government ,

Sale .; n Army, JiNcnIle Mall,
YMCA hi.tn..hcs throughout San

C..unty, and e Hillcrest
Me..a ing Homo.

Staff d-velopment training
pt WY..,4 for various groups,
lo,leding the Camp Pendleton

1, .10 BAHC.

Establishment of innovative groups
including programs for mothers who
have just had babies; stress reduc-
tion grotips;. adolescent groups;
mothers' group, latency age group,
women's support group; and parent
participation groups.

Devlopment of an administratille
system wherdhy all staff members
have both administrative and
programmed duties to help pre-
vent "burn-out" and to provide
more effective service.

YMCA NUM3,11 Development Department

577 Thitd Avenue
Chula Vista,' California

Gary D, Matthies, Project Ditectoc

'4

Project Period
FY 1974 1918
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MIGRANT CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

PREVENTION PROdECT

9D-C-01 ,

The most effecrive way to deal with

child abuse and neglect among
migrant families is to develop a

system to extend protective cervices
to Aigrvnt families at their hom
bases; and In provide continuity in
services while the faitily is moving

from state to state.

The Council works to !midge the pap
between the needs of migrant
families and the established child
Prote'etive Service agercies in the

various states invelv00.

Since the services provided mun.t he

, consistent oith the culture and
life-style of the far.ilies, the

project emphasizes the importance

of the extended family.

During the summer, staff members
provide service prograxs
(e.g., Head Start) and nave with

the families. When additional

services are needed, the Council
relies on the network of support
services which it has developed

in the states, which utilize
migrane labor.

The project addresses all forms of

child, abuse and neglect.

Neglect is apt to be a more serious

Troblem than abuse. Previous to

the existence of the ptejort, very
limited or no services were avail-
able to migrant families: many of
the children are too small to work

and have to be left during the day
without proper Care.

4.

4 0' I

The prolet is very tinch concerned
With cultural factors and with

immediate life circumstances that
cause abuse and neglect. Social

ipstitutional factors, nuch an

the overall migrant labor system
are also important.

The emphasis is on prevention
and to educate parents on the
canoes of aho,0o and notie of the
alternatives availahle'in bringiu

up children.

Spcei6ic scluices include:

Idertificatiou and infurv,ntive
in cases of child alon;e and

neglect.

Public and professional aware-

ness programs.

Encouraglo;; the uAt. of the

extended family to d.,al with

the problem.

Providing emergencv child care

services.

Providing social service workers
in the field to assure cotti-

nutty of services.

Providing medical and therapeutic
services as well as homemaker

services.

Providing funds for emergency

medical services.
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The proleet intend: to coatlaap
these same types of activitio,-; in
the year ahead. It will also
sponsor National Conference In
1978 to deal spc. ;ficallv wit

child abuse and neglect among
igrant

Tr,mg !Nernst Coaat.11, In
P.O. !lox 917

2220 Station Orgulo

Laredo:lex:is 71sn'.0

Ahdon lharra,

Signiticant pAoducfs inctudc:

Basivally, the prolett regalt.; ttrad.iae Ptol.,t Poriol

ifl It hag devrlopA W.9,111, vY 147.,-190;

fornit aaJ procedure,
to holp tho varn,14 aatc.: an,1

involvra w-rk rwo
effertivoly with ri,:rant

Sign4,ieJa der;q11,:ihnent3 iwCadr:

Settluv. up a iv/sten wher..bv the

care which has begun at the
migrant famlly's h.me base is
cofhtlnaud in the fiel4 (or vice
ves410.

Sensitizing user states to migrant
child abuse and neglect problems.

Arriving at formal arrangements
with tates to provide services.

Establishing child abuse councils
to involve concerned citizens in
the solution of problems.

Training social service workers
so that they can better under-
stand and deal with the problems
of igrant workers.
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COOK INLET NATIVE ASSOCIATION
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PROGRAM

90-C-622

,Native American% in Anchorape;
newly arrived from small towns
and villages; arc aten unprepared
for the economic and competitive
pressures and general life style
of white society. llse CINA Child

Abuse and Neglect rrumram seek.. to

prevent; identify and .rat child

abuse and negleft hy helping
Indian people to deal with these
city conditions.

One of the most important needs is
to restore the system of the
extended family which was an
integria part of life in the
villages; it is lost when the
family moves to the city.

The child abuse and" neglect prngram .

is one o: 4 series of activities
carried on by the Cook Inlet Native
Association; which was founded in

1964 as one of the first native
associations in Alaska.

The association operates a number
of programs designed to enhance
appreciation of native culture;
and orsanixe activities and pro-
grams to meet the,social and
economic needs of native B1askans.

Examples of other programs include
a comprehensive manpower program
whieh provides both job training
and placement; a boarding home
program to assist native students
,to leave their home villages to
attend high school; a youth center
in Anchorage; a driver education
program; a village health aid
program.

4

There in little abuse here of
native children by their parents.
The most serious prehlems deeeleo

from neglect. Much of the suglect

problem is directly related to the
dektruction of the extended family

or kinship supports. When parents
move with the childreh into Anchor-
age, they are not culturally
preretred foi'continunus and sole
responsteil'ty for children.

In general, tht Cal1631 factors of
most concern are those related to
cultural factors, immediate :,fe
circumstanCeS and social and
institutional factors. One of

the leading causes of stress is
social isolation.

The project provides some services
itself, other through referrals to
vatious state and private agencies.

A key factor in the Project's
child abuse and neglect program
is the use of family aides who
play a major role in creating a
bridge between the lonely; isolated
family and the supporting community.
Family aides, work part-time with
client families and provide highly
skilled lay counseling, based upon
training provided by CINA. In

addition, they provide transpor-
tation, home visits, and ass.stance
in locating native-related recre-
ational and cultural activities

family aides also substitute for
extended kin members who are not
present in Anchorage. These aides
are, literally a substitute extended
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fnmilr and constitute a major part
of an overall "caring community."
The projot operates on the pre-
mine that support for parents and
children mutt come not only from
a "helping agency" but irom a
"comonniitv that cares."

SpeCiiie scwicc4 isclude:

Investieation. itentification.
eval;atien and treatment of
cam. reports.

Cooperati;n and coordination
with otner service agercits
nuch'is the Alaska Native
!finical Canter; the parent
organization, CINA: and th..
Statt Divisieu of Sncial Srvices.

:Community development and

eaYtation.

Increasing the number of Indian
foster homes.

'Insuring that efforts to hula
children and families in distress
are fully integrated with other
CINA programs and with other
agencies in the Anchorage
community.

Training is for both family aides
and for White social workers so
that they can better understand
and more effectively assist
native American families

Referral to other appropriate
agencies.

The project intends to continue the
same types of activities during the

neat year.

Signiiicant necumptahmentA inetude:

Development of the Family Aide

Program to replicate the
extended pony within the urban
setting.

Establiuhrant of the AIM abuse
and neglyct program as one that
can be trusted by the native
Ameri.!an families. .The identi-
fication dtveloped between the
individual.'native family and the

project is so ntrong that manv
families Any in, the "uetwork"
and recruit other families.

Helping the designatcd state
Agency tn become more aware of
andisvmpnthetie to nativo
tnral traditions and life styles.

Initiation of classes oo posetive
parenting client

famiiies a; eThenerai public.

Tnitiatioo of infant stimUlation
classes in eenlonetion with the
Alaska Native Medical Center.

Development of greater community
awareness of the seriousness of
the problem of child neglect
and the help sources available.

Achievement of greater coordina-
tion between the native Amirican
family needs and the various
white social work agencies.

In summary, the child abuse and
neglect project has become a
focus for all the Peony's needs,
not just those related to child
abuse and neglect.
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Conk lnlet uLtvc Assn( i It ion
P.O. tax 515
Anchorage, /11 at.L.1 99 In

Robt rr 14. Polk., Direct or

F!io 11141

$499,922

4 ,

Pro jor r I nit
rf 1975 - 19;8



ROSEBUD COUNTY-NONTHEPN CHEYENNE
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT SiRVICE

PROJECT

90-C-623

This project assists comity nervi,n
of prevention nd earlv in:er!on-

proerams to provide pr,t,,tivc tion are strn.,,d, and ,;.p110.is

services to children and families on family unit....

and includes the nIrth, rn Cheyenne

Reservation. It is intended to icavecc incen

dermtnstrate to thc Sta;e of Montan]

the need for speci.iii7,4
int..rotig41 VX.itt., to

services in rural areitw, uni tho irmcdiate life cirinn.stah,es

fe4sibilitv of pruvidIne nuch and need.

specialimd services thren0 state

ocial workers. Cnunselinr.

0
The territory horved by this prn- Homemaker net-Oros.

ject, t;ssentially rurial and quite

,
poor, ham little or no social In-hnme child Eare.

services avallahle.

The project dealt. with ail forrs of

child abuse and noglerr. Child

buse and neelect pro,,lem,; of
Northern Chevenno indan people
ometime!, stem from co/tnr.,1

differences. Frequently, In the

past, there wan a tendency to seek

to solve such problems by removing
children from their homes and
plac.imi them in fitscir homes with
nonLlndian families or in the c4re
of inititutions for Indian children.

Frublema stemming from immediate

life cIrciums:. ,ces such as poverty.

'umemployment, facial and ethnic
discrimination, and substandard
housing ate found on the'reserva-

tion. They are found. perhatur to

on even greater extent, in the

area surrounding the coal-mining

towns of Colstrip and iorsyth.
These factors result in,stress
which is sometimes refl,-cted in

child abuse. Services In the area

1n-4tome activities to unbame
environment "nd improvi

parent-child interaction.

Emurtonvy child rare.

Transportation sorvicet..

A 24-hour help line.

Parent effectiveness training.

Community awareness education
about the seriousness of child
abuse and neglect; the avail-
ability of services; information
on how to become a foster parent.

A multidisciplinary team and review
system to coordinate activities ha.;
been formed :,.twi.en various Jttleips

and service facilities. The

multidisciplinary team re.!iivs

cases and makes major decisions
concerning intake, treatment

and termination.
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The pi, t int en f To ,.nt
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Working out service agreement:1 with
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DEVELOPING A COMMUNITY OF CHILD
CARE AND.CONCERN FOR NATIVE
AMERICAN CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

90-C-624

t
This program deals almost exclu-
sively with an urb.n Indian
ponulation, and is clneerned with
facilitatingvthe transition of the
reservation Indian to urbal living;
and equipping him/her to use the
supportive services available in a

new and strange settihg oithout

' losing important el.Aonts In the

Indian heritage.

This project aims to develop amorn:
white social work agenLies a better
understanding of th. cUlture, tra-
ditions, and life style ot Amerioan

Indian people. A primary objective'

is to correct severe deficiencies
in the service provided to Indian

families. Another important 41111

is to develop a trained group of
Indian social workers who would be
better able to serve Tndian fami-
lies and help to bridge the gap
between Indian families and [kr
conventional social work atructure.

The project deals with all forms
- -----:0-ehila ablist6IIWTInitTeCt: ltrr--

,lect is more of a problem than

abuse. It is eapecially designed,
however, to correct such conditions
as foster home placement of Indian
children in white families.

The_ogjOtflPennmetaLon ch,14--drabusC-.a neglect which are caG'sed by

cultural factors and immediate
life circumstances such as unemploy-

ent, discrimination, ltusing and
economic deprivation.

. \
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It is also concerned uith
institntioual factr,. sukh as

insti,at:onal 1

of understnndine, and
toward Indian poopl. a'nd cui:t

Spccaie 6ctvice5 iur:11.1cT

Wolfare .nd Family %.rvice
Cenier4 Omirli are tied to thv

existing n-twark c.f pro-

tective and family servirp
organi7ations in the Minneapolis

area. Indian stuticut aides aft

an important pAtt of the Pr"0.01.

DeveVopiug and rakinm. use of an
pproach to

train qoalified Indlao family
adyecateU, student aides and
community workers, and a group
of graduate school interns.

Developing preventive interven-
tion process.* through a race
swaagement and monitoring pro-
gram.

Developing an early warning
and emergency service system
compatible with Indian com-

munity life styles.

_Developing recomoendations for
_

the formulation of Federal and
State social policy designed
to result in programs more
responsive to American Indi n

life style.

4 I 1,
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\oviding clinical services
'such as counseling, referral
snd/or ati,APcary service.

Developing and conducting
trainihg and youth seminars.

SpeCi6iC DoteduclZ include:

The ncipal product has been

s es. A report on the
ecently held national c..11oquium
on child abuse/ne%lect, is in
preparation.

Signcant accomplishments include:

librk with United Indian Croup
Home to establish 24 hour emet- .

gooey housing for abandoned ur-

neglected children. Because of
State licensing restrictians,
this service is otly for children

from 12 years and older..

With the help id. other Indian
community agencies, the project
has begun a volunteer licensed
network of Family SatelWe Homes
fdT%the emergency placement
children under 12.

Establishment of Drop-in Center,
which has been effective in

i;f

child abuse and neglect. lite

atmosphere is informal and in
line with the culture and customs
of the Indian community.

Approximately 24, to 300 children
are being served at the Center.
The Drop-1m Centiir and weekend
activities carry out the tra-
dition of the extneded family;
assistance is available at all

times. Project staff is available

for crisis intervention 24 hours

day.

The'Drup-in Centor and W.-tend

actavitfes proran also provisle
spectfic educational and cul-
tural eventsfor various
audiences, 107.R., a Confeter,-.1

on Urban/RelikpiItion Developmeatr\N
a Conference.on lndian Youth and
the family; the launchitr, of a
massive romuni.ty health ware-.
ruis progran; a r.egOonal miwting

attended by l2U.),
r

Estphlishmeni of Family Advocate
Training Program.: IA. native
American students; these Indian
student aides have becone a key
ingredient in the Project's .,

success. This Prngram in
already beginning to fill the

need for native American social
workers who can help Ind',,n
families and dr.c .. upon tht

existing white comnuniy, smial
A

work strneture for some of th.. -

help they need.

a.

University of Minnesota
Center for Urban and Eegional,Affairs
311 Walter Lihrarl4
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 -

Funding Prolect Period

$540,993 FY 1975 - 197fi

I I 6



THE CHOCTAW.CENTER ON diiiLD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT

90-C-625

The network of social services
available in the Area has nut
worked for th Choctaw Indian
Corsonnity. This project seeks to
demonsvate that such a gtoup can
be helped more effectively by n
7.rogram designed to mect its special
Oecds. The project werks to bridge
the gap between the needs of the
tribe andethe whit sot:ial work
structure which provides the
necessary services.

A significant element in the
program is the fact Ahat the staff
is almost entirely choctat... An

exception is the project director
who had had previous experience in
dealing with Choctaw people.

A basic overall concern ls to
strengthen Indian family life. The
project addresses all forms of

abuse- and neglct.

A. far as causes are concerned,
the project views child abuse and

nal, immediate life cIrcumstances
and personal factors. Neglect is
a greater problym than ahuse, and
most buse I. alcohol-related.
One of the problems herf has to do
with definition. What is abuse
and neglect by white middle-class
standards is not abuse and neglect
within the Choctaw culture.

',
I.

409

S.

Spee.qic 4eAvicvs iactude:

Working tn rcr.ove Chnc.taw

children f.rum 1,nr. term iost..:r

care situation. and resterini:
them to thuir natural families.
when appropriat,% .

Working with natural parents to'
correct Situlions that made
rcm.val of children neee,:qary..

This involver a..sessilut indi-

vidual and family needs.

Supporting ser.:ices to tie,

family, such AS day care %Ind
parenting training.

Eirergency service:. for children.

Publit edueation to make Ow
Community air.lre of:

The seriousness of the problem
of child abuse and negl!,it.
/4.

The rights of children.'

The various services dvailable
to help thy family.

This project will continUe Its
present activities in the next
funding year. No fundamental

changes are proposed. Emphasis
will continue lo Ne on the return
of Choctaw Indian children in
fester care placement to their
naturai parents and/or extended
faridhlies.
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3ign44icant ptoduct4 include;

While the project staff cempv,A-
tion and ethod and type rf

operation do not lend themnclves

to the dpvelopment of documuntary
materials, nine articles hare
been published in the monthly
trlhal newspaper; one nrtiele
has appeared in the Assuniation
on American Indian Affairs
Aulletin.

Signiiicant 4tecorapf,i4hment4

Prue/it:Ion of crergenry rwrylcvs to

over 100 children, primal ily
placer:vitt,' in enorgencY tenter
home,: fur perindr, of nnu to 10

days.

Identification of 116 Ch'ectaw

children in plAvement, reprent.nr-

ing 46 different fomilie. Six

of these childr:en have been
reunited with their familin;
36 cases arc undi.r review.

Establishment of a.aystem of
Youth court referes who are
embers of the tribe.

The Project appears to have made
strides ln returning

Choctaw children to mhe trihe and
in bridging the gap between the
Choctaw peoples' needs and the

white social service establishment.

Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians

Route 7, Box 21

Phillip Martin, Dirctor

$512,E

Pro1"tt re!r;ld

FY ;975 - ;973
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KU NAK WE SNA' (CARING)

90-C-626

Project Ku Nak We Sha' deals with

child abuse and neglect avong
Indian families, primarily by
strengthening family systems to
deal with major social, cultural,
ecnnomic and racial prohlere: which
precipitate ;those and neelect sit-

uations on the reservation. The
affirmation and use 'of the
extended family riiltwork in the

Yakima culture Is vital In assist-
ing families.

CARINC believes that preventing
nd controlling actual or poten-
tial child abuse and neglect
conditions on th reservation can
best be achieved through direct
services to Indian clients. Indian

social workers are importaot because
they are more krewledgeable about
the Yakima culture and the prob-
lems and issues clients must face
in rearing their children.

Services are closely coordinated
with existing State programs and
facilities, With CARINC.providing
the lead and direction of the
delivery of social services to
Indian clients.

The project addresses all forms of
child abuse and neglect: but
ellphasices preventive c.rvices
whenever possible. Staff views

child abuse and neglect in the
context of both total family and
community environwnts.

A fundar::ent 1 b,l(ef af HI,. staff

ig thAl sonrrc ,f

leading to child abor.e . -,..lect

on the reserve.tion are the..,

factor.; t it'd to rokural

and ft, i.il (tea it ut ional

Set viceti are ; t i.
conte..t nf h. I let

In providing servites. ii
hat: developed prelnetiv %or., ing

rel ttionghlps ii tit ettr!...nit :

ageocleA'to help I itt '' ofn

nevest,Ary sm ill servitt:t. lt

also elphosi;:t: outreach 1

tn.reach.high
ideutiiied at; h,eing the tio

'potential for Involvemcni

-child Anse and Reelect.

A E.n. concern of (liIi' I tn

stop the removal of childrtn from
Indian families ard the pl cc

of such children in white io.:ter

families. As a consenuem.i . one

of the prnject's primary concerns
is to obtain more Indian iw.tc.r

parents.

Project staff has also facilitated
the return to thr reservation of
the Yakima children who were
removed prior tn the project's

existence. Such action is taken
in remponse to family requests
when it is in the best interests
of the child.
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Program emphasis he. also been
placed on the return of Indian
children to the "extended family"
system timing project emergency etre
rentmrce. and intermediary Indian
teeter care placement.. Indian

adoptions have been non-exlstent,
in the project's service delivery
system.

SptciSic emices include:

24-hour. @even day a lied( crisis
mervice.

24-hour emergency shelter for
children.

Coordination of service, to
families requiring multiple
service..from community solrees.

Development of community ware-
nes. of the seriousne.. 0 child
abuse and neglect and sources
available for help.

Initiation of a system for
staffing and monitoring all Indian
child welfare case. at the rent:-
vation and county level to ineure
proper- came handling and dispo-

sition.

Provimion-of training mervice.
to local health, edutation and
social service profe..iondl. An
the area of child abume and
lme with respect to Indian
families.

Training4Indian familia. in child
rearing.

Utilisation of project social
work @tett in an active Indian
child welfare advocacy role in
the County Juvenile Justice
'yetis.

4.1 6

Sign4iicant planet, include;

One unpublished research paper,
presented at a national child
abuse and neglect symposium,
outlined the impact of moclal
systems on Indian family net-
works and how it result. in
adolescent involvement in the

juvenile justice system.

Signigicant accomplOuncnte include:

Coordination of child abuse and .

neglect services under the
Tribal Council. Theme were
formerly supplied by other
public agencies on a rather
fragmented bamis.

Establishment of a special
counseling and advocacy pro-
gram fur' Indian adolescent, to
help them in their difficulties
with the juvenile justice system
and with family conflict.

Initiation of a special community
education program to develop
awarenes, of the eriou.nees of
child abume and neglect and the
ource. of aVailable help.

Utabli.lusent of an organized
came work Wee characterized
by coordination of services
including family counmeling,
child advocacy and intervention
with non-Indian octal work
&gentle. for specific service..

Development and refinement of
Indian child welfare cave
handling procedure. for State
social mervice delivery mystems
on the remervation.
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1Wa Yakima Indian Nation
P.O. Son 632
Uppenish, Washington 96946

Maxine W. Robbins. Director

fundint Project Period

134,323 rt 1973 - 1976

17010 0 - 72 27

4/7
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DEW=IfilON F7:!IJECT FOR
CO:AAW:;Titl DELLENY OF LOCAL,
STATE, PIO MILIURY SOCIAl
SERVICES IC CHILORFN AND
FAMILIf5 nEslumn (AI A

nAsE OR IN SUMMING
RUFAL ft1WITIES

.90-C-575

Soluti-n to the problem of child
aboc, un a milItory
res...,,tiot and 0, p.I.rrtothdlor

rural Ionian 4c-r--.Inity Item in

the flevtler-oet of a Looperat
ut hetweee .1litart nod

elviliae State nqd Ceuety :e,enefes.
In this worlorile.ictInnal tnioos
and dervI,. needs rao be identi-
fied ana with &spite the
restriot,,os or re,!vral, Stale

and (eoot) hoondariev.

Tte prole:A provie.en A brood ranhe
o' sk.rvicui to fmtillea In C[1915,
includioo. outreach and followup,
emeriten,v foster care, family .

shelter, aod bonvmaker And care-

taker aervices. Individual case
work services are complemented Ity
group activity.

In its multidisciplinary ease
management team approach, the
prlject seeks to demonstrate a
cooperative system for cite
finding, registerinx and processing
of child abuse and neglect situa-
tions between the Army and the
State of Tennessee. Service
delivery is extended to isolated
rural areas.

Ike project also seeks to demon-
strate the value of a coordinated
community education program and a
system for interstate exchange of
information with Kentucky.

The prolect Is ;Ow interested tn
deterpining:

Whether ehild nhese and nellu.:t
Is more Ilkelv to occur a-one.
m1111 4re familf,r than in the
noo-r.II:tary population.

Whethor makInp opp-opriate
servlteN vnilahli vill
incldenee of child at.une aed
neglect In remote rotal

,The proicrt seeks to address all
from of child abuse nnd neelect.
It id cohrerned with redocin;: the
disruptions of family life duu to
the attest: of immdiete life cir-
cumstances, particularly in
military rural populations.

It is also concerned with identi-
fying cultural factors, and the

from immediate life
circumstances, frequent moves,
family separation, and isolation.

It also seeks to find out it
there are differences between
civilian and military populations.

.Speciiic AeAvices include:

Case finding, restry and
processing.

Direct vervice delivery.
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Coordinstimi of Service delivery
betveen the two States And
various counties involved.

Estahlishine enertencv adolescent

and foully shelters.

Trainine prolct staff and
community P '.ssiouals.

Public awAreness and cAr.Tionity

education.

Caretaker ervices for h"th
nonLmergency And emurgeery

situations.

34mnetint ploducfa inctude:

The principal output has been

services,

nticant aeempli.thments include

Development of public awareness
and community education through
meetings. workshops . seminars

and conferences has enabled the'

project to make considerable
progress toward interagency
cooperation and coordination
between various service agencies.

atrengthening caretaker services.

Development of group activity for

wives of military men.

There has been a steady rise of
referrals received during the

life of the project: 7$ in

1,74, 15, in 1973 and 444 in

l976. There is decline in the

repetition of abuse and neglect
trials in families vherd mothers
are involved in group activities.

lenw.esee Mporivent or Du
Services

Sorial ServicPr Division
'404 State Office RuildirT
Nashville, Trnn,qsue J7z1,,

Jeanne Dycus, Director

PieJeet

$500,971 FY 1974-10,1

4



Fillip ADVOCACY F.Esclow. 0PANsin%
(ci.ct)

FOR MILITOY r;!IlLir5 in 1HE

SA% ANTONIA W71
90-C-:75

Ito r,r.r f oet twit,. to P"nv
nt olnc" ron (.1. Iv i..t Lo

v f, it! nrvcit-
t itlent II I, 0. ion t ,

of chili, ne0,1,
tilt .1 rt.':. °I I o 1
(o.1111:11b Itt't; .1 (-
11r -moil. ..r,1 D.p
of 1'0.1 Cf ar.

Tbe prele,t I , (ut all fora,:
of Id abo Y.. In

tever,1. it .1,.!In witta I III.:

II fa, I . Hitch h tit
child Inine and np:.lerl.

ie`vices

PrYvkion -f tase manairynt
and social vorl. servilea.

Systcoltir planning to draw
upon the services of thy '.11-

tlry installatio In thy area,
rone-unIty awn-ft., and the
Texas State Departnent of
Public Welfare. -

identifleation, expansion and
coordination of existing
resources.

Help in the development of new
resources.

Devising mere effective case
management, treatment and
evaluation systems and
techniques.

4

416 Mo.

rni vent ion docat ito.
Ito ,1.1 inr rl I o c1 1r1 ,1 Inv,.

trovcot ion Or, ',II Ow PI owl'
t: ion of cri-i

mr toltractib.: itt c%isrIa,
Cart. Ca-met!: on tie. 1. t rv

Prvvtablion tlitynn.h early idynti-
fication of Hies at risL:

Put,1 .114.1rclIi nrop.r.tr

Training for parents and
milittirv and civilian pro-

fesuineals Norio! workers.

A..sisting in recruitment of
military fostcr families.

Providing organirational not,-
parr for local Parents'
Anonymous chapters.

Providing direct socisl work
services to military families.

oodueti include:

Child Advocacy Resource Hand-
book for Professionals and
Community Agencies.

Systems Procedures Manual
for team case management,.

Policy Study of child abuse
and neglect.
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Signiiicant accomptiohmtnte imttude:

Designed more effective case Project CARE

senagesent and evaluation P.O. hos 66

techniques. Brooke Army Medical Center
Fort Sam Houston, Texas 7M214

Developed and presented variety
of information seminars And
training courses for ilitary
and civilian profeseionala.

Introduced parenting training
into area schools.

Conducted public awareness
programs throughout the
installation.

Developed and conducted seminars
in normal child development for
day care center workers.

Offered course in parent effec-
tiveness trainine.

Aided in recruitment of ilitary
foetal families.

Developed standardized intake
and referral procedures.

Dieeeminalhorogram information

relating to child abuse and
neglect in ilitary families
at various National Conferences.

Bernard, J. Tallcrico, Director

Fundiri% Proket Ferimi
$572,4411 FY l915::f978



B .B.L.P. RESOURCE PROJECT
FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
IN MARYLAND

90-C-191

N.E,L.P. Resource Project
Maryland Department of FAployment

and Social Services
1123 North Eutaw Street
4th Floor

B altimore, Maryland 21201

Curtis L. Decker, Director

Fundine_
118i1-,870

Pro err Period
FY 1974 - 1978

The N.E.L.P. Resource Project
believes that the best way to im-
prove the delivery of services to
abused and neglected children is
to take advantaee ef existing re-
sources and facilities. In helping
groups to organiz, throughout the
stay, the Project has found that
subcontracts to agencies stimulate
local interest and coope:ation.
Thus. comunity organizing at the
county level is the essence of the
if..E.L.P. Approach.

Project H.E.L.P. is a resource
center established within the
Marylnne Department of Human Re-
sources. It provides a wide range
of services to' child protection
and family services agencJes, but
no direet services to clients.
N .E.L.P. is concerned with all

forms of child maltreatment and
witb the vart.ous factors which
lead-to abuse and negleCt.

The groups which it primarily
serves are protective.service
workers and agencies at the county

level. The Project's activities
also directly affect the eeneral

public,. legislators, professional
groups (medical, social work, law
enforcement), Parente Anonymous
chapters, local educational de-
partments and child advocacy
organizations:

4
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Specific servi.yo inotulc:

Comsunity organization and coordi-

nation.

Service development

Train ing

Child Advocacy

Public and,Professional Aw.meness

Library and Clearinghouse

In th. Project's final year more
attention will he given to te,hni-
cal assistanc to professiontl
groups,. e.g., pediatriciaus. 3nd

to staff in variote; a);enciv,i. Also,

there will be greater concentration
on the training of trainers. At-

terition ill be given to "effec-
tive reactires workshops" which
enable professienals who haee been
successful in handling child abuse
and neglect cases to share their

experiences.

A concerted efforr will he made to
organize the few counties in the
State which are not yet offering
child abuse and neglect programs

at die optimal level. In addi-

tion', more grants will be made
to rural areas and to Baltimore
Clty to even out geographic dis-
tribution.

Significant preducto

A manual on child abuse and neg-
lect for professionals and workers.

A pamphlet for general disribu-
don: "Child Abuse Febt and
Fiction."
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Special printed cards informing
educators and physicians of their
,reporting responsibilities.

A number of videe tapes produced
for both training and public and
professional awareness.

SigniPoant aocmclialmenta include:

Maryland has experienced 702 in-

crease in child abuse rel.orts
since th,. Vroject's inception,

including substantial increase In
reports during the first half Of
1977; reporting of sexual abuse
cases has climbed by S00% since
the Project began.

M.S.L.P. believes that its acti-
vities especially in the public
awareness area, have played a
significant part in this in-

crease. Related to this, media

coverage of the altreatment
problem has also risen, and
Project staff have appeared on
26 radio/TV programs.

Technical assistance ban been
provided to sponsors ef ted bills
int:oduced on child abuse and
n eglect in last year's legin-

lative session.

A 'WINO' of into eeeee d citi-
o wns who lobby for appropriate
legislation has been developed.

Development of local subcon-
tracting process at swami of
stimulating interest and action
In communities; A total of 13
grants have linen foinded.

. .

Training programa have been
prmsented for:

"Community agencies
"Family Day Cars centers
"Homemaker programs
.Mental Health centers"
"Medical and law enforce-
ment peraonnel, educators
end social workers.

EstablishMent of resource
library'and clearinghouse opera-
tion, including a mailing list
of 2,300 people and agencies;
SS audiovisual materials avail-
able; distribution total uf

175,000 pieces of literature.

Helped in the creation of ten
eeeee ing committees/task forces
in various subdivisions in the
state, mild in the formation of
21 diagnostic teams in the 23 .

counties of Maryland and
Baltimore City.
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MULTISTATE CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
NEGLECT RESOURCE DEMONSTRATION
PROGRAM
SO-C-392

Regional Institute of Social
Welfare

Itssearch, Inc.

P. 0. Sox 152
Athens, Georgia 30601

The public at large.

Major problems identified .1re:

Inadequate services.

Dr. George Thomas. Director Inadequate skills among (PS
workers.

Funding_ Project Period

$1.127.999 Ft 1974 - 1978 Poorly &flood concepts of _

41
This pApgram works to improve
esiletirg services and works
through State Planning Commit-
tees ruelOosed of child protec-

., tire surricv officials.'

This results in a more uniform '

spprvych to Lim problem; and

. the stflinItim for imoroved services
17 .roues Nos the duly constituted

State authorities. This seems to
be the essenee of the Region IV
Resource Project.

;....,The project then brings states

'together and coordinates their .
efforts so that necessary changes
becoue mgion yid. The project
serves the eight states which
make up Region IV.

The Pesource Center evelved from
en existing group which had been
doing a great deal in welfare
program research. evaluation and
design of monitoring systems.
Am a result, many project per-
sonnel were known throughout the
region.

Cltent-user grou)s are(

State agency'personnel.

Local Child Protective
Services (as) personnel.

Private CPS agencies.

421

child abuse and neglect.

Low level of awarenes-: and

knowledge of thild :pow and
neglect.

IncompleW .nd fragmented
legislation

Inadequath.ii.x.14.1LLI trvat"""

Overemphal.k on child abus..
and noglect aang voltaic
families.

Sp!'IfiL

Direct training.

Technical .c.sit.tance.

Public awareves activities.

Resource development and
resource coordination.

In the third year of its funding.
the center will tontinue its activ-
ities. but will place greater
emphasis on activities such as:

Efforts to develop more active
guardian ad lieem policies.

Development of an expanded role
for foster paleot associations
to imrove foster family core
progfams.
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O

Active promotion of child advo-

cacy coalitions.

Development of a public aware-
mess campaign for pharmacists.

Creator attention'to trrining

trainers.

Regicmal survey of CPS tech-
iques and problems encountered
in responding to sexual abuse
cams.

Ogoifieunt prAfuets are:

Resource library which handles
about 7,000 information,re -

quests Junually.

.11eueletter, Checkpoint for

Children, ailed quarterly
to over 9,500 workers in the

, field.

tAll reporting hAndhook for

social workers.

Booklet, Child Abuse and

Neglect: Programs and
Problem!.

legion wide research studies
sm the uess mid costs of
gusrdians ad litem and of -

the rolls of CPS supervisors

end workers.

Directory of CPS-CAN ser-
vicee/programe and of child

advocacy glows.

Comptehassive .79-hour course
curriculum for CPS staff
traimimg.

Case mamagament model.

Rural milti-ceunty CPS pre -

vestige, identification. and

I:salient model.

Displays at professional con-
ferences and meetings.

Comparative analjain of Nash-

ville and Savannah CPS systems.

Forthcoming products:

A regional survey of CPS worker
and supervisor roles and needs.

Cuardian ad litem costs and uses:

A Region IV survey of Juvcuile
Judges.

Crisis Nurery Handbook

Child Abuse and Neglect report-
ing handbooks for law enforce-
ment, medical and day pare
personnel.

stgnit,::.ant aversTlitawnta

Hosted First National Conference
on Child Abdse and Neglect In
January, 1976.

Conducted 42 CAN-CPS training
programs in all eight states of
Region I9 to train nearly Imon
araressioaal.aad lay personnel.

Conducted over 70 workshops and

speaking engagements.

Provided program start-up or
other technical assistance to-
three state CAN training pro-
grams, four CAN demonstrations,
3 CAN resource cantors, and 16
other organisations.

Completed implemantatien of
rural' multi-county CPS model

in South Carolina.

Initiated research study of
guardian ed litem program.

Initiated reoearch studi on CPS

supervisor/worker roles.



Developed 10 types of materials
rimming from brochures to re-
search studies and distributed
them.to mppropriate tromps.

Conducted regional Child
Advocacy Conference for 1b0

participants.

Designed a nation:04 public
suaveness campaign for
phereicists.

Li

r
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NOD TOM STATK ROOMS MIR
90-C-39S

.Departmeot of Nome 'Develop-

,. meet
Cornell Vsiversity
Ithaca, Nov York 14853

Or. R. Ronald Snrd, Director

bags Project Period.

$732,701 . FY 1974 - 1978

Throughout most of New York
State, the totem is the key
governmental unit both politi

tally and adminstrative The

Center hes decided that the
most effective ',my to Leprous

child abuse amd neglect pre-
vention and treatment services
is to organise such fforts at
the county level.

It has further decided that the
%set way to do this is to help
the counties to establish child
abuse and neglect task forces
amd to prweide such groups
with requred training and
technical assistance.

These task forces currrently
is operation in 20 counties,

.
we made up of representatives
free state protective service
agencies, private agencies end

concerned citizen'.

Men there is genuine local
intereet he setting up such
task forcus, the Center plans
to help edditienal counties. 6
This approach is bssed on the
belief that inprovesent in
Child abuse end neglect ser-
vices willp result only if that*
141 local iatetest, initiative

and action. The project ie
else sewing to set tp en as -

Societies of state-vide task
tures* to upgrade ermines
ia do state as a whole.

423
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The Center will work lath a county
to deal with whatever fones and
causes of abuse and neglect that
county feels are most important.

Specifio eemioae include:

ITechnical assistance

Training

Prevention activities such as
parent education prograsi .
identification and assistance

for high risk families.

Publtg awareness efforts.

Operation of R eeeee ce Materials
(a collection of relevant ma-
terials available on a loan

basis).

Significant product. include:

Si-monthly newsletter with a
circulsticm of 6,000.

Statistical reports (county by

county).

Training materials (films .
video tapes, a slide film

presentation).

A post-vorkshop publication on
the Center's National Workshop
on Institutional Abuee held in

June 1977.

On the basis of consultation with
the people and agencies it serves,
the Center will shift its focus for
next year to put enlister aphasia
an four areas of services:

Continuing to help form cew task
forces throughout New York stet*.

42 7
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Imiroving the quality of initial
Investigation by local child
protective services units.

Cmtending the options for treat-
ment available to children and

families.

Lending technical assistance
to the forming of a litw York
Stets Association of Task

Forces.

Siynificant accompliahmenta include;

Training services to child
protective service staffs and

other coimunity professionals.

Sponsorship of two statewide
conferences for noierly 450
professionals in New York

Stets.

Signing of contract with New
York State Department of
Social Services to review
education programa and assess

training needs.

Sponsormhip of a three da
n ational workshop on Insti-

outional Abuse (in coupera
tien with the National Cen
e n Child Abuse and Nqglect

Participation in numerous
county, state, and national
workshops, seminars, and
conferences on child abuse

and neglect.



PSOTICT1VIt 1111161CL4 MISOURCE

ISST1IIITS

90-0.401

liStgers University Medical

Scheel
Sox 101
Piscataway, New Jersey U11654

Dr. Prank Schmeiger, Directer

4
?Collect Period
PY 1974 - 19761141,6Fi

Child protective-service agen-
cies (like family services
agencies la general) de an in-

ts job of preventing and
child abuse and nes-

lest. lbis is dve, la large
part, to Imo factors. Organ! -

gstionel problems within
agencies, and unwillingness
end inability on the part of
agencles,to work together ef-

*fectively often prevent Child
Protective Services agencies
from doing an affective job
in preventleg and treating
child abuse aed neglect.

to help the agency to improve
its services the project oust
help the organisation and/or
the community to make/the
cheeses needed to function
mere effectively. The testi-
stitute hes, therefore, focused
increasingly on activities.
which emphasise prevention,
t4 keep families evi of the
Child Pmtective Services
Elston. Client-user groups

include: State and local
agencies, and public ;ma
private agencies involved in
providing aervicemfor
children.

It hes close worsting rela-

tionship with the Mew Jersey
Deonrteent of Youth and
Family Services, including:

Lew enforcement and ju-
dicial staffs.

//
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!tanager:lb and superlsory staffs.

Health, educational* day care .
center and other direct service

workers.

Ike principal problems to be over-
come are:

Coking agencies aware of how im-
portant services for family and
children are. Principal problemn
here are those related to organi-
sational difficulties. The var-
rious agencies involved in the
field do not work well together;
often they have conflicting soals
and a lack of understanding of the
work and purposes of other agen-
cies. What is known As the w-
iles services system does not
function well and is, in fact,

not truly system. Also, because
the Institute works so close with
them Mew Jersey DsOartment of Youth

and ?sadly Derivate, many agencies
tend to identify the Institute too
closely with the state.

Specific services include:

Training, with particular emphasis

on training the trainers.

Sducation and community awareness.
Public and professional awareness
programs.

Technital assistance.'

Prevention activities e.g. educe-
lion in parenting skills; train-
ing and educatiod for early inter-
vention; training and.edueation
for high risk groups, such as
pregnant teenagers and alcoholics.

Increasing emphasis is being given to
preventing child abuse and neale.t
before it occurs, i.e., to keep tami-
lies and children out of the system.



A monthly newsletter, PSRI

.b.1021,

A reourcg library for pro-
fessionall and the public.

Published proceeding,' of
various conferences for
workers in the field.

Signifioont aecomliohmenta are:

Crowing accvptance by the
child protective services
"system" of the Institute
as s source of useful and
quelity services.

Completion of variOus
training activities for
elected staff in Trenton.
New Jersey's public school
system snd St. Peter's
Medical Center.

ess
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agamcies, schools, regulatory
agouties sad !egialative bodies.

Advocacy.

Community advisory board.

major dumps in the project's
overall approach are planned for
Meat Year.

Significant graduate include:

, Published results of agency
and cogimunity surveys.

handbook aad audiovisual train-
ing package developid for social
service personnel.

Published proceedings on con-
ference on the Black Family
to be held in Fall of 1977.

Selected &anointed biblio-
graphy oh the Slack Family.

Quarterly newsletter.

Signifloant accomliehnente include:

Completive of urveys of com-
monalty child protection agen-
cies and community residents.

Provision of information.
.training and technical assis-

tance to agenCies, regulatory
agencies and legislative
group& in understanding and
dealing more effectively with
black Families.

helping social service agen-
cies to recognise the velum of
mon-traditional groups as
sources of help for black
%families e.g., churches,
sororities, local fraternal.
civic or other black groups.

Development of better coordi-
motion between the various agen-
cies involved in serving black
Casinos. '
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Development of greater awareness
among community residents of pre-
valence of child ebuse and neglect
and available-sources of help.

Development of models for use in
other communities so that the
projects carried out in Columbus
and Indianapolis can be repro-
duced or adapted lsewhere.

Project is now receiving more
requests lor infordation and
help trope social services agencies
than it can handle%
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NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE CHILD
ABUSE PROJECT - PROJECT THRIVE
90-04'03

National Urban League Child
Abuse Project - Project
Thrive

N ational Urban League, Inc.
Community Development Depart-

ment
500 Last 62nd Street
N ew 'fork, N. Y. 10021

Natalie Dowdell, Director

Funding Funding Project ,

$981,011 FY 1974 - 1978

Project Thrive seeks to develop
a model for a service delivery
syStem especially designed to
meet the needs of black families

in preventing, identifyink and
treating child abuse and neg-
lect.

It hopes to achieve this by
improving community servicis
to black families and by stimr
ulating community interest end
action through public awareness

programs. Project Thrive views

itself as resource to the
social service system, tO
black families, directors of
prottitive services, the pub-
lic d voluntary social
services.

Tbe project is concerned with
all forums and causes of child

abuse and neglect.

The project's client-user
groups are:

Slack families in need of
child.protective sbrvices.

Social service agencies
serving black families.

State and local regulatory
agencies and legislative
bodies.

Professionals in the child pro-
tective services.

Major barriers to the.project's
efforts to provide better services

to black families are:

Lack of understanding of problem
of child abuse and neglect by
black families and the public in
general.

Slack families' lack of informa-
tion about available s4rvices
and sources of help.

Social welfare system's lack of
understanding of black families'
needs and that the system as a
whole is not geared to the needs
of black families.

Specific services include;

A survey of community child pro-
tection service agencies to iden-
tify deficiencies in services to
black families and achieve better
coordination.

A survey of Ainority community
residents to determine:

Knowledge of the prevalence of
child abuse and neglect.

Awareness of sv.vices available
to abused children and parents.

Information on child rearing
patterns.

Sensitizing the welfare systems
and institution" in the public
and Volunteer Sectors to the
needs and special requirements
of black families. This is done
thrnugh proviiion of information,
training and technical assistance
(materials, sensitivity training,
rise consultation) to service



TIIK,REW ENGLAND RESOURCE CENTER

FOR PROTECTIVE SERVICES

90-C-404

Judge Baker Guidance Center

295 Longwood Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Stevan larch. Director

Project Period

81,410,000 FY 1974 - 1978

Assistance is provided for the

amanitas social service systems
in the six states which the
Center services: Connecticut,
Moe, Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island and Vermont.
It seeks to demonstrate that a
privati non-profit organization
..an Support and improve ongoing
programs in protective services

and child welfare.

The Center has a coordinator in
each, state social service agency.
Ztsff support and central re-
oarces are provecied by the head-
qua.ters,pffice in Boston. The

project does not attempt to Judge
wilidity of the requests it

receives. Emphasis is on pro-

viding responsive and practical

olutions to problems with which
the statelligencles want help.

The project serves the follow-
leg client groups:

State protective service
agencies.

Public and private agencies.

Medical and 'nursing schools.

The major overall problem is to
improsm preventive and treatment

Barytes'. The project believes,
oe the whole, in the delivery
of protective services to clients.

Problems which especially need to

be dealt with are:

27.050 0- 78 - 28
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Lack of systematic management
and management skills.

Unscientific and ineffective
decision-making at each step in

the process..

Inadequate levels of skill among

workers.

Lack of coordination.

In tackling these problems, the
service are concentratingin
four Main areas: training, data

management. legal assistance. and
provision of resourves.

Specific eerviccr inAuch,:

Management infor.pation.

Research.

Community education 'and awaremss.

Program and service develoi.nwnt

Organizational development, Jn-
eluding decision-making procedures.

Policy development and legal
liaison.

Staff development.

During the first twu years, the
Center Placed a staff membel in
each state social service depart-
ment and provided support service
to assist the department wherever
possible.

s result of their experienev.the
coordinators e able to identify
certain key deficiencies in the
States they serve. Therefore. efforts
will be concentrated mire on advoca-
ting that these deficiencies he
corrected, and in helping.states to

' do so. '

C.11 4 33
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The project will also ttempt to help.
the state agency to identify those
areas which requtre long range study.
This represents an attempt to shift
same effort from a tactical or cri-
ers type of response to a more stra-
tegic and systems-planning type of
operation.

Significant products includo:

legal manuals for etate thlld
protective service workers in
each of the four states.

Manual on sex abuse.

Significant accovlishmentn include
the following:

Established a productive working
partnership with the six states
inethvgion.

lblvel4ed a regional management
inforfation system.

Assisted each state to identify
ttaining needs and zo develup
plans to use their federal
training grant.

Provided technical assistance
tu the Massachusetts and New
Hampshire Task Forces.

Conducted a systems analysis
in Rhode island.

Drveloped 96-hour "emergency-
hold" procedures in Connecticut.

Helped to establish comprehen-
sive evergeury services in
Maine.

Developed day care curriculum
for Vermont..

Daveloped means to share results
with all states in region, as
well as with other agencies and
projects throughout the country.

430
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US EDUCATION SYSTEMS' ROLE IN CHILO

MUSE AND NEGLECT
90-407

Education Commissidi of the Ststes
Department of Planntng 4 Develop-

ment
11160 Lincoln

Denver, Colorado 80203

C.D. Jones, Project Director

Funding Pro ect Period

9E53029 PY 1974 - 1978

This project seeks to influence
child abuse and neglect legis-
lation end policy by providing
information to legislators and
other state level lesders in
education and to related agen-

cies and organiFations.

It places special emphasis on
inkressing the effectiveness
of the sehools in dealing with
child abuse aqd neglect. making
inforsation aed technical oasis -*

tapes available to educators.

It also provides national edu-
catiotal organisations with
information and resource
assistance for use with their

men constituencies.

It uses network of contacts

ba bring about improvements in
service to families and children
by working through state gover-
abr., legielators. and commis -

sifters of education. In.this

wri, the projekt hopes to in-

flusace policy, programs, odd

legislation.

The project is concerned with
all forms of child abuse end

neglect. It addresses itself

go all factors contributing to
the problem; it is particularly
concerned with those which lend
ithemeelves to corection through
legislation and ducttion in the

schools.

. .

Specific derciceo

Advocacy -- through the work of

its national advitaory committee,
chaired by Honorable Robert F.
Bennett. Governor of Kansas,
Education Commission of the States,

provides publications, timely
information and resource assist-

ance to national regional and
state level organizations con-
cerned with the .eli-being of

children. ,

Technical assistapce is given to
legislative council staffs; state

educational officials; and.state,
local and national educational

organizations.

Mass media efforts directed to
professional organizationa and
agencies associrtted with children's
services are provided.

The Project plans to continue simi
ler types of activities next yearo
Some examples are a three-day ses-

sion for American Association
School Administrators.

A session for educators and state
policy :eskers at American Human

Association.

A reassessment of current policies

and practices in related educational

sytems and organizations.

Significant prodncte include:

Publications such as:

Trends in Child Abuse and Neg-

lect. Report 098.

Education for Parenthood: A
primary prevention strategy for
child abuse and neglect. Report

193.
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A
Teacher Education: An active
peTtOOT in the solution of
child abuse and neglect.
Report 09

Education Policies as4
Practices Regarding Child A-
buse and Neglect and Nacos-
n andatiipna for Policy Davelop-
g est. Import MIS

Nodal Ch114,Abuso and Neglect
Legislation and Child Abuse
sad Neglect Guidelines for.

Legislators and Educators.
lepott471

Significant accoplishmenta include:

Progreir In achieving more
e ffective relationships with
the American Association of
School Administrators:the
National Associat:40 of State
Boards o: Education, the Na-
tional School Board Associa-
tion and the gstional Gover-
nor's Conference by consul-
tation and technical assis-
tance.

Activities of advisory cow-
mitts@ in influencing educa-
tional policy snd legislation
at the state level by direct
testimows.

Co-sponsorship of American
Numsne annual meetings:

Four state Governor's
Conference oa Child Abuse
(1976) and co-op hip
of a.Conferance entitled.
"Toward the Coepetent
Parent". with Georgia Scats
Osiversity.

Program assistance to 12
state departments of educa-
tion, ix state boards of
e ducation and six national

ducatioo associattons.

'7".
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Vorking through the National

Parent-Teachers Associatioo and
their various state and local
chapters to distribute varinon
Publications and provide pro-
gram assistance nd support.
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A rural= MOAN poi MALTRIATID
CNILASIDI

,D-0-40S

Impartment of Pediatrics
School of Medicias
Velversity of North Carolina
Chapel Mill, Muth Caroline 27514

Ism V. Davie, Ph.D.. Director

' Project Period

Dittl py 074 - 1578

la dealing with the problem of child
Sees mad aeglect. the North Caro-
line resource Project employs a
totemide community organisation
and assistance approach: it carries
this out om s county-by-county basis.
The county is the most important
governmental unit in the State, and
all state agencies (mach as Pro-
teetive Services) must work through

the couety organisations. The pro-

ject is cormelaced that unless the
legal comety I. involved aqtively
le the initial organisation and
' orrice plan. Prospects for
successful operation ars poor.

At the musty level, the project
is new concestrating on bringing
about coordisation between pub-
lic mmd private agencies, and
amens the various organisations
within these groups.

The program bas an intensive
ffort to involve the medical
profession by attempting to
recruit at least one pediatri -

elm in aach of 40 counties to
reepond to reports of sus-
pected child abuse and neglect.
Ibis program le tied la closely
with both the county end State
medical smaminers.

Iles project defies. its client -

Veer groups as:

State, county and local profes-
sionals in the field of child
abuse and neglect.

Related professionals mediae
judicial and leu enforcement
people.

The project sees itealajor problems

'NJ
The difficulty of reaching end
educating the rural population.

as:

Low public and professional
awareness.

The fact that the child's best
interests are often obscured in
case handling and service deli -

Lack of coordination of

Inadequate planning.

4pecific seivices include:

Skilled training for professionals.

Organisations and program develop-
ment for county teams.

Direct service end research in
the North Caroline Memorial Hos-
pital intensive care nursing and

mitre:ate:Int syndrome team.

Development of library re ccccc s

materiels.

Devslopemar of statewide activi-
ties la policy SOPAGI programs.

During the third year, the project
will give increasing attention to:

4 7



!interdisciplinary team training.

*silty control and network-wide
feedback.

Development of pulley tatements
and issues to be address v, var-
ious organisations.

N ero effective use of clinical/
conmunity team services for
*groups across the state.

Nero specialised resource
materials for various disci-
plines and organizations.

Itirifirant products include:

A newsletter published six times
per year.

A study on the relationship be-
tween the need for intensive
care after birth and later child
abuse or neglect.

Library of resource msterials.

Training and educational
aterials.

thirifioant acooevlialreents include :

Community orgaritation activi-
ties have resulted In 30 active
Child abuse caendttees msde up
O! both professionals and non-
professional citizene; these
halm been established in 30 of
the 40 countise.

Ageleisece Prooldod to those
groups le the form of training.
meterials and organisational
help such as staff development
and program implementation.

Serie* ef englemal ultidisci-
plimary conferences em child
abuse mad neglect in conjuction
with comity departmenta of social
Services; rime reach Cbe entire
state le approximately ens year.
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Development of sped
program involving use
@ legals in the field
education on child ab

training'
f profes-
provide
and

neglect to legal law enforce -..

meat. judicial and medical groups.

Assistance in organising a state-
wide chile abuse and neglect pub-
lic awareness campaign.

Development of program to coordi-
nate workers and facilities with-
in the Cherokee Indian Reservation
in the state:

E stablishment cif Intensive tare
Nursery Project to provide a
link between the intensive care
unit and preventive services
available in the baby's home
compunity.

Initiation and carrying out of
research program to determine
link between need for intensive

l:\

care in infancy nd later child
abuse and negle . the project
has been valuabl in Idelkifying
families at risk, thereby help-
ing to prevent child abuse and
neglect.

--/ Conferences for education of pro-
fessionals and orientation of
county tear.

4
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SIUKWAL DEMDISTRATION RESOURCE
POOJECT POR ILION VIII, LOCATCD
AS INS NATIONAL CINISR PDa TN/
PROVINTIOM AND MAIMIDIT OP
CO/Lb MUSE MD NSGMCT'
DIM-C-409

Delvorsity of Colorado Medical

Cotter
ISOS Oneida Sttmei
Demmer, Colorado 60220

Meal/ C. Sams, J.D., Project
Director

$1,114,522

Project Period
PY 1974 - 1978

Ss Caster seeks to):

B alm the general level of inr
stitstimal and professional
alOpetome 10 prevent, identi-
ty, sed treat child abuse and

N eglect;

lacrosse public
advance general knowledge;

awareness and

Disseednation information on

prevention. identification
aurtreatment model programs
develApvd by The Nazional
Coster, Denver, and lsewhere.

Special sphasfa given to
providing lea rship and expert

moist/wee to professionals and
cememeitias is the Colorado,
Montage, Utah, North Dakota;

South Dakota. mid Wyoming.

The National Center, DOOVit, is
a model treatmeat tenter whXch
offers a wide rasp of multi -
eleckpliesry services including
research, training, technical

assistasee sed direct service.

Melodies treatment. It ad-

dresses all farms of child a-

r1
se sed_seslect mild all types

moral factors.
\
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Speciflo activities are:

Placesent of audiovisual and
written training side packaAL
in each state, Including:

Visual Diagnosis of Child
Abuse and Neglect
Acute Pediatric Phase

-- Acute Phase, Consulting
Pediatrician
Dispositional Olnference
Lay Therapy (Parent Aide)

- Parents Anonymous
Mother-Infant inteiaction
A Case of Child Abuse
(Pediatric Crand.Ronnds)

of publil and pro -

fessio awareness through

persona contact* speeches and
a newsletter.

Specific cervixes include:

Technical assistance and consul-
tation on legilllation.

Technical assistance to help

child protection team, crisis
murserioa and other treatment
components to become part of the

institutional aervicea offered
by the community.

Training of child protection
teams from various states.

Hospital protocol delmiopment and
testing.

Development and testing of a
Scholars -inileaidence program.
Yoder this program, post-graduate
r.%...:emionals are being brought

3 9



tO the National Centerfor up to
sis months of advanced research,
study, and professional develop-
ment.

The problems enconntered Anclude:

-- need for greater awareness
of the importance of child
abuse and nen1Fct among pro-
fessionals to bring more wide-
spread and earlier interventions.

-- need for the capacity to
handle interventions and for
better coordination among
professional ilgeniles.

The clients d are primarily
professionals, especially in
multidisciplinary groups or set--
tings. Lawyers and legislative
advocates and homogeneous groups

of professionals.

Significant productp include:

Research and publfcation on the
Lay Health Visitor, Circle Nouse
whole-family therapy, Crisis
Nursery, Therapeutic Playschooh
and Child Protection Teams;

Treatment of limited numbers of
patents and children as part of
resparch programs.,

The Batteted Child Symposi
(9th Symposium,\Pall 1978).

Nelfer and Rampe's Tt: Battered
Child, 2nd Ed., 1974; Martin,
The *Limed Child. A Multi-
ditvelprinary Approach LO DrV01.511-.

Mental tames and Treatment 1976;
leiter siteempe, Thad Abuse
ii4 liesleetp The Family and the
Community 1976 (received free -

distribution nat!onwide through
private-foundation funding). Schmitt,
ChikId Protection Ter landbook

1977; Acesley and M.. ton

"Crisis Murseries: ?tar nal

Cessidcratians' 1977.

SIr

1436

ft
40.

)
Child Protection Tenn Handhook
1977; Neçxley 'and MOOR on
n retries: Pr,aci14cal

s rations" 1977.
..,

"Hospital Guidelines for the ,

Hospital and Clinic Managemen!. .
of Child Abuse nnd Neglect"
(19771. . .

$

Th e Natainal Child Proteetton -.

Newsletter (iiihirolled quarter 'y

sincr 1973). .

Catalog of abdiovisual training
materials (1975). .

Audiovisual'and written referenre
materialc in each state of Rigion.

Booklet, "Crisis Nurseries:
Pre..14Fal Considerations."

Ch id Protection -eam Self-
Assessment Insti..Lent (draft,t.

1977).

Booklet, "ColOrado: Child Abose

and Child Protection Act" (1976).

Brochure describing the. project.

Significant accompliahmenta includ4:

Establishment,, train1ng and
technical assistance to Child

Protection Team (1975-1977).

Judges and Attorney, Conference
on Child Abuse and Neglect (1977).

Audiovi.sual and book references
is each state of Region VIII.

k'' A

'Technical assistance to states
with respect to enacted legislation:

Uteth - Child Abuse and Neglect
Reporting lono.(1975).

Colorado -- Child Abuse and Neg-
lect ReportiAg Low with Mandatory
Requirements for Child Protection

Teams (1975).
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Colorado -- Termination orthe
Parent-Child Legal Relationship
Lem (1977).

Wyoming -- Child Abuse and Neg-
lect Repotting Lew with Honda-
tory Prowisloni for Child Pro-

tection Teams (1911). Tachni-

cal assistance provided to non-
Region VIII states and legis-
latures under non-federal
funding.

Publifttion of Law Cukcles,
(Colorado, 1976) (Utah 1977)

South Dakota, 1977.

Technical assistance to nolly
incorporated Matiocal Asso-
elation of Counsel for
Children (19771.

A
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'ARIZONA COMMUNITY DIKLOPMENT FOR
MSS AND DRUM: (AMATO.
110-0-410

Arisen. Community Development for
Abuse and Neglect

Department of Economic Security
Social Services Bureau
P.O. lox 6123
Phoenix, Arizona 85005

Bonnie Palmer, Director

Funding Pro ect Period

$1110,000 FY 1974 - 1978
.

The dedelppment of community iiwslve- '

ment "at all levels" is the key to
creating effective child abuse and
neglect programs. nits is particu-
larly true when funds and. there-
fore, person-power are limited. If

communily devbropment is carried out
properly, the functions whieh the
project Initiates and carries out
will pans increaslbgly into com-
munity hands.

It should be.noted that "community
dcvelopmene is different from
"community organization." In com-

unity development, the Wei is to
wbrk out possible solutions which
are most responsitle to community
needs. Community Organization im-
plies community mobilization
around prescribed solutions.

Arizona Community Development for
Abuse and Neglect does not know of
any other project that so extensive-
ly employs the community develop-
ment philnsophy at all levels to..
Lacilitate appropriate activity
within an interested group and to
Improve community services.

Clients nerved by this agency include:

The Department of Econceic Sy -
curity/Social Services Bureau
(grantee).
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Community organizations and volun-
.teers statewide.

Ceneral public.

Arizona's Indian Reservations.

Private professionals and related
interested groups.

State agencies (personnel and
affiliates).

Law enforcement/government
officials.

Educational facilities (all
levels).

Medical community.

Military Installations.

Efforts are dfrected to specific
forms of child abuse and neglect,

depending on the need of the
local community. It tries to
address general, overall factors
contributing to child abuse and
neglect; it tend-: to focus, how-
ever, on those Imiuldlate life

'circumstances of the family which
can cause stress. It also emplui-:
sixes social institutional fac-
tors including the lack of
community support systems.

As far-as major types of activities
are concerned, the project gives
much attention to the development
of public awareaess; it sees this
as "critic...1.r when combined with

the proper agree of local support
to promote and effectively coordi-
nate necessary services.
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Major pr.'llems encountered have bee.,

cemmunity/agency indifference, un-
willingness of the public seetor to,
get involved, and professional re-

/ luctente torlartielpate in coopera-

tive efforts.

Arizona Community Development for
Abube and Neglect ftrovIdee no direct

treatment services. It works

through comeunity Agencies and
groups primarily to provide basic

kinds of eervices.

**critic serviced inelude:

Development of public and profes-
sional awareness of the seriousness
of the problem and of resources
which ere-available or can be

developed.

Statewide xxxxx sment of needs

and resources.

Development'and expansion of the
capacities of available re-

sources.

Facilitation of public and

private services.

Training.

Technical assistance.

Advocacy.

Project operations are decentrrlized; .

the projsct places a field coordina-
tor in each of the state's six planning

districts.

One of the functions of\these field
%coordinators is to develop community,
county and district advisory commit-
tees and speakers' bureaus. Arizona
Community'Deyelopment for Abuse and
Neglect values the members of these
groups as both workers performing n
needed service and as concerned and

knowledgeable persols in the coesunity.
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A. the projeet moves into tts last

year, Arizona Community Development
for Abuse and Neglect sees the ad-
visory members as community repre-
sentatives ussuming,an increasingly
larger share of the project's re-
sponsibility and becoming identi-
fie4 experti in the community.
They are to play active roles in
continuing to develop widespread
awareness of the seriousness of

child abuse and neglect.

There.are no fundamental changes
planned tor the Project's opera-
tion in its final year. It is

felt that continued emphasis must
be given to all areas of training

and to promoting coordinated
service networks at the commiinity

level'to deal more effectively

with family stress.

t5ignifieant producta

Statewide community profiles on

child abuse and neglect re,sourcel..

Public/professional awareness

'brochures,

Child abuse and neglect mono-
graph series.

District newsletters.

Four notional professional
conference papers.

Zizone Community Development
for Child Ahusequid Neglect
Source Rook on child abuse and

neglect.

Basic Skills Manual.

Educators' Manual..

Limw Enforcement Manual.

School Nurses' Manunl.

Reference Guide to CCSIclIS

Components.
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11140ifioant aocrowlishaanta {plaudit:

Setablialted over $O community citizen
athdy committees to assess needa end
reseurces and made recommendatioes
on serviCO gaps to be filled.

Presented 'wart: $0OO apeeches per

year facilitated by Arizona Commun-
ity Uevelopment for Child Abuse aed
Neglect trained volunteer speakers'
bureau members, as well as staff.

Conducted 1200 technical assistance
events per Year to aesist groups to
deal with various problems.

Conducted more than 400 training
sessions per year, representing
11400 person-days of training on
topics related to child abuse and
megieet and designed fur location,
population and awareness level.

Facilitated the developmi.nt of at'
least 150 resources within the
ttttt for child abuse and neglect
victims and their families.

Played significant part in eyelet-

s/on of a new reporting lima passed
by state legislature in 1977.

Developed district needs and
resource aisessmente fur combating
child-abuse and neglect at the-
local level.

Facilitated the active use of
multidisciplinary child abuse
and neglect teams.

Assessed potential for the develop-
ment of family support systems at
the community level'

Screened materials to distribute
to local resource centers in order
to establish accessible, mobile
training, technic41 assistance
modules to increas! the information
available tu the community on child
abuse and neglect.

I.
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WILD MUSD NID IfICLECT RESOURCE

ENTER - REGION VII
OD-C-4113

lastituts of Child Sehavior end'
Development

Vaiveristy of Iowa
Oakdale, Iovp 52319

Gerald Someone, M.D., Project
Director

feting Project Period

$740.000 if 1975 - 197$

The Center works at the community
Areal to improve services for.the
prevention and treatment of child
Ames and neglect. The Colter

maintains low profile and pro-

vides small, ultidisciplinary
!WO eteff whose principal func-
tion is training end technical
asmIstance. The Center provides

some trainiag itself. In the

nein, however, it provides the
tools end materials which are

needed.

The project vet up and organized
Iltate Technical Assistance Teams
(STAT) to work et the community
level throughout the states of
Rememe, Nebraska, Missouri end

Ida. The project'a clients ere
professionals end volunteers.

Wor problem are:

Lack of praesnionel awareness
ef.the soriouineso of child
Aimee and neglect and the var-
ious waya of dealing with it.

Lack of cooperation end coordi -
mation between local end state

agencies'.

Lech of etteetion to rural
Servicea delivery needs,

iimeifie salvias. includs:

Technical assistence and
training.- \

Organisation and\laintconore
of state technic& -sassistance

teams (STATS).

Commmnity education and train-

ing through STATS.

Community "aystems-building" or
network development through
STATS with follow-up technical
assistance.

Professional ahd public aware-

ness a-tivitica.

The project plans one significant
program change in its third year

of operation: it will give molar

emphasis to the development of a
prevention program throughout

Region VII.

Significant prod,Acts

A self-instructional Head Start
trainine text on child abuse and

neglect.

A child abuse and neglect Re-
source Index for two States
(Iowa end Nebraska), which lists
the numbers and locations of
certain p6fessionals And serVice
institutions in.e&ch community

which might serve abused and
neelected children and their
families. The population and.

some of its economic and demo-
graphic characteristics, by
county, mre also included.

Sirificant accomptiohmenta

Establish a central, uitidis -
ciplinary core resources staff
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with capacity for training,
smalysis of reporting data,
techeicel assistance to states,
amd dissonination of materials.

&established State Technical
Assistance Teams (STAT) with
responsibility for;

State and local multidis-
ciplinary training end
public awareness.

Technical Assistance to
community teams and local
coordinators.

Delvelopeent pf state-level

interagency coordination.

inveloped and tested prepro-
Sessional training.paterisle,
for mandated reporters, for
use in coller end graduates
schools.

Sot up center for resource
materiels.

Setablished system for collec-
tion end analysis of state
reports on incidence of child
abuse and neglect (for forward-
ing to the American Humans).

Organised prevention programs
in each stets through state
eouncils, end voluntsry,orgsni -

satins at the local level.

Meld region-wide conference for
clergymen which eephasised
their role in prevention.

Meld conference on reporting
procedures from agate Attor-
neys, General office. i state

education departments.

Meld region-wide conference for
repreeentativet-of civic groups
to encourage their involvement
in preventiom and activities to
coordinate with State Technical
Asaistance Teams.

416
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CIISLO ANSI AND NEGLECT IRSOUSCI
COMB - wl IX

90-Cr4S4

Califeraia State University
5151 Stets University Drive

Les Amgeles, California 90032

lerschel Swiager,.Project
Director

&Wm ZE12.512LEOlt
$930,000 FT 1975 - 19711

This Cantemoperates in an un-
usually diverge area in terms of
geeeraphy. economic factors;

culture and lifestyles. it

covers California and Hawaii.

The Center believers that the best
way to improve child abuse and
seglect services is to develop

a region-wide network of coordi-

sated, multidisciplinary, inter-
weep efforts. The Basics was

divided into six different areas
with an Area Cater Coordinator
(*cc; to week S. each ens. This

ACC le housed is an ammo that
lit already part of the child
proteetive service network to
provide training and technical
assistance and to play se inr
portaat role is communication

mod coordination. The ACCs

saistain s low profile and ars
facilitators and catalysts who

recognise noWs take step* to

sect these needs. and bring

people tagethae.

The project. stresses a eempre-
lumeive, multidisciplinary

operation end emphasises ef-
forts to brims about unifore
tanderde of quality is ser-
vices theoughsut the region.

Clieuts served by the Resource

Coiner are:

Public, private end volunteer

community asencies.

State decision makers.

The gelleral public.

The greatest problems to be over-

come are:

Lack of knowledge and misunder-
standing about child abuse and

neglct.

Tregmentation of eervices.

The cultural and conomic
diversity of the region.

Specific, services include:

Training and technical assist-

ance.

Increasing professional and
public scar sssss of child abuse

and neglect. .

Specialised education and train-

ing for selected professionals
in law enforcement, education,
social work and mental health.

Working toward uniform and
coordinated procedures to deal

with child abuse end neglect
aed to ineorpdrate these pro -
eedures into the services of

ilettes agencies.

Locating aed dismeninating
ieformation about successful

treatment models.

Nue:Kies in parenting and other
early intervention sad prevention

methods.
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Support for finding funds for
worthwhile programs.

Legal and legislative consul-
tation.

Strengthening interaeency
cooperative efforts.

During its third year, tha
Center will continue its present
activities but with less emphasis
en general training end more on
strategies to emphasise:

Improvement of services pae-
tieularly for treatment and
therapy.

Parentine and prevention.

Consumer involvement in de-
sign and delivery of services.

Special treatment modes for
special populations.

Attention to worker "burn
out."

Significant produots inoludC:

A bi -monthly newsletter
Directions.

Curriculum and training
msterials.

A resource and informaiion
libraty concentrating on the
subjsct of funding.

Dienifloant accosOishrents inotudo:

gotabllehillit and maintaining
a readily cceseible inven-
tory of vision-wide resources.

Providing education and
ttaining to professionals and
agencies.

Providing region-wide technical
assistance, consulting services
and overall support to Wed
centers and local programs.

Initiating, upgrading and
supporting communication link-
ages between programs, agencies
and individuals including 24-
hour help lines. ,

Increased emphasis on advocacy
aervices for children.

Helping to establish the fully
operational Hawaii Area Center.

Developing and implementing
a treatment and training model
for Spanish-speaking clients.

Dissemination of information and
materials on child abuse end
neglect.

.)
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ILD ADMIX AND 1111CUCT IRSOOCI
CINTIR - IMOD X
10-0-419

Mestere Paderatioolor Numan

Services
Doles, Idaho 63720

James Sax, Ph.D.,' Project

Director

10.4a2 -Pro oct Period
FY 1975 - 1976

Me Center serves as a broker
smd facilitator and works
through the state departments
of barn rfasources in the
states of Alaska, Washington,

OCOSOO mad Idaho.

It works at both state and

comanity 'level to:

Identify available resources
and help to expand them
throughout the region.

Delp communities to take
action that requires little
funding and makes maximum

use of currently available

facilities.

/he Center believes that child
&bus* and neglect in a community

ems aely be actively dealt with

ahem the community is ready to

act. It does sot believe in ex -

panding its personnel and -

caveats to persuade localities
tbat something must bo done

about ths problem.

Much attention is devoted to

brims ths statos and communi-
ties tosether into a coordi -

mated, mutually supportive

Olsten.

We Centr also believes that
it is important to saintain a

high profile within the region.

27-060 - 76. 29

It seeks to become e regional
focal point for child abuse and

neglect activIties.

The Center's efforts include:

Education, Conferences,
symposia and workshops.

Speakers' bureaus and a monthly,

neue publication.

Connection, a monthly newspaper.

Training and technical assistance.

It serves the fol)Owing categoric.:

of clients:

State agencies, governors and

legislators.

Community agencies, primarily

child prqtection services.

Special organizations such as

Parents Anonymous and Head

Start groups.

The general public indirectly.

Major problems encountered are:

Or
The scarcity of resources in

the region.

Cultural and demographic
diversity of the region.

Responding to differences with-
in the region while achieving
regional coordination and uni-

formity of approach.

Lick of communication among the
various states.

0.1
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Speoifie services include:

Educational activities,

Community organization to
improve and make best use of
existing facilities as well as
develop new resources.

Coordination of organizing
activities.

Training and technical
assistance.

Dissemination af information
about programs.

Development of professional
and public awareiu.ss of
problems.

Providing specific help to
organizations $ inh as Parent..

Anonymous and Head Start
groups.

Signifioqnt produ,qo

ConneetIOn monthly newspapor
sent to 12,000 individuals and
organizaitons.

Training packets &whined from
secondary soe-cei; on:

Mead Start,

Sexual abuse,

Rural services delivery,

Adolescent runaways and abuse.

Significant aeoonplishments include:

Establishment of the center us
an advocate for children within
the structure of state human
resource agencies.

Fostered changes in child pro-
tection services in state syn-
teee end ln community organiza-

tions in more than 40 cities and
counties.

Inclusion of PerMancnt Planning
fur Children as a training
resource.

Development of techniques lor
xchange of information and
expertise.

Establishment of an independent.
on-going nix-state adoption
exchange.

Increased level of public and
professional awareness of child
abuse and neglect and facilities
available.

Improvement in child abuse and
neglect survives in rural areas.



INSOURCE CENTIR ON CHILD ANSE

AND NRCLECT - REGION VI

80-Ce-S99

Cuter for Social Work Research
Dmiversity of Texas

Austin, Texas 78712

Michael L. Lauderdale, Ph.D.,
Project Director

IAILIAML
Funding Period

635,100 IV 1975 - 1978

The Center seeks to increase the
capabilities of the state agencies

by providing technical assistance
and support service. to Leprove
operations, and to develop com-
munity groups to increase service
alternatives and develop community

support for children's services.

The Center employs a small core

staff end multidisciplinary
approach with,emphasis on the .

legal, medical and social work
professions, it makes use of the

Vaiversity of Texas professional
achools in working with these

disciplines.

Needs are assessed in areas where
improvement is needed and .ccmcen

trates on providing technical
assistance and training. tmphasis

is on the professions and the ser-
vice delivery oyster. Arkansas.

Louisiana, New Mexico. Oklahoma

and Texas are served.

Clients served are:

State public health and social

service agencies.

Local community agencies.

Professionals, especially in
the fields of law, social work

and medicine.

General public.
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Major problems are:

Need for gicater technical
training and assistance to
improve service delivery.

Lock nf coordination and
eooperation mime the vdrious
agencies providing protective
services to children.

Need for II central clearing-
house through which printed
and audiovisual materials can

be made available.

Specific services include:

Development of stronger state
legislation and policy in sup-

port of children's programs.

A nent of agency operations.

Extensive technical assistance
and training.

Identification and mobilizatiom

of existing resources.

Initiation of new program

services.

Coordination between various
agencies involved in child

abuse and englect.

During the coming year, the project

will continue itepresent activi-
ties, but will concentrate more on
working with agencies to help
them develop their own solutions,

capacities and materiels. The

project will concentrate on me
major technical assistance effort

in each state.

Significant products include;
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logional Handbook and directory'.

Video tape on tne social work
witness in court.

Index of child abuse and neg-
lect bibliographical sources.

Comprehensive topical bibllo= ,

graphy of some 4,000 entries.

Various kinds of audiovisual
and presented curriculum
materials.

Medieal package of both
printed material and video tapes
for teaching in hospitals, and
continuing education .or medical
practitioners.

Journal of the proceedings of
the Second Annual Child Abuse
and Neglect Conference held in
Houston in May, 1977.

Monograph on corporal punish-
ment and child abuse and
neglect.

Monograph on team work among
professionals in child abuse
and neglect.

Monograph on the relationship
between the psychohistory of
the family and child abuse and
neglect.

Signifitura acc,cwIlliAmentn

Establishment of a technical
lnformaticn service on child
abuse and neglect. ,

Development of training,aod
curriculum materials ah:
medical, protective seri c.

and other

Conduct of training sessions
and workshops,.Including a
series of prototype workshops

448
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relating to treatment and
prevention altdhatives in
abuse and neglect cases.

'Development of in-deptil assesi-
ments of the service deliN,;..ry

systems which deal with child
abuse and neglect.

1

Development of a student 'lamer
internship program for 1.

students.

Sponsorship and management
of the Second National Conference
on Child Abuse and Neglect,
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MIDWEST PAPENT-CH1LD WELFARE

RISOURCE CENTER
ID -C-600

f.

School of social Welfare
University of Wisconsin -

Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Andrienne Haeuser, Director

Funding Project Period

150,000 FY 1975 - 1978

The best and most practical means
of improving service in the pre-

vention, identification and treat-
ment of child abuse is to use
xisting sta!:e and local resources
and see that they are used more
widely and became more effec-

tive -- particular through co-

ordinated multidisciplinary,
multiagency approaches!

The Center feels that the best
approach for their region is to
organize efforts on a state-

by-state basis. The Center did

had a regional conference in
the first project period.

Accordingly, the Center has en-.
couraged and assisted each
state to organize a conference to
define problems, needs, and ser-

vice delivery nt.tworks.

The Center has also worked with
the states to get necessary legis-
lation passed and to take whatever
steps are necessary to help the
state quality for federal grants.

The Center assists the mandated
state agency to follow the same

process at the county level.

The project serves all slit states

hs Region V: Illinois, Indiana,

Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio and

The project's client7user groepa
aret

State and local child protec-

tive services agencies and

,personnel.

Other professionals involved in
the provision of child abuse

and neglect service:,.

Interested citizens in Region

V.

The general public.

Parents Anonymous.

The Center perceives the following

major problems:

Low level of general awareness

of the nature and seriousness
of the problem of child abuse

and neglect.

Low level of awarenew. of

resources.

Insufficient quantity of quality

resources, particularly multi-
disciplinary teams.

Lack coordination of resources.

Lack of centralized plaunin

Inadecinacy of laws on child abuse

and neglect.

Inadequacy of delivery systems
which make popsible self-help for
actual abusive parents or poten-

tial prOblom families.

Spo.ifie veroioua inchcb.:

Public and professional aware-
ness and education aetivitle.

Advocncy.

Planning and coordination.
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CHM ABUSE AND NEGLECT REOORcE

CENTER
90-C-601

'Institute for Urban Affairs and

Research
P.O. Box 191
Washington, n. C. 2oos9

HS. Barbara J. Sipmhridge, Ph.D.

Director

Funding Tr"JYr.t _P2ri°4

$281,807 FY 19/5 - 1078

It IS concerned with identifying
gaps in and improving services
in Delaware, Pennsylvania, Vir-
ginia, West Virginia and the
District of Columbia. Iprvice

and training needs are identified

in close collabolatIon with state

agenries.

The client-groopn are:

State and lmid (hild
tive services gPney per-

connel.

Related child abuse, and

neglect prnfesslonals.

Int:*rested citizens and the

general public.

The most important problems to

overcome, are:

Insufficient knowledge by
both professiumals and the
public of child abuse And
neglect prevention, identifi-
cation and treatment methods.

Fragmentation and lack of
coordination among the child
protection agencies in the

region.

tack of adequate training among

workers.

Misconceptf"w. And misunder-

standing on the cansos

of child Aid., And nigi,,t.

'Traillin,1 and teihniial

blneation And AW.11,11,... ACIIVi-

tiVt; for profv!a.ional,. and the

general pnblic.

111-montblv (ErcAP)

which goes to 2.000 prol-c,sionals.

Resource directory which

fres profcs!Honals availably for

cow.oltation.

;.ibrary (4 printed material,
f'Ims and tapes, which IhnbIles
20 to 40 tetpief.ts per week.

A training manthll ftr professionals.

Signifioint
.11,!

Two approacher, to tra iiing state

protective nervice workers.

One approach to training allied

profettsional ,roups.

Technical assistance.

To general information dis-

semination.

Establishing rappnrt with

professional groups.

Nine two-day workshops and eight

one-day workshops for more than

over 2,000 participants in
Virginia and Pennsylvania.

.;;
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Ohs or two-day training sessions for
hospital emergency room staffs, nur-
ses and Head Start and day care
center pusonnel.

Training sessions for approximately
2,500 related professionals.

Three-day advance training develop-
sent seminar for 30 supervibors
and apecialists in state of
Virginia.

Analysis of the service delivery
system of tho Department of Social
Welfare in Delaware (carried out
with Federal Regional specialists
in Philadelphia).

A state-vide publi.c awareness
campaign on child abuse and
neglect' in Pennsylvania.

A needa assessment for the state
of West'Virginia.

A local Parents Anonymous group
by providing consultation and
telephone answering service in
the District of Columbia.

if
Aasistahce in the development

of multidisciplinary teams.

Formats for the .exchange of
information and ideas.

Appropriate reporting forms
and central registry procedures
for the Department of Human
1U7sources of the District of
Caumbia.

4 5 6
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This program is designed for local com-
munity and state agencies. Your Federal
Regional Child Abuse and Neglect Spe-
cialist wiN arrange a preview of the mater- .

kis, and will help you develop a full pub-
lic- awareness program making use of
them. -

he cost of the media materials will
vary, depending on the technical re-
quirements of the local stations. For agen-
.cles which can produce their own local
tag-lines, one set of bmm film prints, in-
cluding aU six TV spots, will cost less than
$40.00.

Moil the reply card proyided below to
your Regional Specialist (see other side for address)

J

--4
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For further informatio mail this card
to your,Federal Reg' I Specialist:

In Connecticut, Main,
Massachusetts New Hampshire,
Rhode bland:Vermont:
Child AbuselNeglect Specialist
Region 11DHEW
JFK Federal Building
Goverrvnent Center
Boston. Massachusetts 02203

In N.w York, New Jersey
Puerto Rico ;Virgin Islands:

Child Abuse/Neglect Specialist
Region H- DHEW
federal &Aiding
'26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

in Delaware, Maryland.
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
Virginia, District of Columbia:

Chita Abuse/Neglect Specialist
p Region IN - DHEW

HEW BuildIrg
PO. Box 13716
3535 Market Street
PhiKidelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

in Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolinai South Carolina,
Tennessee: \
Chiid Abuse/Neglect Specialist
Region IV- DHEW
Peachtree Seventh Building

\ 50 Seventh Street, N.E.
; Atlanta, Georgia 30323

in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohlo, Wisconsin:

'Chid Abuse/Neglect Specialist
Region V- DHEW
3400 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

In Arkansas, Louisiana. New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas:

Child Abuse/Negiect Specialist
Region VI- DHEW
Fidelity Union Tower
1507 Pacific Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75201

In Iowa, Kansas Missouri,
Nebraska:
Child AbuselNeglect Specialist
Region VII -DHEW
Federal Office Building
601 East 12th Street
Kansas ON Millfouri 64106

In Colorado, Montana. North
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah,
*yarning:
Child AbuselNeglect Specialist
Region VIII- DHEW
Federal Office Building
1961 Stout Street
Denvet Colorado 80202

In Arizona, California. Hawaii,
Nevada, Guam, Trust Trritories
of the Pacific, American
Samoa:
Child Abuse/Neglect Specialist
Region IX- DHEW
Federal Office Building
50 Fulton Street
San Francisco, California 94102

In Alaska, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington:
Child Abuse/Neglect Specialist
Region X- DHEW
1321 Second Avenue
Seattle. Washington 98101

.
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No. of Copies

Publication
Distributed

Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment Program,

45 CPI Subtitle B, Part 1340, Federal Register, Vol. 39,

No. 245, Deceaber 19, 1974. 15,000.

P.L. 93-247
7,500

Research, Demonstration. and Evaluation Studies on "Child

Abuse and Neglect": The Intradepartmental Committee on

Child Abuse and Neglect, Final Year 1974, DHEW 10,000

Child Abuse and Neglect: A Report on the Status of the

Research
12,000

Mild Abuse and Neglect: The Problem ann Its Management,

Volume 1 -- AA Overview of the Problem 35,000

Child Abuse and Neglect: The Problee and Its Management,

Volume 2 -- The Roles apd Reaponslilitiee of Professionals 35,000

Child Abuse and Neglect: The Problem and Its Management,

Volume 3 -- The Community Team, An Approach to Case Manage-

ment and Prevention 35,000

Child Abuse and Neglect Activities DREW -
25,000

.

Children Today - Building a Community Response to Child

Abuse and Maltreataant, (Sept/Oct. 1975)
3,000

Child Neglect: An Annotated Bibliography 7,000

Children Today - May/June, 1975 DHEW 16,000

Comprehensive Emergency Services: A System Designed to

Care for Children in Crisis - DHEW 4,000

(The) Extended Family Center "A Home Away From Howe"

for Abused Children and Their Parents. Reprinted from

Ckkldren Today, Mar/Apr. 1974, Vol. 3, No. 2 (2-6) 8,000

Profile of Neglect: A Survey of the State of Knowledge

of Child Neglect
7.000

Working With Abusi.e Parents fro. a Psychiatric Point of

View - DHEW

4

95,000
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No. of Copies
Publication (Cont'd) Distributed

(The) Diagnostic Process and Treatment Programs - MEW 95,000

Report of the U.S.D.N.E.W. to the President and Congress
of the U.S. on the Implementation of P.L. 93-247. the
CA/N Prevention and Treatment Act

Child Abuseland Neglect Programs

Child Abuse and Neglect Programs, Supplememt

Child Abusesand Neglect Research: Projects and Programs'

' Child Abuse mnd Neglect Research: Projects and Programs,
Supplement

10,000

3,000

3,000

1,000

1,000

Child Abuse and Neglect - Posters 4,000

Children Today - Defining Emotional Neglect (A Community
Workshop Looks at Neglected Children) (Jan/Feb 1976) 3,000

Federally Funded Child Abuse and Neglect Projects 1975 14,000

Rom to Plan and Carry Out a Successful Public Awareness
Program on Child Abuse and Neglect .5,000

Planning and Implementing Child Abuse and Neglect Service
Programs 1,000

Child Abuse and Neglect Reports .45,000

A Guide to Protective Services for Abused and Neglected
Children and Their Families 1,000 *-

Proceedings of the First National Confwrence on Child
Abuse and Neglect 4.

. 1,000

Research, Demonstration. and Evaluatlon Studies - Fiscal
Year 1976, PHEW OND 3,500

a

; 41
d,
(34

"

Total 505,000

V
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ALABAMA

Im .76 (let Year Funded) ($66,187)

Funds were used to purchase a beeper signaling system for all 67

county departments. Beepers will allow for 24 hr. protective service

coverage. Also, in.25 counties a child Abe e reporting line and

answering service will be provided.

1.44,. ($47,818)

Alabama used MS funds to develop a demonstration homemaker unit on

ome site in order to determine the most effective method of service

delivery (in-house or contractual).

re_77 ($66;i87)

Funds will be used to develop and implement homemAker service in one

northern and one, southern Alabama County for maltreated children whose

individual needs can be best met in their own hone with the support

,and'services of homemaker.

¶

/7 Will I I 74 - 1
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AMKRICAN SAMOA

FY 1977 (First Year Funded) ($20,584)

The Child Protection Act of erican Samoa was signed
into law in 1977 dnd they plan to use their state'grant
funds to assist in the implementation of,ths Act.

Through the use of the State grant Samoa will establish
for the first time, a child proteotion agency as an
independent department under the Director of Health.
A Child Protection Officer will e employed and have
responsibility for (1) conducting inyestigations of all
reportdd cases ox child abuse and neglect, (2) coordinating
child abuse and neglect activities of the Health Department,
Police and the Court of American Samoa and (3) establishing
a central register.

466
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ARKANSAS

FY'75 (lst.YeAr Funded) .($36,800)

Funis were used to develop a more comprehensiw statewide system

of protective scrvices, particularly in rural areas. The Central

Register will be redesigned to accept neglect as well as abuse cases.

FY'76 ($45,559)'

Funds were used to: (1) redesign the central register, (2) initiate

hotline and after-hour answering service and (3) develop baseline

data:

"A. ($35,971)

Funds were being used to strengthening alternatives to shelter care and

long term foster care. In addition funds will also support a

multidisciplinary technical assistance consultation team to provide

IxtensIve training for social service staff members.

FY'77 ($45,659)

Funds will be used to develop multidisciplinary team involvement in

service delivery Emphasis will be on expanding current services, the

Central Resist. , And public awareness. Service planning and policy

development w:LI also be undertaken.
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CALIFORNIA

FY'76 (1st Year Funded) ($269,273)

California used Its funds to (1) establish'an Office For Child Abuse
Prevention in the Social Services Division of the State Dept. of
Health (5) staff positions funded.) This office will work on
program planning, coordination and development of a statewide system
for child abuse prevention and (2) initiate pilot projects directed
terwards identification and treatment; making use of volunteers;
providling day care and training parents.

La& ($170,215)

Funds were used to.develop a'statewide computerped information
ystem un child abuse and neglect.

FY'77 (269;283)

?undo will pe used to further develop the tate'Office of Mild Abuse
Preyention, initially funded by the '76 state grant.

4 The office will-coordinate.efforts of existing community resources and
prepare for rhe establishment of a State Advisor) Comndttee on'Child
Abuse, organise Advisory meetings, select sites forypilot'prugrams,
help develop the new Central Registry and provide T.A. to Statewide

pragrams.
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COWRADO

YY 1975 (First Year Funded) ($41,400)

Funds were used to develop and implement a computerized central

registry of child abuse ari neglect cases.

If 1977 ($51.452) -

Funds will be use4 to develop a curriculum for training foster parents
who provide day to day, around the clock service and care for abused

and neglected children. Despite the training and staff development

for professionals, who work with abused and neglected children and

their families, very little has been done for meeting the training

'heeds of foster parents. Upon the development and design of a
curriculum,Titla XX funds will be used for the actual training.

4
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CONNECTICUT

FY'75 (1st Yeer(Znded)

, State grant funds were used to initiate a program of standby
protective servides to cover nights and week ends.

V
f'76 ($56,934)

Funds were used to continue the program described above:

T.Q. ($41,875)

1: )t
Funds were used to facilita e the provision of a 24
hour CES seriice in three communities by hiring a full-
time community coordinator to help implement each community': .

modcl.

2. One community will receive money to nable it to develop
and pay for 1 yr. demonstration model of emergency
homemaker capability.

Fi'1977 ($56,934)

Fu nds will be used to (1) strengthen the beginning progilfillt of
standby Protective Services to cover all non-working hrs. and
develop it into an on-going state delivery cf Services and
(2) develop and implement Comprehensive Emergency Services
programs in Waterburg, New Haven, and Norwalk. ,

r

fr.

t

-
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e DSLAWARK

TY 1976 ifirst /ear funded) )627.309)

4

Funds were used to (1) providelegal representation to all children'

involved in custody proceedings resulting from child abuse and neglect,

(2).provide Delaware citizens with information about the nature, and

e*tent of child abuse and neglect in Delaware (3) establish an on-line

computerised information system and (4) expand the kinds ot . data

kept on child abuse and neglect to include 'more socio-ecomonic
indicators assoc*ated with the incidence orchild abuse.

re' 1977 ($27,309)

Delaware proposes to use its funds for three program elements:

(1) Continuation of legal assistance to abused and neglected
children by a deputy Attorney Citneral who was employed last year

lith State Grant tands.

(2) implementation of the central registry.

(3) Strengthen.pfotective services through the employment of two

social.workers for New Castle., Kant, and Sussex Countriee.
. .

4 ....
Si s
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

41. p'77 (1st Year Funded) '($41,576

Funds vill be used to (1) institutea "Family Stress Hotline" liblich
is a preventive program designnd to provide gpferral and
counmeling services to parents under stress end (2) develot
vommunity education program informiqg District reaidents of e neW
abuse and negleit lieu, causes of.,abuse,and availablk communiiy
treatment resources.

A

P.
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FLORIDA
.01

F.

a.192.1(!1rsfueded), .($62.377) 9.

Florida plaits te use its FY 1977 funds to develop its comprehensive

emergency services system by adding.emergery caretakers and

emergency homemakers to the service'system. The plogram iA based

on the recognition of the 'need for child to remain in his awn home

in crisis situation unless that situation pri,sonts an immediate danger

to his health and safety. The goal is to strengthen'the parent-child

relatiomehip and fraid the potentially daeliging effecte of placement.-

'

.1

11.
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GEORGIA

FY'76 (1st Year Funded) ($84,265)

Georgia used its funds to hire stiff to'establisil 24 hour emergency
ervices in four counties. These ceunties witl serve as pilot
projects to ascertain the effectiveness bf'such LI service.

IA& ( $58,611)

Funds were used to develop the Emergency Caretaker and Emergency
Homemaker Service components of tate Coriprehensive Emergency Services
program.

FY 1977 ($84,265)

There r,! four components to Georgia's program for FY 1977:

L. Provision'of technical assistance to state level representatives
of the Departments of Education, Human Resources, Mental Health,

Health, and Youth Services who have a role in the identification
and treatment of child abuse and neglect.

2. Training in the supervision and administration of child pro-
tective services to new District Directors in'Wstrict social
services offices.

3. TrAin 60 special deputies, (attorney's) in juvenile court
practice and procedure for child neglect and abuse cases.

4. Expand the Central Registry to include'reports of neglect and
develop a computerized system to handle the volume of information
to he received.

t.
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HAWAII

FY'74 (1st Year Funded). ($2,514)

Hawaii used its funds to hire 1 part-time worker for 3 months to

develop a Community Education Program on Child'Protective Services.

rY'75 ($27,200)

Funds were used to hire a social worker to initiate an intake service

for child abuse and neglect cases.

In addition a Public Information Specialist was hired to develop and

implement the community education program.

FY'76 ($3CG963)

Funds for FY'.76 supported the services initiated in FY 1975 and

described ebove.

Ta, ($26,676)

Funds were Used to purchase the services of an Intake Social Workdr

and a State Child Protective Services Information Specialist (I:hese 2

specialists ere presently developing 4 community education program).

;1'77 ($30,963)

Funds will be used to employ a paraprofessional:Protective Service

Intake Aide to screen and refer cases thus allowing the intake worker

more time to investigate complaints and assist persons calling foT

consultation. In addition, funds will continue the support of the

Information Speciiliat:so services can be expanded to neighboring

islands.
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ILLINOIS

IPY'75 (1st Year Funded) ($112,800)

Illinois used It& funds for the following purposes:

1. The Central register was updated and improved.

2. Direct service responses have been improved by the addition
of staff and improved procedures developed for case handling,
staff development and training.

7Y°76 ($158,443)

FUnds.were used to add 4 staff positions to the Emergency Protective
Staff in Chicago in order to maintain a 24 hr. response mandate.

D217 ($158,443)

a
Illinois plans to usi its,funds to: (1) Complete the integration
of the additional staffing in the Chicago Central Protective S rvices
units thus completing the initial objective of strengthening a d

expanding services; (2) Establish a specialist in Protective iervices
at the State Level to be the principal st4ff person to aciist in

'
the-development and implementation of policy, and provide technical

assistance to Area Field Offices and (3) Update the record maintenancq

of the Central Registry by putting records of the first ten years on
microfiche, in keeping with State Archives policy, thereby providing
ready access for ope.ational and research purposes and at the s6le time
reducing problems and dmigers of inadequate storage and inaccessibility
of information.
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KANSAS

FY'76 (1st Year Funded) ($1.6,726)

Monies were used by the State .1 fund local programs and demonstration
projects (example: project for Chicano migrant worker's children)

L.Q. ($35,980)

Funds were used to strengthen and expand an Education for Parenting
program-in Wyandotte and Johnson Counties.

FY'77 (06.826) '

Funds vill'be used to recruit and train volunteers who will contact
all families with newborns within a week of release from the hoclital.
(volunteers will give parental aid mid guidance)
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LOUISIANA

PY'76 (1st Year Futtled) ($71,940)

'Funds were used for training and consultative votl,shops, purchase of
equipment and resource material,and conduct child:abuse Mnd neglect

symposgems.

ILLIL ($51,156)

Funds w re used to extend 24 hr. tomprehensive Emergency Services and

expand se of a multidisciplinary team approach to 3 additional

state reg ons.

FY'77 ($71,940)

Louisiana utlizes Child Protection Centers throughout the State for the
delivery of services to abused and neglected chIldren and their

families. The use of FY 1977 funds will go pward the develupment

of needed services in the Centers.

1. Legal consultation will be given to child protective services
workers in Caddo, Vernon, Terrebonne, orleans, and et. Mary

Perldhes.

2. Psychological and psychiatric consultation will be provided in

Vernon, Orleans,'and East Baton Rouge Parishes.

1. Pediatric consultation will be given in Vernon parish.

4. Training will be provided for line supervisors in protective
services including the purchase of a training module.

5. Funds will be made available to the State Technical Advisory
Committee for travel, public awareness and reproduction of

materials. The Committee was created by the Governor's
lemmtive Order in December 1976 for the purpose of developing

a Child Protection Plan.
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MAINE

FY'75 (lst Year Funded) ($28,600)

Funds were used to hire a person to develop guidelines and
criteria for the appointment of guardians ad litem and clarify
the role and relationship of the guardian ad litem and the
protective services staff.

FY'76 ($33,180)

Funds were used to support a Comprehensive Emergency Service
. in TenAessee County (The CES project will purchase certain

services: emergency homemakers, caretakers, foster care, or
group home care.

'T.Q. ($27,955)

_Funds were used to hire 3 new Social Worker aids to staff
a 24 hr. Emergency Intake Component to the Tennessee County
Comprehensive Emergency Services program.

FY77 ($33,180)°

1. A portion of the state grant will go to leaf-stall for
the development of judicial policy and support community
Ed. programs on legal aspects of CA/N.

. , .

2. The Femainder of funds will be us.:1 to give continued support
to the Tennessee County comprehensive emergency services.-
project and to establish CES programs in other areas qf
the state.

4 ; 9
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MPSSACAUSeTTS

FY'75. (1st Year Funded) ($65,800)

Funds were used takhire 3 people to assess the effective-

ness of existinglibrvices, identify gaps in services, find
private and' public resources to become more involved in child

abuse and neglect programs, and to interest local citizens

committees to deal %nth child abuse and.neglect. (Project

Children At Risk)

FY'76 ($88,775)

Funds were used to support the Project Children At Risk
initiated in FY 1975.

T.Q. ($60,981)

Funds were used for the establishment of 24 hr. Comprehensive
Emergency Service (CES) Systems in Massachusetts communities.

re77 ($88,775)

Massachusetts plans to continue the support of Project Children

'At Risk. FY'77 funds Will specifioally provide the salaries

for the six project staff. Staff will be responsible for
expansion of community education and awareness programs, develop-

ment of service packages for use by local councils, conduct
evaluation and needs assessments, and assist communities in

developing Comprehensive,Emergency Services.

'7".`
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MICHIGAN

FY'76 (1st Year Funded) ($139,316)

Fundi were used to fund a shelter home project to meet the increased

number of referrals requiring temporary care pending court hearing.

Infants at risk would be identified through prenatal care. health

screening and pediatric care.
Remedial Services would be provided

as needed.

A primary prevention project will also be initiated. ,

T.Q. ($91,184)

Funds were used to develop the Central Registry which will assist social

workers in their efforts to handle an increasing load of neglect

referrals.

TY 1977 ($139,316

Funds will be used to continue the programs initiated in FY 1976

and described above.

1,

17-,10 f, in 11
4
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MINNESOTA

FY'75 (1st Yeir Funded) ($53,400)

Funds were used to hire a project coordinator responsible for

coordinating the current programs of child abuse and neglect in the

State departments of Welfare, Health,correction and Education.

In additlon educational programs concerned with the medical.aspects

of abuse and negldct were developed..

FY'76 ($70,309)

Funds were used to create a staff position for an independent coordination

of child abuse and neglect programa and another position for a resources

coordinator.

Las. ($499877)

The State plans to produce a Procedures Manual and Guide for the

development and functioning of a multidisciplinary approach in local

communities. The manual will present practical information about the

various aspects of the community -team approsih, discussions of the

various modalities of identification and treatment, educational

resources, and legal procedures; example of community teams now

functioning, examples of policy statements; and forms developed by
,

various professional disciplines.

711 1977 ($70,309)

Funds will be used to complete the Procedures'Manual and Guide

described under T.Q. above.



111'77 (1st Year

471)

MS81331 PPI

($32,308)

Funds will be used to de lop and implem3nt a child abuse and neglect

advqcacy program for the state.
'Objectives arp to develop for the

general public improved knowledge
about reporting and reporting pro-

cedures; advocate children and family rizhts to receive assistance;

train CA/N teami and foster parents, and provide professionals with

various approaches to coping with situations of child abuse and neglect.

4 c;
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MISSOURI -

7Y'75 (1st Year Funded) ($58,100)

Funds were used to create four staff positions in order to conduct
comprehensive research and planning activities aimed at developing
new treatment capebilities or expanding existing programs.

In addition funds were used to develop a public education and awareness
program through use of statewide conferences and a "Report To The

Public".

FYI76 ($77,462)

Funds were used for5 staff positions to provide.public education on a
statewide bastp.

T.Q. ($39,579)

Funds were used to secure a mini computer for the use of the statewide
hotline end central registry. The computer will promote the efficiency
ot the hotline and update the central registry.

FYI77 ($77,462)

Funds will be used to: (1) expand and maintain a hotline to accept

elf referrals for counseling, (2) update the central registry,

and (3) continue the expansion of the public awareness program.
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NEBRASKA

FY 1977 (First Near Funded) .($39,090)

Nebraska will use its funds to provide parent aides to families of

abused and neglected children
in three service areas of the

Department of Public Welfare. ,The program will strenethen the child

abuse and neglece treatment program by providing a siipplemcntarv

service for famine., of abused and neglected children. It's expected

that the parent aides, functioning as friends to the parents,

will be able to provide the support and guidance which social.'

workers are unable to provide because of other demands on their time.
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NEW MEXICO

re77 (1st Year Funded) ($39,090)

Funds will be used to implement a service delivery system which is
concerned with strengthening ongoing programs rather than generating
new ones.

6
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NEW YORK

FY'74 (1st Year Fundod) ($12,422)

Funds were used to increase public awareness of available protective

services at the loCal and state levels.

FY'75 ($161,700)

1. Funds were used to create 2 staff positions for the purpose of

providing technical asSistance'to local districts. Particular

attention was given to providing public information and education

program information.,

2. On a contractual basis, New York survevd various automated central

rIgistry systems and evaluated their potential usefulness in the

New York system.

VY'76 ($231,806)

1. The bulk of lunds are used for a demonstration project in New York. '

,Among the services provided by this project are: casework and

group work, lay therapy, psychiatric and psychological evaluations,
consultation, and 24 hour access to staff for parents in crisis.
Services available to the project by purchase include day care,

homemakers, legal assistance, family planning, crisis nursery,

housing, employm:nt and,recreational services.

2. Funds are also being used to continue technical assistance to

local areas.

TA, ($146,375)

Funds are used to develop and support a Central Croup Diagnostic

P &cement Facility providing an alternative emergency care facility

or children unable to beenfit from emergency foster cate.

'77 (S231,806)

Funds%,1.1-1 be used to:

1. Increase fielc staff capability of the state office in order to

render rpecialized technical assistance to local social services

districts.

1. Support treatment projects in New York City through the Office of

Special Services for Children in order to strengthen the City's .

treatment services for maltreated children and their loonies.
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NEWYORK

FY 1977 (continued)

4

3. Strengthen the New York State Child Abuse and Mal&eatment

Register.
172

4. 'Develop a communication system' for disseminating and utilizing

child abuse aad neglect research findings.

5. Implewnt a s?2cial dissemination plan for the NCCAN training

curriculum.

4
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NORTH CAROLINA

TY 1777 (First year funded) ($86,987)

fUnds will be used to provide legal services for cbild.protective

services staff in county departments of social services. The four

attorreys employed by the project will provide consultation on

individual neglect/abuse cases,
teach basic legal aspects of child

protection to social work staff and help the staff develop professional,

cooperative relationships with local law enforcement agencies,

laiyers, and judgcs. Since the project would be short term, it is

anticipated that the attorney would help each department of social

services develop a plan within its community for obtaining adequate

legal consultation on a continuing ba&is,

\
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NORTH DAKOTA

11'1'75 (1st Year Funde) ($25,500)

Funds were used to hire staff coordinator to provide overall dir:!ction

to the State project. Project objectives included: a) public

awareness b) education of professionals c) evaluation of social
service staff-needs and training in areas of prevention, identification
and treatment, d) upgrading the central register and c) recruitment
of foster parents for crisis sittultion and training of social service
workers in crisis intervention techniques.

FY'76 ($28,243)

Funds were usPd to hire staff members to coordinate all state child
abuse and neglect activity. Funds were also used for the printing
of professional brochures and purchasing of consultant services for
educational workshops.

IA, ($24,901)

Funds were used to hire 2 workers 'o serve as full-ti!ne Child Protection
Coordinators in tvo State regions. In addition a specialist will be
employed to develop court referral format,.inelnding intake procedures,
and a working agreement between the courts and child protective
service agency.

FY'r. ;$28,243)

Funds will be used to continue, the support of a State supervisor
of cps services. ' This supervisor will develop state-uide policy
ind.procedures, provide technical assistance, work with 8 area
service centers to monitor child abuse and neglect activity, and
provide training and program evaluation.

In addition a Public Inforsation Specialist will be hired to,implement
a plan for use of NCCAN public awareness materials.

4 ; 0
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OHIO

FY 1977 (1st Year Funded) ($155,256)

Funds will be used to: (1) strengthen the central registry by adding

ndeded support staff (2) revise the Department of Public Welfate's

Standards and Guidelines on protective services (3) purchase training

and education materials for use- by professional organizations,

community grouPs and individuals (4) conducl training needs

assessment (5) develop a 24-hour "hot line" and (6) initiate

innovative approaches to the prevention of child abuse ahd neglect.

-
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te(IANOMA

FY'75 (1st Year Funded) ($41,000)

Fands were used to develop and distribute informational packets
designed for those persons and agencies designated es mandated
reporters and for A:hose persons In agencies that have daily
centact with children.

Funds were also used to enhance the validity of reports by
purchasing medical diagnoses and evaluation of children not eligible
for such services under existing programs.

FY'76 ($52,192)

Funds were used to develop an intradisciplinary Child Abuse and Neglect
Demonstration Committee within tne Childrens Memorial Hospital.
The committee staff will include members from the departments of
Pediatrics, Radiology, Family Medicine, Nursing Services and Social
Services. This team will formulate, develop, and apply institutional
policy regarding child abuse and neglect.

IA, ($39,318)

Funds are being used to improve and maintain the efficiency of the
hotline as a state-wide receptor of child abuse reports. Efforts to
promote efficiency will include the installation of a toll-free watts
line and the development of a standardized intake form for use by
all offices.

11122i($52,192)

Oklahoma will use its FY 1977 funds to support two major program .

initiatives. The first is a Crisis Service Center at the Oklahoma
Children's Memorial Hospital for families of children where child
abuse or neglect is suspected or where Children are believed to be
at risk. LmmRdiate Services will be available to deal with problems
of employment and training, housing, child care, income, and health.
The second initiative will focus on the establishment of Child
Protection Committees in Rural Areas which 111 have these objectives:
(1) obtain the input d a local multidiscipli.ary team in diagnosis
and (2) achieve a coordination of efforts in ,-evention and treatment.
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PUERTO RICO

FY176,(1st Year Fundell ($65,643)

Funds were used to hire staff to
establish a referral unit for child

abuse and neglect cases. The unit would make preliminary determinathms

nd evaluations in reported cases.

T,Q. ($51,819)

Funds awe used to hire additional staff for the vurpose of establishint;

a central register. Funds are also used to provide consultant fer2s apd

provide for preparation of public education materials.

7'O77 ($65,643)

Funds will be used to develop a "day care center" for the gamily.

Families will spend approximstely
eight hours a day la the center and

will be taught how to coin with household and parental responsibilities.

4

kit
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SMITH CAROLINA

FY'77 (1st Year Funded) ($56,974)

Funds will he Used to develop community programs to F....vent
child abuse and neglect: .

a) Fairfield Countyl develop a multi-purpose treatment center
for abused ald neglected children ane their'fardlies.
The objective is tt, r2medy the :wavy reliance on foster care
placement in this county.

b) Lexington County: develop a parentiag skills education
program.

c) Charleston County: develop a ptograa to extend availability
of emergency services to military fam"ies in crisis.
(24 hr. homemaker services, transportation services,

'

emergency grandparents.)

so
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SOUTH DAKOTA

rem (1st Year Funded) ($2,,748)

Funds were used to devel" s public auarenes3 proilram. The objectives

were media saturation, education of mandated reporting sources, and the

provision of training capsules for colleges, nursing schools, law

schools and the police academy.

IA, ($25,232)

Funds were used to expand: previous grant funded activities concerned

with public awareness of child abuse and neglect, central registry

reporting, and training. In addition, funds will be us-ed to develop

a demonstration Comprehensive Emergency Service project.

FV77 ($28i748)

Funds will be used to support two program initiatives in South Dakota.

Om would enable the Department
of Social Services to support a Ott

time position of a child abuse and neglect coordinator in the State.

;
This would enable the State to provide, for the first time, a designated

office to coordinate child abuse and neglect activities. In addition

it would provide: (a) a clearinghouse calendar for groups sponsoring

workshops, meetings, and forums; (b) a resource and distribution

'source; (c) technical assistance
and (d) liaison for interstate activities.

The second program component
would support a 24 hour comprehensive

emergency service parent aide project at the Rosebud Indian Reservation.

Hopefully the use of parent aide and coordination of activities

with child protection teams will help keep families intact and eliminate

Sam foster care placements,
4
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TENNESSEE

7Y'74, (First year funded) ($4,399)

Tennessee used its'funds to hire u State coordinator for the Department
of Public Welfare, The coordinator's Job is to consult with appropriate
persons to review, comment on, and approve all local and state level
grant requests for child abuse and neglect programs. In addition the
:oordinator integrates existing services, develops Parents Anoaymuus
and volunteer programs, and v.:corks with the regional coordinator to
maintain compliance with state plans.

FY'75 ($53,600)

Funds were used to develop training materials for state social service
workers and othcr officials.

FY176 ($70,581)

Funds were used to meet overtime payments for caretakers and homemakers
in order to facilitate implementation of a Comprehensive Emergency
Services System (including 24-hour emergency intake).

IS, ($50,635)

Funds were used to improve the effectiveness and expan the recently
implemented CES systew.

nal ($70,581)

The State grant to Tennessee will be used to provide help to tecnage
single mothers and expectant mothers in an effort to reduce child abuse
land neglect. A disproportionately high number of perpetrators of
child abuse and neglect come from this group of mothers.

The program proposes to provide services to approximately 100 teenage
single mothers or expectant mothers through ten parent education/
personal development groups composed of 10-12 members each. In
addition many of the girls and their families will receive individual
outreach services as needed.

4
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TEXAS

7Y'76 (1st Year Funded) ($176,716)

Funds were used Lo support nine staff positIons in order to provide

protective services intake,

T.O. ($114,982)

Funds were used to develop a demonstration model program. After a

family crisis and a child's removal to foster home, project staff will

monitor the case. The objective of such monitoring in to reduce the
time a child remains intemporary foster care and to provide permanent
alternatives for children when the return to their own homes is not

feasible.

F1'77 ($176,716)

Funds will Le used to develop quality controls for abused and neglected

children in need of residential care. The most essential elements

of the Program are:

1. Maintain an adequate resource file'and information system,at the
regional level,of facilities within the region and at the State

level for child placements.

2. Requirement of a placement agreement between the Dept. and all
non-DPW care facilities participating in the Departments' child

placing program.

3. Provision of periodic program reviews by the Department's Child

Protective Service Divisiou.

712e overall goal of the project is to assure that foster chAldren who

need institutional or group care because of special problems are
receiving the beet services available to their individual needs.

- 12

-; 7
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UTAH

FY'75 (1st Year Funded) ($31,200)

Funds were used to purchase the sc.-vices of the Department of
Pediatrics of the University of Utah Ho3pital. The objective of

these chnsultations will bi to proidde: (1) assistance in identifi-

cation and diagnosis of child abuse and neglect, (2) expert court

testimony, (3) recommehdations for case planning nod health

counseling to families and (4) interpretation of medical tests.

FY'76 ($37,224)

Funds were used to hire staff to develop a state office for child
abuse and neglect. A portion of funds were used to purchase the
sorvices of a pediatrician to aid the Department in identification,
diagnosis and treatment of injury.

($30,677)

Utah uSed its funds to develop a "Sharing Parents" Program which
will utilize parents, with successful parenting experience, in a
helping role with parents that have abused or neglected their children.

FY 1977 ($37,224)

Utah will continue the "Sharing Parent" program described bove.
In addition funds will also be used to develop and implement a
Family Support Center4which will provide child care, individual
and group counseling ind group therapy to families in crisis.
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VIRGINIA

4

FY'75 (1st Year Funded) (59,700)

bFunds were used for the establishment of a central register, public
awareness campaign, training of child protective services workers,
education of mandated reporters, estOlishment of,statewide policies
and prodecures, and providing techni,:al assistance to local programs.

FY'76 ($80,572)

Funds were used for the development of a hotline, (central office
telephone, supplies, office equipment, new position in CPS Bureau.)

T.Q. ($56,411)

Funds were used to hire staff to develop computerized central registly
and to develop quarterly newsletter which will serve a public awarcneas

function,

FY'77 ($80,572)

Funds will be used to develop five program areas:

1. Central Registry programmer's service will be purchased to

assist in the set-up and actual implementation of central

registry.

2. Educational information materials on child abuse and neglect will

be prepared and disseminated.

3. There will be entry level training and continuing education for
'protective service workers.

4. Supplies, printing and xeroxing will be provided for the hotline.

5. Travel expenses for state child abuse and neglect committee members.
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VIRGIN ISLANDS

FY 1977 (1st Year Funded) ($21,012)

Funds were used in the Virgin Islands to (1) develop policies
and procedures to implement the 1976 amended reporting law and
(2) establish a specialized unit in the Department to handle
child abuse and neglect cases on the islands.
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WASHINGTON

FY'16 1st Year Funded) ($62,319)

Fundeewere used to hiCm staff to design and implement an 'information
system (centlal register) capable of program monitoring,
planning and evaluation.

X.Q. ($45,663)

4Unds were used to hire a Social Service Program Specialist to
develop and expand 24 hr. comprehensive emergency service throughout
the state.

FY 1977 ($62,339)

The Washington program contains these three components:

(1) Updating the central registry to confirm with the amended
;eporting lawo

(11111Develop and rogintain Parents Anonymous chapters in Washington

State.

(3) 1nfttate a crisis nursery for parents who feel they may abuse

their child. The nursery will have a child enrichment program
for abused/neglected children ages 2-5 years who can benefit
from stimulating group activities not available in ordinary
day care.

0

S 1
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NEST VIRGINIA

yy 1977 (First year.funded) ($41,576)

Funds will be used to develop and implement, in Kanawha County, a
Comprchensive Ewergency Service Program for abused and neglected
children and their families based upon the Nashville model.

Through the CES in Kanawka County County the Department will provide:

(1) 24-hr. answering service

(2) Public Edur,tion

(1) Emergency family homes

(4) Access to a hospital based child abuse team for diagnosis
and treatment.

The determination of priorities of developing new services will be
dependent upon an initial inventory of all services foe children
and families in the County.
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Number and Percent of Child Abuse and Neglect Reports
Indicating Spouse Abuse

f Validated Reports f Reporting Spouse Abuse

Alaska 547 102 18.6 %

Arizona 2616 220 8.4 %

Colorado 1537 220 14.31

Delaware 275 40 14.51

Hawaii 426 52 12.21

Indiana 620* 134* 21.61

Louisiana 2088 259 12.41

Plaine 164 16
glilIMinnesota 614* 131* l

Mississippi 541 74 13.71

Montana 178 28 15.71

Nebraska 608 a9 16.31

Nevada 434 37 8.51

New Nampshirt 296 54 18.21

Mew Mexico 481 96 MO%
N Carolina 813 100 12.31

N Dakota 249t
41 16.51

Ohio 2925 441 15.11

S Carolina 1268 151 11.91

S Dakota 59 11 19.0%

Vermont 451 85 18.81

Virginia 1229 156 12.71

Wyoming 245 57 23.31

Guam 54 6 11.1%

Puerto Rico' 130 20 15.41

Total 18847 2630 14.0%

* Abuse,only reported

Source: 1976 Statistics of ihe National Study on
Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting

American Iluftwine Association, Denver, Colorado
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Family violence, or violence between-family members, is a subject

which has relatively Lcently interested reeearehers and government

agencies. The Rational Center on Child Abuse and doeglect is concerned:,

with a specifIcitind of family violence, child abust, and its connec-

tions with other types: The 63 itellis 11.ted in this annotated biblio-

graphy place child buse in the broader context of taeilly violenie and

explore some of the interrelationships hetween child abuse and other

forms of intrafamily violence.

Family violence can Occur butwe.en lor.band and wile, parent

and child, or between siblingL. It includes a bruad range of iottons,

from shoving,or slapping.at the mildest extretie to brutal buatlugs,

torture, or murder. Wife beat,ing and child beating tyre cousidcred a

father's prerogative ,in the not-too-distant paut, and some researiliers

point cut that traz:la f this al..). persl.c in both populot sentiment

and the 131,/ today. Corporal punishment, althriti;Ot considered by NO,W

to be a legitimate technique of parental control of children, is

nonetheless a form of family violenee.

Research on the prevalence of family vi.o.ence has been problem-

atic 'and often inconclusive. lhe difficulty of estimating.actnal

incidence frou: data derived from reported incidents hiapered

attempts to discover thy extent of family violence. The data thit

available, however, !uiglIolt that violence between family membets

not a rare occurrence. Studies on intraiamily murder (on which th,

data are rel table, due to the nature of the Violent Inciden( ) :.now

kit I t. lt; not atypical for thii.e inurdors to comprise J percent er

8
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1
more of all homicides in specific locales. The data on nonlethal

intrafaelly violence are less reliable because the extent of under-

46orting of such incidt.nts to police nr other authoritiv.:, while

thought to be large, is not known. In one study of applirants for

divorce. 23 porceut of middle class-couples and 40 percent of working-

couplw. ntudied gave "physical abuse" a:. a major complaint .2

Another study, which used an In-depth interview ttchnique. fhowed that

54 pert:cot of the couples :Audied had tiNed 'phy...ical force on each

other at 40,0' time.
3 The int idence of child alocte hag recent ly

heco .1. the suble,t of a nor bet of stedies. includ in.', a major. one

f nnded 5y tht.. rAt ional Cc ot er on Ch I I ci Ah use and Noglz.ct . re; t i mat es

from cut pleted studies have ranged from 200,000 to over 3,140,1.'00 per

year in the U.S.4

Thec, car.sider-bl: h:-dy ev!desce, tl

clinical, that child ablicav cid spow:e abuse are often int ircitel y

1. Straus, ft. A.; Gellea, E. .1.; ::1,i0f ,vt 7.. S. C. ifflyfi,/0 fit t jio
i 11: .ront of. 1.0 ../1011:o eif.1 ry:0.ti .11 0,0!. P.1.

sew c.1 at 0:0 11100 ut Li,, itrwri. 10,1 f or tho 1100".ilit
of s tem.(' rebreary '2 3, 0/6, `,1 pp.

2. I c.,'Inr,01 C. ";Lcoore,. 01 rarit .1 c', ;0.11,1,1 c Ion Aroo,',
i c t ." i 0 1 I I 1110j......ylif Ic 30: 81) 4 ;. ci to.O.

1%1,

1. Gel I It. 'I ht. ..1 of cicvc;I l'.11 .c; '011

.!11.1 l'f. . h'y 1:1, I Ia, lif I SA1', I fiff
I

4. / 111,1, ""11. cii, ,I chi I : I . A rol t v0 .1 tin. it:,.10,.,14."
1. 1,,,: A. ,11,1 (Ii II. ; .1. II. "I'111,1

qt I it ccl c, ;:11,1 plr,'i( 11 c Ii 11,1 dccc , //1 t Ito

Ch I 1,1 1 .111I)



related. In one tudy ot battered WiVC4, 29 percent had been exposed

an children to family violence; SI percent ol llo huhbands in the

same series had ;1 sifillar hackgroond.5 A number of'renoarchers

have noted a generational cycle of child abuse and negt,ut, whereby

children whn hive eeu alnoa.4 grow lilt to abuse their otal (hildren.

In families where violene between lotAand nod wile IA ta,o,ol, the

children ate often in chin,;er. inii, may ne where

violence in associated with heavy drinMing or al.oholi.,r. child it

may alho be A causal factor in wile heating: a woman in,. .!q abusive

lomi, background may flee into a marlia.y. with a votentially-vtalent

hwnband; turnover. once tht.re. she m.y ,,Crvpi violence A% h.,. Jut in

lit., .

ft is 'not clear what ehanges Lill he nee* nary to.btlog about

a broad reduction in.the level of intratamily violence. Mille the

achievement of sexual equality may bring about changes in society

and in family structure and dynamic, which redney the inciden-e

of family violenco in the long run, In the short run it may actnally

increane it by intensifye. husband-wife conflicts, On anoilier

(

level. increased nepor lug of cipiiiihnse.and a willingness on the

0
part pf battered women to identify thei.:selves an such may bring more

%
dIP

5. Cayford. J. J. "Battered wiven. A. Research on hatieied

wives." Roy& Society of Health Journal 95M:2BH-2149.

se



Kr,

or;

vlolent families into treatment. lhe recent treud toyed the establish-

ment ofshelters or refuges for wives and children

is an encouraging sign; for many women, escado would nut he'possible

without them.

The following citations, ah!aracts, nird'research project descrip-

tions were tnkon from the data ba,:es of the following urrini.,!Ation!,:

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect ( ldl); Americia Psycholo-

gical Association (PSYCHAK1); Educational Px.;e,urces Inform.Aion Ceoler

i

(ERIC); Law ihforcement Assistance AAency ii.L.A); National Clearine.hou:e%,

far I:ental Health Information (NCIIIII); anti Sodiological iThstracts,

Inc. Abstracts from a bibliography produced by the Center for Adean,vd

Studies in Human Services, University of Wisconsin, were also ued.

.bupitcate abstracts of items include3 in ore than one source have

been eliminated. This material is presented iu the hope that It

will contribute to an broader understanding lof child abuse and family

violence and will stimulate further resed'rch.
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CD 000S1
City c f New Yolk, N Y. (.43 loge Center.

het Pr.entiort of Falidy Violence: Dilemmas of Corn .
mond., lot rentines.
RAJ, . /41.ker, J.
fournol of Marrtete and Orr roma, 33(4) /7.6132, 1974

Effous ti pivent al vio?ence (which account%
for bet,. ten 13 and 50 reteent of aU hos ii 44- ) have been
thwarted '.1) ;he Ale 110 PA ell 1111nell,..171

Lower farriLes, .for whom oitiaf
presents U..: greatest rao will gtmerilly not .46 c ut a
social iy tor Ion-, v.r.n tie Itone nt of Oleo ddlic....Ities.
they t-iii ii..!ead to oi; . : 3 %.u!ent til i. I .iii iirt aod

(.411 the The bruted I:b.:tt 112.1

consideL.' ns And Li..k uI : ...ant mon., rent-
ally ;.."1,1 .JI I 1.:I.1.1. 1' ! J.

aired an loo odo..1 meld/ 6ton:se they
so,pe.1 7.traf tr. iii . and

they ! Iii . Jived t r. I.11 family .2.4 ites without
tllt,''l It 2 ie Mit is ;hat r ri, how.: an:

horn..11:;, it, not srever.t -!. end t11.131

Intir.ee It LI!e$11)..'.; 1 A proari
01 t, _,1 I. v..
opeci.I ili foni J IS1tY pss 11 c:ntet ii
mid 4iii fi... d.,1 .0 1.111e,l, 22 month
peti,d. In 1,1 'S 1 faythes

(lInterI I. 4'12 111,C:nert1vnis chitio; )15.e lame
petP. ". : d 1:

vorre I tit. r; L.1 '1 "Ilted .1cpite
the : d in,ury rl. 're,1.11 urit
tor..r .1 . ne und
o1.11..-1 I .

estta : 1 -0. u ii 1..r 'en the
ri..n ht. r igen, .1 IN :011,1 w.1 aid 1
dant.' It (ALA, i.nts Ilj iF ,..1,11.1c11 the

t.,!1_1,1 J ord,i Intl h.:
ch..1.! 6..1 I. ri.,;.1-:1 t..i for itet the hu..`.
Ttr' h ..7.1 )uh.etia: .1 a Cult sutr:Lted
being I,,set IS 1.:.,titi.es

s

CD 00160
%limonite, Hospital, London (England). Dept. of Psychia-
try.
Wife nattering. A Preliminary Survey of 100 Coes.
Cayford, J. 1.
intith Animal 1(.!95 0.194-107, 3:neary 25,
197$.

A sursey of 100 battered citeS 1.4 rter.:rited Al: subjects
Pisa bruoin t. and in 44 this s.a: istooat el with laceritomt,
30 suffered ft scored trues, Vr-,'.ence it prol..inent in the
histories et both partners of ehe rr.arrint, and thuntseneui
and previous' inirri,ont,ent were arni.....n Among the
husbands 1 he eau:At:rot bz.:k-,,round of th: wit
awed and silLhuled 27 with rttnimar ot
education, 32 ..ith some li.:,1 rf ct nth.: it:. 1:1,1 -11

went on to foithev ethr iti:n aft r ctr frost
cases the vi.il.tnci was metal :dly rah.. tcd. t;
worten chai,,td th it the 1111:4:eld hid I tItil
to the 0%M:tit, and 37 inottilts adni-tted Out t' y
diacharing frihtration on Oro offsprin, 11.w . a nrcd
for place of sanutuery where A Wuiuiitt I ,r1 fail3 1.,r

children when vi ..,!ts out of control. 9 rf:iest...!1.

J

AN 1

C0.00353
Rhode Itlind Univ., Kur,ston. Dept of Soeioloyy.
Toward An Intevated 1 Ivory of Intrafamily Violence.
Gelks, K I , Straus, !.1. A.
Ithe.dt. I 1.rol Low Dept. of S 23 PP .
Septeintet 24,1974.

Thuteen theuties of intcrner.onal viol-nce III rtvieurd,
And the propU' it it ad/ int ci that violen.r. bet vet :3

1fItrIL.CIS ,1 i SI:C.:III ,:mr 01 .1.,!,:nCe %N.% te,; 'us It% os.n
theuretr..:1 e -,,tanation do to the estInt A . trafannly

and the specsal and .1.tique t!.
famdy at I 100.11 gtoup '..1.111.t..tutien A t.ie.oy of (arn:y
viidsree has hejun to be dce!..re.1 by int-,tratint th:o;:es
of int.!i; you:en:. s..ith empirical !.:13,...e,!- at .st:t
the faro A matrix of theones of 51.:':e.,e :rid the ma,. :
concept: mecl on these the lo rues,: ted, and Nur Lt.. I
VIP u.I fi'velopu-i an inte,-tattd tt e_ty cf
eiolens.e it e tplmied. 65 rtfe Fences.

l!1..01.1:13;,171.1%-.0, ,Nes. Xt.II, ti Y Dept uf S., i ,!...1.
For...! 21.IN'oclet:ce iA,the I- Andy,
Geode, A' J. '
Jout,of ,./ Mani:, anal the Family 32t 1) 6'24.53'5,i:et:M.
azy 1971. / '

. f6ice --...,1.d 11.1 tht (If f 'la, dcsr.t.: t!...it central
disrepi.t in , ..'ty, IJI 411 0.1 :let 1 PI. I.. 1..!(1.,,liong,it
of an s,,,,at ,,,,,o, , hiii...-; II., fir.,:i 1.,reci tIllint
(*WM:Jr ,:s, the ll ily o i.0 .. i. c,! 6) rat:cos vf s.ustont
ano Won, -n mioi .zted 6) a :ins: car h.: teeharr,,
between f ....ls we. it.ms Un.:i a fa.nit, m-rni.er rejecte
these pytttr,. the titre tt of fo:ct eithet h) ..r..-thet family
meml t.1 or a.1 001.4kIe J:..t.Cy 11 ever ple".It.t ard under
stood 1-..1t.t .11.7 111.0...li 11,7,22,-Ient II p .s.l.on in the
socistityty.n of .hi,J:en. he, !..111. to t -,,.....111/t t1'.it for,e
O a gunk, elfedi..! :le ii: of contt I, sh::.:1, how cset,

. tenth to ctuouce yentia Jil silty. In one loom Of othco,
Nice has I eels irdisptwil,:. to i.h11.1 renier. fin t!.e other
hand, hots., r...r.i,hrn...nt n el Ile ,,ttn ,,,rt ,j: i ty 1,-,,,.,
class (ann.., t i and! others who la,.1. soml ii". ,ut.es .p.d
cortelat'.$ ...,th a 'ntillibel of toms, mans ef them vo!..
yuble. As I ..,:, ,,e ,, c:nse'ot 1.ii es,h /1.;,e rc,..ills 21,11^
the family rs, natty, and othcr res.Ii2;:!.s. n..tli.is :it Ailey,
prestige, sr.' : ,eienist to uchts ,ns it-iheline-s, J 1..ef.et Ill
sensc of lia.:-.e. A can be io ont 1,:.1 How r.er, *two a
family inert 4,1, wino.. , the ...Ail:, t th it :Isurs may
well lezd to siden.e. Suit a o..ilitiit eAnr. t 1: real!)
Ittrimal. I. s.1.4 1he cost of I e.ilf,, :it; p loll ...: oithin 2n
intimate alit, 1,1:ip is greAt ,11 ;, ,$ r., ci, ,r, :host
the telaiiun:' ,..,..sult (i1,..irtIT 1 ,. 1..1 1 .11c..1.,,,m1,J.1
1103 01 1 U1'..1.11.te S.11.11...et 01 jj.ltitt..111,1 it.: 11 ,t feadil)
availitile in 11.3 family relit: it.i,p 1 urt1.:i 1.11:. thc
lett1.,1111 of si s,,I..r. J1 opt., 5,1 tO its lofts 111.'11 is rna ....:11
soilali..eol 1.414 :hose t:pue,...,Is a sub,:t of these dy-
namos /.. . s taphlills are N ple sbo oele trealch
littsfA) 41 sii: .....ii and (.1-Ir III. 'III. I %I, CI .1,I inuidinate
anivont of .,,, viol uhtd..ii,e Novi 1:.3a 01.11 Oii!dt.11
Vitim this is .. t ftIIII.N.1311,,. II I i11,1r Itl: re, 111,4 e .t
fur call!, J 1-.!:01.1tung ul I. ,1,.'. tin... the Coi.11,1. 1 cnt.i .
ally, the u .2 ..I lot. e, iiitsit.s!...t. t, itt.,., .1i it i), tcsinir:t
the only an/ .c/, I I, fer, lenSeS
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CD 00437
UffculInc Clinic, Moseley (Tnelnd)
Violence: A Chiosal Viewpoutt.
Flame;lor, J. A
/NW, .stedoc.1 .lown.al 1 228-211, b num, 22,1972.

A resihe bneflz craters various pst cholopeil, ms, chtssly.
Patric, persontl.ty. ard tiolnnist th-or,es on the r..rui: of
nitkot bchasior and n:urciphy..olu". oat. group, ind in 'fa.
nye (Woes intots..1 in the ....In of vinl:nc: A
di:cost:in cf rioten.s towatd st lien ,nd babvs Inc:ales
tux( desoryoon. of thc OW. 1,..ely to b: batt:icd
(premature, it Lie or en' sl .i, and unr-sson,,oe
ch.11ren, 5 ye r, ,.1.1 r le cJ 2fl 1 of the p ;mot% ht.ely to

attar (fathers s-,.'t Ci.171.! .,3 of:. And
01', u..retol.ed der- m.

d!ri.; needs. a ti. t:rd rist 1 gal mall, or a
h. tors be: ea: t t'erslela 1 I I 'cf.:Tanta.

CD 0:637
Int of '.lant i Rcs, Mti

It 14,30c, % i.ssu. rd It..
II

Amen.,:n !comet ../Oer:iopsa c",azif 4(11 10 I:F.
1975

de:it .r. l, ,n hop : Ii ra. a-et& and :1 .
th:1 a c tl ol...tt tate

f3'.1011 It r
Ir 1,11r. fl the sa:-,11 eur

n,thiri the .1... .. lInt y t! e et Juno; 'late:
Viul:n.: at horn: t.hc.. 's esp:,13.

tms .1( rne ' I:: eithhr the

or b) 2thic stc,11 1,, 'I .1 ..1 irs VIA ..1

etress'r sr-t - hr -II'. 311 '1.'^ . '111. JIC tO ii

Irdo mail A sr- , de, tu 6itet
::1^,:r.et

CD 00642
of

Mad. c7I, C.
714-722, bon- S 1974

Many aspects of .h.1.1 ahust and itt twtrient are tose::-,
m thu wida taco 1:t ,1:, the familiar cl
lentil:1 of the al, ard the t ..1 371%33.11 to the

duorder Parents mai s has teen sua.essful in dea;.11;
wch many and there now 110 sh ;:ers
thro gleoat the o Chd.1::n's \a-. I ternon;

lion in Santa 13 .1. !. hera ef fectoe
Many n,lit!ts Kai Jut tt : 1 :1, en:: of
ahu..: on 'he :111 or the adult persuiLl ty

CD.00767
Dellwjle Vnir.,74e.ark.
Violrii:e in the Family.
Strain ett , S. M A.
NI* 'foil.. Dodd, hi. id and Co 327 pp., 1974.

A (erection of JO papers esplar-s :still aspects of
limit al viclen:c .1n otersiew of 0, NI.0%ct.t Is f.J11,),....1 by
sections on it tetsseen sr it.,:s and kin, ti ,ht
parrots (child Ahl" 1, nJ the intl i.n.e ot I
on social it viol:rise I 1,11 sechan rs the natnic and
ttenl ol the ti theoces aststs,
and po..,:tk m:th, Js of s mtrol Ait,s'..i sonim.se Soul
tn..% arsh t, ;:oetss, and pets:rail
spe, ala hon.

CD 009118
Delvdme ltn.. , Nr:tiark.
Violent Parent. Part Three,
Steinmetz. S. K., St. Sus. `,1 A,
In Stemmetr. S Stiaus, kt. A. (Editors).
the Femtly, N.r.. York, Dodd, Mead, and Co., p. 141.147,
1974.

The notion that child abuse has its roots in rornial
ordutary puniahment it ado laid, The ent,re
Itutury of the Arderisan prop!: I. cen charactericd by a
propcnsrly to 0.: t,utance to 1,711 nitional.111.!. :rem il
coal: In the 1. t.red of redo. I.; th level of t'ol:nc:,
shoo: dee:! both inforr. ! lars1 :Lon; C
phtsi.:1 pun i-nant and rep: ut of ph-, :cif f.rrs.
us sh..'d rcaor nun".t.o..:111,
pure3r.1 111:6,71.e A bey,mocto'.1. : teen r. j,e s, the
enl.tment of 3 i..ratart, and , ;totem, , 1,

of the pa.t -dal 7: ! if
!rot ty of r is t eto-red ti llt: :
Vito!: 1114 13 s' i :0 cre:t in. -Illoeiss on .;
pittsrns, st 1. ."eff:,:lyt If It far i',:aI r. i th:
popolation 14 vferenees.

CD ,a3967
Intra (minty Vrt.,rst I Genrril Iisttidi.tinrs Su-t :ls ti
ant: S.,:i315)3:i13.irl the Study el Intal family ',Lot r.:e.
Ste:nmetz: 5.K.. Straus, M. A.
In S!:uirrer, . Straus.' M. A lb Mors). 1'. ::
the FeArtily. !:esr Yotk, Dodd, Mi ,1 ,nid Co I;
1974.

Curire.m not:ora about voi'anee Li Ow bind/ ter
'losiety

lleal a farnly :ttln ad h.) 1st: tt
sun :ts ass:::11: that mill par: .;t-it e ad u.
in the family, and that the family is 3 irinopil SiaN. c!
onmanal vc.,':rcr. To undciti-and the phen-o-.1r..1 el

s,oleit.t. it it nezeitury to ries, ccrti:o Ins t'. The
rust is the ecr C.O. 4:eve of 4th-tb. *hitch 'ff't .1: c3n111.1
is a tIe I the norm gid hence an al,dorr,31.-.y.
confLa must t: seen as art int: Tal pirt of V
process Myths of ouuttun m:_;t :I .3 t.: Josirde
drpite their Alrisel of truth, most otetsimildisat.,,s
14h.le it is I:at, for example, that mated eti,!'n..4 may
indeed show that e:rater violence' e.,15 in 1.3..er el..s
famth.s than cold!: class farrashes it r..ist nut h' a.

11.0.3 Te;':Cacnt a CO!'kge 0: 11,,,::71c ii he
cont. tsith 3 mild': class rem's!, n
one nio,t toot, to fa.t,!rs ...oil A. the s

Lill. 01 altern.de re:oil:cm and to of Its t;: ,t.
Sirnutirti . in the family rciy nell be h i'hed
farm!) 's wee at the num arena f..: still cont.st
Octet:, the rr'oti,,, bein:en sex ar;L: ni.,) he

Influened by such d.i fasturs it brolc,1:11
eenetil sd.irtal attdou 's 1...th sex ind s,
and anratneo,nt anti. Irrior the .1.1,1.i:ions sa,,

Th: Ciii teLahl: cf the .it Os is the s
Iticort . t.hich states rh it !lie es, I' n of appt.It ,1 t. t...
of rielense present: the uccutrrn... of 1...3re It .1. ir
Tlo: the ,ry d: .1 de t CVO "1. ern{ a id 1:.
tells 1 the contrary ri,:.nse 'mitt t.' n

amine (tom a tor ii lato,n of mteristine indis
faidihal, and ds.etal striald:s, and ',resit-11310e ,:111.1

stans-i, ledin; the natute ,5 thf fanoly re!. t
.sh,p cs:nofi.: ten o.h mod e cu71.!, ted tu . thc
crises rid :,tisa.tutth; , vt lattalid se 44 5, !eters, s
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CD.00171
Cultural snd Social Inonoational Influences on Violence
Between Family %intros
Straus. al, A.
Mental 115ciene Institute Confoenc on Ss 4, M3/flatt and
the Ferrol). Montreal. 23 pp ;November .40.1972

Violence. defined 31 the use of ptysical hnse,
wrie.pleAd Amenson families as to be nearly
ems mai In fast, if is likely that 3 enalollt) cul all siolense

°muerte; within Ariensan ocsuts between fAnidi
Inemb:is Thus, foruhal sic:ileum must be sousiderd as a
result of sultural norm And ,,luvs and tosial mow a lion
as welt at more frequently consideted
Ounces Ftespate the fact thot pelsefulnes, .11d hoe
ue held as cultural vad m(1st Amettsans consider
uolense ti an atonable and even desirable f as! of sosem)
Wu, vio:ns., in lass enfomentent. violence in criteria:l-
oud, and siolenur 3, 3 sten of ma:limos seem rcnerally to
be apprused. Within a family. cultural and otrantaitonal
influenoes may oinibuie to enhance the lasel uf siotense
For example. It .1 cultural nc.ini that 3 husband "hould be
the katier of a tQs,slhold esonunst. fast.; dernse
bon of this role he is under col:a:sot pres,are to It h55
status ut oth..i 55.01 old Jai; 5 y sialeme 1 he nu, :be: of
elcIdien writ, n j fanuly rin....les an esatop5s of aiuijt

amanita:n..1 (arubc; teod II esPubit nude ssolens
than small far, I s putts:14A) wathin the burr class,s
This mly be doa to the .:-..nerally hi;ner 5.sel of stress
generated witcri a Ivo faeoli and the diffics :ly

app4,nt .cans of pum.lne.nt beside, phyi.s:1 fALe
under sit sh cot,: mans. Tint, sulf oal :Id soc 1 oil. Itora-
bona{ factors ni.15 play a des.sise fah LI deteintinual the
toodenie of faralhal viulenst. :4 relcuernes

CD.01153
Rhode Wand Univ., Kingston. Dept. of S'ocioloey.
Violence and ?tenancy: A Nom on the Extent of the
Problem and Needed Sertit!S.
Cart, R. J.
famiy Coordinator 51-56, January 1975.

TIN. phenomenon of violence toward prelnant wives is
cemmon nou;sh to be considered an important issue.
Membent of SO families were Interviewed by usin; an
Unstructured Informal premed Al. In 55 reternt of 5' ;

families St lesst one incident of coniusil siolence w.:s
dimmed. In 10 of them 44 larrahes. respondents discuss: d
incidents of violence occurrin; seivla the wife wss preenont.
Five mapar faatens are proposed which cents:bine to
prevent wises being. assaulted by their htp:caeds ( I)
sexual frustratiOn, (2) family transition, %Vol, and stran,
(3) biochemical change tn the wife. (4) prenatal child
abum: and (5) 'defenselessness of the wife. 1 h: reneratise
sources of violence toward a prvanant metre fray he
Sundae to the sources of corno tat snslience and 0141 abuit .
Family eaunsehrc and educational sereices aft unportant
methods for presentine such conolval roalence In terms of
providinc family sorosea and fen deselortn:: )ohcet of
intervention a farnlies %WIC rice o:iurs, It is itnpur
tant to rt.aile th It the erus and transitiors of rafenthood
beein dunna the riecnue:y and not on:y after thc child is
torn. 19 telciences.

CD4:11134
Rhode Isla,: .1 Um, . Kinpaton. Dept. of Sort:dory.
The Violent Home. A Study of rh),:c,4 Acoesiton
Between Husbands and Wises.
Genes, R J.
Sao Libiara of Social Re5earch, Volume 13. Ileveily Dills,
Calif , Sacs: Publications, Inc., 230 pp 1972.

A di:eta:sr n rusers the sost..1 niantor, u; plus .is al troes-
uon bets. ec I husbands a1111 is r.ss. the I. is If II:ase events
in ttnie and ,psce the ssay the faloily s. :nen av a Pairult,..
rlour.d foe sielunt belt .I, I., Ind the tr: 5:flirt um r.f
aridly:dual Nn.c,.1,, state.lu. ute cited is L.'. II tielii(11..t1 At.
the extent of nitmfamily se-. o -... In :5 5., .;.., v.:scot .I.
all honric:1:s, both Orb s..:01 and tbe of5..i. f : wsre
metaters of the arue (anti., I c;....:1,1asss s.,..5.t.ate ;t1
to 25 reicatt of all 4%510545. d .1". .16t (.116... ..! t...-. Il Litt' i
as another far51iteninc c.ot ..0...... ..! i.o. : , IC/ .a.lsn,...,
With an eston ate d 60,000 ...)...u .," rr : ", :1 she " N.
TM. causes, 1)-nleri5e, and 1531.. ut pt.> S.:3I 1. ..'....:C II .ed
by spousos on s ea other s ei. ue5,tit.in .1 th: ...II oti s-
nows with Po !-,eat:. I b ....7.1.1..se dela :-.... :...n, ff...
nature and 11...:ent St viudnire 1 c tam far ., o. -ii! ar al.
presented, sod an . .5.1d ty r..; ,. i ,,f 5t..,51; ., .. 2, ,-1,.,1 .,.;

wound 3 di o:.0:;. of phs...tel si "...sse. t :lin distriaNt.d.
expresusea (2) le lamate.."., ots;.1.itc. ard (v) v...11 ...

precipitate...nut, ie :.enpsscr d des:. 1 he s. ::d _Nation us
examined 1,-, lesusinc on 5:; rota' ritterrs, .tat pd
kilts, and pr : or :1?sent a of :ber p,,,,.,... 1...) -..,01,,,)

family's los . il in the social 5tractuse and tbe ,5; .ture a
the violent fa; .:5. am anal.) :sod Finally, a ubtr:1 tht use'd-
cal model of intrafamily viclence is presented. 143 refe.-
corm

CD-01156
Londonliniv. n ;land). Inst. vf Pay:lawn,.
Violence in lIst Family.
Gibber's, T
Aledico.Le;:l Journal 43(Port 3)16.5S, 19-'5.

The problem of violence in the fanadv is examined.
Violence in th: Noddy unit is .1 cumple s ;tullein
overlap between many factors. It is diffisul: I, .5..ti'nts.tah
between causal factors itt tho e cases sellgVI trivet ta
reach the cowls and thoae wls;5h are nut The chisacdos-
tics of alondse parrnts and then elli:dicut arc cs,..loted at

Tho rarcuts, fa!:-,tv, hi es;in
enced atu+e in thou bwn chedhauis Tbe .10! len rd
younatel than otners admittod as esno;-o.,...s, bad ldver
bulb weg..,!its, and marked1/ chj!.1. 'nd r.e.;tal
desebrpment son-rued with other sliddi in. 1 Os Pvtd-rod
children we:: le5s wAeful at itit. I.ss Itself and more
fatiz,ued to the day; them moth.-rs co na:.ne.1 excess.sc
ctincx): and whdoda In lathers, al, ohol puts
roatus ;art in ssife beatine. but :AIN in baby hanerin . lii
women w hu Lit t'.eir hush un.c, diuns plav ira;:snt ant
part, partirubids the paradot.: II effects of an5,..ls pre .,ants

and tranquilmels. Fsirloatnie hyrntlieses 're thd
ortmns of family vtuiense ill 1.011,1!C I d. anal the fuIe of
the social class a abo cwt.:ed. Th.. emblem of
anal treatment IS al.0 examined, sums:viol the r d; s of the
courts, police, d.etors. and he:1th osituts. A two( discus-
sion by moot cra of the Nk'd,,Q.L col ty rezarding
particular aspids of family violence tat appentled,
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The uYo Syndrome. A Matter for Intettlo4Itusey
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St 1 G.
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Ns11 11.114.41ale Cisu Durhzns. Dept. of Socioltny.

Durham, NH 03,1..1
('hyme al Vicylein !. in American Fansiliss
S11.111%, A.,1:elles, R. I., Slesnr.e.le, S. K. . .

Jul 7!..-Srp 78
National Inst. 'of Mentol Health (1)111:1C), Reeksille. hld
r.r..eatelt P9rpo..e T,z (I) ;43..e the :tidy uf

11111n the et1ntelt of all sr.5:s df physical nicknse......11iin
the fannly: (2) le' the tubjecose meansfit of, as4s of
Vinlenet to Olt. ...s alsetl. and (3) test eertLin theories
about the ettolof,' of sorra faintly "R.I.:Wee.
Reserich Nlethodoloe., , All form; uf oulenee within 41-e
larnsts are betiq lu %ed. Data 3:C beinli pith:IA on the
falluency and moll:Ay of viol-n.-e. A n 11011.11 sanipk of
approximately 2,th0 families has been irtersiessed.
Comparoons situ be drawn bets., .0 families slush use a
helvle5c1 of siole5:5:e and.th.roe h do nut, pirth.ulidy
as it affccIt 5154.11 n in the:4 (auntie*
Research Result. I h,; study is still in pre% ninirlsla:C5,
Publiestrons' (I) G.A.'s, R.J. '"Iihe Violent IOW A StuJy
of Plissisal Arr: ion Iletucen IIi,uhan,Ind wte.
Ileserly flits, Calif
(7) Stemtnet,, .9. K.. Stt. us, Ps1 A. (1 sht ors) "Vioklice In
the l'ennly," ltew Yur1.,711.11per and Row, 1974.
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/ti violence ikthe Paeily.
/au borland, M.
/so Ktlantic Highlands, N.J., Humanities ?ress, Inc.,
/pa 140 Tp.,
/da
/ab in a multidisciplinary exanination of child abuse and other forms of
intratehily violence, a psychiatrist discasses the kinds-of people who are
likely ,to vent their frustrations on children and their underlying motives:
a sociologist examines societal attitudes toward violerce; a
pediatrician points out the'clinical signs and symptos ot physical
buse in children; a treatment teas.leader explains the role ot his

- voluntary aeency in abuse caner; a lawyer presentn the legal position of
battered children; a chief of police explains th police point bf view;
and d nocial wohter expands upon the elmtacl_!:: :dein./ more productive
interaeency r 'operation. Numermi referenccs.

interdincAplinary approach; violence; etioloqy; multidi!lciplinary
tea; childfens righn;; interagency cooperation; police tole;

diagnoses; social attitude5



CD-147.!.

/ad Leicoster Univ. (England). Dept. of Psychiatry.
/ti Physice Violence'in the Family: An Overview.
Ato Brandon, S.
/tic) Dorland, n. (Editor). Violencc. in th Family. Atlantic
Eighlands, N.J., Eumenitie:: Pre55,
/cla op. 1-25,
/de 1976.
/al, Violence within the family I:: relatively f:e?mon occurrence, and'

a Lignifjc4nt cooponont ot intrafatilial violence.
t:!trenfl violence and death tore often involve the ta1her or nate custodianf
of the clvld than tho rothor, although any.assault, even a isinor
one, o a child may Mt+fat,-,1. !lothers who intentionally kill their
children are oftoe(deprèved and ccenzit,suicide aft, r killing thcir
children as tjpe u exIT,mh,d suicide. Thet.o sitnatoon
represcnt only.the cltroncs and many went:. who abuse Ovir children
are oor:al pooplo who die to co0_.. 0%Q of the rost cot.son
Aypea tit abmAve parento vven is the yoanq voNan wno vas deprived
ol love and parental approval as a chill, or perhaps atl naltreated
for:.elf. Such pat-tuts have 4 cravinq tn alffocLien and yet litile
,,pirity for lovv. The vothers often hive unre..]1;.ti.- expeciattonn

:or t,,c cLald .ni (:Annot cope vith Mortco)iLT:. type of
aIII;!ii 'i pir&nt tiul t.:Itmation!.; are de:::rrilied, a:: are other typo.;
bt I i ii ii I irience. 40 reterencer.

vibler.Ge; c.hw.ive parentAi; rylattott::: ptecipitatinq-factorn;
1..11.1c00e; materral twhavtor
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/11 incons UI Univ., Ma'S

a 1 cIart:-. ant] Cnt put. 11 Puni.t:tonont in Chi 1 0.1 ti itcj: A !".nir;:',,.!;.,,lttit.
/i.t

a
/ ;t A:ter icart D'ocioloqica 1 Rnyiew
/pa 19 (1)
Pia Feb:44r y 14.711.
/15 Int rr pri.tat inrri" nurtor WI:. St (Id on cot l'ol 11 puni...tront socia 1 c la
rt. for:-, 1 Lilco 1.. j2 11,1.0,0 ri1ii:itr. ! !tttort; w..i, ' %oak in

of COL poll 1 rill ' tIPtict* intik it thi. I 10., , 1.;
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:it 1.0i111 y't ;1 p 1,nt

tho nit oi ho :11, it ti id:11 ,:,
t :.1.;1, 1 it i on h 1 I 1 t t tut. Violoncm,
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/ad !:ev Hanpnhire Univ., Dprham.
/ti Toward a General Strenn 'Alcor? of Intra-Panily Violence.
/au rarrington,

Conncil on Far...ily Potations 7.nnoal Ueet;t4, SaltLake City, Utah,
/:).1 49 !P-.
/,!.1 !."qust. 1, 1w75.

::trrn frarovr,tA colo;intn of (1? l'te ntrena
!Ittn)1

6:-..,:u1!; 0) .r.u.1t..etivo do,:ana;
(,) C,) choice of rotTonrc;
(1.; 1.t.r9n Theyo vatidblo!, can bt applied to
i!.tre-fe7ilv incluuinq instancu of chill abuse.

qr,:.;tor Co, nu.:,wr :tr,!;
(.:.cot4rt-cl 1.y 1.. :C14: oF Ilt*ly, thu

Ildividedl_ or fanily ..oilt.hi:o to
Yu.rthcrrore, the t;reitur the doodnds facing an

iLlividual or fanny, the or.loter lho 11XAihood that sone
.12:41x1::c.L.A.r.i1-1- to Ili.- r!,4.lo attowp at -.!..cly. Vwn

dr, tto.11%e'ihnod o: utr.
it it caltu;ally or roe;olly r.:netioned

uill increaL,. 1!: othor reldtod
tit.non!;trate thdt child abuse can be tho result of 61f7oront
ntrern porc.-ption:I. It can FP+ 4n os:.crtivo
at the 1--.111:.0 el: ;2 curtain p,..1"':, r-in .1 r I'ol torI . '"!.4)Lb tio:.
v14.,1,neo. 1:1croar.es ar oT., aoyn 1.1rioot:oaomic
r.$ Itle;. 40 ruf,tonc-L.

/"; ,:t="nr viol"h"; r.irer.fo reactionn: frm.fration:
!.tatu.,; cultural valuen; 1!:

f,rily



/ad Western Michigan Univ., Kalamazoo: School of Social Work.
'/ti Recent Pindings Related to Vila Abuse.
/au klynn, g. P.
/31. Social Carevork

59(1):13-20,
Pa January 1977.
/ab A 2-nonth research project,on spouse assault conducted 4n
Yalamazoo, Michigan, in 1975 is summarized. The data collected
dndicate that tho primary problem is vife ahuse. The fey previous
studies covering wife abuse are outline% The available lit:raturo
on Fhild abimp, alcoholism, narriage APi vielenue, 1iwitcide,
crilinal asrault, 1IN control lt; Fifty-four profer:sional
pert.ans ftom co.I.L.unity agencies vote intervievpd; 14 Cd;VN
of spaase abure vvre idgntitiod. An additional 14 virtii,s vete
interviiewed face-to-face for a total of 31 victin.:. cjIlection
instrueivits included (1) d form on vhich adothey identi:yin%;
service inforL.ation, and incidenc..i estinotos Lore ror6id; (7)
4n interviev.quide to ohlain general inprest,ionnIre.i.
nd (1) an interviev quido ivied to obtain infari.ation reqardiaq d
partiviinr peri.on or titi.Ly. No asNaulters .:fee it:f.tv.i.o.el. Yin
vatrtint of tho 4:1 the catch!",;ii arta !LC ,t!:.4':,;:ed In li,11/0
w.ilwrienced romp form a, con)Le4l yiolarce. '4:112 lwating
to occur at all izoi7iaeconomic, edgco mar a 1 an.1 1c7e 1!;.

one-thitd of the ptote:.-sianals ahd victim.; inteivicv:td ivparted
either.that victims dad !wen a!Ins.fd ihil4ieu or t!,at the al.saulter
had L(!n an ;.ant.ed klvw.t all tl- :g...40,t 1, lit

from antSide Pecaaondatieh:: fat i.l.ther ,f---.t:illt! action
raqq(*:-t dOV1110)."wnt al a (immunity ta: torco h. 11.1..1 ir.a Pcr
vays of d"alihg with the problem at i.poiew ahl the e.itablishrent
of d n:toui,e rerource rervica.
/1:: Tarifa" ce:Itlicls; virile!! 7e; carluni.y :otiveyr:
t a r(nt.:: backgrourol; ca!,!,t111 y t-ti(.:t;

64 (I
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ad Pho4e Inland Univ., Kingston. 'Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology.
ti Family Exverience and P:iblic Support of the Death Penalty.
au Genes, R. J. Straus, M. A.
jt Americal Journal of Orthopnychiatry
pa 45(4):596-613,
'la July 1975.
ab An interation of data on the ch racterintics of '1,iith penalty

supporter:: with data on violence wlth'n lhe lamily Juple:-.ts that
xperience with violence in the family and the meanini and moral
evaleation of puninhment and violenco learned thereby,.14.adlo support
for the death ,penalty. Studien of the cWaracterintico of death ponalty
supporter& portray them as relatively puAtive and authoritarian. A
review of research on family violence shown that the mole violence
is present in the family, the more likely is a periun'leated in that
context to accept the normalcy and probable occurrencu of all types
of violence. The family is a primary place in which.hoth approval of
violence and fear of victimization IA loarned. The greater the fear
of being a victim of vinl'urce, tko greatlt the support for the death
penalty. Tho more offenses within the faaily dle punit;hed in iroportion
to the seveeity of the offense and in relation to the circumstances
and characteristi:s of the off,,rider, the more likely AL; the person
tn believe that all offenses should be d2alt vith ;Iccollinq to the
.principles of retribution tempered ny discretion in re:atiun to the
circurstonses, the offew;o, and the charatiter of tho of'nd"r. Because
punitive child reariol method': ate associated with tho
(actors that are associated with support for the death pen lty, the
high lcvel,ofTunitiveners typically experienced by childi In in the
family in a part of the exp) anation for the'high lerot of public support
for the death p'Jnalty.Numeous references...
/is corporal wminhm-.nt; violence; family environment; personality
patterns; research reviews

5 4



e::-1977
kig ':ew Peopshire Univ., Durham.. rept. of,Seciology.
/ti A General Systemn Theory Approach to a Theory (3; Violence Between

?a:-ily Members. ,

/au Straus, 3. A.
/it Social Science Information
/pa 12(3)005-125,
/da 103. - .

/ab General systems theory is used to !otaulate a theory acconnting for

the presence of Violence as 3 continuing element in the social interaction

of the nuclear family. The family s geterally SQ,n ..1:; a :al-,A,A croup

committed to nonviolence buiween it:: monters. Poyever, a reviow of

the relevant theory and 4-szpical evidence indicate:: that intri:family

violonce is almost uni.:ernal. Family orcanization, f..mily nocioecone3ic
status, individual personality traits, pLychopatho/ogical traits,
occupational roles; precipitating crises, sociotal oportunities, and
deprivations are variablen relevant to family violence.
The relationships and ansumptiohn'irplicit- in the variables N

form a not of interlinked prmponitions accounting
!or stabilization ot violence in the family syntea. ,,belin, secondaryS,a g

conflict, rointorcement, solf-concept formation, arig r lo 'expectations

are ,key aspects in tho procesf.. Specific nropenitions about favi..ly

violence inclwie the following: (1) most violence is oither donied or
not labeled deviant; CO stcrootyped ina.rery ot tatilv violence is
learned in early childhood from parents, siblings, and othcr childrEn;

(3) stereotypts of family violence are continually toaffirmed for adults

and childten through ordinity social interact,iot; (4) violent per!:ons may

Le rewar(ted for violent u.I.; il the:.v dct7: pivlucv tho. dv.:ifi'lt .

r(mult::: 15) ui.e of Violence, whon it it, contary to laWy.norun,
create.: conflict over tho tine el violenee to :.ettlo the original

conflict; and (6) persons labeled on violent may IN oncouraged to play

out the role via devkqopment of an ggtco,sive neli-cnr:vpt. Tlo:

' utilitation of tl.:;:v7,!: thoory in refearc't ^"thodalocty ':i le-ii.tly

di!.cimsed. 29 roferenren.
/in systems analysis; theories; violence; temily tolarionh; etiology;

predictor Variable,,t.reseatch methodology; family characteristics



CD-15:9
/ad Colorado 'Univ., Denver. Dept'. of Psychiatry.
/ti Violence Within thP Family.
/au Steele, D. F.

/no :n: .delfer, R. E. and Kempe, C. H. (iNlitarn). Child Abuse and
li,:glect, The Family and the Community. Cambridge, Daus., Uallinyer
Publishing Co.,'
/pa pp. 3-23,
/de 197.
/ab The, fregmency, causes, and results of viol,.nce within till Limily
ure disCussed. Violence within the family has been pact of t!-e human
condition throughout the recorded history of man. most murders are committed
within the confines of kinnhip. In some cases, high levels of androgen,

male sex hormone, have been associated vith increwted ?iolvnt b'havlor.
The IVY genotype has alno heen Implicated. tn gener411 mcql are more
violent than vcmen, but more wor.ln than men commit infanticl(le. There
are many complex psycholoyical, social, and cultutai fai;tors involved
in the generation ot violence. The most common eleN..it iu the lives of
violent or abunlve adults is the history of haviny tv!on uotjlectell or
bssed to some extent in their Own childheod. Abuse or nejlect early in
childhood predisposes an individual to Ivu aggtv::stuu at; a ir.,sul of
solving problems. Thin Is accompanied by i lack of empdthy tor other
human beings, decreased ability and diminished mechanisms to cope with
stress, and vulnerability to the examples of awyIn..liuu and-violence.
presented by society and culture.
/is yonerational cycle of child Abuse; ntioluqt; violeno:: family
characteristics

5 4
. '10 4,
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/ad Mew Hampshire Univ., Durham.
/ti Societal Sorphogenesis and Intrafamily Violence in Cross-Cultural
Perspective.
Ai Straus, B. A.
/jt Annals of the Mew York Academy of Sciences
/pa 285:717..730,
/da 1977.
/ab Conjugal violence in various cultures is briefly analyzed, and
siwilarities with parent-child and sibling-sibling violence are
considered. Intrafamily conflict is common to all cultures. Several

. theoretical conclusions illustrate the fact that
human societies are cybernetic and morphogenic systems operating as
part of a larger ecological systems (1) as societal violence increases,
there is a tendency for intrafamily violence to increase, which in
turn tends to increase societal violence even more; (2) there is a link
between violence in one farily role with violence in other family roles; (3)
intrafewily violence may contribute to maintaining a system such as
male dominance; (4) the change from a nonviolent to-a violent style
of interaction ray represent an adaptation to changes in the substance
basis of the society; and (5) a changed structure of interaction
effects changes in actors and other spheres of interaction. In the
history of a society xternal changes and internal conflicts can
lead to changes in the structure of the society itself as a result
of cybernetic processes by which events are monitored and controlled
in a social system. 71 references.
/is violence; marital conflicts; family relations; sociocultural
patterns; social change; social environment; theories
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ad New Raspsbire`Univ., Durhns.
Violence in the P sily: issesssenc of Knowledge and Research

es, *. J.; Steinmetz, S. K.
n for the Advancesent of science Session on
nd Vhat We Need to Know,o1 Boston,

search in intrafasily violencelindicates the'
the treguency and etiology of such violence,
en husbands and vives. et:cause the family
hin which a citizen is most likely to be a
criminologists should focus on violence
and wife beating have received nose Attention
died an medical entities. Kuch could be gained
a and other family violence as social problems.
personal violence which need to toe tested in
ssue of intrafasily violence are outlined.
s which distinguish the family from other
to account tor higher violence in the

nteon specific controversies concerning t'he
asily violence are identified. The contusing
ledge on intrafamily violence calls for
and careful theoretical synthesis.
ical research could be used ih such

goods.
, /au Strays, R. A.: Gel
/80 American Associati
elCrime: Vbat V. Know

/ /Pa 51 PP..
' /da February 23, 1976.,

/ab A brief review of "r
state of knowledge ou
especially violencg. bete
is the social setting vi
victi ot physicpt attac
in the hose. Ctelld abus
but have latgely.been st
by treating these prbble
General theories of into
relation to the specific
A series of characteristi
small groups and which se
family are presented. Sev
nature and causes ofintra
variety'of theoretical kno
intensive evpirical resear
Standard methods of sociolo
research. 76 references.
/is research reviews; violence; marital conflicts; interpersonal
relations; etiology; theories; social problems; family relations
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Dewsbury, A. R. "Battered Threes Family Violence Seen in General Practice,"
in Royal Societe of Health Journal, Vol. 95, No. 6, December, 1975.

, pp. 290-294.

A survey of am "at risk" patient poPulation.of 13,000 reveaLed 15
battered wives, or 1.5 per thousand. Types of violence suffered included
feactures, attempted strangulation, throats with a.knife, and bruising.
Overacteristics found in the husbands and mates includd extreme jealousy
and an amnesty. temperament. The assault frequently followed drinking
by the male, although alcoholis was present in only 2 cases. Two children
in the families surveyed had howl battered, 12 had been temporarily taken
into care by local authorities or relatives, and 8 showed.evidence of serious
neurotic disturbance. In one case, a mother assaulted her children after
being beaten by her husband. Many of the battered women found that attempts
at separation from their spouses lead to extreme anxiety and subsequent
reanion. In more than half of the cases, the.worm's choice of a husband
was related to childhood experience.

Celies, Richard J. "Abused Wives: Why Do They Stay?," in Journal of Marriage
.and the Family., November, 1976. pp. 659-665.

The author rrviews statistical data from a prior study of 80 families and
reports three major factors which influence a battered woman'a decision to remain
with her husband. The factors he explores are frequency and severity, abuse of
the woman as a child, and lack of resources end power. Gelles focuses on the
complexity of the issue and.admits that he has only touched upon a few of the
relevant factors. He mentions that external constraints also play a part in
perpetuating domestic violeucu and lists the police,,courts and social service
agencies as examples. As this is a research report, it may be more valuable to
profensionals who are interested in theories pertaining to wife abuse and who
are familiar with statistical data.

Goode, William. farce and Violence'in the Family," in Journal of Marriage and
the Family, ...ovember, 1971. pp. 624-636.

Goode discusses the use of force in all social systems and particularly
within the family. He explores the role of force in the socialization process
of individuals. There is a section which covers violence within the family and
discusses the roles of persons engaged in the violent action from an exchange
perspective.

Winks, Susan E., and C. Peter Rosenbaum. "battered Women: A Study of Women

Who Live with Violent Alcohol-Abusing Men," in American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry, Vol. 47, Mo. 2, 1977. pp. 291-306.

The authors present data on Case histories of 22 women living with

violent alcohol-ahuoing men. They establish a typology of families of

origin and compare the present relationship of the women with their parental
background. Data indicates that there is a high correlation to parallels

in childhood. It is suggested that self-awareness of the woman can help
her to protect herself within the relationship, and insight can help her
to avoid reestablishment of another abusive relationship. The suthors do

not give data on the backgrounds of the men, This article may be useful to
clinicians.

5
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Lobos, Elisabeth. "Stay Away, froe My Sody." in Vril Nederland. July 19, 1975.

Translated by Janice Weiss. (Obtain fros Janice Wein11,-T)41 FWE. SC:,

South Send, Ind. 4661).)

The article includes narrative descriptions of indiv.Jual abusive cases

im on,attempt to illustrate the realities of wife abuse. lt is mivitten non-

wiestlfically and the author claims that they chose to avoid "scientific"

studies and requested no subsidies or grants to fund their shelter in the

Netherlands. Kobus explores various service agencies and their functions and

limitations in dealing with physically abused women. Ner disrunsion includes

police, doctors, lawyers, child protective services, familial and neighbor

support. The article states the position the group holds on limiting the shelter

tu physically abused women and lists its operational prinerples inr running the

Muse. Included is a look st community reaction to the development and main-

tenance of the shelter. The article is an excellent resource for those actively

working on woman abuse and is lnt eeeee ine fnr its Pw.nn.an wohn..61.

Lystad, Mary Hanemann. "Violence at Home: A Review of the Literature," in

American Journal of Orthopsychintri, Vnl. 45, Hn. 3, 1975. pp. 328-345.

The author cites 162 references in her review of the literature. She

examines psychological, social and cultural perspctives of family violenc.

lb. review encompasses theoretical issues, incidence of family Violence.

violence between spouses, abuse of and by children, and other related topics.

A theory of violence In the home Is offered. This is a comprehensive article.

°Wens, David J., and Murray A. Straus, "The Social.Structtire of Violence in

Childhood and Approval of Violence as an Adult," in Aggressive Boh4vior,

Vol. 1, 1975. pp. 193-211.

Data was analyzed from national survey and three aspects of violence

were investigated. The authors studied the relationship of observing violence,

of being a victim of violence, and
of committing a violent act as a child with

approval of violence as an adult.
Findings show that those who experience

violence 'as a child tend to favor the Use
Of Violence rIS an adult.

Hwy, Erin, "Battered Wives: Chiswick Women's Aid - A Refuge from Violence,"

in Royal Socieey of Health Journal, Vol. 95, No, 6, December, 1975, PP

297-298; 3011.

The founding and operation of ths Chiswick Womens' Aid refuge for

.
battered wives and the situation which led to its establishment are

described, Shelter residents are largely responsible for the facility's

day-to-day operations and particliate in refuge derision-making, Meat

gathers Join in the center's community life and form friendships with other

women, often for the first tine in their lives, Many mothers and their

xhildren stay in the:intensive care
atmosphere of the central refuge for

three months and then move to a smaller
shelter-sponsored commUnity house

where they live with three or four other battered families, Programs are

being established to train batisseevives to enter the work force and

become financially xelf-aupporting and emotionally self-sufficient,
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Pigsty, Erin. Screlm geictly or the Neighbors Will Hear. Londott, Penguin
Special, 1974.

The author is the founder of Chiswick Women's Aid, an
for battered women. The experiences of the shelter are rec
book along with some views of the nature of the problem and
success of the shelter is attributed to the willingness tn
to respond quitkly and to provide a safe place for women to
lives. This short, easy-to-read paperback is excellent for
interest in und ding the severity of the problem and t

emergency shelter
orded in this
solutions. Much

accept all women,
sort out their
all uho have an -

he need for services.

Van Stolk, Mary. "Battered Women, Battered Children," in Children Today,
March-April, 1976. pp. 8-12. -'

The author researcusi the extent of child abuse in Canada and discovered
that many children were being beaten in the wombs of their motherd. In an

e ffort to uncover tatistics related to prenatal child abuse, she attempted
to uncover Canadian records of beAten pregnant women. Van Stolk drawn

parallels between beaten women and beaten children. She looks at historical

e vidence of mistreatment of woecn and children. This article supports the
high incidence of violence in pregnancy as stated by Richard Galles and others.

Wilson, E. "Battered Wives: A Social Worker's Viewpoint," in Royal Snciety
of Health Journal, Vol. 95, No. 6, December, 1975. pp. 294-297.

The historical relationship of social work to wife battering is
described, along with the way it has been largely ignored in comparison to
other family problems. Because of statutory provisions and the high value
placed on children by society, battered children rather than battered womFe
have received,priority. Traditional ideas of male and female roles within

a marriage have also affected the profession's response to battering, Social

workers ore starting to recognize the extent of the wife batterine problem,
but until society's attitude towards the marriage relationship changes,
that of social workers will be slow to evolve.

Woods, Frances, and Miriam Habib. "Strategic!: for Working with Assaulted
Women, limit' Families, nnd the Systems Around Them." Women Holpinn

Women, Metuchen, N.J., 1976.

The outline lists important intervention arens when working with
individual battered women, "tildren of battered women, and with social

systems that encounter bstt .yo men. This four-page guide is itemized and

may be uned as a checklist b, . e working with abused women. It in

sensitive to the emotional as wel,l as the practical probiems faced by battered

women. This is else a good cesource to help in the training of crisis counselots.

*Center for Advanced Studien in Hunan Services, Midwest Parent Child Welfare
Resource Center, School of Social Welfare, Univernity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

AnoptAyd. Coniiiled by Claudette MeOlone,

July, 19/7
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lu/i/c
Lu1jo30 SIJ,10009

Tne StatUs of homen in Alaska, 19T7. A Preliminary Study.

Jones, yurothy M.; And Others
Alesaa State Commission on huaan kighte, Anchorage.; Alaska Univ.,

anchorage.
4an 77 311p.; Some table, may oit marginally legible due to 'Mtn

type; Compiled by the Institute of ocial and Economic Researdb of the

-university of &leeks
tDOS Price MP-40.o1 nC-$1d.07 Plus "ostage.

To determine the precise patu.e and extent of the prOblem

confronting Alaskan women, the Legislature in 19r6 directed the human

eignts Commission to conduct Study on the Status of women In

education, employment, health, and the Justice system. .TnIs

puulication oontaine the. results Of that study. Data for the Study

here iecureo through interviews with experts, administrators and staff

of sersices for women, and with users of services; analysis of

available statistical data; and when possible, collaction and analysia

of original data such as surveys of housewives, battered wives, and

lawyers, respectively. Some of the issues that were explored in the

field uf education include sex bias 'in curriculum materials,

athletics, counaeling, and vocational training. Employment research

centered on sew segregation In occupations, inequality in income, ano

Ane netus of wonting mothers. Tne nealth,study focused on the special

motional crises occasioned uy divorce and wife battering and on tne

difficulties in obtaining access to abortions and family planning

services. Tne handling of rape rases, the denumanizlng treatment of

women in prlsone, the insufficient response to wife ueatings, the

difficulties !aced by women undergoini; divorce, and the Inequalities

found in tne legal profession aere examined In the context of the

justice sYstem. (Autnor/h1)
uescriptors: bias/ 'Civil Liberties/ uivorce/ Education/ Employment/

raily rianning/ eemales/ 'reminisr/ healtn/ Juetice/ Laws/ heeds/

'aex uiscrimination/ social Science dessarch/ Status/ Study/ Textbook

alas
laentifiers: 'Alaska

10/c/I
LJ1ol??3 Cw*.0?a2b

Marital tiolence:

Intervention
Saunders, Ganiel C.

Dimensions of the Problem and Modes or

dr
Jour al of narriage'andeamily

Counseling, i, 1, 163-cl Jan

Tnin paper reviews data on the incidence o" marital violence and

recommc es methods of intervention on a family and social level. Myth!:

unich ay block awareness of this widespread problem are brie'ly

deacriutd. Particular attention is given to the inadequacy of the

-atharsis nypothesis in explaining and treating maritil violence.

(Author)
4eacriptorn: *Intervention/ *Marriage ':oufiaellhg/ Violence/

'Aggression/ !Family Nelationship/ 'Behavior
Oroolems/. Case Studien/

State or Tne Art Neviews/ helping Helationsalp/ Interaction Procemn

9'.
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Nedieine,_Science :and .th-_lt,v. e15, N 4 (October 1975), I' 137-245
':

'''Bettered /ives . 4.

FafiCitioni0ate: 105r ',FAcell: 0

Cayford, J J.
.

'John Wr

;

ght and Sons, I.T0

11

42-44 1 angie West
Bristol SR 1CX

England

Article

1.

Soffit of the details of 4 survey of 100 batteLd wives are pr seated. includfuc
the types of injuries seen and the backgrounds to the CiNV4.

A woman who is reportedly assaulto4 b her marital Partner kperioneo.
considerable difficulty in findirut a safe piaci, to tr.cap t with her
disturbed children. Unlesm-she can find sanctuary, the raw al be

circumvented by further violence from her husband. A voman C n easily

enter into a second violent relniionshin, nnt beeauso 'she chi, os

vinlent p.frtner, hut because such non are the few resdllY avail ble in
her subculture. The example given to the children nyepares tho .:,round
for them to enter into the same type oi relationships in the next
generstIon. (Althor Abstract)

q991,0 00 039992

Uomen and Crime (1976 (;ongress of Cities Cassettes)
Publication Date: 1976

Cates, Kolack, V Hume, H

National :vague of Cities

1620 4 screct, NI;
Washington. Ix 20006
Lastern gudio Associates'
150 WashinFtton Boulevard

Laurel, 70310
Audio Cassette
120 Minutes, 1976 $1340

A nWrional learaie of cities conference panel discusses rape.wifo

and child abuse.

The panelists, attorneys and women's rights advocates% caeh of the

three subjects. Their presentations are ai,..cd at encourAin.; nublIc '

officials to adopt moasures to eiv.ore'the safety of wolen and childron.

apainst such crimes. They call for clrineeff In the .3.11'q whoro,neeossirv.

public aturonesh, and victim advocate nroor.we;. In sole hi:Anic.,, Clov

debate. .A now awirenesn on the part of oolloo and cri'lloal inqtico efflelak

. .
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09900 00 2405114
Social Context of Violent Behaviour - A Social Anthropolotical

Study in an I-Israeli Irmlarant lawn

Publication Tete: 76 Pages: 145

Marx, E.
Routledge and Kogan Paul Ltd.

Broadway House
68-74 Carter Lane

London

England
Paperback 3.500 Pound

Conclusions trom the study indicate that violence is purposeful behavior that

occurs in specific situations, ani that the violent person is cognizant of his

acts geared to inform the public in dramatic manner. .

Thus conclusions ars the outcome of findings after two years anthr4ological

fieldwork in avommunity of Moroccan
immigrants in an Israeli new tovn. Focusing

on sous of the most common kinds of personal violence observed during that time,

the author examines in detail incidents of wife and child beating!, threats,

assaults, shopwrecking and attempted sutchie. Froi plirticular observation of

these, he moves to'comment on the general social background of-violence and

presents hic theories on violent behavior. In conclusion the author shows that

there are different kinds of violence, Ind that frustration/aggression theories

eas explain only a limited Lange of violence.. He
contends that there is a

narked correlation between the situation and the type of violence which it

produces, and from this observation oorns general social-anthropological

rbeorY about the connection
between types of violent behavior and their social

relationships. (Author Abstract)

,
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0990D 00 019416
MeTnntnlum 6n Battered Wives
Publication bate: 74 Pages: 22

Anon
Royal College of Psychiatrists
Chaolos Hobse
2 Queen Anne street
Loadon hll

Fogland
bocnment

Overview of the problems and incidence of wife battering, with discussion of
ltg various social, psychological and psychiatric causal factors and its
relationship to cbild battering and wife killing.

Using case histories to describe varied patterns of wife battering, the authors
demonstrate the complexity of home Ind marital factors involved in this 'condition,
which Es regarded As a failure in adaptation or a failure to acquire adequate ,

scoAal learning. They find that classification is both possible and necessary, 1

and that many battered wives make use of'help whem it is available. Child

battering by both parents is found in some frequency in homes where ehe wife

is also assaulted. Police protection is Lecognized as effective in only tbe

mildest Canoe, Recommended measures Include the need for more descriptive
iesearch, the promotion of close liaison between the appropriate governmental
and voluntary service agencies, the creation of 24-hour advisory services, the

creation of more shoril-term accomodation projects for battered.wives and children,

and a continuing program of local and national education, particularly in the

schools.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL III ALTH CLF.AMINGMOUSE I

75-16261 L3

AUTNORS1 rely. Liam.
ADDRESS: no address
TITLE: Family violence: a psychiatric perspective.
SOURCE, J)urnal of the Irish Medicel Association (Dublin).

SOURCEID: 66(16):450-453: 1975.

Types of violence occurring in the family are reviewed. Three

categories of particular interest to a forensic psychiatrist are
homicide. infanticide, and child or wife battering. It is

recommended that. in dealing with problems of family violence in the

community. servics be proided by a sorcialized team,- preferably

including a,psychiatrist. social worker. psychologists, community

nurse, and oce:aiionally representatives of other relevant agencies

such as the clergy, police and the courts. Therapy focusing on the

options to violence is advoi:ated. S re.ferences. 4

75-20664
AUTHORS: Lund, Susan Jo Nelson.
ADDRESS: University of Minnesota
TITLE: Personality and prsonal history factors of child abusing

parents. (Ph.D. dissertation).
SOURCE: Dissertation Abstracts international.
eOURCEID: Ann Arbor, MI. Univ. M-films, Ho, 75-27202 NCS16.00 MF$7.50

231 p,

The background and personality characteristics of parents whose
children had been abused were examined through a s ee ee of

comparisons 'using data from mental health center files. county

welfare and hospital facilities, and the pediatric services of a

general hospital. Results suggest that abusing parents generally
.have P074 deviant background characteristics, particularly mez.ital

difficultios and wife beating. Physical abuse as a child, previous
psychiatric 'reatment, and alcohols abuse were also more

oharactiaistic of this group. Resjlts of psychological tests
,suggest, that abusing parents are POLO deviant in terms of Poor
impulse control. poor judgment. dissatisfaction with family and

social life, communication, empathy, and interpersonal difficulties.
The parent who actually abuses his child appears more deviant a
terms of personality functioning than the nonabusive parent of the

child. It is concluded that Psychological tests may be useful in
differentiating actual abusers from oomparison,group parent*. even in

populations where most parents are fairly deviant in terms of
personality functioning, a findirg which disagrees with suggestions

of other researchers. (Journal abstract modified)
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75-7080 L3
AUTHORS! Lystad, r:ry Ha:.f
ADDRESS: Rational Institut, of Mental Health, RochVille, MD 20852 ,

TITLE: Violence at hom,,- a review of the literature.
'SOURCE: American 0ourna1 1 Orthopsychiatty.
SOURCEID: 45(3)326-345, 1975.

Psychological. social cultural perspectives of family
violence are examinee, in n riview of thw literature. Studies are
zeviewed which relat.. to t1.,er,tical insu2s, Incidence oi family
violence, violence 4,-tween hu%bands and wives, abuse of children.
abuse by children, violence sr.lated to social structure, and services

to discordant families. Findings sugej'est that a compsehensive thsory
of violence at home must tL into account factors at several levels,
placing individual iunctioniho within the social group and withIn Ihe

cultuzal horns by wEich.the eioup operates A theory of violenie at
home if offered. and !;tiggest1(;n:, are made for further research. .162

zefezences. (Author abstract modified)

AUTHORS: Tahourdin, Betty.
ADDRESS: 2 Twyfotd Avenue, London W3 92A, /ngland
TITLi: Battered wives: "only a domestic affair."
SOURCE! International J. of Offender Therapy and Comparative

.Criminolooy (London).
SOURCEID: 20(1):86-00, 1976.

Th. function of the Chrswick (England) Women's Aid, a home run
By volunteers providing relivie for the victims oi domestic violence,
the battesed wives and their children, is discw.sed. It is noted that
invasion of privacy laws lender police ineffective in such cases, end
that definitions of "homeless" as they entitle people to welfare cute
render social services equally ineffective. That women must have an
escape ftom husbands who are bullies. drunkards or psychotics IS
mphIsired. For her physical w4ll-being and for the physical and
psycfological well-being of their childzen, more homes.of Kefuge
should be demand of Women's Lib and.all women in genetal.

AUTH6RS: Wehnes7Dav3n, Wiltrud,

ADDRESS: Muhlbach. West Germany

TRTITLF: /Sexual child musder by an unsuspected villager./

TITLE: Nicht veroisst ermordst von inem Unvezdachtigen.

SOURCE! Kriminalistik (Hambuzg).

SOURCEID: 30(6)!248-250, 1976.

The case of a man who raped and muzdered an t-yeaz-old girl is

reposted. The euzdtt took place in small Getman farming town wheze

all zesidents wise long-term acquaintances. On Sunday afternoon, the

little girl went to visit her best ftiend and playmate, another

S-year-old gizl in the village. She was invited in by her playmcte's

iathez..zaped and killed with a sake. The musderer's family had a

reputation in'the village of being diligent and uptight people, the

children were always clean, orderly, and punctual. The outdates was

simple, quiet man who had moved these from Belgium and arried a

lOcal woman. Aftez his initial attest the muzdeter's wife gave a

hiitory of her relationship wath hes muzdezer husband, desczibing

his perversity and brutality. For the sake.of her childzen and the

Other people in the village she had bozne his btutality and abuse in

silence. No one suspected these wes anything amiss in this model
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ewe' 1101 01. AltS11( A( I

DO: 1477 VOL h0: v,7 AisTna-T NO: 1UOni!

Neport on National :onferencr on :riot and Violenc in P.odern

hotlety.
brain, raul
u Coll iwansta, *ales
Aggrtssive Lchavior 19-0 401.7(1) 714,-;,
tritfly oescritts tne papers at a con'ertnze on crime ani violence

.neld in London in 197o. Topics inclulec antsrapo/nwical perspectives

of violince, hcy.: Joral joar7lents influence ttrtfplinns o viclenco,

the rtlationtnip netwttn fooa inpuritie. aNJ violenct, social

conorencr ano touns, violent s.x cricts, corporal punish.7..nt in

education, oattcr,../ wivro, ani cuncepts o' control.

LAN.Oewc: triz,1
3utac:T TthWi: vIOLth-t, rnOrtWiI9%1%L !..ttTINGS AND :11.1rWiIA;

,T70, 40740
INtotx rnmASE: crime s violcnce, description or conference papers,

-Lonaon, 197u

IJOC ithh: 1,p77 VOL h0: Nii.iThA:T NO: 12u3u

Abuscd uives: b,hy dO they stay.
0ollts, hichard J.
0 /Moat Island
Journal of harriar,e a tht eatily 197o :.av Jul 'Wu) b-ubb
Attemptta to dettra.ine why a woxan no nad ueen physically auescd by

ntr Gur14 would retain uitn Intervies. were connucteJ with

sfewoers of 01 ratilies in wnich uonen hao peen neaten oy their

nusoanas. Nine o' tnese uo:len tat ottn divorced or.separated 'rom

tneir nusbanos; nad calleo tne police; t had sou.tni.counsoline from

a prlvatt social service aeency; ana 11 had soueht no outsice

intervention. Three tajcr fit:tors in'luepct tn.., actions or the auused

wives: Tnt less sevtre ant less frequent tne violtnce, tne tore a wife

resainta 'ith htr nusuana. :iecondly, tne more a uirt was struck as a

child by her parents, ti.t. more likely she was to remain with her

.aousive u.5oand. iinally, the rewtr resources a wife nad ano tne less

power sn naa tnt more lixely 5:0: was to stay with her violent

.husbana. In adoition, external constraint inrluenced the actions of

&Dulled w Wes. (34 ref)
LAbviJA c: tngl :LASSIe1:k7I0;.: 29

401We.: sIVLS, vIOLth:t, hvraAhLS, MARITAL COhieLITT,

AvuOlt:vS:or. itnAVI0h; co900, '..6,770, 716,90, 7900, 01190

INWtx factors inf1uencin4 remaining uith violent nusoands,

lioused iivs
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DOT 10h. 14.3 VOL h0: 19 Ak6THICZT KO: uld-10 I
'outs'', ;violence, and the nature of 'amily life.
fastens, 6eston.L.
Isassiapusetts Mental eealth fenter, boston
Psychistric Annals .157? veto Vol. 7(7) 10-l4
Compared the current reorientation of attituaes toward the family

with the cnanges in thinking which occurrd witn Freud's studies. both
revolutions are associated with a sharp sni't in sxpectations, put tne
changes in family attitude3 lead. to more concern witn actualities
rather than -fantasies, with violence ratner than sexuality. Tne
idealized idage of the family has fallen beneatndata from etudies of
family violence, and family contributions to mental illness. family
violence is discussea, including the battet.e4 and murdered child,
child aurder, sioling muraer, matricide and patricide, npouse murder,
and murder due to disappointed love. Tne contributions of gehetics,
psychological identification, ano environment to familial patterns of
violence are considered. The family-contribution to mental illnenn is
aiscusseo with special emphasis on cri...inality, psycnopatny,
ociopalny, and schizopnrenia. It is conciuJed tnat current studies on
trio coxplexities of the maturation procens nave led to a new
appreciation for the dangers and responsibilititn or parenthood.
CLANIFIfeTION: la
SubdkC: TkemS: FAMILY ReLATIONS, ChILD8P.AnI%U A7TITIms, ehILD ALUSL
VIOLkn:L, nkhTAL UIS0hU616/. 142c0, 015010, Oozc), ccl7o, 07410

Ihu4a eutihhi: change in family * childrtaring attitudes, intrafamily
violence a mental illneSs

11/5/7
00C'Veita; 1977 VOL h0: c7 AbSTAACT h0: Oct)?

Rage-nate-assault and otner forms of violence.
Madden, uenis J.; Lion, John H.
U Maryland Meaical Senool, Inst. of Psychiatry & numan behavior,

baltimore .

hew torg, NV: Spectrum, 1476. ?bc p. $20
J ets clinical and scholarly perapectives to examime the problem of

increasing violence, and indicates the need for tneories and practices
with lasting effects. Topic., discussed include chilo attune, violenct
in the family, violence in the media, preaicting dangerousness,
national and international violence, psychological approacnes to
violence, suiciae ana self-nestructi:c benavior, nonnuman aggressive
behavior, pilepsy and violence, and treatment of'. the aggressive
patient.

LAMALIAuk: kngl TLASSIPICATIOh: ?9
SubJkf: Tkev: VIOLkh7e; Obs40, cc77O
Ibbta enMASL: proolem of increasin; violence, boot
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11/v,/o
IsAn: 1477 VOL 1.0: N7 AL..ThAT7 sO: 0o401

battered wives.
hartin, uel
Sane'erancieco, TA: Glide, 147b. xvii, ?o4 p.

Toe proultm or witi.)-Dattery is dincord within tne `rnmewor:: of

sex-role stereotyr.%, usiny, victim ,.elf-reportn to elucidate tnis

prevalent, out frequently overloh.ced form of vialence..Tne oailures of

tne legal system anI social service a!,encies to neal with th problem

art considered, and c,urvieal tactics, lee,islative O'ropo.als, ana

refujs for lne vicLi:41: are cittd.
LAhwvAvs: "LA6!.1r1767101.:

SuoJsT7 o0)A, hOLSS, STr.nt0TYPEo A77-17US, p0MM1U.I7T

:ItkvICCS, LeLIAL ee0Tr.a:i, 1,1.7INO.TIAL bahhI9n, MARITAL })$eLAT19;

00.44), gloyeU, 44740, 10b40, ?DIU), U1?30, 24.010

Ihush. en1161.i: sex roles stereotypes
socAl services & legal system

6 survival t4ctics a
legislative proposals 6 refu;.es for victims, wire

battery, DOON

pOT leAs: 147a VOL 0): go gesTAA-7 No: ulto_e

Social netwurgs and deviance: A study of class incest, wire

coating, and nonsupport offenders.
Scneurell, soDert e.; hinder, Irwin u.
u. eiscunsin, Milwaugee
sisconsin ;iociologiet 1471 :,T,r Vol. 10(?-1) ;0-71

Selecteo 10 incest offenuere. '0 wife beaters, and 10 nonsupportern

from the wnite male population a prison. :t was hypothenized that'

(a) all 1 groups have a close-xnit social networg and a segregated

pattern of conjugal role performance, (D) tne incest offender would be

more socially isolated (lower frequency of social contacts) and

maintain role segregation between nimielf and his spouse through the

female children assuming some of the houeehold tasks, and (c) there

would oe more task sharing in the household of tno incest offender.

Since the Dulk of tnis:sharing of household tasks would be between the

offender and female children or the spouse and female children, the

.role se.gregation .would be maintained' Detwecn tne offender and his

spouse. Wesults of interviews tend to suppo4 tnene expectations but

tnd small sample size and biased sample minielze the significance for

generalization. An unexpecteu finding was tne perception of role

disnarmony for tne offender groups. Tse incest offender had a greater

incongruity oetween the benavioral arn normative definitions of

conjugal roles tnan the other offenders. r.e perceived greater role

uisharmuny and desired a more segregate; role Denavior.pattern. (2d

rsf.)
CL4s:)IrATIQII: 14
Sub.h.C7 7ceNS: Sig hOLt6, haraThL niLAT:0,5, VITLST, Ah7;SOTIAL

43thaeIOn, LOAsh IOl.c LAVeL; 404110, 290,10, ?Ley.), 01210, Tot170

INOtA rheA'It: social networgs a devianse in oenavioral 6 normative

donjugal role definitions, lower class incest Va wife beating vs

raupport offenders
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imn40, 1474 Vtil. 6O: Ft37MA-T NO: 11411
nattereu wives.
Scott, I. v.
haddslty nosp, Lanaon, hngland
britisn. Journal of enyeniatr 14714 hu yol 1431-4u1

Lerines tne uattered wife a/4 a wo.T,an wno has su"tred strious or
peate injury from tht &tan i tn wiorn sne 11 vcr. TtA pn(no"tnon is

ciescrit.0 4s a failure in auap at rather th4n a di',4se entity, or,...0"-`
as a raslure Lo acquire adequate 5 1.1 lcornin. Amw1;* the ,:rultrary
types -4r voi.fe catteriro, whicnnire ceIrriLed, owl from th,t pruuauly
major 'cultural type, are men 4witr-(a) i!--lature ;ersonallti.' ; (c)

tithur personalit-y disoraers, inclu3in4 Lno u,'pens.nt nu
tYpPsi lc) jealousi reacticn4;; i,c (o) stuJies or

small sa4ples of child-ustttrin, fatners su:.4est, thr,t.at least of

tnem els.) aatter tntir wives.
2mMs:,IrICATIO;4.: lu

\

Sut.oln-7 TrAns: hIvmS, f9hrLI7T, thhAyI9A LIc..rth, r.770L0-1

; es,L?0, OLj4U, 1o14u
Ihomg nrookOm: etioloAy a utfinition s type's of htn, wift uatterinv,

,

11/64?
PVC (r..,%r: 1477 VOL 140: ,b'nr..7ti1 :: 03179

Violenci!.
' Tutt, orman

:)ept or nealtn s Social Security, ocial porg io.velop:#nt
uroup, London, En7;larid

Lor1c,on, mngland: pept or otalto s Socia) trurity, 147o. ?7rc p.
erestnts a collection or 13 papers on violencu and its erfects which

resulted rrom a series or seminars spon,:ared uy the Socia'l eog
ervice pevelopment uroup of the wepartment uf neoitn anJ
Security in Lngland. 7opics include ni.itorical studies of viale ce,
aygressive uehavior in animals, relationships ottween younF'
ano aaults in normal proulems of grout violence, now
violence can occur in social service settlno, lna proulems or social
and ramily violence.

LAhUtin4m: mngl ?1, OU
SubJC!: TrothS: nLM.77mp hEapInpS, VIO1.tr.7n, Asi.sAL iip6hnlVn

omnAVIOn, AuUNESS:rn ot.hAy ; o 1 c%) , 0134u
IttlomA rndAhml violence its erfects in animals numans, Uoog of

readings
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IStroLtnic and Preventive Intervention in Police-Family Crisis

.41tudtians
marocds, Warn), A.
btrnrro M. baruch Coll, City U New York hY 10021

the Interpational Journal of Social Psychiatry, 1974, 20, 1-?,

Spr-Sw.i, 11-4-121. Coden:ijsp-a
10 Par. rye., London he11 TSJ, Englan4

Area/c)ection: 1400/41
Descr4tor3: 0:3Y"hOL9.51; P;)LICL; MtaTAL HLALTn; THInIs

Index Phrase: urban police psychological training for

situations;
Abstrnct: beipite the grdwing importance of paraprofessional mental

ntaltn 1-rvices, little has been done to include the Ur policeman in

sucn waltn servicts. The aoranive relationsnip between Ahe polict 4

tne minority com,unitles nas Oeen a major a explwilve sourcr of

grievanci, tension, 4 disorder. Frequently violeoc'e is triggered oy

authority. latrogenic intervention is frequent in tne police 4

oedical prgfessions. (tne te.rr ihcrogenic is usually used in a meoical

, context to mdan an ' ailment.- caused,. by the my's intervention in an

effort °to facilitate the n.-rnling pr9Aless.) Police most retlize tnat

tov prevention of violence ii a mental htaith problem. A person

resorts to violence oecaufte ne sets no otner alternatives; the

polIce.44n must aid in seerainz.11ternitiv.e1.
Coe essence or a scrisis

- is a itru4g1 e -to master an utPeettinJ situation es reaain 3 sCate or

odiance. Tne individual in 4 crisis' loses nis ability to cqntrol nil

orn penavior 6 Is especially stv,eeptiole to theral.eutic invention witn

a lastin, effect. family isturoanno calls currently r,cprr;ent the

single I4st frequtnt soarer of injury deatn to police officers by

nation4I statistics especially in cases of wife-beating, infidelity,

cnila louse, & incest. Policemen need psychological training to be a

positive rather tnan a negative forct in situations of psycholo,Ocal

crisis. U. ueforge
1

13/S/7
775o9o7-0

Family yiolence and Household Density: Does tne Crowded Home breed

Aggression?
Parrington, 4eith
hnitman Coll, eialla /fella 1,4 9930?

Oescriptors: VIOLEACE; STHESS; ThcOat; hOUSinOLu; FAMILY; GLIILAAL;

ULNSITI
Index enrase: family violence vs nousehold density; data source,

Pearson product-moment correlation, support, general stress theory;

LOC TIOA: 5S3V01777Cd
Abstract: An examination of the relationsnip between household

density a tastily violence. Tne sample utilizec consists of 190 Coll

students interviewed via questionnaire. Tne prioary hypothesis --

that nousenolds cnaracterized by a higr cegree of density will be more

likely to nave hisner levels of violence oeturen faeily members -- 13

tested via Pearson product-s.ament cs/rrelatlon. The hypothesis is

supported oy tne data, tnis Givariatt relationship relains unchanged

omen elaborateo in Ceres ,)f several relevant vostrol variables -- SES

type of community. fnin relationsnip is explained in terms of a

"general stress tntory" o..d.hily violence.

,
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13/4/i
74n0u44-u

aarital violenco anu tfie ?rocosa: keither Justice
fielU, ,.artha n.; Fielu, r.enry I.
usiU .suuth vreenwood, 7111cax;o, :11 a hayer, Erown i Platt, "hica.0J,

I11
Social ;,ereice meview, 147.4, .u7, 2, Jun, 221-240. !Thden:rv-a
Area/;.tctIon: ?(,JuO;o -ountry;bsi,
Uescriptors; ;%ArHIAut;
Index enrast: A critique af. uealin& with marital vio1.n in a

systeA
Aostract: An examination of tnt human ro:t:s that accrut fro -. tho

currofit iijcy or dealin: with ::,arital vio2rnco txc1u.iv.v fi tro

context 9' the criminal-j,.stice systos. :t su::.st ti ne.11

p3lir..is servie.!s tnat wDli ncre yr...vont th$!

or recurronce of violent aots uetwten Aan a A.

13/CP,
TonSUll-u

7nt ani nyue harria,ts
marloPN, Uennis; oueni, fiavid
V csneA, wareh9e Park "olontster 7Uu 1%w fin.iland & U 7ardiff,

"w 147's, 4?, o, haY 0, 111-13. 70d,?n!nw.-,0-3

IrY4 r.a:azines, 110 Lon,.; Acre, London ^774 hnrland

Area%ction: 14Uu/441
UticyiptOrs: VI'lLth7E; MAnr:A.i%
Index enrase; patterns of marital violence;
AWstract; John :Jayford, in a stuiy ("Aire battering: A greliminary,

.6urvey of 100 :asen," british Nedi,,a1 Journal, 197c, R941, 1) o' lOd

oattereo uves from Thisuicx, found tnat many nusbands i some uive',

had suffered parental ,violence as cnildren, some men had records of

violent offences, many women had become pregnant out of wedlock, most

men were *,inteniely sexually jealbili, 6 many marriaNes ended wrien the

aen became Violent toward the children. Tne pattern of marital

violence differed for 19 women studied in one small town. few of

these wodotn came from violent homes or were prer,nant at time of

marriage. In most families Aitlk.,children, the motner claimed that the

father 6as good 61tn them, 6 though many wives felt they could support

tnemselves, all were Jivin with tneir nusbanan. Tne wives thoug.ht

tne men's violence had a Jekyll hyde quality, but wan not

symptomatic of a complete relationsnip breaxdown. The few patterns of

aarital violence in these 19 dale! indicates one should not take a

simple view of violence in the general population. This small s.-.mple

seeded .:Jrtn reporting because of the lack of research on the issue.

L. eoster

u t,

r-*
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101111110
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N NW Illenowe emi WIvespaes ego.
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ACTION Notice of proposed research
and demonstration prtorities
SUMMARY This notice states the re .
search sad demonstration tliaan pri
Deities that the Children's Bureau's
National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect proposes to initiate In Y rat
Year 1971 under the Child Alma Pre.
vention and Treatment Act 4Pub L.
93-3471 This notice is being published
in order tnat the final RAID Priorities
foe this fiscal year may incorPoratis
aPPropriately the expertne and best
thinking in the field.

Comment& an these proposed prior.
hies or suggestions on e-ther Priorities
are invited No proposals. concept
papers. or other forma of aPPlication
should be submitted at this time.
DATE ln order to be considered, tom.
monis mint be received no later than
March 34.1971
ADDRESS Commenta should be tent
to Director. National Center on Child
Abuse and Neglect (MCCAW. Chil
dren's Bureau. P O. Box 1112, Wash-
ington. D C 30013
FOR 'FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:

Director. NCCAN/C13. at the above
address.

BUPPL431113tTARY INFORMATION;
This statement announces the pro-
posed research and demonstration pri-
orities to be funded in fiscal 1975
under the Federal Child Abuse Pre-
vention and Treatment Act. Pub. L
03-347. Public review of these pro .
posed priorities is being sought in
order to draw upon the experience, ex-
Refine, and mon advanced thinking of
Wrens in the field and to Maximise
the potential benefits of the child
abuse and Neglect research and dem-
onstration Pregram.

Pursuant to Pub. L. 93-347. the Ohl-
desn's Buragsys Natiosso Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect (MCCAW
conducts inUvities designed to assist
and enhance national, state. communi.
ty. and citlarn efforts to prevent, iden
tify, and treat child abuse and neglect.
The activities include Conducting re .
search and demonstrations, providing
technical uststance. gathering, attain-
ing, and diaseminating information

and data on r rrrrr ch and programs.
through a clearinghouse. providing
grants to eligible States for strength
ening and imprining their child abuse
and neglect programs. and coordinat-
ing Federal arliviiies in child abuse
and neglect with itine ot other Peder.
al agencies through the Federal Advt.
vary Board on -Child Abuse and Ne-
glect Thus, there are many activities
other than' research and demonstra-
tion which require staff and financial
support by CH. Ne.VAN

Previous CR/Pt:CAN research and
demonstration grits Mrs have tended
to approach slaw., of child abuse and
neglect prevention and treatment
broadly. In order to develop basic
knowledge base, e g . multidisciplinary
treatment retires to parenta for var.
yus types of child and neglect
in enriched project settings and the
use of 24-hour hotlines and central
regIstecs The propoeed research and
demonstration priorities for feral year
1975 begin to refine definitional, diag-
nostic, and service approaches to
target attention to specific forms of
child maltreatment. The propoeed pri-
orities also emphssise that demonstra-
lion projects with modest budgets can
be institutionalised Into on-going arr.
vice programs more readily than aro-
krts with large budgets. The priorities
are based also on major shifts in em.
phasis from increasing public aware.
mess to improving prevention ants
treatment services. and to locus on
treatment foe the child, as well aa par-
ents AdditIonaly. emphasis Is placed
1111 improving the functioning of public
child protective agencies.

Another underlying theme, building
on the past generalised treatment
center demonstrations. Is an emphasis
on the creaseuttlnar. multi &EMI AP
Preach to the delivery of treatment
services. Many agencies other than the
child protection agency deliver vital
treatment prvicts This theme In-
cludes testing hypotheses that are in,
tended to provide information on
methods of masimisine the quality. ef-
ficiency. and effectiveness of human
service programs related to child abuse
and neglect Competitive extension of regional re.

A final, underlying theme is that all source projects is atm proposed, batted
proposed priorities include a particu. on the Renate bill extending the Act.
lar oensitIvity to the special cultural which-authorises " giving special
and linguistic needs of minority chit- consideration to continued Federal
dren.(2111irks. Hispsnles. Asian Arneri. funding of' child aims shd neglect
cans and Native Americans) and their Programs et projects epreviously
families, funded bY the Department of Health.

The experience of the first genera. Education. and Welfarei of national or
non of CIMICCAN research and dem. regional scope and demonstrated cf .
onatratIon project& has also resulted in fectivenns." All proposed priorities
the identification of gaps In Informs. Ire subject to the IlmIta and require-
lion, knowledge, and the testing of de. menta of program authority under the
signs The following areas of concern extension of the Act, as finally en.
are addressed through the proposed acted.
proects' Specific Cienntents find suggestions

antemtntameal kneeled/a To learn art solieited eoneernnat earh of the
about the characteristics. talent. _-prlorities deseribed below. In addition.
causes, and effects of child abuse and revIewers are invited to suggest any

neglect In order to determine the
unmet nerds of children awl (sniffle,

Treatment To Increase the quAlitv
and quantity of treatment services,
provided bY commonly based human
service agencies and to delernium
what forms of child maltreatment re
quire more 'interim. supers MIMI
through child protective Agency morn
boring

Chad Prufet fire Seri hes To im
prove the ability of child protective
agencies to receive and investigate re-
ports, provide 24 hour emergency ser
vices develop and implement service
plans and. *hen necessary, initiate
court action

Prevention- and Seff help To in
crease the quality and quantity oh ser
Vie's protided by community based
human venire agencies to encourage
sell referrals and to present high
risk- situations from becoming overt
child maltreatment

/gentile Cogrfs To increase the
ability of jutenile and family courts
id to adjudicate child protective cases
promptly, accurately, and fairly. and
Ho to determine, implement, and mon
not appropriate orders of dispostlion,/

inslifeltonal Child Abate and gr.
glee( To further the development of
indePendent investigations, in order to
prevent and to tate corrective aetion
in cases of institutional child maltreat-
ment

Resource if nAancernent To encour
age advorary by non service as Cell as
service providers at national, state and
community levels in order to Improve
t he qualit y and quantal' of prelent re.
protective, and treatment seri, Wes
available.

All of the proposed priorities in this
notice, except the evaluations tflo C.

5, and lei. Would be conducted by
g rant. For each priority. project
title. the number of projects, the ap-
proximate funding level, the duration
of the propels, statements on the icre
portance and purpose of the project,
the background of the prolect, the
proposed methodology, and the future
utilization of project findings are
g iven.

Nora ingsSTIO, VOL ek pa. 11-1001111AV, Waal! me
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additional research or demonttratinn ment ni explanatory hYpotheses lead prospeen- rt-trmpe, t ..s. n.,
priorities Niontested additional prior ing to sounder theories concerning dat can Os silt Well lin Pao gent ta
Ole; would be most helpful if t hes maltreatment nf children tints The Pigs% l)aek
sere presnited in Mr shine formal
&tut it the ame te,pical stem u the
Priorities describer n this announce
relent No proposals concep, papers.
or other furms of application stoollti
be submitted at this time Any such
submissinps III be discarded In railer
to maintain a prucedure fair to esery
on. aPplicatums sill be arreptell tolls
in response io the final Priority Slate
menla A immoral tt of them sill be
putilished in the Fyne RAI ftrottiss

All gram applications re., ised in re
to the final Priority Stade

roe, will be rrlieird by the Admit.
iltratmn for Children. Youth and
Families. Child and Family Research
Mesmiw caramitlei. Requests for con
tract proposals I e (he esalUltionS of
demonstration proncts 'NO 5, 11, and
10,, ill be published and will be an
flounced in the Commerce Business
1311:1) of 'the Department of Com
rnerce All proposals fur contracts are
rrsiessed by Federal panels according
Iti the regulations of the Department
of (trait ti btu-anon and Welfare

No scanoslerigement tll be made of
thr comments rereited,. hot all of
them Mill he considered in finalising
the chtid abuse and neglect research
Priorities In -;dition. all persons com
memo g on the proposed priorities will
be pteced on the child abuse and ne
gle t nts.iing list and will be .-nt the
fugal research and demonstration pri
ority statement which sill serve p
the imitation for researeo arid demot.
o ration grant atip:ications It Is antici
Pined that the priorit> stalest,. nig lain
bcsannounred and sent cot In the
Swing of 11171 and grants siarded In
/September Ira subleet to Depart-
mental automats and the availability
of funds

psorosrs Montr Dtsratertmot
itlIDSISIOLOGICAL 1111OwLIDGN

esom-r TITLIF I ONCITODINAL pro
014 CHILD NIALTSCATINFHT [KHANS
MAT ronelteTS AND DeenrIrINIIRTAL
ofulgtqurNrry Nom est CHILD AND
MAUI'

IIIHAFA cosi 01,RATION OF
rioncis

Four grants at 3150 000 each fur
(local year ISIS. tg/g. and 1950. 4th
Year at $4s/.000

twevierseas OF TNI FPODJUT

Research on the dynamics of farn
ilies inselvcd In child maltreatment
oser time is scarce Most retearrh in
goers the historical ...eras and the
social contests in which families Are
mbedded Ecologically rand sti.lies
oser time sould permit the develop

PlfepoSE or VOL PA011:11'

The specific intent is to Morino thll
orta based upon a holot examitia
tion of ablest. and neglect that takes
Into considrration historical and i.e.,

igical fa. l.if S. the (mills atul the
transit:on of time These theories are
or, raaary to guide polies and lurugratti
deseloptnent relatinir to Sets ices, teen
nical a.sostance aod research.

IscaventlIti
Ther: re now tort a htindred re

search protects that has, attempted to
identify the significant failies" of
abuse and neglect through the s(ud)

' demographic. social, and psycho
logical attributes of the parents and
child In the aggregate the results are
not consistent though certain charm..
teristics of the mother a.yd child
appear more frequently than others.
age of mother, social isolation, knoll"
edge and competence In child rearing,
family stress, vulnerable child de
mending moreattention. pot erty, and
poor houiing

Despite definitional. &stripling and
methodological problems, various the
toles have emerged t II The economic,
political, and soilsl factors and the as
sociatett %Cue premises Impact upon
he fano]) with resultant cons..

(turners for the parents and child: 121
most families living in adverse cireum.
stances do not maltreat their children
and only those guardians with psycho.
logical problems, low Intelligence, or
lark ol child rearing skills art prone to
maltreatment:131 the Child is unwant
ed and this Is manifested by poor m
ternity care leading to prematurity or
rongenital handicapping renditions of
tt-e infant, (4) the mother has dere!.
oped pathological attachment to the
child or is an Infantile mother charm
tensed by the apathyfutility syn.
drome

These and other theories ran only
be tested through longitudinal re .

search which looks at toe settings,
e.ents, and circumstances affectIng
t ne family overtime

111T1101101.0gY

There are two approathea to Idingitu.
dims: research. ill Study new cohorts
samples specifically for studying child
Maltreatment, (2) "Olgily.bark" on ea-
Isting longitudinal research in which a
sub.sample of the cohorts are identi
fled with malirtatment. The former
approach la economically feasible
t hrough met hodologiral developments
since the early 11140's In life span and
life course research. Ely combining

far les., costly bot depends upon Wet:
tityltig appronriste cohorts that 4,1i !

lone sufficient nil:Tibet ,t1 matt teat
InenkrAtes tieteral Sllell rearareti pro
lents use a tioth ti.k cohort which
%mild hate the hiche.t it of
COW airluig ma:treatment case ,

PT11

The result, front this re., tact. woold
pros itle r,sential gindance 1,d nolo
and piantung at the Fed, rat let h

Ili% Itottledlate ItIll131 1111,,,

I Wore research thrert lot, and tortleiti
Mogi and tillect the Ilse of scare,. rt.
sources oft the most promising lead.

ID/ INFATHINT

(1) raorrc-r TITI F DrIloNSTNA
TIoNs or Srrelit ITFD INLATIAI NT Aro
LFWILIIT Nil ORIAISO NI. soRATAII.
Art.Or NFLAILD MAI !SLAV/FAT AND

411fAACC7

attains or Mentrts

Adoleaeenl abuse and neglect
Auboanre abuse relate"' chit,: mai

treatment
Ncititot
Cellawegto

raw

INeltcts

3

3
3

to

COST APO tontratort

3 years at 5130.000 per protect annu.
ally

IIIPORTANCI

The present generation of treatment
demonstration ProleCti has Identified
galls in treatment knowledge concern.
Mg 'the following situations. Ill Ado
leacent &bum, and neglect 12J drug or
alcohol related abuse. and (3) all forms
of neglect. Adolescent abuse entails
the direct participation of the parents
and the adolescent in the diagnostic
assessment. treatment plan, and ser
Streit Alcohol or deug related abuse or
neglect lneolgea muitlproblem fam
idles In which both parents and chil .
dren ate In jeop tidy. There are about
three times as many eases of neglect
as abuse These are Invariably long.
term and Chronic situations of family
dysfunetIon,

Menial
To validate through clinical field re.

search various tre itmeut approaches
to these difficult poblems

PIONAl MOTU, VOL 43. NO. ifNOWAY. JSMOARY IL 1305

u ,1
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Retneen *fiscal Year 192.4 and fiscal
year 1E17, total of 33 child abuse and
neglect demonstration treatment pro-
jeer provided undifferentiated see-
vices (or all cases of high risk and con
firmed maltreatment fetich useful In
formation was contributed by this
effort relating to costs. organisational
sponsorship. administrative structure,
case management and treatment tech

d community impact Those
treat demonstrations have used a
g ene orientation. Demonstrations
of the pros Ision of more specialized
treatment services ate needed.

Ferrel, rigatoni
These projects are designed to gen-

erate Information concerning the
intake prwchires (coordination with
police In Viloleseent and substance
abuse cases, especially), methods to in
crease motivation and improve mac-
Ity to untize services by the involved
families, and the viable differential ap
proaehes which appear to create posi-
tive movement by the clients They
will also indicate the training needs.
levels of skill and the diversity of sec
vices that are necemary to work with
these problems Particularly impor-
hint well be an underending of the
length of time necessary to work with
ther families and the ability of the
agency and the client to sustain that
relationship Important Information
w ill also be generated coneerning
sinus related to removing the child for
either a tenipOrary or permanent
placement lin (Oster caret

aletliorienoriy
This entire effort is envisaged is a

collaborative clinical field study with
independent, but cooperative investi-
g ators The overall design includes the
funding of the ninq clinical demon.
st ration projects and one collaborative
rerarch propel. as detcribed above.

Proposals will be Invited from inter.
rated investigators and clinical frill.
ties tOexemine In depth the treatment
of cohort in one of the three prob.
lem reas, using a formal rather than

naturalistic research design. Projects
a required to work cooperatively
with he one collaborative Research
prolect and the outside evaluation
Oho 01 These projects will focus on
the generic elements common to all
projects and provide a forum for ehe
development of CoMmon definitiOr.
protocols, and where applicable. pron.
dures useful in the conduct of complex
clinical demonstrations This strategy
is bred upon the initiation of criti .
cal mar of studies that are indepen
dentiy designed and conducted while
the common elements are investigated
independently-

17111.11ATION

The knowledge gained
field research will be of

from tine
Immediate
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value to twin Involved with these
types of c s It will also lay the hum-
dation for ible future demonstra-
tion projects which might examine
systems and cost issues necessart for*
the administration of programs

(Ai rennet Tirrig CLINICAL DINO:.
TIONS Or Mg MLA TTTTT Or sligUAL.
AsUse

NUNara. CosT. APIO ouRATION or

Four grants at 11130.000 per project
annually for 3 years

tioroirrAgclI

The present geneyation of treatment
demonstration Projects nas identified
a significant gap in treatment lowed
edge concerning those Involved In
sexual abuse Sexual &bum of chil-
dren. erierially In cases of incest. Is
perhaps one of W.,. lewd understood
and, consequentiy most mishandled
forms of child maltreasment. Esti-
mates et the number of caseieofrexual
abuse tiler year nationwide range

30,000

rrarOsg

To validate through clinical field-
studies various approaches to treating
families. Including the children. In-
volved in sexual abuse.

ascriapoirrill

Sexual abuse involves the criminal
just ice system and the child proteetive
system It is considered a gross yiola
tion of community standards and
Moral beliefs. It is particularly dig-
treming to professionals who sre
called upon to deal with it An earlier
study indicated that there often Is as
much harm done to the child by the
system's handling of the case as the
trauma &reverted with the abuse.

exneteo POnstilsa
Techniques for the Investigation,

intake and diagnosis, treatment of the
parents and child. and the utilisation
of community resources for such cases.
The projects will also generate linowl-
Age relating to whethet the child
should be plated in temportax or long-
term permanent Placement Equally
liMportant grill be the knowledge gen
grated about staff skills, training
needs. support Systeins, and caseload
composition. e g should workers be
arigned carloads consisting solely of
ritual abuse cases Upon closer exigent
nation we expect les learn more about
the varied structure, functions and dy-
namIcs qf the families involved in
sexual abuse.

IIITSIONOLON

Proposals will be invited from Inter-
ested clinical facilities and Investiga.
tors except those-associated with hos-

intals. NIMH and LEAA have ficided
several demonstrations In hospital set
tines relating to sexual abuse These
proposed projects ill complement the
demonsfrstions bared In hospitals
with demonstratiuns bard In social
service agencies, mental health ern
tees, an courts w hich are actively
Involved with use

These projects required to co-
operate with te Collaborative Re-
search Project No 27. and the outside
evaluation ( Pfo. along with the
other clinics projects proposed under
No 2. for tn same reasons

LITILIIATION

The infofrsation generated bY these
projects w I be of immediate value to
a eariety I reticles involved with
sexual sbu This information will
also tdoride the betels for curriculum
development at the pre service arid In
service settings involved in training
staff
la) raoPect MIA CLINICAL DIM

TIn115,01, TSFATIWIT FON AMMO AND
NEGLICTID CHUMP

PIUMIGI. COST. APO DONATION OF
rIlo.ltCrs

Five 'grants at $110,000 i1503100 per
grant for each of 3 years

triroriTANcs or PROMS'

An estimated million children are
abusedrme:lected every year The pro
teener. sevices sYstem' seeks to assure
the physical safety of the cue report-
ed to them and may direct variety of
serviees to the Involved parents. How-
ever. there se very few treatment. re-
hsbilltative or developmental services
for the cnildren. apart from medical
fare

PU5I0511 Or PROW?

Tosievelop and evaluate a variety of
treatment services for abused/neglect.
ed children with special attention to
the `differing age ranges. particularly
0-5 am 8-12. to facilitate the child's .
social. "notional and educational de.
velonmeni and adjustment

11ACisolioUris

Research indicates that abused and
neglected children show a high Mei

' dence of developmental disabilities
These physical and medical difficulties
are accompanied by a range of sOcIal.t,,,
emotilmal and edusational diet ur.
banes& ye!. while there is no re-
clficedetan uattern which could be
deacribed ea profile of abused chi),
dren, many call be describeekirliirreg
a very low or Inadequateielf-cOncePt.
and as being unabilivto relate to other
people, particularly adults. In any
trugt relationship. Even when treat-
ment services directed to parents are
successful in stopping the maltreat

MOM amine. ven. a No. 11-011010AY, JAWJACT $3,
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rinnt. they do not address improving
the child's adjustment

One project which regularly amessed
child development and competence
while the parents were under treat
Mont documented continuing dete
rioration In Hut children's develop.
rnent. even though the parental treast
inert end progressing satiefmtorlly In
addition. children are frequently held
bx be eemPainsIble foe inetkating abuse
through provocative beriavlors

(Sher findings indicate a very high
correlation between abust/ &glint and
the onset of status remits and Sive
nlie &Spurner invo vement at later
date

On the behavioral level. these chit
then are not usially distingulahed
from other emotionally diaturbed or
developmentally disabled citildren As
such, they recent treatment, but Both
treatment it not provided jointly to
the parents, nor is it related to treol.
ment being provided to the parents by
another agency. PUrther. the critical
act of Putting the child and the par.
nts back together again at new level
of functioning la usually mt attempt
ed

ageMiss moms
That treatment models can be clovel .

oped and demonstrated which (1)
Teach Parents new and mori apprOgiri.
ate Interactional patterm, preferably
In grouPeetting II) diagnose children
and develop specific and Individualized
treatments centering on coping skills.
interactional Modes with adults and
other ehlkiren; and t3i develop and de.
scribe proems fog child.tamily Inter-

.. action which begins under carefully
controlled settings and proem& into
the home and Independent cohlrol by
the parent,.

WriltollOtooe

A CFI public agency must &MAY
jointly with a day care/ Head Start fa
cility or an elementary public school
system Many elgmente of the child
treatment mode. e.g.. community
health resources. community 'meistal
health services. Hie wide range of
schqoi Werner% available for disabled

es. or handicapped childreh are available
and must be utilised A project should
inrlude a Chlidren's Treatment Coor
dinator who is a part of the CPS
agency. Diagnosis, treatment plalis
and training of day rare. Head Start
and school Personnel should be pro
vided by the Child Protective Agency

TrIFEEIllelllb services should not be
purchased by the Marcia! project
Orant Money may be used to develop
community resources which arr
funded' urlfier health, educational.
mental health or social eervires at the
State, county or Federal level Teach
ers and guidance personnel should br
included in multidisciplinary teem re

, views
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NOTICH 3245

Each project must hare a clinical re
search speelalist who is responsible for
the overall research input SAch an In
dividual shall also be reipoasibir for
additional chides; stud.es as needed,
and shall provide the government with

descriptIn of the re.stliods of diag
noels. development of treatment Plans.
and outcomes for children and tam
Sim it la strongly advised that such
researcher be Involved In the original
development of the pronct proposal

Too frequently, local day car,- and
sehool system staff have no 'stab

ligned design th follow In treatIng
problertu of learning dlsabilities on a
family Mats. If effective designs can be
developed for the um of school and
community resources within the
school content. they might be dissernl.
nated to the entire elementary school
system

f 110.1WI TITLE EvECUATIog OF cLINICAL
misogfraersoas or nig 111SATIIIINT
oF CHILD MIMI 55111 EgOLECT.

Nt0111101, CUSS AND DURATION OR PlIOner

I contract at 1300.000 for 3 years
and 1100.000 fot 4th year

1111.011ThiCII Of Cs../Jscr

An outside evaluation ol the projects
under Nos 2. 3. and 4 must be carried
out in order to &WM theimplements
lion and related met, child protection
sidem Impact, and community impart
lasues across projects. to glean and
record important proiram findings
and to inaermise dissemination of
these findings In I manner which en
g enders supPotts, and facilitates repli
canton ef foils in ottrr settings

ft/111.011E

This evaluation will assess the pro
ceases utilized and outcomes of demon
stration efforts by the project to ill
identify the degree to which distinct
child abuse and negleet problems re
quire unique investigative and treat
ment approaches and (3) develop and
test repinable total cane management
atrategies

114cOGR00ND

There will be a total of 15 three year
Projects demonstrating the clinical
handling of sexual abuse. chili:ren's
treatment. adolescent abuse. drug
and/or alcohol rekated abuse nr re
g leet. and Mid neglect (Nos 3. 3 and
4. above. (and one collaborative re
search project)

siercrati rtilvtims
The projects under rmtnbers 2. 3.

and 4 are groUpftl together and will be
evaluated as groinibersuse the hY-
pothests underlying them Is that the
Praifnositi for families (and children,

with the presenting Problems dis
cussed above can be slanificantly im
proved through the application of.IO
vestigative and treatment 'approarhes
that have been modified and/or de
signed to meet their pqrticular needs

For earh of the particular present
Mg problems desrribed above

These protects are expected to
Identify speciallud (ill Intake prove.
dures. ib Investiga:!.e procedures. el .
peclally for adolescent abuse cal* a. lc I
emergency services. di case planning
and management. (et WEt of multidlici
plinary teams. If, referring to eommu
nity agenc(es. is) resort to civil and
criminal court action, and liii termina-
tion and follow UP 131 The Children's
treatment projects. esPeckily. are ex
petted to identify easily replicable
physical, emotional, and cognitive
treatment techniques, such as special
edu-ation. individual and group emit)
sellt.g. and play. art, and dramatic
therapy for children. involving parents
ea appropriate (3) All of the pro)ects
are expected to (a) Identify the tytms
of families needing such care, (Lo de
tertnine the moat coat effective devel
oprnent and techniques of providing,
such men keel's lay therapists, parent,
surrogates, home management. inten
sive parent/child clinic* I In both resi
dentlal and day settings). ar sell as
more traditional parent education. In
dividual and group counseling and psy
chlatric sellitell, and concrete services.
and in) define ease termination and/or
Perm nrnt planningeonsidcrations

weriteloosnor

Routine evaluation prOTT4Ies will be
required. Including the planning and
use of Information gathering aids. site
visits, and analyses

UTILIZATION

c evaluation is expected to pro
51,- Impart and effittency data that
will ste widely disseminated to (II child
protedlve agencies. (3) State pollcy
makers and legislators 13) profession
al and community-band human ser
vice agencies that Might be capable of
providing similar services. 44i child ad .
vocary organisations. and 151 sehools
of serial work

ci elloJECT TITLE [HILO IIPKITICTIvE
sarviess tiswo logs of fun,
eluvrEctIva A0f.14CS MIMESIS IMPEL/FE
PUNTS

110/4111.E. COST AND 001157Io5 or
1:11,,111cTS

10 grants st 880.000 1120,0O0 each
annually fur 2 years

, esestmounn

Most child protective agcnciry report
problems of large caseloads, too few
rest-nines for diagnosis and treatment.
wesk administration and supervisory
practices. and consequently high ,..taff

111510)kA1 500k01111, VOl. 53. WO, 11-1.10P40ay, JANUAlle 31. 1575
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burn our rotes. Child abuse projects
funded ea demonstrations have shown
the economic feasibility of a number
of successful e techniques
However. in general. few designs have
been incorporated into ongoing agency
activities

imecurranct or reonrcr
There are over 3.000 local child pro

teethe agencies in this country serving
over 500.000 children each year Child
protective agencies are increminci
aware of 5 variety of implosed meth
ods to &low and manage services but
must of them have not installed such
program improvements and integrated
them into on going programs The fa
dilly with which si.eh improved com
ponents ean be added to on going pro-
grams must be demonstrated so that
they will be widely implemented

ruavou OP not rao.rscrs

These protects will demonstrate
ways In which small amounts of funds
ran be used to substantially improve
tin- delivery of child protective ser-
vices through the installation of addt
liunal and/or modified program cum
ponerits

ggrteTio mot/ton
It is expected that the functioning

of k hdd protective agencies can be sub
stantially Improved by the addition
and or modification of specific pro-
g rain components, not requiring rub
stantial additional funding The pro
jects will identify cost effective Oro
gram components and the best mealis
uf their installation and
institutionalization

WersonoincY
Orants will be awarded lo 10 child

protective agencies at thi Male. sub
State regional. or Standard Metropoli-
tan Statistical Ares (SMEIA1 level
Each project will install one or More
new or modined program components
in three geographically separate sites
at which it presently pros les services
An effort will be made to fund pro,
lects in demographically diverse eel
tints Each protect will be required to
specify the particular program ompo
nents to be installed al each site Such
program components may Include 24-
Ito:, intake services. hotlines. multi
diem. nary teams. group work and
t 'her If ,rapeutic approaches beyond

5- ..die therapy, parent sides, pars
professionals. and volunteers, cultural
and linguistic responsisencoi. and In
lernal management. supervision, and
accountability procedures Cacti pro
Oct ill also identify three additional
sites which are demographically and
programmatically comparable, bul at
which no additional or modified pro-
g ram components are installed
Through an outside evaluation insolv

Mg ll sites (see project No ID the
impact If the various program compo
nents ill be measured with regard to

('oat. 121 child protective System
Impact and 131 community impact

UTILIZATION

The information gained and exam
ples set by these projects will Le eom
municated to 11) the Nation's over
3.000 public chits' prplective agencies.
121 State social adminstrators. leash"
tors, and other policymakers. 0) child
advocacy organitatiains. and 141

schools of social work, for their possi-
ble use

Id/ PRIIMMTION AMU SILT NEL?

isi PROMICT TITLS DEMONSTRArlor "7
CHU o rioter-ma AGIINcY MAMMA-
OMIT OP SOL?

NUMMI. COST AND DURsTION 0?
PANIC-TS

POW grants at 1.150.000 for each an.
nually for 3 years

-INCONTAINCR

Since motivation and self -awarenem
are important elements in any effort
to change behavior. both Public and
private agencies seek ways in which to
build upon the motivation of families
w ha seek their elp voluntarily. Many
public child protection agencies. which
are accustomed lo amuming a high
d rrrrr of im 71untary interventiod. are
uncertain 5, how to sensitively
handle scli referrals, while private
agencies ate equally concerned about
referring their voluntary clients to a
mandated and sometimes Impersonal
system of reporting. Investigation and
protection Thus. demonstration
effort which attempts to maximise the
willingness of families lo request aaals-
lance throng the careful manage
ment of services which are both appro
priate and acceptable, would be key
part of coordinated puLlic/prIvale
strategy aimed at avoiding duplication
of services, enhancing early prevention
efforts. Increasing agency accountabil,
ity and cooperation. and.insuring that
(KARA are not permitted to fall between
the public and Private sectors.

cUllruse

These projects will demonstrate
ways in which child protective agen-
cies can work cooperatively with pri-
vate agencies to develop systema for
the case management and treatment
of self referrals which are responsive
to the needs and special concerns of
voluntary clients hi addition. proce-
dures for establishing accountability
for volunlarY, private treatment of
Identlfed abuse and neglect cases and
referral of high risk clan to sources
outside the formal child ppilection
system will be developed Efforts will
be aimed at the development of com-

prehensive service network from
intake to follosup which will provide
compassionate. fair, and voluntary ser
vices to self referred families

BACKGROUND

Incressed public awareness concern
Ins the availability of treatment for
child abusing and neglect families haa
increased the rale of self.referrals in
recent years According le statistics of
reported CA/N Claes from 21 Stales.
approximately 1 percent tor S. 00) of
the Mei reported to public child pro.
tection agencies fall into the category
of self-referral An even greater
number of self referrals from families
whose problems include Or potentially
Include child maltreatment are be.
lieved to be reeelved by Private family
serve* &gentles eacn'Year

A key Maur for both public and rel.
vale service agencies involves ways in
which they can be responsive to the .
needs and fears of &elf -referred fam-
ilies by providing supportive services
In nonthreatening environment.
while maintaining accountability to
the formal child protection system Al
though some individual CPS agencies
have modified then procedures In an
effort to Improve the handling of self-
referrals, for most public ageneles, ca
seloads are too large, available re.
sources are too few, and loo Illtle is
known bout the needs of voluntary
clients to establish a management
system for the sensitive and &portion
ate tandimg of self referrals Private
agencies, hospitals, and mental health
professionals. en the other hand.
which often roe themselves aa the
most appropriate long term rebources
for kheir own sell referred caseload.
need a system of accountability to the
mandated CPS agency which does not
Jeopardise the therapeutic relation
ship established with abusive and ne
g leclful families under their care

Herst000tocy

' Four grants will be awarded to State.
regional or SMSA public child protec
lion agencies Each proJect will be re-
sponsible for coordinated self referral
program components in three geo-
g raphically separate sites at hich it
presently provides services An effort
will be made to fund projects In demo .
graphically and culturally diverse set
tines Loch project sill be required to
document 'the cooperation of the P
prupriate community prevention and
treatment referral resources

Each project will also loentify one
additional site rhich is demographi
rally and programmatically compara
ble, but at which no additional self re
fensl programs are inatalled Through
an outside evaluation IN0 gi Involving
the sites in this Project and In No I,
the impacts of the presence of the vac
lolls specific self refesigl components
will be measured with regard lo ill

eggiggAi 111104$11111. VOL 43. NO ISMONOAL. JAMUAlly /I. ling



Cost, 121 client impact Ill child MO
techs metem impact and 14, cot no
n Ity impart

UT Milian, 5

The information gained and tl.e pro
gram components do, eloped sill be
rOmmulurated to the more than 3,0041
public child Vole. lisp agemies Arno,
the country It Ls expected that report
ins and referral guldlines model ron
tracts of inter agency cooperation and
specialized procedures for the manage
!Tient and treatment of solontary cli
ents sill be Utilited by CPS agencies
both in restructure their own Spitilnii
management of self referred Mars,
and to improse rommumis coordina
lion and handling Of self n ferrate

151 111011ETT 1111 FS LIM 14OTIOTI 4IF

rldit ii cat: 0 prom-rive ai.ral i Fail
1111P0C,Vtlallsit ion) isepoltdrstrir

ne star stratum. P110111-15

5 own/. ,3111T. IND DWI trios or
COW WV.

1111e oncrart al 8223 000 I EY 751
9277000 (EY 79, and 875 000 WV 801

Imeoarsrors

An 01104110n of the demonstrations
In numbers 0 anti 7 Alen, y Program
hoprosement and Management. of
&If Referral., 4,111 he comforted in
order to &wool,' information shout
flit. PM, Itieness of these methods of
tel linology trmisfer

141,011.112

This maturation ill assess the pro
vela utilized and outcomes of %odious
approaches to sing small @mantles of
funds to substantially 'morose the de
Mery of child protect Ise ',mires

PSI 555014511

'f he Proirrts nder No 17 mid No 'I
are grouped together ho esaltiat tort
PurPoscs Ihe genrric hyoid h
Psi, In I hat the armor dellsery sYsterns
can be significantly impriord through

small mmustment lit tea-MI(40M'
transfer

laliTNutis it otile

Roadme esInalinn processes sill be
required. Including the planntrig and
Use ca, information gathering aids site
sisitz and analyses

1111117811101

Should Ilie prolecta pro,
the t Ile es Moat wit may lime a signal
cant Impart ant planning and °per
atoms eSpecildly at th lorsi anal

Slate lesela Agencies may instItutton
e lite tested artd sinner, designs
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ill ranjrre rifts ormoissts mons or
lONWIIIII tO 555111 TIM 0 ATOM siila
511041"? IllS APID MATSUI/ T
1411015t-T5

NOSTIFIS nIl, s3/0 to 0511415 Iir 11043,1,r1

10 grants at $I20 ono I l..t leant
8100000 ,2nd year, and 870,000 ,lrel
year) per 11111/11

L Ur eltoirt-T

Almost all communities base human
servIre resources thal are not fully
brought to bear to help present and
treat N These projects are meant
to shoo. hos such sersires ran be made
part of calm:cloudy side strategies and
hos this can be done Isith limited
funds (lreater use and coordination of
misting community agencies for pre
sention and treatment of actual and
high risk situations should result In
addition. the pretentise impact of
highly targeted supporthe leralres
'such as services ill hospital deliter)
and new born facilities) will also be as.
seared Th1s experience sill be trans
lated Into models of effeetne coordi
nation fur repliction in all States

PUPOSI

These protects seek to demonatrate
how already existing human services
in sort, settings as IT hoots. mental
health centers, family service centers.
day vale programa and medical facili
ties tit can prevent child abuse and
neglect by encouraging self referrals
prosoling early sersoes to sulnetable
thigh risk/ families, 121 can amist child
protectise efforts through prompt
IdelitifIcation and reportnig of known
and suspected (Tars, and I 31 ran assist
May1115,411 anti treatment efforts by ac
replan. referrals from child protertise
agencies

1154110110001

Rased on current research '111,1111gs

and the experience of the hist rotto
of child abuse demonstration treat
ment projects. se anus that Many of
the families reported to child protec
tile agencies hase a history of presi
ous personal and family Problems and
base been subjects of concern to
schools and other community men
Ties At best, these families may hose
receised argmented and sporadic ass%
lance Insufficient to stop the proem
of family deterioration before it
reached 'squat abuse or neglect If
agencies are alert to these early
startling signals and if early **Dices
are made Mailable to these families in
a non threatening atmosphere. then
real progress In presenting child mat
Deatment 511, be possible

Esen after the child proteetise ser
tires unit becomes !mots ed elfectise'
treatment may often be provided by
other agent . VIITthrtnore, any al
tempt to create the broad range of

treatment 1.14311"rs necessary to deal
aith complex child abuse and neglect
situations unhurt child proteclase
agencies %mild be a costly duplication
of rooting resources 1101 likely to re
crate the Slitiport Of blidartilig 1101

thuritirs
Waitrons

he hypothesis Underlying these
protects 13 that. men Ithout nthc
sums of large amounts of additional
funds community human music.e
agencies can help reduce the lesel of
child emu* and neglec( in a commum
ty by or:meting presentise scrsices to
vulnerable families and by accepting
referrals for treatment from child pro
sectise agencies These projects are ex
peeled to iii deselnp Means 01 Identi
lying vulnerable thigh riski families
121 identify those early services most
effect use In presenting child abuse and
neglect. 0) Identify those sets ice ele
ments of their present programs of
most value In the treatment Of tlPea,
referred by child protective agencies.
and 141 deMonstrste that these ler
Vice) are accessible at a fellaible cost

argereolzoLoGY

Ten grants Sill be awarded to direct
sersice.lgencles. able to install pro
gram components In three geographl
rally separate sites each at which they
presently provide sets Ices related to
child abuse and neglect This Includes
health. mental health, achool. las en
forcement. and private social sersice
gencies Public* social liff/ICIrn
providing roster:the case all excluded

Each project be required tat

sorrily the particular early serslces or
referral services they will proside at
earn site and will also be required to
document the agreement of the appro
prude (Mid protective agency to make
referrals for treatment fhirh serstees
may Include for medical centers- pre
and pert natal counseling. Post-natal
folios lip tincluding home %tutors),
and Early And Periodic ricreening, DI
agnostic and Treatment ii:PSLYTI and
well baby clinic family counseling, fur
schools parent education programs
for parents nd/or teenagero, and
school guidanre and family counseling
semi, rs, fur family teenier center.
Parent counseling and training tier
sires (including infant stimulation and
nutrition programs). marital and
family stress counseling. respite child
care. ..nd emtvgency family shelters,
for mental hralth centers Indislchial
and group therapy and community
education. for day care and other pre
school prt .sems -parent mho:Alton.
crisis nursery. parent insolvervieht arid
mutual support programs and theta
poodle sem ices for children

h project sill sten identify three
additional sites which are demograptil.
rally and programatically comparable,
Mit at which no additional prevention

1110011At 11111111, 004 43, NO IS-01104411.M, JANUAR/ 77 IRO
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and/or treatment components will be
installed Through an outside (value..
tion involving all sites. No. 10. the im
Meta of the propene, of the embus
specifie prevention and treatment
components will be measured with
regard to (11 Cost, t3) client Impact.
(SI child protective SIISITOI impart, ant
t ) community impact

Rectum these projetts are also dc .
slimed to demonstrate the degree to
which prevention and treatment err
nem cart be integrated into existing
programs without large amounts of
additional funding, there will be
Planned 30 percent reduction in Fedee .
al assistance in the second program
year and another 30 percent reduction
in the third and final year of support.

-Each pplicant will be required to de
scribe how this increased local share
will be met

UTILIZATION

Useful designs will Improve and
expand nationwide attempts to devei .
op multiagency a ppppp chcs to family.
support and child protection Funding
sources are available to institutionalise
svich services, for example the Com.
munity Mental Health Act now spe.
cifically req.Jires mental health cen
tem to.have program components re .
lating to children.

110 Viola"? ring [VALUATION or OWN
tom Of CONNUNIT.

('HILD ADM AND /MAIM` psItcarlop
AND'TIIIATNINT VOO/ScIll

N UMMI. COST AND *UNCTION

One contract at 5150.000 for 2 years
and 5100.000 for the third year

PUMPOSS

ThIS VIllUal1011 is necessary in order
to determine and analyse the results
of the demonstration to be conducted
under No 5.

IIITNODOLOGY

Routine valuation processes will be
required. including the planning sod
use of information gathering aids, site
visits, and analyses.

UTILISATION

The results will be broadly dissemi .
nated to aid Federal. State and local
Polley, planning, and operations staff.

It) JUvIlitt.S cousTs

liii nomm ?MS DM ION OV
PPOVISION Or COUNIIIL IC CHILD ?PO

PlIOCISAINGS AND tilovtir
ruvrstirt COUNT PPPPP IND Or SUCK
CAM

N UNISSN, COST AND DUSATION

I at 11100.007-11300.000 for 3 years.
11410.009-$160.000 for the 3rd year, and
5115.1100-11110,000 for the 4th yew.

564

NI:Melt.

11111011111PCS OF /110/11(7

Juvenile CoUrts annually handle
over 160.400 cues of alleged child
& Mat and neglect The actions of the
court can have profoundly important
consequences for the thildren and pee.
ents involved TM preens itaelf ean Re

confusing experience and may ulti.
malady result in the children War.%
moved from their .dents and
in foster care for iv .)nths or years. In
few cases, termination of the parent
child relationship tomtits. FUrther.
more. juvenile Murt action is usually
only commented in cases of severe
problems. where the injuries have
been unusually serious or the family
refuses to cooperate with treatment
efforts For those eases, judicial child
protective pioceedings may become
the catzlyst to an effective child pro .
tect ire system id a community.

141111,05! OF Fliont

These projects will develop and dem.
onstrate modes I) of the provision of
couneel to indigent Parents. endan.
g ered children, and child protective
agencies. (2) the improved procedural
handling of child protective eases. and
13) the use of modern technology to
manage court related word processing
and statistical systems.

mettepoulto
Juvenile or family court child pro.

tective actions are necessary and en'.
Mal elements of communitywide re
sponges to the need to treat child
abuse and neglect Essential to any
properly functioning court system is
the provision of counsel for ail neers .
sary parties In child protective pro.
eeedings, this includes at minimum
the accused parents, the endangered
children, as well as the agency rent,*
sentatives seeking to take protective
action. However. In too many commu-
nities, representation is haphasard In
some eases, the parents are represent.
ed.'in others the agency: and in a few,
the child. Partly in response to a re
quirement for State grant eligibility
under Pub L 93.247. 42 States guar.
antee the appointment of a guardian
ad litem to represent the child In juve
nile court proceedings However. only
25 Slates provide Nil attorney FL the
g uardian ad Mem The increasing at
Lennon accorde4, to the needs of the
abused child has made more agencint
and courts anxious to take effective
action to protect endangered children.
However. In their good falth efforts.
their action may impsel differently on
the rights of parents. Counsel for pat
ents should therefore be provided.
However, the right to couneel in civil
child protective proceedings has not
been held by the courts to be required
by the Constitution and is provided in
ter States These projects are dc .
signed to explore and document the

needs and modes of providing counsel
for all nectsearY Wiles in the Pro.
ceedings. Only in that way can the
fairnees and effectiveness of juvenile
court child protective proceedings be
beet insured.

Present court procedum am not de .
signed for sensitive child protective
matters Oenerally patterned after
their juvenile delinquency analogs.
many have WV!, developed sprialtsed
ease handling and evidenriary rules
necessary to protect children in emer.
geney situations. determine short and
long term custody. and select the most
ap ppppp late Ireatment alternatives
There is a need to Monty rol5s, pram.
dun% and permit Mills in judicial
child protective decision.making. as
well le to Vide modern management
techniques, such as automated word
processing, to im pPPPP the efficiency
of the courts

81111.1155 /111111111105

The hypothesis underlying these
projects is that the provision of eoun
lel to perents. children and agentifil
and the modernisation of case hail.
tiling will result In fairer, prompter,
and more appropriate court action
These projects are expeeted to t II dc .
veep procedures NA appointing coun
eel and delineating their roles. 121 di .
veto') specialised cant handling prom
dures. and (3) demonstrate the effec
tive use of automated data processing
technology.

MITNolIOLOCT

Five grants will be awarded to rural.
suburban and urban Juvenile or family
courts. Each project will develop and
then install the procedures described
above. Each applicant will be required
to describe how it would evaluate the
protect from two points of view (It
The increased efficiency of the mons.
compared to baae line data collected
before the installation of the project
activities. and 121 the impact of the
grant activities on those represented.
Iv . the parents. the children. and the
agency. Among the Issues to be ex
plored In the second category will be
the parents' percestion of the Muth'

vof the system, the agency's under.
standing of the use of mud action and
its acceptance of the needs of the liti.
gation process, and the degrees to
which the needs and elSh11 of the
child am taken into account Evslua.
lion of funded projects will be Mr
formed by program office staff using
the /tvaluation data provided by the
projects.

VTILUATIoll

There are a ppppp imately 3.000 juve-
nile courts in this Country. with 3.500
Juvenile court judges hearing and de.
termining cases each year. Through
the information gained from them

mom Norirse. VOC M. NO. Isamemm, JAVIUMY U 1,0111



protects model procedures guidehnes.
and protocols will be deseloped that
can be integrated into In (entre train
Ins and les hniral assistanre anis 'ties
related to these row( systems

. f trISTITOTIonal. cHILD 1111141 AND
MAIL I

(IV Cannel ?trio DIMON TTTTT Inas or
INVIST1GATIoNs AND 'ppm( !la.' os
INSt ITUTiotitil CHILD Annie AND NI
GLIKT

NUMNIII rum AND DUPISTION

4 grants at 975.000 for 3 years emelt

MPG or rinligrI
A. a result of the Pub I. 93 247 eh

6931114 requirements 42 states now
make prosIsion for the independent

stigation and correction of institu.
Urinal ehild buse and neglect

SInwrser. siner twat, efforts are of
aurh recent origin. there is no body of
prartical eassorienee that states and
Child adsocacy groups ran took to in
win/ming their own programs

ruarosa or tiff esotect
[hese projects 111 des lop awl tcst

Me( hods of operating out going pro
rains to rn rise. insestigate and
where appropriate. take rorrertise
action Concerning reports of known
nd suspected chilli gnu, and nritert
In Institut finial and other .nit of home
plarement

SAl gulinoND

(Art 100 000 children :Ise in residro.
rill mon ot ions sin li SA treatment ren
!..ra. temporary and Ping term shel
(era, detention homes. renters for the
mentallt retarded and deselopmental
Iv disabled and group homes In the
past allegations of institutional ehild
maltreatment If acted on at all lime
been handled on an ad hoc basis, often
through grand jury insestigations or
the creation of blue ribbon panels
The 42 Pub I. 113 247 eligible slates,
as'well as some others are now seek
ins to &setup operating procedures to
implement the legally binding Insesti
ating polwies that hose recently bren
enacted Hoarser; Deraute us little has
been door Iii the past toward install-
ing on going programs to protect en
dangered children thing In residential
facilities the states are implementing
their program with no gicidanre from
isles iously demonstrated approaches

gitetettO FINDINUS

The hypothesis underlying these
proPels Is that there are certain fun
damental aosroachrs to handling re
poets 01 krion and suspected institu
(Ronal child maltreatment hirli ran
be effectisly demonstrated for later
wideaptead replication The results of
these projels will De protocols. pros'e
dines and rase materials that Can be

es.

used as blueprints by other States in
implementing on going SYstelna to
handle InStitutional child abuse and
neglect

MITHODM (ICY

Pour grants will Do awarded to State
agencies Independent of lien ler deliv-
ery agencies but with authority tor
the insestigation and rorrertion of In
atitutional child abuse and neglect
These prolects will ill rrepsre
state of the art paper on the nature.
extent. explanalory reasons. and
guidelines for presenting and correct-
ing (his form of child maltreatment.
(2, deseloir mufti &tem) protocols. (3,
&setup procedures fur rereising rs,
ports. (41 deselop fact finding proce
(lures including Investigations. surseys,
and consultations, (SI deselop CorreC
tne actions including personnel se
lions. policy and program changes,
and legis,lator and budgetary rerom
trirtoilitions and (Ili &snots oroce
dures for the monitoring of agency ef
teeth,' nes;

V0 ILICA010 N

The materials desrloped St these
projects *III be direct), disseminated
to Stole Child Proteins., agencies.
other relesant State min.-les, and dr
&don makers. prisatr and quasi public
adsocacy organizations (such as Com
millers for Children and Youth) for
their consideration and possible use

191 arsooler INHANI 111111NT

1 1 I 1 19111011 Tine litatoNsi 11FsccUllt
I 011/1,4.F0111 FOIOUSSIONAI 4 AND 111l .
moat re PuPPLATIoNS

P11911111,111. COST AND 0011411111

5 grants for $200,0041 inch for 3
years

1411.011TOPIrg Or /DOW T

National professional organirations
are prime shapers of the professional
brhasiors within tiers ire dells'et y and
sdnilinst Wise settings Theit projects
ill demonstrate hos the etiergics of
national professional organirations
ran be directed toward enhancing
Nate and local ehtld abuse and nettle( t
ttratnient efforts Minority groin, or
g anirations Anse their constituencies
As major sources of information on
human tiers lee issues and as sdsorates
before Iniblic and prisate hers Ire deli,
cry aiencles to Insure the adequacy
and sensitivity of sersice to those NM
stauenrics These projects will SperIll
rant fOCUS attention on minority cul
total Wfl,iti%ity in the deselopment,
staffing and denser), of child prole/.
Ilse sersirei by all the relesatit disci
p1Mes and Actetccaysteoli

inmost OF TIIt PP Omi
These broJects will identify the ways

In IiIch national orgatuLitions can

3249

t It Rake professional awareness 121
impiose professional skilla. 0, foster
interdiseiplInart cooperation, and 141
Improsr and expand mitioritt mirth I
(cation In relation to the. presentlue
And treatment of child abuse and tie
siert

IsArghltODNO

With titi burgentillig .ir iccti,ctuuut iccui
and holininst resources as 'sitar& for
the upgtsdoot of in t isit les to present
and treat child abuse and neglect.
there Is a need to des clop and test an
proarties for disseminating that infor
mation and spotting those rest, ei
In highly targeted slut Mu writ
manner Without effertise dissemitia
lion channels, such as thr ones %loch
alreadt exist in nwsrent forms mci t he

PrOfeAsiOntsi aad minorit 5 OrgarlilA
(ions to whirls the reirsant inch% Wool
human sers ire pros niers and law en
forrement personnel belong the infor
motion and technic a re,Onr, II to Mg
generated both by ferieralls supported
research and demonstration and bs
the state and ornate sectors will has,
no aim-horst Ise ef feet s

I. specific ronrern is that the field of
dehsert to abused and neglect

ed children and their tannin's is still
under represented in terms of prote
monies capable of responding to the
cultural and 1111111listic disersitt of
I tie r e 1AI eNn poeapp% ratt, tolls

In supporting
IA Regional Stale and 81).'cial
that denionstratinit ri-eville prop% tS
since FY 1974 lias proic.,1 tic, elfo len
I') stud PU1,111,411, of fonning part
nerships with academie and pins ate
nonprofit agero leo in the 110,I,11nA
tom of inforniation and pros,on of
basic ediMation Oh the identify
and reporting of rhIld buse rot
alert for the nuhltr in general lii addi
hon. NCCANs experience In dPnlouc
strating the Use of a multill.si military
rurrifitlum on the id, mill, at ion. refer
ral and I h.sr management of child
abuse and neglyet in FY 1977 through
the ampo e of mon:nisi profei.ional
Anclat ions has pros ided eons
delicr of their efficient and credible
accem tI, their constituents Th, rolt
sergeme of these two sets of demon
stratums suggests the 11,0111m, of a
program to test the utilitt of a leder
al ornate a.ssorial imi pattnership to
disseminate inhumation and technic-at
resources to specific audiences in !Ite
field

INFEITID COMING%

Trm hypothesia im&rit ma (hi .1.
projects is that national organisation.
Au' A largely TTTTT ripped resource *holt
rail leserage mini( icsiit sers cu, delis
Cry improsements at the state arid
local lesel and within specific mltuu'ui v
populations The Projects are rum, ted
tO Identify cost efficient strategies for
the deselopment And clismillation hf

MINIM ROOM, VOL 4S. NO. 11,,MONDAY, JANUARY II, ills
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Infinmation on services and proles
monist and lay practice in the field of
child abuse and neglect prevention
and treatment

Mgerforroxour
Three grants will be assiMil to na

tional professional organizations iii
the fields serving children atol lam
Mrs. such as social sorb social ser
vices, medicine and health. no-ntal
health. law and law enforcement. and
education Two grants will be awarded
to minority group organisations voth
capability for national program imple
menlation add specific concerns for
human lervire delivery to the rumor
ity populations whk h they represent
Each applicant will be required to de
nerdse how it sill implement the lol
lowing program components ill I lhe
development ol profession aim the or

566

01011Clis

minority group-related at Men materi-
als. including Polley guides. curricula.
and investigative, diagnostic and treat.
meld aides and manuals. .21 the dis
semination of tries mit mat, nals and
other information. r31 the too, of
technical assistance to progtains and
advisacy grotipa. 14 I the training of
service providers. I i lite di., vino ...
and acceptance of accreditation slot
or specialisation standards. tett the ad
voracy fur iniplementation of plogram
improvements. nd 17t interdiscipliti
ary and Intercultural eachatigcs Each
applicant will be required to describe
the peoteedtikee it sill use to tqahotte
the coat and impact of project activi
ties

UTILI/ATION

These projects are expected to he
highly visible and to themselves insure

utilitation of the benefits to their re
spretive constituencies during the
demonstration period ',ollowing the
demonstration period. and taxed op
Nill'AN stall evaluation the expert
civet of the prole. tx will ta arial!ccd
and mint to tic llllll Dr
55iii4ai ion hIlt in the Immo, end nt of
qatti and total 11111.1 Moto. and tilalect
pre% eni um and trratinciit very

Dated Januarv 11. irta
Hill/1111MS CalthiN1S

t 'coo iiiii..tooet Administration
for Youth awl Families

Approved intioary 12. 1978

Altaic/it s Mstirtatz.
Aso-tu Pit :....trtary for

Huhu, Yi Dr ii lipiiiriit Seri lees.

trre Dia 71 iret Ed-,1 I ni 75 8 455ml

1110,111At 111OrStell. VOL. N. NO. I gORMISAY, JAMIAUP 113. VS
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The American Hurnee Association is a

non-profit orga4ation founded in 1877.

'Its qertificattfrof/incorporation states, in

part: "The objetts . .. shall be the preven-
lion of cruelty, especially to children ..."

The Association is governed by a National
Board of Directors who serve without
compensation.

WHAT CRAH IS:

Child Protection, American Humane (CPAH)
is the national association of individuals and
agencjes working to prevent neglect, abuse
and exploitation of children.

In its national membership ar'e state, and
local social services, public and voluntary

. agencies, courts,, probation services, welfare
councils, schools, medical services and inter-
ested citizens.. A committee of prominent
citizens and of experts in child protection
serves as an advisory body to the Child
Protection Division.

The program is supported by contributions,
'belouests, membership dues and earned in-

come. Contributions are tax deductible.

WHAT CPAH SEEKS TO DO

The objectives of the Child Protection Divi-
sion of The American Humane Association
are:

.TO INFORM on the nature, extent and
dimensions of problems of child neglect,
child abuse and exploitation of children.

.TO PROMOTE understanding about
causative factors contributing ° to' thew
conditions.

.TO ADVISE o .1 ways to identify chil-
dren in need of protection and on services

,for meeting their neeAls.

t.%
C.)t, 1
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.TO ASSIST in organizing new child
protective programs in keeping with opti-
mum social work standards and to improve
existing programs

RESE...RCH .

The Child Protection Division conducts a
growing number of research projects:

to determine and document the scope and
pervasiveness of problems of child neglect
and child abuse;

to evaluate and/or demonstrate the effective-
ness of. child protective techniques; and

to explore the merits of innovative ap-
proaches designed to preven\t or amel-
iorate problems of neglect and abuse or
to lessen the impact on children.

CONSULTATION AND SURVEYS

The Child Protection Division assists state
and local communities by providing expert
consultation on all aspects of child protec-
tive services. Consultation is offered to
stimulate the organization of new programs
or to improve standards in existing child
protective services.

The Division is available to conduct surveys
of community needs or of agency opera-
tions. These may range from ,n assessment
of gaps in comrnunity services for meeting
the needs of neglected children to evaluation
of an agency's protective service program.

Of national scope and significance.are the
surveys made by the Child Protection Divi-
sion to assess the availability of child protec-
tive serviceswhat communities provide the
service, under what auspices, and adequacy
in terms of meeting total community need.
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LEGISLATION

Guidelines for legislation to authorize or
strengthen child protective services are pre-
pared by *he Division. It surveys state laws
and makes comparative studies of existing

legislation to point up areas of needed
change.

Most recent emphasis has.been in relation to
laws for the mandatory reporting of child
abuse cases and juvenile court jurisdiction
over neglect and dependency.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

The Child Protection Division, on invitation,
provides staff training seminars and work-

shops in the specifics of child protective
services to public and voluntary protective
prograins. It provides leadership for insti-
tutes on child protective services at state and

regional conferences.

The Division prepares and distributes teach-

ing records and discussion guides for use bY
schools of social work and staff training
personnel.

PUBLICATIONS

The Ch:lo Protection DMsion prepares and

publishes books and pamphlets on child

o,otective ervices. Some materiats are de-
Ined to provide popular interpretation of

the problems of chiH necllect and abuie and
for meeting them. 5ther materials are

woared for professional ..;:e to help develop
understanding ();. the specifics and

dyru,rni;:s of. child protective services.

The current annotated list of publications
containing numernus titles, may be obtained

oy writing to tho national office in Engle-
wood Colorado.
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MEMBERSHIP

Membership in The American Humane As-
sociation is open to public and voluntary
agencies operating a child protective pro-
gram or interested in promoting child pro-
tective services. Annual dues are nominal.
Membersriip gives access to the latest mater-
ials on child protection for use in inter-
preting to the community or for staff
development. Availa e to member agencies

, are CPAH's consultat4ie skrvices.

Membership permits jparticipation in united
action on behalf o neglected, abused or
exploited children; sharing in the develop-
ment of new skills and new approaches; and
,contributing to enlarged understanding of
the importance of preventive services.

Individual membership brings identification
with the national effort to protect the
country's most deprived rtildren. Affiliation
affords the social worker an opportunity to
keep abreast of professional developments in
this specialized child welfare services.

For the layman, affiliation will help bring
insights and perspectives on community re-
sponsibilities and the satisfaction gained
from participation in a national program
dedicated to promoting and safeguarding the
rights of all children.

&LASTING MEMORIAL

an=creitt_e_a permanent testimonial of
your good will -tti-Ward--all_childien by a gift
in your last will jo---The-Amefican--Humane

_AssociatIbii-,To be applied to the general use
the Child Protection Division in the

fuhfrie arvee_ofits program.

When you prepare to dray; your will, make
thirw3st4nown to youe lawyer.

All donations and bequests to the CPAH are
exempt from federal and state income and
inheritance taxes.
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THE ANALYSIS

Child neglect and abuse have existed for centuries but it is only within thipast
30 years that the problem has penetrated society's consciousness as an'
appropriate concern for public policy.

The American Humane Association with a grant from the Children's Bureau of
the U.S. Department of. Health, Education and Welfare, began in 1973 to
develop and operate a clearinghouse for national reporting on child neglect and
abuse. This process has continued under the direction of the National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglest established within the Children's Bureau by the Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974.

The American Humane Association has been an advocate for the rights and
welfare of children since its inception 100 years ago. It has long been active in
conducting research and influencing policy related to child protective services.

The National Study on Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting represents a logical
Step in the progression of reasearch in this area from the early provision of
protective services to.children to the amassing of medical evidence of child abuse
to the search for patterns and causes and on to the development of reporting

'procedures by social service agencies to identify the neglected and abused
children and provide them with protective service. The National Study could
have become a reality only after the process of public reporting had become
widespread.

The absence of a central resource of national data on child neglect and abuse
has often prevented efforts toward constructive planning and legislation in this
area. There is a contibuing need for a systematic and uniform method for
gathering, compiling, and interpreting data concerning the nature of child
neglect and abuse. The National Study has addressed itself to this need by
testing the feasibility of systematically gathering data on the nature, reported
incidence, and characteristics of child .maltreatment, sources of reporting, and
actions taken by receiving agencies.

It was not the intention of the project to provide a registry of families and
children by name nor to measure the full incidence of the problem of child
abuse and neglect in the population. The data collected was to relate solely to
statistical information on officially reported cases of child neglect and abuse to
state departments of social services.

The research findings represent what has been submitted by states and not an
independent collection effort of the National Study and, therefore, embody the
variation in quality, coverage and interpretation extant in the states.
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State Participation

The overall aim of the National Study has always been to include all states and

territories; to have all counties of participating states included; to have, all
reported cases of child neglect and abuse recorded by means of a common

reporting form apd to have the reporting categories defined and interpreted in
the same way. This is *tit a truly ,netional study would ideallY embody. We are

still far from fully realizing this ambition but we have come a long way.

The current level of state particiPation was carefully built over time. All 50
states, the District of Columbia and three United States territories are
represented in the National Study. The 1976 data included 28 states and three
U.S. territories as fully participating in the study by using a common form and

sending us their data for analysis. Another 22 states and the District of Columbia
collected a range of information in. a variety of ways and sent the National Study

their aggregate data. The fully participating states and territories in 1976 were:

Alabama Mississippi South Dakota

Alaska Montana Tennessee

Arizona Nebraska Texas

Colorado Nevada Vermont

Delaware New Hampshire West Virginia

Georgia New Mexico Wyom i

Hawaii New Yor k

Indiana North Carolina Territories

Louisiana North Dakota Guam

Maine Ohio Puerto Rico

Minnesota South Carolina Virgin Islands

Since 1976 Arkansas, Michigan and Utah have become fully participating.

Summary Report

The National Study on Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting has issued summaries

of the data submitted by states in 1974 and 1975. This report represents an

executive summary of the full report of the National Study which includes a

presentation of 1976 data aiwell as a more Ixtensive analysis of the findings,

an elaboration of trends plier time and the reiearch and policy implications of
this massive array of dation child abuse and neglect reporting.

Findings

total of 7.57,533 reports 'were submitted to the National Study in 1976.
Reports wsfe received from all 50 states, the Dios ict of Columbia, Puerto Rico,

Guom sod the Virgin Islands.

2
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The reports from the fully participating states amounted to 99,579. These
reports were subjected to detailed statistical analysis.

.58% of these reports were of child neglect only; 27% were child abuse only and
15% were both.

Figure 1
Re Ports to The National Study

(N 99,579)

58.3%

28.5%

Neglect
Only

Abuse
Only

3

15.1%

F7
Abuse &
Neglect
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Table 1
Case Status of all Reports Received for 1976

(N 99,579)

Abuse Only Neglect Only Abuse & Neglect
Reported Reported Reported All Cases

Valideted 14.115 53.4% 26,102 45.0% 6,950 46.1%
Not
Validated 12,323 46.6% 31,953 55.0% 8,136 53.9%
All Cum 26.438 100.0% 58,055 100.0% 15,086 100.0%

Figure 2
Source of Initial Reports - All Cases

(N an 99,071)

47,167 47.4%

52,412 52.6%
99,579 100.0%

Friend/Neighbor 174%

Relative

Law Enforcement

Educational

Medical

Public Social Agency

Parent/Substitute,1
5.0%

Anonymous 4.0%

Victim

Privat Social Agency

8.3%

15.3%

12.2%

11.8%

11.3%

(PPI4gians 1.6%)
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Forty-seven percent of the reports were validated. In reports of abuse only, the
validity rate was 53% as compared to the neglect only validity rate of 45%. The
important finding here is not thatr,abuse is validated more often than neglect;
one would expect that .to be the Case. What is important, however, is that neylect
was validated in 45% of the caset4 which is not far below the validity rate for
abuse cases.

Friends, neighbors and relatives were the major source of reports. Over the past
three years of data collection by the National Study,Ithis group has consistently
been the source of about 40% of the initial reports.

There were substantiated cases of child abuse apd/or neglect at alt income levels.
However, most cases reported involved lower socioeconomic families.

In families where child neglect and abuse were substantiated, the median income
on all cases was $5,050 per year. Median income is substantially higher in abuse
cases (S6,890 per year) than in neglect cases ($4,250 per year). The median
family income for all U.S. families in 1976 was $13,900,

10

17 2%

77 4%

11 7.4

2,100 3.000 0.010

0%

S

Figure 3
1976 Family Income - Validated Reports

(N 19,923)

4 7%

4%

1 3%

/.010 IX= MOW 13.030 HMO 30000 25.000 X000 40.000
4110 4.110 INS 1000 13.110 Isle, 10.00. 24.010 3510. 311,000

61~44 Yarlv 1resmo 0.414,4

The involved children of abuse and/or neglect remained in the home with the
family in 82% of all validated cases. Criminal action was taken against the alleged
perpetrators in 4% of all validated cases. In abuse only cases, criminal action was
taken 9% of the time.

Alcohol dependence was considered a factor in 17% of the families in validated
cases of abuse and/or neglect.
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Figure 4
Family Factors Present - Neglect Only
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Figure 5
Comparison of Safactid Factors for Neglect and Moo* Reports
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Although ther:: are commonalities, the family fqctors involved in child abuse are -
different than in child neglect. In neglect, the relative importance of environ-
mental stress factors (poverty, broken family, poor housing) is greater than the
personal characteristics or inability to cope factors (lack of tolerance, loss of
control during discipline) inherent in cases of abuse.

Females were the alleged perpetrators in 61% of the validated caser of child
abuse and/or neglect. This predominance, however, is due to the neglect area;
only 45% of the alleged perpetrators in validated cases of abuse onl9 were
female.

Table 2
Sex of Perpetrators on All Validated Reports

(N 49,700)

Males Females All Perpetrators

Abuse Only 7030 (55%) ' i3528 (45%) 13558
Neglect Only 9733 (32%) 21060 (68%) 30793
Abuse and Neglect 2153 (40%) 3198 (60%) 5349
All Cases 18916 (39%) 30784 (61%) 49700

Figure 6
Relationship o! Perpetrator to the Involved Child on Validated Cases

(N 46,150)
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Eighty-seven percent of st alleged perpetrators were the natural parents. This
is more pronounced in nqlect cases (91% were the natural parents) than ln
abuse cases (73% were natural parents).
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More than halt the alleged perpetrators on validated reports of neglect and abuse

were over 30 years old. This contrasts with other research studies indicating

perretrators are generally young. The data from the states indicate only 6% were

under 20 years of age at the time of the incident.
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Figure 7
Age and Sex for Perpetrators on Validated Reports

= 50,500 Alleged Perpetrators) \
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\ Neglect and abuse is a problem which affects children of all ages. There is an

\ almost even distribution of validated cases across the age group up to age 14

, after which the cases decrease somewhat. These data strongly refute the

, commonly accepted notion that abuse and neglect are greater among very young

children.

While children of all ages are abused and neglected, the consequences appear to

be more acute for the very young. Nearly 60% of all fatalities occur in the group

under two yea.. of age. Since the measure of severity reflects primarily the
medical aspects of injury, the data does not address the severity of emotional or

psychological damage resulting to abused or neglected children.

Overall, there is an equal number of male and female victims on validated cases

of child neglect and abuse, but there are some differences in each age group.

8
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Figure 8
Involved Children on Validated Reports - All Cases - Age and Sex
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Table 3
Age and Severity of Neglect/Abute for AU Involved Children

Age in Veers of Victim
0-2 yam 3-5 years 5-8 yams 9-11 years

No Treatment 4491 18.1% 4820 19.4% 4496 18.1%_4037
Moderate Treatment 1720 23.3% 1376 18.7% 1265 17.2% 1148 15.6%
Serious Hospitahred -1219 58.7% 298 14.3% 174 8.4% 128 6.2%
Permanent Mobility 42 57.5% 7 9.6% 5 6.8% 4 5.5%
Fatality 103 57.2% 32 17.8% 14 7.8% 10 5.6%

All Children 7575 22.0% 6633 18.9% 5957 17.3% 5327 15.4%

As* in Years of Victim

12-14 years 15-17 seers
All Asia

0-17 years

No Treatment 4106 16.8% 2850 11.5% 24803 tD0.0%
Moderate Treatment 1093 14.8% 766 10.4% 7368 100.0%
Seflotis Hosritalized 150 7.2% 109 5.2% 2078 100.0%
Permanent Disability 6 8.2% 9 12.3% 73 100.0%
Fatality 14 7.8% 7 3.9% 180 160.0%

All Children 5369 15.6% 3741 10.8% 34502 100.0%

9
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The number of male victims exceeds,the 'lumber of females in Pie *ow,
'hrough age 11. In cdyitrast, males are ote.numbererlly females for

the 12 - 7 year old age group.

Table 4
Age and Sex of All Involved Children

sAes ii, Yars Males Females All Children -
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Even though ..averity is re :orded in only medical terms, neglect cases are almost

as severe as cases of abuse. A similar percentage of neglect cases result in
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moderate injury (20%) as abuse cases (24%) and pet manent disability results
from 0.3% of the abuse cases as compared to 0.1% of the neglect CMS.

The most common type of abuse is that resulting in minor physical injury. The
Rost common form of neglect is lack of supervision.

Sexual abuse constituted 12% of all validated abuse cases reported.

Policy Implications

The 1976 data on child neglect and abuse reporting provides several insights to
inform policymaking in the field of child protectiqn services.

There has been some question about the mandatory reporting ot neglect. Yet
our data indicates not only that child neglect is the major problem confronting
child protective services, but also that the severity of imPact on the child in
terms of medical ctiTuences is almost as great for neglect as for.abuse:

The data point to the need for more suppoit services especially day care and
homemaker services to families who have neglect and abuse problems. Since so
many children remain atilome and relatively few cases are adjudicated, greater

. emphasis must be applied on providing support services to families.

'Special attention is warranted for the ielection and training of social workers
who are responsible for case management and counseling services to families and
children.

The data indicate only about half of the reports were validated. Even though this
muld represent an understatement, it suggests the need to increase public
awareness of what monstitutes neglect or abuse rather than continud to simply
stress the importance of reporting. There is also a need for more specialized
intake services to facilitate appropriate referral, interPretation of agency policy,
and case acceptance guidelines which minimize the load of inappropriate ones
being investigated by field 'workers.

The 1976 data clearly indicate that the. victims of child abase and neglect are
older as well as younger ckild The need to adjust the services response to
accommodate the special pm ,ms associated with older children is now
recogaized and supported by this data. It is still abundantly clear, however, that
the severity of the impact of abuse and neglect is greater on the very young
child.

The function of the National Study is to receive data the states collect and use
for their own purposes. The development of national statistics requires reliable

11
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data based or state reports. A uniformity of definitional categories needs to be

established with a set of decision rules for transforming state data into national

categories.

Future of du National Study

American Humane plans to continue research in the area of child neglect and

abuse reporting. The data base has information on thousands of cases of valid

referrals on child neglect and abuse. This resource will be used to complete many

research efforts in the field of child protection and will be shared with others in

the continuing effort to increase understanding and improve services to

neglected and abused children and their families.

12
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT

by Larry Brown

Child protective services exist in every state and county

N .

throughout the nation and is usually located in the department of

social s.ifi -.es. It involves receiving reports of child abuse and neglect

and res Wing to these reports with a special kind of reaching out

service ich is not characterisLtic of other agencies such as mental

health clinics and medical/hospitel services. The approach of CPS

is to parents who do not seek help and are often hostile to the fact

of being reported. Swift antion is taken.to protect the child and me;

include emergency placement. In some instances law enforcement assis-

tance is utilized when the situation warrants. As I reported in my

formal statement, most reports of child abuse and neglect do not involve

placement or legal intervention bu '.. are

dir
t with through the careful

use of authority on the part of the child protection worker.

Reference is often made to the level of skill and training of

CPi workers which astounds many medical, legal and research professionals

who posiess far greater formal training than the average CPS worker.

Perceptions are further skewed by a tendency to focus on only the most

severe, pathological types of child abuse and neglect which is atypical

in terms of the average child protection case. To be effective, CPS

must utilize the resources in the community which can.be applied to

ameliorate ch abuse and neglect. In many communities these resources

are scarce and in some non-existent. Models of protective sdrvices
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intervention which ..merge from medical centers and universities can

offer services and approaches not readily available in most communities.

Nevertheless, acting on the legal mandate in every state, CPS

workers respand to reports of child abuse.and neglect and reach out to

troubled families. Resources to incrosae the capability of CPS are des-

perately needed in most states.

It is often said that we know very little about child abuse and

neglect; therefore, more xtensive research is required. Research, of

course, expands knowledge and methodology and should continue. The

most crucial need, however, in the United States at the present time

imimplementation -- application of knowledge and skill already known

to be ffective in protecting children, strengthening families and

preventing abuse.

Reference was made during our discussions to the comprehenaive

emergency service program developed in Nahville, Tennessee. There

have been many demonstration projects in recent years which have ex-

tended the services available in communities where they operate as well

as increased knowledge in specific ways regarding child abuse and neglect.

Another example of an outstanding demonstration was the Bowen Center

operated by the Juvenile Protective Association for almost ten years

in Chicago, Illinois. Family resoutree centers in Adams County, Coloradb

and Albuquerque, Mew Mexico apply demonstrate the usx of interdisciplinary

coordination and the use of crisis nurseries. To say we know very little

about child abuse is not to know how much is known aboui the nationAl

experience over the years.

37-win (1 7R 38
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The experience of my agency would not favor shifting efforts

into cOmprehensive agencies which deal with a diversified approach to

family violence. From many years.of xperience we have learned that child

protection is best offered when it is a specialised service. Legal and

Social factors make intervention in domestic violence syndromes unique.

While there may be coemonalities ideoloorh intervention strategies

and legal Systems do not lend themselves to a single system of service.

Adult protective servicea required for asny bettered wives, husbands,

disabled and aged involves unique strategies for intervention treatment

and prevention from those,in child protective services.

W. have submitted to the committee a siCtement regarding child

protective services standards. Failure to achieve standards results in

poor services, high turnover in staff and institutes community neglect.

Can it truly be said that families have failed when society fails

to equip them for the responsibilities of parenting and fails to provide

resources to assist those who need help.
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INTRODUCTION

This booklet tells you what you cen do if you are
threatened by your husband or boyfriend It is a self-help
guide. You must be ready to do something for yourself if you
want the threats and beatings to stop.

Your husband or boyfriend has no right to hit Or injure
you. It is against the law for a man to beat or threaten bis wife
or girlfriend. Unfbrtune-ly, the police and the courts often do
not belieife that figh14 between couples are serious. As a
result of this attitude, mapy court officials and police officers
discourage women from bringing their cases or continuing
with them after complaints have been filed. Many times
women give up because going to court takes so much time,
work and patience. Even a woman who has been badly in-
jured must fight hard just to get her case before a judge, and
then to get the judge to beheve her instead of her husband.
People often wait all day for their cases to be heard by the
judge. There are many adjoumments, which means that no-
thing happens, and you have to come back to court again. In
fact, more than half of the women who complain to the courts
of beatings or threats drop their cases or withdraw their com-
plaints. Certainly, the hassles they face from the police and
the courts contribute to the "dropout rate."

Before you start a court case you have to think about the
time yOu will be able to spend. You also have to decide if
taking the man to court will be the best way to get him to stop
beating you; sometimes it is better just to move away and get
a divorce. But there are times when court is the only answer
because your husband or boyfriend still will not leive you
alone; when that happens you should know how to get the
court's help, which is why this booklet has been written.

1
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WHAT TO DO IF YOUR HUSBAND OR
BOYFRIEND BEATS OR THREATENS YOU

MOVE OUT

Move away with your children. Stay with a woman friend,
or with relatives. Do not stay with a man who lives alone,
unless he is your brother, father or grandfather. It would ap-
pear as though you were committing adultery. Thia could
cause a custody fight. You would certrtinly lose any chance of
getting alimony. But if you have no children and you are
sell-supporting, or do not need,alimony, or you have no prop-
erty, or your husband is not worldng, there is no alimony or
custody to lose. Do not leave your childrire with your hus-
band. You would seem to the court to be a neglectful mother
who abandoned her children. This would give your husband a
strong legal weapon to use against you. He could try to win
custody of your children, or threaten lo try to get custody. He
could use this to force you to take less child support or
almony. It would make it difficult for your lawyer to get you as
much as your husband can afford to pay.

SAVE EVIDENCE

Try to get your Mends, relatives or the women at the
shelter to take CO1Of pictures of ybur injuries as soon as you
arrive. Save any torn or bloody clothing. The picture and
clothing may be shown to the judge to support your explana-
tion of why you left your husband.These will\ Assist your
lawyer in getting the best possible settlement in a divorce.

2
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GO TO AN EMERGENCY SHELTER

A community group or your local government may have
emergency housing for women and their children. This is new
so you will have to look hard to find it. Call the local chapter ot
the National Organization for Women, "NOW", or other wo-
men's organizations in your area. Ask a Family Court proba-
tion officer, call the Victims Information Bureau, or ask a tele-
phone information operator. Many areas have-plans to open
emergency housing for women and children. Listen to reports
on television, radio, and in newspapers for announceinents
of the opening of a refuge or shelter for battered women and
their children.

CALL THE 'POLI:E

You should call the poNce during or iinmediately after the
attack or threat, if You want the man who beat you arrested.

Whether or not you are legally married to the man, if you
are physically hurt you may go to the police and ask the
poke to arrest him.

. If the poke refuse to arrest him, you have the right to
make the arrest yourself. This is called a "civilian arrest." The
police must assist you in taking the man to the police station
and IIINng out the arrest forms.

If the poNce say they cannot help you because the man
is your husband or the father of your children, write down the
officers names and badge numbers. Let them see you do
this. Then report them to their commanding officer.

3
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GO TO COURT

If you are, legally married to the man who beat or
threatened you, you may go to the Family Court or the Crim-
inal Court in your county. It is you choice. If your husband is
arrested, tell the pokce officer whether you want to go to
Family Court or Criminal Court. Then ask the officer the time
and the address of the place you should go to. If you do rot
want to make a criminal complaint, rib may go directly to
Family Court without calling the police. If you want to make a
criminal complaint and no arrest wat made, go directly to
Criminal Court. tn.New York City go to 346 Broadway, Man-
hattan.

If you are civorced or not legally married to the man who
beat or threatened you, even if he is the father of your chil-
dren, you may QNLY go to Criminal Court. You may not go to

. Family Court for an Order of Protection if you are not mar.ried
to your attacker. (You may go to Family Court for child sup-
port even though you are not married to the father.) If no
arrest was made, in New York City go to 346 Broadway,
Manhattan.

1111

WHEN COURT CAN HELP YOU

Family Court or Criminal Court can belp you if your hus-
4 bad Of boyfriend does any of the following:

(1) Places Ju in fear of physical injury;

(2) Threatens you;

4
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(3) Attempts to Injure you;

(4) Injures you.

GO TO COURT IMMEINATELY-OR AS SOON AS you
ARE PHYSICALLY ABLE

The court clerk will want to know why you did not come
sooner. You may have to return several times and wait all
day. Courts are very busy. You must decide if you can spend
the time and if the court can give you "- kind of help you
need.

WHAT FAMILY COURT CAN DO FOR YOU

(1) Help you and your husband get counseing;

(2) Give you custody of your children;

(3) Order your husband to give you support for yourself
and your children;

(4) Order your husband to stop injuring you;

(5) Order your husband to move out of the house;

(6) Order your husband to stay away from you and
your children;

(7) Set a time and place for your husband to visit with
the children;

5
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(8) Order child support even if you are not married to
the father.

However, Family Court cartnot give you a divorce, legal
separation, or annulment. For that, you must see a lawyer,
and ttwe case must go to New York's Supreme Court. Family
Court also cannot give you all or part of the furniture, the
family car, or part of the money in the bank accounts. It can
give you support money only. -

You may not seek an Order of Protection in FamiVCourt
while there is a Criminal Court case pending on the same
charge. But you may seek support in Family Court whi:e a
Criminal Case is pending.

HOW TO GET FAMILY COURT HELP

Ir. Family Court ask for an "Order.of Protection," which.
can order your husband to stop bothering you or to stay away
from you and which. may give you custody of your children
and the other relief fisted aboVe. When your case is heard,
the judge will decide exactly -what the Order of Protection
should say.

You will be given an appointment to. see :3n Intake-
Probation Officer. If you want help immediately, you should
be seen that day or the next day. The probation interview is
voluntary. If you do not want to talk to the probation officer
you can file your petition for an Order of Protection without
having the interview. (Filing ;our petition is the way your case
gets to be heard by a judge.)
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( A TEMPORARY ORDER OF PROTECTION

If you case is .an emurgency and you are inOmediate
danger of being Wiped by your husband, you should ask to
see a judge that day to request a "Temporary Order of Pro-
tection:: A Temporary Order of Protection orders your hus-
band not to harm you, and it lasts until the date set for you
and your husband to come to court for a Md. To get this
Temporary Order of Protection you will have to convince the
judge that you are desperate and in need of immediate pro-
tection. You can do this by showing the judge yOur bruises, or
wounds (or photographs of theme, and by telNng the judge
just why you are afraid. Bring witnesses if you can. Tell the
judge what youi husband did to your children. If the children
got upset and idared, tell that too. .

You will be asked when your husband hit or threatened
you. If you have waited more than two days before coming to
court, you may not- get a Temporary Order of Protection.
Because you did nof come to court immediately after the
attack, the people at court will believe that you are not in
danget. If you are in need of immediate protection while you
waft for the court hearing date, you must explain why it took
so long to get to court. You must convince the judge that
there was good reason for the delay: you were too padly hutt;
or you did nnow where tn go; or you were getting medical
treatment. v-

The person at the appointment desk and the judge will
both ask if this was the first time your husband attacked you-.
They may not take your complaint seriouslY unlees you point'

7
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out that this attack was worse than the previous ones, that
you were hurt and made fearful. If it was the first time; they
will try to get you to forgive him. But that is your decision. You
cannot be preventeli from seeing a judge. They do not un-
derstand that you felt guilty and ashamed (even though you
had no reason to feel that way), and that you tried to forgive
and forget the previous attacks. We know that it takes a long
time for a woman to get the courage to seek help from Family
Court.

Sometimes people at court think that if a wife has put up
with beatings in-the past she does not really need the Family
Court's help. You have to let them know that this unspoken
beNef is not true. You must tt.-.0 them that you are in need of
their help and that you will return for appointments. The fact is
that many women do not return for court appointments. They
get scared and decide to try to make peace at home. People
at court often give this as a reason for not seriously consider-
ing a wbman's request for an Order of Protection,

ARREST WARRANT

The judge may gi've you a warrant for your husband's
. arrest instead of a Temporary Order of Protection. Take this

to the polite station in the area where youi husband lives or
works or can be found:Go with a poNce officer who is as-
signed to make the arrest to identify your husband. If Family
Court is open (Ponday through Friday, 9 AM to 5 PM), your
husband wilrbe taken there-. If Family Court is closed, your
husband will be taken before a Criminal Court judge who will
decide if he will be held in jail,until Family Court is open or
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release4 sn'd ordered to go to Famiy Court. If it is late at night
and no court is open, your husband will be held by the poNce
until he can be taken before a judge the next morning.

INTAKE PROBATION

If you do not need a Temporary Order of Protection, you
will be given an appointment to see a probation officer first.
This officer is not a judge and cannot give you an Order of
Protection. Probation can give you counseing, or help you.,
get counseling for yourself or for you and your husband. Pro-
bation counseling may continue for one or two appointments,
or until you or your husband want to stop it to see a judge.

Probation tries to find out if you want court action or other
help. Your husband will ba asked to come to an interview. If
you come alone, the probatihn officer will counsel you.' tf your
husband comes-alsO, the probation officer will try to help you
and your husband work things oUt. There are good probation
officers and there are bad.ones. If you are not happy with
your counseling, you can end the probation counseNng and
file your petition right away. l'oti do not have to accept coun-
seling by probation. You can go directly to the clerk to file
your petition and get your case before the judge.

CLERK

The clerk will help you fill out a petition asking for an
Order of Protection and will then give you the date when you
and your husband should return to court for a hearing (trial)
before a judge.
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Tell the clerk what your husband did to you, but be brief.
Do not go into a long story. The cleric is not a judge. You do
not have to convince the clerk that you', ate right.

Tell the clerk what you want the judge to do;

(1) Order isour huslianti to stop threatening or hitting
you;

(2) Order your husband out of the house;

(3) Order your husband to stay away from you and the.
children;

(4) Give you the custody of the Children;

(5) Set a time and place for your husband to visit with
the children:

(7) Order your husband to give you support for yourself
and the children;

(8) Order child support even if you' are fiot married to
the father.

The clerk will 'ask you to sigri the petition and Swear to
the truth of what it says. Read it carefully. Tell the clerk to
correct any mistakes y,ou see in it. Sign it when you are sure it
'is conrect.

The clerk will give you a court summons (which tells your
husband that (le must come to court and on what day) and a

10
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copy of your petition with instructions for a friend, relative,
sheriff or process server to give them to your husband. If a
friend or relative gives your husband the paperh, a police
officer can be asked to go along, but only for protection; the
police officer is not allowed to give your husband the papers.

,If you have a sheriff or process server give the papers to your
husband, they will charge you for it and will also probably
take their time. A friend or relative is.the better choice.

Whoever galie your husband the papers must sign the
sworn "affidavit of service" which you will receive from the
cleric. This affidavit of sel.ice must be signed in front of a
notary and notarized and then kept by you to give to the judge
when you go back to court for your hearing. If your husband
does not come to court, this paper is proof that he got the
summons and a copy of the petition.

COURT HEARING

Your husband must come to court on the court date set
in the summons. (The summons is a 'court order telling him to
appear in court.) If he does'not, your case will be adjourned,
and, you will be given a new court date. Ask the judge to issue
a warrant for your husband's arrest by the police. (If your
husband does not come after several times, ask the judge to
give you an Order of Protection and a warrant.) Wait to get a
copy of the warrant. Immediately take the warrant to the
police station near where 'your husband lives, works or can .
be found. You must go with the police officers to point out
your husband. They will arrest him and take him to the Family
Court. You may call the police if your husband comes to your

U.
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home. Show them the warrant and ask that your husband be
arrested and taken to Familw Court. If the police refuse to
arrest your husband on the warrant, write down their names,
and badge numbers. Let them see you do this. Call their
captain at the poNce station and tell him that you have a
warrant and the officers will not make the arrest. This should
get them. to do it.

Even it your husband does appear in court, the case may
still be adjourned to permit him to get on attorney. (He has a
right to a court appointed free attorney, but you do not.) You
should have your own lawyer present. You will haye to pay
your lawyer unless she or he is a Legal Services or Legal Aid
attorney.

Be ready on every court date,,even if your husband said
he would not be there. You want to impress the judge, so
dress neatly as if it were a job interview. Your sworn state-
ments wiN be good proof of your case, but if you have witnes-
ses, medi;a1 reports, and photographs, bring them with you.
Show them to the judge at the fidaring, but not if a new date is
being set. Show them only if the judge asks you to tell your
story.

At the hearing, the judge will try to determine.what hap-
pened between you and your hUsband and will decide
whether or not to sign an Order of Protection for you. Every-
thing depends on how well you present your story to the
judge. Do not shout, but speak loudly, slowly and clearly.
Practice with a friend. Tell what your husband did to you. Tell
of your injuries and fear. Tell how the beating affected your

12
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Children and if your husband hurt them too. Make it short;
Answer the judge's questions briefly. Do not show anger with
what the judge asks or says. If . you get upset, don't be
ashamed to cry.

Talk only to the judge. Your husband will tll his side. Do
not get angry 'at your husband, and do not fight with him or
answer him back. Do not interrupt your husband no matter
what he says. When he is done, you can tell the judge your
side of the story.

Some judges are very Sympathetic to battered wives, buf
there are other judges who blame worNsn for starting the
fights in which they get hurt. This is the gamble whenever you
go out to court. The judge has complete control over Whether
you get an Order of Protection and what it ,will say. If the
judge bekeves your husband and decides that you provoked
him or attacked him first, your petition may be dismissed or a
mutual Order of Protection issued ordering both you and your

. taisband to stay away from each other.

ENFORCING AN ORDER OF PROTECTION

If you get an Order of Protection and your husband viol-
ates any part of it, you may do either of two things:

(1) Call the poke and have your husband arrested.
The police are supposed to arrest him if you tell
them what happened and show them Your Order of
Protection. (If the poke officer refuses to arrest
your husband, take his or her badge number and

13
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whit, it down. This may force him or her to help
you.) Your husband will be arreited and taken to
the pokce station. The police will II him to show up
at Family Court the next morning (or on Monday if
he is arrested over the *eekend), and shortly after
the arrest he will be released. Or

Go t( amily Court and file a new petition called
"VIOLATION of an ORDER OF PROTECTION."
The court will mail your husband a summons to
return to. court for a hearing at a later date.

In either case.there will bo a hearing just like the one you
had when you got the Order of Protection. Prepare the same
way: bring witnesses, photographs, and medical records.
You must convince the judge that your husband violated the
order ancl you got hurt or scared. You husband will have a
right to an attorney. You should hfve your own lawyer if you
can afford to pay one. After the Waring, if the judge believes
you. the judge may impose strict orders, such as ordering
your.husband out of the home, or gutting him in jail.

WHAT CRIMINAL COURT CAN DO

(1) Set criminal charges against your husband, ex,
husband or boyfriend.

(2) Release him with or withoôt bail on his promise to
return to court for a hearing.

14
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(3) Adjourn the case for six months on his promise not
to hurl you anymore.

(4) Order him to stay away from you..

(5) Set a time and Place for him to visit with any chil-
dren. .

(6) . Sentence him to jail or probatiOn after a conviction.

Chminal Court cannot decide property or money dis-
agreements or giveyou support for your children. ft the man
who attacked' you is the father of your children, you must go
to family Court to get child support. That is a separate case
and has nothing to do with the Criminal Court case. Although
you cam& have a case about the same threat or attack in
both Family Court and Criminal Court at the same time, you
can have one case about the attack in Criminal Court and
anothqr case about support in Family Court or divorce and
support in Supreme Court at the same time.

WHAT HAPPENS AT CRIMINAL COURT

If your husband or mt. friend was arrested for beating*
threatening you, t; ., district attorney will present yourrase to
the judge. You must follow the arresting police officer's in-
structions about when ard wheiv to go to court. If you are not
sure, ask the officer estions. or call the district attorney's
office the next mornin at 9:00 AM. Tell them the name of the
person arrested, a ask when you should come to court.

16
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Some district attorneys ire not interested in family vio-

lence cases. You must show that you are interested . Show

your evidence. If you have trouble getting the district attorney

to prosecute the case, get help from the Victims Information

Bureau or Victims Assistance Project. located in the Criminal

Cowl building, or from the local chapter of the National Or-

gandation for Women, "NOW"-, or from the people at a re-

' fuge forbattered women if therais one ifflyour area. The final

decision about whether to, prosecute is up to the district attor-

ney. If the district attorney takes your case in Criminal Court,

the Criminal Court judge can give you an Order of Protection,

but you must tell the district attorney that you need it. The
district attorney should then request the Order of Protection

for you.

If the district attorney says that your case cannot be won,

or your evidence is too weak; and he or she refuses to prose-

cute the case, you may go to Family Court for an Order of

Protection instead Of Criminal Court, but only if you are mar-

ried to the man . who beat or threatened you. You may not .
seek a,Family Court Order of Protection at the same timc the

case is in Criminal Court. You may seek support in Family

CoW, or a divorce and support in Supreme Court while there.

is ahe in Criminal Court.

If you are threatened or beaten by your husband or a

man to whom you are not legally married, and he is not
arrested you can go directly to Cnminal Court to make a

sworn complaint. You will be given the complaiht and a sum-

mons, and a court date will be set for you and the map who

beat you to return to see a judge. You may not give tha

t6
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summons and complaint to the 'man who beat you. Take
them to the pokee precinct in the area where the Man who
hurt or threatened you lives., works. or can be found. A pokce
officer will give the summorti and complaint to the man who
beat you. You mutt go with the police officer to point out the
person to get the summons. The officer must sign a state-
ment saying that he or she gave the summons to the man
involved You must keep this statement to give to the judge
when you go .to court.

You, will see a judge on the date set in the summons. II
the man who beat you does not come to court, the judge will
listen to you and decide whether or not to issue a warrant for
his arrest try the police. If the man involved comes to court,
the judge will ksten to both of you and decide if either of you
should be charged with a crime or if the case should be
dismisss4.

It is important that you present your case well. Do not
shout, but speak loudly, slowly and clearly. Practice with a
friend. Tell what the man did to you. Tell of your injuries and
fear. Show pictures of your injuries. Tell how the beating
upset your children. Make it a short story.

Answer the judge's questions briefly. Do not show anger
with what the judge asks or says. If you get upset, you can
cry.

Talk only to the judge. The man who hurl you will tell his
side of what happened. Do not get angry with him. Do not
fight with him or interrupt him, no matter what he says. When
he is done, the judge will let you talk again.

17
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If the judge decides to charge your husband oc man

friend with a crime, the case will be sent to the district attor-
ney and bail will be set. you must help the district attorney
and show that you will stay intereseed in the .case. You must
come to court on time each day the case is being heard. You
may have to go before the grand jury if a weapon was used or
if your. injuries were very bad.

WHAT YOU CAN 00 FOR YOURSELF

If you are not married, you may leave your boyfriend and

take your children with you.You may apply for welfare, and
you may go to the Family Court to seek an order of filiation' or
paternity, which states that your boyfnend is the father of your
child and orders him to pay child support.

If you are married, you may leave your husband and take

your children with you. You may also apply to welfare for
assistance and to Family Court to get support for yourself and
your children. No one can say you abandoned your husband
if you have "good cause." If your husband was physically or
mentally cruel to you with his threats, you do not have to
continue to sleep or live with him, and you do not lose your
rights to ahmony and child support by leaving.

You may also sue for divorce or separation either while

't you are still Vying with your husband or after leaving him. Go
to a Legal Aid or Legal ServiceMlaWyer for free advice and
assistance with the divorce if you have no money. If you can

; pay a lawyer or your husband has a good income and a
steady job, you should hire a lawyer. (In New York the lawyer
can get his or her fee from your husband if your husband has

the money.)
18
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QUESTIONS YOU 111101401ASK WHEN RETAINING A
DIVORCE LAWYER

Many people are disappointed with divorce lawiers. This
results from expecting too much and not having the right tools
for choosing a lawyer. A lawyer is not a social worker,
psychologist or confessor. But an understanding lawyer can
refer you to counselors and psychologists to help you through
the stress of divorce.

These are some questions you should ask the lawyer
before you decide whether or not to hire him or her:

How much do you charge by the hour? For a first
meeting? -

What is .your minimum fee for my kind of case?

What is covered by your fee?

How many negotiating sessions are included?

How many court appearances are included?

What is your rate for appearance in court?

Do you have a written retainer agreement that I can
sign and a copy of it for me tb keep?

Can you suggest a divorce counselor, or social
worker, cr psychologist?
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After tyllirig the lawyer the facts of your case and how
much money you have, ask:

How much money and/or child support can I expect
to receive?

What property seitlement can I ex

What part of your fee will my hustAnd Kaye to pay?

Are you wilfing to seek and enforce temporapy sup-
port orders?

Are you wiling to enforce final orders and juigments
of avorce?

What are your fees for 'enforcement? Hourly rate for
enforcement?

4, Will you seek modification of final orders and judg-
ments if changes in circumstances justify modifica-
tier9

What are the practical limitations on enlacement?

Also ask-:

What should I do to help you with my case?

What do you expect of me?

What papers, documents, and witnesses 'should I

assemble for you?

20
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If you have reservations about the quay of the lawyer's
responses, or the style-ofthe lawyer, shop around. There is
no absolutely right apkoach for a lawyer to take. You should
select a lawyer whose values and attitudes are similar to your
own. This choice should be made before the stint of your
case and before you hire a lawyer. Don't be afraid to look for
another lawyer if you do not like the first one yoUlalklo. But
make your choice before the case begins; people who
change lawyers moceothan once after the start of a divorce, or
any other lawsuit, hurt their own chances of being-Oelieved
by the judge and make a good settlement or successful trial
more difficult. Evaluation of the attorney ybu select to repre-
sent you should be made before yuu decide to retai&tum or
her. But if you must change lawyers, do so quickly and only
once in the course of the case. Make sure that your new
lawyer his a clear picture of why you changed. This will avoid
repeating your previous mistake and will give your new
lawyer weapons with which to defend your change of
lawyers.

There are so many lawyers practicing that you do not
have to hire one you don't like. Ask friends for the names of
lawyers.they hke. If you take the time to choose, you should be
able to find a lawyer you trust and respect.

HOW TO GET ON WELFARE

In order to receive welfare you must fill out an 11-page
application form and have proof that you are eligible. This
section will first outline the steps in the application process in
terms of what should happen; and, second, some of the prob-
lems in the application process.
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APPUCATION PROCESS _-
HOW IT SHOULD WORK

1. Pick Up Application

. Using the telephone book, locate the Department of So-
cial Services nearest your home. In New York City call 553-
5744, give your address, and they will tell You where to go.
Call before you.go to make sure that it is the proper office for
your address (the place where you are\ staying, even if it is
temporary). If it is not, ask them to tell you the address of the
Department of Social Services where you should go to make
an application for assistance. Advance checking will save
you wasted time, carfare and frustration.

The first time you go to the welfare office you should be
able to walk in and see the "application receptionist" who will

416 determine if you have cope to the right center. The recep-
tionist should then give you the application frrm, a "redi-
reference guide" listing papeis and documents that you must
have to prove you need welfare, and other pamphlets on yOur"
rights. The recepticinist should explain the application pro-
cess and give you an appointment to return for an interview in
five (5) days (not counting Saturday and Sunday). In an
emergency when you have no money for food and nowhere
to live, the interview should be that same day.

22
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2. Application Interview

Go home and fill out the appfication form and gathet the
necessary documents to prove eligibility. Return to the center
for your interview on the date set. You will see someone in
the center's applicatioh unit who will check the form and
documents. If everything is filled in property and you have the
necessary documents, theworker win mike a recommenda-
tion to the supervisor. The application supervisor, in turn,
should issue a final, written decision not later than the follow-
ing working day. A copy is mailed to you, together with a
statement of the aid you will receive if the application is ap-
proved.

A decision on the application may be delayed if you need
to bring more documents, but the decision must be made
within 30 days after the agency receives the application (the
date of your interview). In case of immediate need, you should
'receive temptlary aid. This is generally referred to as a "pre-
determination grant."

3. What You Can Get

Welfare gives you a. budget for food, clothing, rent, and
free medical care. If you have some income, you may be able
to get a supplement, medica d (free medical care), and foc:1
stamps. (Even if you are not eligible for welfare, you may be
able to get medicaid and/or food stamps. Moving expenses,
furniture grants and rent se writy deposits are sometimes
available.)

23
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APPLICATION HASSLES:
HOW IT DOES NOT WORK

1. Picking Up The Form

A dozen or more centers in New York City have sucq a
problem irith long lines that you will hive difficutty just getrng
into the center to pick up a form. You may have to go early in
the morning to get on fine.

A second problem may arise if the receptionist refuses to
give you'an application form. Many receptionists believe their
job is to screen out persons who do not appear to be eligible:
This is against State regulations. If you have this problem,
ask to speakto a supervisor. Everyone has the right to fill out
the application form and to receive a written decision on the
application.

2. Delayed Appointments

Although your interview appointment should be no more
than five days after you pick up the appfication, many centers
exceed that limit. The only remedy is to ask to speak to the
supervisor. The office manager and center director can help.
In addition, the New York City field manager in charge of the
center (whose office is at 250 Church Street, New York, New
York) can arrange an earlier interview.
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3. Documentation

According to the State regulation, basic facts of
eligibilitythe applicant's identity, family size, residence,
rent; and-income, if anymust, be verified by documentary
evidence "wherever possible.- In practice, New York City
welfare employees impose a virtually unbreakable rule that
documentation be proikled for each element of eligibikty.

Thus, an application may be denied because all birth
records are in another state and therefore identity has not
been verified.

Documents You Will Need
your birth certificate
your children's birth certificates

Alternatives
baptismal certificates
passports
school records

'penment lease
mortgage bill or statement from

bank

unemployment insurance book
dieability award letter
Pay shOs
income tax forms from last year
Family Court Support Order
Family Court Statement of

Arrearsfrom Accounts and
Records Dept.

rent receipts
affidaNit by person with whom

you we living or to whom
you are paying rent

your affidavit of your past
and present income

letter from your employer

Bring originals and photocopies whenever possible. Give the
worker the copies and keep the originals. It yOu have origi-
nals only, the worker will copy them while you wait and return
the originals to you.
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In those centers using the old p urea,' documenta-
tion hassles often arise from repeated uests tor the same
proof. Worker "A" will demand a WI ificate and, upon
returning with the document, the apptc t is rebuffed by
Worker "B" who demands a baptismal certificate or school
rectird. Get the names of workers-with whom you talk so you
can protect yourself. Again, make vigorous complaints to the
supervisors.

As a general rule, aid should not be withheld because of
inadequate documentation where there is emergency need.
Also, documentation should not be required from the applic-
ant, where there' is a reasonable explanation why it is not
available. For example: your husband or boyfriend, will not
give them to you and the ofiginals are in another state or
country; you lost them or they were burned in a fire; you do
norhave the money to pay the fees to get new copies.

, 4. Past Maintenance

' A special documentation problem called "past mainte-
nance" arises from a requirement that you prove how you
have lived in the past. This is easy for someone who has
been laid oftpayroll stubs should be adequate proof of past
maintenance. Problems arise when an appNcant has been
borrowing from friends or relatives and a welfare worker in-
sists on proof of past maintenance for several years past. All
too often applicants are rejected despite actual need Solely
because of techincal failure to verify past maintenance. The
proper interpretation of this policy is that you need only fur-
nish a reasonable explanation and proof of the manner *in
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which you are maintaining yoursalf and have maintained
yourself in the recent past.

5. Processing Acceptance

Because of the paper wotic involved, it can take some
time before you actually receive money. You may be told
orally or by letter that you have been accepted, but it may be
2 or 3 weeks before you get a check. If you can prove that
you have an emergency, you will receive the money sooner.

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

In theory, any person ia-entftled to whatever is neces-
sary to maintain life, including food, clothing and shelter. In
practice, however, workers are often especially 'obstinate in
denying or delaying emergencygrahts, and virtually no effec-
tive remedy is available, to deal with an immediate problem.
You will need the assistance of a welfare advocate if this
happens in your case. Call your nearest Legal Aid Society or
Legal Services office try looking in the telephone book. If you
cannot find it that way, call information and ask for the tele-
phone number of the Bar Associefion. The Bar Association
should be able to give you the nur .3er for the Legal Services
otOce, or tell you if there is one in your area. Call before you
go there, because offices see people by appointment only.
Tell them you have an emergency welfare problem and ask
for an immediate appointment. The local shelter for women
may have a welfare advocate who can help you. Check with
them. In addition, the Salvation Army, Catholic Charities and
some local charity organizations may provide food and shel-
ter for a night or two.
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PLACES WHERE YOU MAY GET HELP
IN NEWYORK STATE

Look for the locallchapter of the National Organization
for Women, "NOW'', tiny women's groups. hospital
emergency rooms, or mental health cinics, victims informa-
tion bureau, Legal Aid Society or Legal Service, lawyer refer-
ral service of the county Bar Association, and Catholic,
Charities.. if you are unable to find any group to help, try the
telephone information operator, or a rape crisis telephone
hotline.

NEW YORK CITYLEGAL SERVICES

MFY Legal Services
759 Tenth Avenue
Now York, N.Y: 10019
581-2810

Legs! Aid Society
1029 East 163rd Street
Bronx, N. Y. 10459
991-4800

Brooklyn Legal SeMoes
152 Court Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
855-8003

COUNSEUNG SERVICES

Educetional Alliance
197 Cast Broadway
Now York, Nrw York 10002
475-6200

Nam Street Softlement
288 Henry Street
New York, Now York 10002
768-9200

Rattan Sheopshead
Mental Health Clnic
3043 Avenue W
Brooklyn, New York 11229
769-4344

27:1)111 71.1 40

Dr. Martin Symonds
KarenHomey Cinic
329 East 62nd Street
Nib York, N.Y. 10021
639-4333

National Congress of
.Neighborhood Women
145 Skillman Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
393-0963
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'AWAIC (Abused Women's
Aid in Crisis)
Hot Line 680-3061

688-1676
686-3628

Mount Vernon Area
, Y.W.C.A.

45 North Tenth Avenue
Mount Vernon. N.Y. 10550

(914) 666-9692

Women's Country House
P.O. Box 286

Bearsville, N.Y. 12406
(Ulster County) ,

AN the Queens Women
36-23 164 Street
Flushing, N.Y. 11358
359-9204

Center for the Elimination
of Violence in the Family.

382-51st Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.

4394612
(shelter to be opened)

Social Service Dept.
St. Francis Hospital

Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601

Victims information Bureau of Suffolk

501 Route 111 VIBS
Hauppauge, N Y. 11787 Hot Line
1516) 360-3730 (516) 380-3606

Afternatives for Battered Women
1921 Norton Street
Rochester. N.Y. 14609
1-716-266-6684
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Etiology of Valence: Overcoming Fallacious
Esteemed In Understanding Family Violence
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Child alone

Earls Add abuse nowhere were swans. pi% chiatriuts,
sOttal workere and other clinicians Their ort us. 'surd on
at hand Mel COntfOl IrEnlpi were MTh used Almwt an,
fonnI, the conclusions drawn Is these rewarcher, deal: with
personality and some social traits, *hell aft said 10 chewier
ire (bad abysms. Hootmr, lacking contrOt group., the
rewarchers had no way of knowing nether the traits thes felt
were caMally associated with child abuse were, in facA Mier
represented, under represented, Of similarly represented in the
population at-large. Then. on the bon of thy early rewarch, it
wo impossibly In determine whether certain psychological
factors were cso Is merwiate4 with child abuse In fact, as I
remad the eaely articles On ehild above, and TOO IOW Of Tr
curient articles which purport to doiument numerous psYcho .
logical train emaciated with chltd about I find prohles ol nr
students, my inighboes. my wife, myself, and my son It
would alTOT MT that Sono of these Onoarchers Me right
when they Conclude that child abusers are a random cross-
section or. IA. population. However. their research dors not
tell us anything Became control groups wen not used, there is
absolutely no bases upon which to draw any concluoons what
MOM

Let so look at a sprint example. Suppose a rerteardwr saes
teat AO percent of ho umpie of child abusers hem remain
moroiogica napairments Does heists* tell us what percentage
of the population Nurse has those urne neurological impor.
menu' The Stole (10112) study of mental illness in Midtown
llaahatton fovod that as many as SO peretnt of a randomly
maned population wen Myeically endow psychologically
in:pared by psychological Monies Thelefort. to say that AO
mount of shown are impaited by psychological distress may
Iii fact mem only Mat mycholodocal distress Is In no wey
riflarilly emaciated ends child abysms lo the absence of cow
trot groom, may tuck coodasons about the muses of child
alum ere not eery melloineful It hat only been in the last
throe of four mon Own child gene research haa begun to eolt .
oder the bolusion of randomly selected ot matched control
gtoups in May simples

A mond problem of much research toidele has been the
ow of the medical or epidemiological model This rewards
pandigm turns a constricted and narrow focus on the studs
of child atom. When attempting to explain individual eases of

phenomenon's occurrence, epidemiologists bendier look for
tontinOssalitlet present or factors Mont in that Mienomenos.

ii
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A. epedenologist looking for the coin of Le/Winne In's
amen would examine factors that are common to people

OS who have the dame and absent among people who do not
have the disease. Medical rewarchers ere trained to think of
behavioial malfunctions or ds &functions as Soma caused by
one or two germs or toxins in the individual The problem is
that a paradigm of maven which explains a phenomenon on
the bon of one or two factors, or. s combination of a few
(Anon, tends to omit from consideration the complex series
of variables and interactions of variables that en part of the
aural explanation of social behavior. The medical model. the
'notch sot the germ technique." is inappropnate to the
arsalyas of social phenomena because it uses a biological mets .
phor for social behavior. Child abuse Is a social phenomenon;
n ot a biological or medical phenomenon. It cannot be studied
by !Wench for the gnm techniqwes."

The numerous ouches of violence and child stoup vlileb
have been corned out over the last 20 yens are exampws of
the problems with the medical model explanation of child
abuse Most of thew studies are capable of explaining only
four. to Ave percent of the variance found in the dependent
unable became the mouth is limited to looking at only one
or Soo causal variables The studies do not considet patteRis
of variables, they do not consider time ortler;bley do not um
multipie. regression techniques of analysis isc pethanalyais
techniques, they do not even considet interection effects.

The elm yehromosorne algument it s ather example of
the epidemiological approach It was only a month go that I
heard a peorninent direetor of aXocial senior erney state that
one of the retool (*clots of child abuse and violent* in Ameit .
ea is the mance of an extra y.chromosome. This individual
argued that Rochod Speck, the man who murdered nine mons
sense years ago, pursued this sutra y chrommome. Well. it to
happens Mal Richard Speck didn't have an extra yehromo-
some iShali. 1970s: 1970b) In fact by 1971. the theory of
the extra y chromosome as a viable explanation of violence
had been totally disproven However, an epidemiological or
medical igniroach tends to encourage notions such as that of
the extra ychrom000me limiest it tends to focos On 010
fact. on. variable. one gliqm

Lot us look at emote positive e mple of the research done
by sociologist Robert tokol st RjAdouth College (1976). He
found that the xsnablrrnfsl class and weal strew were
completely unrelated to child abuse potential, when 11/1111011M11
one Cr J rime However, he went on to ow more appropriate
analytical techniques H. then found that there isa very strong
interaction effect loch that a combination of certain stones
found among certain people in certain social groups don. In
fact. create child abuse potential. Thus 111 the ern of child
abuse. if you look for voiables as epidemiologists doowe
variable at a tiereeyou an likely to rule out class and dem
as causes Me nievericy of cisos and stress as ousel factors Is
deo only if the interaction effect between the two lo

examiived.
The third problem of much child abuse resanti, partkules

ly that coodoeted by thole in the fields of medicine, myelitis.
try and mewl work, is the fallacy of fent time priority Mar y
researchen have tended to attribute causal status to variables
which may have °mond or arisen after the violent or abusive
act For example. abusers have been &seabed as pmenold and
depressed Tois finding is typically based on an Interview with
a suspected parent after they have brought then child to a
clinic oe an eminency room. go the basis of such studies we
(111

cannot conclude that thew psychological states existed befove
the abusive act took place. It is Just as possible that bun
labeled a child abuser contributes to the creation of thew pi,
chological states after the violent incident. The tame line le
reasoning that argues that child abusers at, paranoid and tk,
paranoia is a cause or tOod abuie. would lead Ofif 10 e011cluif
that paranoia is the cause of getting speeding tickets Weans.
peopie who receive tickets tend to act paranoid who* the
police officer approaches them.

The fourth major problem of many child abuse studies o
the fallacy of the watch for the perfect association. This falie
nous reasoninpunderhes the argument that because some nek
people abuse their children. pover4 of 10Vr sOn04t0110fort
states cannot be a cause of child abuw. Three of the foot
criteria for demonstrating a casual explanation in the soca
sciences are: II that an association be demonstrated tts be of a
significant magnitude and a consistent pattern; 2) nonwpunous.
and 3) based on an established tone order 4thst the egoist fat .
toe precede the caused factor) In order to conclude that sots.
economic status or occupational prestige is a causal factor.
It is not nereaary to prove that all poor people abuse Wow
children and that absolutely vo rich people talus! their did
dren. One must simply establish a relationship between a
factor and child abuse or violence to supgron the claim or
causality of a factor. There need not he a perfect alsocsat000

Then en thow who take the fallacy of perfect association
to en even further extreme. toying that a (erten must explain
100 percent of the vanance and that there may exist NI Wan
factors which can explain i phenomenon Again, a foc!oe does
not even have to show a inept association. It does not have so
explain 90. 90. oe even 75 percent of the variance. A factor
need only Ii bare a agritscant auonatIon 2) have taken place
before the violent Or abusive act; and 31 be ndisspurious.

The criterion that an inaocistion between variables be non.
spunous is very important Take for example the relationdop
between alcohol and violence It is commonly held that pre
ple who drink excessivily tend to be violent, ad that people
whb drink tend to abuse then children 11owner Ine causal
relationship implied here between dm and violence tends to
disappear whim you Investigate, whether people believe they
will co will not be held responsible for then actions anon
drunk. A story toid by MurrerStraus illustntes this point
well. A COVI18110f was interviewing a couple with a history of
wife abuse. The counselor asked the hatband. "Why do you
best up your wife'" The husband responded. "I can't cootrel'
myself. I drnik and rust loo control. I black out The
eounseloe, being a very war penes, asked, "WWI, !toy don%
you shoot Me Of stab her?" TM husband IId no reeponw to
that become tbe only answer be could have given would be.
"I can't stab or shoot my wile. I mightanal tise." He Welt
nay well what be was doing.

its* mooch evidence oboes that people de get drunk eod
best their wives sad Aligns. but Um en tatty aware of what
they are doIng. So aware In fact, that pro* 1.11 &Ink knew.
lng that their isebelatioa will give them aa nom fete then
violence. Thu*. Ow commonly amotrod solOckeliem Worn'
alcohol and violent* Wads to be wins.

The recent theory that the rising unemploymeat Met we
maociased with the rising Odd abuse Malan exmoliliner
fifth probiem, that of tie "ecological Way." latettaily. Ibt
notion that unemployment is causally Mated to did Woo
makes tenor. Onto the fact Wet retouch seems to ladlicele that
unemployed people am meam litaq to abuse their ebIldrea
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hiwever, it Is inappoperte to intoovet individual Messner on
'irs ask of lin eunsinateon of aggregate flan The *Monition
rai. with unemployment otos and child 'bur rates ere ming
st.it mi teethin( Ian than that the ors are rising simultam
Dud.. Me ammo modude Use unemployed people an sbus-
itig Used eleildeen from Owe statult In fact. fon If both the
vricmployMent IOW sad 'he rate of child abuse decnated, we
wouid got know if onemployed people who hid become fo-
rayed had stopped abusing then children. There an any
nuMber of playable. if Mt monata, hypotheses to explain
hut relationship Erwrinstanct, Um simultaneous Manse In
memploymont and child abuse rates may wan that Itot.lifte
volunuen have fogad mploynont old, thus, the retorded
rate of child abuse has lowed down. ne point is that we must
question whether a statistic eetually lisebefla$ something about
individual behavior of whether it is imply an kindest* saw-
motion betimes rates

The math problem, and my rewards is not free of this defl.
crew), Is that our eallysos of the causes of child slime are
ts roll) bard on thand clonal and medical uses cases
that have been officially labeled as child abuse C26/5 Malt of
tht research iodate. sod this mcludes 9 of Ur 11 Ploreete
eurreally funded by Ilse Simonet Canto on Child Abuse and
begirt, deem child Muer in inns of Me cars which are
identified we caught by chid protection envoys, mate agen-
cies local chapters of the Socuty for the Prevention of Cool-
ty to Children. etc TM statistics of such agencies reflect an
overepresentation of poor people, black people, marginal
people, and somas apeaking maple. The conclusion genes-Cy
drawn front Um. Mahan% o that discrimination, of lack of
miegratio4 lato lonely. . somehow comity related to child
ohm. Two was therm- which I reepted fot a long tune
until, through my own rewarch, I mined that it is posit&
thin the factors assoaard with being villints6le to Meng
labeled isoughti a child abuser are confounded with the fac .
ton associated with Mug a child abuser This is a potato of
molt magnitude that ofte cannot know foe certain whether
poverty comes Mild awe or whether peony makes the
pareots vulnerable 60 pang caught.

Ned Pultlliy 119491, who studios C161114111 sad deviant be
hay*. has argued foe yams that you mono try to explain
thy moos of delinquirocy. denancy, and criminal behavior by
mtenionng moans In /mons A slimly of sych 5 population
rs a study of the undremdul crimisals, the ones who have
bee* cavght Siollady, it is the successful Mild Mown that
we don't anow about, those who re imulated from Use offl .
col emortmg system An) explanation of the causes of.child
abuse most tain orb elniduals into coessderatior. Tho
means that our reayerch cam no longer take a short-cot to
defining child abuse ley saying that child abuse is repementail
by all the cues that come to the attentlos of the authoetten.
When Use these Om funding period of the entarth morels
smossered by Ur NMS111141 Coster oft Child Abuse md Neglect
wade. we are pies to Mow a lot about who gets caught and
why Way lot caught; but olUorely, we Mil pregobly Mow
wory kW mom wIst woo people to abuse their children
Um hoot W say that this kind of remesch posonts as with no
*Odeon at all-st dine inel Ill room trafeW of that ondeney
ellideny Nomor. thls mean* preeents uS with endow of
asecostions, sat mewl olotioaships It pements posibilitos
of males mooted with child ober which should not be
committed as causal explanations

The onenth peoglam is lhat mead relationship and/or

1

conclusions tend to melt from poet.hor examinations of
data A very well-known study, ow in fact that I've consulted
for three years, is a prime example. The restarchers construct .
ed the longest inarrnew schedule they though we, tenable.
adreillilleled it. coded it. put it iii a computer and spent two
and ofte-half years ;Maytag with the data to see what things
fit together. In my opinion. that is not a test for causal nla.'
warships. It is 5 goid.mlnIng operation which looks for ass*
ciaticass'and nothing more

TABLE 1: EDUCATION BT CHILD ABUSE

Veen of Ethontion Mooed Child Did Not Arne Total

04 24 11 35
7.9 42 46 es
1012

..,

140 104 244
some colleen 13 17

341
college Moog 2 6 6
graduate study 7 2 4

Ttal 223 183 409

TABLE.1a: EDUCATION BY CHILD ABUSE

Years of iduelitlew Abused Cluid Did Not Abuse

0-6
7.9
10.12
some college
college degree
graduate study
Tour

6%

25%
56%

9%

3%

7%

100%

TABLE lb: EDUCATIDN BY CHILD ABUSE

Veen of Education Ahmed Child Ded Not Above Tool
04 69% 31% 100%
7.9 48% 52% 100%

10.12 57% 43% 100%

tome college
collet* OW**

42%

25%

57%

75%

11:011,0

10011

graduate study 50% 50% 100%

T'he eighth problem is that of an inappropriate methodolo-
giesl approoeh to Me prestatation of tabular data. It is a prob.
low which hal tAddned torn the dere imearcheis in the field
of child Omar. Lot us look at Table I which promo the nie .
tionntip between titivation and child slow (Table 1 points
data hem an Waal stady of abort. In ups table the lode .
pendent or peopord causal variable, is "education " The
dependent unable, the factor which we are trying to explain,
is "child abuse " In order to standarduie the data and Munger
Ur table we mint flat pert/M.6er the raw data There of
throe ways to presint the pertonlaged data. The first, which,
actually moats nothing, would be to divier the number of
cars in emch cell b) the inlet number of con in the table
IN-10gi Doing dm howeser, reveals nothing about the pos-
tai, usociatoon between education and child abuse. TM
e mend approach is to sensermage in the direction of the de-

ra
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pendent variable In Table la re have permeated in thr
direction of te dependent variable by dividing the number of
cases in each toll the total number of ewes in each catagorv
of the deprnient variable 'The question answered by this
twproact iy "-abet percent of child abjsers het 'N'amount uf
rducatmn''' it first (lance it uouid appear that Inc int st like
ly abusers SW thow a ith 10 1 sears of education 169', uf the
abuwn had 10-12 tract of schoolingl However. this ronclu
sion is misleading For one. it simply presents the educational
dote/upon of child abusers Onr would expect them to be
mom abusers in the 10 to 12 years of education catetors.. be-
cause most of the population of the United States falls into
this rang. Ithe median number of years of schooling fur thr
populatiOn is between II and 121

Whin we need to know is not what the education of the
child butor is. but what percentate of child abusers have '14'

ears of education and what percent of people with that level
of education do not abuse their children In other words, am
people with one leri of education mom or lesi Witty to abuw
their children" To sower this nuestion, one must percentage

t the table in the direction of the independent sar.eble as we
have done in Table lb. From this tablrit can be seen that the
greatest difference between abuwn and non abuwrs is at the
lowest and Iiiihrst ends of the education continuum. In other
words thow with the least education are most likely to abut*.
while the most educated art the least likely to abuse

This is a very simple example:but It does demonstrate that
different results can be obtained from the same data set, dr-
pending on how the data we presented in tabular form

In the lost ten years. the issue of child abuse has becomes
priority. the federal government decided that chnd abut* was
an important area, atencieS decided that this was a problem
they ranted to confront, and we've engaged in a head-long
rush to tit. to understand the causes of child abut* and to
solve the problem. A sideeffect of this focus of attention
has been a tendency to accept and repeat conclusions with
little critical awareness Questionable statistics are cited and
recited until then become accepted. as fact, until they are
accepted as common knowledge. However, many of these
statistics are a 'product of a kind of statistical alchemy For
an temple, let us look at the national statistics on thr inn-
Wet of child abuw. The only reputable figures are those
prevented by Dant GO f19701. Too many othet researchers
pewee national statistics which art developed through pro-
sections made on the basis of the incidence of child abuye in
Only One area of the country. For example. Douglas Bellamy.
Ow director of the National Centre of Child Abuse and Net.
lect. takes tIve repotted case from New York state and pro-
pets figures for Me entire country.

As should be clear from the problems whidh I have pm
tented, tt es incumbent upon those in the field of child abut*
to lib( simply repeat conclutions and satoeiations, to not accept
them as fact, but rather. to ask of every outman What are the
rules of evieleate that support thew conc)usions? How noble
am thew coodusione '

It is important lo note that the problems of methodologi-
cal error in reWarch aft compounded by misquinatur People
read only the abstract oe the concluston archon or reward
papers and skip (Ise tabees and the limitations Newspapers and
yournols do this all the time They cite only Ow last lie In a
study. "X. Y and Z are the cauws of child abuse "They don't
refer to the part of the study that mys. This rewards is booed
on a lam* of 80 families In NeW Hampshire who aro totally
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unrepresentative of the population atlazge The conclusions
are basically tants oleatative of what factors might. through
further research. be found to cauw ehild abuse

Gison !hi. sit ustton I fat 1 a rtyponobt!its to at trail Inven
ton the asin iel ions that has, been demonstrated in the liters
lure I .1 iou talk bout taus.% or itiolors Rather. I will talk
about aywwwtinns that bee been identified as possible deter .
mmants otthe act of phy swat abuw.

I The Ont of thew associations is based upon an examination
of the Anton of thr abysm, perm. The greater thr degree
of abuse and neglect enperienced bv an individual as a
child, thr greater th likelihood that hr shr will growaap to
be an abusive trent or caretaker 'I his is a resemble asso-
ciation bawd on the fact that 30-40 percent of all abviters
have abusive backgrounds IGellet. 19731 It does not mean
that ell people who pow up in abusive environrento are
predisposed. or as Vincent Fontana 11971i sass, limo-
trammed" to be chile abuqms They see not programmed.
There is however a tendency , a real peopensity, to recreate
one's childhood V. r tend to find that the cultural attitudes
toward viotence in this WWI) are Resonated with violent
child rearing practices The more an individual experiences
and supports the use of violence and views it as normal and
acceptable, the More !dirk he or she is to me violence as an
adult The more thr adu:t uses yrolence.thr, greater the risk

, that Aisne her child will be abused
2 Thr wcond association is found in thr relationship between

socal street and social class Abuw can be found4n middle
and uppereass families as well as ru lower-class families
Abuse can rie found both in families with hit,1 stress and in
tomtit!' with low seen Them lends however, tu be an
assocashoe In ewes where people or low socioeconomw
status experience a liigh degree of steels People in this
cateper tend to exhibit more violent behayiur toward their
children.

3 Unemploy menu has bet, postted as a contributor to child
abuw by a number of researchers There afe NIOW who try
to negate the association between abuw and unempiny
ment They substitute a time factor and say that a hither
incidence of Add abut, among unemployed fathers occurs
simply because the fatheit spend mom tone with their chil-
ern and therefore the children are more vulnerable. more
librlt to be abused. Despite efforts to expiain it away, there
does tend to be an association between unemployment and
child abuse.

4 The fourth assoelation is found in themelatonnslim between
family size and child abut*. 1 lune besn studying the severi-
ty and frequency of physical violence among 110familie.1
Ian a multiple reliefs's/a test on the data and time up with
an interesting aosociation (Multiple tegresion man analyti-
cal technique which allows you to rank Ole importance of
variables and determine the peoportion of the variance
explained by any one variable.1 I looked at ten factors Mc
eluding parents' age, Income, education, occupational
prestige, numbe of children, resources, and family sot.
The end moult was that the fano, best able to explain Ow
severity and the freelbeivey of 0)44411 violent* In child-
hood is the numWr of children In We family ,The larger Ow
family, the larger the amount of violent* used by parents
against their children Many chew' studies of child abuse
also tend to find the same type of relationship (Elmo,
1967. Gil 1970:Johnson and Morse. 190.

0



,..,ri, ...Sawn has Men proposed as a beta rekted to
Nies sooe Eh Moturger site hit anionatr. 1971.l con.
%Kure reward in a note whose welfare system would not
woo* payments for telephotos. Using a choler analysis

a wham*. they fogad that the &tenor or prawnr of a
ifielehreo Oat the ricall impowant factor in peediettrig
amine or wet a porn waited be sii Omer. W found this
to be $ vibe, important finding a a number of people Ilan
wopmed doing a nalosei.wide iholklbtll Witty of child
abase ovet the loleptooe. In any ease. families lacking coo.
mewl telationthip outside do family. families high Isi
ammo Ws low in social temptation) ter .1 to be most Use
iiten families to aidenctoltualve ineidenti.
A new assectotwo Iwo rQtatly boon diseumed by Friedrich
aro Noriskis (11171l. They view child sbum * relation to
tat data. role sod satureaof the child Physically or m.o.
idly ntanlial chitlins, denlopmentally retarded childeen,
ealc children. Madero who see difficult to toiiet Min.
i oirthenight Alban, and pernalure eilldren eh tend

41.0poolp

. or mon vulnerable to alum In sum. children who pose
morn saran to patents send to be mow rolmerable to physl.
cal mama.
Pretiott and W1(8)(19731. in a misted alsi. examined the
ielateatutitp of physical Peasun and the SIP of violence
The theory is that phylical intimacy and dowses tend to
a qsrvs, n. related to Tad Ow In other words. the

. oedemas. warmth, loodsing and feeling
displayed .n a family, the las likelihood awe is of

dhil ibu., . The best esinsnatIon of this telationdap is of
by the Novena of events typically found in lower

wo working cats ftmilles Thai a an explanation that I
rentmerntly discovered through many of my interviews
uiItid0le.conta .

sidolescrot prl from a lower clam or blot eullw fam-
es 4i00.nly reaches puberty and the dote, warm relation.

. On she Isal had with het Huhn ends abruptly. He simply
't town her, he doem't hug her; in metal. he won't

with het :We becomes a sort of fermi. pariah Locking
*is type of wain, dom. physical relationship with a man.
W e lends to km for it outside thir family. If 'he eodologi.

eittliewits of node ',Mellon en carrot, lie Is typically
* Many IDIMINVP from the same axial twata and of

lae tame *ad type as Mr father Like Mr father, the man
mi imam is going to be very Pendant to be warm and
internam and paws, with her. Hell be mama with her but

'not phywaily warm and intimste Spurned twice by Imp*.
tat men la Mr life. Om Itl look for soother DOW with
shod, to be warm and crow and physical:Pe will (boom to
hem a baby This is like handing a match to sompiew stand.
mg * a pool of poolincyn immediately finds that baby

* n tompleten ineapistsie of giving to ber all tbe le, nom
ad lotinsarl the Ith mined ht het other alatiooships She
Meows the prototypal Mild Wenn who simply takes
out sil her pent-up frustations about her tetatioodtips with
het foam and healed ea the asirrrowerful member of
use family and thus Noses her child
loter(amdial violence in general Is related to child abuse
titan:Is . the pattern is that the husland hits the wife and
tn. ade hiss the shad (we found a correlation of .37 in our
mora) la addition, my wife is whoa cowmen') tells rue
that the Mild hits the hairy pt What we hem berg is a
wspirom of power niatioriships with* the family wharty
On eon powerful members We (oem aod, annoolon

-Cr
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Wiling( the las powerful members.

This last msoconon ones as an appropiate introduction
to *ha( I will all the "rtra I theory of famdv !tonna."
Thew familial problems can a reduced to five basic propos!
hoot.'

1. Violence tends to lie response to patu idler !Micheal end
tatualionol UMW, In the interviews we've eonducted with
violent lamilsn, we hare (wind that Ili tome caws, violence
was viewed as an irrational act. However, in the inspeity of
caws, *aeon was viewed as a reapome to stress. truant
ticio, a threats to,an wlfconcept. People who
ape rolnemak telf.coacepu are prone to use violence in
moons, to attacks or prraened e.g weal not physical)
attacks spine themselves. Particularly stressful vations
are chow where the huttond has less education and &cp.
intional p4iitige than the wife Dr when the (ode comes
from Lifferent religious traditions. In these situations, the
strem may be adapted to through the use of violence.

2. Stress in our wet) o differentially dotribided in the
social structure. -Our culture places a high premium on
"gcor' patenting. However. some families see systemati-
cally depnnd of the resources necessary. invading to
coltual stindards, to tie a good parent. Thai resources
may be economic, educational or social. The deprivation
of thew resources enotes a particular kind of stress Thus
we find that certain families, those with len education,
lest mroptional shawl. -lid ley Income. are unmet to
Inca of this kind of structural stens than families wh are
mot systematically deprived of resources.

3. Exposure to and wristlet with violence as a child tends
to leech the child Met tuotence is an ecceptable rosmoot to
strieturel and situational swat The peesentation ol 'olf
models los violence provides ehildren with a learning es .
portent* whereby they Morn how to use ranorialue and

-testify a violent response In fat, exposure to violent role
models can create a preference for violent responses to
stimuli over other Nimble responws such as withdraw
Weide, drug addiction, or alcoholism. In onset word
lather than &now other adaptations to stress. people ten
to respond because that is how they've bee
taught to respond.

4. This proposition is a combination of the second and third
peopontions. Intheiduats in different social positions gre
differentily oxpoord to both ii kerning ettmotoons Wan
eniphaelse violence and 2) the structural and situational
stimuli to which adult efoieriee may be response. Fontana
(1971) would peefer that we call this proparenimg. How.
ever, we use it as a probabilistic model wherein certain pro.
ple we mute likely to be exposed to thew snitations and

S. Individuals me noknee towed lousily dreraban
rlINIth of homing erperiences end structural moat Maori
which lad to violence (e4 unemptoyment. streak leek of
mourns. resource intbalmum Is the brolly.tte.).

The title of today's confennee ssks "Where do we go from
hefty"! have reviewed ',send ptoblems of the /*Search to date
which indicate how we hair arrived "here " I have reviewed
currently hpld amocistions about child abuse *Inch indicate
where we ate. In addition. I Ile, metal suldrotioat for Ow
future.

I do oot believe that in need mote money fee child &bum
66
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reermeatt. The resent level of funding Is reasonably adequate.
What we need Is better quality reseuch..lf we had better quail-
ty reseerch al the current level of funding, somewhere down
the line, someone could come to a group like thh. and say,
"Were beginning to understand what causes child abuse."
However. It is my opinion, that at this point we are spending

lot of money on a lot otreseuch that has absolutely no hope
of snswenng the question, "Whin art the causes of child
abuse'!"

One of my rwommendations is that we do rwearch based
on representative populations and use control groups, and that
we maw depending on caught or arhand cases. I think we use.
athand caws because it is convenient, we don't want to get
our hands too dirty. It's dirty wor)s to go door to door and try
to Xerretout the unreported ca4s. However, It is precisely
thQ41.mrepotted cases which art going to provide us with an
understeding of what caul...child abuse, rather than what
causes "triple to get caught.

I would also recommend that we do meuch which tests
theories. To my knowledge, there am only one Of two projects
funrird by HEW which actual* propose to test a specifte
theory and either verify it or re:ect It In terms of the mow of
child abuse. The majority of research projects underway we
clinical gold-mining operations which hope to come upagitb a
nugget after dredging througn thousands stool% thousanas of
responws to inappropriately lengthy interriew schedules

W also need rematch which has the potential to generate
theories. If we can't test thtones, at least we cen attempt to
generate them. Too many research endeavors stop at the
awoclational level They present all the material I've presented
today. but do not go on to say what the data means In ter=
of si theory of child sbuse

I believe we need to devote more effort to 'whistling the
amount of variance which can bewitplained by proposed Md..
pendent variables.

Finally. E recommend that we conduct OLIf rewards About
a phenomenon which can be operatiodaliwd. I haw studied
family violence Weauer it can be n4lkured and conceptu
shred Child abuw cannot be measured and conceptualized.
Child abuse is a political term which was desiened to bring

'"attentioq to an area where chlidren's rights were overlooked.
Child abuse Is not% specific behavior which ten be operation
Mired and trued. As long as the federal government thinks

thory earl conduct a national Incidence study of child abuse,
they ale ,"oonwd to failure.

Child abuse Is nice word to ow If you're going to have a
(inference It's a nice word to use if you want to'convinot

ebody thin you are fundable. But, once got the
ey, fo.,,,t It. Chh...e a &del. plienoa.enon that can be

me used and then enemy to eiplain sprlirle Sett -.neglect,l woe act' of abuse, specitc sets against children. T. is area
. needs sMy. It has suffered to. long tom being o.erpoliti-

deed and undetemeserched.
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ViOtENCE TOMOS CHILDREN

IN THE

UNITED SIMS.

Last year at the annual meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science we proposed that, aside from war and riots, physical

aggresSion occurs between; family members more often that it occurs between

any other individuals. Our evidence was drawn from numerous sources, fncluding`

official statistics 04 murder, assault, and child abuse; natiOnal surveys

of attitudes towards v'iolence and violent behavior; and small pilot studies.

Using this evidence as a basis, we claimed that violence hetween family

members may be at least as common s love (Straus, Celles, and Steinmetle

19/6).

In the S401 presentation wn rated that these claims were arrived at

by piecing together evidence:since no studies had been conducted on violence

between family umbers which used representative samples and which employed

measurement techniques which wOuld reduce the major problems of bias inherent

in studying a sensitive :saullpuch as violcnLe ill the familj iStiJas. Galles,

and Steinmets, 1916; Gilles. 1976).

Since that presentation, we have completed a study which examined

violence between husbands and wives, parents and children, and siblings in

a representative sample of American households. This paper reports on the

incidence, modes, and patterns of parent to child violence in the United

States.

,
J
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VI A (NU IOWARDS CHILDR(N: AN OVERVIEW

Despite the cunsiderable attention
which has been focused on the issue

of child abuse and neglect. and the significant And lengthy discussionk

cencernlne the physical punishment of children, valid and reliable data

on the incidence and/or prevelance of the use of violence and aggression

on chtidren by their parents are almost non-existent. And even the

statistics which are available on child abuse and physical punishment do not

report on the wide range of violent acts which are neither routine physical

punIsIvaent nor abusive. The wide range of acts between spankings and

grievious assault have largely gone unnoticed end unresearched by social

scientists.

The data which are available are often flawed by conceptual, definitional.

' sampling, and measurement problems. MOreover, the available statistics

are usually genrral
estimate, of incidence which do not give even the crudest

breakdown by op or sex of the child or demographic characteristics of the

parents. Nevotheless, the figures on violence and aggression betweei

parents :and children do shed soie light on the scope of the phenemenon.

PholcAPunishment

Perhaps the best snd most complete research on the use of physical

force in the family are the studies of physical punishment by parents.

Various investigations indicate that between 84 and 92 percent of all parents

WA physical punishment at some point in the child's life Moberg. 1964-

116S: Erlanger( 11124i 8ronfenbrenner, 1968: Stark and McEvoy. 19/0). Never-

thelesseven thesestatistics fall short. In ti4t they can kat be used to

e)
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\\derive age specific rates; they are incomparable since some studies focus

on P. approval of using punishment rather than.actual behavior; and others

are based on non-repres:qtative clinical siwoles or specialized populations.

Thus, while we con conclude that the physical punishment of children is

extremely common, we have no estimate of the yearly incidence nor the age

specific rats of this phenomenon. In addition, studies which focus on

physical punishment allow little insight into the exact nature of behavior--

in other words, whet specific.acts take place?

Child Abuse

An extensive variety of techniques have hen employed to3 generate a

wide range of estimates of the incidence of child use in the United States.

gosoarchers hoe utilised,official statistics, official clearinghouse data,

household interviews, interviews of neighbors and informants, Interviews

with profeslionals in coemunity agencies, LAI statistical projections to

produce estimates of abuse which range from thousands of children abused

per year to millions.

Offic))1 04rIng the late 1960's all fifty 5tites luacted

legislation whisin mandated reporting of child abuse and neglect cases.

This legislation ledhto the establishment of some state clearinghouses

which gathere4sofficial reports of child abuse and neglect. A survey

of the official statistics on confirmed cases of physical child abuse

which was conducted by Gil In 1968 yielded a figure of 6,000 abused

children (Gil, 1910). The Children's Division of the American Humane

(Association) operated a Clearinghouse for child abuse and neglect reports

f

.1
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beginning 101974. Used on data supplied by 29 states, the fleariaghoule

documented 15,642 cases of reported child abuse la 1914 (frem "Highlights

f 1974 NatWest Oata"-Natioaal Clearinghouse rl Child Neglect taAlaisti

bericaa Nowa' Associatioa).' \

It Is bvious that the data derived from official statistics are not

emmensblo I. tstboatlae.a aotIonal lecidence of physical child abuse.

First, official data, such as those provided by the Averican None (Associatioe),

do not draw from all states and localities. In 1974 only 21 states

supplied infonnatioa to the National Cleariaghouse on Child Neglect and

Abuse. Secondly, the Clearinghouse data dots not use a unifono umfinitioa

of obuse; rather, each state and locality constructs and uses their own

definitions Wild en state lew and professioaal 'rules of thumb'. Thirdly,

case, recorded by official geocies represent reported cases only, as

such, can le treated as the tip4of the child abuse iceberg, jot the entire

incidence picture.

'hus, the extent of child abuse and physical violence indicated

by official statistics Is inadequate ahd often unInterpretIble due to

varying definitions and rules of recording cases.

Nousehel_lanut. Standing in contrast to ,ifficial tatIstIcs are

thm dots on Physical violence and abuse derived from house Id surveys.

611 surveyed public attitudes, knowledge, and opinions of hild abuse

In conjunction with the National Opinion Research Corporal on In 1965.

Of a nationally representative sample of 1520 individuals urveyed, 45,

or of the sample, reported knowledge of 46 different I ideals of

I.,
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child abuse. Extrapelatimg to a motional population of 110 mill100, 611

estimated that there were between 2.53 and 4.07 million adults throughout

the limited States who ism families involved in incidents of child &bole

in the previous year, or.betweee 13.3 to 21.4 incidents per 1,000 persons

(ill, 1970: 60). light, by applying corrective adjustments to Gil's data

and considering possible overlap of public knowledge of incidents, estimates

that $11's data indicate approximately 930,000 abused children in the

Witted States during the survey year (1974).

&bey!' of Comalgolty Alettclet. As indicated earlier, a major drawback

In trying to Interpret official statistics on child abuse Is that

the fficial records centele only reported cases. Mere may be numerous

cases which come to the attemtioa of doctors, social workeri, and school

teachers which are never reported to official agencies and which never get

forwarded for inclusion in clearinghouse data and official statistics.

Magi atteepted to cempeesate for the shortcomings of official statistics by

surveying a national' sample of community agencies and agenCy personnel

(Nagi, 197S). Nagi drew s prrbability sample of hniming unit, and thtn

listed social and co:immunity ageecies which proof'. . services for these homes.

These agencies were thee surveyed. However, the goal estimate of child

abuse.whIch was arrived &twos based on an extrapolation fres reporting

rates which would be expected OR p national basis using the presueed 'full

reporting rates' found in FlorLia Magi's estimate of child abuse Is

that 167,500 cases ar,e reported .onually while an additional 11,000 caseS

are not reported (Nati, Illsi li).
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StatistIct1 Prolectton. The last technique of estimating national

Incidence figures for physical abuse are statistical frojections from

at-hand clinical cases, hospital cases, local or regional reporting

statistics, or estimates generated from a sample of state reporting data.

The range of these statistics Is quite wide--0eFrawcis estimates that

between 30,000 to 40,000 instances of 'truly battered children' occur each

year (Hearings of the Subcommittee on Children and Fouth, of the Committee

on labor and Public Welfare, United States Senate, 92nd Congress, on

5.1191, Child Abuse Prevention Act, 1911, p.293). Fontana proposes that

there m..ay be as many as 1.5 million cases of child abuse each year (1913).

while Kemp* sets the figure at close to 60,000 cases (1911). Cohen ahd

Sussman (4915) use data on reported child abuse from the 10 most populous

states and project 41,104 confirmed cases of child abuse for 1973. They

ed on, however, to conclude that:

'the onl! conclusion which can be Nadu fairly Is that
infbrmation indicating the incidence of child abuse

in the United States simply does not exist."(Cohen
an4 Sussman, 1975: 14)

.S...rnsy. It is evident that the conclusion made by Cohen and Sussman

is the vast Accurate evaluation of the available data on the Incidence of

child abuse, host of the projections can be regarded as simple 'educated

guesses'. The information gleaned from official statistics must be quilt-

ffed by the fact that they represent-only "caught" caws of abuse which

betore cases through varied reporting and confirmation procedures (Cellos.

1975). In addition, Information on 'child abuse' is difficult to interpret

beca4se the term "child abuse' is as much a political concept, designed
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to draw attentionli'a social problem, as it is a scientific concept which

can be used to measure specific phenomenon. In other words, child abuse

can be broadly Ant loosely defined in order to magnify concern about this

social problem. While so:muse:dal scientists use the term to cover a

wide spectrum of phenomenon which hinder the proper development of a child's

potential (see for example: Gil, 1975), others use the tem to focus

attention on the specific case of severely physically injured children

(see for example: Kemp* et,A1., 1962, and the discussion of the "battered

baby syndrOme).

The lack of valid and reliable data on the incidence of child abuse

in the United States led to the inclusion of a clause in the Child Abuse

Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974 (Pt-93-2)7) calling for a full and

complete study on the incidence of child abuse end neglect. Such a study

has already been coltracted by the National Center of Child Abuse and

Neglect. As an indication of the major problems which arise when one tries

to measure the abuse and neglect of children, the contracted study has

moved into the second quarter of its two Year existence and no decisions have

been rade on appropriate definitions of abuse or what research design should

be employed in the study.

A Note on Trend Data. It should be pointed out that the problems

involved in estimating the incidence of child abuse make the task of

interpreting trend data almost hopeless. First, it is impossible to

determine if rates of reported abuse are rising due to an actual increase

in the true rate of abuse or due to increased sensitivity on the part

of professionals who see children and families. Secondly, the constant

0
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change in the definItlem of abuse and the cemstamt .rivisIems oi state child

abuse and neglect laws, toad to broaden the definition of child abuse.

Ibis seams thot more families and childree are vulneroble I. beteg ideetiftel

as abuser; end abused.

Olathe of Chtidree Cavted _61 ViolencoindAlWrIg

The definitional and methodological problems Inherent in studying

the incidence of chalk abuse oaks it understandable why ne rellable

statistics exist. One would noi. Wweve:; expect to find the semi problem

In determining hem many childree 41.coach _year as a consequence of parental

violence or abuse. The fact that a death mandates official attention,

to that a body most be atteeded to and reports must be filled out, should

make it relatively easy to fix the mortality rate of childree killed

by tSeir caretakers. Such Is not the case. The statistics.ee how many

chilJren die as a result of caretaker inflicted abuse or violence are

almost as variable as estimates f the Incidence of child abuse. Fontana

provides a conservative estimate of 700' chilAree killed each year by

their par.nits or gwardians (1973). Helfer, testifyilk before the Senate

Subcommittee on Children end Youth, projected 3.000 deaths a year ever

the next 10 years if steps art not taken to correct the situation (Hearings

before the Subcommittee on Children and Youth, 1173: 2S4). PEDIATRIC MEWS

reported that one child dies each day from child abusethus producing

a yearly incidence of 3% (1975). 611 cited data from the U.S. Public

Health Service which reported 444 childree under age IS died from homicide

in 1947 (1970).

;"

41
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It is evident that there are net yet standard procedures of Investigating

the deaths ef children nee are there standard procedures for recerdleg

such deaths as consanemal of vletace er AM. Thus, the *stoat of the

mat serials facet ef physical violence towards children Is unknown.

DlpeedfJLS_LemeortwdfPataIVlolea

It WM after **elating the available evidence 04 the extent of

force aa4 violeace between, parents and children that 1.14 embarked on a

national study ef parental ead fatly violence. While physical pualshmett

of children appeared te be almost a oniversal aspect of parent-child

relations, and while child abuse seemed to be a major social problem, we

law very little about the modes ad patterns of violence towards children

la our society. Ws knew shoat nothing about the kinds of force end violence

children experience. Are mothers are likely to hit their children then

father'? Whe employs the mat 'serious term et violence? Which age

group Is most alaralbe te being spanked, slaPPed, hit with e fIst. we

'beat op by their vents? Although answers to these questions will not

completely fill in t41 gaps In air knowledee about child abuse, we see the

Intimation 40 generate In thls stody as providing an important insight Into

the intent of farce and vielace children experience and ha any childrem

there are wbft are vularallie to injury from serious v1010000.

nITMOS

One f the most difficult techniques et studying the extent of

'
c0 7
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parental violence IS Is employ a household interview which involves the

self-reporting of violent acts. Although this technique is difficul; and

creates the problem of underreporting, we felt that because of the short -

coolh9,1,of prevfaws research on child *buss (delles, 1976), this was the

only viable research design which we could employ to sseis the extent

and causes f intra-femily violence.

itple aod Procedurn
3

Tke Response Analysis national probability sample was used for this

study. A natioeal simple of 103 primary areas (counties, or groups of

counties) stratified by geographic region, type of community, and other

population characteristics was generated. Withim these primary areas,

300 interviewing locations (census districts et block groups) were selected.

Each location we: divided into 10 to 2$ housing units by tho trained

interviewers. i.aple segments from each interviewing location were selected.

and the last s.ep involved randomly selecting an eligible person to be

interview:4 In each designated household.

0 ;101e rawilies'consisted ur a couple who identified thenselves

as marr!ad or being 'couple (Men and WEIR living together in a conjugal

unit). A random procedure was used so that the sample would be approAimately

ialf male and half female.

lhe final national probability sample produced 2,143 completed

4

intervledS. Intervion were conducted with 960 men and 1.183 women.

In each Coolly where there was at least one child living at hr between

tV.

the ages of 3 and 17, 'referent child' was selected uilnj a random

4tim
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procedure. Of the 2,143 families interviewed, 1,146 had children between

the ages of 3 and 17 living at home. Our data on parent to child violence

are based on the analysis of these 1,146 parent-child relationships.

The interviews were conducted between January and April, 1976. The

interview protocol was dosigoed to take approximately 60 minutes to complete.

The questions on parent to child violence were one part of an extensive

protocol designed to measure the extent of family violence and the factors

associated with violence betoes folly members.

The final sample of 2,143 families appears to be extremely representative

in term of major demographic attributes of American faeilles.

Viglence: Defined apd Operationalited

For the purposes of this study, violence is noninally defined as

'an act carried out with the intention of, or perceived intention of,

physically injuring another person'. The "physical hurt' Lan range from

slight pain, as in a slap, to murder. The basis for the "intent to

hurt" may range from a concern for a child's safety (os when a child

is span4ed (or guiug into the street) to hostility so intense that the

death of the other is desired (Gelles and Straus, IWO.

We have chosen to label our dependent variable 'violence for a

number of reasons--some scientific and others political. From a

scientific point of view, a number of possible coneepts could apply to

tha phenomenon we are studying. d have chosen to examine 'aggression";

however, aggression is a more general concept than vtolence and involves

Int malevolent act which brings about psychological injury. material
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deolvatito, physical pain, er physical damage, A possible alternative

would have hien to define out
phenomenoo,as 'physical aggression 1%

A second coosideration is that many of the acts we will CAll 'violent"

are considered &cceptable forms of corporal punishment. .Thus, we could

have opted for the tem 'force' which does aot have the deviant cokriotatioh
,

attached to it as dims 'violence'. Using the term 'fore,0 (+wove
.

would tend to minimize the impact and passible kern of the behavior

ere studying.
Quite simply, we wept to draw attention to the issue of

peuple hitting oat another In families, and we haoeichosen'to define

this behavior as "violent' in order to raise cootroversy and call the

behavior into question. la addition, dur previous research (Gel(jes.1974)

indicated that almost all acts, from spankings to murder, could somehow,

be justified and neutralized by someone as both, in the best Interests of

the victim. indeed, one thing which influenced our Mal choice of e

concept was the fact that acts parents carryout la their children in the namp

of corporal punishment or acceptable force, could, If they were done

to strangers or adults, bo considered chargablt assault.

v.1,0te was operationalized in the national study of family violence

thrsulh the uss uf 4 scold titled the
'Conflict Resolution Technique -

(OM'. This tednIque was first developed st the Ciniversity of New Haimpshir

In 1911 and has been used and modified extensively over the next five

/tors in numerous studies of family violence (see for xanple: Allen and .

Straus, 1915; ulcroft and Straus, 19/51 Straus, 1974). The Conflict

\r
Rasotuti TechnIgue Scales were designed to measureintrafamily

conflict in the sense of the means used to resolve conflicts of interest

. I
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(Straii, 1,111, 1916:4). "Ihe Conflict Resolution Technique contens th080

romps of cordlict resolution,itens: (1) the use of rational dtsc,Isatoo:,00dt.'

ar±uoant: (2) tsa wso of emrbal and non-verbal expressions of hostility:.

such as acts 414 ssmbolically hurt the other or threats to Aur1./4"dtheP1

.aod, 43) (he use of physical force or violence as-a means resolving'

the conflict. The final scale contains 18 items. 8 of ich involve the

use of force or violence.

figure 1 About Here

The administration of the Conflict Resolution Techn invo

presenting the subjects with the list of the 16 items and asking than

to indicate what they (the subjects) 1Nd when they had a disagreement with

the referent child in the past year and in the course of their relationship.

Reliability and,Valiellti. The reliability and validity of the

Conflict Resolution Technique hes been assessed over the five year period

of Its development sod modification. Pretests on more than 300 college

studots indicate that.the indicts Nye an adequate level of internal

consistency reliability (Straus. 1916:11). Bulcroft and Straus (1916)

provide evidence of concurrent validity. In addition, evidence nf

"construct validite-exists in that data compiled in the pretests of ths

scale are in accord with previous empiritel findings and theories

(Straus, 1916: 13).

4.

4
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Advantkies and Oisadvantoiet of the Nivience Scale. An advantoqe

of the violence tcale, aside from previous evidence of its reliability.

*concurrent" validity, and "construct" validity, is that the mode of admin-

istration Increased the likelihood of-the interviewer estAblishing rapport

with the subject. the force and violence items came at the end of the list

of conflict resolve; items. Presumably, this enhanced the likelihood

that the subject would become committed to theiinterview and continue

answering questions. Our analysis of the respow.es to the items indicates

that there was no noticable drop in the completion rate of items,as the

list moved from the rational scale questions to the most violent modes

: of conflict resolution.

Two disadvantages of the scale ere: (l) it,focuses on conflict

situations and does not allow for the measurmmeqt of the use of violence

in situations where there was no "conflict of interest*. Secondly,

the scale deals with the commission of acts only. We have no idea of,what

the cinsequences of those acts were. thus, we have only a limited basis

f projecting these statistics to the extent of the phenomenon *child

abuse*, since child abuse normally is thought to be an oct which has some

injurious consequences for I child. While we mey learn that a parent used

gun or a knife, and we can presvme that this hat negat v consequences

for the child. even If he r she was not injured:we do lummewhit the

cttial consequences were.
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RESULTS

As we proposed at the outset of this 'paper."'ordinary" physical

punishment and 'child abuse are but two ends f a single continuum of

violence towards children. In between are millions of parents whose

use of physical force goes beyond mild punishment. but which, for various

reasons does not gel identified and labeled as child abuse.

Sixty-three percent of the respondents who had children between the

ages of 3 and 11 living at home mentioned at least one violent episode

5

ring the survey year. Tho a...portion of our sample reporting at leas:

violent occurrence in the course of raisin, the child was 73 percent.

As expected, the milder forms of violence were more come. Slaps

spankings were mentioned by SO percent of the respondents as haviling

oc urrod is the previous year and by 71 percent of the,parents s having,

e.iauin place. Forty-ono percent of the parents admitted pushing or

show no the referent child in 197S; while forty-six percent said pushes

or haves had ever occurred. Hitting with something was reported by

Table 1 About Nero

13 percent of the parents for the last year and by 20 percent for the

duration of their raising the referent child. Throwing an object was less
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TAM I

TYPES OF PARINT.TO 0111.0 VIOLENCE

ORCO

OCCURRED IN PAST YEAR

Twice Neve Thee Twice 1ota1

HUM EVER

OCCURRED

Threw Seesthieg
(oP1141)

Pwshed, Mobbed, or Slaved
(003346)

Slappo0 yr *Wild
(mo1146)

Kicked, lit. er Nit with Fist
(ne1143)

Nit with Swathing
(na1145)

lost Up
(nn1140)

Threstened with Knife or Gen
(s01144)

Usod s Reif, or Due

1.31

4.21

1.2%

.7%

1.0%

.4%

.1%

.11

1.15

1.05

1.4$

.1%

2.6%

.3%

0%

OS

2.35

27.2%

43.65

1.2%

1.1%

.6%

0%

05

1.45

40.61

SIP%

3.21

13.41

1.1%

.1%

.35

1.65

46.4%

71.0$

7.7%

20.0%

4.25

2.1%

2.14

6
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commonapproximately 5 percent of the parents dld this in the survey

year while more than 9 percent had ever thrown something at their referent

child.

The more dangerous types of violence were the least frequent. However,

extrapolating the data to the population of children 3 to 17 years ot age

living with both parents produces an astoundingly large number of children

whe were kicked:bit, punched
,beat up, threatened with a gum or a knife,

or had a gun or a knife actually used on them. first, looking at the number

.of parents who reported each type of violence, approximately 3 percent of

the parents reported kicking, biting, or hitting the referent child with

a fist in 1975; while nearly 8 percent stated that these acts had occurred

at some point In the raisi.g of the child. Slightly more than 1 percent

of the respondents reported 'beating up' the randemly selected referent
6

child In the last year and 4 percent stated that they had ever done this.

One-tenth of 1 p.,ecent, or one in a thousand parents admitted to threatening

their child with a gun or a knife in 1975, 'tile nearly 3 parents in 106

said they had ever threatened their child with such weapons. The some

st.tistir were found for perents admitting actually using a gun or a knife--

7

.1 percert for the year, almost 3 percent over.

One can extrapolate these frequencies to estimate how many children

we e victims of these
serious modes of violence in 1975 and how many Ivor

-

faced these types of violence. There were nearly 46 million children

between the ages of 3 and 17 years old who lived with Loth parents in 1975.

(Ouroau of the Census, 1975). Of these children between 3.1 and 4 million
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hove ever been kicked, bit, or punchedt while between 1 and 1.9 million

were kicked, blt, or punched in 1975. Between 1.4 and 2.3 million children

have been 'beat up while growing up, and between 275,000 and 3/4 of a

million)3 to 11 year olds were "beat up' in 1915. lastly, our data means that

between VUU,UUU and 1.5 million American children, between the ages of 3

and 11 have ever had their paredts use a gun or a knife on them. Our

figures do not allow for a reliable extrapolation of how many children

faced parents using guns and knives in 1915, but our estimate would be

something close to 46,000 children (based on an Incidence of 1 in 1,000

children).

An examination of the data on violence used on children Io 1975

indicates that violence typically is a phenomenon that is a pattern of parent-

child relations rather than a one or two tiMM event. Only In the case

of using a gun or knife was the violent episode likely to be a one-time

affair. While it is generally acceptul that slaps, spankings, and shoves

are frequently used techniques of child rearing, we find that even bites,

kicks, punches, and using objects tc hit children occ.r frequently in the

families whore they are employed.

Children at Risk

As we stated earlier, our examinatIou of violent acts without Information .,

on the consequences of those acts prevents us from Accurately estimating

how many children inkurred physical harm fre4 violence durieo anv .

one year. Our problem is compounded by Lk fact that we rely on the subject's
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own definition of what is meant by "beatInl up" s child. In addition, ,

wit do not know what
objects were used to hit the child (a pipe or a paddle);

and. we do not know how the guns or knives were deployed. Nevertheless,

we felt It was important to generate an estimate of children-at-rlsk.

We chose to compile an
"it-risks Index whlih combined"the items we felt

pooduced the highest probability
of Injuring of damaging the chlli (kicked.

bit, or hit with a fist; hit with something ;beat up; threatened with a knife

or a gum used a knife or a gun). Using this Index, we found that 3.6

percent of the parents admitted to using at least one of these modes of

violence at least once in 197S. Assuming the act% we indexed have a high

potential of causing harm to the Intended victim, between 1.4 million

to 1.9 million children were
vulnerable to physical Injury from violence

in 1915.

A Note on the Incidencepata and Extrapolations

rhe <Lite on the incidence of
physical violence between parents and

children ahd the extrapolations which
produced esi:mat:s of the number of

"ho expoienced violence and who Ate at tisk uf physical Injury

ought to be considered low estimates of violence towards children. These

figures represent a low estimate of violence for a number of reasons. First,

we are dealing with self-reports.of violence. Although the subjects

responding that tbey spanked or slapped their children ifty be a good estimate

of how many people actually
carried out these acts, we believe that the

desire to give socially dtstred responses
caused many people to underreport
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the more serious modes of violence. If one subject in a thousand answered

that they used a gun or knife. It might be reasonable to assume that at

least another one in a thousand used these weapons and did not admit to

it in the interview. Secondly. we interviewed only 'intact" families where

both adult males and females were in the household. .s, our data are

representative of two parent families. If. as some believe, parental violence

is more commoo in sinlle parent families, than our data underestimate

the number of children experiencing potentially damaging acts from their parents.

Lastly, pur lower than expected response rate might mean that some hJgh violent

families may have refused to be interviewed. If thli is the case (am we as yet

do not know if it is), our incidence statistics might again be low estimates

of violence towards children.

As a result of the sampling frame used and the methodological problem%

involved in using self-reports of violence, we see our statistics, although

they Mily seem high to some, as being quite conservative and low estimates

of the true level of violence towards children in the United States.

Violence Toward lhildren by Sex of Parent

Sixty-eight percent of the mothers and SS percent of the fathers in

our sample reported at least one violent act towards their child during

the survey year. Seventy-six percent of the mothers andll percent of the

fathers Indicated at least 06e violent episode in the course of rearing

their referent child. Our data on violence in the survey year indicate a small

but significant difference between mothers and fathers using violence on their

.
3

7
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children. It has been frequently argued that
mothers are more prone to

use violence because
they spend more time with their chil.ren. We hypoth .

ethe that the explanation for
mothers' greater- likelihood of using violence

goes beyond the simple
justification that they spend more time with the

children. Our future analyses of the
Information gathored in our sumo),

of violence in the fewily will exmmine this relationship from a NWAber of

points of view, including family power, coping ability, resources, and

personality traits.

_ _ ------

TABLE 2 and 3 ABOUT HERE

Examining the relationship between sex of the parent and various

modes of violence ;ied on children in the survey year and during the-duration

of the paront-child relationship, we
find that for both the survey year

and the duration of the relationship,
mothers are more likely to throw

something it the child, slap or
spank the child, or hit the child with

Something. There are no significant differences between mothers and

fathr,s for any of the other forms of violence. lt is interesting to mete

that even for the most serious
forms of violence, suth as beating up; kicking,

biting, or punching; or, using guns or knives, men and wo.len are spproxfmatel;

equal in their disposition to use
these modes of violence on their children.

This is important because this is one of the only situations where women
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PARENT TO 0411.0 YIOLLIICE IN PREVIEWS YEAR SY SEX Of PAAERT

20400 USED WOE OF VIMEXCE

Father Mother

Threw Something 3.6% (121) 6.2% (621)

Pushed, grabbed. or Shoved 215.1% (123) 33.4% (S23)

Slapped or Spanked 63.3% (122) 12.5%. (621)

Kicked, Sit, or Nit with fist 2.6% (510) 4.0% (623)

Nit with Sthing 9.4% ($23) 16.7% (622)

Seat Up .6% (121) Li% (619)

Threatened with Knife or Gun .2% (522) 0% (622)

Used a Knife or 0UI1 (520) 0% (622)

.1
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FARM TO CMILD VIOLENCE EVU SY SEX OF CMILO

PERCENT EVER USED NODE OF VIOLENCE

Sans Daughtrs

Threw Something 10.41 (474) 8.01 (435)

Pushed, Grabbed, or Shoved 47.11 (4741) 30.7% (431) **

Slapped or Spanked 75.2% (474) 44.49 (435) lt*

Kicked, Sit, or Nit with Fist 4.24 (474) 6.2% (435)

tlitWith Something 21.9% (476) 17.7% (425)

Ilesi\Ue 4.7% (473) 7.2% (474)

Thrsitemed with Knife or Gun 2.1% (474) 2.5% 1425)

Used a Knife or Gwn 2.7% (473) 2.5% (435)

6



TAKE 4

PARENT tO CHILD VIOLENCE IN PREVIOUS YEAR BY SEA Of CHILD

PERCENT USED MOOE OF VIOLENCE

Sons Daughters

Threw Something 6.5% (474) 4.4% (435)

Pushed, Grabbed. or Show,4 38.0% (476) 25.0% (436)

Slapped or Spanked 61.9% (475) 55.9% (435) cr.
CM

Kicked, Sit, or Hit with fist 4.0s (474) 2.5% (435)
4-

Nit with &seething 36.0% (475) 11.0% (436)

Met Up 1.rs (473) .7% (434)

Throatansd with Knife or Dun .t% (474) OS (438)

Wad a Knife or gun .2% (473) og (435)
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PAREN: TO CHILD VIOLENCE EVER BY SEX OF PARENT

\
PERCENT EVER USED MODE OF VIOLENCE

Father Mother

Threw Somethin 7.5% (521) 11.3% (621)

Pushed, Grabbed. or Showed 35.6% (523) 39.5% (673)

Slapped or Spanked 67.7% (523) 71.61 (622)

Kicked, tit. or Hit with a Fist 6.7% (520) 8,/% (623)

Mit with SometAing 15.71 (523) 23.6% (622) 1"

Seat Up 4.0% (521) 4.1% (619)

Threatened with Knife.or Gun 3.1% (522) 24 (622)

Used i knife or Cun 3.1% (520) 2.7% (622)
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armas likely IS meM top violemt.

Violente Towards Children hy Sex of the Chil$

While females are Niro likely to be the users of.violence lirparent-.

child relations, itts the male children who kris the.most.frequent victims.

Sixty-six percent of the sons ind 60 percent of the daughters were struck

at least once in the suvlyear (x L.05), while 77 ercent of the ale
2

r

children and 69 percent of the females were ever hit by their parents
2

(x

Why sons are more proa to hive violence used on them then daughiers

is open for debate. Some mfght argue that b6(s are more difficult to

raise and commitimor "punishable offenses" then.daughters. Another

hypothesis is that our society accepts and oftcyhtlues'boys experiencing

violence because it serves to 'toughen then up4. The data from the 668

National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence Survey seem r

to bear thts'out in that seven in ten peopls intkrviewed believed that it was

good for a boy,to have a ftw fist fights while he was growing up (Stark

and McEvoy, 1970). Thus, experiencini violence might be considered part

of tht socialitat'ion process for boys and a less important 'character

guilder for girls (Straus. 1971: 660).

TABLES 4 and S ABOUT H(RE

v
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Oats OR violence le the survey yJar shows that the only significant

difference betweel.lboys end tis was whether they were pushed, grabbed.

or shoved. The other forms of violence sowed no styept differences

between the sexes. In the course of growing up. boys are more likely to

be pushed, grabbed, shoved, spanked, or slapped.

Violence Towards Children by Age of the Child

1he literature Oil physical punishment and abuse of children presents

various hypotheses and fIndlLgs on the relatIonshiprbetween age and being

punished or,abused. A number of researchers and clinicians.propose

that the most dangerous period in a child's life is from three months to

three years of age (Kemp*. 1962; Fontana, 1973; Galdston. 1965). tronfenbrenner

proposes thilt the highest rates of child abuse and battering occurs among

....adolescents (1974).. Gil discovered that half of the confirmed cafes of

child-abuse were children over six years of age, while nearly one-fifth

of the confirmed reports were children in their teens (1910).

Our survey excluded parent relations with children three years of age

or younger since we also studied child to parent violence in the ..nterview.

Thus, our data cannot be used to infer the rate of violence used on In-

fants.

During the survey year younger children were most likely to be

victims of some form of physical force. Efghty-three percent of the three

and four year olds had some mode of force used on them in 1975; 52 percent

G

J 4.
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of tho children five to nine had been hit, 66 percent of prd:toons and

early teesege children (10 to 14 of age's were struck, snd 34 percent

f the referent children IS to 17 yearsiold were hit by their parents

. 2

An).
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TAKE 6 AgOUT HERE

1

1

It ftppears that

\

ounger children are vulnerable to a wide range of

forceful and vielegt ts. Pre-schoolers and children under 9 years old

wore more likely to be pushed. grabbed, shoved, slapped, spanked, kicked,

bit, hit with a fist, and hit with an object. The 3:der children seemed

more vuleerable to the severest Wypes of violence including being beat up

and hoeing a gum or a knife used on them; althour,h, the differences art

.

not statistically sign ificant.

Again, there are o'number of reasons why younger chlyren are more

frequent victims of parental violence. Paregti may perceive difficulties

An using reason to punIsh.their younger children. A second reason might

be WS Younger children interfere with
their perents' activities more than

\

older Children. Our future analyses of the data wip focus on the factors

associated Ath young children's suscwptability to being struck.
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PARENT TC CHILD VIOLENCE IN PREVIOUS YEAR SY AGE OF CHILD

3.4 yrs

PERCENT USED NOOE OF VIOLENCE

6-6 yrs 1044 yrs 111-11 yr*

Threw Something 4.4% (136) 7.4. (MS) 3.7% (296) 6.3% (1213)

Poshed, Grabbed, or Shoved 39.0% (136) 30.2% (263) 26.7% (304) 20.9% (1111) **

Mapped er Spanked 01.8 (135) 10.6% (263) 50.7% (no) 23.7t (190) 1,

Kicked, bit, er hit with fist 7.4S (131) 2.61 (211) 2.3% (2%9) 3.1% (191)

Mil with Senedling 20.is (13$) 21.1% (204) 10.01 (299) 4.7% (190) "
kat Up 1.0% (134) .7% (262) 1.3% (300) 2.1% (10)

threatened with Knife er Gun 0% (136) 0% (212) .3% (300) 0% (190)

Wed a Knits yr Gon 0% (136) 01 (2%2) 3% (211) 0% (190)
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eisiussion Ane COMLUSICN$

These data on the incidence of parent tr) child violence only begin

to scratch the surface of thts very Important topic. OUr results indicate

that violence towards children involves acts that ge well beyond ordlnery

physical punishment and is AM extensive and patterened phenomenon in pared -

child reletions. In addition, we see that mothers are the most likely users

of violence while sons and younger children are the more common victins.

A number of controversial points arise from our presentation. First. ,

disagreement over our nominal and operetional definitions of vi ce may

lead some to disagree with our conclusion that violence is' espread in

families. lf swoons views slaps and spankings as accept e punishment.

them they might dispute our statistics as 1e4og based on a too broadly

constructed defimitiom of violence. Although we believ there are many

sailed reasons for considering spankings and slaps violent, we would

counter this argumeist by pointing to the statistics for beating up ihildrem

or using a gun or a knife om a child. We million or more children had guns

or knives used in thee In school, we would consider that a problem of

epidemic proportions. Ihe fact thet these acts occur In the home tends

to lessee concern about the Impact end consequences. However, the impact

end conseelences are potentially,dramatic, since the child is experiencing

violence from those whe claim love sod affecties for him.

A second point which will be raised r findings is the question

if bias sod whether eur,respondents actually toip the truth." We have
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spipref seven years of
developing and.testIng the

instrumits used in this

\ study. However, we do not 1....um the ctual validity of our findings

ot: whettigr our subjects "told the truth*.. Our assessment of the biases

the problms of studying family
violence is.that the ajor bias is likely

to pa;pc of Underreporting.
Weidoubt thet many subjects will report

beating up their children or
using it gun or a knife on them the'y did not.

Thus, our statistics are probably underesttmat.soth. trite level

of parent-chIld violence in the United States. If o considers the

possitilIty that for every
subject who admitted usig..a knife or a gun,

that an additional subject
used these weapons but did not admit it, then

,

our estimate of
risk could be doubled to produce,a true estimmte of risk

of physical violence.

Another issue which will be pursued After examining our data, and an

issue which we will pursue
in later analyses, is the fact. that people

AtAuelly admitted using severe
and dangerous forms of physical violence.

Our tentative explanation
of this is that many of our subJects'did not

consider kicking, biting,
punching, beating up, shooting, or stabbing

their children deviant.
In other words, they may have aailitted'to these

acts becai..se they felt
they were acceptable or tolerable ways of bringing

up children. Thus, It nay be that ono major factor which porthices the

214

high level of rent-chfld violence we have found is,the norlative acceptability
! .

of hitting on s children.
.)

Despite ,the methodological
Problems, the fact that this fi the first L

(

. 1
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survey of parent-to-child violence based on a true cross-section of

Awictni families means that the oat.' presented here are closer to describing

tho.reel situation of violence towards children in America than anything

available up untitnow.

1.
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PifinOttS

Paper read at the meLtings of
the American Association for the Advanceniont

of Science, Denver, ebruary 25, 1977. This paper is part of a research

program on intrafamily
violence supported by erants from the National

Institute of Mental Health (102/557) and the National Center of Child

Abuse and Neglect/Office of Child Development 90-C-425.

1. The results of this
research will be presented in the forthcoming book.

VIOLENCE IN IME AMERICAN FAMILY, by Murray A. Straus, Richard J. Gelles,

nd Suzanne K. Steinmetz.

2. A complete methodologici1 report
will appear in VIOLENCE IN THE AMERICAN

FAMILY.

3. Response Analysis Corporation, of Princeton, New Jersey, was contracted

to carry out the household survey.

4. The completion rate for the enttre sample was 65%. This rate Is

somewhat lower than we expected despite intensive efforts on the

part of the contractor to increase
the completion rate through call

backs, letters, and monetary inientives. The completion rate varied

from a low of 60.0% for metropolitan areas to a high of 12.31 for

nonmetropolitan areas. Poe to differential response rates by sex and

loratidh, the extrepolations and incidence estimates presented in this

Paper will latv be modified using a weighting procedure. Thus, the

results we pr?ient will be slightly alterrd in the final presentation

of the data.

S. Since the field work began in January, 1976 and since we asked for

information concerning the "previous year", the survey year can be

io be 1975.

6. The tipm "beating up" was defined for the respondents by Its plecement

in the list of CRT violence items. Specifically it came after the items

dealing'with kicking. biting, hitting with a fist, and hitting with 64

.tiject, and before the items dealing with a knife or gun. ThuS. It'S

scltIhing more than just 6 single blow, but the precise meaning of

the teem undoubtedly varied from respondent to respondent.

7.. A9d we do not know exactly what is meant by "usill a gun or a knife':

In t e.case uf the knife it could mean the parent threw.the knife

at t e child or actually stabbed o attempU to stab the child.

Th gun could hive been fired with6ut the child being wounded. However,

the fact is that the parents admitted employing the weapon, not just

using it as a threat.

e
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8. We have extrapolated to number of thildren lather than numbtr of
families or patents because our data colletAlun involved 'the investigation
of parental use uf violente on a referent child. Siner ve focused on
onl. one of a possible weber of parent-thild relations in the family,
we cp.not knua the full extent of the respondent's iste of violence on'

all the children. nor do we know the total extent uf parent to child

violence in the family. In addition, we eAtrapolated to children In
the population because the procedures used to select families and
referent children have presumably yielded a randua saciple of children
between 1 and 17 years old who lived with both parents in 1915.

9. We did'examine the relationship between age and violence for the

duration of the parent-child relatt4nship and found the same general
findingsyounger children were more likely to be struck. However, this
finding probably indicates the fact that parents with older referent
children had more trouble recalling violent episodes earlier in the
child's life. Ihus, we have opted not to attribute any meaning to
this finding other than that It probably is a result of recall rather
than it true measure of violence ever occurring.

';
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METHODS FOR STUDYING SENSITIVE FAMILY TOPICS
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ABSTRACT

Investigators of taboo or sensitive topics In the area of human relations

tend to encounter similar problems. If the focus of the research Is on an

illy, which is Illegal (e.g. career Study of professions! gunmen, homosexual

mounters in public places), or embarrassing (sexual behavior), or sensitive

(suicide or death), researchers typically find It difficult to locate subjects

for their research, to establish rapport with the subjects In order to collect

4ata, and to collect valid and reliable data on the topic. Ihe problems en-

countered by students of family relations who wish to study sensitive or taboo

topics are compouoded by the very nature of the family as a social institution

and social group. Because the family Is a private Institution (Aries, 1962;

Laslett, 1973), most family behavior occurs In settings where researchers

cannot make observations. In addition,'the private nature of the family often

makes family members reluctant to talk about events which occur in their

femtlfes. Finely, numerous behaviors may take place in families which are

illegal or embarrassing to talk about to a non-famlly member. Privacy and

intimacy ip the family serve as major roadblocks which confront researchers

who art interested In examining sensitive Issues Such as child abuse, child

neglect, incest, sexual abuse of children, sexual behavior between family'

members, homosexuality, rape (marital rape), coerced sexual relations or

sexual behavior which one partner finds rrpulsive, or other delicate Issues.

This paper examines the major problems which confront researchers who

mish to study sensitive topics in family relations. iLe major obstacles

typically encountered are 1) locating subjects; 2) getting cooperation; and

J) obtaining valid and reliable data. A second section of the paper discusses

methods of overcoming these obstacles. One subsection lists and discusses

sampling techniques which have been Proposed and/or implemented to study such

'taboo' topics as sexual behavior, homosexuality,
family violence, end child

abuse. The next Subsection discusses methods of data collection. Standard

methods such as observations and interviews tend to
require considerable work If

researchers are to get the cooperation of the subjects. Technique such as the

funneling technique, the random response technique, projective techniques, and

experimental designs are reviewed in this section. the last subsection examines

problems of validity Ind reliability.
this section reports on procedure! which

have been designed to validate data
collected on sensitive topics and also dis-

cusses validation studies done on sensitive issues. the third section examines

additional problems in sensitive issue research
such as contingencies posed In

federally funded research by the guidelines for the protection of human subjects.
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There Is a dilmnma which confronts social scientists and studcnts of

family relations when they wish to examine behavior where long standing taboos

exist against discussing such behavior publically or with one's intimates. On

the one hand, sensitive issues or "taboo topics' (Farberow, 1966) bid for

scientific attention for a number of reasons: they are intrinsically interesting,

allow scientists to analyze and refute conventional wisdoms or myths about human

behavior, concern regions of human behavior where knowledge gAps exist, and

are fundamentally important for Improving our Insight and knowledge about non-

sensitive social phenomena. Yet, at the same time, by virtue of the fact that a

sensitive topic is typically one where taboos usually exist which prohibit talking

about the Issue, sensitive issues and taboo topics pose major obstacles for research-

ers interested Sn examining them. The most utilized tools of social research

are interviews, questionnaires, and observations; yet, people often feel

socially constrained from talking about taboo topics let alone allowing a

stranger to observe sensitive behavior. Consequently, It is extremely diffi-

cult to cnllect empirical data on issues such as homosexuality, sexual behavior,

child abuse, wife abuse, incest, etc.

This paper explores the issue of studying sensitive family topics. The

first section reviews the field of 'taboo topic research" And discusses some

of the problems and solutions which have been implemented in studying suicide,

homosexuality, deviant behavior, and sexual behavior. The next sections re-

view potencially sensitive family topics, the major problems confronting re-

searchers who would like to examine these phenomena, and finally, soma solutions

to these problems are presented.
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PNBILEMS IN STUDYING SENSITIVE ISSUES

The problems and obstacles confronted In research designed to examine

sensitive issues vary according to the purpose of the research. For Instance,

a researcher who Is concerned with estimating the incidence or prevelance of a

particular sensitive behavior (such as drug usage, child abuse, homosexuality, other

variations of sexual behavior, ect.) is faced with the likelihood of under-

reporting by respondents who try to,answer with socially desirable responses or

who do not want to admit to illegal behavior due to doubts about the actual role

of the researcher. IW;earchers engaged in descriptive or e..planatory research

on sensitive issues must wrestle with problems of generalizability of their find-

ings since subjects who are willing to discuss taboo topics are likely to be

systematically different from subjects who either do not want to be interviewed

or fill out a questionnaire, or from subjects who cannot be reached using tra-

ditional survey designs. Polsky, for example, (1969) criticizes work on devi-

ance and criminal behavior by stating that most data are collected on "caught"

. populations such as prison or jail inmates. Polsky argues that this method of

securing data focuses on the 'unsuccessful' deviant while rissing entirely those

individuals who Commit deviant acts but do not get caught or labeled (Poi.ty:

19691.

While the issues involved in sensitive research vary from study to study,

there are three major areas where problems rust be solved. First,.sobjects must

be located or sources of data need to be obtained. Secondly, cooperation needs

tu be obtained from the subjects or the data source. Lastly, there ere problems

of validity and reliability of the data.

Locating Subjects

The first problem Is contacting subjects. It would have been diffIcylt
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flr Kinsey and his associates (during the 1940's) In their study of sexual behavior

(1948) to simply ring dooebells and ask each randomly selected respondent for his

or her sexual biography.
Similarly, Ned Polsky (1969) would have confronted problems

isking rar,domly selected professional gunmen for their career history--not

to mention the problem of locoting Individuals who profess to be professional

gunmenl And certainly, laud Humphreys was not keen on the notion of beginning.

an in-home interview by telling his subject that he had chosen him for the

surt,ey because he had observed him engaged in a homosexual act In a public rest

room (1970:41).

Samv1Ing Strategies. There have been a number of strategies invoked In

the study of emotionally charged issues. Kimsey avoided individual self-selection

bias through a technique titled 'group sampling where all mmmbers of a functioning

group such t the P.T.A., a classroom, a fraternit Y. ect. were interviewed if

majority voted in favor of participation. Where group memberships were not common

and to achieve social status and occupation variation, individuals were sampled

In hospitals, hiring halls, Ind prisons. A second method of sampling is °snowball

sampling' where the researcher locates one subject who fits the desired character-

istics or who is a member of a special group, interviews the subject, and then asks

for the subject to recommend the researcher to another similar Individual. Erivh

Good/ (1969) used this technique to acquire a sample of multiple drug users

and Polsky used the same approach In studying professional gunmen. (1969).

The benefit of group sampling Ind snowballing Is that it provides the researcher

with lisa of subjects which s/he con draw from. The Kinsey 1005 'group sample'

has the advantage of avoiding individual self-selection. In the case of snowball

sampling the advantage is that In recommending subjects to the researcher, the in-

formant can also give the new subject the recommendation of the researcher and
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the project. Since a main feature of taboo topic reseairo is suspicion of

the investigator hy others
(Shneldman, 1966) snowballing and eroup sampling lid

In opening doors for researchers.

Investigators have recommended various
strategies for approaching subjects.

Hooker (1966) recommends learning any
specialized language or argot of the sub-

jects while Polsky points Out how to blend into the subject's environment

while retaining the critical difference
between investigator and subject (1969:

121-110).

Rapport. After making contact with subjects, the researcher's next task

is to conduct the:research in a climate of low subject reactivity. The rain

guideline proposed by researchers in emotional areas is the necessity of es-

tablishing rapport with the subj,.t.
Kinsey (1948), Poisky (1969), and Ellon

(1970) make the point that the key aspect
of the interview is to establish rapport

with tha subject so that the researcher
has the full conf'dence and trust of

the subject. To achieve this confidence and trust, the researcher must be able

to present a credible prifessional
image of himself and the project and guarantee

the confidenti.lity of the subject's responses (Pomeroy, 1966).

Although individual researchers provide special recipes for establishing

rapport, one similar approach in all date collection enterprises Is to begin by

discussing common interests with the subject. Polsky (1969) recommenos begin-

ning the research by engaging in
leisure activities with subjects, for example

playing pool, playing cards, drinking, talking sports, ect. Kinsiy also ex-

plains that an effective method of
establishing rapport is to begin w,th common

Interests (19411:41).

Another means of establishing rapport
in certain projects is to becoee

perticfpant in the activity in question. 'Thus, laud Humphreys (1910), in
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attempting to study homosexual acts in public places, actually became a partici-

pant in the action hy serving is a lookout for the pa,ticipants in public men's

rooms.

The researchers who have discussed problems of sensitive area research

assert that after establishing contact and rapport, the investigator has solved

the major problem of ractivity and distortion. In fact, most state that once

trust and confidence have been established it Is sometimes difficult to

get the subject to stop talking about the taboo area since the Interview,

questionnaire, or observation can serve as a cathartic release for the subject.

While we do not doubt the accuracy uf these discussions of rapport building.

It does seem that the authors are placing a great deal of weight and faith in

establishing rapport. Rapport in and of l'self may pave the way for research,

but it does not fully address the critical issues of validity and reliability.

Validity and Reliability. The final oportant issue in sensitive area

research is that of validity and reliability. Perhaps the most persistent

question and criticism researchers hear when they study issues and topics which

are emotionally charged and deal with areas where there are legal and voral

taboos, is 'how do you know they were telling you the truth?' While researchers

operate on the assmption that few people wbuld respond that they do engage

in morally or normatively disapproved acts (incest, child beating, homosexuality)

when they do not, there is a great suspicion that most people who do engage in

covert deviance or other emotionally charged behaviors will not readily admit It

to a researcher. Humphreys, in fact suggests that covert deviants wear the

'breastplate of righteousness' which presents a 'holler than thou' presentation

of self (1970).

There have been some researchers who have developed techniques for cutt:ng
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through the "social acceptability" barrier in sensitive alea re:earth. Kinsey

and his colleagues pioneered the "direct approach interview." ihe Kinsey re-

searchers (1948:53) argued that the burden of dental should be on the respondent'

and that the Interviewer should not ask questions which make it easy to deny

certain behaviors. thus, the Kinsey group began each interview assuming that

every type of sexual activity had been engaged in by the respondent, and asked

Questions such as 'When did you last masturbate?" rather than "De you ever mast-

urbate?"

While there are techniques discussed in the literature for improving valid-

ity and reliability, few researchers have engaged in systematic tests of the

reliability and validity of their !nstruments.

TUE FAMI1Y: SPECIAL PRCC1LMS IN SENSITIVE AREA RESEARCH

Sensitive issues aside, the family is i complex and difficult social group/

social institution to study. for one thing, families are made up of individuals

occupying aultiple statuseS and enacting multiple roles. Thus, a researcher

who Interviews a family member or requests that a member ot a family fill out

a questionnaire is collecting data from an individual who is at the Intersection

of many and varied reles (mcther, wife, worker, daughter, sister, ect.). Secondly.

"family" as a group or institution is as much 4 matter of subjective perception

as it Is an objective group membership. As Laing states, "to be in the same

family is to feel the same 'family' inside (197113)." And since a number of

individvels make up a family, there are numerous subjective perceptions of

'family', InteractionS, and individuals. Thus, while there may he a shared

'reality' of family which can be studied (Berger and Kellner, 13C1), there are

also varying subjective perceptions
depending on whether the observer is a "son",
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'father', 'mother', etc.

The numerous roles, statuses, and shared.perceptions complicate research

Into the family, but there aro two additional facets of the family which further

impinge on research and which create major contingencies In the study of sensitive

topics. First, the family Is ssentially a private Institution (Las)ett, 1973;

Aries, 1962). Secondly, the family Is an intimate social group.

Privacx

A mAjor contingency in the field of family studies is that the family is

a private institution. As such, most relevant family interaction takes place

behind closed doors, out uf sight of neighbors, friends, and social scientists.

In order to study the family, most social scientists have made use of methods and

Instruments which allow them to penetrate the walls of the family without actually

going into the home. Nye and Bayer (1963) found that interviews and questionnaires

accounted for 52 percent of research data gathered from 1941-1951 (as analyzed

from articles on the family reported in 'the AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW,

AMERICAN JOURNAi OF SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL FORCES, AND MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIVING).

Thirtyone percent of research data gathered cane from census records and

articles. In the five year period from 1957-1961, 70 percent of the data wak

gathered using survey lastruments (inter/lows and questionnaires) and 13 percent

was drawn from census records and articles. For the line two periods, no data

was gathpfed using observation from 1947-1951, 4nd only .5 percent of data gethered

came from observations In the 1957-1961 time frame. This heavy dependence on

interviews and questionnaires is a reflection of tho general trend In sociology

to use interviews and questionnaires (Phillips report,. that 90 percent of the

articles published In the AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW and THE AM(RICAN JOURNAL

Of SOCIOLOGY collected data using interviews and questionnelres--1971:1). Never-
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theiess, the reliance on survey
methods rather than field methods In the study

of the family also
indicates that the private nature of the family makes it difficult

to employ standard observational or
participant observation techniques. The

exceptions are few. end often tniolve a
researcher moving in with a family to live

with them as Jules Henry dld In his Study of families of psychotic children

(19/1).

Whfle researchers have been allowed entrance into families to study global

family interaction patterns and some researchers
have moved in as boarders in

households while pursuing community studies (Whyte, 1955), It would be difficult

to gain admittance into a household for the purposes of observing child beating

or varieties of sexual behavior. Moreover. the private nature of the family

also means that certain rooes are devoted to specific activities. Thus, while

reSearcher might be allowed into a home. It is beyond belief that s/he could

e nter the bedroom or
bathroom for the purpose of making observations,

in conclusion, the private nature of the family puts a premium on methods

which require the family member to recount previous histories or events and

report them on a questionnaire or In an Interview. Even wIth these methodological

possibilities, there is still the problem of Intimacy which blocks access to

Certain behavioral and attitudinal domains.

Intimacy

A second important aspect of
the family Is that the relation'ships between

and among family members are intimate. Thus, unlike other sorJal groups, family

structure ariSes out of Intimate interactions. The special nature of Intimate

relationships tend to produce strong pressures
against discussing family matters with

thole Outside of the family, Parents often reprimand children for discussing
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their family matters with school counstlorS, friends, and sighbors. Likewise.

the tendency to vivo family matters as sacred, private, and intimate, makes many

individuals reluctant to talk about their fmmily lift with outsiders. In fact, this

reluctance often becomes An adament stand against nosey, Pninvited intrusions of

social stientists, market researchers, and tha like.

DIE FAMILY: SENSITIVE ISSUES

This section briefly discusses issues and topi,s within the family wbich are

important and relevant, but present obstacles to research by virtue of the fact

that they are either behaviors which are illegal, have taboos surrounding them

which inhibit discussion, or are emotionally charged.

One of the most widely discussed sensitive issues in the past few years

has been chill abuse. This topic became a focal Issue in the early sixtiespro-

pelled by a ground breaking paper by Kenry Keepe and his associates (1962). But,

by 1976 we Still do not have an adequate understanding of child abuse. Nesearcb

which tests hypotheses is ram causal models are overly simplified, and theory

building research is often inadequately conceptualized. Moreover, there is

currently no reliable estimate of hoo many children are abused and neglected each

year in this country--a situation which led the Office of Child Development/National

Center on Child Abuse and Neglect to sponsor a National Incidence Study of Child

Abuse and neglect beginning July 1, 1976.

A related topic Is wife-abuse. As with child abuse, scant Information exists

on the incidence and causes o' wife abuse. But even more importantly, wife

ibuse had been ignored to such a te that almost no descriptive data exist

on this topic.
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A third isue is sexual buse and Incest. Most text books on the family

devote numerous pages to discussing the extent and nature of incest taboos in

various societies and cultures. These discussiuns attempt to explain why

Such taboos exist and what form they take. The exzmtnation of taboos related to

incest masks the fact that exceptions to the rult abound. Huerta (1976) has dis-

cussed reasons why Incest has been a neglected topic for social scientists

and the fact that incest and sexual abuse remain the most underresearched

aspects of child ab4se and child neglect.

Forty-nine of the fifty states have laws on the books which prevent a wife

from filing a 'rape charge against her husband (Gelles, 1916b); consequently,

the issue of physically coerced
sexual relations between husband and wife

has remained hidden from public view and the research comunity. Occasional

newspaper accounts of women who have slain their husbands because their husbands

demanded sex or sex acts that the wives found repugnant testify to the importance

of the issue, but we still have no
idea about the incidence and nature of this

side of family relations.

While the topic of pre-marital sex has been reasonably well researched

(Kinsey. 1948; Hunt. 1973; Reiss, 1960),
research on varieties of sexual

relations in marriage appears to be
underresearched compar:1 to the attention

devoted to pre-marltal sex.
Again, the issue may be one of intimacy and privacy

which stands in the way of a social
scientist studying sex within marriage.

There are numerous other Issues and topics which are sensitive to study

but which provide new and
fundamentally important insights into the nature of

family relations. In fact, one method of uncovering new
sensitive issues is to

monitor the popular literature forums where private and personal problems In

marriage are discussed. Columns such as *Dear Abby' and 'Ann Landers' along with



the personal columns found in magazines such as NEDBOOK, G000 HOUSEKEEPING, and

WOMANS DAY provide informative insights Into the backstage area of the family.

An example of how useful this type of material is for stimulating research was

related by a colleague who read an article in a woman's magaz. by a woman who

was married to a horosexual. In discussing this with friends our cilleague learned

that the same pnenomenon was much more capon than he first had reeized and he

was directed to someone who had experienzed this and was willing to talk shout it

at length.

It would appear that there are numerous topics and issues which are important

social problems an4 provide important insights into the fundamental nature of the

family which have yet to be investigated. furthermore, there also appears to be

an abundance of information and dsta available on these topics once the research

community can overcome the major obstacles and hurdles of sensitive topic re-

search In the family.

METHDOS Of STUDYING SENSITIVE ISSUES

As with other sensitive topic research, the first problem faced by students

of the family who wish to focus their attention on ik sensitive issue is that

of locating data sources snd/or cooperative subjects. This problem. Is ex-

aserbated by the low base rate of most sensitive topic phenamens (such as wife

abuse, chil4 abuse, incest). Thus, probability sampling would mean prohibitive

costs. Unless a researchor has chosen to study a phenomenon with a high bate rate

or has an unlimited supply of capital and manpower, most sensitir:, issue research

on the family is going to be carried out using non-probability sampling. The

researcher then requires a mechanism to steer him to sulsjects where the informational
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payoff will be the highest and where cooperation is not likely to be a melor problem.

There are some proposed sampling methods which are well suited for taboo

topic research on the family. The appropriate design w411 deoend on the rature

mod goals of the research. n

sitv119.1

Group Sampling Group sampling was the technique pioneered hy_Kinsey

and his asioeletes In their study of sexual behavior (1348). The Kinsey re-

searchers wore able to use group sampling because they did not have to concern

themselves with the problem of low base rates of the behavior In question. lifth

thy issue of wife-beating, incest, etc., the use of any functioning group as a

sampling unit might not be particularly LO^ful. However, there are special-

ized functioning groups where grop sampling would be an aid in reaching potential

subjects. Special selt-nelp groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous, Parents A:on-

ymous (for child beaters",, PIA special women's grnups might provide a number of

subJeCls for sensitive issu research.

The major drawback of this Samplint, procedure Is that ft would Identify a

particular sub-portion of the population under rtudy. People who abuse their

elt'Adren and do:, to it in a self-help.group are thought quite different

in terms of social am personal characteristics than those hh'viduals who do not

admit their abuse of children to others or themselfes.

Snowball Sampling, Snowball sampling, Toyed In studies of drug use

(Goode, 1969), homosexuellty (H s. 1970), md professional gunmen (PolskY.

1969) facilitates resear sensitive issues because It allows the researcher

to use one or two ntacts and brzoch out the sample to a wider group of people.

Far initanc discussed the marriage of a woaan to a )onv)sexual in an earlier
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section of the paper. The one case was able to supply the nor's of s dumber of

other women who had similar experieuces. In a short time, a rather large list of

names was brought up wild had experienced this oroblem. Our research on family

violence (which did not employ snowball sampling) often produced interviews with

family members who discussed friends and relatives wto had experienced violence in

their marriage. It is likely that almost sny topic is amenable to a form of

snowball sampling.

A drawback of snowball sampling is that it taps individuals and families who

are imersed In social networks. Some sensitive topics are not particularly

suitable for this type of sampling. For instance, the literature on child

ause states that people who abuse their children are often socially isolated

from friends and relatives. It would be difficult to use a snowball method of

sampling when social isolation is a causal fa&or in the behavior In question.

Neighbor Informant, In 1965 NORC administered an interview (directed by

David Gil, 1970) which asked subj%Its if they ever physically injured their

children. Six of the 1,520 subjects answered 14 the affirmative. The survey

also asked the question whether the subjects knew of a neighbor who had physical-

ly injured their child(ren). Forty-five answered in the affirmative, and Gil

projected thls to an estimate of between.2.53 to 4.D7 million children physical

abused each year (1970:59). This technique of estimating the incidence of chit. I

abuse has become known as the "neighbor informant technique". Basically, the

technique.acknowledges the problems of reliability and validity in getting people

to self-report illegal or deviant behavior. This problem is overcome by getting

some osattide Sou'ce who knows the family to report on behavior within the family

unit.

While the neighbor informant technique is strong in estimating the incidence
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prevelance of certain sensitive fSSues, it has two major drawbacks. First,

t is suitable for particular neighborhoods and sub-cultures. Where neighbe .-

hoods.are marked by physical closeness and Social openness, the neighbor infor-

mant technique Is suitable. However, where physical closeness Is low and privacy of

family interaction high, neighbors are probably unreliable informants. In add-

ition, neighbors may be able to aid fn
establishing Incidence rates for particular

phenomena, but the private Ind intimate nature of family units makes neighbors

poor judges of certain familial qualities such as power or authohty. Moreover,

many neighbors are probably unable to provide accurate inforMttien about important

social indicators such as education and age of their neigh6.

family Informant. When a nei4cor ors.sOmeone Ad.& the farOy has too little
.

knowledge of what goifon in the home to,pid the reearch project:an invest-

igator might make use of ar'n InforerAt inside the family. This technique samples
- 1

family members
who'providecinformation'ibout what goes on betwee0he other

members OF the Familyvoottraut
(1974a, 1974b, 1976) and Steinmels (1974) surveyed

college student, and asked them to ansper questions about violence.In their

families during their last year at home (senior. year In high school). This

technique allowed the Investigators to
get some insight into the level of

intra-family Violence and the Causal variables associated with family violence.

While college students are captive audiences and have more knowledge about

their own family then neighbors do, there are some limitations to this sampling

procedure. First, as Landis (1957) and Berardo
(1976) point out, there are real

prcblems with the over-reliance On
college students as research subjects. College

Students represent a particulir and narrow segment of the population. By using

college studentS to Study family life, we
restrict our ability to generalize

about marriage and family life (verdo, 676:211). Secondly, family informants
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might have limited knowledge about their own family life. They are unable to

report about. their parents' marriage during the early years (before they were born

or when they were young), and they may have been sheltered from ceratin aspects

of their family life. Taboo topics, by their very nature and sensitivity,

may have been shielded from the children. Nevertheless, family Informants ars

a lot cleser to the core of family interaction than neighbors or others who

might be asked for information.

IdentifyIng Subjects from Public and Private Records

When a researcher wishes to investigate an Issue In family relations but

cannot use any of the previously mentioned methods of identifying and locating

subjects. there are other methods which can be employed. Paradoxically. while

the Family Is our so4 iety's most private Institution, numerous transactions be-

tween family members become matters of public record. There are a number of

public documents which can be utilized to Identify and locate potential subjects

for sensitive issue research.

Police Records. Most police departments keep logs of all police department

activities. These logs, while often crudely coded, are usually open for public

inspection (as with most organizations, police departments vary in their desire ,

to cooperate with social scientists wishing to use 'public* records). Guiles

(1974; 1975b; 1976a) used the records of one police department to identify families

where police officers had intervened In "family disputes' and developed a sample

of twenty families who had been visited by police officers. In addition, some

families were identified by examining the police log to identify cases where

family members filed complaints of assault against another family member.

The method of using police records, while allowing for the location of families,
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has some drawbacL:. First, the method depends on the cooperation of the depart-

ment chief. Secondly, an ifficer usually has to be present to assure that no

juveniles would be identified in the prt...ess of screening families. Lastly,

police logs are far from the most accurate Jurces of dataaddresses, rames,

and dates Are often in error and a
considerable amount of time can be wasted

lracking down addresses which ire non-existent or inaccurate.

Polka Celli. The problem of getting cooperation from police offIcials

often makes using official police records Impossible. An alternative, which

does not require cooperation, hot whim
capitalizes on the new CR radio fad,

is to monitor the radio calls of police departnents. Although this technique

Is time consuming', it can yield o sample of families where disputes have taken

place, where assaults occur, where child
abuse is suspected, and where other

matters requiring police attention occur.
This method is dependent on being eble

to secure the operating frequencies of police departments and being able to

decipher the codes used. Additionally, the method is time consuming, since

calls must be monitored. The problem of faulty aduresses and inacrurate information

still prevails in this technique of locatiug families or indlvidaals.

Newspapers. Newspapers (depending on region and area sehiLd) often provide

interesting and Informative material on families. We have examined a number of

local and regional papers and have found a wealth of information which might be

relevant for selecting cases for Sensitive area research on the family. Some

papers, fOr instance, list local police activities for
the day or week. These

listings would aid In locating families
in conflict or who have particular

attributes (quarrels, violence, etc.). In addition, Papers which publish legal

notices contain information of interest to social scientists. Listing of divorces

and divorce decrees art published In many papers. We found that a recent Issue
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of THE PROVIDENCE JOURNAL published divorce settlerents which included statements

that restraining orders had beer. issued against husbands/fathers seeing or

visiting their families. Our research on family violence indicated that such

restraining orders typically grow out of a wife's corplaint that she or her

Children had been physically abused 4 the husband.

Private Agencies. Private agency case files aro confidential information.

However, if a researcher can work out an agreement with an agency to aid In research,

agency records can become sources of subjects. In our own research on family

violen-e we worked out an arrangement with a private social work agency by which

to contact subjects. We told the agency what our reiearch objective was and

what type of subjects we needed. The agency then screened their files, and

contacted subjects for their permission to be Interviewed. When permission

was granted, we interviewed families who the agency suspected of using violence

on children. Studies of remarriage, multi-problem families, family conifict,

child neglect, etc. could all use this method of locating.familles for research

proJects.

In addition to helping locate families for research, private agencies can

be the primary sources Of data on families. During our research on marital

violence we wert interested in the topic of marital rape. The problem was

that since women cannot Ms a rapt charge against their husbands, data on this

issue are scant. We were interested in learning about the incidence and nature

of physically coerced sex in marriage so we opted for surveying rape crisis

centers and asking them what proportinn of cells they handled were women claim-

ing to be raped by their husbands. We also asked what the agencies knew about

this issue. The data (Galles, l976b) helped us gain some insight Into this

previously uninvestigated topic.

if I



Advertise. A final method for locating subjects is to place an advertise-

ment In a mayazine, newspaper, or professional journal steting what the research

projett involves and requesting people who desire to be subjects to contact the

investigator. This technique Is often facilitated by offering to pay subjects

for their time. Prescott and Letko (1976) placed an advertisement in MS magazine

and located forty women who were willing to fill out a questionnaire on wife

beating. The drewbacks of this method are obvious since many people may respond

to the advertisement as a lark. The representativeness of subjects located using

this plocedure is typically an unknown.

Pata Collection: After Rapport What?

Once a sample of individuals or families has been obtained, the next major

problem facing the investigator Is to obtain valid and reliable data from the

Subjects. As we stated earlier, when the topic under investigation Is one

which Is sensitive and emotionel4 charged, research subjects may be embarralsed

to discuss the issue; they may perceive
'demand characteristics" of the instrument

or situation (Orne, 196?) and respond in a socially desirable manner; they may

be insulted by the researcher's technique, approach, or questions and refuse

to continuo; or, as was feared by Humphreys (1970:41) the researcher who asks

tht wrong question may conclude the research with series of beatings by sub-

:Acts (thus provoking an entirely new toplefor sensitive issue research._

social scientist abuse).

The literature on sensitive issue research is limited to discussing the

adsantages of developing 'rapport with subj..cts in order to minimize the

above listed risks and to meximize validity and reliability. However, rapport

building is such an Intricate interpersonal task, that many potential researchers

are either scared off by the prospects of having to build rapport, or proceed
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willy-nilly into the investigation overly dependent on.their ability to get

along with people.

This section of the paper lists snd discusses techniques of data collection

which go beyond rapport building and which have the promise of producing valid

and reliable information.

Interviews. Perhaps the most difficult part of any interview on a sensitive

topic is the point where the researcher has to face asking the respondent the

key question or questions under consideration. No matter how much rapport may

have been built up In the interview situation, most interviewers are not overly

anxious to ask questions such as *have you stopped beating yOur wifer and yet

this type question is often crucial for the reiearch.

We have identified a number of techniques for approaching and asking the

more sensitive questions in research on the family. The first technique is a

*funneling technique". This approach was employed In our exploratory study of

intra-lsolly violence (Gelles, 19,4). Me technique was an unstructured

interview. However, the flow of the interview was designed to direct the discussion

towards the Issue of family violence. The interview began with a general discussion

of the subject's neighborhood, friends and their families, and conflict and

problems in their neighbor's families. Then the focus of the interview toned to.

the subject's family. General questions about conflict and problema were channeled

toward questions about fights and ultimately violence.

The funneling technique was a method of allowing he interviewer to establish

rapport with the subject while familiarizing the subject with the basic content

of the interview. The discussion gradually was channeled ttNards the Issue of

violence, and in many situations the subject began to discuss viplenct without

direct question. In instances where violent, was not discussed spontaneously,
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the interviewer asked the direct question concerning the occurrence of violence

in the family (see Gelles, 1974:36-43 for a detailed discussion of the funneling

technique).

Conflict Resolution Technique. The "funneling technique" was highly adapt-

able to an unstructured interview. Such a technique may require modification for

use In structured interviews with large s.mples. An example of a technique used

In a sensitive area is the Conflict Resolution Technique developed by Straus

(197410976) for research on family violence. This technique was designed and

first used with college student subjects, and it was adapted and Implemented

for adults in C national survey of violence in families.

The Conflict Resolution TWanique is a list of modes of conflict resolution

ranging from discusssing an issue calmly to using a gun or a knife. Each item

asks lf the mode was ever employed in the family and how often the mode was used

during the post six months (or a year).

The advantages of this technique is that it accomplishes in a structured

fcrmat, what the funneling technique accomplishes in the unstructured format--

It funnels the interview from the least sensitive to the most sensitive questions.

This funneling allows for the building of rapport and has the additional benefit

of building the subject's comaltment to the interview (e.g. well if I answered

the last question, I can'certainly answer this one).

Although the Conflict Resolution Technique has been used only In family

violence research. it is highly adaptable to other sensitive issue research on

the family.

Random Resp6nse Technique. No matter how good the rapport between the

Interviewer and the subject and no matter how successful the funneling technique

employed, the researcher will eventually have to ask questions such as 'Nave you

,. 4A ph

, 4 .
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abused your child1"; "Do you and your wife engage in anal intercourser; 'Have

you ever molested a child?"; "Have you ever used a gun on your wife?'

These questions are particularly important and at the same time particular-

ly difficult to it. Interviewers, no matter how well trained will often balk

at asking such questions nr ask them In a manner and 'Jith an inflection which

suogests a 'no answer" from the respondent. Subjects, on the other hand, IllaY be

embarrassed or afrai4 of answering the questions. .

One manner of dealing with the problem of extremely sensitive questions

is the Random Response Technique designed by Daniel Horvitz (1975). The technique

works as follows:

The respondent is given a sheet of paper with two questions on

it. The respondent is also given a penny. The respondent Is

told to toss the penny. if the penny comes up 'heads' the

respondent answers the questiun wrked 'heads'. if the coin

comes up 'tails' the respondent answers the 'tails' question.

kespondents are told not to tell the interviewer what side
of the rnln came up or what question they are answering. The

respondent is to simply give an answir.

The two questions are constructed as follows:

One question asks *bout the sensitive issue (e.g. Did you
ever sexually abuse your child?); while the other question

asks 'Were you born in the month of June?"

The Random Response Technique allows the researcher to determine how many

respondents answered the sensitive question in the affirmative by employing a

statistical procedure which is based on the probability of the coin Coming

up 'heads' half the time and 'tails" half tile time and the probability of a

randomly seieted respondent being born in the month of June. Needless to say,

this is a complicated procedure, but Horvitz and others claim that the formula

is reliable in estimating'the incidence.of affirmative answers to the sensitive

2

question.

1
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The methodological advantage t.f the Random Response Technique is that the

Intereiewer is blind in asking the question and receiving the answer. The inter-

viewer does mit know which question has been asked and answered and the subject

knows that the Interviewer will not know which question is being answered.

The disadvantage of this terhnique is its conception of the'role of an

interview subject. An interview subject will have to be extremely trustful of

the technique to cooperate. Me have argued that the technique works only with

subjects who ere too naive to believe they might be fooled and with subjects

who have doctorates in statistics and believe the technique is truly random.

All the rest of the subjects in between might be extremely skeptical of how.

'random and anonymous the technique Is.

Collaborative and Conloint Interviews. A problem which is fairly common in

all renfly research and particularly Importelt in sensitive topic research Is

the reliance of a large proportion of research enterprises on the information

provided by a single family member. Studies of family violence (Gelies, 1974;

Straus, 1974) and studies of child abuse typically gather data by interviewing

one member of a family. The problem with this is that it provides a single per-

spective on the issue in question. For example, a wife might consider a slap an

Instance of wife 'abuse while to the husband it may have been so insignificant

that he would not remember ft in an interview. The level and meaning of violence

in that family will depend on who is interviewed. The same problem ccurs when

power in the family is measured.

A possible solution to the problem of tingle perspectives Is the conjoint

and collaborative interview. Laslett and Rapoport (1975) suggest that using a

methodological technique which involves repeated interviews with several webers

f the Same family, by more than one intervie'wer increases the internal validity
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of the research end is particularly opprorrlate for research on the more private

end intimate character of family Ilfe. lidlosse (194) states that common prob-

lem with family research such es (1) dependence on female subjects, (2) over use

of self-report measures. (l) heavy reliance on "one-shot"datil collections, end

(4) failure to treat marriage in a holistic manner can be solved by employing e

conjoint interview Procedure. This method uill involve husbands es well as wives.

yields behav'oral es well es phenomologicol data, allows for the in-depth

analysis of the marital world, end uses the merriege system level of analysis

,rather than the individual respondent level.

While LaRosa (1975) was able to fruitfully employ the conjoint Interview

in his study of first pregnancy, we found that this procedure had serious dis-

advantages when It cam to a study of family violence. Our interviews on the

subject of intra-feally violence (Gelles, 1974) included four conjoint interviews.

During the course of these interviews issues of conflict end disagreement arose

end the couples tended to begin to argue end disagree over the "correct' answer

to the question. We felt that there was a risk in usino en interview procedure

which hed the possibility of raising conflict which ight have boiled over into

violence fter the interviewer hed left the house. While we had no evidente

that this did or could happen, we felt that it was wiser to conduct interviews

with a single family member.

Observations. Direct observation or participatory observation in studies

of the family is time-cdrisuming end expensive. In most studies which collected

date through direct observation in the home, the sample site was smell and the

research focused on glowl interaction patterns in the fealty (see for example,

Henry, 1971).

As stated earlier, sensitive issue research on the folly Involves add.
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Itional probleges to the ones of time, cost, and small sample size. It is clearly

out of the realm of possibility that a family will allow an Investigator to make

direct observations of sexual relations; violence, Incest, or other volatile and

private subjects. However, observation can be used to collect data on families

who have already been identified as being suitable for inclusion in the study

either as families where the behavior in question exists or subjects who woeld

be comparative lamilles to the others in the sample.

We propose that focused observaions in the home would enable the investi-

gator to gather veluable behavioral data to compliment data which could be

obtained thmaugh interviews and questionnaires. laRossa found that the conjoint

interview is also an opportunity tc collect behavior data (1916). There are

various situations 'tiler* a focused obsmiletion could be employed. For example,

If ate on stress and how family members cope with stress is desired, an invest-

igator ight want to conduct observations
of family interaction during dinner

time. klossard and Doll (1966:14?) found that meals In the kitchen or dining room

serve ap the focal point of family interaction. This is one time of day when most

family

meals a

ers are In the VA* room for a period of time. Additionally,

m stressful situations where conflicts and arguments can erupt

and mustibe dealt with (Gilles; 1,74:96-99). Data collected by observing family

behavlorlduring meals would be valuable ant less costly tNan having to actually

novo int a household to conduct observations.
The disadvantage of thls proce-

dure is Oat families might present a
false front during the course of the

observation; thus, preventing the observer from gaining an insight into the

real nature of the family. The disadvantage might be reduced by repeating

the observations over time so that tho observer begins to blend into the family

sod hts or her presence night not change the
fundamental manner In *hick the

Gi7
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family members interacted with one another.

Projective Techniques. One methodology which is particularly uSeful in

studying controversial issues is t!ak projective test (5elltiz, Jahoda, Doutch,

on4 Cook, 1959). Projective techniques such s the lhematic Apperception Test,

the Rorschach Test, the draw-a-picture test, and the complete-a-szntence test

re presumed to allow the subject project internal states onto objects and

behaviors external to himself (Kerlinger, 1973:5I4).

rrojective techniques have been used extensively in family research.

Numerous studies use them when children are the subjects of research (see for

xample Radke, 1946; Kagan, 1958; Haworth, 1966). Children's perceptions of

their parents have been studied by using line drawings and doll play (CummingS,

1952; Kagan, Hosken, and Watson, 1961). Projective tests such as the TAT and

completion projects have been used with adults to study family related person-

ality traits (81um 1949), attitudes towards family members (Lakin, 1957), atti-

tudes towards children (Meyer end Tolman, 1955), and family power (Straus and

Cytrynbaum, 1961). Additionally, entire families have been the subjects In

projective technique research designed to study familial perceptions (A)exander,

1952), and the direction of aggression in families (Mbrgan and Wirer, 1956).

Other researchers have designed projective tests to test tor specific

traits In the family. Edith Lord of the University of Miami developed a pro-

jective protocol which portrayed misbehaving children. The protocol varied

the type of isbehavior snd the age of the child (by having size vary). Lord

administered the 1.rotocol to test for punitiveness in parents to galn some in-

sight Into the causes of child abuse: We :,ave used TAT projective device

to test tor the association of sex and violence In the fantasy production of

college students (Gilles, 19754).

The obvious advantage of projective device is that it is a non-reactive
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method of collecting data. A projective device disguises the true purpose of

the research. On the other hand. 0 rejective techniques Nave been criticized

for being so ambrquous that they reveal the internal states of the scorer

rather than the subject. In addition, projective techniques concentrate on

Internal states and it is difficult to argue convincingly that one can predict

external behaviut from internal states.

Experimental Deity/. Experiments designed to exa.line sensitive topics

in the family are limited by ethical and moral considerations in terms of the

experimental manipulation the subjects are subjected to and the behavior which

is being studied. Clearly, a researcher could not ethically design an experi-

ment where the expected outcome was.a parent beating a child. An additional

limitation is that experiments usiug families as subjects typically involve

some degree of O6servation. Since the research is usually conducted in the

controlled setting of the investigator's laboratory, the family members will

be interacting in a context quite a bit different from the pr;vacy ant familiar-

ity of the home.

These limitations not withstanding, there are some experimental designs

which are amenable for studying sensitive areas in the famlly. for instance,

let's 'assume that e researcher was Interested in testing the hypothesis that

stress was a factor causally associated with aggression, modes of conflict

resolution, or child abuse. The Investigator might set up a true experimental

design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) where the variable 'stress' was manipulated

The SIWAPI technique which has been used in studying problem sulving (Straus and

Kalinin, 1971) hos been found tO be successful in simulating family crisis. If

the 'crisis were manipulated the investigator might be able to examine the

effects of Crisis on family conflict resolution. Although nne could not ex-
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pect to observe behavioral violence, the investigator could use projective

technique to assets the families' level of internal aggression in the "crisis'

'no crisis' situation.

The advantage of the experimental design Is that ft allows for an xplan-

atory analiiis of the sensitive issues. Although experimints have been

criticized for lacking correspondence to the real world, methodologists have

argued that a valid experiment can be carried out even-when the experimental

variable is,"phenomenally different" from events in the natural setting, as

long as,the experimentally produci variable is "conceptually similar' (Rieken.
.

1954; Straus, 1969).

The disadvantages posed by experiments arise iven the experimental variables

art not truly parallel to the real world. ,For insta;ce, a researcher studying

child obuse could havedifficulty arguing convincingly that the experimental

condition of depr:ving a child of candy was conceptually similar to physically

abusingethat child.

-***

A Aote on Validlty

the preceeding section listed a number of alternative and innovative

techniques which could be used'to collect-data on sensftiva topics In the

family. The rationale for listing these varied approaches was to move the

discussion of sensitive topic research beyond the limited methodological de-

pendence qp rapport. Nevertheless, the Innovativeness of the above techniques

*cies not completely aldress the often he4rd criticism 'but how do you know they

told you the truth? (or 'how do you know they didn't alter their behavior for the

observation or experiment?') It is obvious that there is a need for validation

studies to be carried out on the techniques employed in sensitive area research.

or
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To date. such studies have been rare, and even proposals for validation studies

are few and far between. bulcroft and Straus (1975) carried out a validation

study on the use of college.students as inside informants on family conflict

resolution. They found that when the same Conflict Resolution Technique was

administered to both the student and a parent, there was a high level of agreement

between the student and the parent on the CRT measure.

The 'nomination technique' discussed in the sampling section of this paper

might be validated by using official records to cross-check whether the neighbor

reported for a particular behavior (child abuse, wife abuse) is known to police

or social workers in the community. While this method of triangulation (Webb.

et al. 1910) is workable for behaviors where there are legal prescriptions against

the behavior and agents of control
delegated the task of dealing with the problem,

1111/1

cross-check method of validation will be useless 'lr validating results on

,bahaviers such Is marital rape.

Whatever the method of sampling selected and whatever form of data collection

is employed, there will have to be attempts to validate suLh research if the result*

of Sensitiv area research on the family are to be taken seriously.

ADOITIONAL PROBLEMS IN SENSITIVE TOPIC
RESEARCH ON THE FAMILY

The', are additional problems to those encountered in sampling and data

collection which impinge on the collection of data on sensitive family topics.

This section reviews three important
contingencies in family research on

emotionally charged issues: 1. Federal guidelines for the protection of human

subjects; 2. Problems with "hired hand" research; 3. Legal problems concerning

7t)
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disclosure of Information gathered in sensitive research.

Protection of Human Subjects

Researchers r-; do Studies of sensitive topics whichare funded by the federal

government encounter contingencies posed by the Department of Health. Education.
4

and Welfare gut/tibias concerning the protection oftkuman subjects,

The purpose of the guidelines is to protect rese rch subjects from physical

or psychological injury which might arise as a direct- r indirect consequence of

the subjects' participation in research. While these guidelines tend to be

directed towards medical or drug related research, they still al ly to all
\

federally funded projcts with humau4 as subjects.

vfor the purpose of most social scientific investigations, the major guide-

lines wttich influence research on the family are the provisions which call for

the subjects to give 'informed consent" assuring that they have been Oltenia

full explanation ofthe project, a description of the risks Involved, if any.

a disclosure of alternative procedures which might be used, and an offer to

answer any and all.questions concerning the project. Additionally, subjects

must be informed that they can withdraw from the project at any time (for: detailed ,..

definition of 'informed consent" see FEDERAL REGISTER, Hey 30. 1974. p. 18911.) ,

Researchers must also guarantee (In thWproposals) that potential risks to the

subjects are outwiegbed by the benefit to the subject and the importance of

knowledge to be gained from the research.

The most Important guideline which bears on sensitive topic research is

that pertaining to 'informed const,t". Earlier versions of the guidelines

called for "Inforrmd consent" to'be obtained before data collection began and

that 'informed consent" had to be obtained in writing. It is obvious that this

, ea
si

(
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poses some problems for research enterprises which depend heavily on the estab-

lishment of rapport and trust for
valid and reliable evidence to be obtained.

It would be difficult for a
researcher to get a chance to establish rapport

If s/he had to begin the research by
stating that s/he was asking questions to

learn about wife abuse, sexual abuse, Incest, ect. Moreover, researchers who

vowed that the data collected was to be kept strictly confidential would confront

suspicious subjects who were than
asked to sign their names to a leeal form

ehich to them might look like a release of Information.

The potential problems posed by these guidelines have been alleviated

by new interpretations of the
guidelines and exceptions rude hy MEW officials

which allowed i0Mt researchers
to obtain complete 'Informed consent at the end

of the interview,
questionnaire, or observation. In addition, such consent does

not always have to be In writing.

A problem with "informed
consent' does arise if the researcher desires to

have legal minors (under
eighteen years of age) for subjects. In cases where

% children are to be the subjects for
sensitive research "informed consent' must

be obtained from the child's parents or guardians. In addition, the consent must

be obtained prior to meeting with the child. This restriction virtually

guarantees that children will not or can not be subjects In sensitive topic

research. No researcher could guarantee
that the child would not be at risk if

s/he were being asked to report on the parents' sexual behavior or violent

behavior and the parent knew
the content of the research. Parents'might give

'Informed content' but still
intimidate the child physically or psychologically

after the interview. V. know of no federally
funded research in child buse

which is gathering direct
interview or questionnaire data from children, and

we conclude that the regulations protecting huean subjects have produced this
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situation.

Thus, researChers seeking federal funding for sensitive research must

aware that, the federal guidelines and the disposition uf college and university

human subjects committees art factors which must be considered in any research.

design.

'Hired Hand' Research

The problems of.rapport, confidentiality, ethics, validity, and reliability

are difficult, but manageable facets of sensitive topic research so long 44

the research is small in scale and the investigator is involved in most of the

aspects of the project. When research projects attempt to investigate emotion-

ally charged issues in the family on a large scale, addltional,problems are

treated by virtue of having to employ other staff members for various parts of

the project. Roth (1966) has listed and discussed the numerous problems in-

volid in what he called "hired hand' research. Ne discussed 'faking" of

observations, collaboration among coders to make their results similar, inter-

viewers completing interview schedules by themselves, and other problems.

Large scale research projects usually develop mechanisms to "catch" the cheaters

on their staffs, Including call backs, tempering data of each interviewer to

the group average, and reinterviews. Nevertheless, as Roth states (1966) such

controls are often Absent and controls, when they do exist art not sufficient to

locate lAstances where interviewers did not take time to develop sufficient rap-

port, where interviewers used certain intonations when asking questions which

assured 'socially acceptable" replies, and where research staff opeoberS discuss

confidential interview material at cocktail parties.

Thus, while large research projects can produce larger samples of families.

7u.
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with more ability to generalize from the data, the necessary division of labor

in these projects and the necessity of using "hired hands" poses serious and

often unimaginable risks to tho validity, reliability, and ethical conduct of

the research.

Confidentiality

One of the major steps which must be taken in sensitive topic research

is ts guarantee to the subjects that all data which is being collected will

be kept confidential. While it Is relatively simple to mask the identities of

subjects In the writeups of case studies and statistical procedures used in

analyzing and presenting data ?rotect the identity of subjects, there Is one

potential problem which poses risks to the researcher nd the subjects.

Although a number of social scientists have discussed problems associated

with the right to keep information obtained in academic research confidential

(Polsky, l'Ae), and some researchers have offered to serve as test cases which

would determine whether a social scientist could keep his information private
6

despite court orders, no clear precedent exists in this area.

Thus, uotll the courts decide whether academicians can be granted immunity

from having to release confidential data, researchers who engage in research

which deals with Illegal, seesItive, or taboo topics run the risk ofbefng forced

to tyro over materiel whfck they pledged would be kept confidential, or entailing

In legal battles, or symding SOO, time In jell for contempt of'court.

CONCLUSION

the purpose of this paper has been tb identify the problems associated with
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carrying out research on sensitive topics in the family and to list and discuss

some solutions which can and have been implemented in the course of research on

child :buss, wife abusa, family violence, and sexual behavior. This paper has

not been an exhaustive presentation of all the methodologies which have been

employed to study all the taboo topics in the family. Rather, the paper has been

largely influenced and confined to methodological insights gained from our own

research on family violence (Straus. Cellos. Steinmetz, 1913). Nevertheless,

miny of the Issues and methods which hove been associated with our research

program on family violence are applicable to other types of sensitive research

in the family.

A goal of this paper is to old in moving research on the family Into ROI

and unexplored areas of family behavior. We believe that numerous topics

of Interest and importance have gone uninvestigeted because researchers were

stumped by the probleen of finding subjecst, obtaining date and establishing

procedures for producing valid and reliable data.

The final question which arises concerning sensitive topic research is

whether research like this should be done at all--irrespective of whether or

not the major hurdles in doing the research can be bridged. Some ley argue

thet the procedures end methods we discuss in this paper border on bing unethical

invasions of the privacy of the family. In addition, some might feel that/there

are areas in the family which are too private and too sacred nd should not be

investigated.by 'snooping social scientific "voyeurs'. Deception, ethics, 'oral -

`--tfi, and the sacred nature of the family as a social institution are often cited

as reasons not to carry oul sensitive topic research.

While there art ethical and moral dilmems involved in the methods discussed

J
In this paper, we would counter the argument that certain topics should not be

be
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Investigated and that families should not be subjected to the 'voyeurism* of

family researchers by pointing out that the researcher community's respect for the

privacy ( ale family and their unwillingness to investigate certain motional

or embarrassing topics did not prevent children from being abused, did not prevent

wives from being abused, did not eliminate impotence, and did not enforce the

incest taboo. Nor did the perceptual blinders that family researchers wore

when viewing the family prevent myths end conventional wisdoms from being accepted

as fact when scientific data on sensitive topics was lacking. If we'are to

learsoore about the basic nature of the family and family functioning, and if

we ere to b. capable of dealing with some of the fundamental social problems

which exist in the family. we,must be prepared to.take the risks In the study

.1 sensitive topics and to seek Creative and humane solutions to the ethical

problems pf sech research.

7 0 7
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FOOTNOTES

1. For examp". If one were going to study child abuse, the estimated base

rate is one-half of one percent of the population (this is likaly to be

a conservative base rate). Assuming that one wanted to conduct an incidence

survey with a high level of accuracy, the sample which would have to tot

drawn mould be quite large--essuming a bast rate of .005 and a desired

confidence level of 9511, the ample sire which would guarantee an accurate

survey would bt 76,448. At $40 per In-person Interview, this survey would

cost 53.057,920 (from the Abt Associates technical proposal for REF No,

NEW/OCO 105-76-1137).

2, The Random Response Technique was proposed by Curt Associates as a peens

of determining the i4cidence of child abuse in America. Marvin lurA,

?rrident of Jrt Associates informed us in a personal communication

that the Random Response Technique has been pre-tested and works quite

well in obtaining answers to sensitive questions.

3.
It Is also possible that the presence of an observer at the dinne, table

could ttighten stress during the meal and provide a more focused opportunity

to observe faCly interaction under stress.

4.
For.the complete statement on the rules and regulations concerning the

protection of human subjects in government funded research see the

FEDERAL REGISTER, Voltme 39, Rueter 105,.?art II, Nay 30, 1874.,
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S. Me have received these wiivers from obtaining inforrned consent in two

research projects. There Is however, no guarantee that such a waiver

would be granted In all Instances of sensitive research.

II. On May 20, 1916 United States District Judge Charles B. Renfrew of

California ruled that a Narvar4 professor did not have to disclose

Information obatIned comfidAntially In the course of academic research.

4.
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BACMGROMM

Ph7slcat aouse of calldrea t7 theIr careta,cers ta.s teen estl-
mated to occur In one out_of every 13 Amerlcan
(Light, 1973). La the 15cO's, aouse was recogaiaed as a
major soclal proolem (Kempe, 1902) and has sLace attracted the
research efforts of professionals ta maay disolplLaes. Muca of
this research has oeen dl.rected toNard Ideatifyt.ag factors 0 ,

acsoctated with otte anuse wnlco couli oe used :3 construct an
etiological model. The models mblza aave ceea proposed caa te
roughlg grouped lato two types.-t e occtologLcal and the' psycho-
logical. The soclologlaal relate.; the occurrence of ao.:se to
social and cult=a1 fsctors. S3ectfla lactdenta of calld abuse
are recognIzed &s laterpersonal encounters, out tte root proolem
arid potential solutions are seem in sccletal terms. The psycno-

epproann, o e otner hand, 7iews tne pr:olem prlaArt-
LY in terms of tae psycnopataolzg7 la7o'l7ed La partar ;arta:
child relationsnips.

The most Fteast7e data on the soclologg of touse was collected
by Gil (1909). Ee found la a national survey :f repo.-teo --414
&blue ca4es tWLt the parents ea a group resemnled a cross-sec-
tion of the nation's poor. 'Mere was an over-representation of
nom-white persons la tne group; ..cey were poorLy ed..lcated; =ell
low-paying ,'oos or were unemployed; Lad, la general, were dis-
advantagec socla.11,7 'CO economizellg. Gll concluded that calld
Sous occurs lergelg as a ty-produnt of that social tad econotoiz
doprirition: puvents woo eause ttelr toillreo ILffer from toose
who do not prtmarilf In tts Jf sccLal 2-c,1 e:Iono=1:1
rsaourcsi aval.lAble to tnem.

ia contract to t.te socto-..ogitel model, the psychologttal model
focuses on facto:s related :o ladlvldual perschali:7 and te-
haelor. The trectmeo: teem et tne jetional :eater for toe Pre-
vention and Trea'aer.: hf Aouse and Ne,..ec-. .:eaver,
Colorado, oas ac:umulated the oost extenslve cl.L-Iltal data ln
this area fleL.fer k tcape, 1;6E,. They nave no7,1-c a aumner of
frequectly occux-lag coarecterlszlcs la their :a:es.
these are: I. historg of pnys'zal Louse or otg',.r.t La 7ne
childnood of tne aousLng ;a:en:5; ;2' .1..mortInaze2: or
roallstic expectat:oas of collireo o7 tne parn:s,
of socla: lscletloo aad eaotlonaLl:. uns.:pportiv mart.1.1
tlonshlps; enc SOM2 i-ealpltetLng event th-per'.to.:2: as
crisis c;, one or :oth peJtots J.st t:

,_
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This "crisis" may eonsist simply of a chlle's crying excessively
or failing in soqe way to satisfe tee parent's demands for love

and attention. Tften these parents regard infante as a source
of reassurance acout perscnal adequacy and make eenessively
high demands for eerformance from cniliren. The partets are apt

to perceive aniinfant's creing or disobedience as rejectioa and

to respond with anger and purest:Ant. The general. profile is

of a baredt woose inner and outer sources of sell-esteem are

quicM.e depleted under stress. While there Is general recog-
nition that bate social and esechologieal factors mu.st be
considered in order to eeplaia tze pnenomenon of child aeuse,

there Is little agreement on the relative Importance of tze

differect factors. Sources such as 011's which find ao asso-
ciation between poverte acd abuSe and eenclude that tnis asso-

ciation hae etielogizal signifLoacce nave teen bripleiced on
the grounde of sammling bias. :mpoeerisned and medically indi-
gent families are more Iieelj to cO into contact wl.tn tze

major reportine agencieswelfare, police, and hospitals that
seree families who do not have aecess to prelate eedlcal care

(Light, 1973; Kelt, 1975). Thus, it Ls 1.1:4eLy that this leg_

ment of the population is "over-same a relative to otner

socioeconomic segments. Studies drawing :ases more from tne
private sector have found lousine families from 2.:1, ecoo

levels (Steele & Polloce, 136a;.

On tee other cand, families seen It tne Zieelonal Center io
Denver, our ricnest source of data acoet tne psytoologe o:

abuse, may represent an under-sample feom lower soeloecocomic

groups. The nospital to wnizr. toe National Center is attacned

Ls a University' Xedical Center and not the major nospL:aI for

the medically Indigent 1m Denver. ?urtner, a review of stadies

whicn have attempted to el.xidate toe pseenopathologe of cZt:t

&Ouse ind!:atts :tat there is no partieular psycniatrir. dis-
order that is comma:. to all cr most aousiee paremts (Spieetta

Rieler, 1972.

O.e Inferen:e tnat coeld ce ..:14-te from all of this Is tha: toe
imloortance of 7a.r.to,4s psyc:-.01.;zto.11, factors relative to :arioes
sociolegizal faztors is liffereat from case t:o 234e. There me.:

be hct one out several etiologies umderlying the pcenomenon of

child louse. if tnat 13 sc, zneo wnat is eteded is a
model wt.i.tn ineereerates cc:tr. pse:nolzgLcal ar_

sociologioal faztors. TIlts paper will present data s_poor-

of suoe a mcce_.

A3 a wor:cine orpotleils, we assume tea -. tnere aze

groueines of a:..-se :ases tna: are 1...:fLentl: d'-feren.: froo

one arctner 10 etI:loge to oe lien:!.f:_ea' as ty.mes. 7n-

pears supoort fcr tees :ut ti ate on:-

recta:I' atteepz.3 -_17e :een mete peesi::aL

ease:.

eerr_11 :1?":7 ,1z1!_

:2 a Lf

; 7
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the aouser and, to a lesser extent, on the soctal and econosic
circums.tances of the abusing fa:lily. The typologies were con-
structed fros olimizal i=hresatns; ho stattstical netnods were
employed. The following tab1e,s6-marizes the typologies and
snows the hign degree of overrap asong then.

G11-(1970) made the only other hoteworthy atteTat to zonstruct-
& typology. -Fle scored 1,130 cases collected nationwtde tn
1967 Wto the presence or aoseoce of 13 asia.ze clr=u=stazce..s
Or ettaes such as: "Tnadequately controlled ange- of perpetr,,a. -
'tor" and "Abuse develop4ng out of a quarrel oeveen caretakers."
Mese oinary responses were -ten suojected t: factor analysis
yielding seven principal factor3 which 'Cit.:. t%e!. assoctated with
an at.use typology. The categortes a,s ecr.e ty -IL: 3-re
listed belc:w:

1. Resentment and rejectlon of the =Ili 'oon=on to octt
inflicted injury and neglect)

2. Angry and ..incontolled ntscip:I.:127y res;onee (:..comon
only to inflioted injury)

3. Male babysitter aouse (oon.hon to InfItotei Lh;._try and'
seAuar aouse;

4. Pirsonality tevtance azd rea7.2.::y stress
5. Child-origirAted acuse
6. nmaie oaoysLtter an.lse
7. Caretaker q..mrrel

Cattell (1365) cogently discusses the serio.-s anotg%littes Lh
factor interpretation in s..on an applio4z_on of :actor analysts..
A different :method cf analysts das seleote:1 for the present
study, a metnod wnion oluaters failies ratner than tariaoles.
Study and analdsts hethods art lescrtzen !.:1°.7.ne next sectton.

!a7.7.0

St.:oh:a

The sahle for tnis st..4dy :ohststed of 39 onilfren 'sho ceen
aoQudloated by the J..:enile C-nurt -,:sos Angeles County, as hA71,-_IF
suffered thflioted thjl.irtes. 7:!'.ese ontlireh were a s'Lssa=p1e

of a larger group '2:3 ohtlfren' epresehtlhi, Z5S cf :he
infltctec Lnz.Lry nises =ter oourt a: :the tn..!

saaple was irawn :Fecn:ary, 92 hat sah-ie 4.2.3 oosw=
selecting eve;y fou.rtn oase tn each
ServIces :egLin Ln 1.ns .'.neles

The Larger sahtle for a th,: renoe:,

Ln 79.::;;;
acuse, a tnys4oal ao..:s=.
etnotner
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With a saeple size of only 99, it was clear that soee way of
selectlne a redeced set of variatles was necessare before any
statistical aallysis caul! be uedertaleen. One apeeoach to tee
eroblem of reducing the numeer of eartatles is to form comeiee-
tions of variables which are strongle related to one another
and to use these combined variables La tee analy3ie. Facter
aaalysis 13 toe zost commonly esed tecanique for tals purpose.
The difficulty with secc "factors" is that they are often diffi-
cult to interpret. We were interested in develeeine cocceptual
models whice mlget involee cceplex Leterconeectioas azIong
several evrtables. To lump togeeher earlaeles welca co-varied
into a stegle oundle would be ececomical 7A:t nieht ooscure these
relattonseles.

Retainine tee vs:tables in that: crigtaal, =ore meaaineul, form
made it necessar7 to select a small suoset of tee total 251.
These were selected on the basis of several crtterta. First,
we waated eartables oa wntoe our 99 cases seowed a small member
of misstag ealues. Second, we eaated vartaoles lieely to be of
high rellaoiltty. Thus, for example, eacteal 4tets tended to
ce preferred,to those requtrieg suoeective Jedgeents' Third,

' we wanted variables lieely to oe of theoretical ieterest.
'Numeer of onildrea in the home," for examele, nes eore promise
than 'length of resideccy in los Aegeles." Fourth, we waeted
variaoles welch snowed substantial variation la our sample.
Fifte, since we were interested en enderstaedlne tte etiology
of cntle souse, eel; baceground eariables descrieing toe cnIld
Led faally's etrouesteeces at tee etee of tne aouse were selec-
ted. The variaoles were exaateed on the easis of tnese crtterta
and a set cf 40 selected fer tee mai= statisticel analesis.

Witnout theoretical gutaelines, we were forced to adopt an
empirical aperoach to the develoement of the tyees. We decieed
to let tee data itself suggest nateral groepings of cases. As

mentioned acove, csses sharing a steiler causal necnaa'se toula
be exeected te have stellar valees on ea.ny of our 40 verieolee.
Cluster analyst3 ts a statistical teceeique for dielding a
sammle tnto seogeoups or clusters waleen are :hemselves rele-
tivel7 hocogeneous tet which differ frem othee cleseers. That
is, cases Le tne sane cluster woeld tend to nave stmkeer values
on meay varitsles, walle tnose in differto.: cl..:sters would fes-
play different veeteres of valets.

We eectded to select clusters on entlrele teplrinal geeeede
and toen to leas at the values ef vartaeles used to fore tee
clusters and etnee vartaolee in order to tetereret mne resel:s.
Sece ea analysis is exploratere, and we were not par:teeIeriy
ceettelsti: that clearly intereretaole patterns would energe.
On tte other hand, 1f seen eat:ea:es die emerge, they woule nc:
be tee result 3f our preconceetiens *led mign: at a :tete= ere-
etde esefel woreIng hyeotness ft: feture cerrecore-
tion.
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increase =are thaa others. Ah unusually large ,Jump =ay ze 1-
signal that two basically Cissinilir c-ustirs are :eing ftrted
together. Thus, these increases provide useful ii.nformattoo an
which levels appear to represect the most naturial grouplags.

Carrying out the analysis lescrtoed abote oc cur 99 21.1%s of
child abuser resulted in two sets of clusters wrilth appeartd
promising: one containing three and ths.other four clusters.
For each of these clusters, the mean 7a1.tar (or ;troth:age LI°
appropriate) was calculated for each of the 40 oackground
varlanlas. In the =Ursa of attempti.hg to inter;ret tnese
clusters, it totems clear that the four clusters had to oe re.
taLaed.

AM MIS

In tole sectton, ue deserio. in detail the results of the :lus-
ter 0.08,17als. Ire begin with the presentation of el set of'
tables portranns the MOS= (or proportionsY on a large nummer
of vartaoles for eacn of the clusters. Thete taoles trol..:te
all variableeshowing substantial dtiferetkes among clilsters,
iacluditz 21 of the 40 variables used in eriiing the clusters.
Table 2 pretents vartabLes wnInn descriseithe !=cidant. Table
3 displays characteristics of the abused/child Nat prior to
the incident; Tables -: and 3 sharacteriStics of the mother and
Xather, respectivel';. Tatle o ;resents vartaolwe desLag
the familg situattoa. PLhally, Tab4e,7 ;resents data on severs:
outcome variaoles deshrtotag tne child and !sail: at the time of
follow-up.

/
Pollowing tae taoles. 5ee present straightforward ver:a: des-
criptions of each of :ne four :lusters. 7hese naole the

,
reader to OotatZ a feel for the ; tterms in the data witnout
being overwoelmsd by :AIMS of a atistits. An atte=qt nes teen
made mot to go oeyond tae facts in these descriptions, out some
interpretation Is Laevitale, 1. on).y througa selection amc
emphasis. This is wa7 we have --..serte," s-e 'ab'es #1-s-
allowing the reader to form h s own impressions. An
;rotation of the results is 7ffered in tae discussion sect'on.

/

/
,

///
/
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1

Tivr,7. 2 The thot±aho-

)

go.

1) Length of 2
HospttellzstLon

2) ?er7-Allsr.t.

4
3) Other. 71.7.V..=

4) prevtou.s.atoot=
5

5) 31.ologioe1. )(other
UsTonsible

5) 31o1oglosl 71ther
ResponsLOle

7) Ste; ?ether
Respous101e

8) Other Bestlen:
Renonsible

9) Arrest 7esu1ti.ng
*ram 7-otte-t

Cluster

3 :42
1

6.79
.79

2.57 1.24

2.21 1.32 1-.53 1-35

.13 .50 .46 .50

.16 .07

.36'. .38 .56

43 .3e .50 .13

.07 .14 ..25 .0:

.07 .13 .00 .21

.44 1 55

Cluster SL:s 19 -c

fiartmo:e %Isar! Lm :luster lhal:sio

All stores re7rese... of those for who= 1.7.2rr-
=eV-On 4t3 437.:vir: for ver!aoLes

2. 4eer.s, dtf. '7 or oort" as hIgres: :a:ego:7. Thu:"
vereo:e os an unoerest:.z.eze, for .7....5:er

40

7 - el No ter:tan:no 'nmet.rmer.:
2 Unter:11r.
3 2e.e ;:ermansh-

*4. ?ro7or:Loh. of oases tn 4nt:n anclrer tm :he seme
fwILY was to oe a%7!.ottm of s.:1;se

5. Fr:vor-:ton :sses wnt:r thLs nal 1::117: :een

7 2 5
I.
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TA3LE 3 1Child ?rior to :nci!ent

3

'Variable Cluster

3. 2

1) Mean age (years) 1.03 1.46 1.30 1.4-0

2) Sex
2

.53 .24 .47 .43

3) Pull Term ,.95 .82 1.00 .58

4) 3irt1 Comp1.4.catiocs .28 .20 .15 .11

5) Irritable, active
3

.06 47 .58 .21

* 6) Disobedient3 .06 .20 .36 .14

7) Abnormal 0rowth3
or Development

.11 .14 .39 .14

8) Feeding Prob2.ems
3

.27 .33 .40. .07

9) PO&C.711, unresponsive
3

.29 .05 .27 .06

10) Youngest in family .60 .55 .39 .67

Cluster Size 19 25 15 40

Veria43.e used in cluster analysis

1. All icorts represent proportions cf.tr.ose for //nom nfor-
nation was available except :or vex:1.8.31e 1.

2. Proportion female.

3. As reported by a parent.

tsc-

. c



TABLE 4 mothir Prtor to0.ltcltent.i12

ClusterVartao1.

1 2 3

b) Age
3

4
2) Educe:ton

3) ,

4) Black

22.0

10,7

.21

:37

25.6

11.5-

.72

.a44

21.7

10.7

.47..

..27

21.7

.9.5

.50

5) Hesicac.A=erican ' .21 .20 .27 .23

6)\3m;1oymect 1.4701
5

6
.00 .05

7) Ocouv.ttomal LaeL .67 .63 .00 .08

3) Lengt4 of Rest.-
dencyr Los

9.00 13.00 1.00 6.00

. Anlts (piers)

91Se7ere4.y Etscl- .25 .56
;14nied as I. ChIld

10) Neglected as t .18 .56
Cttld

3.1) Excesstie 3s cf .05 .38 .13 .45

=Vol. Zruis-
'

Arrest'Record- 1.17 1.26 1.64

13) MIrrted /-.53 60 .60 .36

:4) IIv! 7 Alone .26 .31; .00 .30

Cluster 3Ize ! 19 25

* 744-1..tc:e .Lsed 1= c'....istar

1. A. saores re;refsn: 1:rutortLans :f :nose :ar whcz
mstIon AL4 avallazle, exotlat far varls.oLes

2. Motner Ls nere aeftnea Ls :ne 7.erson Ll7Ln..g wttr tne ar.LL_
and fLInc:Ion!.ng ts =a;rna: ;artn: a: tIot tncized:.s

3. 3-Lrae age '..as :saet La as:fp:Le5, tnIs reT:refen:a an
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

4. In years, but slmcs education wee codad in categories, this
represents an approxination.

5. 3 . Unemployed
Part tic's

2 Yu1 ti=a

5. Reversed lo/l/ngshead Scala

7. Since :Length of residetcy wts coded 1,r. cattgoriss, ti
represents en approsimation.

8.. 1 No Arrest
2 Arrested as minor on17
3 a Arrested as adait only
4 Arrested as nihor and .

re



TABLE 3

Yariable
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Fathr Frinr tz thcle.ent
1

'

2

'Cluster

1 2 3 4

1) Age
3

2) Zduca'..tom4

3) 'White

4) Blwa'r.

5) maxi:an-Inert:1n

24.7

11.3

.31

.58

.19

28.0

11.3

7.
. -,

.o8

17

26.2

9.0

.40

-27

.33

24.3

11.0

.50

.23

.20

6) ZnpLoyment Le7e1' 1.2.4 1.41 1.21 .96

* 7) Occu;attocel Le7e15

8) Length of
denc7 Los 7

1.15

9.00

1.4,

15.T. 1.00 8.00

Angeles (7ear3,

9) Severs:7 .30 .33 .33 .33

;lined an a :tilt

10) Neglected as a .27 .29 .50 .50

Child

il) l'xressiie e :e .25 .45 .50 7:
4 ..

Al:ocol anchr Zsr...gs

:.2) Arrest Feccrl
3

1.82 2.25 1.50 2.55

Cluster Size 1.9 25 14c,

* 7arf_sh.le %;net :11:st-zr aht"..7s!..s.

sc3res rt;reser.-. :f :n3se AnT.r. tr.:377_1-

tLw: was avs!.7..a:...e, fzr

2. Fa".r.er r-ire -.:-!fLr.e.: 33 7-..t 7-ersr. tr..e

and 13 7-17.err..1.1 71rer.7 z :!

3. ..P.n'_-e aze
r:reae.;:s 1.
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TAB= 5 (Continued)

0 Unemployed
1 is 2art time
2 m Yull time

6. Reversed Zollingshead Scale

7. Since length pt residency wa4 coded in categories this
represents am approximetton.

6. 1 . No arrest
2 Arrestedas minor Only
3 . Arrested as adult cnLy
4 lrrested Le minor and adult

te r

t.-; 0
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TABLE 6 The Featly/

C1,4ster

3 4

Variable

1 2

41' 1) Eacwa to Service Agency .68 .44 .87 .82

2) Number of Childrta 2.15 1.92 2.13 2.03

3) Biological ?ether La 47 .68 .67 .38

EOM*

4) Bomerlepair/Clbabli-
hoes

3.25 2.53 2.83 2.22

5) Lica= per Member
per Month (U

55.00 123100 38.00 33.00

.6} Telephone La Roos .53 .56 .50 .36

T) ovti .Autoasoblle .33 .95 .56 .45

Cluster Size 15, 25 15 40

Variable used in cluster aoalzeis

1. kIl scores represent proportions of those for whom informa-
tion was available, 'leapt !or variables 2 and .4.

2. 1 I Far below average
2 Sligntly below average
3 . Average
4 m Above *rage
5 1.41: 1140,4 smsravi



TABT...7. 7 Follow-Co.
1

728

Variable ClUster

Child'
.,"1"rrmational. withdrawal

2) Developmental lags--
motor skills

3) Developmental lags--
language skills .

4) Developmental lags--

5) Illness
2

'6) Sonic 1.n boils

Parents
.7J)=-1.11,11.2 accpted

coUrt decision

;8) Now accept Court
decision

9) Frequency of visits
3

to child (if in
foster cars)

.53

57

.54,

2,53

.32

.42

.73

2.33

...

.i6

.09

.10

.00

1.96

.20

.80

.88

2.37

.08

.36

.36

.30

2..30

.20

.50

.58

1.30

..13

.11

.24

.05

1.85

.15'

.30

.e7

240

Cluster. S Jae 19 25 40

1. All scores represent proportions *f those for whom infor-
mation was available, aFcept :or variables 5 and 3.

2. 1 4 :to known illness
2'mg Occasional routine illness
3 a Frequnt illhess
4 Chronic medical pro:leha

3. 0 Neve:
1 4 1/7ear
2 2-4/722:
3 0 12/7er.:
4 is 26/yes: /

5

t;#4,



Cluster 1

Cluster 1 included all the cases in our sample of the =cost
severe abuse. The acused chill spect an average of sevea weeks
in the hospital and, in many cases, su:fered permanent impair-

mint.

The biologisalhother or father most often.was responsible for
'the incident; this cluseer was uniquely low:bin iacidence of
abuse by S. stetfather or other resitent. l'eapite the severity

of the abuse, ihe rate of arrests resultihg from the Lhcident
was the lowest for all clusters.

The children Ir. this cluster ere 12 =oaths old, cm the
average, cad were usually the last born I= a family with two,
children.. The cluster had by far the lowest percentage of
reported aouse of Ihotner child la the fam_4 17

AZ outstanding characteristic of the hhildren in this :luster

MS4 the fact ttat meny Were patctived by their parents S8 ;04-

sive and unresponsive. Xlmost none of the thilireh, however,
were perceived by the parents to be abnormal in growth ahd

devel4mact.

These ohiliren cam* from families which were free of nose of

the problems that ire usually associated with rhil4 scuse.
There was very "ttle aruss or heglect in :ne childhood history

of the mother. There was somewhat more in the history of the

father, but still less than for fathers in any of the other

clusters. The family had a. low income, hut it is the second

highest among the clusters In our sample. The rate
;Went was relatively low for tne fathers, and =any mothers

a worked pan-tine.

The parents had the second highest educational level among the
four clusters: the mothers had a tenth grade education; tae

fathers had an eleventh grade ed...catiot. On the average,
neither of the parents in Lay cluster nad completed hign

schoolt)

The mothers tad fathers in Cluster I were on the &verge 22
end 25 years old, respectively. !lost were from 31ack ant

Hest:an-American backgrounds. They resided in Los Angeles for.

am &verge of tine years and had a very high incidence of sup-

port from family relatives. The parents, kept trait* homes in

good repair, rarely used drugs or alcohol -..*3 excess, and hsh

little miator7 cf arrests.

The description of the families in Cluo:cr.1 would no: lead one

to expect chi:4 (Louse. Ue mire presentut 'tit:: a paradox: Tnose

t sallies who leas: fit tne eta:tot:17e of the azusing
are tne fami:4es in wnion the 'Jost severe 'Louse Ccours.

jr. (4 .4
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Cluster 2

I.A Cluster 2 families, child abuse wee, by far, the least severe
in our simple. The average letgth of hospitalization was lees
than six days, and there Ali a:met no evidence of permseent
inpairment. The child had hot oftbn been a previous victim of !

abuse, but in one-half of the CS40s, a sibling via khown also
to have been a victim of abuse or neglect.

The biologtcal author and fatter were responsible qually often
for the incident of abuse. In 24% of the cases, the stepfather .

or another resident 1164 the perpetrato.... Despite the relatively'
unievere nature of the abuse, the rite of arrest resulting
Won abuse in this cluster was outstIndingly high (77%).

Uninue-to-thia cluster is'the high percentage of 'male' children
abused (76%). The average, age of the children was 13 months
old, whichis the highest for all clusters. .The parents tended
to perceive the &wised child aa disobedient,-irritable, and
active.

. .

The age of the parents was the'highest for all clusters: the
fathers were 23 years old aad the =others 26 years old.
Typteally, the parents were whltd, lower middle class,,with
by far the highest Income aad highest employment level'of all
clusters. Often the mothers -worked part-time. Almost none of
tbe mothers lived alone with their children.

The parents had teen long-time residents of Los Angeles. Both
anthers and fathers had an Coeventh grade educatihn and also
bad similar childhood histories of severe discipline and neglect
Such experiences were reported in stout one-third of these
families.

Alcohol or drug Mame was reported for 43% of the fathers and
39% of the mothers. Of the parents im all clusters, the
.parents in Cluster 2 ware the most similar La bachgroumd, age,
and habits.

.Cluster 7

Fathers or ste7-fathers were 'Clfle predwomant aousers in this '

cluster. In only 17% of the milts was the hetner responsthle .

for the buse, 'Id. 1.2 no case was another resideht in tne toss
responsible. :est resulted from toe incident in hal: of the
CASOA.

In Cluster 3, the abuse was relatively severe. The chile:eh
were heshitalized.for an average of nearly three weeks, and Lt.
some eases, there was permanent impairment. Very rarely MSS

the alleeed Child &previous vietim of aJuse. Rowever, in
nearly hal: the eases, another child in the sans famil;./ was .
rnown to be a victim of abuse or negle:.
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The average age of t-e abused thildren 4e3 about 15 mon:4's.
The trill:en were perceived ty tat :,:arEts to se trouolesome
wtth regard to every variable. Pre:Lee:1y tney weirs reported
as irritable acd actiie and lisocedient. :a ctn.: cases, Ice
childrea were I.erteived tae parents as passive aal =rent:m-
:17e. Feelicg problems mere coemonly Listed. 7urther, the
chIllreo were 2ercetved se sbaormal la grewth amd development,
although :hey were al: torn full-term filth a. low rate of birta
complizations.

The families La this cluster were among the poorest economical-
ly im our sample. :he fathers iere rarel:/ unemployed but woe.tec:
at the lowest occupational level. 1"!..e =others lie. hoz worI at

all. The fathers had less :tea ar. eighth grade educatton,
wai,e the mothers hal a tenth grad,. level of education.

The families at the time of the abuse were a.mw to tte los
Angeles arta. Ote-trd of them were 3exd.dah.Amertcaa. Most
of the= were kaown to the local wel.fart ageacy.

A very high peroeatage of the fathers had suffered severe -1.1.3-

hipline or neglect in their childhood. By oontrest, few .3f tae

mothers hr a. chtldhood histor7 cf abuse or aeglect. The
motders were stout 22 years vf age, which was, on the average,
five years younger than tte fatter's age. :n nome- of tne oases

did the mothers live alone witc t:te ctilcirez.

Cluster

'La Cluster It tte abuse Was the second least seeere among the

clusters. The thtliren were hcrpitalized for etgat days, ant
there was little evilence of permanent tepatrmemt. Bowever,

14% of the ehl7'ren tad been preTtausl:, azusedm-by fez car
highest perceni 0 among all tr.* :lusters. IC% of the
:saes, a sioltag of the "4'4 had also hest aoused :r

*others were res;onitiole for the aJuse in the mazortty of one

cases in Cluster The iholtencrof acusIng motaars was _much
higher in tnls :luster taan any nther. This cluster is also
uniT.m in It's relatI7el:,, high la:ideate (215, of souse c a

-es4ten' 4- "e -one 34oa' 'wooers or Step-
fat:lers were hot of:ea responsdole fo..7 the itettatt. Arreetz
resulted from the lntitemo in 55i of r.:At cases.

The t:a-en xere ot ;erzeived :y tne caremcs as ity trcucle-

sces and had cy fsr :he lowest pro;ortion of feemlog proolemz.
The average age of the :ail: was tcnths; in two-th:l.roa

the :saes, tae child was 'ne younger: in the fe.ol.

Cluster - inc:ules 4C% of our sacp:.e, ano in many ways fiti

tne description of the oirozistahoso of tho IOUS. tylcicall:'

fouht the :ioerat.;:e. Thirt7 1:Irtr- of the mothers livec,

slche their ofti1ireh. 3nly 3,w, of the :others were
a much lower per:en:age than in ttner :Luster:.

fattlLes In thts -4
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relatives.

Income per.famlly member is extremely low. Only 35% of the
households have telephones. The fathers had a tenth grade
education, were at a low occupational level and often uhec.-
played. The mothers had an eighth grli.de education and were
unemployed. Thsfamilies were usually known to a welfare assn.
cy.

The leathers were about 22 years old, on the average, and the
fathers 25 years old. Both mothers and fathers had the highest
incidence of excessive use of alcohol or drugs among al1 tha
clusters. Seventy-three percent of the fathers abused alhoeol
or drugs, and.their rate of previous arrest wee thehighest
amocg the clusters. The mothers had the second highest record
of arrest. Ralf of tho families were white and half wore
Black and Mexican-American.

Both parents had a very high incidence of abuse an4 neglect in
their childhood history. This is the only cluster in which
mothers were core often abused or neglected in their childhood
than were fathers. The percentage of mothers in this cluster
previously abused andior neglected is more than twice the next
highest percentage for mothers in any other.cluster.

DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, the =an purpose of the cluster analysis
was to elucidate patterns of family functioning which hignt be
related to the occurrence of child abuse. It was our view that
if strong patterns existed, they would be reflected by tte
values of many variables, but tne in4i7ida7IITIZ5les would
not be of primary interest. Rather, they would reflect an
underlying gestalt whidh would characterise the relevant as-
pects of the family situation. La this section we present our
interpretations of the gestalt whizz characterizes the cases
in each of oxr clusters.

These interpretations are offered with considerable tentative-
ness at this point in our work. Data from acout 40 =ore
families will sdon be available ttat include results of an
extensive battery of psychological tests ahd amtLtional
motion obtained from clinical treat:sat of ths fahilits. These"
families will them oe Added to the 99 :mw.r. trtis sachle, ant one
total group will next be reclustered. The additions: :IL:Loa:
and test data available for sone of tne families 1604:1 r.ro7i:e

important guidelines for intertrstation as well e..s m psrtil:

test of validation of tne origital four,hlurters.

A second caution that lust oe noted concerns a tetor.Loal Itroz-

len in cluster amalysIs. Vartaoles '4:11:41 oan tlak nh a great,:
range if values than other variacles =ay clay a. IlLs7ro;cr:Lonaoe,

role in deter=ining s:r4c:=e, Tits ',al-Lao:es nie.e

up the :lusters descrided ttre to Tary In the rani' of s.1%;es

i;



With this deli set that if all the variables ars "unitized" to
the same sotto and then reclustered that we will arrive at an
stray that suggests there Ars nine rather than four clusters in

the data. These nine clusters are each statistically more
homogeceous than the four 'cluster array, but they are also less

interpretable from a clinical point of view.
1

In the trade-off between climical clartty vs. statistical
clarity, we have opted at this point for clinical clarity. The

gestalts in the four cluster array have proven to,bs easily
recognizahle by'peopla with clinical experts:me with abusive

families. It is our belief that,the aine cluster array repre-
sents more discrete subcategories of a larser set of categories
that is approximated by the four cluster array. Preliminary
examination of the data surports this belief, tut the :umber
of variables and.families*is too so:all to support finer dls-

criminations. Va'axpect that the hext analysis, with =ors
families and more inforMation on one-third of the families, will
proviee justification for such a classifioation, i.e., generic

categories wit4 subtypes. Por the,purposes of the _present
'paper, we will stay w_th the larger and more interpretable

generic categories.

Cluster 1: "Flaehooint"

are at first led to posit the occurrence of an external
pticipitating crisis in or!er to explato the atuse in Cluster 2. .

families, which appears LS an isolated incident of extreme

severity. Lecept .or the high percentage of mothers Livia:

aloes with their chiliren, we find no ladicators that would
typically lead one to predict abuse in such a family. One

hypothesis, then, Ls that the aouse is :he result of an ahrup:

champ in the family equilibrium, fOra event experienced as le
crisis which precipitates an assault on the child.

The severity of abuse, coupled withighe young aie of tut* "414
(about 12 months is the avertge), alio suggest that the aouser

is a more seriously A4sturbed .oerson. A serious assault on an

infant would S002 to6endicate a capacity for laborate pro.
or over-syeWslization of experience coupled with

erratic impulse control and a ready reservoir of intense anger.
Tne fact that there are no other -ross sighs of mslad,:lustment

in the familz suggest that these . C .azs whith uoult

functior adequatel:. within a narrowly prestr:oed routine mu:

which lent the emotional resources to adapt to changes I= :oat

routlmee

There art some clues to the elements of the crises io these.

families. One clue is the n.,-;,n perzentase of :irto :O=7:1:a-

tlone sod taildren reborted as 1:446s170 ate. unnspotSt7e. :te

&huge cnilt =ay in fact be a.:7;t=s1 tn hts tevelv;hent Lad
less ataptaole to famil: rol:*.:ine. Et =ay a..io cry mere end

ingeneral respond unlorett.".:ahly 70 paren:al oare:X.Ltng eff:r1s.

It an:. even:, tall low lot:tie:ce c taose wi:n si:Ltngs ia thts .

7
27.040 0 - 78 - 48
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cluster indicates that the abused child nazi:rested character-
istics experienced as particularly abrssive to the abusing
parent and probably at a tine when the parent was =ost prone
to project special meaniag to the behavior (e.g., rejection of
the parent's concerns and efforts).

Another clue to the elements of a crisis is the relatively
large percentage of mothers who were living alone, co.m'pessd to
Clusters 2 and 3, even though the Lrxidence of mar7iage ia
those clustere Ls &Jou: the same am it is La Cluster 1. This I

su4gests recent sep&rstions ii & source of cohllitti L :het i

case the abused child, who is predominately the last torn
child, may possibly he viewed as sa unwelcome reminder of v.
time of emotional turmoil and even ;ossihly as the reasomfor
the turmoil.

I

Especially interesting is the fatt that although the biological
father wise in the home in only 47.% of tne cs.ses, he yam respon-
sible.for 43% of the aause incidents. It appears that he is a
particularly lethal agent in this cluster, and possiOly tho
parson who is suffering from a =ore serious emotional
ability. That conjecture, however, nust be tempered :y the
high percentage of abusing biological =others La ths. cluster.

We would speculate that both parents are tatetsely ambivalent
about the amused child and that a family crisis tips the &mai-
valence abruptly. Z! the father IS present La tne hone, he
will act out the crisis against the child with the covert per-
mission of the =other if he is not in the homs, the =other is
mot afforded tne safety valve of identifying his LriZes-
&Ion, and acts out the aause herself.

Most impressive aoout the families La Cluster : is that in the
absehce of oovious problems tha: woulc alert cos :o for
aause, e 017V7 severe &Ouse occ:irs. They =si=tainec
hcmm in lod repair, were long-ter= residents im the area, did
mot ahu..a alcohol or !rugs, in general did no: have t hizzor7
of Louse or neglect in their own childhoods, and had exterdea
fanil;" support. We speculate frt.= enIs ens: one or :oth cl the
parehts has a fragile emotional adjuat=en: wh!=. Is quic:::7
fractured under tam stress of a fantly or pers:nal :rtaI;. A
chill nay :scams :he :arget of ch ag4ressive an= cani:47
t* discharge anxiety and re-estaolish az equIL!.2rt.i.m.

Cluster 2: "Smart the 7::..."

UM hrpothesite :hat :nt souse thartoteristit of :=',.;sler 2

families is Lh nature, Ih:entet nc: oar: ::te
out rather tc torrytt Its bel".47inr. ap;ears :ns: act:se :-
parents is an ezpressioh c: stern, tIsnt7...Insry chilZ-
rearinga stl: :a wr..an toe:* :nehsel7es we:e su.s.fen:el
the.7 !yo.1:::. The fa:: :hs: :heis c'htl'Iren a; 5nowet
oi fsr :he 1:wes: Ln21-ien:e teLsys
:flit :he ;nys'_:al aluse is on: sr. :f 4 ::1114::wn Lh

1 8
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approash to parenting. Such a =ode of childrearing is toward
the extreme of a continuum with respect to the amount of physi-
cal punishment considered necessary and proper.

Ws explain the high arrest rata for the Louse as resulting.from
the parents' open admission of responsibility for the act', oased
on feelings of being ,!ustifted in their L-havior. The.abuse
incident itself probably stems from &normal act of punishment
which has accidentally resulted in =ors harm to the chili than
the parents antitipated.

Although the parents resort the chill to be irrttable and
Lr.:1.70 And/or disobedient, the abuse appears to stem not from
the parents' attittitss toward the abused child, but from tne
parents' attitudes toward thildrearths. There is ho wridence
of scapegoatins; The abused cnild waa not often treviouslz
abused, and very often the other children in the family were
also abused. rie might speculate that tne pi:tentage of 'siblings
atused would be still higher if the parents used physioal
punisnment with girls as often Aa they did boys. The low per-
centage of girls abused may be :elated to a stereotype of :Isle
children La more disobedient and rowdy than girls amd, there-
fore,.=nre in need of correction.

The description of Cluster 2 families is onarecteristio of mamy
abusing families reportad In the literature. In addition, we
find that :he parents are 1er:7 similar to etch otter in hack-
grouod and habits. The tom eptears tr7 stable. n tne
absence, of Intervention, we would expect souse in such fa=ilies

to be but not severe.

Cluster 1.: "Tou Xsked for 2t...'

In Cluster 3 we set a diffezent type cf family pattern in which
the stressed father dominates and, tne 7.:01:*ner 13 U=412...e
fere to pro:cot:he :hill. lit.r.77.othesihe that the father has

an xaggerated sense o! wnst i3 a threat to his authority;
further, he feels both fr.,:strated from his very low work stataa
and.inccme, and tersonally threstensd that he car.=
the role of tro7iter to the

The avae toulf :hour, :ter., L3 .1 result of tne father'z ter-

soma: frustrations stemminx fr:t his ::w tncone ant ocr...;;a:inha;

7.!.7 feelinp of insiequao... coult :e czaher:t:ei
defiant tentvior f:o= the thiltren, wno :nen tecome tne stet:-
fit targets for a more gaze:a:Loa: fr.:strati:1n.

There is a high ;a:hen:age of !:e:tioac-Atericlh familiar Ln

c:uster, :nese fami:Ies =2.: have :ten

Vini=ed ."1.7es, wr-L:;:t w0.4:t e1Ln :ne :f

in lo ;.nitles :y3f..-111 :f :nLa A :ezen-: no7t :: a

city L::':: f:: :nt LnCLIen1B :f
:t13:':24: f4:ne: =4; f!iL

ne nzs tarsznal"..-: 1..2...ere: 1 :253
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relative status in the U.S. than in aehico.

In Cluster 3,families, tte =otner is much younger than :ne
father and does not work outsile the h=a. These cirnum.ttences
migtt suggest that the father desires to lonihate the family.
Since =say of tte families are Hexicem...knerinah, tzis slv.alizn
may also be related to cultues1 influences.

?inally, We nota the ektremely higt incidence of reporte 37 a
parent of troublesome or irritating behavior b7 the c..!.11. if
it is the father whose per-zap:ions art reflected by these
reports, we might expect ttet ne rationalizes his coger toward

4 the :hill oy seeing it 24 Oserving of punish:Am'

Cluster 4: "'Tho Needs it""

The &buss i^ Cluster 4 is perpetrated, for the iost
mother whost style of Life is unstable i many ways.
abuse appears to be am extension of the abuse pervesi
=other's Life. The =other suffered abuse or neglect,
in her childhood, and has s history of arrelcs and of
alcotol aouse.

sr:, CY a
The :nil::
e in the
or both,
drug

Host of tre =others are unitarriel and =any live &lone. We
hypothesize that the =otter lites tenporsrily dith a. suztession
of =e= and =as difficulty farming s:sole relationships.

Tte nigh rats of :rill abuee Sy smotner resident in tre none
(wno is not the father or step-father) leadsus to suspect that
the =otter lives witt sbusive nen with who= she =a7 terse.' C2
at risk of ptysizal souse. it also suggests that 240 is willing
to engage in relationstips 'Iniza are destru:tive to her chill:eh
in return for Nevin: some of rer ow= needs ne:. This desperate
sal needy aiproach to relationships is to sztract explot-
tive =en. -t is also e1 to create situstiots tr. which
chilireh are seen as Interferi=g dith prinary heeds for grati-
fizettoh.

The fact that the soused :hill tends to te the ou=est in the
famil: and aftan a viotin of pre7tous 2.:U32 inlizatirs that
infant hurturanme is not an important source of gratificati:-.
to tne =others. This is =ct surprisi=g give= tot hig.h f.r::.-
denze of Louse and neglect in the history of the =hers. :he
de=and tO prov4" for her childreh wns: she needed rersel..1 Lho.

never received kely to be =et with resentmen:. :72 depth-
dance of youngt. 14ren in suon circumstances is 2:23 =72
likely to oe see.. siva tihtmet=e to f.rning other relationshi;.z.

Tte personal trouoIes of tne fathers in Cluster 4 a:m.0s sre
also trenehdo.s. Tr. ter= of childhood histcr.; of souse ant
veglect, unemploy=ent, re:ord of arrests, ant azys :f
alcohol ant tr.4s, tne father's stresses appear even greater
than :nose of fazhers in Cluster 3. These seen to oe =en wro
nave faled at =esel'hg the denanls of co:wen:ions: societ.: ant,
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way is =ost i==edistely expedient. They also appear to ce =en
who need to bolster their confidence by exploiting others.

We hypothesize that chilA abuse In these families occurs is'two

ways: (1) when the =other perpetrates tho abuse, Li is out o:
frustra.tion with the dependency needs of the child which inter-
fere with her own;.(2) when another,persoK Is tne permetrator,

it is a bOyfriend who.sees the caild as interfering with his

needs for gratification.

The fact that the incidence of neglect and abuse is outstanding-
17 high for parrnts Lh this cluster raises frigatening inplica-

tions tor the cLildren they a7"1.3e. This cluster, =ore than ahy
other, =ay illustrate the ;on.. j5 assertion that children who

art abused are ^rone to become child-aousing parents.

COYCLCSZON

The results of this data analysis siupport the hypothesis that
child abuse can be vie,led as the product of an interaction be-

tween psychological And environneatal factors with differential
weigating of taese factors' across caees. liorpover, cases tend

'to sort themselves into1cIusters or groups wnith are clinlaally
coherent, suggesting the need to view ch11.4. abuse as the commoa

ndpoint of various etiological patmways.

.This 7iew his L=plications for clal practice, researca,

amd social polity. With regArd.to clinical practice, it would

suggest that an adequate typolog7 of ahusing families would
permit arlier and more effective allocation of scarce profes-

sional resources. dux intertretattor, of Cluster -, for Ir.-
stance, iToplits the need fo psychozaerapy as tne pri.mary

interventidn. The atUse in that :luster appears to be the
result of severe i=dividull psycnopatholog7 and/br interpersonal
conflict. Clint:al experience Indicates that ahusers ir this

group tend to be rather rigid, untrusting persons wno nave
difficulty expressing anger except in erratic and sot:el:Imes

violent episodes, and then often toward inaporopriate targets.
A crying, "demanding" haby can act as the trigger whica,re-
leases pent-up anger enerated from many otaer sources.-

,

Cluster 2 families in cur interpretation would benefit uos:
readily fro= honorste help In :ear==i; to use anal trust ai-

ternative =odes of discipline L2d SoCielEttLtn. :hose parents

appear to cc less conflicted in their relations:I; to tneir

3. Clinical impressions and inten=e:mt;.on of the :luster da:a

irt :nis sectila are cased on irperiences witn :nil: acusini.

parentz ih che Fan.ilj eelop=tht Prolea: lhildrenJ

1211:;!-t3.l ,=4: os .1.r.gelts. They are'offered nere as ens-tr.:es

wn,rn tllutzr;:e 1.7411,:atinn of tne z:usttrs e.ft:1 :13

proofs c: clullter
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In Cluster 3, such fathers are married to rilatively stools
motners. The apparent psychologioat make-up of :he fathers
ties them to their failles, and they out tntir aggres-
sions at nome, on the thildren, La,an effort to assert t-ct-
selves. In Cluster 4, ost of the fathers are not marrie4 to
the motners, many =others live alone, and toe motners have an
'even =ore aousive history than do the fathers. Fe expact,
then, that mothers, being the more abused of the ;aim, would
=ore often be the perpetrators of oti:1 abuse.

The coint of this illustration t. that toc4rouht .arIao'es
coasidered singly are not suf'"iont to exp:ain or mr.diat
abuse, out when totsered togetner and along *vita l'amliy
interaction patterns, can proide o powerful tool c' aholysts.

Pinally, the clusters aloo nave imolications for social pol.icy.
The trm "battered child syndrome-woe toined to tro=atine too
problem ond Lacreass the awareness of the professiona: and
communities of its seriousness Ltd prevalence. :he term was
most successful in doir.g just that. :a the approximately 15
years that It had been In use, we have seen enormous increases
in awareness, :hinges in legislation In al: states, oa accelera-
tion of reporting rates, and, recently significant iavolvonent
Of the federal government La the fundillg 0, ressarcn and de=c-
strati= projects. '

The effects of this activity have ceen far the nost ;art :sae-
!iota/. Eowever, as reporting statutes nave oroa4er.td, not
only more but also =Ors Ands 2: smuse are being reported.
Most states, for Instance, now include "emntional l'"ury" as
grounds for reporting, and a revised "andel' oal:.= sot:4e
rporting law now under review ty i oroacens considersoly
the categories of azuse that certain pr7fessionals would ce
required to report (including motional souse). :a snort, tne
"battered cntld syndrone" will 1Llel7 represen: a. muon snoller
pertentao of the total reported cases l'han was forms7:4- cne ,

ease.

The term, however, Ls still commonly used to afteracterl,o tao
ebtire spev:r= Of reported :nil avzse oases. S.122 & =i3-
re7resen:a1:!= =ay nav serious ronsecuentes. The term
"battered coild $yndrome' conjures :ne picture of a ne4:css.
infant being vitiously (and sometimes murderously) aesa-ltla
Sy his oarstaLers. This pitture tiota.es tne nest for an
xergenO7 acoillzstion of a full range of prateo:Lv SOf7'2,e3,
specially 7ne polio* aad cour:s, and in ni aress (including

los Angs:es), a heav7 reliance on foster care nomeo tr. pro-
tect one infant :roc: further assaul:/.

These "four-alarm. e=ergency procedures are aprroviatc ant
ewe:Wiwi L.: sons cases. :n =any otners, ho4evr, na7 .te
a drasti: overrsiction dnion producto its own se: conse-
quenoes. Tney put a: ris.: for dettol'
develop:en: ol" intisortalnate &ad prolonged ,..se of ros-ar tore
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effictive therapeutic program for the parents, thus putti=g

other children under their osza at risk.

To diffirentiate the C114411 where removal of the child fro= his

bome is indicated from cages where it is not is an enor=ously

difficult task. It involves clinical prediction from a

(typically) inadequate data has* with risks attached to either

decision. The difficulty of the task, however, does cot

change the fact that this decision ts being =ads all the ti.le

in juvenile courts all across the country.

It is clear that a greater understanding ot the etiology of

child abLme Ls needed.
Diagnosing a problem as 'child abuse is

-only a first step_ Ln dediding what to do ahoUt it. Perhaps the

Pim* has coca to begin Viewing child abuse less as a diagnosis

and more-as 1. sy=pton. The "battered child.spndro=e3 repre-

sents only a fraction of a11 cases: Other etiological sequences

must be identified, so that protective service responses can

be =ore precisely,calibrated
to the specific needs in each

situation.

1
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Ths tah).MS11
snatta

A PERSON COMMITS AN ASSAULT WHEN HE/SHE
INTENTIONALLY, KNOWINGLY OR RECKLESSLY CAUSES OR

THREATENS BODILY INJURY TO ANOTHER.

If your husband or the man you're living with beats you, he is

committing a crime. You have every right to do something about
it. You must take some action for yourself - no one cando it for
you. Don't be embarrassed or ashamed; this crime affects at

least one in four women.

Battered women come from every race, religion, economic
class', educational level, and age. Most remain silent; either
believing their husbands or the men they're living with have
a right to beat them, or that there are nib means of escape for
them or their children. Feelings of shame, guilt, emotional
dependency or parental responsibilites make it very difficult for
a woman to leave. It often becomes a vicious cycle of violence
in which the children may g-ow Op to repeat the patterns of
their parents. Typically, thei.e ,ksaults are repeated, and
woman battering remains the most underreportedCRIME in

the U.S.

What Med
Mama Do

ESCAPE to a neighbor's, relative's,or a public place
(i.e. grocery store). TAKE YOUR CHILDREN WITH YOU.

Call your LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, if you feel

it's necessary.

Seek MEDICAL ATTENTION if required.

4 9
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VOUR LEGAL ALTERNATIVES

Criminal Charges:

Fing criminal charges means that you etc um your husband
or the man you're living with, of assault in a court t ase. You
will not need a Lawyer astheDistr oct Alto; ney will act 41 yOS1.1
lawyer in f DUO Also, there is someone through the Victim--
Witness Ad Piogfam in the DAUM Attorney'v011ice who
will answer your questions and assist you t hrough theiong
and Involved court procedures.

You stould request the District Attorney to file an assault
c har ge against rhe man who &smutted you. WHfN
11 there has been a ser Sous threat of or actual ph yuc al

lowly
0 there island evidence, a photograph of your Imo ries,

a statement by the Doctor who treated you: of a witness
*hoses the bearing or heard the threats (The District
Attorney's Mice an ASSISI With the photograph.)

II you r an show the Dist r ic t Attorney your determination to
follow. through Ice. a separation divorcel

NOD You may em (Meter reustame in attempting to file
harges, bet ause ma n y women in the Past hIve not

followed-through with the charges that were Med.

In most nes the man is never arrested or placed in jail.
but is merely sent a letter ordering h im to post bond f ven it
hr arrested and placedin sad, remember that homey soon
be out on bond

"Whet it to be done"

P^r .

CM Charges:
Divorce The most effective long.ter m remedy to bartering is
to file a petition fur divorce and request a tempotary
restraining order prohibiting further abuse. You must be
living apart Aube time the petition is filed, and the order n
enlorreable under the contempt powers of the court Since
the temporary restraining or der effects the legal rights of the
husband without hrs being before the court.d n very
cautiously gtanted.

Alter filing the divon e petition. there is a 60.day waiting
period before the final hearing when the divorce maybe
an tually granted.

C hildren II there are children involved always try to keep
them witkru,I.jr fear of being charged with desertion
fowever, you lon't have a place for you and your children

to live, soul an place them temporarily in a children%
home, or with itrusted friend or relative This f an be done
without feat ni being charged with desertion, as long as you
make it very f lear that you intend to return

lawyers. Cala %am t an woo& information tont eming
lassyrrsandlegaladroates T he Himmlos Lewd faustRabmt
ousts people in obtaining legal counsel and a lawyer, it
nercsi.ary this or ga n fiat ion helps people who have little or
no money T he Looms Rekoal kerke has a rotating list
of lawyer s to recommend to you if you &not have one
for t eminist Refer ral, call W4.11.1..S.

Caution You should never ta its to the ot her prison%
attorney. as he/she an use what you say as 'valence against
you in COUrt
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LEARN HOW TO AVOID
FUTURE ABUSE:

CAI I. A CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER TOR IMMEDIATE
ADVICE AND FURTHER RffERRAI SFOR 1111P.

Coma( I a COUNSI DING CENTER foi long-terrn help.
Whether you do go back to your husband or the man you're
hving with. or not. you can benef it from this.

Seek a Still TER for you and your children. Do not leave
your children with your husband or the man you're living
with, her ause you could later be t harged with desertion.

Consider En ING CHARGES, but remember that this is not
an absolute soiut ion to your problems, or a prevention of

future abuse.

You may secure.] PEACE BOND from a Justice Of The Peace.
based on a threat of harm. However, it is only a judicial threat ;
and is of Use in just a few cases. You should obtain legal
advice before deciding on this alternative.

You may «insider a LEGAL SEPARATION. However this is
simply a «infra( t rbased on property), and you would have
to sue the other person if it is broken. This is not aneffective

tion for battered women to take.

( onsider J DIVORCE. This is the most effective alternative
for the battered woman. A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
(AMR (an be issued in a divorce action, to prevent the
Fuishand from coming in c ontact with his wife.

Consuler a MENTAL HEALTH COMMITMENT, if your
husband or the man you're living with is.in need of
psyr hiatric help. You should c'ontact lef f Davis Hospital

Psr hiatric Unit.
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Poke:
Houston Police Department

222-3131
Harris County Sheriff

221-6000
Your local Law Enforcement Agency
(Refer To Your Telephone Directory)

Hospitals:
Ben Taub (medical care)

797-1122
Jeff Davis (medical and psychiatric) 659-1199
Hermann

797-4011
N, W. Medical Center

440-1000
Your Local Hospital
(Refer To Your Telephone Directory)

Crisis ln'tervertion:
Crisis Hotline

228-1505
527-0718

Counselling Centers:
Y.W.C.A. Support Groups for BatteredWomen

(ask for group in center nearest you) 523-6881
United Fund. Information and Referrdl 527-0222
Crisis Hotline

228-1505

4!.Shelters:
Calvary Mission women and children . 921-0237
Salvation Army women and children.

Male children up to six years .......... . . . 522-9109
Houston Chris tiatt Mission foi Women

no( hildren
741-1174,

Women's Christian Home no children ....... 523-7809
Depel( Inn Faith Home Children only,

temporary or long-term shelter 861-8136

Legal Servkes:
oistrk t Attorney's Office:

Citi/ens Complaints . 221-5894
Vu tim-Witness Aid Program

. 221-6655
( ity Prosec utor'sOttu e . 222-3327
Houston:Legal Foundation . 225.0321
L awyer'-, eter Serviu. 237-9429
Your I oc al justice 0)1 he Peace
(Refer To Your lelephon(' Dire( tory)
Your Attorney ,

tIN),11111)}liet NAP. wpooble k the ii(ItIV(M Arl..1 \At )11.11 C)rg.in
1/.111(a) tIll 1A omen ill I I oittpu tulti %%sal the I foushoi 1' 1iA ( A IA ()men in
¶ I v.v. iioth.itig I 101110144.

1-..
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HOUSTON AREA WOMEN'S CENTER

DESCRIPTIVE PLANNING DOCUMENT

Working Draft
Board of Directors - Proposal Committee
January 24, 1978

The Houston Area Women's Center was developed to respond to

unmet or poorly met needs of all persOns pi this region. We

believe that there are many people of both sexes and all age

groups who can be helped, either to enrich their lives or to

salvage them within the context of a caring organization that

focuses on the concerns of women.

In broad expressions, these concerns are: How can I

assure myself of my human and constitutional rights? Where is

help when I am in trouble? Where can I find the resources to%
expand my life personally, socially, and vocationally2

Althoughescme organizations or agencies deal withIlse con-

cerns separately, there is not one place in this region to

treat these concerns in a coordinated, systematic way that would

(1) maximize the sharipg of services and existing community

resources, (2) reduce administrative costs, and (3) prevent

110
overlap of services.

Developpental History.

The Center began in P,ugust of 1977 when a small group of

.people met because they recogniad the need for such coordination

and they hoped that together they might create a truly comprehen-
,

sive women's center. These people were frOm the Office of the

1
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Women's Advocate for the City of Houston, the "e.aiition for

Abtised Women, the Center of Rehabilitating Alcoholics, Catholic

Charities, the Harris County Hospital District, the Harris County

He'alth Departoent, the Houston-Galveston Area Council, and the

Sc'hool of Public Health'(The University of Texas Health Science

Center at Houston).

After a serieS of meetings in which all groups shared their

personal knowledge as to what was occurring in the region, it became

apparent that'although some activitie% had already been started and .

others'were still in planning.stages, the efforts ol all would best

be served by a pooling df resources.

Since the Office of the Women's Advocate had already applied ,

to the Hous n Council on Human Relation for a Comprehensive Training

Act Orint for three employees to begin work on the developemnt of a

limitA version Of the Women's Centert.permission was requested from

Ole Houston Council to apply the funding to thedevelopment of a more

comprehensive center. The grant was awarded, and since September of

1977, the Center has had a director, program developer, and secretary

whOLIpprk in,office space provided by the Houston Council on Human

Pelations..

In September the first formal meeting of the prOjected center

was held at the School of Public Health.' Many .other regional

persons were invited who represented both organizations, and

individuals who were known to have interests, expertise, and

'resources important to the Center's development. Jnce again, all

participants expressed their encouragement and support.
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Subsequently, the Center was incorporated (Appendix A), by-

laws were adopted (Appendix B), a governing board appointed which

represents to the widest extent possible the richness and diversity

of people interested in the probiems of women (Appendix C) in this '

region, and officers were elected (Appendix D). Together all are

working toward the establishment of the best and most comprehensive

Women's Center anywhere.

Purpose

As adopted by the incorporaturs, the purpose of this Center

is to establish a physical facility where all people can meet to

further the particular goal of equality between sexes and the general.

goals of human rights, and to provide organizational, educational,

and therapeutic support for women.

Goals - -General

To achieve these purposes four main goals were delineated to:

1! Establish a physical facility

2. Meet the particular needs of women in crises

3. Provide the following services:

Shelter (Emergency or Interim)
Legal Counseling
Psychological Services
Vocational Guidance and Education

Child Care
Transportation
Referral and Information
Community Education
Support And Consciousness Raising
Recreation
Health Care
Health Education
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Family Counseling and Education
Resource Center (Library, Audio-Visual, etc.)
Meeting Rooms

-

Job Bank
Cultural L.ents
Alcohol and Drug-Abuse Education
Spiritual Counseling
Human Sexuality-Body Awarfness Education
Education Services

1.

4. Foster research into needs for provision'and effective-
ness of serviCes.

GoalsSpecific

Physical facility requirements are best considered from the

three perspectives of present, short-term, and long-term neejs.

Present Needs: These are being,minimally Met by both the

HoustOn Council on HumanrReAtions which has generously provided

office space at 2518 Grant Street forAhe pree employees who work

the CETA Grant, and the School of Public. Health which Offered

rooms for public meetings sponsored by the Center, meetings of the

governing board, executive committee, and any standing or ad hoc

committee..

The Center's temporary office quarters are cramped and inade-

,quate, and neither the office nor he meeting space provides the

tyPe of primary identification needed for the Center.

Short-Term Needs: The Center needs to establish as quickly as

possible a physical facility which will house (a) the CETA employees

.and a minimal number of other employees or volunteers working on the

developmental phase, (b) information and referral services space tnu

equipment, (c) one meeting room large enough for the executive com-

P,
I t j 7
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mittee or any other'group of ten to twelve persons wishing to.meet,

and (d) interim shelter for abused women and children from the region.

These services have been a9reed won by the governinq board (for

reasons developed later herein) as having the highest priority. ,

Long:Term Ne!ds: Development of physical facilities for the

future must allow the expansion of services now only envisioned by

the Center and also allow for the numbers-of persons not immediately

anticipated.

At present these are the needs in i general order or priorities,

although some by their relationship to ongoing programs (such as the

childcare center or staff space) should be viewed as having equal

priorities:

ir-

A residential facility for recovering female alcoholics

and other drug-dependent women including--where needed - -their children.

This should be developed almost conjointly with facilities fcr abused

women and female ex-offenders to take advantage of shared adminis-

trative and program costs which is a primary purpose of the Center'S

establishment.

2. Short:term residential facilities for women in need, in

addition to abused women, female ex-offenders, or alcohol and drug-

dependent women.

3. A childcare center providing both day and twenty-four

hour care.

4. Clinic room for °emergency medical services, physical examina-

tions, etc.
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5. Food service facilities.

f. Class and meeting rooms for vacational, counseling, and'

support-group activities.

7. Individual rooms for pfivate counseling therapy.

B. A resource center for a library, audio-yisual materials, etc.

9. Shop facilities for vbcational training, hobbies, etc.

10. Recreational facilities with showers for exercise, games, etc.

11. A non-denominational chapel for individual meditation or

small group use..

12. Adequate permanent and volunteer staff space as each

service is provided or expanded.

GoalsWomen in Crises

While one of the most important goals of the Center is to

assist women in crises, we must emphasize that we believe their

assistancewil3 best occur within an envirpnment of normal, healthy

women who use the Center to: expand their personal, social, and

vocational horizons; share activities with persons in an environment

that is women-oriented; oind to help each other find the resources

to assure huwan and coniptItutional rights.

We believe that one of the unique features of this Centerand

one we hope to demonstrate to others--is that it is a necessary and

valid adjunct to a therapeutic environment to help women in trouble

within the context of gormality. We believe that women in crises--

abused women, women recovering.from alcohol or drug dependence, or

dfsplaced homemakers and hoMeless women nerd not--indeeed should not--
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be segregated from .their sisters. Most women in this society,

by virtue of being women, indirectly share some of the misery of

those in crisis., and healthy women can directly share in.much of

the therapy to restore those less fortunate to health.

Abused Women: Because the need is so desperate, the first

priority of the Center is the establishment of an adequate haven

for abused women and their children. There is no reason to believe

that there are any fewer cases of abused women occurring in the

Houston area than in Washington, D.C., which reports between 7500

.and 10,000 cases each year. We know that the Houston Police

Department reports that at least 40 percent of their calls are for

domestic disturbances. Houston's Northeast Medical Center reports

that almost all of their assault victims (over 100 eadi year) are

women who have been beaten by their husbands. In October of 1976,

146 women reported abuse to the Houston Police Department, Crisis

Hotline, and Ben Taub Hospital.

There are few emergency she)ters of any kind in Houston and

only two will accept children. The Salvation Army provides shelter

for a maximum of seven days. but it does not care for male children

over eight years of age. The United Fund Information and Referral

'Services will provide temporary emergency shelter service. Neither

permit extended stays nor is there a YWCA residence for such

women in the Houston area.

(A more comprehensive proposal for the support of the abused

women project of. the Center is listed in Appendix ).
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Briefly, the need for this project--and the details of our

response to it--is documented. As our goals, the center will:

'1. Offer an immediate, safe, and positive refuge for abused

women and their children.

2. Assist women to direct their lives better by developini

their personal resources.

3. Intervene in the cycle of children of violent homes

becoming the next generation of abusers.

4. Increase community awareness and understanding of household

violence; encourage the development of resources for abused women:

and gather data on the.extent and nature of domestic violence.

Today in Houston there is no help for abused women except the

most meager of emergency refuges. These women need and deserve more.

Alcoholic and Drug-Dependent Women: Another top pr:iority of

the Center is to establish a protective and therapeutic environment

for the treatment of alcoholic and drug-dependent women through an

integrated program of medical, psychological, social, vocational,

rehabilitative, and evaluative services.

Traditionally, alcoholism and alcohol abuse have been problems

of males for a variety of reasons: in the past many more men than

women drank; and fewer women were alcoholics. Few studies of

women alcoholics have been conducted, therefore, the research is

inadequate in this area. Many'women drank at home--alone and

"hidden" drinkers were protected by families, friends, the medical

profession; and ihey were ignored by law enforcement agencies.
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Thi5 has changed. We now know that there are many more

alcoholic and alcohol-abusing women. Furthermore, these women are

becoming alcoholic at an earlier aye. Many also take barbituatev or

tranquilizers which compound problems of treatment and rehabilitation.

If only one-third of all alcoholics are women (and this is a

conservative estimate), there are over 20,000 alcoholic women in

Harris County.

In Houston there are only two SO-bed intermediate-care facili-

ties for women. Both are modeled on male facilities. Research

literature indicates that male treatment regimes aee not as effective

with women-as they are with men and neither facility permits nor

provides for Children.

As with the Abused Women Facilities, a more comprehensive pro-

posal for support (Appendix ) as td the need for this facility and

Its 3peration is later documented in this proposal. Briefly,

the overall goals of this project will:

1. Provide in intermediate (post detoxification) residential

facility for alc,dolic and drug-dependent women and, if necessary,

their children.

2. Provide a therapeutic, multimodal and multidisciplinary

environment to deal with women's alcohol or drug problems in the con-

text of their total experience in society.

3. Assist the woman in developing an alcohol and drug-free

life style that will increase and fully utilize her resources

vocationally. socially, and personally.
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4. Increase community awareness and understanding of the

special problems associated with women's abuse of alcohol and drugs.

It is ironic that Houston, which boasts about having the best

medical center complex in the world, has so few and inadequate

facilities for the long-term treatment and rehabilitation of

alcoholic and drug-dependent women.

Female Ex-Offenders:

;Mother important objective of the Center is to.make adequate

provisions for the re-socialization of growing numbers'of female ex-

offenders here in Houston. Institutional life has changed these

women, and upon their release many find it difficult to adjust to

pressures of the "outside". Jobs may be denied to the female ex-

offender because of her past experiences and involvement with the

criminal justice system. When she is released, initial funds for

living expenses (housing, food, and transportation) may be in-

sufficient without support from other sources.

Here. in Houston, New Directions, Inc., provides a Women's House

for female ex-offenders. This is a crowded, fourteen7bed facility

that allows women to stay from sixty to ninety days maximum. It

offers food, shelter, some individual and group counseling at a cost

of $35 per week. However, women with children are not allowed to

keep their childrer with them. This serves to further destroy family

unity and to cut off support the woman might otherwise receive from

her family.

The problems of employment are indeed some of the most difficult

to be encountered by the female ex-offender. The importance of an
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adequate job bank and placement service cannot be overstressed.

The sooner the woman obtains a Job, the quicker she will be in-

tegrated into the community as a contributing citizen. It is

possible that the individual may need further education or

vocational training in order to obtain a position.

Also, ext emely important is the psychological support role

that the Cen er stcgld play to these women. Individual and group

counseling are seen as necessities. Psychotherapy may be needed in

some instances. Provisions for inservice training of staff members

and volunteers to function in these capacities may havelto be made.

Legal segviCes and legal counseling are equally vlal to the '

female ex-offender. The problems they have already encrntered with

the criminal justice system need to be worked out. Viable agerna-

tives to their previous lifestyles need to be offered to these indivi-

duals to assist them with their rehabilitation process.

Goals--General Services

As emphasized earlier, the central purpose of this Center is to

provide a wide range of services which are at present either meager

or nonexistent for women in this area. Therefore, the Center will

provide a wide variety of services organized about three broad areas:

Health Services:Information and Referrals, and Social Services.

Health Services: There are many services of the Center that

7
relate to the particular health needs of all women that can best be

provided in a context sensitive to and concentrating on women. Also.

a program is needed that focuses upon health rather than illness.

Houstonians are fortunate. We have one of the most comprehensive

medrcal centers in the world; and, if ill, one may have access to
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the most advanced (and expensive medical technology. However, as

most metropolitan areas, itthas virtually no facilities to maintain

or improve one's health. Thereforef the Center will provide .

personal talth care and health eudcition courses fl5 women and

their families so that they can assume mbre responsibil y or

their health. Nutrition, exercise, proper hygiene, body avarenes;:-.

and human sexuality, and how to get more !or health-care dollart%gent

will be among the areas emphasized.

A full range of recreational facilities will be provided,

particularly those that enhance health education courseti relating

to exercise and 'body awareness.

Information and Referral: The Center will provide a comprehen-

sive information and referral service as existing servcies for women

in glater gouston are scattered and often unknown. One such service

presently in exfstence is Women Information Referral Exchange Servi,ce

(WIRES), a special project developed hj Women in Action, a local

community organization with a volunteer staff. WIRES has agreed to

provide for Houston Area Women's Center information an4 referral

services as soon as a facility is available.

This service will be maintained on a 24-hour basis, and will

serve often as a referral source for the women in crises. Information

will also be available on the many educational and cultural events

which might have special relevance for women.

Another associated service will be the establishment and main-

tenance of a Resource Center for materials such as books, pamphlets,

and other media of particular use or interest to women.

c.1
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People, too, are resources. Therefore, one.of the Center's

related services will be a speaker's bureau to extend to the community

the expertise and philosophy of the Center on an outreach basis.

"People" resources from Houston and elsewhere will also be

brought into the Center in.a series of events throughout the year

on topics of special interest to women. These events may include

drama, music, presentations, seminars, etc.

Social Services: Social services are important to women, and

as with health services, some are often non-existent, indadequaie,

inaccessible, or scattered through the region. The Center will pro-

, vide.a wide range of such Services: creating those that are non-

exiitant; improving thoseithat are inadequate; making available those
-

.that are inaccessible: and concentrating those that may he scattered.

Great care will be taken to avoid duplication.of pre-existing services;

refore, careful and judicious referral will be practiced.

Included in ihe social services of the Center will be psycholo-'

gical s, particularly those of a testing variety to provide

the basis for nper-referrals; legal counseling relative to the

:pecial problems of Women, vocational guidance, and, if needed--

because no appropriate programs exist--vocational education,

particularly thoie designed to rai both the aspirations and vo-

cativ.1! lvel c womet; conpciousness raising groups;"family

ifouring 4nd education; !he creation and maintenance of a job

bank; vl-itual couLseling; and a general education prOgram

especiall, relevant to the interests of women. .

7 6- c

:roo
'
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'Organizational Structure

The Center is governed by a board of directors who are selected

in,accordance yOth the by-laws. ,The president, two vice presidents,

and a secretary-treasurer are elected from this board.

At present there are six semi-autonomous councils: (1) Health

,Services, (2) Information and Referral, (3) Social Services, (4)

Alcoholic and Drug-Dependent WOmen, (5) Abused Women, and (6) Female

Ex-Offenders. The chairpersons of these committees serve on the

Executive Committee together with the chairpersons of the six

standing committees: Facilities, Fund Raising, Grants and ContraCts,

Nominating, Proposal Development, and Publicity. (Cf. Organization

Chart)

Councils: A most important component of the Center's structure

is its six semi-autonomous councils that are organized to bring

together dedicated professionals and interested laypersons to

provide developmental and operational expertise, as well as wide

community support for the various functions of the Center. A
P

governing board member serves as chairperson of each Council, 6ut

Council members need not be governing board members. The number and

configuration of each Council is left to the discretion of its

members.

As needs arise and funds ire provided, each Council will have

its own paid professional director and requisite staff who will be

responsible for the operaflon of its services designated by the

Council. Selection of the specific personnel for these posts are

at the discretion of the Council.

t, 7

lh
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cach Council is autonomous for the professional development

and operation of the services for which they are delegated

responsibility (e.g.,,therapy for alcoholic women, content of

eddcational programs, operation of the health clinic).

Health Services Council: This Council develops and supervises

the many health services to be offered at the Center. Included in

these services are the operation of whatever clinic is eitablished;

health care and health-education courses; recreational facilities

(particularly those comerned with physical fitless); humen sexuality

and body wareness'education; the prOfessional operation of childcare

facilities; nutrition and nutritional supervision of food facilities

in the Center.

Information and Referral Services Council: This Council

develops and operates the information center. Assuciated responsi-

bilities include the maintenance of a resource :enter, inducting a

library for books and audio-visual materials, a professional

staff library, a speakers bureau, and the development of a community

education program which would include cultural events relevant to

the Center.

Social Services Council: This Council develops and provides a

variety of social services for the Center. Included are psychological

services (including both testing and therapy'as needed); legal

counseling; vocational guidince and education; the development and

operation of support and consciousness raising groups; family

uunseling and education; the creation.and maintenance of a job

bank; spiritual counseling services; and general education programs.

8
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Alcoholic and Drug Dependent Council: This Council provides

for the needs of alcoholic
and drug-dependent women as outlined in

a previous section (cf. p. ), and more fully developed in the

Alcoholic and Drug-Dependent Women Rehabilitation Proposal

(Appendix ). The Council is responsible for the professional

operition of the residential rehabilitation
facilities, including

A

the control of persons admitted, and the design and implementation

of treatment programs.
4

Abused Women Council: This Council is concerned with the needs

of abused women as outlined in a previous section (cf. p. ),

and more fully developed in the Abused Women Facility Proposal

(Appendix ). The Council is responsible for the professional

operation of the residential facilities for abused women, including

the control of person's admitted, and the design and implementation

of programs.

Female Ex-Off,...:nders Council:
This Council is primarily respon-

sible for determining unmet needs
of the growing number of female

ex-offinders and in making provisions for these needs. Specifically,

the Cduncil:s duties will include formulation and implementation of:

housing--particUlarly for women with children; creation and maiA-

tenance of a job bank in coordination
wittra program of vocational

education and counseling; therapeutic
support in the form of

individual and group counselif for re-socialization and re-
,

integration into non-institutional life: and provisions for legal

services.

21.11.1() i I -
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A SKR? HISTORY OF THE B:RTH OF A

December 8, 1975, a Certificate of Incorporation by the State of Texas

was issued to C,O.R.A, The Center for Rehabilitation of Alcoholism - which was
proposed as a firstclass rehabilitation center for women alcoholics. A Board

of Directors was formed to explore the genesis of the Center: By Spring, 1977,
it became apparent that more resources were needed in the initial planning

stages. At that time, Jane Gideon of the CORA Board approached Dave Martin
at the University of Texas School of Public Health and asked if the School
could become involved in the project, While the School could not be involved
in a strictly pririiary treatment facility, it could be involved in a center

thot extended beyond to secondary prevention and was broad-based, interventive,
and utilized a full range of coomiunity resources. The School would be interested
in research and evaluation, be able 'to implement the writing of grant proposals,
provide cost/benefit analyses and assist in financial planning.

The School of Public Health's involvement was approved, and the first
meeting was May 24, 1977, between representatives of the School and the C.O.R.A.
Board. Theh olloaed a meeting July 12, 1911, this one also attended by
people from Harris County Hospital District, Houston-Galveston Area Council,
St. Joseph Hospital, and Memor1a1 Drive Presbyterian Church, At thi% meeting
it MAS ledrned that the Women's Rights Coordinating Council, out of Nikki
Van HIghtower's office, was proposing a Women's Center with intake and referral
to a wide spectrum of community resources, and the suggestion Wars made to
explore the possibility of combining the two proposed centers into a coordIndted
center for all women, with and without problems. The advantages to .;uch a

coordinated effort appeared to be (I) maximizing utilization of internal end
commuNity resourcesf (2) reducing administrative costs and (3) preempting

overlap of services.

The combined center concept would, then, be able to address the full range

of need% in the clients' IIVP5: vyicational. educational, enritional, physical,

legal% spiritual, recreatiodal, cultural. It v.ould have family counseling,

child care assistance. It would provide meeting rooms for win:en.; voups in

the community which are not.problem-orientvd.

August 9, 1977 wa5 the next meeting, representing the School, CORA, HGAC,
Coolition for Abused Women, Catholic Charities. Harris County Hospital District,

and the Women's Rights Coordinating Council. The WRCC hod already applied
to the Council on Human Relations for a grant for three CITA (Comprehensive
Training Act) employees to begin work on their project, hut %%ere very much
interested In the proposal to conhine multiple projects into one. There

followed another meeting August lb, 1'177.

The Seotember'/, 197? irceiri.: WA. chaired by Nikki Von
announced that the grant had been re_eived fro,' the Council on Human Relations
for to,' three CETI. employees (Directoc, Pro4ra,n Developer, Secretor.). She

0,plained to the Council how the n4 coalitioi had foreed and toward what end.
The Council endorsed the idea, dnd thdt Olt 'ETA employee., could be

channeled hwnediately to work on the overarLhing project, the only %tipoldtinn
beinq lhat the Council be represented on its Board. The Council will provide

office space in their facility at 2.,18 Grant.
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Page 2, History, Women's Center Proje,..t

It was agreed that, for the presen , e name WOMIN'S CENTER PROJECT

would be used. It will have its own Board which overarches each component

part, 'the Board being made'up of representatives from each participating

ent'ty and agency and from entities expected to be used as resources.

Each component part (Center of Rehabilitation for Alcoholism, Coalition

for Abused Women, etc.) will continue to design their own project, recognizing

that each will have isolated needs and need a degree of isolation. Each will

?roceed with their individual grant proposals and seeking of funding, a certain

percentage of which will go into the Women's Center Project, which monies will

go toward comwon administrative costs. This is allowed in grants, being

referred to as "indirect costs," The arrangement was compared to a grant

within a school, or to the Texas Medical Center, which contains numerous

independent institutions. 1

It was agreed by ail that there would be some loss of autonomy, but that .

that was minor compared to the advantage gained by having a combined, coordinated

effort which will generate a top-quality facility.

The nucleus of the start-up Board was designated as those who attendeJ

the planning meetings. Additionally a list of names was drawn up of people

to 1:-..vite to be on the Working Board, The first Board Meeting was set

for Wednesday. September 14 at the School o: Public Health, at which time

officers will be elected, an executive committee formed, meeting times set,

and goals outlined.

Wier Smith
Septtmber 13, 1977
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Symposium on Beharioral Pednnries

Child Abuse
Principles and Implications of Current Pediatric

Practice

Eli H. Newberger. M.D.,*
and James N. Hyde...1r. MS.

This.paiter summarizes data mid experience with child abuse perti-
nent to child health practice. Because of the complex origin of child
abuse. and because ofinstitutional and -social changes that will have to
accompany excellent practice if child abuse is to be treated and pre-
vented. issues of program and policy development are also addressed.

WHAT IS CHILD ABUSE?

The classic paper of Kempe and colleagues defined "the battered
child syndrome" as ";I term used by us to charactelize a clinical condi-
tion in young children who have received serious physical abuse. gener-
ally from a parent or foster parent-2' For the medical profession espe-
cially. which previously had not recognized a phenomehon centuries
old. the impact of the paper was considenible." Tlw concept of child
abuse as inflicted injury in the Kempe paper was admittedly narrow and
was Associated with constricted definitions of child abuse in the state
child abuse reporting statutes which proliferated after the paper's
cation.

Fontana proposed a more broadly defined "maltreatment syndrome."
where the chikl "often presents itself' without obvious signs ()Hieing bat-
wred but with the multiple minor evidences of emotional and, at times.
nutritional deprivation. neglect and abuse. The battered child is only the
last phase of the spectrum of' the maltreatment syndrome.'

Intl.( tot. I .11111I% Stitth. \hilt( .11 In...hitt tot in l'i
Wahl( .II hind linstiott Nlass.11

tIttImistiattit. I Auld% I N.%I.Iotittlellt Stitch, ( cliti.1
II(f III 1'1111.01u .t1 Si Iiiiiil, liostott.

l'ruscon.11 iii 11,o1 di li on Nmional Iuitiuuti ii ( 1,10
Iff..1111 And Ilowan 114.%..toinno.nt. hum. !WI Sittipiit in 11.11I

()ffn I )I ( !Old I tr111)PIliflil I Alit( .111(111 .111/1 11, II,11/.

()CI I 1,2 I II ,

Peultur tu rfinn Nnith ViiI 22 VI 695
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I.iititiu t GM I iity IA W4;11.4114 I 14414.014

I 1711 ). %Ismail% ...titmn.41 4/4.41 414414,44 I 441

al( 4414014,..444 iti Ow. 4111.111 au. poits,4%I.41 11111.4 .
dall-tettl a.pcI I% Ill a hin.ully

0444 414 I (I 411)144,444 01 t 111141 aim.). lIttotitel',.,
(lvalli and 114.1 I abaild)4441444.14t. 4[ 1111(1

Impaled 1/11 .t.tke anti, 114114144444.44l Ill the
lot4.01)(414(i.,4 14.11)'. ttI)III)IlIIt 111411
m44114(1...11 444,4 I144.

1.'1)4h:dying both narrow and broad definitions child abuse ;Ire im-
plicit concepts of parental l'aidt. %Ouch :Ire l idly underlined in (Ampler
01 oi the second ediiion I.ontana's book /lie 3/o/treuted Mid: -Today

die important batile continiles Innyeen the child murderer aild the
child saver.-4

lild angry r(.,sp)ilses to child :101ISe ;Ire 1101 in till'
professional literature :mil in journalistic treatments ot: tb... subject.
'I'hey (1erive in INIrl 1.1.1)111 1114 I !qr.(' %Vbilil (AM's Of (11041 Allse

l'voke ill l'Vel'V011e, .11141 ill pall Frolll Mil limited kinderstanding of a
complicated problem 'sitlI nitiltiple causes and many inalliftstations ill
child-0011 pelsonalitY, family, environment and culture.

knmyiedge base abolit child abuse remains conceptually and

methodologically limited. as the lollowilig statI'mcnt ill a 'A orkint4 Papt'y
tor iliu Joint onimission the Mental Ilealth Chil(lren puligeutl !
points ont: "\Ve can state w idiom equivocation that ie%v of the ubi-
quity oil. the problems here tinder v iev% . and their ronlriblition to a Myriad"
of other social ills, the paucity or studies of subsiance and rigor is shock-

ing. .
Endless fritterings of academic nonsense liave gained Funding

under the dubious claim of constitining basie research. ;is if theoretical
advances had lie% vr arisen from applied fields. Mosi such studies are or
children casiiv brought uncler study. %vhicli usually implies considerable
interest nd intattni".s in !heir parenis. personalities."

(Air undcrstamling of the problem of child abuse is advanced ljv

st'VC/%11 IPPOrls l'ilik111041(1

and 1 hil(I :those are temporally assouiated."..'" 21 that the Paretit,
01. ahhSed Children Arc rarely neurotic or psychotiu." and that the develop
mental ..:.quelae of child ilinise and nei..,lect are scrions.t. "' Child alms('
has ;Ilso been observed to be associated %vith ell y. Imv birth weight.

P.7. 3
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parental alcohol and drug abuse. crime. social isolation. imirital stress.
and unemployment." '6.'7 'Hier(' are. also data which sug.gest
that the coordinated interdisciplinary imilho.tenwIlt of child abuse can
reduce the toll of ruiniur while children stay in their own hoines.'.

A lwlpful integrating concept in the diagnosis and treatment of
child abuse is the family's capacity to protect. its child. either. From the
consequences of their own angry feelings toward him. 01 h'oni the ha/-
ards of his nurturing environment. AVIwther or not an ininry is inten-
tionally inflicted is of interest and possibly ot importance. but under-
standing its origin and identifying what can IR. done to sirengtlwn the
child's environment might better lw tlw goals of diagnosis of cliikl
abuse."'

l'Ins is not to say that a parents anger. exPressed ,wriek or Pas'
siyely toward a child, is not primary in many ehild abuse cases Steele
and others have drawn attention to almsing pdrents. excessiN 4. and
premature expectation., or their Hokiremc4. lit
ings of which the Olild's ihillll s a SYMPtOlhat eXpresSion appeal'
to de(i 110111 the VIOlellt dr( HOIstallees or deprivation of the parents
own upbringing. and they Hia reheet a deep thsaHHOI1)111/e/h 111:11 the

Child has Hot lic(!) able adequately to Fulfill the oarents own nurnirmg
needs."." This last 01(.11)111(4ton has been called -role ivversal- ill the
psychiatric. literature.'" It is indeed important III OHe.s (MI% ersainHis
With ParentS to ask ahmtt their feelings toward tlw -hild and to find out
about what their Own childhoods vere like. A particularly Nensitke
chapter on how to approach parents of. an Mused child is found in
"I lelpith2, the Battered Chikl and His Family."'"

11,011e t halat 1411.411 110,11,Isli .11.11II% III

Protiq %%hi, ,makrnill liiiii ni IIII lilIllilli III IIII hittlil awl math. Iwo atitto "Von
swim la %%inch tii. ilartzi.t. pistol ill And bullet lilt% itt It mi eltl. flu stm
Olt of Intik tvt Vapor Oulu milk molt% t .tIt(tlf I I. %%holt (lops on !wont. ot iii I 11Oillt.; II It)

OpSI.I :Intl spun iiitk diiivui tronttli $41 mut hitt, (Ill ' hi W(.11111 !)lar'. diiii huh l ' H4111111114

.tlhiit It %%flit hi bljlitZtt ittiiIt I iiutiuiui 6,11)%,, re,1( 11 III the Ipe.111t11111, lob% e11111L.:

11,1s a%vakened two pet I um% I mid 1111.latt the% dist )%(.I I ohlit.i (IMO! it, 1111 ii OW, PlO( rt'd

tO oat ttiablo nia,alt aho ii. Inov pull it hail., and lot ansinu t iadlt lot k and Intl baby
no %loop Pot itHon ill VotIr I'dirs so VIM oot ht . bothered I halo oaht.% ,e21111-''
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In the development of a program to help a family better to protect
its offspring, one needs to identify Ntrenntlis in a family which cat) be
built upon and resources which can operate effectively to integrate
child and parent safely.

APPLICATION OF THE PROTECTIVE CONCEPT IN
DIAGNOSIS AND INITIAL INTERVENTION

CASE I. brtiqs. in u rq tIn(1 Denial. A 10 month old Ithy was brought to tliv
emergowy room by his mother, a 19 yein Old unkempt woman who on arrival
said that she had recently been taking illegal psychoactive drugs. Physical exam-
ination showed a stuporous . child with a massive hentatonta overlying the left
orbit. On inspection the right eye was deviated leftward The 11100ier volunteered
that she had been in tlw child's room where mine by chance a broom had fallen
over a shoe. She inadvertently stepped on the shorter side of the broomstick,
which, with the shoe as a I ok.ruto. catapulted the broom into the child's crib,
hitting him ou the liead and causing his injury.

-

This blatantly falnicated explanation for the child's injuy might be
taken by a physician or nurse, angered by such a grievously injure(i baby,

as an intentional falsification. One might be tempted to hammer away
at the proffered story in an effort to make a definitive diagnosis of the
-battered child syndrome." This might expiate some of one's own angry
feelings, but it might actually harm the prospects for the establishnwnt
of professional relationships in order that both mother and child can
receive the treatment they desperately need.

The mother's mory should be accepted for the nmment. and it should
be construed by the professionals managing the case as representation
of' how profoundly threatening to the mother's sense of herself' is the
reality that she has been so unable to protect her baby. tier denial of this
reality may be seen as a desperate attempt to hold herself together, and
there may be a conscious effort to conceal the facts of the injury for fear
of' legal, punitive reprisal. Shorn of' her defenses by an interrogatory
diagnostic approach, she might resort to a more primitive ego defense.

such as resistance to talking about the problem m all, blaming the hos.
pital for the injury, or taking the child and running from the hospital.

One needs to give the child the necessary emergency treatment and

protection and to attend to the parent's distress at the same time. It is
appropriate to emphasize to the parent the need for the child's treatment
and protecCon and to express one's ahility and intere. I in helping the
parent through the crisis. This is a difficult and vex'. rocess doc-

tors and nurses. who can be overcome with anger toward abusing or
neglectful parents. It is well to keel) in mind the need to form a helping
relotionship which will lay the groundwork for future intervention to
strengthen the protective ability of' the mother and her tie to her child.
This long-term management goal can be identified and kept in mind
from the outset. notwithstanding the implicit or explicit efforts of' the
parent to obscure the true instrument. timing and ciretunstance of the
child's injury, the parents' social status or personal attractiveness, and
one's own angry feelings toward the parent.
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CAst 2. Piivertivneim'ssion end Severe Neddrct. An 8 month old cluld came
to the emergency room with her inotit:r. who complaintql of her mahiht% to gain
weight. The inotlwr %vas poorly dressM and obviously depressed. Physical es.uni
nation showed a tiny. emaciated child %viol did not respond to play 3). Thew
were moderate in and CHUM Cffin rart tires. lier weight and length were well
below the third uermitile. The mother was unmarried. and the patient was the
founb child of a fourth father. flu. mother was born .and raised in North
Carolina. where she lett her oldest child on coming to Boston a Vear below to lind
work as a domestic. Both niaternal grandparents were seriously ill in North
Carolina. She had no child r,ire for !q.r two older preschool children. Mother and
children wre supported by Aid tO Families with Dependent Children: the
stipend was about $235 a month. of Which SI I 5 weert for rent. The mother said
her ,teeth ached constantly. but she had been unable to get to a demist. Sh also
complained of back pain. fever and listlessness. and it urinary mitt infection was
shortly discovered.

In this case. a young. depressed mother tailed abjectly in her wish to
settle her family in an alien metropolis. She could not get child care.
dental care. decent employment or health care. including contraceptive
services. Ilt.r child's neglect was not taken to be her fault. and a coiii .
passionately conducted family assessment permitted identifying a man-
agement program which enabled the child to dirk(' in her care. On
discharge from the hospital. a homemaker came 3 days a week. a iisit-
ing imrse on alternate days. Weekly clinic visits were scheduled. Pn.-
school services were found for her two older children. A social worker
gave weekly counseling. which was associated with an increase in the
mother's self esteem. Dental and medical treatment. along Alth the
other elements in the maim gl`lin'llt plan, were coordinated by the social
worker.

At a 5 year follow-up the patient as physically and psychologically
normal. Her Lundy. including a new younger brother..,were happy and
healthy (Fig. 4).

Were one so inclined. one could. on the basis (it medical criteria

vase 2 Eight month oki infant uIhi tailow ihrwc (0m5(. i%.15

pu.sscd. inipovvoshed nd ill
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Figure 4 Family of case 2. four years after intervention. The patient is at the left.

alone, argue successfully in virtually any district, juvenile or family
court in the United States that this child was in need of care and protec-
tion and should be found by the court to be dependent on the State.
Such a practice, which occurs regular4,, could aptly be characterized as
a form of "blaming the victim"." Here, both mother aid child can be
seen as victims of a social system which distributes j bs, goods, and
child health and development resources unequally."

Homemaker, child care, ccitinseling and dental s'ervices are
frequently expensive and difficult to obtain. The long-term epects on
child and family of foster home placement, however, are known from
recent studies both to he psychologically and financially costly." It is
essential that medical personnel invest the necepsary time and energy to
assure that, when possible, families can stay together. To .do so may in-
volve, as it did in this case, time-consuming conferences with the wel-
fare department, letters requesting homemaker and nursing services,
purposefu! and systematic efforts to ergender a relationship of con-
fidence and trust with a parent who has yo previous successful experi-
ence with helping services, and convincing one's skeptical colleagues
that staying witp the family may be in the child's best long-term inter-
est.

The arguments advanced in the recent book Beyond the Best Inter-
ests of the Child have bee,n influential in framing discussions of the
management of individual cases." In this book, distinguished figures in
psychiatry and law propose that the traditional criterion for dedsion-
making in child welfare cases ("the best interest of the child") is insuf-
ficient. One would often do better. they note. to choose "the least detri-

777
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mental alternative." Such a concept provides a yardstick to measure for
the child in question the impact on his development of a decision affect-
ing hiS

At the time the critical judgment was made to invest professional
resources in this fragile family. one could not have been sure that the
decision to send the child home with her mother was "the least detri-
mental alternative." Now it appears to have been. The capacity to
predict the differential Outcome of various interventions is limited. This
is a provocative and helplul book for .medical personnel concernee with
child abuse and neglect. although a superficial reading of it may arm
one's colleagues (if not oneself) -with apparently simple and unitary .
formulas for complicated clinical problems with multiple causes. These
demand flexibility and creativity in deploying intervention tools appro-
priate to each case.

CAsE 3. Neu. Year.% Pee nod a "Battertaq Sibling,- A 21,2 year old girl was
brought by the police to the emergency room in a blanket atter having been
found unconscious on the grass outside a ,housing project on New Year's 1.!:%e

4 .7'
1.4

1 1 41, lb

._

1411111111.

Figtire 5. Caw .1. A 2' year old girl %sho fell from a %ixtli Mors minim%

0
*
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t Fig. 5). The outdoor temperature was in the low thirties Physical examination
showed a scinicomatose chiid whose skin revealed a 3 cm. linear laceration of the
left bintock and poor general physical hygiene. includmg tattoos of dirt on the
plantar surfatvs'of both feet.

The child's mother arrived at the hospital within the hour and informed the
pbvst iati that she had left the patient in the care of ber 5 year old sibling. Ac-
cording to the sibling. the two had been running naked in the apartment. when
the older child. angered at the patient. took 'aide and chased her. managing to
lacerate her buttock before she climbed upo,. the window ledge. and in her des-
peration to escape from her sister. opened the window and jumped from the sixth
Hoor.

Further,interview disclosed that the patio:es inother becanw pregnant with
the older, sibling, whose behavior had preyiously been noted by a local health
center to be distressed. whea she was a resident at a training school for girls, to
which she wiis sent by the juvenile court after her mother asked that she be
declared a stubborn child. Bo' virtue of her child's birth, she became an eman-
cipated minor. She was liberated to live with her child in a housing project on an
Aid to Families with Dependent Children :tipend. estranged from her mother
nd Lund% and alienated from the social "services- which had so clumsily inter-
vened in her voting life.

, One might look on this case as an example of' the "battering child"
syndrome' and simply attribute the child's abuse to a different "perpe-
trator" than the parent customarily identified as the cause of' the child's
injury. Similarly, a more penetrating and accurate formulation might
address the obvious failure of the mother to protect her 2 year old from
her predatory sister. Both "diagnoses" are correct, in the sense that they
address proximal causes of the presenting lesions. Unfortunately, how-
ever. the roots of' the problem extend deeper. One may look on this pa-
tient's injuries as symptoms of' more complex familial and social prob-
lems, which challenge pne's capacity ag a medical worker to cure the
individual case or to prevent f uture similar cases.

The origins of the 2 year old's injury are at least two generations
back. from the distresised relationship between her mother and grand-
mother. The oourt action which led to the mother's placement in a train-
ing schoolin reality a prison for childrenmay have been the only way
that the grandmother was able to get help for her problems with her
teenaged daughter. This is an example of how so (Men, as Bronfenbren-
ner aptly noted. American service institutions are divisive rather,than
integrative of families.' Additienally. one might observe that the set..
vices which society made available to this young mother when she was

child, the court and the delinquency "program." could neither antici-
paw her future nor provide adequate services when she became a
mother. Other social institutions, the welfare "service" system. the Bos-

ton public hous .,g "program." kind the child health services which were
equipped only to do minimal health promotion, conspired passively to let
her not inconsiderable personal and psychological problems take their
toll on her offspring.

It was only when her child was abused that a systematic and coor-
dinated effort to rovide counseling, child care, health care, homemaker
and better housing began. Ironically, and tragically, it was necessary to
invoke the authority of the same juvenile court which committed her as
an adolescent to force her to accept these services. It was impossible to
convinoe this mother that we meant to help her better to care for her

7 9
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children. Her experience with "helping" services had been unrewarding
or punitive. and she had no basis for trust.

AsInedical practice is currently organized. it is often impOssible to
operate bffeetively on the causes of individual child abuse cases such as
this one. t..o prevent future such cases will require atten(ion.to the dis-
tribution and quality, of such social services as housing. health and
counseling. The courts, schools. as welhas opportunities to compete for
the essential .1(oods of society.

, The disturbing question of whether our culture actually nced child
abuse has been 'taised by Gil and by Gelles."." Simply saminarized. the
question is whether the sensational nature of the problem conveniently
obscures its true social determinants (Gil uses the provocati%e metaphor
"smokescreen" of }Albin: and professional interest). both lwcause of so-
ciety's need to disci* its neglect of so many of its young by depri% ing

them of' the resourcek,nocessary for them to grow in families whose
basic heeds for goods and services are nitot. and because of individual
families' needs to make,aeceptable their own violent parenting prac-

.,
(ices.. .; .

The asceptance of' violknice in ow culture i;; undoubtedly part of the
complex causal underpinning of child abuse. A vivid visual remiuder of
the acceptability. and even the desirability, of violence in our culture is
found in Figure 6. which ))ort ors the culmination of a "fox kill" in rural
Virginia. flew. a toddler is givi g the coup de !mice to a fox driven Irmo
its lair into a circle of waiting ckubs.

These three cases give a general Oppression of the complexity of
child abuse. Its diagnosis require% more than a comfortable reconciling
of symptoms with parental explanation: its management includes tools
not found in the medical clinician's own office: and its prevention shall

involve addressing cultural traditions. social yalues and economic reali-
ties which exert a deleterious impact on a family's ability to protect its

offspring.

1116 meow 1 Ah

I) "I ox 1011.- 1912
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itutic 7. Case 4 Chrei week old infant with handshaped 01111.1111.101)1e

. The next (ase raises another complex set of questions. including the
mental illness of a parent and the problems associated with the report-
ing of middle-class families where child abuse has occurred.

t.Asi. .1. .1 Proles Pervm's Chia A 3 week old boy was bronuht to the
emtgehtl' mom hY his mother. 4v!io promptly informed the staff that the child
had received his injury. a hand-shaped erchymosis over the k.ft temporo a:ietal
area, at tlw hands of his father, a professional person who worked in anoth r hos-
pital in the Boston area (Fig. 7,4. Th profesional staff was reluctant to repo I the
case, is mandated by law, to the Department of Public Welfare. 'the father wa>
seen be 1 social workor :old psychiatrist. who noted a severe personality disor cr.
with parancid teotores :mil poor impulse control. Ile assaiated the birth of its
first chat. with 1 sense'of abandonment by his Wit..

lii to, present case, the issue of primary adult psychopathology is
raised. The linding.s in the psychiatric and psychological literature :ire
somewhat in conflict on this point. One controlled stialy of the personal-
ities of abusing parents indicates no definite pattern of neurosis. draw-
ing attention to. .erely frustrated dependency needs and ,serious
parental inabilities to empathiti2withmtlwir children:" Another larger
study. where the cases were of,isigniticantly lower social class than die
controls. indicated a high prevalence ot' parental personality disorders
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and neuroses." Here, the psychiatric consultant's perceptions and rec-
ommendations were helpful in treating the putblem.

jt is well known that professional personnel are frequentiv reluctant
to report child abuse cases from middle and upper-class homes. Surveys
of the private practitioners who care for the children of more at.tent
families indicate that they are seeing many more cases than they
report.23" And the 1965 poll of a representative sample of ordinary
American citizens conducted by the National Opinion Research Center
as part of Gil's national study of child abuse in the late 1960's led to a
national incidence extrapolation for which the 95 per I ent confidence
interval was 2,5 to 4.03 million cases.. . a time when fewer than 7000
cases were reported each year.'" The data suggest that child abuse is
more prevalent among middle and upper-class l'amilies than case
ports indicate.

'Me saine survey also posed the intriguing question, "Could you in-
jure a child under a year of age in your care?" to which (i of If) respon-
dents gave an affirmative reply.

A disproportionate number of families who are poor or nonwhite ap-
pear in case series of child abuse and in registers of child alwise case'
repovts. To what extent do the circumstances or poverty contribute to
this apparently greater h.equency of the phenomenon among poor peo-
ple? And to %vhat extent does the preferential selectiAn for mottling of
impoverished families make it appear that poor peopk. abuse their
children more? Recent research findings suggest that certain environ-
mental and social stresses are importantly associated with child abuse.3'
These may In' experienced disproportionately but not exclusively
among the poor.

Figure 8 displays Ghild abuse ease reports to the Boston area Wel-
fare Department in 1971. The legend at the top whit)] summari/es the
numbers of cases reported by physicians in practice 'suggests in part
why such a large number of the cases on the rolls were poor. The reports
cum predominantly hom four inner-city hospitals with active
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- emergency services. ..vhere poor families children receive episodic
primary care. Also of note in the figure is the high weekly prevalence
child abuse in the wvek before Christmas. This implies that child abuse.
like such other human troubles as suicides. disturbances in prison , and
mental hospitals. and violent crimes, gets worse at times of year when
people long for missing family supports, and. in their desperation. may
turn on their children when they make unacceptable nurturing de-
mands,

HOW EXTENSIVE IS CHILD ABUSE?

There have been many efforts in the interval since Kempe's land-
mark paper to gather insight into the extent of the problem of child
abuse in America. Gil's projected upper-bound estimate of between 2.5
and 4 million cases each year"' contrasts !tharply with the extrapolation
to the national experience of the findings of a 1970 survey of physicians
and hospitals in Massachusetts.'" The incidence figure applied to the
population of all 50 states resulted in an annuat estimate of 200,000
cases. In 1972, approximately 22.000 cases of child abuse were officially
reported. while Kempe in the same year estimated that there were about

607,-000 incidents.6.21
One cannot but 'be impressed that information from such respected

and competent sources can be so widely divergent. There are several ex-

planations:
I. No uniform definition exists for the events bring counted. While

some experts employ narrow definitions, such as the one implicit in the
phrase "battered child syndrome." others include in their estimates
children who are neglected or have suffered emotional abuse.

2. Estimates which derive from cases reported to state and local
authorities refleyt artifacts of bilet toward the reporting of certain demo-.
graphic groups in particular areas.

3. Incidence estimates derived from child abuse case reports lump
together data from many different jurisdictions. These have diverse cri-

teria for reportability.
Clinicians may wonder why they .-.hould be concerned with the

problems of (kilning the extent of child abuse. The matter is of concern
because of the current state of' the service delivery system and the avail-
ability of services for families whose children have been or are at risk of
being abused. The recent enactment of federal child abuse legislation.
PL93-247. as well as the continuing evolution of state statutes across
the country. has focused national attention on the problem. At present
there are few if' any states which have child protective service personnel
and resources to deal ,idequately with the ever-increasing number of'
new cases reported. not to mention the much larger number of families

who have already been identified as needing services.
Table 1 contrasts the relatively small number of' case reports in 1968

with the much larger number in an incomplete 1972 survey."."'
Becagse the services provided in the public sector are an integral

part of the child abuse'management system in all states, it is well for
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Table 1. Comparison of 1968 Reportiag Statistics with
1972 EA perience
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physicians and other professionals concerned with child abuse to be
aware of disparities between need and service. Accurate data on the in-
cidence of new cases and the prevalence of children already identified,
and therefore still at risk, will be an important stimulus for the improve-
ment of services to abused children and their Mmilies.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT CHILD ABUSE REPORTING
LEGISLATION

All 50 states have child abuse reporting laws which mandate certain
professionals to report cases of child abuse or neglect. While the specific
details of these statutes vary, the formats of the individual laws follow
similar patterns. '° Currently, 36 states incorporate statement of
purpose clauses in their statutes.'" The majority of these statements
speak to: (a) the necessity of providing protection to the child; (b) the
prevention of further abuse; (c) the provision of services to families;
and (d) the non-punitive intent of the law: to help the family rather than.
to identify and punish the perpetrator of the act.

There is variability in the manner in which states have chosen to
define abuse, and the trend nationally has been in the direction of
broadening the definition. While sonie laws enumerate reportable con-
ditions, in technical language, others may define abuse as generally as
".:.exploiting a child to such an extent that the child's health, morals, or
emotional well-being is endangered".1" Wald's recent scholarly review
speaks pointedly to the need for the development of realistic standards.'"

As the trend in defining child abuse has expanded the criteria for
reportable conditions, so too has the list of mandated professionals
reguired,to report been lengthened. All states require physicians to
report; 34 states require reporting by nurse.;, 25 by social workers. '24 by
teachers and 9 states by 'police officers)" Additionally, 16 states require
reporting by "another person who has reasonable cause to suspect." and
all states p('rmit reporting by any citizen)"

Immunity from liability for reporting. cases of suspected abuse is a
universal feature of these statutes.

Most child abuse laws abrogate priviliyed communication be-
tween patient, client and physician, social worker or other mandated
professional when such communications involve child abuse as defined
by the individual statute.

Many child abuse reporting laws treat extensively the priicedure to
be followed by the agency receiving a report. Most ofteil this involves:
(a) investigation of the situation leading to the report within a specified
period of' time; ( I)) provision of services to the victim and his family; and
(c) authorization empowering the mandated agency to remove a child

from its home in a bona fide emergency, in six states without having to
prove in court the degree of danger°

Most states include provisions for the establishment of' a central
reyister as a repository for information of' all reported cases of abuse
and neglect.

- 7H -
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Tlw majoity of states have provisions for sonic form of pertaltsi .for
Joann' to report. The sanctions in these states ra»ge from a simple mis-
demeanor to one year in prison or SIM) line. Kempe has recently noted
that a. person failing to report a case ot' child abuse may be liable for
damages in a civil knit.' There are now at least two cases in which
physicians and a hospital Wen' sued for malpractice. In one, a substan-
tial award was made.

IMPLICATIONS OF CHILD ABUSE REPORTING STATUTES
FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE AND SOCIAL POLICY

An accepted tenet of child abuse management tells professionals to
be compassionate.and to convey to ixirtonts their interest in helping to
Maintain the integrity of the family unit. On the other hand, child abuse
reporting laws force physiuians and others to make judg'ments about
families which they and the family may feel are onerous and heavily
value-laden. Additionally, the perceived eff'ect (4' reporting is to bring to
bear a quasi-legal mechanism wlUch, while in theory nonpunitive :in Ori-
entation, may be the opposite ill practice. In such states as Virginia and
California, parents may be jailed as a result of the mandated case report.

One may thus be torn between one's legal responsibility to report
and one's clinical judgment which may suggest that reporting itself
may jeopardize the opportunity to develop a satislactory treatment pro-
gram fir the family. Often this conflict is expressed in reticence to itt
form fatuities that they al'e being reported, or reluctance and even,fLuik
refusal to report cases or alnist,

While there are no cut and dried,rules which resolve this conflict
definitively, two simple guidelines make it easier for tlw mandated pro-
fessional to come to terms Avid' legal responsibillty and clinical judg-
ment:

I. The family must be told that a report ts being filed. Much of tlw
apprehension which may surround the receipt of this information
can be lleviated by explaining to the family what the reporting process is
and is not; it does not necessarily mean that the child will be taken away
or that a court hearing will lw held. The reporting process can best be
presented to the family as ii ref erral of the family for services, and an
explicit auknowledgmety that they have a serious problem in pnitcuting
their child which others, including the reporting practitioner, can help
to solve.

2. The mandated reporter can also explain to the family that the
report represents an obligation on tlw part of the practitioner which he
or she is bound by law to fulfill.

Often, rather than reacting in a hostile or angry way, families will
greet the news with relief. "I'lw reporting process may produce help
which they have' been seeking for a long time, and they may be relieved
to bear that the suspicions others hint, had about them and their parent-
ing arc finally out in the open where they can be dealt with in a straight-
forward manner.

i';
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While such an approach to child abuse case reporting may palliate
the anxiety of rtporter and family. it does not remove the real. inherent
labeling and stigmatizing aspects of the reporting process .as it exists in
Most (A.i. the states today. Unfortunately. this is a problem that cannot he
alleviated simply hy a revision of reporting.itsell; it is rather an aspect
of our society's perception of child abuse and the abusing parent. So
long as child abuse is viewed as a Form of radically deviant behavior,
and as a symptom of pathology and sickness in others. the stigmatizing
process will continue. All concerned to prevent and treat child :Abuse
have, thereFore. a responsibility to demythologize the problem: to recog-
nize that the potential to act in ways which we identify as deviant is in
all of us. Until. attitudes and policies change toward tniubled Families.
where children may bear physival signs ol their distress, we shall have
to wnrk within the prevailing legal Framework and to assure to the ex-
tent possible that children and families are helped- not harmed by it.

All state statUtes abrogate privileged communication when it in-
vol.s a case of knovn or suspected child abuse. ln reporting to man-
dated state agencies. the reporter should identify the facts as they are
known: hearsay and secondary source infermation can he labeled as
such. At least 44 states have povisions in their statutes for central reg-
isters. which may become repositories for information both founded and
unfounded. dpending On the expungement provisions of the individual
statutes. Who has access to this information is 1(.11 up to the individual
states. and it is wel) to remember that information that is submitted in
such reports may be used at some later date to raise the issue of' compe-
tency of a family or the risk to a child.

Tiw principle on which most prevailing statutes are built is that ser-
vices should be made available to families in which child abuse has
been reported as a problem. The reality in most states is that the iictual
f unds available for the implpmentatom of these statutes nowliew nearly
approximates' the existing demand l'nr services. This problem has been
seriously exacerbated recently by expanding reporting criteria and lists
of prolessiomils mandated to report cases of abuse and neglect.

Even in the presence of an efficient system for identifying families
when, child abuse has occurred. budgetary constraints may make it On-
possible For adcouate servicez, to be provided except in the most critical
orciase,s..-This makestt incumbent mi the individual reporting a case oot
simply to view ale report as a referral for service which will go Forth
with or without the professional's continued involvement in its manage-
ment. but rather to asurt' that help Will in' given and that the Family
will not fall between the crauks of the servke structure.

The essential elements of child abuse and neglect i'mergency man-
agement iire sionmarued in 1 able .2.

MODEL SYSTEMS

Translating these. complex and sophisticated clinical practices into
effective progtams for large numbers of children and families is a,

challenge not to be taken lightly, ln clositig we should like to propose 14
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attributes of model systems for the prevention and uontrol tif Hold
:abuse and neglect. These general pmgrammatic principles would apply
at various levek of scale. From indkidual medical practice to hospital ta
community service agency to state.

I. Child abuse seen as a symptom OF tomi11/ C risis, with proles.
sional set vices oriented to making Rtmilics stronger.

2. Recognition of the connininitv conteNt in which child abuse
occurs: attention to the values of the community, its indigenous tech-

niqUUS pmblem splving. its traditions of chikl rearing. its resources
and its leadership. in both the development of programs to help families.
and in the approach to preventing child abuse on it larger social scale.

3. Sur% ices should be able to respond creatively to individual land-
lies problems with services suited to their needs. to include: 1;1 social
work counseling. liaison with other sevices and strectinvs: ( I» medical
an(l psychiatric consultation and. where necessary. treatment: c) ad
vocacy: cd) child development services. including education. rhild care
and psychological intervention: ft' / legal services: temporary foster
home care: and 1.0 round-the-clock emergeiwy services. such as home
maker services, to prevent family break up arid continued child alms(' or
neglect.
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4. Protecticn of information about people: consisjent and rigorous
identification of the rights of children and their pa nts: and advocacy N.

at all levels of intervention action to assure that ulamental civil liber-
ties itce not violated.

5. Regular evaluation ot the effectiveness of intervention on sev-
eral levels: for the individual case, both :o as ure continued physical
protectioji and the promotion of health and psychological growth: and
for the, program in general, to assure the adherence to the highest prin-
ciples.of human service.

It Would identify who is responsible to whom for what: mini-
mize to the extent possfble uninformed, reflexive and precipitous action
on the part of intervention personnel: maximize the career development
possibilities forthese personnel in the context of the progran) structure !
nitegratiOnto the career development program a systematic method for
recruiting and training professional personnel from minority groups;
and allow for the acknowledgment and reward of successful work.

7. Services would be provided 24 hours a day.
8. There would be an adequate commitment of resources to assure

that a successful program would be able to continue.
9. It would assure adequate legal representation for all parties in

any court proceeding relating to child abuse; and active and high-level
advocacy to assure judicial determinations consonant with the high
standards of modern family law. Its goal would be to integrate tlimilies
rather than to punish parents: to use the authority of the court. when
necessary. to force family change: and. as a last resort when Families ut-
terly and completely fail, to allow children who are dependent on the
state maximal opportunities for growth in homes they can identify as
their own. .

10. Administrative organization allowing both flexibility in stall de-
velopment. supervision, and assignment and at the same time high-level
access to the human services leadership. in order most effectively to
promote collaboration. constructive and mutual prOgram planning. and.
ultimately. the evolution of' a human service system which would iden-
tify the ltunify as the unit of",practice. rather than as. at present. to frag-
ment health. social and psychological problems into discrete pnigram
units.

1 :. It wauld incorporate child advocacy (as defined in the report of
the Joint Commission on the Nlental I lealth of Children) and child de-
velopment education.

12. Systematic attention to the development of public policies which
strengthen Fannly life. based on w hat is already, known about family
strength i..nd stress.

13. Otizen supervision of professional policies and praunues
through uommunity-based councils for children.

14. The Orograin should population based: all people should In. el-
igible For service. Neither a small-scale pilot program uor a major under-
taking lot using only on the protection of the children whose cases hap-
pen to be reported. it should identify the dimensions of the problem and
all possible avenues of individual and larger-scale intervention. as well

,
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as recruit and sustain the interest and participation Ef competent and
varied providers of service. Emphatically,it should not be identified asa
poor people's program, althbugh it is certain that many children of the
poor will be reported, partly but not exclusively because of the circum-
stances of poverty which may lead their fiimilies to fail. It should be a
program to which private medical practitioners and voluntary hmily
service agencies, as well as suburban school systems, would feel com-
fortable in reporting cases, because its services would be helpful and its
orientation toward keeping families together and toward preventing
child abuse.
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with resomnpaary Iiinsidell craws. An additive mode of
pillow. twits a/ the more Wwre symptom snansfestatiam is
aim s.111 by thew data.

*stile *44 items wme oho noted. Although anW
&um sparsted dimply from the oti r entities in a Motion.
Mud function regremlem amavvit of the data, die lasullkiwil
predictive power of the priatipal dioneussitiali features
aria* that prowsmd programs to wires Id 0.16 tA child
awe ars al wiestionable accuracs and lOrkli utility. Pedim
Ors 1111711-1116. 11177, realm ILLNI.S.U. stiltfs, (MILO
Amu. wuria ro main. ^ct 'Wets. POOONING, trommt
MUG,.

'The "social illnesses.' ot peoi..trics include,
child abuse and neglect. failure to thrive. acci
dents, and poisonings. They account for it major
share of the mortality of preschool children and
often have sipificant physical and psycholimicr'
sequelae." They are classified partly actordk
to their manifested symptoms and partly on
supposed causal factors. DM the logic underlying
this taxonomy. as can he seen in Table I. provides
the clinician with a conceptual framework Mad-

equate to ormolu the complex data dealt with in
practice. These simple formulations can misdired
the approach tO the individual patient, and they .
tontribute to the developmental impact of thrice

Atron ddldren, for whom chideid practice is
onsistent origanization and quality.'
re is, moreover, little reliable oleservationid

inimmation to support the. notions of cause and
effect built into these diagnoses. For exaMple. a
child witlyscattered bruises on his body might be
identified either as an accident victim or as a
victim of child abuse." In thjtter case, there is a
presumption, but rather mre practice knowl-
edge. &parental fault.- Interv tinn. when it is
made available, is often individual.directed
psychiatric counneling of the parents while delib-
erations proceed on whether or not to place the
child in foster home care. The ('riterion of
succeisful management is prqtection front his
writs. the proximal cause of the child's disease,
with little regard to the social, familial, environ-
mental, or cbild developmental determinants of
the (bild's injury. !kip in reducing urgent stress
urn thr family is not aeknowledged as a treatment
vehicle when the diagnostic focus is toward
defining the responsibility of th perpetrator for.the injuries of the victim',

lirteord Pose 2JS. sr% lotto t ivied fie ride Item
i)ra rusher 9. 19711.
Prmented ii psi !with's. the *uths.set% fog Revrarrh va I loilt1
1)rve1opment. Denver. Apol I I, 1971
Supported lo a (rtol from Ihe Offite of (load 1)evekapment.
1)rpariowat Ilvalth. Edutalvm aml Welfare +room
IX:Di:040;h
iImmoiss FI)R REPRINTS ;E II Famils I !curl, /lowed
!Omit. ( Ids Imo', I impstal Siede al ( nter. 11/ I I.1 Mg% m ci

Ssemte. Koslow SI% 02115
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Ils contra.t. if thr child Is a all
iceitient victim. there etia III. 1111 11111111( ott11111, 11(
L1111111111.111 141114. 41111 1111 U1'411111'111 ii the piewnt mit
lesion well 10 remitting Inimoni t 1.1

there I. hard!. wed thattioni. lir Iloilo
limn a social worker or 11..1'11141ml. primes%

of seletinr !wird 1111 %hitt hign
aiml empirical suppnts. 114141111e% 4 1114tt111

.4.11o115 nunificat for clinical. pratiwe
silletAl polies gis co the findings of presion. work
oft the preferential miwyptibilits of polo aml
omborits children to receive the that:mow% child
Alone And neglect. while children of inuldle
tippet claw how% ini. be more often olio la

as victi ... of al.cident..'
Sirs foal %mall clinical %tinily% have mimi :Md.

conittnNi relatoninfiips among the %Anon% valet:o-
f w% of pelf:Arm %meal esatliple. moo
ateident% in child Alone 11.414'%'. Tlii% repot
explore% nutted% mg t limmon I Ing111% aiming dlr..:
condition., with 4 Vile% t41 Ilefniing 4 1111111.

etioh/ggic IA% oppow to lildtittr%tilt 1111141'

14101 Winn.

Stress Thom of Common Etiology

41% pirated that this common wt tit tin tine
%tinice. included element., of lintorit al and
contemponnitmin the.% fIntmical .trir.se% MIII
definVill as Or resse% m pccurrient. In the life of the
maternal caregiver lip to the lure Id Phi.

conception of the index child I 'lintionpilralleoll%
Wres.w% lefrr to environmental. %filial. familial.
and health problem% occorling mit e
conception of the child A% well 4% 111 OW"
1111110MA II% minor attribute% 'Of the child

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

%II :111411'11 1111der I \ 141% ot age M.1.11 Ili either

impatient or Outpatient depaitincia. of the ( hil
&en.% 1.1retlic4l (..mino iii 14,14111111 hot-

pediatric s)cial Ales% wetly clittililetto 51.14.1 to 41
Into tile %tot*/ 4% -caw.... Chilthen not
pethwtrit 114.141 thagtome. w ere eligible hit
wleetion into tlie control uonip. I Iiildicil
%acting hull,
howeser, were vitt lilded Itoni tiii i ()Wind pi Tula
tinti The sample w asceitanied hew elm
December .1472 and %tit W7.1

Were limtched till anthill% lin tlie bau% II

Ate, rale, 41111 tlic nom readlls .n.111.11111- inch-. of
%wow' inhume %tAtin at the Wm III dm Wolk.%
first t a't with the flinpital Se lo dim oil nut the
%Aim. ,tepattilient 1;4111 die medical hill

Kr 41154' Interview% in the emel goo iii. 1111

1 1111111 not he rammed after the eat with the
ph. %it 1M11. 451.% 41111 I 1/111 101% 111 11141 .111%1 %% ell'

11 11 '1.10 1 1.1 1 1. 11 I, 11 111 11111 .1111 iii

%. si1

, 1,/,,/
L..ii.olIt Ill..11. il 11 v io

..1 a:`44...4j.!, a a,

IS 1 I hall ii .111,141,
.11/ It.../1 lint.

oh 141, ISllIII d uhidoin li.iiiiii iii,
s. 111N

K111111, 1.. 1111" 11611111M 1.1111lto ,4 4 1,.1.1

NI !gist

.ampled on the Imo. III 111111 Ines/Winn, %%
11i14e%1 hot 1114 die 1., : uiI,i iliedic41

Mit 14.11111114111m

Fit c looldred %I%t% I liddrcil and tannin.% woe
%willed. 1111 11111111U. 141 1 Inpatient% and 257 lootp.l
timitv .1.41111. II M1111111.11 1.11 all' 1111111114.1 1/1

niaternal interview% pellolowd lot 1..11 to Ilidg-
ni.stsi.

Ts. .1554111. tuhIllp.11.11,111I5 ith 1)11.11)11% 11

54411 11. child 'dom. wa% defined in trim% id
man tell itimrs and .1 Wa(ta impre%%1011 of ChlUt
risk In plide.minal. 1111 1111 1.51)1141 5 1.,411111.1 X
te.1111 ('111)1111'11111'd 5% 1111 111 11 "prowl-in I prob-
lem% 4 fold neglect in a Noe clinical diamiloa. at
I loldien S tIllIilit,lI, the sowle aw Ili the piewnt
quid% i% on limited fol anal% fIt porpine% %% itli
4545. ot 1 load Anne.

Intomim

Till' III 111111/41 1110 1 111111,1d 1111 1111. %11111t 54a% a

%t rim 11111..1 int 1.1 it

1 111111111 1141 .11 the Ili opit.il The Intel% ic%% tiwil
11..411111.% ..1 1)1111 development, lama% leIdalleil
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as %*1411,.. as Iii speuilic life experiences of the
mother fier.t.hild Interviews lasted Amid .15
minutes alitt,45 er conducted b specially trainett
into vte% ers. Itliongli it was not possible to
blind the interviewers to the child's clinical
1114114.ms. candid revies% if the interview primes.
bv a research sopenctstOr and frequent meetings
A\ Oh the interviewers bv a staff ps%chiatrist with
liii itjiti t if. fit flit inolect were performed
emitimially to foster interobserver relialiilitv and

. ill iiiminnie observer bias.

Eihkal Issuet.Confidenti.ality, Informed
tenant. ansLAdvor.v.y. . .

infortnatnin elicited in the (muse of the
interview,conlikserve as a hams tor concern about

' risk to the child. the proiect developed hirmal
nitte1nics for sharing a«-es, to the data %Rh die

pridessioilal %tali. This %vas not an easy
malty u :ackle. fill the implications of sharing
invesfigatice (Lita In research of this natiire are
g'reat I )i p the film hand, sse symild have preterred

absolute confitlentialit 5. as the operational
iiiiimrative. because of die potentially deleterious
etivets of labeling .is "at risk- tor child
alm.sii or neglect. (hit he other hand. csi. feared
tlie onsenitri.,cs ot 'hot taking all\ action Ater
ulmvining inti4viiation %;iitli suggested dtIngt-'r lo
the uhild

svdtten lonse$41 form uu,l method Ito,
ulaannikg, imisent and treating research data

. attempted to relcinicile this ethical dilemma. %%'1..
wilipillousl% adhered to tlic lolhoving. multistep
prim imbue II 11 1)litoimie, consent and sliming
inter% (vv. data

I Prim to making u itiflif with .1 inother to
ask lieinii.siun to intersli".5 01V...111411 respon

lor flit p Iiihrs hospital can. %%as asked for hi;
oi lila permission to niteivie55 the inotlici

-fr

2. II a social worker %%as assigned fit the case.
lietor she %vas also asked lot permission.

Ii1.1" permissions I and %vele I 11 1p1 1 1 IN I.

11 11 If 311 55.;ls Wade 55 itli the modal.
.%Iter explaining the goals, and nature I it the

studs, Ind felony beguinag Intel% . it %%as

explained tu the mother that the intormation
elitated during the conversation %vas confidential.
but that it was irossible that inhumation might be
shared ssith die physician and III NOI lal svorker if
&scene fell that it might assist them iii caiing tin
the child. '

the instances %%lien. it %vas lilt imeessar%
to shart. the information s% ith a pi olessiumil
permm rtNumsible hn the MandltellIVIO A a

iit, the into-viewer siibmitted a Svritten
abstrati if dui pertinent portions.ot the Intel view
to the physician or social %%linker. The original
interviesv 55.4% ie.,5er released. Each ill these
absilmets wa; then ptaiiiped: "Not tor insertion in
the medical linly ten of 560 inter% ma

.was information shared. .

6. Interview whedides %Yew kept in 11 Hiked

file mut retereimed oitls throligh a taxied %%stem
designed to prevent linking the names ot respoiu .
dents to the inter% sew form %%idiom actg...s to the
(axle.

Because of the emphasis on enviromileidal
sfress in the interviess; we felt an (thical obligai
t ion to offer assistance to ameliorate the identi-

prrnhIrttre--T-.. Otis veld -ts family -ltt4t-ort,
program was deviloped 11.1% dvallthli.
all participants. l)esigned initiallv to help families
get such essential. and lacking. supports as

attenuate housing. eliikt cave, legal ma-suers. and
tilt health vary, the program evolved into an
organwed servit i. available to all hospital
patients Personnel \\Ail Ill/ formal inidessional
training were taught and supervised to help
families deal with ronteilip&ary lite stresses and
in gaining amess to t:ssential %etyma's.'

RESULTS
Demographic Characteristk:

This %Indy p Imitation reflects the dilleiences iii
demographic composition id the hospital's inpa-
tient and einergelicy MIMI %Cr% 11 1's Table III
slim:min/es the uleuiiogi'apluiu I liaracturistii
the cam. and control gnaws.

The inpatient stud% population come, twin die
greatel Boston area id tends to lic
predominantly chile. id moie iiiiddlc class. file
emergenc room sample mon wad% lepresents
the piedominalitls Hack nd Ills\
lomat% (6(.01% around the hospital. Flume me
sliglitl% more male childi en in all mumps

°N.
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The MalC1111111 of (Am.. itutl coolrols.on
Act., tat I. and atti is satisfactory.

N Table IV illustrates. hinever. then. are
!milked deimigraplise ilItftriun,t among the rase
calcivnict, lii Om pi cwill samph., the patient.;
tadfcrow from failure lo thrise and uhild Anise
tend to he %manger and in.de. those stiffeeing twin
lailine to thrive ale 111111t . frequently white, awl,
thnse suffering loan child abuse are poor.

INPATIENT' 0,
GROUP 0%

ACCIDENT

INGESTION

FAILURE TO

ABUSE

CONTROL

Fli I it. ifro imp% u.lIu.0

14.111111 ui II via& Itli '51.100

SO% , 100%

A.P7

motlicr\ chilchlood included truipient family
mobility. a broken ill/flur. and volunteered

about A personal histm v of violence and/
tor turtticrl. Tim suale'st ress in the cut rent house

im recent inobilik and change in
homakold composition. This scale "laek it soctal

soppo;t" %Vas th.(dovil isolat iI)11

and 111(111lied th"ilitCliti. 01 A telephone and a
Ilittllier pereeption of het neighborhood ikt

1111frIVIllils
Modicf and Family Data 1s this hibly hiitm s, stress wa+ positn eh assii

Figme I summarize. the %%eight at admission ended ss ith all pediatric ktoutal nick.. (Alcorn./

!!- qic_lhildrcoit(thc., tut ideitts %i'ere charaeteri/vd uniquels In a high

in the definition ot failine to thrive is the small 1ivi1 T contemporaneous sties. Cases fCiTTii

ot ow child.
I !Merest to note that children hearing the

htkt almw diagnosis Ill the sunk sample
also, disproportnniatel% small, Inpatient control
subjeuts li.utJ acute 111r1j/rid
liospitali/atiom accounting in part to, flaw Itm.

(:hihlroti identified As ilAs lilt; had nut
dvotal- traumatic injuries temh.d to be signifi
raiitls more robust. as indicated both In their
%%eights ,ual by their mothers' reports of their
health, than those in the lithe, studs valegorics

lesults of the maternal interviess. %seri.
olgamicd Hilo a writ...Iola dcyclimcd
to integrate and espiess data bearing en tlic
cplial Inpotheses of tile stud% the aritliiiic

means ol %slit( II Are etpressed in Table V

t)ii'si siitlh,itttivi . hiul.iShuiI% iii 0..41)11,0v

IA lilt' tits, 111,1111,0111g plIss I.: la cacti ;11(1 ilm)c 55,c.

made; ;old a %t eiglitcd scorc sttts dvvisc(1 jut
dials imItitmetils and details id the anal% tii
method ail pu. ,uil.ul,tu iii irmicA from llic (alittur
((Mho;

arc Itato.d tin (lic katto .11 pmalisc
ic.pototc5 ill a Itt5cti c,(11411t% Ini i iii pup liii. Ii 1.

to tVi5c ;atitikf child:11mm. Itart.tf Inuit Icvek of
matcrnal historical stn.... and lack 111 social
support. 'subjects bearing the diagnose. lit !lob!
;dull-M. had higher scores in all three stress tategu
ries Particolarl!.. of ;iot I . is the vvr hi tgli lc vt71 itl
rotrunl househohl stress ii, the child abuse raw.,
suggesting a greater role of ongoing irisus 111.11I is
UtnitilllItIls .104 /11/11 liuiguuI Iii flit' eill/l/n;1 il//11

lie:11111(.1a r
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A.eidrut

Good lwalth.0: child

Low homehold detni-
ty

Not welLire
dent

Okkr ehild

Rigby-sitting help

beteut move.

Ingestion

prob-
lems -

wpa-
ratum

Ohkr child

kriolar he.dth hire

Fmale child

Faillm. It) Sliiii

sip41r 111.41111'. otI 111111

S'oliiigei

Slale child

Mother Ii .. edit( a-
tom than father

Nvighlturiviod 1111
frioidly

Kam& ph,ciciatt

Classification Discriminants

Subsequent discriminant 'function regression
analyses were conducted to determine whieli
speeifik. interview ariables were predictive of a
given vatrgory in the conventional taxowliy.
(These discriminant functions were deterniii/rd
hy defining the category M interest as "I" and
defining all other categories, both cases and
controls. a " A stp-wise regression was then
calmiatt 1 1.01 variable.) The results are

tj s% wale expressions of the

Table VI s tli pse items, ill order of impor-
tance. which c significantly predictive of a
given inpatient classification. The "contml-
column stunmalfzes distinctions Iwtween cases
and controls in the aggregate. Families of ehil-

re &en with pediatric social illness (Initrast sharply
with ilr.emnparimut group. These families have
less regular health care. mauy recent moves,
many child-rearing poibleills, awl a history of a
broken family 'in the mother's childhood: they
have also experienced nrother-initiated sepa-

rations hom the child. These factors suggest
several, and somewhat different. patterns ot stress
oy tl!e families Of children in the cast; group. No
clear-i'ut moos, groups art. noted.

predictors of the specific condition-. lead.
/ however, io tentative foinitilatnnis of tliti4logy

2gicardassification scheme. For esample.
lath ma. begin to be »molded into a Mole

attributes which are highly predfctivy.pf
'child :dam.- eotit include carl itinT cont
thing blonds Itistiiiuihitv. espiessed in nitifilt
isolation, and earl, sepaiations or the chi.
its hhlIltIhlI llittiuiihi.il orit!iiis ;vein prominent.
I% MI11)131141 to -1,1dOle 10 thrive.- sslitre

Ahlise

fiet oat mu% e
sol telephone
Mot her-clidt1 wpa-

rallon
childhood

troubles fin mothes
!few childrell

Father older

Low lob datii for ht
flier

onfrol

!kola health (Mt'

Vvs recoil( 111(1%ek

Fe%
problem.

Sal liroken 1.111111% Ill
mother's childhood

(111111 initiated 54(),I
ration. . tIll
health reason:I

Noboth to (Are for
child %hen mother
ums mit

attributes of the child himself sort out as the more
significant deseriptlirs. Although the present data
do not define patluigenesis, they describe asmicia-
how. which may help inform practice and guide
further research.

Implications of Classification of Social
Innen in Pediatric Practice

ln present clinical practice, whetlwr or not a
cbihrs itipiries are characterized as having by.en
-abusively- or "neglectfidly- obtained depends
on. tilt clinician tirrility--or 5%i11iiiglies5-,to at
tribute the CallSe of thr sylilptotils to the
parents. The nanws "battered child syndrome-
and "maltreatment syndrome- have formalized
the concept of parental fault iii the medical
literattire.'' "

Making such diagnoses and. filing legally
mandated case reports,have immense value impli-
cations Mini/ i»ay contradict the traditilmal
ethical posture of medical and behavioral proles-
sionals: to help indivithials ill distress.' .1, it is

rare iti prat..tice to know with certainty the exact
liming instrument; awl eirclinistances of chil-
dren's hi, 'les,. it is pot ,111

tis 5%teciqr111 %WNW,. Ille4lli11114

isolated, random event...because of the clinician.,
understandable elnulance to. uniipIititl condemn

. the wiwilts of las patient.,

Misclassification and Child Abuse
Screening

The mattel ot is pal IhIIulhl I

important when .1111 hI 1111111.1 s till 1 1.111 interest ill
st'll'effiti[f, for risk ottglild abuse. l'sulgtgost iteu
from this stiulv 55:alit are ludo highls discrinn
ll,hthilt tot child abuse Table yl , 10 is possible hi
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DISCRIMINANT SCORE

Fu. 2. nut.founiunt function fiu itipattelit caw% of "fluid Abow.-

construct an equatimi which would allow one to
see the extent to which subjects in the pediatric .
socW illness categories and the control group
might be kkntifieri or misidentified as beim at
risk for cffIld abuse at different levels of a scale.

Figure 2 expresses as a cumulative percent
graph the discriminant function %cores for all
eases and controls. It is clear that a few charac-
teristks distinguish tge child abuse case7171-mi
those in the other diagnostic categories. High
scores mean that families are similar in these

discriminating attributes to families where child
abuse occurred. The difference in the distribution
between child abuse and other cases notwith-
standing. it may he ngtd that were one to
develop a "quick and dirty" screening instrinnent
on the basis of these features, one would clirectly
screen in only 75% of the child abuse cases at the
level which would include over 30% of the other
categories as well.

Similar oquations can be constructed for each
diagnostic Category. The classification capacity of

VII
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the set of discriminant finictions ilescrihed in the
previous section is summarized in Table VII. (In
constructing this table, the cutoff point was set at
the mean minus one standard deviation for all
discriminant scores [roughly comparable to but
generally to the kft of the dotted lines discussed
in Fig. 21. A column in Table VII refers to the
category for which the discriminant function was
calculated; a row refers to the g p of cases
being classified; entries marked with an asterisk
show the impressive percentages of false nega-
tives, i.e., the proportion of each category that
was not identified by its own discriminant fww-
tion, using the cutoff. All other enti ies,are
percentages of false positives, i.e., the proportion
of a given patient group that would be misclas-
sified by some other discriminant function. Scan-
ning this tahk indicates that the FIT discrimi-
nant hinction [second column/ performs better
than the others except on inpatient controls, and
that the misclassification is generallY large when
using the outpatient discriminant functions (last
three columnsP

It is well to point out that in the face of rapidly
rising numbers of child abuse case reports, protec-
tive service institutions across the United States,
which even in better economic timevwere poorly
funded and staffed, have hail increasingly to
resort to rapid clinical screening methods and
radical management alternatives to protect,
victims of child abuse.
Flak la's thaw-seal hI central repotting ss nein ha am. iii

uhild wbsne and t is still bogjol down
overload ol inniplamts, mend.% mining at 1.500 to 2(111)
per month 197,511110 .4n:uplands have Imm made olou
4alr.WIde hotline stalest Ottillom I, 1471). ii, riletruipid
stall thes wi swamped. %sunken Inint u.s esigations

to i..inplaints whit h siuppiut the worst,- sass hotline
51 11111A is. It Mars 1nn Prue

FIspecially because of known wlection bias
favoring minority and poor chihken I. the diild
Anse diagnosis. a phenomenon partly attrilmt
able to tbe public clinical settings in which most
of these diagnoses are made sod partly to the
reluctance of physicians in private practice tu
make' damning value judgments about parents,
caption is urged in interpreting these findings to
siippot the value of predictive screening for child
almw. social policy implicatitms for poor MO
oninority families particularly might be 111ffifialls.
14111'e writers have mulerin led pertinent issue% in
Ward to child abuse wreening. '

FlIrtlIcr siiiu iy, Ii ktiijiig 111011. :11111

directly on the major discriminating characteris-
tit 5, is necessary to diwntangle the seciniiigly
comsat Oland.. associated with symptoms of pedi-
atric social illness. More mom is kilos% n about

the prove.s of pathiugenesis. the extent aml nature
of what we already linsuw about misclassification
should incline ns away from child abuse screen-
ing.

In the wards for a nmre etiologic taxonomy of
pediatric social illness, we shall have te be vigi-
lant neither to blame the victim by hwusing iso
the parent assumed to he responsibie for a child's
injury nor ,to fulfill the prophecy oi risk by a
reflexive application of statistical findings.- " A
foetus on the stresses- and tbe strengthsass0-
elated with the victim, his family, and his life
setting may enable ns more accurately and hu-
manely to identify, to treat, and to prevent these
illuesse;!.
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Environmental Correlates of Pediatric Social illnss:
Preventive implications of an Advocacy Approach

AIIIRAHAM E. MOM. JD. J s N. Hvnt,la . MS.
Et H. NIV/gEnGelt.MD, AND ROI' IT R. Rt t n. PHI)

Lt.

Abstract: A controlled prospective study ni child
abuse and neglect. failure to Metre. acildents and pa-
wning% included )03 inpatients and 257 outpatients.
Analysis of maternal interview and clinical data demon-
strated menthcant differences between caws and con-
tra's III Wmmjtive indices of environmental stress, in
clothes hciussna. employment, and access to essential
services.

The oss0C10tiont with a postulated common causal
underpinning of these illnesses argue for a broadened.
ecologm conceptualization of etiology and a wider
range of preventive apptoaches. A family advocacy

program addressing the stress issues and utilizing com-
munit y based individuals was offered to t'onilies with
pediatric social illness and to a companson group. In.
direct corroboration of the impact of ens ironmental
cows is indicated by the prevalence of requests for this
help in inpatient caws of abuse !IN per cent) and in .
gestions per cent) vs. controls 114 per cent). On.

pitninant function regression analysis or data (ront the
maternal intervtew demonsttates sondanty between
the attnbutes which Most saliently describe the abuse
group and those which describe the uisers of advocu y
?Am. J. Public Health 67:612-6IS. 1977)

Pediamic

Child diuse and neglect. Accidents, puttornrigs. and fad.
um to thnve are known NI/Wye fanidval. chdd developments/.
and amnia/maid antecedent ' We hove yet however, to
develop a fillininda Anse of practice for these disorders

The child and the entuonnient May he forgotten in chid
abuse and neglect case man...mem. Nemo* the diagnostic
latels -abuse- and "neglect" focus allentton on hurtful acts
end therr perpetrators Clinical appaeches lo modems. /OP
twangs. and feature to thrive dame front implicit conceptual
models of chaste, or idiopathic accurreme m the neMes of
these "snail Illnesses- They focus clinical anenhon on the
child's symptom, which may he treated while the familial and
ansironmental antecedents and concomitant s of Me symptom

ae ignored
hi order to develop a mureMearly adequate illness data-

hc.aton When* for this group of thunders, we designed

-I Mai ilie Mammas ot Medicine Chianra's Hummel Medical
I enter lksion. and the maanattow al Pelham, Hanard Make/
School Adams wpm, ratan: hi Dr Els II Newberger Inmoor
Parody Detelopsnrst Study. Clissdita's Hospital *Woad tamer. le
lonewried Meow. tannin. 14 MI 15 Dr Maw,, Admosotretur.
Family thrweiwareas %ay. aid Rematch An0611/e in Pahang..
Harvard Medical School. Mr Its It rt Dtrectur Prostitute Mak.
cwt. Mastachinesis Depsrmen of Pubis Heal and Di need 14
SIMOUSCal (Unsultamt. Family (ove:47400 Voily. Protestor of
lkothitioss Hartard School a F.A.S..: Health llus anode, sun
mined to she lountal.facerreer HE Seta, wet revised end accepted
for pansatios leeway 10. Pat this wily wet reward in pan .1
the wetts Annual Maims of the Americas POWs Health Association
sa awns *wit

2'1 -090 ; 1 'Ili 'pi.

controlled. eindemookigic study in which vie intersiewed
mothers and resiewed medical data on their children. Subject
chddren were under four years of wee. Three hundred three

'cages of child abase and neglect. Accidents. whirling,. and
failure to thrive were Matched on ay. ethnic status. and so-
cioeconomic status with a comparison group of 247 Children
with comparably acute illnesses of Wpm now

A maternal Interview esplored past and bahoent calms.
reams. and stres:es which seemed to bear on the tawny of
the child's nurturing contest to support his growth and pro.'

tact him from harm The central hypothesis was not Ihew
-social illnesses" are relmed, and that their common el solos-
ic undermining includes impotent elements of stress in the
family before. during, and alter the birth of the child

Of particular inieresi wasn't impact (ma family 's protec-
tive capacity of stresses originating in the present Ilk CO6114411
The Inierylen focused strongly on such issues as acctss to
essential sert ices, including housing. health, and child cat.
and we were Particularly cnocerned to identify social Isola
non of familie We were not surproted to find a high mesa
lence of Mete problems in the families ot children hearing the
diagnosis of child abuse

Ilecaust of the later number of families whom we set out
to inter wet* , we perceived Unethical jileainu-nadd wrpos --
.slily ignore the problems which we would identify t Ind we
have a responsindity . hasing identified such issues. lo one,
help to ths1 fondles of fn In both the caW Anal c ono
pavan lot ups' We concluded that there *as no y(1104.1* si
from this csponsilaloy . and so. when inters le vs tor the I an
ily Ihvelopment Study %tatted in I/Member yr:. we al-

began (omit ltrocaey pmis$r,,m

A.JPV1 nity. 19/7 Voi 07 Wo
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Detailed result, of the inters sew stIld) are rePtatled the
where In genetol the Jets support the Mime hypothesis Mai
differential lest!, sit hypollwoied stresses awl personal And
missal streneh contrsbute to the occurrenee of "pediatric
siicial illness I hec indicate that child Anise is ossociated
wah more disporose, between sires. And strength than the
other illnesse studsed a dyieransnant lunc lion des eloped to
&statism!, hetueen atIlse And all other inpatients moored
placed most ...eight on the following warmish. Ii recent
most. N,L 01.110er/1.1W 11 mrther child separations hi
4111111, chiklwaal omit*. ho the morher Si lea children hi
lather older. and 71 low hey st:itus lot the lather

This paper dessritses the unique qualities of those lAmi.
Ite who requested. and recessed. help 104 encironMental
problems identiked In the course of the research inters le* s
ne total sample s.ontairted nasality equal proportions ol
patents who were male Aral female is hite and nim.ishite.
u nder mid riser In months and with amt svithout politic!)
Assisted medical payment The outpatients were slightls
younger. with mote non-white and pdblich.assisted medical
piyment than the inpanenis

(!we hundred thenly one el Ow mothers nderstewed dur-
ing this study accepted the olfer of mhos my Assistance For
saw more meteor( their current problems those wlso ,iccert
ed advocacy assistance were distributed Os e r ill of the illness

colegorres the mis'ocacy poup included al mothers of on.
patient. And 71 mothers of outpatients

I- hinds Advocac nrfined

handy adsocacy is an infersention concept which ad .
dresses present-day life-contest mohlems of families Ps

winking to ss4re Access to essential services housing.

health. OW Yoe. educaon.a. And legal. Isw

a M dimpkI !ly adsoCecy efideasors essisely to change
to betterthe ecologic setting tot chid-rearing And to Itisier
the development and functioning a Wulfs and children. Ad.
',Macy servnes developed by our program dio nut seek to
replace other more traditional hums of social inter, tenon
We are concerned. though. to stimulate a more appi ophate
response to our chem.' needs And to Force mote produclisity
hom the service sygcm Foe theii benefit

A distinclew Characteristic of family adsocacy Es An
inters entIOn process is that it deals primarily. if no' asalusise.
ly with the present a Advocacy is distinguished From MICIJI
casework by this time onenlation. hp An orientation to direst
provistun of help rathe r than tow ad electing change through
counseling. mid hy IAA adsocates educational and persona!
backgrounds Advocates heed not have a collage degree. but
must he effective people who have learned how to deal with
children, adults, professionals. and bureaucrats in A range of
Institutions I We eninged And trained two such mills odualslo
mese as advocates fm fainiftes whose problems were idents.
Ileel in the contest it our research Mate% lews I

fly working with parents Around specific ens ironmemal
And social pr011erns. Advocates help them to deselop re .

nested sense ul personal efficacy and control, anJ parents

APtl A4191'1.11411 111.110

ENVIRONMENTAL CORRELATES OF PEDIATRIC SOCIAL ILLNESS

begin to see ihemselsc mit A, passice tuctim. hut as ac.Ilte
agents. heifer ahle il.s ,wuirol thell phi ocal and porchological
environMent. A, that ot then shihuien l he emu foal
tools which the .alsoc.ite use are

1 Does t And intenso e *Oh the lamas at the
loth( of referral through home soil. telephone con
tact, And office ascesohilits I he goal, ore Ai to de
selop An open and trusting ielahomihip w oh the 1.1111
ils hi to dclii. 5 conionction with the lands the
goals orid scope .4 the ads 1....0e.. ins on einem mci

estaMish .1 do isom ot tasks such that the e

ream oi goal, will represent A pont ethos between Ow
lam& id the ads male

2 Knit% ledge ot the people, policies. and scstems which
ale asailahlc Ism aost both the larni4 And the adco.
Cates in tools ing the pi ohlenn which affect tomtits

I. Data nd ihrOf motion cones led in the ciao se of help.
Inc families which can he pooled And generalited in
toilet to support hroadly !mused efforts tot mono.
haul And socsil change

During the hist Few Jas. otter ieterr.sl the adsocate
keeps in Frequent tosii:h *oh tomtits. hoth by telephone And
through home sisals As sr result .4 this mimosc contact. it
Alen hecome apparent that the poihfems lot wIlsclo familit
mouth, request Assidonce lepresent onls the fihhi immediate
concerns In re .ponilina to the rcnim sit issues which we Win.
lily. we eflf011tAtClatIliires II% use ailter resources -hen and
where possible so that .1 motrocled dependency lelAtionshiP
between the family nd the Asst.:mes can be as ouled

It Is well to note !hal all during their work with Families,
the mismates present themsets es is members of A hospsul
"lean". the others hem the physician providing the child's
medical cart, the nurse And in man) hut WI all cases. the
social woeker The advocate is introduced to Me family by a
mantel of the clinical learn' no Attempt is made to mach
mhocate and Newly mCi vq. wiciall class. or tame wins

ne Family Atom:ate is seen by the hospital professional
staff as an integrator area facilitator who dues not rely on
steak method or.technique of inlet s ening% And *holmium. Ms
or her approach to the particular problem At hand.

Thus. while tetephone call to A landlord may he ef.

lentise in !wink family he.it restored in one situation. it .
may become necessary in Another sitUallsWiloseClare lawyer

and. subseque nth, court order on hehalf of the family Filch
situation Am to he approachkd with the knowledge lhat there
ha vast ran*: of methods hint technique c a sadahle any Cont.
hinatiori of *Nth may suit the needs .4 A specific haply while
pulsing useless when Applied to another .

Advocacy is noe solely concerned with such olimci use
measures of outcome as petting LIORIly new apartment.
securing legal Assistance. or finding someone. tots While st is
prowanly oriented toward secwing goods AnJ ,serswes Fur
people. Adsocacy. also im, to pf %Milk Lbelille And indisal-
wilt with the technital and psychological resources 10 *Wye
theft owg problems The steps that Ow adsocate takes to
secure a new apartment For ramify e sample . really con

gitale a learning Proves, hir that family a process which.
Oetee learned. may lie al,Plted to Wekitlit stell11011, 10 other
prolsiems. In the long nin. what on Inds, whirl learn. About bis

113
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abilitv to effest 'Avenge in k ow ri life may IV ot tar 'treater
onion...nee than the change itself

f 'ail, h. tit/fifth's

t he loll...ma Ate twlleramPler a atat:1 in rases of shi"..1

lessrl t
r toe M, A and her child art seen tor their initial

or.. di the pr ;mars CAIe clinic after an original referral from
the emergencs mom. where her sismonth.old hairy had
twice been wen la minor traurna Ms A as an angry young
woman who immediately beeomes hostile towards the Missi
coon evamiang her hahv Oven he asks certain questions About
how her child had 4.1a himself Shot Accuses hods the rely sis Ian
Ansl Ihe hospital on untart practices and of wanting io take
.1164), her child The doctor learns she lives alone with her
bah% en cold apartment en boom,* rioter:I. is drawl to go
oul . and feels no one is dang anythang for her

f he peissican Asks An Adsocate to speak well the moth
er the Advocate Wks with her about her Aware,* proNem
Aml also At length. about her concerns a. a young mother
ti yule to make a Ale lot herwlf And her child Plans are made
lot a home slot to es abbot crowing housing In addition. the .
whole purpose the rewitfocal SISII Is talked out . both stdes Are

undei stood
t.leeml: As a restaft ef iliai meetin g. medwal treatment is

poen in healthy alnlosPbere And other problems which the
mouser feelr are urgent Are addressed The family is helped to
get better apartment. and they scoilan contact with the clan.

( air In.. 1 three-sear-old hoy is seen in the hospital's
emergency room for Acid contusions which appeared on
carelul physical esamination to hare been affected He is
Nought to the hospatal I* relative. who elitism*a that the
shikkiad fallen and that hrs mother r sock and afros! UP /edit
her apartment The child is admitted to the hospttal, where
op. of Kerma. traUllna as well as a minor bleedrngdrathesis'
Are drscosered An advocate is :rosined loth( caw end asked
to coordinate health cam plans for both child and *other

Attempts to contact the mother r.ia the telephone Are
unsuccessful, so a home visd is Made At home. sad. lonely.
hugely obese yowls mother is lound hying in alma poserty
on the seventh Avow ol A housing propel ut Hinton. The neigh.
hothosod surrounding the protect is extremely dangerous.
withahighicrimeraleleptndaryinlhecity The budding Own
is in seri, unsanitary and unsafeconditron The child's mother
sms she is in poor health Her obesity embeirasses her. mut
she is also afraid to pi tn the doctor because youths in the
neighbothood has e threatened Ili break in to steal the let*
tiggaprvg.alve pow.e..e. She says that a relative hurt her hoy
end that she is ser1 concerned hut does not know ib whom to
pi frwthelp

Muhl% in conjunction with state prolettise sera ice
wassf ember *hal soncentrates on the mother's relatronship
to her child, the adsosate obtains a commitment from the
Housing Authority to relocate the family in an adequate nd
safe ells inwunent this i a,:,.oruglishej after weeks,: ac to
ism against the hureaucratic resistance of k!cal housing olh.

chalsand polecres f)uf ing this time or er ten hours ale spent in
caVniunition with tie woord worker ansl .1 sommunity health
nurse in A &gni. caordonated effort to help the mother meet
Is.roc nods And responsbiltie

Resrli: *hen this Limns mos sd Imo gess

mem, the mother entered froth a naw rnr,,,inurlCnt ,okl a new
petiod of understanding and compete nc1 1 o re, knowledge and

to act on her and het need I kce the lamar was
resituated. pl.sas sate made with the mother to enroll pal s.on
in child desekipment progiam and to receiso continuing
nvedoeal care through hospital show sir heft rid* orrale .sle
bawd. Also, the mother's own medical prohlenis were
treated Three vco later, the child is eh* orally well ansl
des elopmentally nsnim.il His mother ha lost a ,onsatelabk
amount a A eiplit And she Is a hApprer pet win I here has hren

no thither abuse i Occasionalls A hen problem situations
arise she will call discuss them. and Act appropi hotels on her
Own

Inv Chortle/err t oft& ter t
Advocacy

In order to am hetki understanding ol treiliw en
solsed in mother's accepting the wttei 01 ads os v. Rhin

the contest re Ain study discriminant lunctrons similar to
those used to ideally shaiacteristos a ot the *aims pcdirdo.
social illnesses were calculated to'dastonguish between the
mirror:my and non.adr macs groups for the Inure sample a
v60 inter* lets s a moderate amount of dr.u, riminalarn was
'achiered tR III Of the 1:1 muthers who made use ot
ads ocecy, 62 were parent* ol children w ith pedratric sosial
illness to( whom 10 w ere cases of child Abuse and nettled) and
au acre parents," children in the soMparison group (hey are
cham:tented in relation lo the group w het h did not request
aihrwacy hi thew. attrilvte. 1> short diumron iii pre,ent
marriage, 21 problems with Arousing tplumhing. cies to is its
heating, telephone. repairs). Al moblems with shold rearing
ifeeding, sleeping. drscipline h and 4i short le %glens e at pres

ent address
All a these sariahles entered the repression equation al

the I per cent It greater significance lead 1 he second dnd

TAMA IChroolsofollto of Uwe of Advocacy Amino'

ter loam Inflearewl Osagrahlarb

N SOO N 303 N ZS 7

A 31 A 33 P 39

OlSeendtssion 1115enous 'mita*/ 11/ Problrol en*
Dienent rnerringe en MOM( a etalnetod hOirling

12(Pnditerrewalli 12)Stssnouriturn 121Shon madame
Amami gem* merriegs peesent semess

13, Preisiteens with 01Problerns with 131 Few pope
chaerosong chinatervoq acconinanyelq child

141 ShOd fstidene et
passel seams

lo !inserter
141 tkidinennelOrwrol

of frith'',

vowies molerra en S in civet iewii or /.0,11 NAM the tAIN
oho, ira, 'Ape/ ao Amonsinen1 IsteilerI MASK,
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third me inshcaiOe .4 the tspe problem. voth *hien our
^Ismael, sersice. Jeah housing and child care The hot
aid fourthshod &tabor ol present marriawand reu
Joke_.....uggest fne posonle ahsen.:c ill support. needed ti.
Lope notn ensironment:11 problems These Ondings are ornilm
to those epreMed in pr. on slrescle *loch uplishi Anil)
distinguish ',Mato. vtcul ilnes horn the co/inhuman* Vou .
and which ate pions:Wads powerful for the child Mune
narl'

V. hen discriminant !unctions were no sepasatelv within
the IIIPattent and outpatient adsocasi, and stun adsocacs
groups slightls higher diwommation ss a. achiesed IR It
for inpatient. R 9 hi, outpanentsi There mas a di
terence. hISSIkeote in the satiables qMe'lIVhe regression
equations across the tuli groups Among the four sarialstes
Hut entered Me dlocrintinott funstswi tin the total sample
Ifuld re ming problem. and short shoanon prescnI man tape

s hal ICI qes1 the ttlpalsettI tiver 01 adsocass. %Ade pots
tem. %oh housung JINI short duration al present addreo mere
LAM...1(11,W itt alpaasenl Usler,44dsoe.ICS inespec hire
whether their children mere clMilrIesi log aUds purposes in
the .1.0.1 Meas. case Of ill the ealinparisoll pour

Additional s.111,thies entered the Jam linunafIl 110SINal
hit inpatient. and foroutpatienl Among inpatient. the lira
ariahle rooster OK equation leas Illstors 01 serious IroUhits

in the shildhood of the mother throlien home high mobility
cm Ilnessuntatisslitl oots outpstrems. underemployinent of
the lasher mao an astintiorwl distinguishing altrihule moth.

en, *h., Asserted 4.1111.A.) ve,.tce.

DR( 14 %um

Mc erpleI thew ithIlps to mean that users in adso
a. sulleres, ens irorimental and lamdial stresses

similar to those whas;11 are ins olsed in the etailogs of pediatrii.
soar/ illness and that Ow* ma> he mum:rated *on risk of hid
abuse in the indss 10.1 caw 4 sensitise discussion ol the
meaning of stress in chid ahuw ho Steele emphasiles its
impnetance hut mon. Auinsl an oserlu ssmple formulabon oh
sail** and effect One must Aso go...ier the per.0141 haa.
ground of the indiiduat especialls early childhood ANIS!' or
neglect . *MA nue predispose to the use 11 Aare smolt as
tneans4prolikms.tng..au.t4panicdh Alia empaths

lot other lurfnalls. diminished ahilits and imposerished rep
Came lit cope with stress. and+ IrineraN111) lo the esamples
of appeosnri and violence resented hs sestets and la/Mgt

rhe wr40101111 ohne adsmac. gnup oinard my, wnou. en. I
loslitlesilal rONIP11. undosistedh elected In the or liA,I0d .4 len

INnte4aser Not this small nut*. dot not tuhstantia$1. dm.
mh the uponcoce u4 lefweWnleilISeNt., 1h1 data 1111 1A total
stoup

AJP14./4e igll Vol IV No 7
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Fnvironmental ',yeses appeal Irons these diAl Io eoell
powerful impaci not 1.01111a Net those chose children heal
wins of pediatric social illises. and those soth Other stole
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DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH EDUCATIOA. AMP wtlY4RE
punh._ I AL ( II St PI,. ICA

ALCOHOL DRILIO AND MLN T AL HI ALI R ADMINIST RAT ION

March 20, 1978

Honorable lames H. Scheuer
Chairman, Subcommirtee,on Domestic and

Internationcl Scientific Planning,

Analysis and Cooperation
U. S. House af RepreiUntatives.
Suite 2321 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

NATItrhOil .14%T1I0I0 41(NIAI
WI/ IV, I Mit .4111

I I MARTI MID NUI 20857
WAXIMItiRxilappININ
Tel.: 301/443-3728

Dear Mr. Schauer:
4

This is in response to your letter of March 6 in which you had a ked
that I Identify the issues and questions pertaining to domestic

.violence that are in need of further research.

Attiched you will find a listiqg of the several research issues
"and questions that need to be addressed.

Lei's@ Aliso take, this opportunity to acknowledge receipt of your
other lift, dated March 6 thanking's* for my recent appearance
before the Subcommittee on Domestic And International Scientific
Planning, Analysis and Cooperation. It was indeed a pleasure to

testify before your Subcommittee and I hope the information I vas

able to provide will be of some use.

With my very best wishes,

Sincerely,

Attachment

Saleem A. Shah
Chief, Center for Studies of Crime

and Delinquency
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"arch 20, 1978

h Needs and Questions Pertaining

to Domestic Violence

I. More precise epidemiologic information concerning the incjdence,
prevalence, intensity ad sequela of violence within the famiiy.
(Thil would include periodic national surveys Aesigned to-determine
changes over time ad the possible relationship of such changes to
,broader social developments and trends in our society.)

2, longitudinal studies, preferably using prospective approaches ad .

successive cohorts, designed to determine more precisely the effects .

(both short- and long-term) of domestic violence on the victims, the
aggressors, and on other members of the family unit. Cohort studies

are especially important in order to,avoid the biases of ascertainment
when only selected samples are stud4ed.

3. A variety of knowledge development efforts, cutting across various
disciplines and r eeeee ch approaches, designed 'to improve our under-
taking of the nature ad causes of violent behaviors more generally
as well as specific forms and types of such behaviors, viz., domestic

or intrafamily violence. Such long-rage basic research can provide
the knowledge base tha could help to illuminate and to guide a variety

of public policies ad intervention practice..

4. Sioader studies of family functioning. For example, traliiionally the

family took responsibility for child care, socialization, care of the
elderly and handicapped, ad related economic maintenance. What are

the family altitudes ad values toward these traditional responsIbili-
ties now? And how do changes in these attitudes ad values affect
family breakup and intrafamily violence? Of especial interest might

be violence toward children and the elderly.

5. What kinds of violent interactions are taking place within the home!
What are the interrelationships between them, e.g., between spouse
abuse and child abuse: between child abuse and eibling abuse? Does

violence between certain family members encourage violence a a later

time between other family members? To what extent and under what
circumstances does violent behavior in one generation tend to repeat

itself in the next generation?

What are the changing relationships of the family with support
institutions of church, school, ad work? And how do these changing

relationships affect domestic vi,olence? .itelatedly, how can social

support systems for the family - especially the more disadvantaged
and vulnerable families - be male more effective?
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7. A variety of studies of the general as well as various specific

factors affecting the nature, incidence, and seriOusness of violent

interactions-within the family, The kinds of factors to be investi-

gated would include: (i) Major.societal values pertaining to the

uses of various forms of violence as a means of resolving conflicts;

(ii) ReligiOus and/or other major yalues, beliefs, affiliations and

practices of the family unit and,of major reference groups;

(iii) Family structure and size; (iv) ('lass and ethnicity; (v) Living

circummtancs and economic and related 'stress; (vi) Use of aleohol

and other drugs; (vii) Nature and extent of physical and mental

illness among family members - especially those involved is violent

interactions: (viii) Pelationship of particulai "life events" affect-

ing the family unit; (ix) Ownership and availability of firearms and

other weapons; (x) Modes of discipline and supervision used in child-

rearing and specific competenciessand skills in chtld care nd

"parenting" functions; (xi) Specific family values)pnorms and

practices regarding the use of physical punishment as a major

disciplinary bode in child-rearing, etc.

8. Physical assaults and battering within the family need to be viewed

and.studied within the broader context of conflicts and stress within

the family unit. Attention also needs to be given to the effects of

chronic conflicts, resultant verbal and psychological abuse and stress,

and the effects of such experiences.

9. More detailed andspecific studies should be aimed at better

understanding the social-psychological, ecological, and situational

aspects of interpersonal violence. For examplr, the precise sequential

interactions that lead to, maintain, and help to escalate the frequency

and intensity of vioant behaviors. Of equal and perhaps even more

importance is the need to also study the variables that serve to

inhibit and to reduce the frequency and intensity of violent inter-

orTs.

10, leseavit concerned with the development, testing, refinement, and

the systematic replications of vsrious'services and intervention

efforts aimed at the prevention, remediation, amelioration, and

treatment of violent behaviors and their consequences. That is,

wa,need to know more precisely: What types_:of individuals, with

what particulai types of needs and problems; seem to respond best

to What specific types of services as provided by what types of

counaelors or therapists?

11. In order'that there be adtquate and more accurat- assessment of the

demonstrated benefits of the wide range of services and support

systems provided for victims of domestic violence (e,g., battered

wives), it is most important that some uniform reporting and ,:ata

collection ystems be developed.. Such systematic evaluation of the
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effectiveness of services is most essential in order to facilitate
efforts at further refinement and to develop service models for
wider use.

12. Studies designed to facilitate the identification of "high risk':
families (as well aa f "high risk" individual. within such family
units), in order more carefully to target preventative services.
(The term preventative services im not being used here to ref!: nnly
to psychotherapeutic and other mental health interventions, but is
used more broadly to include a wide range of social support systems
and services that might be provided by variety of health, mental
health, and social agencies, as well as by various "self-help"
groups.)

Research is also needed to el4cidate why certain families at seemingly
high-risk for involvement in domestic violence do not display such
behaviors.

tvaluat' h he effects of various public education
2 sit4 raUtted efforts designed to facilitate prevention and other improve-

lanti with respect to the problem Of domestic violence.

401,. Reseitch that will facilitate early detection ordomestic violence
:t) b, rhealth care providers, as well as the delivery of primary preventa-
,-.4e4,vt seivices by such providers and/or alfied services (health, mental

lmitth and social services). An important contribution of such research
will he an increased understanding of.the key roles that general
hospitals (especially eiergency room services), private physicians,
etc. can play in the early detection and prevention of domestic
violence.

IS. Research focusingLon the study of regional, cross-cultural, and
cross-national viViations in the incidence, prevalence, nature,
seriousness, and the handling oT domestic violence, as well as with
regard to violent behaviors more generally.

16. Reseaich that is designed to test empirically various assumptions
underlying a variety of longstanding public policies, legal doctrines,
and related practices related to the topic of domestic violence. For
example/ legal notions and doctrine regarding the child and wife as
"properties" of parents and husbands, respectively; the balance that
is commonly drawn by courts between the rights of children and those
of the parents; and the differences in the rights accorded to women
ard to men in the marital relstionhip.

.\



.17. Studies focusing ort "user-oriented" dissemination and utilization of

research findings in order to increase their impact on practices
,(service delivery, training, etc.) and policies relevant to the
- problem of domestic or intrafamily violence.

Saleem A. Shah, Ph.D.
Chief, Center for Studies of

Crime and Delinquency, DSMIIP/NIMH

4
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Cultural and Social
Organizational Influences
on Violence Between
Family Memben,
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(*het closely related behaviors. Aggression, for riampk, b closely related. to
Ili &MCC. But there 3f0 Many 'ways to be aggressive. The use of phisical force le
only one of them. One can be excruciatingiy trucl without ever iffting qinger.

If that is the case, why restrict the discussion to physical violenceIThersafe
several reasons. Fiat, a somewhat narrow and specific focus is needed for clarity
end precision. Secvnd, violence is a much nesiected aspect.of family behavior.
Therefore, some of the material on violence presented to illustrate cultural
influences may also be of interest for its own sake. Third, violence is of
tremendous importance in understanding the family (Steinmetz and Straus
19*). Fourth, as already noted, the novelty of looking at physicsl violence
between family members can bring into 'harper focus the Influence of euhural
futon and also the limitations of such a puspecti7.

Therbikept of Culture.

When vre talk about "cultutal influence" we are really talking about causes: So
lib the topic of this chapter translates into the question of the extent to which

culture causes eiolenes between family members. Before that question cm be
answered, we must first be clear about what culture le...

The term culture means something roughly similar to :tidal heredity. This le
the total legacy of past human behavior that b effective in the pmentthat is,
what is available to be learned from others (Wdliams 1910). That coven a vast
domain ranging from how to hold a spode or say the word father to the
complexities of matrix algebra. So a great desl of the culture of a society is not
.of 4irjct inlet's:* to thoso concerned with understandinsthe family.

assiect of culture tint k of direct Interest ;to those concerned with
u*erstending the family, is what are ca)led social norms. A social norm is a
prescription of what Is correct to do wilen interactins with another person. Foe
these norms to be cultural norm% they must be prescriptions that are shared by
the lociety or eector ota sociely in which the behavior takes place. They mud
also be rules of behavior that are teamed front others,

It is the cultural).:rms that, in large part, accounaor differences betweeS
the family Patieras . people In different societies and In different subsmups
within one eocker(for example, differences between satial classes or betwees
groups such as Frenai-speaking and English-speaking Canadians).

Then we cultural norms regulating ilmost all aspects of family life. They
pro:nide. a Idueprini of the behavior appropriate for husbands. WM% &Welk

' srendfathers; in fact, for each of the relationships within a family. Thus, the
culture contains norms spedfyins such things as 'how =dales are to be
arranged (add, if netemary, dimolved), who is to be regarded as a member of the
femlly, what salsifies a hasband should eany out in relation to the wife fa
vice me, bow ehildratabould be brim& up; sad so cm.



Lation of Cultural Determinism

The difficuhy with the idea of cultural moms as caws of family behavior b
that, if take* literally, it means that all families within &given society can be
expected to behave in dse mme my. Obvioudy that is not the way things reelly
are. Every family is in some wen unique. Therefore, even though culture doss,
on the swop, define whet fondly life is like, it is far from the whole stay. To
mold out the stay we mat coniske at least two otheuleterminents of what
pes on in the family. Them are the pemonlities of its members and the way the
Way sod die society are organind. Roth al vs* independently of the culture
ad, n will be shown later, can nen premiss whith am 000tradictory to the
cultwal norm

hythologieti Women

For MN North Ainericau, individual psychological traits ars the first thinp
thet corns to mind when asked for an explenedon of some behaviik. Suppom,
for sumps. that we were to stop a men I. :he street sad describe a
hypothetical family in which the wife throws things at the husband. Uwe the
asked for a poem as to why this happened, the dunces are extremely good that
he would my somethinj about the wife being an. espied,* or uncontrolltd
parson or the kiresend being a isnot:hist. Personality traits such arthese rib
important, but (hiving noted this .thet) they will MI** little attention from
here on. Ms is party beans psychological facton are already a Ihm part of
ow natural way of( Maki% sod therefore, there is little need to take epos
arplog for their b aportance. limner, the wins welag a sociologist an
castribute to an mentandlog of the family is to poiat up wad Mono withal
mid other social structural Whitson at the family.

Soda/ Orpniserimel hefirtences

Vast re these other social structural influnces? They are wh;t sodologists
;usually call said orgssalteiond influences. Sod& organindon means the

pattern of reit:bookie among individuals and moons groupshow the parts am
related to each other md to the whole.

Some opens of social orpnintion ere dictated by the culture, but many are
not. 1i/bother or not it is prescribed by the. cultwe, each aspect' of acid

. orpointios has coasquemis that ate distinct from the cultural Influences. For
example, a family might wean me, two, three, four, or eight children. There
me coked -are. opseNybilbow many thildree ose &mid have. ilt cornet
middleclas MIS tend to vs* two or throe children. Agate who has so
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children finds hiniself under considelable cultural inessure to produce some, and

anyone who has many is under similar pressure to stop at that point. The
piessure is often subtle: "WhY don't you have any children?" or "How come

you have six children?' But subtle or not, the sOtial pressuret to conform to this

aspect of middle-class norms do exist and most of us do follow the rules of the

culture.
Now, the fart that there h one child, two children, three, four, six, Of eight in

a family imikes a difference to what goes on in that family, irrespective of
whether, the couple: had the number of children they did because of cultural

niles, biological limits on fertility, or contraceptive failure. To take a very
dmple example, if it is the family custom to eat the evening meal together, the

number of children present is soil to influence bow long any one child can. on

the avenge., talk at the dinner table. Assume that each child gets an equal chance

end that the meal lasts 30 minutes. If there ire two children, each child Could,

other things being equal, talk for 10 minutes (I am allowing 10 minutes for the

parents to say something). But if there are four children, then each child's limit

would be cut to S minutes.1
Table 41 provides illustrations of psychological, cultural, and social organi-

sational influences on several aspects of the family. The (kit row of this table is

margined with tha example of talkativeness at the dinner table. The right hand

entry in this row refers to * elementary but important aspect of sodal
orpniestion just described, namely, the size of the group. Table 4-1 alto points

out that "talkativenes at the dinner table" can be traced to psycholoical
differences between children such their drive level and degree of fluency and

to cultural nonns such as the old mie that °children should be seen and not

heard."
"owning that the examples in Table 4-1 make clear the distinctionbetween

psychological, cultural, And sodal orpnizational factoes, we can return to
detailed examination of violence between family members as an ilhotratIon of
the idea of social ttructurel influences on the familythat is, cultural factors and

orpnizational factors.b
t

The Myth of Fundy Nonviolence

There Is a startling contrast between the cultural norms concerning violence

between family members and the schist structure of social relationships in the

family. The family is usually,thought of as a group committed to nottriokace

between its members. Family members are supposed to maintain benevolent lad

losing relationships. Yet, la Will be shown in the neat seetion, violence b

common ea to be almost univerid.

bThe &Umatilla betwma Pridwiehtell. ahead, ea sae argateationet Wises it peaty
ameWdeel pipsees. la this Mud epistles et too sad posh the Wee en

adman.
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Table 41
Examples of hychological sod Social Structural Explanations of Mdividod
kisavioe and Mandy Patterns

Type of essobnatios, soul factor, or "independent vadat*"
Soda! Structum

PSYCHOLOGICAL
Depended (Individual or

to Itapsychie)

Talltationeo Mid's drive
(at dinner level and void
oak) of say lbency
one child in
a famdy

'1.Rigid n flexible
iersondity.pf
parent

'CULTURAL
(the society's
roles of conduct)

Concepts of cor-
rect or polite
behavior by
dtildren

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
(Suodwe of interaction.
,of oeganisations, and of
n rources and ornaments),

Number of atildren in tho
(amily

Recommendation
of Mid cart
nods

OSMORII IneompatIble
personifies of
huhu/ sod .
wife (Tonna
aod many others) .

laid sad
Informal fellfle*
bens on divorce.

Ohmic Amissitarian
PION= penoodity

!Odds Dspreadu
prnosality

Legg restrietions
on add esastity
Allotting and
sofoecimnorms

Laws. folkwsys
oe moms WM&
ding or requiring
stickle

High rate of soul
champ and influence of
other socialiution agents
Mum/menu) outwit.,
Number of wives
(monogamy. In PeliPnty)
Or des of ow spoon to
family of origination
interfere with obligation
:o family *cremation
Membership lo a
histardlial ropnladloo

SOCial integration

life beetle. Anpeshooras
o( Mahood

Leung-clan male
"machismo**
values and beliefs

Unemploymeitt or pther
events that deprive
husband or mews of
maintAbig his position

There Is thus a discrepan.cy between the idealized picture of the family (i.e.,
the 'cultural norms and values) and what actually goes on in the family. The
idealization Is a useful and perhaps even necessary st,..tal myth. The usefulness of
the myth stems from the fact that the family is a tremendously i -iportant social
Institution, and elaborate precautions are taken tc strengthen and support it. In
Western countries one of thew supportive devices Is the myth of familial love
istd gentleness. This ideal encourages people to marry and stay married despite
the stresses and strains ef family life (Ferrier& 1963). Thus, from the viewpoint
ef preserving the Integrity of a critical social institution, such a mythology is

At the sine time, the sesniecred nature of the family has prevented as
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objective analysis of the exact nature of intrafamilial violence. To begin with,

there is the tendency just mentioned to deny or to avoid condderation of the

widespread occurrence of violence between members of "normal" families..

This is the myth of family consensus and harmony. Mother is tne idea that

wife.beaters and parents who abuse their children must be mentally ill. No doubt

tome ire. But the studies of child sbuse.by Gil (1970) and Genes (1973) indicate

that such actions more often reflect ihe carrying out of a rok model, which the

abusing- perent or the violent husband teemed from his or het parents and wttich

le brought into play when.social stresses become severe.

Frequency of Family Violence

Just what Is the incidence of viblence between family members? The most

ubiquitous type of physical violence is corporal punishment by parents. In

Fog bad wid the United States various studies show that between 84 and 97

percent of all parents use physical punishment at tome point in the child's life

(Steinmetz end Straus 1974). Moreover, thv use of physical force to maintain

parental authority is not confined to early childhood. Steinmetz and Strain have

dots on students in three different regions of the United States: ha:f of the

perents either used physical punishment or threatened to during their senior year

in high school (Stqinmetz 1971; Straus 1971; and Steinmetz 1974). "Spare the

rod and spoil the child" is not a dead ideology in the United Stater or, I suspect,

in Canada.
Of coune, it can be objected that physical punishment is not really the same

other violence. I agree that It Is 'not the same. But It is violence none the lest.

ln certain respects it haa the same consequences as other fonts of violence,

despite the good intentions. For example, the research on parents' use of

.physical punishment thows that parents wito use it to control the aggressiveness

of their children Sit probably increasing rather than decreasing those aggressive

tendendes (Eron, Wilder, and Lefkowitz 1971; and Sean, Maccoby, and Levis

19$7). Violence besets violence, however benevolent the motivation.

It is not altogether rare for violent tendencies thus built into the personality

of the child to be turned against the parents, as in the cue of Utak. Boniest

who, in 11192, as the famous rhyme goes:

. .took en 117t
And sere her father forty whack:
Whet the Job mu wetly pm
She pre her mother fortrone.

Of course, mast Intrefamlly violence is feu bloody than that attributed to Utah

lorden. bat a peat dad is thls bloody. In fact, when eseexamines the illtikft of

c)
U

"1
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the relationship between a murderer and his, or her victim, the largest simile
category of victim is that of family member oVreletive (Palmer 1972).

The magnitude of family violence struck home to me during a summer
Pheatwave. On page I of the New York Times for July 22, 1972, won an artide
discussing the increase in murdsrs that had occurred during the previous few
days of extreme hest in Ntw York City and summarizing the statistics for
murder in New Yak durine the previous six months. On me 2 was an. article
summarizing the deaths in Northern lrelar.d in the peesious three and onehalf
years of disturbances. The striking thing about this juxtapoition of materialt is
that it showed that ibout at many. people were murdered hy their relatives in
one siamonth petted in New Yont City as had been killed in all of the
disturbencea in Northern Irehind in three ard a half years!

Still, you may say these Ise unusual thinp. After all, even though more
people are mlirdared by.members of their own families than lay raty other type
of Orson, and even though the United States is a country with a high rate of
hoeiticide, the rate is still only 7 or 8 per 100,000 of population. So let ui tum
to nonlethal physical vioknce between husband and wife. How often does thil
maxi' It ts very hard to obtain accurate statistics, but we can start with the
phenomenon as sten by the police, or more accurately as famed by the police.

Just as relatives ere the largest single category of murder victim, so family
fights are the largest iinele category of police calls. One legal mearcher (Pamas
1967, p. 914) estimate; .that more police calls involve family conflict than do
calls for all criminal inddents, including murders, rapes, nonfamily assaults,
tobberies, and muggings. lt seems as thoush we ghould be at least as concerned
with "-violence in the home" as ws a:t with "crime in the streets." Moreover, the
police dread those kinds of calls. ln the first place, a family disturbance lacks the
&MOW end prestige and public appreciation of 3 robbery or en accident call.
Second, end more important, they are extremely dangerous. Many a policeman
coming to the aid of a wife being beaten has had a chair or bottle thrown at
him or hasbsen stabbed or shot by the wife who either suddenly became fearfal
of what was going to happen to her husband or just plain turned het rage upon
the police. Twentytwo peecent of all police fatalities come from hwestipting
problem between man and-wife, or parent and child (Perna: 1967).

Of course, we cannot iell(from these des on police calls just what
proportion of all husbands and Wives haw had phyi, al fights, since it takes an
unusual combination of events to have the police called in. The closest published
estimate is to be found in the studies of Levinpr (1968) and O'Brien (1972).
Both these- reseatchus studied, applicants for divorce. Olden found that 17
peecent of his cases spontaneously mentioned avert violent behavior, and
'swinger found that 23 pircent of the middleclem couples and 40 percent of the
workintdus couples pve "physical abuse" as a major complaint.

Both these figures probably underestimate the amotmt of phydal viokaos
betwees busloads md wives become there wit. probably violent Widow that
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were not mentioned or not listed as a main cause of the divorce. Perhaps these

figures should bi at least doubled. Even then, we are far from, knowing the
extent of husband-wife violence. First, there is a discrepancy between the
O'Brien and the Levinger figures. Second, these figures apply to couples who
have applied for divorce. It may be that physical violence is less prevalent among
other couples; or it may be, as we suspect, that the difference is not very great.

The closest 'thing to data on a cross section of the population is to be found

in a survey conducted for the National Coinmission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence, which deals with what violence people would approve
(Stark and McEvoy 1970). These figures show that one out of four men in this
survey and one out of six women would approve of slapping a wife under certain
conditions. As fin a wife slapping a husband, 26 percent of the men and 19
percent of the women would approve. Of course, some people who approve of
dapping will never do it aid 90nie who disapprove wit/ slapor IVOCR. Probably
die latter group is larger. If so, we know that husbandwife violence at this

ninlmal level occurs in at least one quarter of Amencan families.
Our own two pilot studies also give some indication of the high frequency of

violence in the family. First, Richard Celles is doing a series of in-depth case
studies of a sample of BO families. He finds that about 56 percent of the coup*
have used Physical force on each other at some time and about one quarter do so

repeatedly (Gelles 1974).
The second of our exploratory studies is being done by questionnaires given

to freshmen at the University of New Hampshire. These students responded to a
series of questions about conflicts that occurred in their families during their
senior year in high school and to further queslioQ how these conflicts
were dealt with. Included in the conflict resoltWction were questions on
whether or not the parties to the disputes had *er hit, pushed, shoved, oe
thrown thinp at each other in the course of one of the disputes.

The results show that during that one year 62 percent of these high school
seniors had used physical force on a brother. or sister and 16 percent of their
parents had used physical force on each other. Remember that these are figures

for a single* year, the percentage who had ever used violence is probably much
greater. How much greater is difficult to estimate because we cannot simply

accumulate the 16 percent for one year over the total number of years.married,

tecaust tome couples will never have used violence and others will have used it
repeatedly. Nevertheless, it seems safe to assume that it will not always be die

'same 16 percent.
Mere re two aspects of the husband.wife violence data that should be noted

before returning to the question of how culture and social organization influence
family violence. The first is that these are reports of the use of violence that are
known to the child. They may well be underestimates became middleclau
parents often take care to have their battles when the children sre not around.

3em04. there was sham no difference bermes husbands and wives in the toe

. '.1
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of violencethat is, women In jUSt II likely to use violence against their
husbands as the other way around. This is an unexpected result since the cultural
norms tolerate markedly les female use of violence than male.

Influences of the Larger Culture
on'Famey Violence

The figuies just given make clear why this di:elision opened with the statement
that violence between family members is so common as to be almost universal.
Where then do cultural influences come into the picture to help account for this
high level of violence in a group to whit* society looks for love and gentleness?
ilte major cultural influence is the.carrrover into the family of the high level of
violence that characterizes the United States and probably many other societies.

The United Statesis a society that practices and approves of violence. The
widespread approval or violence in other spheres of life cannot help but
influence what goes on in the family. Moreover, there is evidence to show that it
is a circular process: the violence occurring in the ezi lily is one of the things that ,
makes for 'a violence.approving society in other spheres of life (Adorno et al.
1950; Sears, Maccoby, and !AVIA 1957; and Owens and Straus 1973).

First, to the prevalence of violence approval as a cultural element, there are
relevant data from large.scale surveys conducted in 1968 and 1969. The study
done fox the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence
(Stark and McEvoy 1970) revealed that 72 percent of the U.S. population felt
that while it is unfortunate that civilians are killed in war, it can't be avoided.

The unfortunate truth is that Americans approve of war as a means of settling
conflicts 'between nations. and the war in Viet Nam is only a specific exampk
(Schuman 1972). This approval of wafoppars most directly in the violence
commission data, which shows that 58 percent of the respondents agreed with
the statement that "Human nature being what it is, there must always be war
and conflict." To the question asking whether the United States is "... frt..
quently justified in using military force (npinst other countries?)," some 62
percent answered "yes.".

What about the use of violence on their fellow Americans? A national sample
conducted in 1969 found that 84 percent approve of capital punishment
(Blumenthal, Kahn, Andrews, and Head 1972). Almost all approve of the police
carrying PRI and using them in self defense and even, if necessary, to halt
nonviolent Mmes. The 1969 survey found that 60 percent of those interviewed
said that the police wort "almost always" or "sometimes" justified In shooting
to control ghetto riots. Only 17 percent said "never" justified. It may be argued
that this approval of 'Mathis is a sPecial cass'because it involves blacks and
he= may reflect rada1 anknosities as muck as co mote than it reflects apprond
er Moline In goad. That does pot mem to be the ceee. The lame qindons
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were asked about steps that would be justified in handling student disturbances.

Here the percentage rejecting shooting were greater (27 percent) but not enough
to alter basic findings that most U.S. citizens support the use of extreme

physical force as a means of social control.
The use of firearms to maintain law and order is part or the frontier tradition

that is daily drilled into millions of children by TV westerns and used to be
drilled into people my age on the radio And in films. OVer and over, in these
westerns and James Bond type shows, the "good guys" triumph over the "bad

guys" through the use of violence. Violence in television would be no problem if
the message of such fdmtcould be regarded as something that exists only on TV
and is confined to the world of fantasy. Unfortunately, this seems unlikely. The
Violence Commission data shows that the idea of justice through violence is a
living part of U.S. culture. Exactly half of all Ameticans in the sample (in eqiial

proportions of men and women) fell that "Justice may have been a little
rough-and-ready in the days of the Old West, but things worked better then than
they do now with all the lepl red tape" (Stark and McEvoy 1970):

Familia ar Teechea of Violence

It is now time to link this to the family. A personal incident may illustrate the
issue. When my son was about nine years old, one of the women in our
neighborhood expressed concern to my wife about the way we were bringing
him up. The problem, from this woman's siewpointand it turned out to be one
shared by other neighborswas that when other boys hit John, he usually didn't
fight back. By some miracle, we had been successful in teaching our son that the
best alternative, if peace can't be restored in any other way, simply to go

away. But these neighbors were concerned about the moral development of our

son because they considered this behavior unmanly and cowardly.
It Is, of course, always possible that the neighborhood was atypical in some

way. But I suspect not. This suspicion has now been confirmed by data in the
U.S. Violence Commission survey. Almost three-quarters of this nationwide
sample felt that "When a boy is growing up, it is very important for him to have
a few fist fights." This and other evidence summarized by Steinmetz and Straus

(1973) shows that cultural norms approving violence are a pemsive part of
American culture and that these norms also pervade the family; in fact, they are
systematically inculcated by the family.

Cultural Contradictions, Social
Organization, and Family Violence

Although cultural norms me influential, they by no means determine farni3y

behavios. Ills section will eumine two of sthe reasons why culture is not
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determirfistic: the presence of cultural contradictions and the influence of sodal

crpnization.

°Mural Onereidietions

There are certain contradictions in what has been presented uplo 'this point.

Most notable is the contrast between the cultural definition of the family as a

place for love and gentleness coexisting with a general .cultural approval of

violence that pervades the family.
Cultural contradictions are found in most or perhaps all societies. 7hey areby

no means entirely undesirable. In fact, cultural contradictions help prevent
society from stagnating, open possibilities for social change, and allow for a

metture of individual autonomy; without them, we might well be slaves to the

dkUtes 'of culture. Each individual and each family can and must manipulate

many and often conflicting norms and values to work out a strategy for his or its

life. This utosess of selecting from and recon6'ng the different aspects of a
culture is one of the reasons why the exIsteno of cultural norms does not lead

to every family being the same as every other family.

Said Orgenizefion

A second aspect of social life that prevents culture from being deterministic are

the unintended consequences of social organization. The effect of social
organization on'violence in the family can be illustrated.with the very simple

aspect of family organintion mentioned previouslythe number of children.
The studies reviewed by William Goode (1971). my own data on families of
university students, and data on families in Hong Kong reported by Nancy Olson

(1972) all show thit the more children in a family, the more often corporal

punishment is used. One cannot claim that this' is a cultural influence because it

cuts across both Chinese and American culture and because nothing In our

culture says that if you have MON children you should beat them more. Rather

It is what sociologists Would call a "structural" or "organizational" effect. This

particular influence has long been recopized, for example, in the nursery rhyme

"There was ci old woman who lived in a shoe." The harassed old woman in

question was putting into practice a truth only too well known by parents of
large families: the more children there are, the less time can be spent on

e xplaining, reasoning, guiding, providing alternatives, and other techniques short

of brute force!
The mate general point la that the social organization of the family and the

society often places people in situations for which violence suns to be the only

=Mks. Rollo May hes captured the enentlal dilemma well in his recent book

?ow and imagoes (1972) wiwn he lays that "Violence wiles not out of

Ote.
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superfluity of power but out of powerkssness . Violence is the expression or

imprstence." At some point or other we all reach the end of our tether and an
no !onset deal reasonably and lovingly with our families. It is no wonder, then,
that at some point or other so many resort to blows. Hence the paradox that one
of the factors frisking violence, a continuing element in family life is the very
depth and intensity of our commitment to the family.

Combined Effects

It would be possible to list a number of other violence-prodiking or Violence.
diminishing forers that are due to .the social Organization of the family.
However, although-the effect of such organizational factors cuts moss cultures,
one cart come better to grips with the Issue if the family organizational factors
an considered in relation to relevant aspects of the culture and the personality
of the family members.

Perent-Osild,Koknce

To continue with the example of the number of children influenting parental
use of physicat punishment, greater predictive accuracy can be obtained if we
include in the analysis something about the personality rind values of the
parents. We can cnidely take into account the values an& resources of the
parents by dividing our sample into blue-collar fathers end white-collar fathers
(Kohn 1969). An analysis doing just this showed that having many children
seems to increase the use of physical punishment in the working-class families

but has almost no effect in rniddleclass families.
It will take additional research to find out why the effect of the number of

children is greater among the working-class families. For the present, however,
we can consider some plausible reasons, any one Of all of which might be right.
First, a large middle-class family may be a matter of chfice, rather than due to
contraceptive failure Of nonuse of contraceptives as tends to be the case in the
workjng class. There can be an important difference between the way menu
treat a group of children whose presence indicates fulfillment of a personal or

cultural value as compared to children who result from "accidents" or the will of
God. Second, and probably nlated to the first of these speculations, is the
possibility that middle.class parents who want a big family, more often have the
social competence to manage one. A third speculation, and one which stens
likely Irrespective of the first two, is the fact that middle.clau patents have
sufficient income to support a relatively large family: they on afford baby
sitters, adequate housing. Ind more labor saving appliances, which greatly
reduces the strain.
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Ilusbend.Wife Itiokuce

Economic factors 311,12 combine with cultural factors to influence vidlence
between husoand and wife. In most societies the husband is expected to play the
role of family leader or, as it h called in the census, head.of the household. ln
some societies, such as that of traditional India, the authority of the husband is
based on his position in the network of kinthut is, as the representative of his
lineage. However, in industrial societies, the position of leadership is based on
the prestige and minas power of the husband's occupation. Consequently, if
the husband is unemployed or does not earn an amount consistent with other
men in the family's network of associates, his leadership position is undermined.
Data from a study by O'Brien (1971) shows that when this happens, husbands
tend to try to maintain their.superior position through the use of physical force.
D3t3 from my study of, the parents of university studentr, given in Figure 4-1
proides further evidence. Figure 4-1 shows that the percentage of husbands
who stmck their wives in the last year ranges from a low of 4 and 7 percent for
those whose wives aralmog completely yr completely satisfkd with their
family imam up to and 111 percent for those whose wives ue slightly
satisfied or not at s
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It My interpretation of findinp such as those shown in Figure 41 is that they
represent thc combined effects of social organization4I factor (the economic

base uf the family) with a cultural factor (the norm specifying that the Husband
has superior power). Neither of these by themselves would produce violence.

It is going to take a much mote complicated analysis of the data than has 13
fr... been capied out tolutow whether this interpretation is correct. Ilow,ver. in
the meantime, one additional set of dati can be presented t!-.di is at least
consistent with this interpretation. Thik is a tabulation relating the amount of
husband:wife violence to the relative/power of thc husband and the wife.
Inspection of Figure 4-7 slims that the rate of violence is low for husbandled
families and stays low for fathilies in which husband and wife have about equal
power. However, it goes up sharply for the families to the right of the chart.
These re families in which the .wile has, the predominant power. Again, this
seems to be a joint product of this aspect offamily organization and the cultural

norms that specily male leadership is the appropriate form of family orsani
zation. These norms have now been modified to give cultural approval to IA
egalitarian organization. When the day arrives bt which there is true equality
between the sexesespecially in that sttonlid of male power, the family-1
predict that the high level o( violence in Rgt 4-2 fo: ;he Wife-led families will

no longer be toemd.
It alsO follows that if the culture were to thange lei that the husband no
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longer need be theleader not base his power position Of occupational prestige
and earnilliS, law income ms4 unemployment would IRO *ger be a cause of
violence. Simitady4the culture Maya the same but the social organization or
society were to change in a way that guaranteed every man a job with prestige
and earnings consistent evith his famlly's expectations, violence from this source

would no ipnier Occur.
%I; ,j.

Summuy and Conclusions

A number of things have bten covered' in this chapter, of which the moat
important are the following:

Font, there was an attempt to dull*); and illustrate what is meant by a
cultural influence, and nicire specifically, the idea that the aspect of cultine of
interest to thoie conceded with the family is cultural norms. By this is meant
the standards for behavior that are learned from and shared with others.

Second, important as are cultural norms, they e only one aspect of the
complex way in which social forces shape the pattern of family life. In addition
to cu um, one must also consider the socially patterned aspects of personality

of the family members and the social organization of the group. Since the
impact of social organization is less widely recognized than are the influences of
culture and personality, major emphasis was given to illustrating how social
organization influences the family.

Third, the_ cultural and social organizational factors affecthig the family are
not confined to those sitings directly concerned with the family. Specifically. the
pemsiveness or violence and the approval of violence, as a means for achieving
socially desirable ends, unavoidably affect the family. The family becomes a
reflection of and also a training ground for the use of violence (mall aspects of

1,
our livr (Owens and Straus 1973). .

Fourth, in the real world it is not the PsycholOgical, the cultural, nor the

social ortu 'zational factors that, by themselves, produce violence among family

members. Rather it Is certain combinations of these elements, working upon the
ongoing process of iocial interaction, which must be dnderstood. Some examples

a these combined .effect processes were given in this chapter. A more formal
trektrnent of the family as a social system producing violence is btinf developed

(Stou3,1973).
Fifth, and finally, this chapter has presented information on violence in the

famliy. William Gocde (1971) holds that force and violence are the foundation
on which me (amid,. system rests. If this is true, as I believe it to be, then both

defenders and clues of the present family system must have a fuller understand.
ing of the phenomenon of violence in the family, I hope that this chapter has

made a contibution toward knowledge 61 this little understood but centrally
important aspect of tbe
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As ihe title, of this paper indicates, there are two main

objectives: Ile first objective is to present sone of the

findings on violence between spouses from a recently completed

study' of .,,American couples. - These fiudings are unique because

they ate the,first such data on a nationally representative

sample.. Although the findings have linitations,,thty give at

leap' indication of the extent to which wife-beating is part of

the way of life of American families.

The second objective is to help exptain the paradox of why

it is that the group to Which most people look lor love and

gentleness, is also the 'lost violent civilian group or

institution in our society.

The first of these objectives poses tremendous technical

,problems. 'The second objective, in addition to the technical

problems, poses theOTetical problems which a're fundamental to our

understanding of human society. Therefore, what follows should

be ta*en as highly tentative, beginning answers to these

questions.

To be more srecific about some of the problems, data will be

presented on a sample of of over 2,000 couples. This sample was

chosen in a way which makes it extremely likely that they are

ripresentative of all ALlerican couples. ,Moreover, such things aS

the ages, race, 3Ad socioeconomic status of the couples in the

sample corresponds quite dlosely with census data for the nation

as a whole. So far so good. But what about the data on

wife-beating?

WHAT TS WIFE-BrATING?

7o do research on the incidence of wife-teating, one muot be

able to define it in a way which cin be objectively measured.

Here one soon realizes the. "wife-beating" is a political. rather

tban a scientific term. For some prople wi1e-batin4 refers only

to those instances in which ;4vere darage is inflicted. Other

violence is treated as normal or laulhed off. For example, a

joke I reteober hearing as a child, a:.d which I heard a:jain on my

car radio while Ariving across northern Zngland, goes like this

in the Fin version: Ono wo:lan asks .another why she feels her

husband doesn't love her anymore. The answer: "He hasn't bashed

me in i fortni.At." Or take the fellowing:.

Conco::1, N.H. (AP) The !low HampJhire Commission

on the :;tatds cf Women has rejected a plan to help

batteted wivcs., saying that wife-beating is caused by

the rise of fesinit.m.
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"Those women libbrs irritate the hell out of

their husbands," Said Commissioner Gloria Belzil of

Nashua.
c:

At a metfing Monday; coamission members, appointed

by Gov. Meldrim Thomson, said any proqrae to help

battered wive's would be "an invasion of kivacy."

, (Portsmouth /Wild, Sept. i3, 1977.)

This staterent suggests that a certain amount of violence in

the family is "normal violence" in the sense that it is deserved -

(for xample by "irritating thy hell" out of one's spouse) and

that unlike Violence outside the family, the state should not

interfere.

The same conclusion is suggested by a recent conversation

with a student who had decided to do a term paper on violence in

tlir family. ,She came to see me for help on how to narrow the

topic to something managable. I suggested that she could choose

to concentrate on either husband-wife violence, parent-child

violence, or violence between the children in a family. She was

astour.ded at the latter rossibility and said "Well I never

thought of my brother hitting me as violence." So there seems to
be an implicit, taken-for-granted cultural norm which makes it

lelitimate for family ;members to hit each other. In respect to

huabands and wives, in effect, this means that the marriage

licence is also a hitting licence.

But at what point does iine exceed the bounds of "noraal"

faoily violence? When does it become "wife-beating." rhe

solution to this problem which Suzanne Steinmetz, Richard Gelles

and I tcok for our research, is to gather data on a continuum of
violent acts, ranging from a push to using a knife or gun. This

lets anyone draN the line at whatever place seems most

appropriate for their purpose.

MEASURING WIFE-BEATING

But this "solution" can also be a means of avoiding the

i$sue. So in addition to data on each violent act, ve also
combined the most severe of these into what can be called a

"eevere violence index" or, for purposes of this parer, a

"Wife-Beating Index."

The conflict Fe3olution Techniques (CPT) scales were Used to

gather this data (Straus, 1976b). These scales provide data on

how family members atteapt to deal with conflicts between

themselves. The Physical Violence Index of the CRT contains the

following eight items:
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N. Throwing things at the spouse
L. Pushing, shoving or grabbing
M. Slapping
N. Ricking, biting, or hitting with the fist
0. Hit or tried to hit with something
P. Beat up
Q. Threatened with a knife or gun
P. Used a knife or gun

The overall Violence Index consists of the extent to which

any of these acts were carried ,.lut during the previous twelve
aonths. The Wife-Beating Index consists of the extent to which

acts N through R occurred.

The choice of acts N through R as the wife-Beating Index

does not reflect our conception of what is permissible violence.
I find none of these to be acceptable for relationdhips between
any human beings, including parent and child, brother and sister,
husband and wife, student and teacher, sinister and parishioner,

or colleagues in a department. In short, I follow the maxim
coined by John Valusek: "People are not for hitting."

What then is the basis for selecting items N through R to

ake up the wive-Beating Index 7 It is simply the fact that
these are all acts which carry with them a high risk of serious

physical injury to the victim. With these considerations in
mind, we can turn to the question of trying to estimate the
extent ofwife-oeating in the United States. .

THE EXTENT OF 4IFE-BEATING

pagly Incidecce. The most direct, but in some ways also a

misleatirg, statistic emerging from the data on the 2,143 couples
in our sample is that, for the twelye month period preceding the

interview, 3.8% of the respondents reported one or more physical

attacks which fall under our operational definition of

wife-teating. Applying this incidence rate to th,_ approximately
47 million couples in the USA, means that in any one year,

approximately 1.8 million wives are beaten by their husbands.

I zentioned thAt this can be a iiisleading figure. This is

because there are two other things which must be considered: how

often thes beatings occur, and how they fit in with the overall

pattern o. iolvnce in the family.

/1414 /zegut?nci. Among those couples in which a beating

occurred, it was typically not an isolated instance, as can be
seen from the "Frequency In 1975" columns of Table 1. Howeverd

the mean frequency of occurance overstates the case because therm

8 0
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Table 1. Comparison of Husband and Wife Violencetates

I.

CRT Violence Item

Incidence
Rate

Frequency*

Mean Median

Wife-Beating and Husband-Beating (N to R) 3.8 4.6 8.0 8.9 2.4 3.0
Overall Violence Lndex (K to R) 12.1 11.6 8.8 10.1 2.5 3.0

K. Threw something at spouse 2.8 5.2 5.5 4.5 2.2 2.0
L. Pushed, grabbed, shoved spouse 10.7 8.3 4.2 4.6 2.0 2.1
M. Slapped spouse 5.1 4.6 4.2 3.5 1.6 1.9
N. Kicked, bit, or hit with fist 2.4 3.1 4.8 4.6 1.9 2.3
O. Hit or tried to hit with something 2.2 3.0 4.5 7.4 2.0 3.8
P. Beat up spouse 1.1 0.f 5.5 3.9 1.7 1.4
Q. Th-reatened with a knife or gun 0.4 0.6 4.6 3.1 1.8 2.0
R. Used a knife or gun 0.3 0.2 5.3 1.8 1.5 1.5

*For those who engaged in each act, i.e., omits those with scores of zero
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are a few cases In which violence was almost a daily or weekly

event. For this reason, the median gives a more realistic

picture of the typical frequency of violence in the violent

families. This is 2.4, i.e., the typical pattern is over two

serious assaults per year. But of course there is great

variation. For about a third ol the couples who reported an act
which falls in our wife-beating category, it occurred only once

during the year. At the other extreme, there were cases in which
this occurred once a week or more often. In between are about

19% who repOrted two.beatings during the year, 16% who reported 3

or 4 beatings, and a third who reported five or more during the

(Table 1 about here)

A more literal interpretation of the data can be obtained

from looki.ng at the figures in Table 1 for each type of violent

act. By a "more literal interpretation" I mean restricting the

citogory of "wife-beating" only to those who used the term "bea;
up" to describe what happened (item P). This gives a figure of.

1.1% during the year, with a median of 1.7 beatings per year
a;ong the couples who reported a beating. While this is much

lower than the 3.8% figure taking into account all the severe
violent acts, it still represents over half a million families.

%ration of Malliage Fates. Another aspect of wife-beating
hhich ;.,ust be considered is the proportion of families in which a
beating eveg occurred. Unfortunately, our data for events before

the year of the survey do not distinguish between who was tha
assailant and who was the victim. So all that can be reported is

that 28 percent of the couples in the study experienced at least

one violent incident alld 5.3 percent experienced violence which

'we consider a beating.

In some of these cases it was a single slap or a single

beating. However, there are several reasons why even a single
heating is important. First, in my values, even one such event

is intrinsically a debaseoent of human life. Second, there is

the physical danger involved. Third is the fact that many, if

not most, such beatings are part of a family power struggle. It

often takes only one or two slaps to fix the balance of power in

a family for many years--or perhaps for a lifetioe.

Physical force is the ultimate resource on which cost of us

learn as children to rely if all else fails and the issue is

crucial. As a litsband in one of the families interviewed by

LaRossa (1977) said when asked why he hit his wife during an

argument:

She sore or less tried to run se and I said no, and
she got hysterical and said, "I could kill youl" And
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I got rather angry and slapped her in the face three

or four times and I said "Don't jou ever say that to

ae again!" And we ha,.en't had any problem since.

Later in the interview, the husband evaluated his use of

physical force as follows:

Xou don't use it antil you are forced to it. At that

point I felt I hid to do something physical to stop
the bad proj:esirin of events. I took ay chkpces

with that it"..! it .lorked. In those circumstances my

julgement was corre'Ot dnd it worked.

Since suFerior strength and size gives the advantage to men in

such situations, the single beating may be ad extremely important

factor in mAintaining male dominance in the faaily system.

AL:,-,01 Jf rotimates. How much confidence can be placed in

these figures? I az reasonably confident that the sample is

representative of Aeri.7an couples generally. Bet that is only

one ari.cct of the accuracy question. The other main aspect is

whether our resion'ents "told all." Here I have doubts for the

following reirons:

(1) grlerrelo:tir.g f domestic violence is likely 'to occur

amonl *we 4:ruir of e, bht for opposite redons. On the one

hand, thYre is a lar;e group !Hr. whom vLolence is o much a

normal pat-t af the familoy y.teo that a slap, push, or 'shove (and

sometimes even :,,o14: r.'vere acts) is si,nply not a noteworthy or

dramAtic enoujh ey.'nt to le teremmered. Such omissions are

ecpecially likely wheh be? 'irked about things which had ever

haliFehed duting the ontite Irrolth ot the marriage.

(2) Sonrwhat rcrciy, th,:re is also underreporting at

the ether end of the violohco cr,:.trhuom--111ose who experiencel

such revere viol;-rit acts as being bitten, hit with 'objects,

beaken up, or atticked with a )(Life or gun. These are thinjs

which.go heyoni the "notril violence" of family life. There is

reluc*ance to admit !Jch acts because of'the shame involved if

one is t,he victim, or the guilt if one is the attacker.

(3) A tihAl :-Ason for igariing theAe'figures tare drastic

unlere.ates lie; the nature of our' sample. Since a ma jor

FurFose of the stuay was to Investigate the extent to which

violence is rlated to o.her aspects of husband-wife interaction,

we sanFled only couples llving *ogether. Divorced persons were

asked only.about the current marridge (again because if interview

time limits aud recall accuracy problems). Since "excessive"

violence is a major cau:,e of divorce, and since our sample is

I.-1 4.- j
,01
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limited to couples living together, those data prebably omit many

of the high violence cases.

These considerations, plus the higher rates in olir pilot

,tudies and infoic.il evilence (where some of the ftctois leading

to underreporting were less) sugjest that the true incidence rate

is probably closet to Q or (10 event of All couples than // ig

tp Ihe 28 kercegt who were willing to describe violent acls in n

lg_ss iateiview sutvey.

HUSBAND BEATING

Now I come o some findinqs which may be surprising.to some

coiders. This is the fact that the rational sample data confiras

what all of iur pilot studies have shown: (elles, 1974p

Ilteinmetz, 19/7p*5t.raus, 1974) that violence between husband and
wif.e is far from a one way street. The old cartoons of the wife

chasing a husband with a rolling pin or throwinq pots and pans
ire cloner to reality than most of us (and especially those of us

with jeminist sympathies) realize. This can be seen from an
:I.spection of the:wife columns in able 1.

V;:..olence Rater. The overall figures in the second row of

TAble 1 s4ow that, for all viole:A acts durinj the survey year,
th.,te mly a litly hiher incidence for husbands than for

wiv-c (12.14 versus 11.h%). In addition, those wives who'were
tendel to eagaje in such acts somewhat aore freguently

11.4 'the.husbands in tLis cçle median of 3.0 times in the

y,:r ,ared to 2.5 times for *he hkstands). F.oreover, the

tils* row of Table 1, which gives the date on severe violence,

1...sts that the wives werv 'more violent even in this

t i :onal slense of the word violence.

cific Violent Acts. If we look at the specific tyFes of

viol.,nt acts saniled by the CF:, there is evi!.,noe fcr the Fot
Int pan throwing stercotyve since the nuzber of wives wh) threw

+111,Lgs at their husband is almost twice as large as the number of

huftinds who threw things at their wife. For half of the

violeact acts, however, the rate 4s hiOler for the hi-band and
*be frequency is higher for the husbands than fJr the wives for

1:1 but two of the items. The biggest discreri:xy in favor of

wives occurs in the kicking and hittiLg with objk..cts. Such acts

1,-.,ss dependent on superior physical strenght to be effcctive.

Th:b seems to be consistent wit4 the view that a main difference

..h4.tween male and fomale domeL;tic violence stems from the smaller

size, weight, and muscle development of most women, rather than

froa any greater rejection of physical force on moral or

noLsative grounds.
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Policy ImpLications. Although these findings show high

rates of violenre by wives, his should not divert attention from

the need to give primary attention to wives as vic.tims as the

immediate focas of social policy. There are a nuA,er of reasons

for this:

(1) A validity study carried out in preparation for this

research (Bulcroft and Straus, 1975) shows that under-reporting

of violence is greater for.violence by husbands than it is for

violence by wives. This is probably because the use of ,physical

force is so much a part of the male way of life that it is

typically not the dramatic and often traumatic event that the

same .act of violence is for a woman. To be 'violent is not

unmasculine. Put to be physically violent is unfeminine

accordin.g to contemporary American standards. Consequently, if

it were possible to allow for this difference in reporting rates,

it is likely that, even in sirple numerical terms, wife-beating

would be the more severe problem.

(2) Even if one does not take into account this difference

of underreporting, the data in Table 1 s!-iow that husbands have

higher rates the tost danyerous and injurious forms of violence

(beating up and using a knife or gun).

(3) Table 1 also shows that when violent acts are committed

by a husband, they are repeated more often than is the case for

wives.

(u) These data do tot tell us what proportion of the violent

acts by wivPs were in resvonse to blows initiated by husbands.

Wolfgang's data on husband-wife homicides (1957) suggests that

this im an important factor.

(5) The greater physical sfren3th of men makes it more

likely that woman will Le seriously injured when beaten up by

her husl'and than the

(6) A disproportionately large numbPr of attacks by husbands

seem to occur when the wife is pregnant (Gelles, 1975) thas
posing a danger to the as yot unborn child.

(7) women are locked into marriage to'a much yreater extent

than men.. Because of a variety of economic and social

constraints, they often have no alternative to patting up with

beatings by their hucLani (Jelles, 1976: Martin, 1976; Straus,

1976a, 1977b).

In short, wives are victimized by violence in the family to

a such greater extent than are husbands and should therefore be,

the focus of the lost immediate remedial steps. However, these



Figure 1, Flow chart Illustrating Some Of The Factors Accounting For Nigh Incidence of Wife Resting (solid lines)

And Positive Feedback Loop. Maintaining The System ((lathed lines).
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deta also indicate that a fundamental solution to the problem of

wife!beating cannot be restricted tq the immediate problem of

assaulting husbands. Rather, violence is embedded in the very,

structure of the societj andeatte family system itself (Straus,

W16a). The particullrly ba1 form of violence known as

wife-beating is only likely to end With a change in the curtural

and social organizational factors underpinning parent-to-child,

child-to-child, and wife-to-husband violence, as well as

husband-to-wife violence.411

THE CAUSES OF WIFE-DEiTING
e.

Now I turn to t: q proposition that the causes of

late-beating are to be found in the very structure of American

society and its family system. Demonstrating this, .even in

principle, is a vast undertaking. All that can be done in this

paper is to identify seven of the lain factors and to give the

general flavor of the argument. An overview of these factors and

some of their interrelationships is given in Figure 1. Those

are:

(Figure 1 about here)

(1) The fact that the family is a, type of sodial group

characterized by a high aevel of conflict. (2) The fact that the

OSA is a datiok which is fundamentally committed to the use of

violence to maintain the status quo or to achieve desirable

chanles. (3)' The fact that the child rearing patterns typically

employed by American parents train children to be violent. This

in turn: (4) Legitimizes tviolence within the family and (5)

Builds violence into the most fundamental levels of personality
and establishes the link between love and violence. (6) The male

doainant nature of the family system, with a corlesponding

tendency to use physical force to maintain that dosinance when it

is threatened. (7), ,The fact .that the sexual inequalities

inherent in our family.system, econoaic system, social services.,

and criminal justice system, effectively leaves many woaen lockei

into a brutal marriage. They literally have no means of redress,

or even of leaving such a marriage.

It is the combination of these factors, as shown in Figure 1

(plus others not diagrammed for lack of space) which makes the

family the most violent'ef all civilian institutions, and which

accounts for that aspect of family violence which we call

wife-beating. Let us look at the first three of these factors in

a little more detail, starting with the question of what sakes

conflict so such a part of family life.

7
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HIGH LEVEL OF FAMILY C0XFLICT 'Y'
l

I

IL Vag ligk. The most elementary.family chareeNifint
Ccounting for the high incidence of conflict and violeff0.0004,th .

family is the fact that so many* hours 'of the day
interacting with other faOlgy members: -Although this'ilt-

4
,

important factor, the ratio 4i intrafamily violence to vtotin
experienced outside the 'family far exceeds the ratio of
spent in the farily.to time spent outside the family. , A °sett.
spent coopering the family with other groUps imjh ,large
amounts of tia4 are spent. such as work groups, p ovides 'il

concrete way of grasping the fact that far mare is in lved than
just "time at rsk." .

as URI: mat 21 LitiliIits anl Iatemts. most
non-fasily social istetictions are focused on a speci c purpose.
But the primary Nrouk aature of the .family s.akei family
rnteracxions cover a vast range of activities. This sims,that
there are.more "events" over which a dispute or a failUre to Iet
xpectations can occdr.

.

javouFity of Involvement. Not only is there a wider range
of eventr over which a disputp.or dissatisfacti'On can occur, but
in addition, thq degree of injury felt in. such instances is
li4ely to be much greater then i4 the same issue vele .to arise in
relation to someone outside the family. The failure of a wórk

Colleague t...) spell or to eat properly may be mildly annoying (or
sore likely just a. subject for deriiion). But if .the bad
spelling or taule manncrs are those of one's child or spouse, the
pain experienced is often excrucia g.

. .

.
. -

44 Inia4in2 &QIiviIir2. ny family activities have a

"zero .itim" aspect. t:onflict s structured into such-things as
whether Pach or rock will be played.off the family stereo, whethor

1 tO 'go tO a. movie or bowlike], or a line up for use of the

.bathroos. Loss obvious, but ^pally impoitant i:: the izpirging

on one's personal srace or self-isage brou4ht about by the life
style and heits of others in the family, such as those who 1PAve
things around versus those who put eve::ytning away, or those who
eat quickly and those who like leisurely meals.

Pillh 2 In luence. Membership in a family carries with

e)f

.4'.l 1
it dm implic-it r'ght , to influence the behavior of others.

'Consequently: the issatisfaction over undesirable or inpinging
activities of.others is further exacerbated by attempts to change
the behavior of the other.

ast ELI a& ascEco.mcieli. The fact that the family is
composed of people af differenct sexes and age (especielly during
the child rearing yedts), coupked vitt the existence of

generational and sex differences in cultlre\and outlook on life,
makes the family an arena of culture denflict. This is

1-

NI'

3 I
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epitosixed in such phases as "battle of thie sexes" and

"generational conflict."

7s WEika Mtg. Cospounding the irobles of age and sqs

differences is the fact that faaily statuses and roles are, to a
very considerable extent, assigned on the basis of .these

biological characteristics rather than on the basis of interest

and competence. An aspect of this which has traditionally been a
focus of contntion is socially structured sexual inequality, or
in contemporary language, the sexist organizatior of the family.

A sexist structure has especially high conflict Potential tuilt
in when such a structure exists in the context of a society with

equalitarian ideology. But even without such an ideological
inconsistency, the conflict potential is high because it is

inevitable that not all husbands have the coapetence needed to
fulfill the culturally prescribed leadership role (Kolb and

Straes, 197e; Allen and Straus, 1975).

fIkIi lElyasy. In many- societies the noraitive, kinship,
and hoesesold structure insulates the family from both social
conrols an assistance in coping with intrafamily conflict.
Thisdcharacteristic is most typicalfof the conjugal family systea
of urban'tltlustrial societies (Laslett, 1973).

2s L9Y219041E/ fitatil§b12 birth relationships are

obviously involuntary, and under-age children cannot themselves
terminate such relationships. Im addition, spray (1969) shows

that the conjugal rilationship also has non-v,dluntary aspects.
There is first the social expectation of marriage as a long term

comaitaent, as expressed in the phrase "until death do us pat."
In addition, there are emotional, material, and legal rewards and

censtraints which freqkfntly make membership in the faailj group
inescapable, socially, physically, or legally. So, when

conflicts and dissatisfactions arise, the alternativa of

resolving thea by leaving often does not, in parctice, exist--at
least in the percpetion of what is practiral or possible.

10, High Level of Ztress. Paradoxically, in the liOt of

the previces paragraph, nuclear family relationships are

unstable. This co.nes bout becaase of a numl,er of. circumstances,

tarting 'vith the general tendency for all dyadic relatiot.sh4ps
to be unstable (Simael, 1955:118-14e). It addition, the nuclear

family continuously undergoes aajor changes in structure as a
result of processes inherent in the family life cycle: events

such as the birth of children, maturation of childreB, aging, amd

retirement. Th. crisis like nature-of these changes has long

been recognised (Wasters, 1957).

Awe
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HIGH LEVEL OF VIOLENCE /11 THE SOCIETY

These ten characteristics of the family', cosbined with the

huge emotional investment which is typical of family
relationships, means that the family is likely to b the locus of
more, and sore serious, conflicts than other groups. But

conflict and violence are not the same. Violence* is only one

means of dealing with', conflict, what accounts for the use of

violence to deal with conflicts within the family? On
fundamental starting place is the fact that w are talking about
families which are part of a violent socity. There is a carry

over from one spher of life to anothey, as I have tried to show
in a paper ccaparing levels of family violence in different
societies (Straus, 1977a). Hoer, even granting the carry-over
principle, this is by no manu sufficient. Conflict is also

high, for example, in academic departments. But there has ,ewer

been an Uncident of physical violence in any of the siz

thipartments I have taught in during tt4e past 25 years. In fact,.

have only beard of one such incident occurring anywhere.
Clearly, other factors must also be present.

...FAMILY SOCIALIZATION IN VIOLENCE

Cne of the most fundamental of these other factors is the

fact that the family is the setting in which most people first
experience physical violence, and also the setting which

establishes the moticnal context and meaning of violence.

Learning abolit iolence starts witb . physical punishment,

which is nearly universal (Steinmetz and Straus, 1974). dhon
physical Funishment is used, several things can, be expected to

occur. First, ani most obviously, is learning to do or not do
whatever the punishment is intended to teach. Less Obvious, tut

equally or more important are three other lessons which are so
deeply learned that they 'become an Integra* part of one's

personality ant world view.

The first of these unintended consequences is th
association of love with violence. Physical Funishment typically
begins in infancy with slaps to correct and teach. !loamy and

daddy ar the first and usually the only ones to hit an infant.
And for most childien this continues throughout chilihood. The

child therefor., learns that those who love hi or her the 'lost,
are also those who hit.

Second, since physical runishment is used to train the child

or to teach about dangerous things to be avoided, it establishes
the moral rightness of hitting othr family shers.

The third unintended consequence is the lesson that when

something is really important, it justifies the use of physical

force.

-r/
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These indirect lessons are not confined to providing a.model

for latter treatment of one's own children. Rather, they become

such a fundamental part of the individuals perznality and world

view that they are generalized to other social relationships, and

especially to ch relationship which is closest to that of parent

and child: that Of husband and wife.

All Of the above suggests that early experiences with

physical puniehnent lays the groundwork tor the normative

legitimacy of all types of violence but especially intrafamily

violence. It provides a role modelindeed a specific "script"

(Gagnon and Simon, 1973; Huggins and Straus, 1975,--for such

actions. In addition, for many children, there is not even the

need to generalize this socially scripted pattern of behavior

from the parent-child nexus in which it vas learned to other

farily relationships. This is because, if our estimates are
correct, millions of children can directly observe Ind role model

physical violence between husbands and wives. (see also Ovens and

Straus, 1975).

CULTUAAL MOANS

The preceding discussion has focused on the way in- which

violence becomes built into the behavioral repertory of

individual husbands and wives. Important as that is, it would

not be sufficient to account for the high level of family

violence if it were not Also supported by cultural norms

legitimizing such violent predispositions.. Since acst of us tend

to think of norms which call for love and gentleness vithin the

faaily, it is difficult to perceive that there are also both It

lure and de Um cultural norms legitimizing the use of violence

between fasily members. Once one ii sensi'ized to the

possibility that such rules exist, examples pop 'up all over.

These .rules are sometimes explicit or even zaniatory--as in the

case of the right and obligatiton of parents to use a "necessary"

and appropriate level, of physical force o adequately protect,

.
train, and control a child. In fact, parents are permitted or

expect to use a level of physical force for these purposes that

is denied even prison authocitiee-in relation to training and

controlling inmates.

In the case of husband-wife relations, similar noras are

present and poweeful, but they are largely implicit and

taken-for-granted and therefore also largely unrecognized. But

the fact is that, just as parenthood gives the right to hit, the

marriage licence is also a hitting licence. Tho evidence can be

found, fer instance in veryday expressions and jokes, such as

, the ditty:

-11
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A voan, a horse, and a hickory tree
The more you beetoss the better they be

or the joke mentioned earlier in this paper. Many of the men and

vomen interviewed -by Gelles. (1974:58) expressed similar
uttitudet, as represented by such phrases as "I mated for it,".or
"6:4P needed to be brought to her senses."

But the marriage licence as a hittiril licence" is not just

a patter of the folk culture. More importantly, it also remains
embedded in the legal system despite many legal reforms favoring

women. In ost jurisdictions, for exasple, a woman still cannot
sue ber. husband for damages resulting from his assaults, because.

in the words of a California Supreme Court judgesent (Self t.
Self, 1962) this "would hstroy the peace and harmony of the
boas, and thus would be contrary to the police of the law."1

Of coucse, criminal actions .can. be brought against an .

assaulting husband, but here too there is an almost equally
effective bar. Inherent in the way the criminal justice systes

actually operates. Many policemen personally believe that

husbands Ag have a legal right to bit their wives, provided it dal

does not produce an injury requiring hospitalizationthe '

so-called "stitch rule" found in sore cities. If a wife wants to.

press charges she is discouraged from every step in the judicial
process, beginning with police officers (often the first on the

scene) rho will not make rrests, and going on to prosecuting
attorneys who will rot bring t case to court, and by judges who

block convictions in the sin cule fraction of cases which do
reach the court (field and f Id, 973).

finally, there is evidence fr surveys and experiaents also

pointing to the isplicit licence to bit conferred by marriage.
,Perhaps, the most direct of this type of evidence is to be found

in the survey conducted far the National Coosissiort on the Causes

and Prevention of Violence (stark end McEvoy, 1970). This study.'

found hat about one cut of four of those interviewed agreed with

the oposition, that it is sometimes permissible for a husband

o hit his wife. tgually cogent are the results of an

u ublished experiment by Churchill and Straus. This shoved that

en presentelrvith identical descriPtions of an assault by a.an
a a woman, those who .were told that the couple is married

ecosmended much less severe punishment.

There is a great deal of other evidence supporting the

istence of the "marriage licons4 as a bitting licente" norm

(S us, 1976). What was just presented say at least' ake the

. case ausible and alloy us to oy* on to a consideration of one

othir causa or.
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SEXUAL INECiUALIT/ AND THE yI0LENT SOCIETY

The last causal factor to be considered can be summarized in

the propolitios that the sexist organization of the society and

its dasily system is one of the sost fundamental factors

accounting 'for the high level of wife-beating. Demonstrating

this.propositios is such a large undertaking that 'it would

require an entire paper in itself. Fortunately, much of the

evidence has already been well ,documented (Dobash and Dobash,

1974x Martin, 1976; Straus) 1976a, 1977a, b). Some aspects

have.also been presented earlier in this paper. A suamary of the

main elements of sexism which lead to rife-beating is presented

in boxes 6 and 7 of Figur.*

Perhaps it is just well that the combination of space

limitations and 4the availability of previous work on sexistand

wife-beating led to ohlr summarizing the argument in Figure 1.

Perhaps devoting an inappropriately small part of.this paper to

one of the most important of the causal factors can serve to

dramatize the fact that, important as is sexism in understanding

wife-beating, it is only one part of a coaclex causAl ratrix.

%This cen be seen from the fact that even th..wn seh are 4oninnnt,

their dominance does not protect them from violence by othe'r men.

If we imagine thet true equality between tne sores were

nomehow. to be achieved tomorrow, all forms of family violehce

(including wife-beating) would stili cog:Line* to existperhaps

at a somewhat lower incidence rateupless steps are taken to

also alter the factors identified in boxen 2, 1, 4, and 5 of

Figure 1. This means step3 to lover tne level of urfaaily

violendi, and steps to end thy training in violence that is part

of growing up in.a typical Anerican family. Violence is truly

built into the very fabric of American society, and into the

personality, beliefs, values, and into behavioral scripts of moot

-of our population. flimination of wife-boating depends mot only

on eliminating sexual inequality, bLt alto on altering the systes

of violence On which so such of American society depends.

..

,

4 c,
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FOOTNOTES

The aterials in thia paper will be presented'sore fully in
a forthcoming book VIOLENCE IN TOE AMERICAN FAMILY (Straus,
Cellos and Steinmetz, 1978). This'poper is part of a research
program on intrafanily violence supported by grants fros the
National, Institute of Mental.Realth (11H27557 and MH13050). A
progras bibliography and description of current projects is
obtainable on request.

The paper vas presented at the conference on "Battered
Wives: Defining thee Issues,* Center for Research on Women,
Stanford Oniversity, May 20, 1977: and at the 2nd World
Congress, International Society On nosily Law, Montreal, June 14,
1977.

1. Some of the specific steps to accosplisb this are
outlined in another paper (Straus, 1977b).

2. This section of tho paper is idapted from males and
Straus. (1978) to, which readers are referred for a more
cospreheirsive analysis of theories of violence in the family.

b
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Several streams of social science research provide the theoretical
0

and empirical basis for our approach to describing and understanding

physical violence within the family. Most directly related is the work

of criminologists on murderer-victim relationship. This work has made

clear that more murder victims arc members of the same family than-any

other category of murderer-victim relationship (Curtis, 1974; Palmer. 1972:

Wol(gang. 1958). Another major stream of work is represen-

ted by those social scientists who have pointed to the existence of a

love and hate relationship as characteristic of families and all iptimate

groups (Coser, 1956; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1971; Simmel, 1955), ind which has

recently come to be a foCus of considerable attention (Bach and Wyden,

1968; Charny, 1972). A third stream of work isshat of clinicians

conce(ned with the "battered child" syndrome.and most recently with "wife

beating" (Gil, 1979; Kempe et ak, 1962).

Despite the existence of these thre streams of work, and despite

the recent focus on child abuse. it is still customary to'think of physical

:tolence between family members as being infrequent and, when it does occur,

as'being the lesult of some defect or abnormality of the husband, wife, or

child using violence. Neither of these viws seem to be correct. Leaving

Aside war and riots, our piecing together of the available evidence sug-

Cs
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gests rhet physical aggression occurs between family members more often

than it occurs between any others. Moreover the predominant position

of the family as a setting for violence probably applies to every form

of physical violence from slaps to torture and murder: Some form of

physical violence between family members, in fact, is so likely to

occUr se some point in the life cycle that it can be said to be almost

universal. Violence between family members may be at least as typical

1/

of family relationships as is love.

If these stst.ments are correct, violence in families is a pheno-

senon.which' affects just about everyone since almost everyone partici-

pates in a family, and usually over a considerable length of time and

-with relatively invense involvement. Thus, merely in terms of the

extensiveness of the population exposed., the study of intrafamily violence

is of high importance. But the importance orresearch on violence bet-

ween family members goes,bernd mere numbers sinceothe family is such

a crucial element in the lives of most of the population. For children,

there is first the rick of physical injury to the point at which med cal

attention is eeded and it can be labeled as "child abuse:
1.

Apart from ..lystcal itijury, the existence' of a high level of pIrsi

cal violence as pe- of the socialization context probably has majo

consequences for all levels of personality, including charaeteristics

such as aggression, anxiety, guilt, and authoritarianism (Steinmetz and

Straus, 1974 pert IV; Becker, 1964; Park, 1970, 1972) and specific atti-

tudes and values such as approval of violence to effect social reform,

further national interests, and control criminal behavior (Blumenthal

et al., 1972; Galles and Straus, 1975; Owens and Straus, 1975). Finally,

27.00 0 713 - 54
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the relationships between husbands, wives, and children are the focus

of deep emotional commitment sn l! of expectations for affection and

solidarity which are likely to be difficult to achieve if these same

relationships are characterized by physical violence. We°conclude that

both the ubiquity of violence between family members and the importance

of the possible consequences of violence in this setting, make it im-

.perative that any overall concern with research on the level of violence'

in this country focus attentiOn pn "violence in the home" as well as on

"crime in the streets."

FREQUENCY OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
mo. .

What is the evidence for suggesting that violence between

family members may at least as typical of family relationships as love?

In.this section we will try to show that although this is a reasonable

conclusion from the available evidence, that evidence is far from ade-

quate.

Physical Punishment. We start with this aspect of the use of

physcial force within the family because it is probably both the most

frequent aspect and also thffl best researched.- But even in the case of

,physical punishment, the evidence lacks the necessary systematic char-

acter, representativeness,.and specificity.

Various studies in the USA Pad England (Blumberg, 1964-1965;

Bronfenbrenner, 1958; Erlanger, 1974; Stark and McEvoy, 1970) show that

between 84 and 97 pvrcent uf all parents us, phyclsal punishment at some

point in the child's life. HOwever, even piecing togethelthese studies,

it is not possible to arrive at age-specific rates because some studies

cover a broad range of ages and do not provide tabulationn by age; other
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studies use approval of punishment-rather than actual punishment; and

still others are on unrepresentative,clinixa. 'r other popuntions,

uch as parents of university students. In short, there does not seem

to be available data for a representative sample of families on the

frequency with which children of different ages are actually hit.

The question of age specific rates well illustrates the need for

more systematic data on this issue because, contrary to what we expec-
.

ted before our own exploratory research on physical punishment, we found

that the rates are unexpectedly high well into adolescence. in thice

different studies based on re,Jorts by usiversity students of events

which occurred dui-ing their senior year in high school, we found that

half of the paren; ha; either used physical punishmt4it or threatened

it dwricq, ttat year (Steinmetz, 1971, 1974: Straus, 19i1).

Of cc se, ph';%ival punishment is not the gime as other violence,

prim...ily because it 'is normatively approvbd and.because of the pre-

sumed altruistic motivation. But it is violence hone the leF.s. I,

certain respects, it 1 Is the same consequences as other forms ot vio-

.

lence, despite the good intentions. Fot example, the studies of

parents' use of physical punishment shaw that parents who use physi:al

punishment tt control Ole aggres,:iveness of their children are probably

1ere11:111g rather than decreasing the agerv,..:ive ti.inluncip of their

chfld (gandura, 1973; Cron, Walder and Lefkowitz, 19/1, !;ear!;, Maccolly

dnd Levin, 1957). In short, there arc grounds fur believing that

violenve begets violence, however peaceful and a;troi,:tic the motivation.

In addition.to HA possible effects on trainng Ildren in the use of

violence, parental use,of physical punishment may also lay the ground-

r
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work for carrying this use of force to the point at which it can be

considered child abuse. e

Child Abuse. Estimates of the incidence of child abuse range
,

from a low of 6,000 cases (Gil, 1970:60) to a high of one million

(New York Sunday Times, November 30, 1975). A major problem with

these estimates is that they are influenced by a variety of factors

which make using or interpreting these data ouite difficult. A first

problem encountered in compiling or estimating is "What cgnstitutes

child abuft?" Gil,

for instance, defined child abose as "intentionally inflicted physical

in)ury by a parent.or a caretaker on a child ander eighteen years of

age." Others, however, include sexual abuse, malnurishment, maltreat

metn, and Mental injury as facets of, Child abuse. Thus, the incidence

Statistics are variable and often not comparable uccause ofthe varied

definitions employed.

A seconeproblem, and oae familiar

to criminologists, is that of using official statistics as bases of

establishing measures of tiue incidence. Gil's estimate of 6,000 cases

per year was based on the number of confirmed i ports of child abuse

from each state. While this work was underway, he also carried out a

national sample survey which asked respondents whether they personally

knew families involved in incidents of child aht.ge. 1Gil extrapo,lated

'the results and,estiamt'ed that bctwc& 2Q900 to 400,000
*,

Americans knew about mi incident id khild ahnNu 'which i,cc rred in the

previous 12 months. These data suggest that he officiii), statistics

onirhilo abuse represk a substantial underreportift of the true

t 6
C$

'0 44
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incidence of abuse. The official statistics arc Influenced by indivi-

- '

dual awareness of child abuse and by social and technological procedures

'used in case reporting. The rates of child abuse found in official

statistics will vary depending on
these factors as well as the true rate

of child abuse.

A third facfor which influences thsVcidencedtita on
4

child abuse is that of labeling and gatekeeping. As Gelles, (1975a,

1975b) shows, there is no objective behavior which caa automatically be '

recognized os child abuse. In most instancts of physical injury of a

child there is no clear cut admission of guilt,-nor legally valid evi-

dence. Thus, pediatricians, police .officers, social workers, and,judges

call upon their own experience and deductive powers to determine whether

an injury is the result of an atcident 6r was intentionally inflicted by a

parent or caretaker. Thus child abuse seatistics are the product of soeigl

labeling rather than a clear, objective property of an.act. Consequently,

one cannt4 tell if.people of low socioeconomic status are overre-

presented in the official statistics on cl d abuse because they are'

more likely to abuse their children, because they are more lkkely to

get caugflt abusing their chifdren, or because they are more likely to

be falsely suspected and accused of abusing .their children, or some

combipation of all of-these factor.s.

Murder. Murder its the nne aspect uf intrafamily Violenti on which.

there are reasonably good data. Stelometz an0 !;tian., frgV4) qin:geTNs"hdt

this is becausv it is a crime %illicit. leaves physical evidence that c.,rnot

,be ignored in the same way that the normative hid!: of the socluti (.1o:.141

both laypersons and researchers to ignore other tnrms of intraiamilY

c.
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violence in the past. A graphic indication of the extent ot intra-

family murder can be g1eaned from our estimate that each year about

as many people are murdered by their relatives in Ne'w York City as

have been killecrin all of the disturbances in Northern Ireland to

date. In Atlanta, 11% of the 255 homicides in 1972 were thy result

of domestic quarrels. (Boston Globe, 1973:12). The situation in

Atlanta is typical of the nation at large and apparently also a number

of other societies (Curtis, 1974). Fur example, the Atrican societies

studied by Bohannan (1960:243) similarly range frl 22 to 63 percent

intrafamily homicides,and the highest rate (67 percent) is for a

Danish sample.

Assault. Turning to non-lethal physical violence between husband

and wife, une source of data Lre police reports,. Just as relatives are

the largst single.categoe, murder victim, so family fights are the
1

largest single category ot police calls. One lei:al researchee (Parnas,

1967:914) estimates that more police calls involve family conflict than

do calls for all criminal incidents, including murders, rapes, non-fami-

ly assaults, robberies and muggings. Twenty-two percent of all police

fataliti.... come from investigating pfoblems betweeloan and wife or

parent and child (Parnas, 1967): Aggravtted assault between husbands

w.i,s_ade up IIZ of all aggravated assaUits in St. Louis (Pittman

3nd H: dy, 1964:467). and 52Z in Detroit (Boudouris. 1971:668). These

tiguret probably are dfl underestiwite et the percentage of a' .rults bet-
,

wen husbands and wives due to the fact that !rimy police officer:: attempt

to disuade wives from filing assault that-get, and nony wives to do not

nee an.artack by a husband as a case of legal assaus ll. Therefore, one

cannot tell from these.data on police calls and ssault charges
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just what proportion of all husbands and wives have had p"ysical fightu

incq it takes an unsusual combination of events to have the police

called in. Aside from our own work, the closest published estimate is

to be found in the studies Levinger'(1966) and O'Brien (1971). Both

studied applicant's for diyorce. O'Brien foundrthat 17 percent of his

cases spontaneously mentioned overt violent behavior. and Levinger found

that 23 percent of the middle class couples and 40 percent of the,working

class couples gave "physical abuse" as a major complaint.

These figures probably underestimate the amount of physical violence

between husbands and wives because there were probably violent incidents

which were not mentioned or whfch were not listed as a main caw-x of the

- 'divorce. Perhaps these figures should be at least doubled. Even then

we are far from knowing the extent of husband-wife violence. First, there

is a discrepancy between the O'Brien nod the Levinger fives. Second,

these figures apply to couples who have applied fot divorce. It may be

that physical violence is less among a cross-section of.couples. Or it

may be, as ve suspect, that the difference is not very great.

The closest thing to data:on a cross-Section cif Ole pOpulation is

to be found a survey conducted for the National.Commission ori the

Causes and Prevention of Violence which deals with what v'iolence people

would approve (Stark and McEvoy. 1970). illese data show that one of

four men in this survey,and one out of s)x womehis.4ould approve of slap-

ping a wife under certain ronditionn. Ao for a wife ..lapping a husband,

26 percent of the men and 19 percent of the women would approve. Of

course, some people who,approve of slapping will .never do it and some

who disapprove will slap--or worse. Probably the latter group is larger.

If so, we know that husband-wife violence at this minimal lev.,1 occurs
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in at least one quarter of American families: .

Finally, our own pilot studies give some indication of the fre-

s
quency of violence fn the family. The first of these pilot studies

(Genes, 1974) is based on informal depth interviews gin BO families.
0

This revealed that 54 percent of the couples have"used physical force

on each other at some time. However, since this study is based.on a

small non-random sample of small tnwnNelampshire families, the re-

presentatiyenetis of this data is unknown.

'Generalizations from the second of our exploratory studies are

limited by the fact that it is a study of freshmen students at the

University Of New Hampshire (Straus, 1974a, b). These students respon-

ded to a series of questions about conflicts which occured in the4r

families during their senior year in high school, and to furtherl ques-

tion about how these conflicts were dealt with. Included in the con-

flict resolutlp section were questions on whether or not the parties

to the disputes had ever hit, pushed, shovird, or threw things at each

other in the course of one of the disputes.

The results show that during that one ye'ar 62 percent of these hiih

school seniors had used physical force en a brother or sister and 16,per-

cent of their parents had used physical force on each other. These are

figures fnr a single /ear. The percentage who had ever used violence

is probably much greater. How much greater in difficult to estimate.

One cannot simply accumulate the 16 percent for one year over the

total number of years marritd because some ,!ouples will never have used
.\

violence and others will have done so repeatedly. Nevertheless, it

geese safe to assume that it will not always be the same 16 percent.
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So, It is probably best to fall back on the 54 percent estimate from

the 80 depth interviews.

The figures just-Presented should make clear the basis for our

assertion that violence-between family members is 4y far the most

common typo of violence a typical person is likely to experience. But"

even accepting the correctness of this.assertion, the limitations of the

studies en which it is based do not enable us to know how frequently

each of the various forms of family violence occurs. Each of the studies

has major.limitations of one sort or another, for example, divorced

couples may well differ from other couples in their use of violence,

reports of whether "physical abuse" tins onelpf the reasops for divorce

may not adequately describe the extent to which husband-wife violence'

occurred, university students are not likely to know allout all such

fights between their parents; and in any case,their parents are pro'Jab-

ly not representative of the general population, especially the :over

socioeconomic status groups. All of these limitatiolsuggest the'need

for studies which can provide data on a representative sample of the

population and which uses techniques that will minimize the problems of

measurement which we noted.

KORMS'AND MEANINGS

Just as we need to know the extent to which violence acts occur

tetween husbands and wives, parents and children, and brothers ..nd

sisters, it is also necessary to know the subjective meaning of intro-

family violence, including the normative approval-disapproval dimension.

The issue is difficult to deal with because In our judgement, there

exists simultaneously norms condemning and also norms which .stify
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vio'ence within the family' (Straus, 1973, 1974b). Thus, one level of

formal and informal norms is strongly opposed to husbands and wives

hitting eaclv other; but at the same time, there seem to be implicit

but powerful norms which permit and even enco'urage such acts. This is

illustrated by the cafie of a husband who, having hit his wife on several

oecasions, felt that this was wrong, regretted the occasions on which

it happened, but nonthviegs did so again. He explained that he and his

wife get so worked up In their arguments that he loses control. Thus,

in his perception, i was almost a non-voluntary and certainly a non-

normative act.. But the marriage counselor in the case brought out the

implicit norms which permitted him to hit his wife by asking the hus-

band why he did not stab hig.wife (Straus, 1973120). This possibility

(and the fact Ihat the husband did .not stab the wife despite "losing

control") shows that hitting the wife was not simply a reversion to

primitive levels of behavior, but in fact wag uader normative control.

We i_enclude that the implicit, unrecGgnized, but nonetheless operating

norms for this husband enabled him to his Ms wife, but not to stab her.

There is other evf _nee which tends to support the proposition that a

marriage licence is also a hitting licence, inrlud:ng jokes, plays such

as those of George Bernard Shaw, one laboratory experiment', and one field

experiment (Straus, 1975). However, nono of these provides the kind of

syttematic and broadly representati,ic datl which is needed.

h. oddl.lon to the intriiv:ic impotiaoce of the data on norms and

meanings, this data is aise necessary to pr(T,rly make use of the data

on overt violent acts. it is a sociological truism that the same overt

act can have vastiv different; ntecedents and consequences deponding

on tne actors suhlecti,v: definition of the situation. In particular,

as noted in a previous :eview paper (Straus, (*wiles, and Steinmetz, 1973),
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ri lire 1 about here

Figure 1. Family Violence Typology.

LEGITIMACY OF VIOLENCE FOR THE RESPOMiENT

LOw Hieh

FREQUENCY OF
VIOLENT ACTS

High

Low

3. Illegitimately
Violent

--_-_-_-_-_-_--

1. Legitimately
Non-Violent

4. LegitimatelN
Violent .

2, Itle,itimotely
Non-Violent

41 There actually needsto be three in:ch classifications for each family
since either norms or acts or both can differ between the spousal role,
parental role, and sibling role.
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the legitimacy of an act is of crucial importance. Researchers using

informal case study methods will have

no difficulty taking into account the subjective meaning and normative stance

of the people they studysioce this is one of the traditional strengths of

informal field 4thods. However, in the context of quantitative survey research

the method for doing so is not immediately obvious. We suggest that such

a series of quei:tions to classify respondents in respect to their

tance. The normative data can then he cross classified with the

cts data to produce the four types depicted in Figure 1.

udies us

orma

lent

XII

CAUSAL THEORIES

Important as it may bi to establish the parameters of intrafa ily

violence in terms of types of .frequencies, meanings, and norms conlerning.

1 violence in the family, the most fundamental task for research is the

developMent and testing of theories which can account for.these phenomena.

Gelles and Straus have dealt with this issue at length in a forthcoming

handbook on theory in family sociology (1917). In this paper the most

we can do is to summarize in Figure 2 current

Figure 2 about here

work on aggression and violence which seem to have potential applicability

.to the understanding ofintrafamily violence.

The fact that Figure 2 does not include genetically transmitted

characteristics of the species or of individuals or the neurobiological

make up of soecific individuals.does not mean that we think these things

are unimportant. It is purely a function of this paper being audressed

to social science rather than biological science issues. An additional

important point ,to keep in mind in relation to Figure 2 is that it should
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not be regarded as a'listtof alternative theories, or ven as a list of

explanatory factors which can someday be added together. Rather as

landura (1973), van den Berghe (197(i), .and others emphasire, the basis for

more effiient theory (in the sense of accounting fur more than a

trivial percentage of the variance In intrafamily violence) is to be found

in the research which investigates the interaction or contingent effects

of each of these types of causal factors in relation to the others..

In view of what has jUst been said, it should e clear that when we

use the term "explains" in Figure 2, it does not mean tu imply "fully

explains." On the contrary, the causes of violence are located in the

complex interrelation of all these types of explanatory factors. The

entries in this table are therefore stated in a.way which emphasizes the

complementary nature of the factors.
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Figure 2. Summary of the Distinctive Contributiiins of Selected Theories of

Violence (adopted from Genes and.Straus, 1974).

THEORY. CONTRIBUTION

PSYCHO- There ls little evidence'that mental illness pey se causes
PATHOLOGY* violence. Rather than an explanatorv Aheorv, violent behavior

of the,mentally ill must iticif be explained in terms' of social
psychological and socio-celtural factors. For examole, the
behavior of mdntallv III persons varies from socletv to
society; from sector of society to sector, and according to
the particular life cirmIstances of the afflicted person.
There does not seem to he.anythint, inherent In mental illness
which 'leads the afflicted nerson to behave in an aggressive
or violent way escept insofar AS a person who is violent is
labeled as mentally ill.

ALCOHOL
AND DRUGS

e

lias the same theoretical status as psychopathology, I.e..
the behavior of intoxicated persons reflects social defini-
tions of what one dors when dreier, or high, and the leg_-
timacy of such behavibr. Moreovvr, these definitions old

normative statements very from iociety to soci.ety, from
sec, to sector of society, accordine !o culture of each
society or_sector, :Is do also tfte rat.'s of alcohdl and drug

use. However, alcohol unc in of great practical importance
because of the frequency with which it is associated with
violence in our.!wciety.

FRUSTRATION- Also oCcupiet a coretical position similar to that of psycho-
AGGRESSION pathology because f theory, as gener:illy conceived, does not

explain the procer by vilich frustration is linked to aggress-
ion, c:fcept by positine an innate aggressive drive in response

to.frustration.,!:owever, hoti vicved as a special case of so- .?

dal learning GeorY, it explains why the tendency to respond

to frustration by aggression is so common. It

helps explain family violence because the.family is the focus
of high personal involvement and of high frustration.

SOCIAL Asserts thnt himan actresniou ;it'd violence Is a learned conduct

LEABrIMO and specifies th( icarsiim orocons,esnecialle direct exper-
ience and observing the 1,01;71)r of others. Fxnlains both the
variition between persons and the variation between situations
:o the tendency to respond ae-ressivelv.bv. refervoce to prior
e,perlence, reihforcement patterns, and COVIIII%'' Processes.

Asserts that in a society which values violence, persons of

7 ATr1TUDF low r,elf-esteem say seek tn bolster their image in thc.eyes of

ethers and thersr.Aves by carrying rut violent acts. ExPlains

the propensitf violence of those for whom society makes lc
difficult to :eofeve an adequate level of self-esteem.

,:)
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CLOCKWORX Asserts that there is an optimum level.uf stress or tension

OUNCE and that if the life circumstances do not provide this level,
eggression,and violence will occur 45 a means of movleg toward

the optimum level. Explains the "senseless" aggression and
viclencx which can occur in highly integrated, smoothly funct-

ioning groups, such as an apparently model family.

SMOLIC Specifies the process by which a self-image and identity of

INTERACTION "violent" is formed and by which violent acts acquire indivi-
dual and socially shared meaning. Explains the origin and
maintenance of the structure OP meaninr. which is necessary for

all human social behavior, including violence.

EXCiAMGE Asserts that ineraction in marriTige is governed by pattners
seeking to maximize rewards and minimize costs in their
exchange relations; char actors expect rewards Zoo be pro-

. portional to investments ("distributive jus:ice"); and that
costs and rewards aee judged in the light of iliernatives.

Explains the growth Of resentment, anger, and h.,stiiity
when the principle of distributive justice is violated.

FUNCTIONAL , Asserts that violence eau be important for maintainilw,the
adaptability of.the family to charring cir..umstanies and hence
to its survival. hanlains why violence Persist.: in humawasso-

ciation, including foe family.

CULTURAL Asserts that social values and norms provide nenaier aed direc-
tion to violent acts and thus facilitate or bring about
ence in situations specified hy these norms .jnd values.

plains whv some'sectors of3 society or different,wcieties are
more violent than others: essentially that they have cultural
rules which legitiMize or reluire violence.

STRUCTURAL

SYST CIS

Asserts thai soefaI groups differ in respect to thoir typical
level o...,10e::s, Licrivation, anA fru:I-rat:on a;-: in the re-.

sources at their disposal to deal vite ..trusge... Explains

why different sectors of society or diftvi. f,,Aliv.; are

more vilent than others: essentially that c..mhint, high

stress with low resources. Also oxellin.. e-,,:,tericv and

meintenance of a culture of v1,1,14cr; t!,it t:hen

the circumstances Of 4 grool,. violence b.c ..fiflea in

the form of va,lues and nor . I h.,

carrying out the violent acts. (owens and :,tiaas,

Describes the cybernetic and morphogenic 'irocessos which

characterize the use of violence ie famil,- interaction. Ex-

plains the way in which violence is manotwd aid ..tahillred.

8 G
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CONFLICT Asserts that fundamental causal factors which lead to violenc
arc the.different "interc.sts" of famiLy members. Explains why
there is conflict and violence in'one of the most integrated
and solidary of human groups.

RESOURCE Assertelhat violence is one of the resources which indivi-
Auals. nr collectivities can use to maintain or advance their
interests. Ey-pointing to the range of other resources avail-
-stole to/aperson or group, it explains the circumstances under
which violence is used: essentially when these other resources
are not effective.

I

ATTRIBUTION Specifies the procets used by actors to impute the 0.sposi-
tinna1 state (motivntiolis) of others. Explains how the
structure of family relations is such that there is high
probability of malevolent irtent being attributed to the
actions of other family members, thereby setting in motion
in escalating cycle :if resentment and aggression.
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TIM SPECIAL CASE OF INE FAMILY

.s
To what extent are the theories of interpersonal violence summa -

rind in Figure 2 uitable for explaining violence between family

members? In one sense family violence %ay be looked at as neessential-

ly different than other forms of violence. From this perspective re-

search on family violence could be conducted so as to verify or develop

ono or more of the general theories of interpersonal violence. On the

other hand, violence in the family may be considered, for a variety of

reasons, a special case of violence which requires its own body of

theory to explain it. We suggest, that violence between family members

is a special enough case to require study in its owlright. This is

partly because of the extraordinarily high incidence of intrafamily

violence, partly because all general theories need to be specified to

apply to particular manifestations of the phenomenon they seek to ex-

plain, and partly because even though the family shares certain charac-

teristics with other small groups, as a social group and as an institu-

tion of society, the family has distincitve characterists. These are

likely to be important for understanding why the family is such a

violence prone group, social etting, and institution. Space limita-

tions &Nut permit the detailed presentation we have provided elsewhere

(Celles and Straus, 1977), so we will simply list the chdracteristics

of the family which seem most. relevant:

1. Time Jt Risk. The fact that so many hours per wek are spent

interacting with other family members is obviously important. However,

the ratio of intrafsmily violence to violence ,
side the family far

Io

(I -
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exceeds the ratio of time within the family tc time outside the family.

So.that this factor may not be as critical as it at first seems.

2. Range of Activities and Interests. Most non-family social

interactions are focused on a specific purpose. But the primary group

nature of the family makes family interactions*cover a vast range of

activities. This means that there are more "events" over which a

dispute or a failure to meet expectations can occur.

3. Intensity of Involvement. Not only is ther:a wider range of

events over which a dispute or dissatisfaction can occur, but in addi-

tion, the degree of injury felt in such instances is likely to be much

greater then if the same issue were to arise in relation to someone

outside the. family. The failure of a work colleague to spell or eat

properly Ray be mildly annoying.(or more likely just a subject for

derision). but if the bad spelling or table mannets are those of

one's child or spouse, the pain experienced is often excruciating.

4. Impinging Activities. Many family activities have a "zero snm"

aspect. Conflict is structured into such things as whether Bach or

Mendelson will be played on the family stereo, whether to go to a

movie or bowling, or a line up for use of the bathroom. Less obvious, .

but equally important is the impinging on one's personal space or self-

image brought about by the life style and habits of others in the

family, such as those who leavel things around versus those who put

everything away, or 'those who eat quickly and those who like leisurely

meals.

5. Right to Influence. Membership in a family carries witli it an

implicit right to influence the behavior of others. Consequently, the
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dissatisfaction over undesirable or impinging activities of others

is further exacerbated byttteepts to change the behavior of the

other.

6. Age and Sex.Discrepenc . The fact that the family is com-

posed of peop'.e of different sexes and age (especially during the child

rearing years), coupled with the existence of generational and sex

difference., in culture and outlook on life, makes the family an arena

of culture conflict. This is epitomized in such phases as "battle of

the sexes" and "generational conflict."

7. Asetibed Roles. Compounding the problem of age and sex differ-

ences is the fact that family statuses and roles are, to a very consider-

able extent, assigned on the basis of these biological characteristics

rather than on thetasis of interest and competence. An aspect of this

which has traditonally been a focus of contention is socially structured

sexual inequality, erdcontemporaTy language,.the sexist organization

of the family. A sexist structure has especially high conflict poten-

tial built in when such arstructure exists in the context of a society

with equalitarian ideology. But even without such an ideologal inconsis-

tency, the conflict potential is high because it is inevitable that not

all husbands have the competence needed to fulfill the culturally pre-

scribed leadership role (eerkb and Straus, 1974; Allen and Straus, 1975).

8. Family Privacy. In many societies the normative, kinship, and

household structure insulates the family from both social controls and

assistance in coping with intrafamily conflict. This characteristic is

most typical of the conjugal family system of urban-industrial societies

(Laslett, 1973).
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9. Involuntary Memberthip,. Birth relationships are obviously in-

voluntary, and under-age children cannot themselves terminate such re-

lationships. In addition, Spray (1969) shows that the con)ugal relation-

ship also has non-voluntary aspects. There is first the social expec-

tation of marriage as a long term commitment,as expressed in the phrase

"untill death do us part." In addition, there are emotional, material,

and legal rewards and constraints which frequently make membership in

the family group inesrapahle,.,sorially, physirally, or legally. So,

when conflicts and dissatisfactions arise, the alternative of iesolving

them by leaving often does not, in practice, exist--at least in the per;

ception of what is practical or possible.

10. High Level of Stress. Paradoxically, in the light of the

previousparegraph, the nuclear family is also an unstable group. This

comes about becaue of a number of circumstances, starting with the

general tendency for all diadic relationships to be unstable (Simnel,

1950118-144). In addition, the nuclear family continuously undergoes major

changes in structure as a reauft of processes inherent in the family

life cycle: Events such as the birth of children,' maturation of children, 4

aging, and retirement. The crisis like nature of these changes has long

been recognized (LeMasters, 1957). All cf this,.combined with the huge

emotional investment which is typical of family. relationships. means

that the family is likely to be the locus of more, and more serious,

stresses than otner groups.

11. Normative Approval. Another aspect of the family

which is important for understanding why so much violence occurs within

that setting is the simple but Important fact of de lure and de facto

cultural norms legitimizing the use of violence between family members

3
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in situations which would make the use of physical foee a serious

moral or Lsgal violation if it occurred between non-family members.

This is most obvious in the rights of parents to use physical force.

But there is also considerable evidence of'deeply rooted, though

largely unverbalised, norms which make the marriage licence also a

hitting licence.(Straus, 1.975).

12. Socialization into Viclence and its Generalization. It seems

likely that an important part of the explanatiqn for the high level of

intrafamily violence lies ip the fact thilohe_family is the setting-in

_which_moat -people-first-experience physical violence, and also in the

emotional context accompanying this experience. Specifically, we pre-

viously noted the near universality of. physical punishment. When physi-

cal punishment is used, several'thingt can be expected to occur. First,

and most obviously, is learning to do or hot do whatever the Punishment

is intended to teach. Less obvious, but lqually or more important are

two other lessons which are so deeply learned that they beeome an tate-

..

gral iayt of the personality and world view. The first of these unin-

tended consequences is the association of love with violence. The child

learns that those who love him or her the most are also those who hit

and have the right to hit. The second unintended consequence is the

lesson that whin something is really important, tt justifies the use of

physical force. Finally, we suggest that these indirect lessons are not

confined to provi'ding a model for latter treatment of one's own children.

Rather, they become such a fundamental part of the individuals personali-

ty and world view that they are generalized to other social r!.lationships,

and especially to the relationship which is closest to that of parent and

child: that of husband and wife. Therefore, it is suggested that early

experiences with physical punishment lays the groundwork fur the norma-

tive legitimacy of intrafamily violence previously noted and Provides
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a role model--Indeed a specific "script" (Gagnon and Simon, 1973, Huggins

and Straus, 1975)4or such actions. In addition, for many children, there

is not even the need to generalize this socially scripted pattern of

behavior from the parent-child nexus in which it was learned to olher

--
featly relationships because, if our estimates are_cortect, millions

_--

of children can directly observe and role model physical violence bet-_

ween husbands and wives.

GHIPREN AND WIVES AS VICTIMS

Despite the large amount of work on child abuse and the scattered

work on violence between husbands and wives, little attention has been

focused on the' victims of intrafamilial violence. An examination of the

child abuse literature reveals virtually no empirical studies whic systema-

tically examine the role of the victim in bringing about incidents of

child AnIse, nor empirical research on alsise from the

point of view of the child. A number of clinicians have apeculated

about the child's perception of victimization and have commented,

that these children do not know they have been abused 'since the child has

no basis of comparison to draw such a conclusion. These clinicians

suggest that it might be harmful to remove abused children from

their homes since the children may feel they have done something
V

wrong which.caused their parents to give them up.

Victimization Kates Although little reseatch.has been ,Ione on the

actions and perneptions of child abuse and spouse abuse victims, there

Are at least some national statistics on the incideoce of victimization.

First, there are the analyses of the victim/ofiender relation in homicide

summarized earlier in this paper. Second, is the recent study by Curtis

(1974) of cases cleared by the polic.2 in 17 cities. Recalculating the
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figures in his Table 3.1 to exclude the "unknown" category shows that

12 percent of the assaults cleared by the police were between husband

,

and wife, and another 6 percent between other family member. However,

husband-wife assaults are vastly under-reported. Even when the police

are called in to "family disturbances" formal changes are rare, bocce

they cannot appear in the statistics for "cases cleated" (Straus, 1975).

On the other hand, the Curtis figures tell ns something about the rela-

tive rates of victimization as between husband and wile :mow that
. '

small fraction of husband-wife assaults which become officially recorded

crimes: Wives were the victims almost tnrue tim(s (!..)!) more often

than husbands., But even this figure is suspect because lt is quite

possible that ideas of "masculinity" cause husband-victim eases to be

even less rarely recorded than wlfe-victiM rases. SOmv iAicatian that

this is the case can be inferred from the fact that when th'e husband ls

not physically able to prevent formal charges--as occurs in the case of

husband-wife homicidethe husband-victim rate does not diffcr much from

the wile-victim rate.

Victim Perspectives. One study which examined the actions and

perceptions of victims (Genes, 1974) is based on intervicws with BO

families. As in the case of homicid, this revealed that victims often

precipitate their fate through the use of vrbal aggression. Gellvs

concluded that wives cften are arcutely aware of their hushands' points'

of vulnerability end also tend to possess superior verbal skills iomoarvd

to their husbands. This combination of factors can lead to rh physical

victimization of the wife.

,
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In another paper, Cellos analyzed why women remain with their

abusive spouNes (1975). Interviews with abused women who remained

with violent Spouses, and with wortynwho soaght antside intervention,

indicated that three major factors'influenced the actions of victim-

ized wives. First, the less sevor6 and less frequen violence,.the

more'likely a wife was to remain with hr husband. Second, the more a

_A
wife Nos struck ct;i a child by her parents. the more likely she was to

remain with her abnsive spouse. Third, the fewr "resources" .

(such ns education or paid employmCnt) a wife had and the lower her

power, the more likely she was to stay with her husband. It also seems

likely that factors stich as the level of conjugal violence in the communi-

ty, the wife's subjective.meaning of violence, and external constraint

imposed by others present in the house. influence the actions of abUsed .

wives (Gelles, 1976).:

Social Definitions and Victimization Research. The inability to

ascertain true measures of_victimization of children and wive !. at the

hands of other family members,and the almost complete lack of attention

paid to these victim; by researchers raises the question of why abused

wives and.children are the missing persons of official victimization

s atiaticsnd the scholarly literature on violence and aggression.

The ntative answer that we offer to this question is that there has

been "selective inattion" (Dexter. 1958) to women and,coildren as

victims of Intrafardly violence ns a result of the conceptual models

used in approaching child and wife abuse:and also due lo legal tradi-

Lions concerning specific acts of family violence.

The traditional conceptual model which has been applied in examining

women and.children who are abused by family members is the "medical model"
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and/or the "head in the'sand" model. Most of the attention originally

directed towards child victims of parental violence was from the medical

profession. The medical profession created the image of child abuse as

"syndrome or pathology (see for example Kempe et. al.. 1962 on the

"battered child syndrome"). The medical model classifies child abuse

as a psychopathology. The consequences of this classification is that

the abuse of children is viewed as though caused by some germ or disease

and the abuser rather than the child becomses tne only patient.

Thus, almost everything written on child abuse dircusses how to "cure"

the abuser, while little if any attention is paid to the child victim.

Wife abuse is also conceptualized as some kind of pathology--the offender

is seen as suffering from a psychiatric disorder (Snell. Rosenwald, and

Bobey, 1964) and the victim often is seen as a sado-masochist who actual!.

ly enjoys being beaten.

Before the interest in child abuse in the 1960's and still pre-

dominant in relation to spouse abuse, is the conceptual model which we

called the "head in the sand" approach. We suggest that this approach

to children and women as victims of family violence occurs because vio-

lence exploded the cultural vision cf2.the family as loving tranquil and

peaceful (Steinmetz and Straus, 1974). Consequently, a persistent view

has been that child abuse and wife abuse are really rare ond abnormal

'events. If our view of these phenomena as being the statistical norm--

. even if not the cultural norm--is 'corre:t, then nrcurate data on the.

'int.:Menet dat4 of farily vtoleisee ia needed to briu about an awareness

of the magnitude of this problm,

Wives as Vicclms 4nd Om Law. The lack of intormation and statis-

tics cancering wives cs rictio* of inivafamily vi6lence may, in largt
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part, be due to the de jure_ and de facto outlook of the law towards

cases of husband-wife violence. The legal view of the family as a

semi-scared institution results in precidents and legal proclsses

which first serve to deny or make difficult a woman's abilit7 to press

charges against her husband and second, leads many women to feel that

they are not victims ot any crime. For instance, the California Penal

Code states that a wife must be more injured that commonly allowed for

battery before: charges can be pressed against her husband (Calvert,

1974:89). Many jurisdictions still follow the rule of "spousal immunity"

which prevents a wife from suing her husband for assault and battery

(Straus, 1975:7; Truninger, 1971:269). In the case of violent sexual

assault, wives are also denied the right to bring legal actions against

their husbands (Gallen, 1967:6; Straus, 1975).

Even when the law allows women to take legal action against a violent

spouse, the process of the law makep such action difficult. Some police

departments practice a "stitch rule" where a wound most require a cer-

tain number of sutures before an officer will make an arrest (Field and

Field, 1973:229). Prosecutors arc often reluctant to pursue cases of

conjugal assault, ind wives who bring charges against their husbands are

often "cooled out" at every step by legal officials (Straus, 1975:9).

The impact of a legal system which officially accepts violence and rape

between "consenting adults" crntribines to the general acceptance of

family violence found in the society and tu victims of conjugal violence

believing that they are not victims of a Ile (Riderman, 1975). As a

result, violence by husbands towards wives typically dues not come under

a criminological framework either in the law or in the eyes of the vic-

tims.
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Women. Children, and the Criminal Justice Framework. We have

soggested.that there is a need for research focusing on the victim's point

of view and actions. It seems likely that such a focus'would have the

affect of sowing the study of wife abuse and child abuse away from a

medical, model towara a criminal justice persperetive.

It is difficult to estimate or evaluate what the eff t woul4 be of

bringing intrafamily assualts which do not xesult in a treatable injury

within the framework of the criminal justice system. From a civii-liber-

ties.point of view such a change could be seen as expanding the legal

rights and prOtection of the family's least powerful members. At the

moment, if the victims of violence do not require medical attention dnd are

women or children, they have few legal rights. As noted in a previous

section, because of legal, social, and material constraints, it is JIM-

'cult for children and wives to leave the family. Without the ability to

seek legal redress these less powerful members of society either have to

learn to live with victimization or else make major sacrifices in order

to avoid continued violence. However, if women and children are put

on a equal status with other victims of interpersonal violence, and if

our estimates of the incidence of family violence are correct, thol the

already overlOaded criminal justice sysilkm might find itself further

overrun with family violence cases. The system 'as now organized would,

in all likelihood, be overwhelmed by the demand tor Intervention aud

legal redress from family members. In addition, in a period when the

entire criminal justice system is being challenged (see for example

Taylor, Walton and Young, 1973), the consequences of such a move will be

hotly disputed.

r. "
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In a country in which a third of a million persons are already

incarcerated, and n the light of overwhelming evidence of the ineffec-

tiveness of imprisonment as a means of rehabilitation, the prospect of

adding to the total number imprisoned is not taken lightly. Even short

of imprisonment, the creation of de facto new category of crime and the

tigmitization of perhaps hundreds of tnousands with such a label is

also not to be taken lightly. Finally, one must consider the conse-

quences of bringing family violence under a criminal justice framework

for the institution of the family. While women and children's rights

would be expanded under a change of legal status of child abuse and

wife abuse, families would be subject to further intervention and

perhaps interference by the state, police, anc courts, and perhaps in

ways that would be contrary to the hopes of the children's rights,

women's rights, and civil liberties movements. An example is what

happened afteechild abuse became a national priority issue. One of

the first legal actions was to write and'rewrite state laws pertaining

to physical abuse. In the 1970's, many child abuse laws were modified

to include child neglect arva mental injury. Although the precise

results of such legal changes are still emerging, we are becoming aware

of instances in which these laws have iteen used as more general vehicles

of social control. In a case in Alabama, a vman's 3 year old child

was removed without a court hearing. The Alabama law defined child

abuse as including conditions where the surroundings were umfit for a

child to live in. The child was removed from it'smother because the

mother was unmarried and living with a black man (Child Protection Report,

October 23, 1975).

While a conceptualization of intrafamily violence from the per=

spective of criminal victimization would uncover
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valuable and important information about family violence, thew are

.iredoxical and important problems which might be created by brin,ing .

intrafamily. violence under a ciiminal justice'framework. The pragmatic

value of altering the typical perspec,tive on women and child victimh is

difficnit to 4ccurate1y assess. But despite the prnblemsand the uncertail

ty of the outcome, the need for legal protection of what we 'consider the

largest single class of criminal victims in the Unites States, Wtmely

wives and thildren, is so great that at least some steps toward such

greater legal protection should be,ptPlored.

SPECIFIC CONTROWASIES IN NEED OF RESEARCH

Partly because so little empiricallresearch has been done, and

par:0.y because analysis of the human family.(and particularly violence

,
in family relationships) involves deeply held values and widely ccd-

treating scientific fields and theoretical rommitm,,nts, almost every-

'.
1:

thing,about violence in'the family is controversial. Thus, everything

which has been stated up to this point in the paper and in our previous

gritin65' on intra-family violence is likely to be strongly disputed.

'Out of this almott limitless number of ..ntroversial issues, we have

t
singled out seventeen. Becau e of space limitations, sow! will be

merely mentioned ioLth a.sen ence or two. l'n general, the method

be to assert.a proposition and then indicate What is cuntroverF
."

it.
The Family_is Premiti .! in all.lypes yt Violence. Our critique of

the evidence in the section on thy frequency of family violence make& it

clear that this stateMent is far from well establishej In respect to

physiral punishment although the high frequency is not in doubt, many

would dispute the accuracy of calling this "violence." it can Le argued
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that thettis a need to distinguish betwen "force". as the legitimate use

of physical control and "viulence" as the illegitimate or unsanctioned use
3/

of physical control": If we choose to define physical punistrsent as non-

violence. then a primary.basis for the view of the famqy as an institution

in whi-lt violence is nearly universal falls by the wayside.

Families Today_are Less (or more) Violent than tn the 19th Century. The

available evidence suggests that parents use physical punishment less frequently

now (Bronfenbrenner, 1958 ; Miller and Swansor, 1958 ). However, thore is

no reliable evidence on fighting between siblings or between spouses. On the

one hand, the change from the harsh conditions of life characteristic of

agricultUral andearly industrial society to the physicallr less stressful

conditions of an affluent industrial society, the changes in the legal status

of women, and,the growth of family advice literature stressing the importance

of love and respect in famify relationships wohld all suggest a reduction in

these aspects of intra-family violence. On the other hand, a modern industrial

society is, widely.felt to pose greater social and psychological stresses and

to promotelfeelings of alienation and frustration than was true earlier--all
a

of/which can spur higher levels of violence. In addition, the extreme
PI

intimacy And closeness of the modern nuclear family, with its pressures for

conformity may create greater stress and frustrati.ui within the family, which

ultimately lead to physical violence. .

It may be possible ,to Use police ana cnurt record% of family disturhance

cases to get at least some leverage on this issue. as has been done 'in historical

studies of mental illnet:5 rates ( Eaton. 1955 ). However differences in

intervention And arrest practices and differences in the kind of offences

thoukht serious enough to t g to trial may invalidate comparisons over time.

Another possible approach 1. through the content analyst% of popular literature,

both fiction (Gecas. 1972) and non-fiction (Straus and Houghton, 19(i0).
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One such content analysis (Huggins and Straus, 1975) found no scular trend

In the level of intrafamily violence in children's books over the p.21.0d

1851)-1970. However, that stUdy found that the number of violent dets per

page increased sharply during each m.jor war in which the United States was

involved.

Violence does not occur in "Normal" Families. From this viewpoint,

only disorganized and pathological families engage in physical violence, i.e.

families with problems such as unemployment, poverty, divcece or desertion .

minority status, etc. If our estimates of the frequency of intra-familv violencc

are correct, either this assertion must be wrong or the majority of American

families are abnormal. Of course, if one follows the practice followed in
f,

etudlet of child abuse and takes as an indication .of abnormality the faCt that

a husband has hit his wife or visa versa, then the statement is obviously correct

but we think also circular and of little value in furthering understanding of

family violence. Despite our skepticism on this point, the available evidence

does suggest that family disorganization is associated with violence, especially

husband-wife violence. It remains to be determined empirically Just how close

thisi.elationship is.

Family Members who use Violence arc Mentally III or rxeer.sivelv

Aggressive. As far as we can determine, the basis for such a view is the

type of circular reasoning described above. What little empirical evidence

there is comes from studies of chifd abuse. Examination nf these studies by

Celles (1971), and:Gil (1971: 642) suggests that "....in moxt Incidnts of

child abuse,the caretakers involved arc 'normal individuals exercising their

)perrogative f disciplining a child whose behavior they find in need of

correction."

i

. We know Of no empirical study of the mental health or person-

ality of hus ands and wives whO use force on each other but we would guess
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that the results would be similar. The research on homicide (of which

spouse murder is the largest single category) shows no larger incidence of

mental illness than in the population at large. However, at least a plausahle

case can be made for the idea that spouses who use physical force tend to be'

aggressive personality types. ,This is J question which can be settled through

a relatively straightforward research design. Such is not the case with the

controversy over the role of alcohol in causing family violence which is

discussed below.

AlCohol use Causes Family Violence. There is reasonably good evidence

that alcohol is associated with yiellence in the family. But what is not clear

is whether people act violently because they are drunk or whether tiley get

drunk in order to have implicit social permon to act violently. Bempirlcal

research on this issue will be extremely difficult because the actors them-

selves arecommitted to a definition of the situation in which violent acts

are attributed to temporary loss of control due to alcohol.
4/

_

The Lower the Socio-Economic Status of di Family the More Violence.

The evidence .n support of such a proposition is mixed. In relation to the us

of physical punishment, this does seem to be a correlation, but it is low

(Frlaneer, 1974). In relation to sushand-wife violence, there apparently are

no studies based on representative samples. Official statistics on assault,

of which a substantial proportion are between spouses, show higher rates in

thC poorest areas of a city. However, officially recorded rates are by no

means the same as incidence rates, as had been clearly shown in studies rif

juvenile off( os (Nye. Short and Olson, 195,41.The apparent class difference

could be entirely a function of differences in public visibility and differences

in willinenese to call in the.policc to deal with family disputes.

4.

6 ()
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Class differences can also be a function of the willingness of agents of

social control to label or classify certain behaviurs as 'deviant. Galles

(1975) has argued that this &a particularly likely since what is called

"child abuse"'is the result of a social labeling Process.

We know of.three studies based on direct 4ster...iew data, but none

provides a firm basis for generalization Levinger's study of families

seeking divorce found a 40Z rate for "physical abuse in the working class

compared to 237. among his middle class respondents. But these differences

could come about because middle class couples, with their greater financial

resources and lower fear of the legal system,,might seek divorce before the

conflict escalates to the point of physical violence. Komarovsky's study

of 58 "blue coller" families (1964 ) finds a sharply higher rate of physical

violence among the lower educated half of her sample, but there is no way

of telling how this compares with middle class families. Gelles study of 80

New Hampshire families also found that violence is greatest among the lowest

education and occupation husbands. For the wives , no matter what the SES

measure, there was a sharp upturn in violence among the highest group. The

latter seems to be a family-structural effect rather than an SES effect,

i.e., it may reflect role strain over inconsistency with the socially

prescribed subordinate position of the wife.

Finally, there is the survey conducted for the National Commission on

the causes and preventIon of violence. This study found about one out of five

respondents approved of slapping a spouie under certain conditions. There wert

neiocial class differences of any magnitude. However, although this study

is based on a representative nation-wide survey, it refers to attitudes rather

than acts an&it is well known that the correlation between attitudes and

,behavior is low ( Wicker, 1969).

27-090 0 - ia - 56
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Husbanls and Fathers are more Violent than Wives and Mpthers. If we

compare the sexes in terms ot violence in the parental role, the evidence is

clear that women are more violent than men. They outnumber men as child

abusers (Celles, 1973) and within' the normal range are more oftcn the

parent who administers almost all types of phys4cal punishment (Cellos, 1974).

It is also noteworthy that from Greek and Roman times on, it was women who were

responsible for the often high rate if infanticide (Radbill, 1974).'

In the spouse role, the situation is less clear. Straus' study of

385 couples (1974a) shOws little difference in the

frequency with which husbands and wives used violence.

However, that study shows women to be more frequent users of physical aids in

their assaults, i.e. throwing things, hitting with an object, etc. We take

this as indicating that women are no less predisposed to violence than are men.

To the extent that other studies show husbands to more often hit their vives

than the reverse, we suggest it is only because women are on the average weaker

than their husbands and hence have more to loose by such acts.

Celle.' study of 80 New Hampshire families found that husbands some-

what exceeded wives in the frequency of ever having used violence on the

spouse (472 versus 332). However, regular use of violence was much more

often by the husbands (252 versus 11%) and husbnnds tended to use A; much

wider variety of modes of attack because the wives ay/sided modes which required

superior physical strength such as punching and choking. Instead, they

tended to slap, throw.things, hit with an object, or stab. It should be

noted that although Genes obtained data on both husbands and wiles, his re-

spondents were disproportionately female and this might have unfjuenced the

findings.
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Sexual,Equality and New Famill. Forms will Reduce Violence. A great

deal of the physical violence between husband and Wife is related to con-

Meta over power in the family (Allen and Straus, 1975; Straus, 197lb); and

specificallyoto attempts by men to maintain their superior pow'er position.

One might therefore expect that as families become more equalitarian,

violence betwedm husband and wife will decrenne. However, thit will be the

case only to the extent that men voluntarily give up their priviledges. To

-the extent that sexual equality comes about by women demanding equal-rights,

the movement toward equality could well see a temporary -increase in violence

rather than a decrease (Kolb and Straus, 1974). Aside from struggles over

changing the rules of the marriage game, there is nothing inherent in an

equal relationship Which precludes conflict and violence over substantive

issues. In fact, in the pastito the extent that women accepted a subordinate

position, much overt conflict may have been avoided by not contesting the

hushand's view of an issue.

As the boundaries between the sexes diminish, there might also be other

reasons for an increase in family violence. Under the present sex role

definitions, women are expected to be less aggressive and violent than men.

This aspect of sex role stereotyping is already chanAing to a limited deuce.

For example, the crime rates for women have begun to converge on those for

men, especiall; for violent crime (Simon, 1975); there was a televisin show

with an.aggre .ve James Bond type qf woman "hero" (Hod Squad), and a umvie

"Super Chick." Huggins and Straus' study of children's book, from 1850 to

1970 found an increase in the proportion of aggressive acts initiuted by

-
women, especially. ih the most recent years.

Turning to radical changes in the structure of the family, there is a

widespread belief that such "alternative family forms" will be less violent.
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In part, thts belief is based on the view that,in rejecting the "middle clase

fami14" there will be a movement away from middle class striving and aggressi-

veness. In part it is based on the tda that a larger soctal grouvwill pro-

vide more outlets and alternatives and less frustrations. But an both

theoretical grounds as well as the meager empirical evidence which is now

available, the opposite might well be the case. The alternative "multilateral"

family forms may provide more opportunities for sexual and other jealousy,

even though they are set up with the opposite intent. To the extent that such

families constitute large households, they will require more rigid rules

than.a nuclear family in order to ccomplish ihe ordinary physical main-

tainance activities. In addition, many such gloups seem to he imbedded with

an agrarian romantic ideology glorifyine a sharp division of labor between men

and women. Finally, several studies show that the larger the size

(whether measured-by number of children or by comparing nuclear with joint

households), the greater the use of poysical punishment (Straus, 1976).

Matrialism and Striving are Associated with Violence. The alienation

generated by modern mass society has led surly to reject not only the mass

.society, but the types of achievement orientation and striving behavior which

are assumed to Ihave produced modern technological societies. All of the ills

of the society, including violence, tend to be attributed to the excessive

achievement striving. However, tt wouLebe difftcolt to document a case showing

that the high level of violenze and the rim, ot!wr 1.1.1,4. problems of contemporary

American society, would be allicvited if %Ile: i.iu. tane Ions achievement

oriented. Rather we think that the solution to the,e efoblems must be found in

changes tn social organization rather than changes in the typical personality

tructure.

Although these are broad socio-histnrical questions on which there may

never be 4 cnnclusive answer, we can at least investigate certain aspects, AnA

a
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some limited studies have already been carried out. ror example, 'fillet and

Swanson's historical survey and, to a certain extent their contemporary data, show

thst entrepreneurially orientedparents tend to train their children in the
1

"school ofshard,knocks" (Miller and Swanson, 1958 ). On the other hand, the

studies of Kohn (1969 ) show that middle class parents (who presumably best

represent the arriving ethic) are less punitive than arc working class parents.

There is af.59 evidence from the longitudinal study ef Cron and his colleagues

(1973) salewing that high achievement orientation is associated with low

levels of aggressionoand Straus' study of the fathers and mothers Of 550

college students finds the same negative relationsh:p.

Despite these findings, there could well be a relationship between a

high level JP/achievement orientation in a society oui violence. This could

ccme about because, although almost everyone can internalize the desire for

high accomplishment, not everyone can actually satisfy such desires. A genera-

tion ago Merton called our attention to the deviance-produclne potential of

such a discrepency between culturally prescribed ends and the means actuall!..

available to 'reach such ends (Merton. 1938 ). Within the family, empirical

'studies such as those of O'Brien (1971) and the theoretical analysis of

Goode (1971) suggest that violence is likely to occur whdri a husband lacks the

occupational and economic accompliFhments which he and his spouse expect

husbands to Attain. Allen and StrAus (1975) tested Ahis hypothesis and found

strong support, but only among working Ci2SF families.

Violence in the Family hasrPosltive runct_tnits. 4nst people's view of

the rood society is one vith a minimum nr lent level of vinlence--in the

family Of elsewhere. But conflict theorists such as Coser (1066) point out

that conflict, sOmetimes violent conflict, in,a fundamental and often con-

tructive part of aocial organization. It is a primary envAne for snrfal change

and development and for the undevdng t^ gain greatelrights. Thus, non-violence
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is only one of the characteristics of a good, society; another is that it must

be open to change and.to correcting inequities. There are ocasions in which

the value of non-violence and the value of equity and openness to chanrc

Monflict. It is in these situaticas that Violence can have important positive

contributions to human welfare.

Of the three positive contributimns,of violence discussed by Coser, two

stem to apply to the family. These are "violence as a danger signal" and

"violence'as a catalyst". Thus, within the family, violent acts by a member

can serve as a means o: communication when'Other modes of communication fail

.to signal that there are serious problems; and violent acts can be a catalyst

in bringing about need changes when all else fails. In principle there should

never be A situation in which all else fails.. But conflict theorists argue that

such situations do east because alternative modes of resolving conflicts and

inequities are either unknown to the persons'involved, unavaiiable to them, or

unavailable until some violent act serves as a catalyst to bring non-violent

methods into operation. Therefore, unless we are prepared to live with in-

equity and injustice, and in a static society, it is almost inevitable that

violence will remain a part of human social organization, including the family.

We have stated the case foX4he conflict theory of the positive functions

of violence in strong terms as possible, peehaps in part to compensate for our

own misgivings about the validity of these pro ositions. At the minimum we

feel that, rather than accept the inevitabili v of violence in family relation-
,

ships, we sould focus research on the devel gent of modes of social relationshii

and institutional patterns which will make,violence unnecessary to achieve

equity, freedom and openness to ehanne. 'Realism, however, compels us to fear

that a truly non-violent society will be long time in the making. The conflict

theorists may even be correct in their view that it is impossible except in a
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static society'. At the same time, "realine has its dangers. lt can be a

self-fulfilling prophecy or a subtle diefense of the status quo--in this case

of the present high tevel of violence between family members.

Other Controversies. Although it his taken a number of pages to describe

ten controversial propositions about violence in the familv, thts is only the

beginning of what should be a much loneer set. However, because ofspace

limitstions, we will cenclude with a sliest.: listing of a few of the gthcr

controversial propositions which, if space permitted, we would discuss at least

briefly:

I. The sex drive is biologically linked to aggressiveness and violence

versus the view that the historical association between sex and violencetis a

product of certain features of human culture and social organization. This

issue is discussed as "the sex myth" in Straus and Steinmetz (1974), sen also

Galles (1975).

2. Excessive restratnts on "normal" aggression and violence lead to

even greater stresses and outbursts of truly destructive violence. This issue

is discussed as "the catharsis myth" in Steinmetz and Straus (1973, 1974).

Another aspect is the idea that verbal conflict and violence are a substitute

for physical violence: permitting one tends to, avoid the otheY '(flnch and

Wyden, 1965). Contrary to this widely accepted theory, Straus' analysis

(1974s) of data for a large sample of couples shows that htgh levels of verbal

sggression are associated with high levels of physical aggression. However,

the issue is far from settled, in part because the Straus data is cross sec-

tional.
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3. Violence in the family reflects the prevalence of violence in thm

aocietr at large; both a national "culture of violence" and a more intense

form of this in certain subcultures (Wolfgang and Perracuti, 1967). It should

follow that societies having low levels of violence outside the family, also

have low levels of intra-family violence.,

4. Any use of physical punishment has enough undesirable consequences tr

make tt essential that physical punishment be completely eliminated as a child

managemeht technique. Among the undesirable consequences are the powerful

role model it provides in the us, of violence. This, in combination with the

frustrations and anger produced by physical punishmeni,help to produce the

next generation of violent people. )

S. IC follows from the above that violence in the family is'one of the

A
factors which helps produce a violent society in general; wae in which not

only are all forms of interpersonal violence common, but which lso has a high

propensity to use violence in national and international politics (Galles and

Straus, 1975; Owens. and Straus, 1975).

6. Physical punishment is one of the factors leading to child abuse, if

not in any one family, then in the society as a whole (Gil, 1970).
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MINIUM AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper symmsrizes some of what is known about the frequency

and causes of intrafamily violenceespecially violence between hus-

bands and wivesmith an emphasis on needed research. Bearing in mind

,tha limitations of the available evidence, it seems iikeli that

the famlay is the social relationship and social setting within which

the typical citizen is mostly likely to be the victim of a physical

attack. Therefore, Criminologists concerned with violence must focus

attention on "violence i the hone" as well as "violence in the streets."

Teo aspects of intrafamily violence which have started to receive

such attention are "child abcse" and "wife beating." However, these

have largely been studied.within a "med14111 model." We believe that

much is to be gained by examining these and other aspects of family

violence from the viewpoint of socially patterned victimization.

The cliscussion of research priorities started with the need

to establish the ftequencY of each type of Violence between family

member. With the po . t.b1e exception of intra-

family homicides, nur review revealed no+ a single instance orsuch

estimates being based on representative samples studied by unt:ase d

methods. Following this, the isportance of including data on subjective

meanings and social nom was stressed because the same overt act of

violence can have vastly different set of causes and consequences

depending on its p..rsonal and social definition. This was foflowed by

a section outlining general theories of interpersonal violence which '
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need to b4 tested in relation to the specific issue of intrafamily

violence. As a basis for suca a theoretical examination we ideutified

a series of characteristics which distinguish the family from ather small

groups and which stem to account for the higher level of intrafamily

violence than is found in other groups. Those suggest the importance of

investigating violence in the family per se., rather than depending entire-

ly on the results of studies of violence in othe cial relationships.

Finally, the paper identifies a series of 17 specific controversies

concerning the nature and causes of intrafamily violence which urgently

call for research. We conclude that:

1. Violence in the family Is a unique and import.ant enough

phenomenco to merit intensive research by criminologists. Such research

is likely to yield both theoretical pay-off concerning all aspects of

violence, both within and outside the family.

2. The present state of theoretical knowledge concerning the cause

of intra-family violence offers a rich but confusing variety. azth

intensive empirical research and careful theoretical synthesis are

urgently needed to bring order to this array. A

3. Although t'nre are important methodological difficulties

,which stand in the way of the needed empirical research, none arc

insurmoontable. The studies reoiewed show t'hat all of the standard

methods of sociological research can he osed. These methods include

participant observation, Informal and structured interviewn, projective

techniques and indirect intervieving, content analysis,and laboratory

experimentation. Lich of these techniques has its own set of limitations

and advantages. B. out of the triangulation which will be possible from

such a multi-Method approach, we arc conlident that a valid set of empiri-

cal propositons can be constructed.

ci. , 0
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FOOTNOTES.

*Paper read at the meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, Boston, February, 23, 1976. This paper is

part of a research program on intrafamily violence supported by grants

from the National Institutes of Mental Health (currently M1113030 and

NH27557). A program bibliography giving references to the two books

and approximately 20 papers which have so far appeared is available

onlequest.

1. The concepts of aggression and violence are the locus of considerable

controversy and definitional confusion. It is beyond the scope of this

paper to attempt 'to resolve-even part of this confusion (but see Gilles

and Straus, 107). However, we can at least make clear the sense in

which we are using thise

Aggresaion. An act carried out with the intent of, or which is

perceived as being with the intent of, injuring another person: The

injury may bt of many kinds, including psychological, material depriva-

tion, or phymical injery. It can range from minor noxious acts such am

disparaging look to murder.

There are many other dimensions which must. be considered and speci-

fied in addition to the dimensions of "motivation," "attribution," "type

of injury," and "seriousness of injury" just mentioned. Much of the

confusion and seemingly contradictory findings in aggression research

probably ocrutu because these dimensions arc nut specified. Among these

other dimensions are the degree of normative legitimacy, and the extent

to which the aggression Ls "instrumental" to some other purpose, versus
_ . _

"expreesive" i.e.jcarried out as an end in itself.
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Violence. An act carried out with the intent of. or which is

perceived as being with the intent of, physically. injuring another

person. A more specific and less value laden tern is "physical

aggression."

2. Presencation given by Dr. James Kent, Children's Hospital,

Les Angeles, to Lim Harvard University Interfaculty Seminar on .

Child Abuse, 1974.

.3. See the discussion of "Whose Nors" in Gelles and Straus (1976)

for snmeof the practical difficulties 'in the way of such a distinction.

4. See Steinmetz and Straus, 1973, 1974 for a more extensive -

analysis of this issue. The same applies to certain of the other

controversies which are'rOnly briefly discussed in this paper.
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"TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR BATTERED WOMEN"

Lenore E. Walker

Identification of Battered Women

Image of the lettered Woman. The battered woman is usually pictured

as'a small, fragile, Niggard woman who might once have been pretty.

Bruises, broken bones, ispainful look of fear are evidence of her

bateerings. because of her reluctance to change her situation, it is

ims4umed.she eljoya being hurt. It is believed that she provokes her

Own injuries. Friends and prefessionale become angry with her for not

allowing them to help her. They label her masochistic; mentally Sick,

a 'martyr, oiNuat plain stupid. Before long they begin to believe her

lament that.there are no alternatives for battered women and withdraw

their support.

Research V Date. Two years of research has demonstrated that these images

and assumptions about battered women are not true (Walker, 1976,1977).

Nonetheless, battering behavior has been concealed for so long that

thereare many other images and assumptions that must be destroyed before

researchers can learn who battered women really are and establish effec-

tive alternatives. 'Until recently, talking about such assault, report-

ing it to the police, and conducting research on abused women has been

taboo, despite the fact the history of wife abuse le ancient. Srownmiller

(1975) provides a description of the trade offs women historically have

made in order to obtain economic and physical sec4rity. To protect them-

selvek against the threat of violence from many men, women gave up their

freedom and mated with one man. Martin (1976) traces the effect of these

compiomlses upon society's institutions which have allowed violence to
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exist between the bonded couple. Today.; however, women ars no longer

willing to be treatAd as man's property. Women are.insisting that the

previously concealed crime of bettering be brought out from the privacy

of the hdme for study and action.

Bulbar@ of Battered Women. As the high incidence of battering le

publicised, moor: and more women are admitting to being battered.

Estimates of battere4,,women soar upwards to one woman out of two. The

Federal Bureau of Investigation estimates that over 501 of all murders

of women are committed, by men with whom they have Intim& relation-

ships. Informal reports indicate that a,high prOportion "loosen who

kill their men previoualy suffered from battering. The Denver women Ubo

participated in this author's research (lialker, 1976,,1972, In.ftepar-

scion) tdicated that.'fewer than 10% ever reported serious violence to I

the police. Theme women reported being too ashamed or scared to call

for help directly. If they Aid aeek assistance, it was usually under

some other pretense which typically went unrecognized as an indirect

call for help. .Thia lack of response reinforced the women's belief that

alternatives were not available to then, and they retreated further into

Isolation. Most of these women said that they were on the verge of asking

for direct help and would have admitted to being battered if the helper

bad asked them. Infect, in one hospital emergency room whereethe nurses

were trained to ask about battering in suspicious cases, the women did

admit to being battered. The exact number of battered women la thus not

known, but indications are that the number is considerable.

Definiqe_Battering. Defining battering also has caused confusion in

identifying battered women. Many researchers have used physical violence

,



which results in bodily injury as a primary definition. Straus (1976)

supports the use of this admittedly narrow definition because of the ease

with which such:abuse can be documented. Physical violence also has

been the accepted standard for research in the area of child abuse. Gelles

(1974) added the. criteria of police cont'act when he selected 80 fimilies

for his in-depth study of family violence. Early reports of women who

sought saft,y in the refuges for battered women in England gave further

credence to the ascpmption that battering meant physical abuse (Gayford,

1974; Select Committee Report, 1975). As more refuges were established

in England, however, it become obviois that large numbers of women were

seeking safety from psychological abuse, which was equally if not more

detrimental to their lives than the physical buse. In this author's

pilot research (Walker, 1976), both phystcal and psychological coer-

civeness were examined. It was fotetti that both forms of violence exist

between assaultive couples, and they cannot be separated, despite the

difficulty in documentation. Further data has confirmed this finding

and underscored the need to develop the necessary measurement techAques.

It. is relatively eksy to count black eyes apd.broken bones and assign a

severity rating according to medical standards. To measure psychologicel

abusiveness, the sev,erity must be,estimated from both the frequency end4the

subjective impact on the woman. for example, one women described lifa

threatening physical assaults which occurred during acute battertna tc

dents, one of which resulted in broken vertebrae in her neck. She was in

physical pain for months following this beating. However, when she was

asked to describe the most painful battering incident, she'satd that it was

when her husband commanded her to get on her hands and knees and late sounds

like an animal. This psychological degredatiun was far more hemiliating and
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paihful than the physical abuse she suffered. Battered womec repeat-

edly cite psychological.humiliation and isolation as their worst bat-

tering experiences, whethgr,or_oot.lhey. have ever been physically

abused. porthermore, the threat of physical violence was slways present

for these woman. They all stated they believed their battarer was

capable of killing them.

'Using this expanded definition of battering behavior as both phy-

sical and psychological, the here-to-fore invisible battered woman becomes

more ideuttepable. The stereotype of a physically abused mean living in

a poverty esvirmement probably accounts for only about 202 of all battered

woman. This group of battered women traditionally has been the most vie-

Ible, 111,M they sett depend upon society's institutions to help meet their

'basic survival needs. The overt and frequent violence in their envir-

onment usually brings them to the attention of the police and crimi%re/

justice system. Only now are we beginning to realize that battering

behavior in perhaps 80% oi the cases has gone unrecognized because the

violence occurs in more priviledged environments. Battered women come

from all walks of life. Social class, family income, level of education,

occupation, ethnic or racial background do not make a difference. Pro-

fessional men batter their women as do unemployed and

Highly successful business and piofessional women are

unskilled laborers.

battered as well as

those with no job skills. The common trait among battered women is their

low self esteem, a common result of any kind of repeated victimit;tion.

For some, their sense of pouewlessness exists only in their relationships .

with men; for others, it permeates their entire existence.

The Batteret. The man who batters is typically described as having a
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dual personality. He is seen either as'vary charming or as exceptionally

'cruel. H. is both se14ish,and generous depending upon his nimsical

moods. Although he sometimes uses alcohol or drugs to excess, his bat-

tering behavior is described as independent of whether or not he is

drUnk. He is described as extraordinarily possessive and extremely

jealous. Probably his greatest fear is that his woman will leave him.

Despite these characteristics, most men who batter would not be recog-

nised as batterers unless they actually were observed physically abusing

women. The small bits of psychological coersion which can be a predic-

tor of further violence occur so frequently in interpersonal relation-

ships that they usually are discounted until a major event erupts

In sOmmary, the battered woman, a concealed nisunderetood victim

uutil only recently, is beginning to receive attention. It is betoming

evident that battered women come from all walks of life, not only the

stereotyped low-income environment. Estimates of the numbers of bat-

tared women art not yetvery exact, but indications are that they are

considerable. Finally, the definition of battering must include pax-

chological as well aphysical abuse.

Cycle Theory of Battering Incidents

Preliminary data obtained on battered women indicate the,exis-

tones of a cycle of battering behavior. Rather than constant or random

occurences of battering, there is a definite cycle which is repeated

over a period of time. This cycle appears to have three distinct

phases which vary in time and intensity both within the same couple

. end between different douples. The three phase% are: the tension

building phase, the explosion or acute battering incident, and the

calm, loving respite. So far it has proven difficult to discern
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how long a couple will remain in any one phase. Predicting the length

of one complete cycle also is not yet possible. There is evidence that

situational events can influence the timing. Relationships that have

lasted 20 or more years indicate several different cycle patterns car-

responding to different stages of life. There is also evidence that

eeme interventions ars more successful if they occur t one phase rather

than another The available data is still too limited to make any

conclusions, but trends suggest the desirability of further investi-

gation.

Phase Ons

The first phase of the cycle is the tension building phase.

During this time 'slur battering incidents occur. Tha incidents may be

handled La a variety of ways. Tbe woman usually, attempts to calm down

the Utterer through the use of techniques that have had previous success.

She may become nurturing, compliant, and anticipate his every whim; or,

she may stay out of his wey. She lets the batterer know she rIcepts

his abusiveness as legitimately directed towards her. She believes

that what she does will.prevent his anger from escalating. If she

does her job well, then the incident will be over, if he explodes, then

she assumes the guilt. In order for her to maintain this role, the

battered woman must not permit herself to get angry with the Utterer.

She denies her anger at unjustly being psychologically or physically

hurt.__She-tessons that perhaps she did deserve the abuse and often

identifies vith her aggressor's faulty reasoning. When he throws the

dinner she prepared fot him across the kitchen floor, she reasons that

maybe she did overcook it, accidently. As she cleans up his mess, she

may-think that he was a bit extreme in his reaction, but she is usually

_
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so grateful that it was a relatively minor incident that she rebolves

not to be angry with him. She also may blame a particular situation

for the man's outburst. Perhaps he,had trouble at work or was drinking

too much and did not know what he was doing. If she waits it out, he

reisons, the situation will change and bring an Improvement in his

behavior towards her. This reasoning unfortunetely doee not bring an

improvement, only a postponement of the second phase of the cycle,

which is the acute battering incident.

Women who have been battered over a period of time know that these

minor battering incidents will get worse. However, to help themselves

cope, they deny this knowledge. They also deny their terror of the in-

evitable second phase by believing they have some control over the bat-

terer's behmvior. During the initial stages of this first phase, they

indeed do have some limited control. As the tension builds, they rapidly

loose this control. Each time a minor battering incident occurs, there

are residual effects. The battered woman's anger oteadAy increases,

even though she may not recognise it. The batterer, spurred on by the

apparently passive acceptance of his abusive behavior, does not bother

to control himself. Society's laissez-faire attitude reinforces his

belief in his right to discipline his woman. He ts aware that his be-

haVior is inappropriate, even if he does not acknowledge it. This createi

A
further fear that he may become so disgusted with him that she will

leave him. He thus becomes more oppressive in the hopes that his bru-

tality and threats will keep her captive. This behavior historically

has been successful, battered women have heen'trspped in dangerous

relationships by man's physical and economic muperiority and society's

unwillingness to make its institutions responsive to her needirN

7
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The battered woman's attempts to cope with the minor battering

.incidents that occur during this tension building phase are.the best she

can do. Mostlwomen in a sexist sr.ciety probably experience similar

inor battering incidents. The difference between most women and bat-

tered women is that the battered woman has learned that she is powerless

to pre:lent the rest of the cycle from occurring. Many couples are adept

at keeping this phase at a constant level for long periods of time. An

external situation often will upset the delicate balance. Ond woman

reported that this phase lasted for longer periods of times. her children

grew older. Once they were out of the house, the phase puld last for

several years before an acute battering incident would occur. Ten years

had passed without an acute battering incident when one child vas killed

in an accident. Her husband expressed his grief by beating her so severely

she spent several months in the hospital recuperating. Five years have

past since that acute battering incident.

c"

A. e batterer and battered woman sense the escalating tension,

it becoeft more difficult for their coping techniques to continue to work.

Bach becomes more frantic. The man in.:reases 4s possessive smotherin;

and bretality. Psychological humiliation becomes more barbed. Battering

incidents become more frequent and lav. longek. The battered woman is

unable to restore the equilibrium. She is less able to defend Against

the pain and hurt. Tbe psychological torture is reportedly the most

difficult for her to handle. She usually withdraws more fr.m him, which

causee'him to move more oppressively towards her. He begins to look
Ce

for expressions of her anger, sensing it even thoug she still denies it

or thinks she is succesafully hiding it. .
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Phm.se TWo

There is'a point towards the end of the tension building phase

where the process ceases to respond to any controls. Once the point of

inevitsbility is reached, the next phase, tha acute battering incident,

will occur. The release of tension must occur, and it is almost always

destructive. Phase two thus is characterized by the uncontrollable dis

charge of the tensions built up in phase one. The lack of control and

its major destructiveness distinguish the acute battering incident from the

relatively minor ones in phase one. This is not to say that those inci

dents that occur during phase one are not serious and do not constitute

unlawful assault. It is the seriousnem with which phase two's incidents

are viewed by the couple that makes the distinction between the phases.

During phase two the batterer fully accepts the fact that his rage

is out of his control. The battering behavior in phase one is usually

measured as he metes it out. The battering incident in phase,two may

start out with the man justifying his behavior to himself, however, it

ends with him not understanding what happen'ed. The batterer's rage is so

great that it blinds his behavior. He usually starts out wanting to teach

the woman a lesson, not wanting to inflict any particular injury on her.

He stops when he feels she.has learned her lesson. By this time, however,

she generelly has been physically abused. When batterers describe acute

battering incidents they concentrate on justifyint their behavior. Often

they recite lots of petty annoyances that occUrred during phase one.

Sometimes, if they ore aleoholics, they blame their drinking. The trigger

for moving into phase two is rarely the battered woman's behavior; rather,

it' is usually an external event or the internal state of the man.
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The battered woman occaiionally does provoke a phase two incident.

When this occurs, the couple,usually has been involved in battering behav-

ior over a period of time. The woman often senses the period of inev-

itability is very clOse and cannot tolerate her terror or anxiety, She

knOws the third phase of calm will follow the acute battering incident.

She would prefer to get the second phase over with than to continue to

dread its certain occurence, so she provokes the batterer into an ex-

plosion. She then has control over when and why the indident occurs,

rather than being at his total mercy. The battered woman often does not

realise sbe is provoking the incident, although some women do. An ex-
.

ample of the latter is a woman who wanted to go to a family party with

her hueband in a pleasant mood. She knew an acute battering incident

was about to occur, so she deliberately provoked an explosion during

the week so that by the weekend her husband would be pleasant for the

party. She was not being masochistic in inviting this beating. The pain

of her bashing was simply less noxious than her reward, which was a loving

husband to present to her family. Many women report the same kind of

relief once phase two is completed.

This second phase is briefer than the first and third phases. It

0

usually lasts from two to 24 hours, although some women have reported

steady abuse for a week or more. It has been virtually impossible to

predict.the extent of the violence from the battered women's reports of

past events leading up to a battering or current incidents which might

lead to violence in the future.

The high incidence of police fatalities when intervening during

an acute battering incident (Straus, 1976) attests to the difficulty

of interrupting phase two. It is important to acknowledge the self
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propelling nature of this phase when helpers attempt, to intervene.

Those advocating police training programs on how to deal with battered

women often fail to understand the tenacity of the batterer's bahavior

during an acute indicent. Police are taught to counsel the victim 4nd

the batterer and then leave the couple alone. The counseling techniques

might be useful during other phases of the battering cycle but not during

phase two violence. Most battered women report that acute batter.".ng

increases after the police leave. A recent study in Kansas City flund

that over.802 of all non-stranger homicides had unsuccessful police

intervention several times prior to the murder. Further research speci-

fically dealing with wife abuse currently is being conducted (1).

police usually are called during phase two, if they are called at

all. The battered women interviewed in the Denver sample (Walker, 1977,

1976), typically did not ask for police intervention. Less than 102 had

direct experience with the police. Of those who did have con ct with

the police, most felt the police could only stop the assault_temporarily.

The women frequently did not ask for police help again, as.,they felt things

only got worse after police contact. The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights

recent study confirmed these findings (5).

The information available describing acute battering incidents comes

from battered women. The batterers have not yet provided their version,

and other people rarely are around to observe the battering incidents.

Geller:6 (1974) has suggested that, in faLt, the presence of another person

drastically alters the nature of th violence between the couple. The

few batterers interviewed have been unable to describe much about what

happened to them during this second phane. According to reports from

battered women, .00ly the oatterer can end the second phase. Their only
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option is to find a safe place to hide fret him. Why he stops the assault

Also is unclear. Perhaps he becomes exhauated and emotionally depleted..

Battered women describe acute battering incidents which have no grounding

in reason. It is not uncommon for the barterer to wake the woman out of

a deep sleep to begin his asgault. If she answers his verbal harangue,

he becotes angrier with what she says. If she remains quiet, her with-

drawal enrages him. She gets the beating4no matter what her response is.

The woman's sereaming and moaning may excite him further, an may her

attempts at self-defense. Many women have their arms twisted and broken

when they raise them to ward off blows. Severe injuries also occur if

they fall or are pushed against objects in the room. The vio:ence has

an lement of overkill to it, i.e., the man cannot stop evea if the

woman is severely injured.

Battered women describe-neach Acute battering incident in minute

detail and with considerable objentivity. Many of the woilIVE report not

feeling their injuries while they are being inflicted. They describe

concentrating on getting it over quickly with as littlo damage as possible.

They allow themselves to feel their rage at this time an'd sometimes

fight back. Although they may be severely beaten by the time phase two

is over, most women are grateful for its end. They consider themselves

lucky that it was'not worse, no matter how serious their injuries. They

often attempt to deny the seriousness of they injuries by refusing to

seek imedinte medical treatment. Sometimes this is done to appease the

batterer and make certain phase two really is fini..ihed and not just temp-

orarily halted.

The ending of phase two and movement into the third phase of the
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battering cycle is welcomed by both parties. Just as brutality is

associated with phase two, the third phase is characterized by extreme-

ly loving, kind and contrite behavior from the batterer. He knows he

has gone too far and tries to make it up to her. It is during the

third phase of the cycle that the battered women's victimization becomes

.complete.

Phase Three

The third phase of the battering cycle immediately follows the

second and is characterized by calm. The tension that was built up in

phase one and released in phase tun is gone. It is in this third phase

thw the batterer consistently behaves in a charming and loving manner.

v * 411y.sorry for what he has done in phase one and phase two and

generally acknowledges his contriteness to the battered woman. He begs

her forg'veness and promises her that he 1411 never do it again. .His

behavior is described as typical of a little boy who has done something

wrong, i.e., )..! confesses when caught in the act and then cries for for-

iveness. The batterer believes fie never again will hurt the woman he

lovas. Since he is somewhat aware that she really did not deserve his

violence, the hatterer believes he can control himself. He manages to

convince alr concerned that this time he means it, i.e., he will give up

drinking, dating other women, visiting his mother, or whatever else affects

his internal anxiety state. His sincerity is believable.

The battered woman want to believe that she will no longer hav: to

suffer abuse. His reasonableness upports her belief that he really can

change, es does his loving behavior during this phase. She convinces her-.

self that he can do what he says he wants to do. It is during phase three

that the woman gets a glimpse of her original dream of how wonderful love is.

27.(I40 78 q8
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This is her reinforcement for staying in the relationship. The tr'sd-

itional notion that two people who love each ii.her will overcome all

kinds of odds against them prevails. The battered woman chooses to

believe that the behavior ahe sees during phase three signifies what her

moil is really like. She identifies the "good man" with the man _she laves.

Afterall, he is now everything she ever wanted it. , man. He is seen aa

strong, dependable as well as loving.

Since almost all of the rewards of being married or coupled occur

during phase three for the battered woman, this is the tine that it is the

most difficult for her to make a decision to end the relationship. It

is also the time during which helpers usually see her. When she resists

leaving the relationship and pleads that uhe really loves him, she bases

her reference to the current loving phase three behavior rather than the

more painful phase one or two. She hopes that if the other two cycles

can be eliminated, the battering behavior will cease and her idealized

relationship will remain. If she has been through several cycles pre-

viously, the notion that she has traded her psychological and physical

safety for this temporary dream atatsadds to her own self hatred and

embarrassment. Her self image withers as she cOpes with the awareness

that she is selling herself for the few, moments of phase three kind of

loving. She becomes an accomplice to her own battering.

dit

The length of time that this phase lasts is not yet known. It seems

that it is longer than phase two but shorter than phase one. Neither is

there any distinct end to this phase. Most women report that before they

know it, the calm, loving behavior gives way to little battering incidents

again. The phase one tension building occurs and a new cycle of battering

behavior begins.

4or

8
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It is at the beginning of this phase, immediately following the

acute battering incident, that we have been most likely to make contact

with battered women. This is when they are most likely to flee or seek

out safety. My research project allowed me to meet several battered women

imiediately after hosPitalixation for severe physical injuries received

during the acute batterfing incident. The change in those women I visited

daily in the hospital was dramatic as they progressed from the end of

phase two into phase three of the battering cycle. They all went from

being lonely, angry, frightened and hurting women to happy, confident,

and feeling loved within a few days. Initially, they were realistic

in assessing their situation. They accepted their inability to control

the batterer's behavior. They were experiencing their anger and terror

which helped motivate them to consider making imp tent changes in their

situation.

These women were convincing in their desire to stop being victims

until the batterer arrived. I knew he had made contact with her by the

profusion of flowers, candy, cards and other gifts in her room. By the

second day the telephone calls or visits intensified as did his pleas to

be forgiven and promises never to do it again. Usually he engaged others

in his fierce battle .tn hold on to her. His mother, father, sisters,

brothers, aunts', uncles, friends, and anyone else he could commandeer

,would call and plead his case to her, also. They all worked on her guilt.

They told her how she was his only hupe and without her he would be

destebyed. They questioned what would happen to the children if she took

their father away from them. Never mind that the role model a batterer

and a battered woman sets for them is emotionally crippling. Although

everyone asknowledged his fault in the battering, she was being held
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responsible if he wero punished. Since most battered women seem to hold

traditional values about love and marriage, they are easy prey for such

guilt trips about breaking up a happy home - even if it's not such a

happy one. Marriage is forever, she is told, and she believes it. Hee

sick ana needs help, is another message, with the implication being if

she stays with him, he'll somehow get that help. During the intense

persuasion everyone really believes all these excuses. The truth is,

however, his chances of seeking help are minimal if she stays with him.

It seems as if the most ..Iccessful motivation for a batterer to seek

help is after the woman leaves him,and he thinks therapy will help him

get her back.

Other battered women often recount similar stories to those ex-

perienced by the hospitalized women. Their reward for accepting till

abusive violence is this period of calm and kindness. For some women,

though, it is not all glowing. One woman said she dreaded this phase

.because her man attempted to make her feel better by buying extravagent

gifts that they could not afford. If she attempted to return these

gifts he rapidly became abusive again. If she kept them, she worried

about how they would pay for them. Inevitably, she had to work harder

to earn more money.or face repossessment prucedings. Thus, she had no

calm respite - she was being battered during phase three also.

In summary, battering appears tn occur in a three phlse cycle.

In phase one, the slow tension building phase, series of minor battering

incidents occur in which the woman, assuming guilt, tries to appease the

batterer and repress her anger. As the unrestrained batterer escalates

his attacks, he loses control and Oane two, the acute battering indicent
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inevitably occurs, which the woman may or may not provoke. The third

phase is characterized by calm, in which the woman forgives her loving,

contrite batterer and hopes permanent peace can be obtained.

SPECIFIC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

Interdependence

In designing treatment alternatives for battered women. stopping

A
the battering is the immediate concern, but the long term expected put-

cone is economic and psychological interdependence. To be interdependent

ean, to be capable of either independent or dependent behavior within a

relationship as appropriate. Each person in the relationship can provide

strength (independence) which the other can lean upon (dependence); while,

at the ame time, the person who is independent can depend upon the other

for certain needs. Most people value independence without accepting the

fact that dependence is also mentally healthy, providing there is respect

And trust in the relationship. A mutuality exists within the relationship

that relies upon flexibility rather than fixed roles. If the man is un7

employed, it is acceptable to depend upon the wuman's salary. If the woman,

or the man, chooses to be a housewife and depend upon the:man's salary,

that also is acceptable. Although interdependence'usually is used in con-

text with emotional feelings, it also can apply to economic status. In

an interdependent relationship, the woman needs a skill which enables her

to be econdmically independent at any time. She must be capable of stan!ing

alone and meetine her needs economically as well it.s emotionally. She

must be free to choose to enter a relatio'nship, rather than believing It is

her only alternative. Most relationships that involve battered women are

not interdependent on both emotional and economic levels. The woman

becomes the victim because of her -xtreme dependence upon thv batterer.
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She does not believe that she can be s totally independent person.

Interestingly enough, neither does the batterer.believe he can

stand alone. A bond seems to exist between the couple that seys, "We

may not make it together, but alone we'll surely perish." Both typically

are traditionalists, who fear the religious, social, emotional, and economic

ramificaticns of divorce. Death is more acceptable alternative. It

is essential to understand this conviction when working with the troubled

couple. The woman sees death as the only way out of her situation, both

the batterer's death and her own. The batterer similarly would rather die

or kill her than voluntarily leave. The dilemma that this causes is enor-

mous, as the best treatment alternative for the battered woman is to get

out of the battering relationship. To end her victimisation, she must

leave and never return. The other treatment alternatives which will be

discussed here eventually may be useful over a period of time. At the

present time, however, themost effective elternetive for the battered

woman _is to end her relstionshop with the batterer.

The three major issues which relqe to the design of treatment

alternatives for battered women are safety, the criminal justice systei,

and psychotherapy.

Safety

The treatment alternatives that deal with battered women's needs

for safety span most of society's public and private institutions. They

touch upon the need for safe hiding places for battered women and their

children, a fair law enforcement and criminal justice system, emergency

medical services, responsive Social
service departments, job protection,

vocational training/education for women
and children, and a community
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support eystem that will -provide physical and psychological assistance.
4

Awareness of the need to provick, for battered women's safety has been

growinj in this country and Europe. Expanding alternatives represent

begiinning of social awarenes that battered women have been victimized

by,an indifferent society as well as by their men.

Refuges, Safehouses and Shelters: The English Model. Safehouses, rifuges,

sheltess and other hiding places hive been the cornerstone of treatment

alternatives for battered women. Erin Pizzey founded the firit known

refuge in England in 191. She eitablished Chiswick Women's Aid (2) as

meeting place for women who wanted to talk. The house was donated by

the local housing council. Almost iamediately women who wer eing beaten

and could not return Male came for safety and refuge (Pizzey, 1974). The

need for-such places of refuge evidenrly was extraordinary as every

refuge that has Opened in England, Wales, Ireland, Scotland, and then

throughout Europe ahd the United States, immediately ha?s overflowed

capacity. Pizzey's Chiswick Women's Aid has grown from onp house to a

current of over 25 houses. Other refuges developed tsimultan-

eously throughout the British Isles. Although they all-usedlChiswick as

their model, many modifications were made. Almost all the English refuges

are now coordinated thmugh the National Women's Aid rederation (3), a

central agency supported by government and locl funds. As of September,

1

1976, 98 different member groups were operating 75 refuges. Although two

national groups compete for funds in tritain, all refuges cooperate in

helping a battered wnman find appropriate assistance. Refuges or similar

groups also exist in the Netherlands, West Germany, France, and the United

States hut none have developed the extensive network like the Englioh.

()
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All refugessor safehoures ,provide some assistance, cven if it is

only a safe place to sleep. Other services may include medical help and

rehousing. In England, nationalized medical service provides assistance

for those women and children who need physical attention;.however, psycho-

therapy ia not as routirely available in England as it 'Ai in the United

States. The usual stay in an Englishqgefuge is six to 12 months; however

the housing shortages whicK.exist in England may force battored women and

their children to remain in'the refuge for longer than necessary periode of

time. It takes frc six months to over a yaw to get(women rehoused by

local housing councils. If the women are frpm another council's jurisdiction,

rehousing may take several years. The newly arrived women thus have the

benefit of assistance of women who have been in refuge for different

lengths of time.

Most of the differences between refuge Models deal with the degree

or community.thst is established amongst memidra. All are eoccessful

because they provide a community support system that does not exist for

battAred women in'their original communities or families. The major issue

today for moat ssfehouses and refuges Is de,:iding how much independence

or responsibility,to demand from battered women upon their initial arrival.

N.

Chiswick .4as founded on a/otal therapeutic community model. Women

are initially housed irt a crisis-oriented receiving center. An open door

policy exists, which Inane that no battered woman or child is ever turned

away: This policy results ft chaotic, overcrowed conditions but is un-

doubteay saves lives, The telephone number and address of thAefuge is

widely known. Irategbetrerers have arrived only to be scared away by the

large numbers àf people in the ref14,0
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When a battered woman arrives at ChiswicOshe is greeted by a

reception group of staff and vembers of the house. She is given some

personal belongings if she has btought'reine and allocated a bed and a

place to store her things in a dormitory-style room. If she has child-

rel, she-is given the option of having others in the house share the

responsibility to care for them. Because refultes have little money,

self help is a necessity. All meals, chores, and finances are the re-

sponsibility of the collective gr_up. Independence is encoureged by slowly

assuming responsibility for yourself and others- in a sheltered and pro-

tective environment. Once in this safe atmosphere, the women begin to

determine their own needs. 'Women learn that they can trust others to

help them and that they can be successful in helping others. The en-

vironment has all the necessary elements tn foster the development of

interdependence. The critics of this approach stress that just because

hypothetically the philosophy is sound, there is no reason to believe

that the presence of there elements Indeed will meet the long term goal.s

lor battered women. At best: they say, it provides short. term safety; at

worst, it encourages further dependence, since the hittered women are

not forced to accept power over thei- own lives.

Women are encouraged to leave the crisis house for one of the seconJ

stage houses as,soon as possible. Secanli vage houses also ate managed

communally, but every women ig expeetti to share equally in the procew..

L
These houses are located throu0Out 1 ndon, its sebnt-hf., and in several

other cities. The larg..e.t, a former hotel, houses 80 women and children;

while smaller.ones hive an average ca.i'acity of around 20. Battered women

and their chiideen are eligible to re.eive financial sepport under the

social sentrity system and may remain in the house until they are ready to

. leave. They either mtv.t provide their own new housing, or they oust wait
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their turn on the housing council list. Some women chose to continue to

live indefinitely in this communal style. For these women, a third stage

housisig arrangement.has been entablished which has less mubility and more

sense of permanence.

Other refuges established in Englaneas well as this country do not

accept the Chiswick model for total communal living. They support a

greater degree of independence,'both initially and throughout the battered

woman's stay. Thone other refuges also are smaller than Chiswick,. with

12 to. 20 women and child.ren the usual size. Camdin refuge, a member of

the Nation* Women's Aid Federation, does not encourage community respon-

sibility fo children, finances, or meals. Each woman has her own clodet

in the kitchen to store food which she purchases out of her own social

security allowance. At Caanden it fi considered important-pmencourage

indePendence in food shopping, meal preparation and budget control.

Women are'encouraged to learn from one another, but this is not done'sys-

teshttically. A p;id house mother is hired to assist this process along.

4windón refuge encourages independence Immediately by insisting

women learn how to cope with the bureacracy bx aPplying rot their own

0
social security benefits. The local committee sets up strict house

rules which ill women are expected to follow. These rules iriclude re-

quired house maintenance chores and regulation of vfsitors, evdcially

men. - Other refuge support groups have left house management . strictly

up to the women residents. In one group the members eXercised their

decision making rights by voting to withhold their rent payments toUtie

refuge. This put the support committee in a dilemma. They now had a
N\

group of battered women who were independent enough to-,challenge authot:TA,
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but they also (ere taced with aving to close the house without their

rent. For fill ier descriptions of V8I.Jus British refuge groups, see a

narrative summary prepared by Fields and Kirchner' (1976); Pizzey's'(1974)

and Martin's (1976) books; Flax, Walker, and Schreiber's (1976) Presentation

to the American Psychological Association and Stafford's (1976) presen-

tation to the American.Sociologieal Association.

American Refuges. Tha development of refuges or safehouses, as they are

beginning to be called in the United States, is in an infancy state,

compared to the progression in England. Women's groups around the country

have provided temporary safassising for battered women on an informal

basis. .National Organization of Women (N.O.W.) chapter headquarters,

women's resource centers, and feminist book stores have been the most

reliable soutces for locating individual homes where battered women and

their chilten could seek shelter and safety temporarily. Untold numbers

of battered women have sought safety in motel rooms, friend's and family's

homes. Some of these groutei and other local groups have provided counseling

for batiered women antirtheir families. New programs are developing, some

, under the ViAim/Witness Ass,istance program flitided by the Law Enforcement

Assistance Agency (L.E.A.A.). Safehouses are now Jr/enable in many major

metropolitan areae.

, The importance of the satehouse movement is that it provides a

sense of community and a support system fur battered women. As soon as

they walk through the door they are no longer helpless victims. They

learn that they do .have a sense of power over their own lives, :that other _4

people pare enou,,.hihbout them to Lake risks to help th(4, and that soctirCY's e

institutions can be 'Wf assistance. This sense of support o:curs no matter

what the organ1zati1011 sCructure of the reftlge. Through modeling tech-

0

n
t_. 9

a ,)
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niques, battered women learn to try different life styles that other

women have adopted. They learn by watching staff and other members.

Battered women typi;:ally have been isolated from other people. The

sharing of commonalities and differences between themselves helps off-

set their deprivation. They experience the benefits of beire. :Able to

make the system work and eventually learn how to do it themselves They

learn better parenting skills through direct-staff intervention or by

.contact with others who have different discipline techniques or ways of

, demonstrating their love for their children. They mist Learn 65*Ehihk;."-- "'

act, and love themselves yet still have some deperdence upon group support.

Women who remain in safehouses until they feel comfortable rarely engage

in another battering relationship. About !In of women who stay longer than

one week in a safehouse will not return to live with their batterers..

Peradhal observation indicates that percentage risee dramatically if the

afehouse remains open to women whJ return home and then want to come back

to the refuge. This process may occur three or four times before the bat-

tered m is able to leave permanently. It may he that these women

need to ex .rience the Inevitabilirtof the battering cycle several times
<

before themp/cept their inability to control it.

,-
;

There are some definite limitations to the refuge or safehouse

concept. First, ir provides an artificial sense of community that does

not exist outside of itself. Many women cannot cope with the real world

,-
unless they have such a support syatem. Time has not allowLI the develop-

ment of such a natural support network, although groups have begun the pro-

cess, such an, tionivu't, Aavocaten in Saint Louis, Missouri; RainhowAfe-

treat in Phoenix, Arizona; and Bradley Angle House in Portland, Oregon.

Many groups that have not hnen able to affprd safehouseg have conC'entratcd



on strengthening potential support systoms within the community. These

natural support systems will be discussed below.

Another drawback to safehouses is their limited potential for ed-

ucational or vocational training. Some houses have made arrangemnts with

local schools or job training programa, but most have their hands

coping with basic physival and emotional needs. Although women from Many

different social, cultural, educational, and economic levels utilize the

saPehouses, unles. !$Icy have job skillsprior to ontry, they probably will

not be selfmupporting when they leave. Without the potential for economic

independence these' women will be at the mercy of the state or another man.

The children of battered women provide still another problem in

safehouses. Most oi these children have lived under stress and fear

for long periods before being taken from their homes to a strange place

where they must relate to many strange people. rhey have learned to expeet

and accept violence, even If they themselves have never been the direct

target of the ahuse. Many children show evidence of cmotional distuvhan-e

due to their viulent homes. Some also have nerinus rtiarning problems.

While refuges have attempted to provide care for intants, pre-schoolets, end

school age children, 'It is not enough. The withdrown children are usually

overlolekd. Spate is a problv- for younger children uho need a pl e to

run AO play. Other children, espeeially the ndolesveots, en.gago in

va r I ou acting out_ behavio: t t make cotraunal I lying in cramped quart.

n horror. They oftel the 1-L: meager tairnishings available. Ad-I
oles,ent boys rlu he as violet,' hi their fathers and often tind

younger versions o: :heir math r o the adole,ccent girls. The theory

au ibusiug family beget:. 3 110/ generatidn of abusers 'In painfully

,
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witnessed in these houses. Much time, energy, snA sonsy are spent trying to

reverse the trends and prevent thesq children from perpetuating violence.

Crowding is another- problem in osfehounes. kefuges are filled with

so meny people that the noise level la often deafening. There la no

privacy sod 'not much room for talividuallty. Finn houses are fn physical

disrepair doe to over 030. Washing machines, if they ewist, are often

broken, as err other appliancen which simply cannot stand the weal they

are given. More criiically, 'disease le widespread. Colds, motomech ail-

ments, end other contagious diseases run rampant through houses where

sick members cannot I-2 isolated: Finances make it imposeible tO staff

the houses with doctors end nurses, so professionoLomust donate their

time. A. dfamal as this elcruie sly mound, it is crucial to underitsni

that both here and in EngLand women chose to live in a safebouse rethez

than return to.a quiet, clean. spattous, dices., free home with a batter-sr.in it.

The last limits ion to the nafehouse or refuge movemsnt is the

lack of facilfties fro men. The batterav is left alone unless he comec

atter his wosan. He then gay be turned over to law enforcement author-

tties. If the hmtcorer simply would ceama his erring ways after his

victim leaves hese, this would not be s cnncern to throw interested fn

helping women. This is net ?he case. It is mote Likely chat he licher

will become psychotic; seaousl, oepressed; or,even worts he will find

another women to butter. It ia noiorconate, elthou0 urderstandahle,

that these men do nut get any cteatment since tt in they who create

the victims. In several refuges battertre hove been involv w! in treat

sent. lainboe Retreat in PhGenix states 60% of the men participate in
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group, family or individual thura,). Chiswick has sot up a house for the

men to live in or meet in groups. Although neither refuge reporf's the

sae kind of xcitement and sueceus with men as they do with women, the

initial steps have been tiken.

Safehouses are expensive and difficult to operate. Staff turn-

over is high, as they are typically underpaid and overwurked. Host

refuges give staff several days off per month to rejuvenate. Funding is

constant problem, Support groups become tired, and they change fre-

quently. All refuge members become saddened.when a former member or child

in killed, an vent which happens far too often. They assume guilt,

feeling if only tney had done better, she might have stayed. The battered

woman is most apt to remain in safety if she has suffered through several

battering cycles, accepts the inevitability of further violence, and is

prevented from having contact with the bitterer in the calm, loving phase

three cycle. All of e difficulties in operating the safehouse dis-

appear when a battered woman shakes off her victim mantle. Theee successes

make the many problem seem surmount4b1 e

There are sl,6 many natural support systems within the community

thAt can provide o r..aasure of safety for battered women.

Hospital Emergency Rooms. Hospital emergency rooms comonly treat bat-

tered women who have suffercci ph)aical trauma. As would be expected,

most hospital emergen4y rosm stalf see battered women impediately following

the phase two acute battering lunident and as they mo/e into phase three

loving behavior. Wtthout knowledge of phase one tension building be-

havior, the emergency room Audi sec only d small part of the cycle.

float cmergency roomn are staff1 by doctors who rotate every six weeks.

fay
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Typically. they do not have time to question the origin of such injuries,

even if they are suspicious. Nurses have the most continuity with repeat

patients and are most likely to spot battered women, especially after

some awareness ttaining. If a nurse suspects battering, the woman's

chart hould.be tagged to alert staff. Suspicious cases should be treated

in a specific manner.

alone. She should be

beating. Once she is

First, the woman should be examined and interviewed

asked directly if her injuries were the result of a

confronted directly, it is difficult for her to

conceal battering unless she is terrified. Whether or not she admits to

being abused, she should be given the telephone number of the nearest

helping agency, preferably one specifically dealing with victimisation of

woods. I have known battered women who have kept such telephone numbers

hidden for six or more months before they used it. If she does admit to

being battered, all the details of the incident should be ntered on her

chart.' Her own words should be used whenever possible. Descriptive be-

havior rather than impressions or interpretations should be noted. This

may be valuable legal evidence.

She

can

Whenever possible, a battered woman should be admitted to the hospital.

usually is physically and emotionally exhausted, and hospitalization

hasten her healing process. It also provides a safe.refuge tempor-

arily. During .hospitalixation, both the battered woman and the batterer

are forced to deal with the serious consequences of the violence. If they

prefer to deny and minimise her injuries, hospitalization prevents them

from doing so. The battered woman has time to think and decide on a course

of action following an acute battering iecident without the batterer's

attempts at loving contrition. Although moat women return to their homes

after hospital treatment, for many it Is the first step to independence.
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Private Physicians and Clinics. Plivnt physicians and clinics see a

smaller number of battered women following a phase two explosior. Many

report being too ashamed or frightened to confide in a family doctor and

Orefer the anonymity of large hospital emergency rooms. Private physicians

generally see battered women due.", the first tension building phase of

the battering cycle. As the tens'mt causes anxiety, women request medi-

cation to help them feel calmer, to sleep, to rel:iee backaches and other

stress symptoms. Many battered women are considered hypocon,lriacs because

they visit their doctors so often; yet, they have tew other sources of

professional assistance. It is less of a risk to see the doctor for

physical complaints thee psycholughal. HIlberman (1977) reports a group

or' rural battered women who sought out services fram the comprehensive

health clinic without their battererfs knowfedge az great risk to them-

selves. They received supportive counseling and medication to relieve

stress symptoms and facilitate sldip.

Many battered women come to the attentinn of wedical persoenel durinr.

pregnancy. They usually etk tdutine nbstetrical .ak .4dhich providea

some continuity with a clinic or medicdl staff. 1,-r yet unexplained

reasons, the batterer either becomes one,: physically abusive to the woman

during pregnancy, or, he stops all battering nehdvior. The escalated

violence often takes the folm of prEna!dl IiId buge with rept,ated blows

to the WONOWN prdtludIn6 sto:oa ,b,rciort results. Sexeal

mutiliation is also oorc freluent a tt a b-ttered t.oman i. pregnant. If

the pattern is tu cco hi .!-to-o;, the urchin may choohe to hecortic

pvegoltit fcc'queotly io fr I.., to /ear vlolen,e. Untortunitely, the

presence of infant ,. or young c1,t1,21en st!ems to iii. t the hat,,;(o es.

lua 1 wi ,y i thoir 11,-e iii, ,

ri)
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Women who turn to refuge most often have adolescent children who began

protecting their mother from the batterer's violence. The second most

likely time to leave is when there are several children under the age of

five years. Obstetricians and nurses may be able to provide preventive

assistance to battere4 women befere an acute battering incident occurs

by documenting details in her records.

Compeny Medical and Counseling Departments. Company medical and counseling

departments are another natural community resource that can help provide

safety and help for battered women. Many batterers are well known to their

wive's co-workers. He may hang around her office without much reason,

usually not making much trouble for her until near the final stages of

phase one behavior. The battered woman sometimes will seek counseling

or medical help through her company o that the batterer does not know

she has done so. Lack,of sleep and anxiety often hampers her efficiency.

If she can get sent home on sick pay, she often uses the tine to try to

reduce the tensions that h e been building. Often a battered woman

Stays absent for several da i followingian acute battering incident.

If she has been.injured, she waits until make-up can cover the bruises.

She often sees the company physician to check fur broken bones, especially

broken ribs for whic:t'she can put off treatment about four days until

the pain worsens.

Some large companys have programs for battered women employees.

For example, one company physician has studied the battered women

syndrome and will place such a woman on disability if her medical condition

warrants it and will suggest referral sources for psychotherapy. The

woman can remain on disability with full pay and all medical expenses

covered until her psychologist feels she is ready to return to her lob.
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This type of program assures ba'ttered women job peote.tion while giving

them time to cope with their crisis, including the option of going Into

hiding for a short period of time.

Social Service Departments. Social service departments also can provide

immediate safety for battered women. Ode method would be to declare w

battered women a class of citizens who need immediate financial support.

This action would make all women, regardless of income level, eligible

for temporary social servl.:e assistance. This money ...tables the battered

woman to seek new living quarters if she wishes to leave home. Some

states will grant a double rent parsent to the bhttered woman, if she is

on public assistance and already has paid rent in the marital residence

on the first of the month and needs to seek 'safety elsewhere later in

the month. States could be reimbursed tor such assistance under Title XX

of the Social'Security Act. Battered women thus would need not feel

trapped financially in their relationships.

Social servite departments also ran eneouray wItnreaworkers to

detect and report instances of batterin4 amoog theit lients. Many

social workers report that they knew [hell clients were being beaten,

but they did not know what to do about it. They should be requited

to document details in their ras 1,:urds awl make appropriate pr,-

fesnional referCals.

Social servi.v depa,tments or statt Lealth depart,lent,. are osqilly

the designated stitt a.,,enc leg to gatLer t Itigtie.. epidemieloeical

matter!, such as In id veneteal I md child It is

souested that thcy also he rogoirea to keep anooymous gtattstical data

on incidence ut hattcred umn-a. PtIvlleg,d stat,; tIola hp
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granted lo those required to r?port suspected cases to protect them from

legal liability. The risk of requiring names is too great at this time.

A bill is being drafted fn Colorado whirh would require the state social

ervice agency to provide protecticn for battered women. Similar legislation

is being proposed in other states.

Other natural support'systems exist within communities that can

provide afety for' battered women. The potentihl for religious leaders

is not yet known. Legal assistanct 1111 be discussed In the following

ubsection.

Criminal Justice System

Any discussion of safety for battered women must include the criminal

justice ystem. The police and the courts are not protecting this class

of aault victims adequately. In New York City, a class action suit

has been filed on behalf of 12 battered women against the New York City

Police Department, the Probation Officers and Clerks of the Court. The

suit requests a declaratory judgment 'which would force the defendents to

perform their duties adequately so as to protbct the battered women.(4).

The major issue In this case is the provision of temporary restraining

orders upon request and need. Inadequate protection for battered women

is not unique to New York City. Batter-a women everywhere do not receive

protection under the law. Malried hat. r /omen do not even have the

benefit of the law in most states. A thorough review of these I.ws can

be found in Martin (197(s). A ret.eut Denver study citing the violation of

civil rights of battered women has been released by the U. S. Commission

on Civil Rights (5). The major issues for battered women in the criminal

lostice system are prompt polite prote,tion, rightg of arrest, equalization
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in obtaining and enfiescing reltraining orders, and ti.. legll rnmlfications

of fault divorces.

Polire_Protectit!n_Mt Police protection is considervd inadequate not

only by battered women but also by batterers and the police themselves.

Recent F.B.I. statistics indicate that answering domestic violence calls

can be duty of the most hazardous sort for police. Police-are called

most frequently during Gle phase two acute batteiing incident. Exper-

ie6ce has proven that intervention during thts explosive phase will be

most successful if it sepatates the man and woman. It is necessary tO

prevent the man frum committing further violence and to provide safety

for the woman. The most effective intervention by poli,e would he to

treat the domestic violence call asC an agsault and to arrest the batterer.

Furthermore, the police should sign the complaint. The state, respre-

tented by.the police, then is responsible for pressing charges, not the

battered woman. It is unrealistic to expect the victim to sign a complaint

ond press charges when she is givein no protectIo- from further assault.

Most pollee offi.ers :nil lose interest in protectivg tii .? battered woman

if she repeatedly dropa c.barges. They interpret her reluctance an a desire

to remain battered, rnther than fear of the consequences of pressing charges.

In treating battering 34 nn assault.pse, police should include both

married and unmarried tolationships. Police need tlw fuither right to

request a temporal'', .reqtr i111104 ncloi, AS they roty In - iny stflte!, in

child almse cnsen, ?Alio should be given respauslbility for

enforiing reatrafnine ordirs. The lssoing should ...nd copies of

the older to ti.. local l.w enfon:menl agency, rather thin qiniring the

-Ictim to show the orde!-- tu the police. In areas where police and

L.F.A.A. prov W13 interact, batteied women usually rei.eive more protectiop
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largely.unrotrievablel SuCh data shoulo be available to document the

scope of the batterc,c1 womercproblem.

'10

Restraining +decay Restraining orders are the legal profession's second
/

most potent technique in dealing with offenders, arrest and proiecutio

being the first. Each state has its own method for obtaining DUC an

order. A-temporary.restraining order Usually is issuecli first w ch'becomes

peimanent unless the assailant shows cause why it should Tiot, he judge

in effect orders the batterer to stop his assault and to stay aw from the

battered women's home. . the couple is not married and do not olp j nt

property, the order is issued quite simply upon eVidancp-of violence. If

.;

the couple is married, however, judges are reluctant in most states and

)/

forbidden by law in others to enjoin a married man from using his property,

Unless divorce petitioA are filed, most marrid women have extraordinary
6

trouble getting a temporary restrainIng order. Some attorneys do not find
.)

restraining orders particularly useful, as they feel the batterer ;All) '

not obey them. Disobeying a restrainidg ordei usually ri.sults in i contempt

I

citation and an arrest order. If 80% of batterp are only violent in

their domestic relations, then it is reasonahle to expect that fonr fifths'

of them would respect such court orders. The ineqUities ahd hardshLps

experienced by battered women in obtaining sucb relief4needs leeslative

attention.

0

Leml Rights in Divorce Actions. Legal rights.in divorce actions is the

final action to be discussed here. Many states stili provitee fo'r faUlt

divorces using desertion as grounds. Battered women who leave,their
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husbands to seek safety mu,t be exempted from a potential desertion charge.

Documentatinn from any of.the preyloosly mentioned gupport groups or

individual attorneys is needed. Battered woNn also need to knw their

rights in any potential divorce action. Many women re ignorant of prop-

erty distribution and child custody laws. Legal Aid services across the

country are providing excellent legal defense for some bittered women.

Private attorneys need to follow suit. Psychotherapists and other helpers

also need to be familiar with local 'laws so they can better assist their

clients.

Psychotherapy 'Modalities

In A country such as the United States where there is a kind of

reverence for tho practice of psychotherapy, It is not surprising that

battered women hav sought the servl-es of psychotheeapists. As 'is

0-rne for other helvers, psychotherapkts, including psychiatrists, psy-

chologists, social workere, and psyehiatric nurses, have been inade-

quate in helping battered women. These women rt that most therapists

refuse, directly or indirectly (iiLaially by omissdln), to deal specifi-

cally with acute battering incidents. They eoncentrate instead on the

psycholo.j,ical consequences presented, It 1,, to be expected that women

who have been abused repeatedly will have enou,h psycholngical symptoms

to keep a therapist busy. Many psychAhorapists interviewed have admitted

not realizing that their client was teicg brutally beaten over long

periods of time.

Battered wonwo have related stories ot being treated ns though they

engaged in "erazy'! behavior. Many have been institutionalized involuntarily.

In some cases, they were given go mare shotk treatments that their memories

,* ,k 1 ,
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were impaired permanently. lhese women were diarourd as paranoids,

evidenced by their suspiciousness and lack of truut of people they feared

'.might say the wrong thing to t ir batterers. -In a paranoid way, they
(t.

Loncealed their actions, wrote and stashed away secret messages on tiny

pieces of paper, and they Constantly worried about manipulating other

people's bdthavior so as not to upset the hatterer. Others were treated

for a serious depression, which no doubt served to protect them from the

constant level of stress in their unpredictable lives. For too many,

their justified and perhapsAnotivating anger was mellowed by indescri-

minate use of tranquilizers.

Many battered women's coping techniques, learned to protect them from

further harm, have been viewed as evidence of severe intrapaychic personality

disorders. My pilot research project (Walker, 1976, 1977) has yielded

data which indicates that hattered womvn suffer from situationally imposed

/
emotional problems due to their victimization. They do not choose to be

hattered because of some personality deficit but develop behavioral dis-

turbances because of the bartering. A proposal for further systematic

research into battered women's personality has been suimitted to the

National Institute of Mental Health, (Walker, 1976).

Psychotherapy generally has emphasized th

irat

alue of keeping familien

gl-intact whenever possible. In dealing wit(tered women, howevtr,

breaking apart the family should be encouraged whenever possible. The

major difficulty is that most battered women want the therapist to sttp

the batterers from abusing them, but they do not want to break up the re-

lationship. Psychotherapy modalizies which strengthen the battered woman's

successful coping strategies whileihelping her overcome her powerlessness

t)
-
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have *proven effective. Supportive psychotherapy during the separation

and divorce period'has proven succesful. Rarely do women who have received

such therapy get involved in another battering reli.tionship. .Althodgh

the kind5 of psychotherapy modalities vary in technique and scope, the

remain constant. Current behavior is the focus, although expforing

the past is sometimes helpful in interpreting present nroblems. .It is

important to clarify the etithivalent feelings of the battered woman. ;hey

caster around issues of love/hate, anger/passivity, rage/terror, depression/

anxiety, staying/leaving, omnipotence/impotence, security/pariic,'and others.

A combination of behavioral, insight oriented, feminist therapy has proven

the most effective therapeutic approach. Although the different therapeu-

tic modalities are numerous, those with the best reported success with

battered women to date are crisis intervention, individual Psychotherapy,

grow) psychotherapy And couples therapy.

Crisis Intervention. Crisis intervention techniques are often very

appropriate for intensive therapy after an acute battering incident.

Battered women or the batterer individually are concerned enough about

their lack of control to want to understand and change their behavior.

Crisis therapyzusually focuses on a specific critical incident. The goal

is to tench the client how to resolve possible future crises by apply-

ing conflict reso15tIon techniques to the present one while motivation

is very high. In using crisis therapy with battered women, it is im-

portant to label the women battered. The use of denial is a typical

coping mechanism which preents them from considering action. The women

and men should he neen individually tknleas, in the judgement of the

therapist, there is little likelihood of further battering. The therapist

ahould not expert much.truiit initially. Battered women are similar to

N
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rape victims; in:that, they respond more easily to a female therapist

who is trained to understand the effects of such victimization. It is

important to he'p the battered woman follow through whenever possible

but also to undervtand and accept her ambivalence in making positive

changes in her life. Although some battered women are ready to utilize

crisis therapy, most need more time.

Individual ?sychotherapy. Moseworaen seek a therapist during the firgt

phase of the battering .cycle.. They recognize the rising tension and feel

the inevitability of the forthcoming battering. They usually believe

that if they could rid themselves of their provocative behaiior, their

batterers would become model phase three men. They ask the therapist to

teach then new techniques to cope with the battering behavior. The batter-

ed women who seek therapy often do o at great personal risk. Most do not

dare telI.their men they are in therapy initiilly, although they even-

tually do. They sometimes assume another name to preserve anonymity, and

invent excuses to Account for their movements during the therapy sessions.

The battered woman who,comes to the therapist during phase one

usually ie trying to cope with her feelings of guilt, anxiety, and anger.

The therapist esn help her express her guilt by having her recount the

details of battering incidents in which she could not stop her own battering.

A feminist therapy appvnach, which txies to separate the woman's personal

issues from common issues shared by other victimized women, may be effective.

It is neceasary to confirm society's lack of adequate help for her but

also to be encouraging about the potential for citange. Control of anxiety

may be accomplished through relaxation training, hypnosis, or recommend-

ing that the battered woman join a health club to focus on positive body
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feelings. It also ts impirtant to help the battered woman recognize and

control her anger. She should be encouraged to experience anger each time

ie occurs, rather than suppressing it ana releasing it all at once, perhaps

triggering an acute battering incident.

The realities of present alternatives and future goal pianning

are explored in individual therapy. The battered woman needs to recog-

nize concrete svps Rhe can take to improve her Situation.. If her goal

is lo remain with the batterer, even temporarily, 6..1 therapeutic

goals toward strengthening her independence witlit,. the relationship

become important. Career goals need to he explored. Reinforting the

positives in the battered women's life, using successive approximations

from minimum to maximum independence,is important. Individual therapy

concentrates on the present but may use the past to promote understanding

of the current situation. The therapy is more action oriented than

analytic, as unstructured psychoanalysis is too risky. As therapy

progresses, other adjunctive therapies can be roommended, e.g. assert-

iveness training, parent education, vocational coonsPIing, and couples

therapy.

Grasp Psychotherapy, Croop pnychotherapy is another therapy format for

battered women. It has sone benefits over individoal therapy. Battered

women are usually isolated arl rarely 1-.eet other battered women. They h.ce

few friends in whom they can confide.' A group composed of all batterEd

women thus (an be an exti,!nely thelapeskie experience. Such a group ,m-

bines the best uf the constious niising groups with the expertise of a

therapist who is familiar with group proces:;. A nimber of agencies are

condocting womeu's gruupe fm victims. One of the mJst successful pro-

grams is in Seattle (7). lwo women psyriwtherapists, Kari! Klingbell
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and Vicki Boyd, who previously were responsible for rape victim services,

began a group for battered women. These women were identified either in

a predominantly lower income hospital or in a -,ostly middle income Health

Maintenance Organization. The group of 12 women and two highly skilled

therapists meet on a weekly basis. The women derive a sense of strength

from all of the group mearbere that is more difficult to proviie on an

individual basis. Therapy is action oriented with a focus on moving

towards changing behavior. Most of the women have been seriously physi-

cally battered when they first come to the group. The therapists take an

aggressive role in encouraging women to ?rosecute when appropriate. They

already have established an advocates division to help the women victim

use the criminal justice system. This is necessary to help them overcome

the immobilization that their terror brings. As women witness others

successfully making changes, they are more likelY to try themselves:

There is often a risk factor for therapists who lead these groups. Some

batterers have unleashed their rage on the therapists. The Seattle group

was held at knifepoint for several houra before being released. Another

group had a car driven through thelr feont door. Other terrorizing threats

have been reported.

Couples Thera2y, Couples therapy in the therspuilc technique that most

psyehotherspints, other helpers and battered women eount art to make every-

thing better. Battered women feel that if they een get their men to

participate in therapy, then they will stop their abueiv, behavior. ;his

assumption is not neceosariiy true. Veryfew traditionaltcouples therspy

'techoieues apply to batterieg couples, unless :_ite thetapist whuta to speed

time teaching these couples hna to fight better, Non-fighting tpchniques

need to b PAressed In/sic:ad. Host coAples in a bettering relationship

te)
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have extremely poor tom-tuni,ation st Il lheir rela.tonship has un-

usually strong dvpvckaoixy Lowls that tme' :o be Imokeo. It is there-

fore more important to work on the two individuals within the tela-

tionshlp, rather thtn de.tling with th. relation.hlp Itself. Ultimately,

the goal is interdepend...Ice.

Recognizing the need for new treatnt techniques for couples

therapy, Mort Flax, a psychologist, and I developed a procedure which

has been successful in limiting the se.:erity of battering incidents,

although it has not eliminiated then altugether (Flax, 1971; Flax and

Walker, 1917; Walker and Flax, 19)7) The procedur,., is based on the cycle

theory of batterinl, 'and utilie.es a com-nnication traioing approach

developed by Weiss, Flops, and Pattersoo (1973).

No game playing is allowed concernirg the reasons the couple is in

therapy. The min Is labeled a hatterer and the WONall d battered woman.

Male and female cotberapists work with t.!. batte-er and the battered

woman respectively. InIti illy th? mem :.' wormm;m)r. :,,parately, and tbe

couple 1 ive4 ;wort. Atter a.shirt p2tbsl, they aro allt)wed to move bad:

together and they begin tuinr therap) s.,,ions. Ti: I :sues discussed

deal with strengthening el.h infivideal so that Ow lolatIonship be'omes

free CI al l tit hot. tu .14 tint i,st Hwy ,Nim

f rom une iri.tkor ii tlt b .1. bait ot t cit et roo. o ; asslenpt

Th< Y a r-7 t Alight 3. oir .tot ti 1,0. ..m1,, in, Ow I ,!ot

hat t PT I hy, cp.. I o , t !;" / qt Pa.; ,I.trigor p div

Com. inV,, 'AC.? I ofia
1.tre, .tt.e aro

Ind 1. ! 111;11 I cit.( r .r 1.V1 t.t t ii. pi r N it (11.11 1. tit

forect!...tru streti)..i In. optl, 11,-t, t It I% 1:1.1:t t Inn j. ,t

t iv( aed d 1 Ike n. , o i gcs t o ; v.so 1 o..1,ns in the tut ote.
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Behavior rehernala and role playing on videotapes often are used.

Although problems exist with this typo of therapy, couples benefit.

They atiend regularly, and lift is better for them. The women do not

work as rapidly towards independence as they do in individual or group

therapy, but they loose the pervastve. terror that immobil' a them and

they learn LO express anser more constructively. The men learn to be

more-assertive too, asking directly what they want without having to

threaten the woman if sne/Qa not satisfy him. As difficult as it iu,

couples therapy Is a viable treatment alternative for battered women aid

their partners.

Conclusioas

Battered women have been identified apd available for therapeutic

alternative choices only recently. The modalities discussed are a

beginning. The goal IS to promote interdependence so that psycholo-

gical and physical battering behavior ceases. The most effective

means to reach this goal is when the couple separates. Other treat-

ment alternatives provide some relief. Women who arc battered are victims.

As these women learn that being battered is no longer necessary, they

will demand and receive services from treatment alternatives.

C,
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1. A copy of the rcptirt on 'he Domeali. Violence Research Prolect is

available fro:1 .Dr, Jeanie K. M,:l Op..ratio Resource Unit, Kanits

City Police Department, R10 Argylo 306 East 17th _Ureet,

Kansas CitY, MO 64106.

2. Chiswick Women's Aid, 369 Chlswit:. High Road, London, W4, England.

3. National Women's Aid Federation, 31 Chalcot Road, London N141, England.

4, A copy of the complaint is aajt,, Ic trom Marjory D. Fields, Managing

Attorney - Matrimonial Unit, Brooklyn Legal Aid Services, 152 Court Street,

Brooklyn, NY.

S. This study is available from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,

Women'ii Rights Division, Wanhington, D.C. They have also produced

a documentary mcWie based on this research study.

6. The term pollee may he synonomotts with a local law enforcement agency.

7. Mere Information is available fro-) Yarn Flirgbeil, M.S.W., Social

Service Director, Harhorview 1ledia Center, 325 Ninth Ave., Seattle,

Washington 98104 aad Vl,ki Buy!, P4rhologist, Group Health

C011ective, Se.,tilc, Washington.

() f
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PSYCHOTHERAPY ANn roIII:M I I',f; 'ATP BATTEN 'KRIM

Lenore 1. -flier, fd.!)

Chai rnersor :Jr
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Col nradn '.!nron s Col lrele

I. The knowledne, thenry, research, and. inforration

Social scientists have lon corcerned with ihe nature of violence arrono

Peoples of different societies. ['Mite the fact that r!ost people live in ;CPR kind

of family structu..e, intra-farnily violence has not lttracted much attontion. On ffe

contrary, the family has been viewed as an oasis of calr: in an othemaiso hnstile

world. It has become increasingly apparent, however, that the family, especially

the nuclear fa;-ily. is not at all the Pla,:id tranquil refuge; rather, it is a fer-

tile nround on which violence can and Jos ocr.o.. The probability that such

violence will in fact resul t in ain or doatb incroases dramatically i f the family

member is a woman.

The histnry of wife abuse is ancient. i,rown.I'lor's (1075) research on the

history of rape, which is one form of violence anainst women, sunnests that from

"'Meal days worien.traded freedom for secirity. In many societies, men were not

, isidered manly if they did not heat their .vi ies. ';omen w:ro treated as men's

property. Pen felt that thoy had 'the rinht to discipline Women and to deride when

and how discipline would be administered. ran's physical and economic str:,nrith

reinforced wornen's acceptance nf tbe sn called "rinht to discipline."

Little research has been conducted to date en violence anainst woren. It
I.as been considered an accentat le reolution to marital disagreement as long as
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violence is confined tn thr abhut , ne! c,rtlnii i t to the

police, or conducting research on wife abuse has been a socii,logical tatm (Steinmetz -

and ',-traus, 1,174?, Fami ly vii 1,ece ic n-t a new synorere for psychologists either.

We have attempted to study anno,1: ion are' tolent behavior for ries. Ilowever, prior

r.esearch in the areas of violence in fa..i1/ has tended to lie clinically oriented

and focused on the pathplooy of tlii ii ividuals ievelve.1; prioarily the intra,ipsychic

conflicts of the man and the woman. The prevailine 1.0lief has been that only wonen

who "deserved it" Ir.i.re beaten. In a stiffly of battered wives in 1964, Snell, et al.

Suggested that beatinos are soil ci ted v women who suffer fror nenative personali ty

characteristics, includinr; masochism. "Cood wives" try to change it to please men,

to be less provocative, less angressive, and less frigid. In this way, the burden of

guilt for battering has fallen on the wonan and the violent behavior of the %ale has

been perpetuated.

Battered woven recently have been Ireaking the taboo against talking about

wife abuse. Such worrn are now adril ttinn to beinn assaulted by their mates cr partners.

And, interestingly enounh, their stories directly cenflict with the prevailinn stereo-

type of the battered women and of previouc eesr.,rch 1°77).

historically, violence anainst ervon has lee, corsidered an acceptable

resolution:to marital disaorrements .is /rico a; the vinl, t.cv is confined to the hore.

Party jokes suci- .15 , "or./ , you t ea tee Tiur i f 1 a tel v?" or ".lhe re di.: 1 en

c.et nor black eye?" or 'Yr., /eJ :.eatine her death, iel.onstrate these dtti tudes

Recent research has been coeducted hi Darryl ,oin Sandra ['mon to see whether or not

stnrigers would core to tre assistance of a ni sn who aorS beino ph/sically and verbally

pushed around 4 y a n Pn out', di tn loin en tho si dciii I. Passersbi, at di fferent times .

watched two ren in .in argurew., too w et. argurent, at I a Man anti a woman in in

argument. The severity of tie uh/sical afd verbal activity was the sa: e in all thm

inst-i-.ces. The strany,rs e aid of tie ttio %Arlin and the two ren far kore

often than they di,1 man ard guns ti oned about ti e i r behavi or, the

*I`
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strangers said that they did not feel that t"ey had le right to interfere in a marital

disagreement. 'The assumption was that if a man and a oman are arguing in public, they

niust be married, and this gives the man licer-,e to abuse he woman.

Del Martin (1976), presents deta'led evidence on ho a sexist society actually

acili tates, if not encourages, women to Le beate.i. Polic , courts, hospitals, and

social services all refuse to provide them protection. en we, as psychologists,

have learned to keep the family together at all costs- Yen if ihe individual's nontal

health or life is at stake. Many of the battere en that 1 interviewed told of

psychi.atric hospitalization and treatme r diagt ses other than a generalized

stress reaction from constantly being abused ne such case,:the woman was inter-

viewed immediately. following her release fro sychiatric hospital. She was taken

to a battered women's shelter, provisions were made for her Co obtain economic and

legal relief, and within several days, there were no visible signs of any mental

disturbance.

The first attempt at understanding the nature of violence in the 'family came
.S1

from sociology. Straus (.1971,,1973) befian.to examine sodological caitive theories

usIng a Systems approach. 'His work and that of his students focused on understandin*
4

v(Ily people batter each other in a family context. Their work was the first to label

sch issaults 'a crime, declaring that ;uch violen.ce would be considered a criminal act

and p secOted were ii---to occur in any settino other .the the home. St., 5:et al.
t1'976), cite itudies indicatino that soMewhere between 2rand 67 percent of all

homicides 011tur within(he family, across d 1 1 societies. Straus, Steinmetz, and

Gelle's (19774 conducted a rezent surve'y of a randomly selected national sanple of over

'2,100 families which indicated that one out of six of the couples interviewed 'had a

14;, Ily vto19It episode durine that year--an estimated seven and one-half million.".
coup es nationally. At least 21' percent of all arried womenor 13 million cvles

twill experience vio'ence in their marriage, according to that research. Almost four

I. percent had used JUns or vnives' in t.,eir attacks. When tho-incidence rate reaches
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almost one-third of all families, it is not a %miller, of individual psychopatholony,

but rather, indicati,ve Of a Serious social disorde;.. These findings are a luo

estil,ate, yet entirely.. consistent with HY sample of battered women.

Gel les (1974 ) investigated GP fami 1 ies who contacted the pol ice concerning

thei r assaultive behavior, lie concluded that there were powerful sociolonical and

cultural forcs that allowed such assault to be vie.wed AS toth normal and not normal

simul taneously. He discussed the theory of legi Ornate discipline and proposed that

different fami 1 i es nave learned to accept di ffertfnt levels of assaul t in Vie name of

iiscipline. It is impottar't tim underst?o' the t,q,orios of cult ',illy determined

norms towards batterinn women if indeed such attitudes are to he charmed, and ...,uch

behavior stooped. However, som of the theories pbstulated to exflain the behavior

have not been supported in other research. r)traus (1976) surirkarlizes 15 theories to

ekplain causation of intra-far,ily violence (p.33, Fin. 2). These theories :Include

intrapsychic psychopathology, external agents such as drugs and alcohol, social-

learninn theories, negative self attitudes, frustration, c,,nflict, structural s.js s.

resource ..n.; attrit ution cerco . i t rie; t -ful to include so 'many

distinct catenories in exploratory research, it is also crmfusing, l'any of these

theories overlap and could be consolidated. Further, an interattion of the .variables

rather than a unitary concept is needed to understand the carplegity of violent

behavior. From previous research, it seems probable that social learninn variables,

cultural variables, Systems variables, and personality variables, all interact VI

provide the potential for battering, witf extern.al stress icing a

violence actually occurs.

Genes (1974), c.traus, et (1076) a"e, Hilberrian (1977) have reported a

hieher incidence of h,tterinn onn lower class women, who may he more apt to file

assault charnes or cite violr;nce as grounds for divorce. It appears that [middle and

upper class women have teen fearful of vithorities knowinn about their plioht. They

factor when the
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Loin feared retaliating I / t, h ) th, It ty'.,1r

hi nh level of mimuni ty in hl 1.11,1h ce..t Inuit t a' out r.e i ty of the i r

a 1'4A...rim) t 111 ,t. I A.% t I an/ fif thew

1.1)men out of hidinn. They say rec,,,,tit in al.use 'is

created a.clif.ate in.rhich they t, t 1: ' I It I ( .a 1 ker, in press).

ran), battered women are SuCcr'ssful career womeg A " .gate financial resources.

In my research, one mipan related that, her op", 1,A..! NOY' V. endure the latter-
.

inn relationship. lhenever she fnlf her huct to Fatter her, she

nacked up the children and i.:erft to tieir rogntain hn,n, Another .voran reported

9oinn tO Europe for,vveral months 'to nscane her husFand's violence. t'any voren

find temporary havar; in motel*, or with friends. !lonetheless, havinn financial

resource( did no' prevent anv of tlese %wren fror reino !,attered ii\ye first place.
.

It does appear fron all the literature that poor 1:01.eri have fewer resources with

which to cope with hatterino. It is alsn annarent that most women gain their eco-

K2Mit Pendence through their husband,- ;yen thnsi, v men who have independent

A

finanCt esourceS are persdaded to sherc t',- with 6 atterinn mates.

Since early 1975. I have hem. in trrvi,. t..r1:41 woren and their helpers.

To date I ' ve doculented over 1?n inter:tinws 11 th ha(tered uomen, and several hundred

others and their helfiers in lpss detail. There is much to he learned from the stories

of:these battered women. l:tamA(es of demouraphic ( 1177), details nf the

interviews (Walker, in press', .14-ninstion 'for furthnr research fJall,or, 1976),

debunking mytli4 (Walker. Schreiler and lax. 10711, imothesi and theory, Fuil ding

(NalAer, 1976a), and implications fer'treatr.w.t alternatives (; alter. in press: Flax,

1977) 1,ave previpusly heen reporteo. From this research. I have' also developed a

psycholootcal rationale fgr why t'o t.attered wnlan hecoros a victim, 4ma 'the process

of victimization further entraps her resultinn in psycUoldgical paralysis to leave
\,

thC rel,atio414. This osycholonical ratinnale is the clnstruct of learned helpless-

ness (Walker, in press). The raintenance'nf violent hehavior, once it occurs, also
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became VP imperative quest,or ,n While I ino, it did not continue

because either the men ur4or,o Wed itA C,o old rilasnri.i,?tic myth, the specifics of

why a yoman stayed in the rel,i,:At,ip fq.olnd response. Piscovery of the cycle

theory of violence care throunh ' 'Irt',o from the crTirical evidence. This cycle

theory of violence is discussed in .!r: ,11k,r, in prts),'

In my research. I have atte'ored to 1-d- - iPterrd women as victims of

hatterinq hehavior rather thah the canse of the vitle.cr.. The stories the women have

tord make it imperative that we unders rand ti,is 170tron process if VT are to

apnly adequate ps-,,O,oth,2rov arr. ceunr,elinr tecinio,a-, /an (1'.7/) origfi ally

Applied thr concept of blarinn the victiii to those ex;:eriencing racial discrimination.

In his book (1971), he discssed how such prejudicial attitudes affected both the

perpetrator and victiri of discrimination. '.irch stereotypes prevent those who hold

them from dealing adequately with the issues. They serve to maintain the status quo

and prevent the kind of open dialonue necessary to eliwinate racial prejudice. They

also keep the victim iv a clearly proscirbed role bounded by the stereotypical myths

and allow the bi4ots to avoidchanoing their miconceptrons.

. So too, for'ill the women who have been victir6 of Niolence committed by men

against them, individually or collectivnlj. By.perpetuating the belief that it is

rational to blame the victim for her abuse, we ultimately excuse the men for the

crime, Society'hos permitted such p.rejudicial myths tp exist in seven areas of

violence aga;nst women, accordinn to research hein 9 conducted at,the University of

Colorado by Or. Margie Leidig. These shen areas are: 1) battered women, 2) rape,

3) girl child incest, 4) pornography. 5) proititution, 6) sexual harrassment on the

job, and 7) sexual harrassment betv,een clients and professionals (including doctors,

therapists, lawyers. etc.).

Blaming the.women for.causing men to batter them has resulted in their shame,

embarrassment, denial, and further loss of self esteem. It prevents the batterer from
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ceasing his-violent behavior because it says it is really the weman's fault, not his.

It perpetuates his notion that he is justified in heating her because she did some-

thing to make him angry. The fd6. that Such violence is not acceptable hehavior

gets lost in this,victim precipitation ideology. Although sone have tried to under-
.

1. Stand the offenders' behavior hy itedving the possibly provocative behavior of the

victim, this research merely leads up blind alleys and simply encourages continuance

of such crime through rationalization. Such violence will only cease when every

person, man or woman, stops defensively rationalizing and begins to understand just

how such acts are omitted and maintained in our culture.

from the beginning of my research. it seemed to me that these women were

physically and psychologically abused by men and then kept in their place by a society

that was indifferrnt to their. plight. Thus, they wore doubly victimized and then

blamed for not ending their beatliins.- They are told they have the freedom to leave

the violent situation, yet art blamed for the destruction of their family life. They

are free to live alone, yet cannot expect tn earn equal pay for equal work. They are

told to express their feelings, yet when they (mores; anger, they are beaten. They

know they have the same inalienable right to the pursuit of iodividual h4oviness as

do meo, but they must make sure their'yen's and children's rinhts aro met first. They

are blamed for not seeking help to end their ipt Ogsn they do, they are told to

go hore and stop their own inappropriate behavior whit) cause their ripl to hurt them.

Not only are they rewonsible inr their own beatings, they Must also assume respon-

sibility for their batterer's mental healtf, if they n,crid nnly better, the litany

goes, they would find a way to prevent their own victimization. Thus, the need to

understand the hew research that is coming out it essential and beginning to develop

psychological treatment procedures for.such battered womer and their spouses and

children.

AS I began to interview battered women, : r.,)ted ilnur deeply affected they were

by their own inability to meet the expectat:^n that they were tb blame for what was
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happenilmg to the?1, and, therefer .,.0.0ul.! t, st, it. ;.is cmed further

loss of self esteem which had teen Ilroadv lnwernd hi exorriences, lt helped

immobilize them into'inaction, rat,pr tI:an s.ir the!. f:n tn Orgno effective rerydies.

The guestinn,."Why did hattered roinin in tbese relatirn<hips?" hds been asked

continually through all'of my work. recogni7 thP 2pidemiolonical considera-

tions, I realized I needed to look 'or nsy0p..0.clal ...us,,tinn rather than ex,IlanationS

of individual psychopathology. The learned iielplessnes phenomenon see-led to fit

logically. I was struck by the similarities I saw In t.attered women's descriptions

as compared to the experimental victWs learned helplessness reported by Seligman
4.

Seligman (1974) first hypcthesized that doos which were subjected to non-

contingent negative reinforcenent eould learn tiat their voluntarylOehavior had no

effect on.centrolling what hawed to then. If such an aversive stimulus were

repeated, the dog's motivation to'respond would be less,,ned. Furthermore, even if

the dog should later perceive the'connection between his voluntary mesponse and

cessation of the shock., the motivational cleficttc(i orlain. The dog's emotional'

state would be depressed with anxiety occurrinn 1 result. Within the laV.sevehl

-years the theory of learned helplessness has also been tested with human subjects

and found to be equally applicable. lt is a useful theoretical construct from which

to understen-d.the cognitive, emotional ?ri(! .otivational deficits so frequently

_ob,iervad and rOorted 'oy battered women. The psychological paralysis that maiatdins

'the v4ctim's Status as a battered wvnan is consistent wit,i the theory. Cattered

women can relearn the response outme c4tingenc1es by directly experiencing a sense

of power and control owr those events wbich dre, indeed, under her voluntary and

independent control (Walker, in press). Probably the most important way to learn

which events are under her voluntary and independent control is to analy?, what occurs

in the batterinn relatinnsbi:,. Thus, obtaining detailed hatttrino histories becomes
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essential in defeloping individual psychotherapeutic plans.

Several studies have pointed to the greater likelihood of learned Eelplessness

developine in women than in men. Padinff (len, in,press) has devnloped a mre5ure of

reported symptoe* of depreWon at the Center for Eetdemiological Studies (CEJ-D

Scale) at NMI. Using this scale, she confirmed the previous findings of Cove

and Tudor (1973), ChesIer (1972) and ethers that wrcon are more prone to depression

than men. This is especially true for married women, whether or nut teey work outside

the heft.. Radleff suggests that analysis nf sex role streotypes, peychological

theories of depression, and epidemiological studies-of marital status need to be

integrated. She further suggeste. the applicability of the learned helplessness mode]

(Padloff, 1975,). It his been argued that women are more susceptible to learning

independent response outcore from the rewards erd pjnishments they receive whilc being

socialized. It is alsn probable that he1p1essneskis learned on a relative continuum.

There may be different levels of learned helplessness that a woman learns from the

interactien of traditional female role standards and individual personality develop-

ment. The male/female diadic relatinnship is probably A specific area that is

affected by this interactive develoonental process. Eiattered women seeri to be most

affected.by feelings'of helplessness in their relationship with men. This is true

for battered women who rot only AFC ousewives but else women with eesponsible jobs

and careers. Many are well educated, ambitinus and function in a superior manner in

high status positions. However, when it comes to their marriage, or in other social

relationships with rens they resort te traditional ferale sex role stereotyped

behavior. They typically defer to the men to make decisions, even if they have

manipulated the choices behind the scenes. Direct communicaticn is conspicuously

absent from the batterine neiltinrships rAudied to date.

After analyzinn the hattered women's vensions of their hatterino relationships

in my research and using sew hattnrers ard others invo)ved in orking 1,1th such
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violence ior comparicon-, . cycle t. ri,. a.. t . !

than constant or randor occurrences of batterinn, there is a definite cycle uhich is

Mooned over a period of time. This cycle appear: to have thrve distinct phases

which vary in k..ine and intensity both within the ser.e couple and tetween different

couples. The three phases are, the tension building phase, the explosion or aCute

battering incident, and the calm, loving 2spite. So far it has been difficult to

discern how long a couple will remain in any one phaSe. Predicting the length of

any one cycle is else not yet possible. Therl is evidence that situational events

can influence the timing. Relationships that have lasted 20 ur ^ore years indicate

Several different cycle patterns cor V sponding to diffent stages of life. Forre

example, the cycle seems to be shorter and more intense when there are young children

and teenaged children present at home. After children have left, the cycle tends to
gifa,

be longer. Staying in,phase 1, or the tenki on building phase of the cycle, is also
,

more frequent when there is another person v,ho lives in the horue, besides the coLiple.

There is also some evidence that interventions are more successful if they otter at

one phase-rather than another. Intervening in phase two or the acute battering

incident 4aften brings about injuries to the helper. The available data are still too

limited to mato any conclusions, but iredds sugges the desirability of furt

investigation which will be funded by NMI beginning g, 1973 (Welke , 1976b).

Phase one, or the tension building phase, is described as the one i which

the tension begins to rise and the woman can sense the man becoring somewhat edgy
s

and more prone to react negatively to frustrations. There can be l!ttle episodes of

violence which are quickly covered. lie Pay begin to lash out at her for some real

or imagined wrongdoing and quickly apnlogize or tecome docile again. Many women

have h:.'ened to catch these little outbursts and atter.pt to calm down the batterer

tlittoih the use of techniques that have had previndusuccess. She ray become

nurturing, compliant and anticipate his every whim, or, she may stay out of his way.

She lets the batterer know sbe accepts his abusiveness as legitimately directed

.{
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towards her. She believes that what she does will prevent his anger from escalating,.

If she does her job well, then the incident will be over; if he explodes, then she

assumes the guilt. In order for her to maintain this role, the battered woman must

not permit herself to get angry with the batterer. She denies her anger at unjustly

being psychologically or physically amed. She reasons that perhaps she did

deserve the abuse,and often identifies with her aggressor's faulty reasoning. And

this works for awhile to postpone the second phase or acute battering incident.

Women who have been battered over a period of time know that these minor

.4 battering incidents will get worse. However, to help themselves c'ope, they'deny this

knowledge. They also deny their terror of the inevitable '3econd phase by attempting

to belleye that they have some control over their batterer's behavior. During the

initial stages of this first phase, they do indeed have some limited control. As the

tension builds, they rapidly lose this control. Each time a minor battering incident

ocCurs, there are residual tension building effects. Her anger steadily increases

even though she may not recognize or express it. He is aware of the inappropriateness

of his behavior even'if he does not acknoWledge it. He becomes more fearful that she

may leave him which is reinforced by her further withdrawal from him in the hope of

not setting off the impending explosion. He becomes more oppressive, jealous, and

possessive in the hope that his brutality and threats will keep her captive. Often

it does.

As the batterer and battered woman sense the escalating tension, it becomes

mere difficult for their coping mechanisms to continue to work. Each becomes more

frantic. The man increases his possessive smothering and brutality. Psychological

humiliation becomes more barbed and batterinn incidents become more frequent and

last longer. The battered woman is unable to restore the equilibrium. She is less

. able to psychologically defend against the pain and hurt. The psychological torture

is reportedly the most difficult for her to handle. She usually withdraws further

from him which causes him to move more opprvssively towards her. There Is a point

toe e
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towards the end of this tension building phase where the process ceases to respond

to any controls. Once this point of inevitability is reached, the next phase, the

acute battering incident, wilj occur. Sometimes the battered woman cannot bear the

tension any longer. She knows the explosion is inevitable but does not know how or

when' it will occur. These women will often provoke an incident. They do not do it

in order to be hurt. Rother, they know they will be abused no matter what and would

prefer to get the incident over with. Someho, these few women reason, if they can

name the time and place of the explosion, they still will have retained some

control. They also know that once phase two is oVer, the batterer will move into the

third phaie of calm, lcving behavior. Thus, their reward is not the beating as the

maiochistic Myth would have it, but rather a kind, loving husband for even a short

period of time.

During phase two, the batterer fully accepts the fact that his rage is out of

control. The.battefinglehavior in phase one is usually meted out. The batterirg

incident in phase too may start out with the man justifying his behavior to himself;

however, it usually enOs with his not understanding what has happened. In his blind

rage, he usually starts out wanting to teach her a lesson and doesn't want to inflict

any particular injury on her. He stus only when he feels she has learned her lesson.

Most victims report that to fight back in the phase two incident is only to invite

more serious violence. Many women, however, have been damming up their anger in

phase one and they only feel safe letting it out during tOe second obese. They know

they will be beaten anyway. lhe women describe the.violence that occurs during this

ceded with great detail, almost as if they are disassociated !..om what is happening

to their bodies. The batterf.r. .innut dcsct-ibe th: details very well at all; rather,
1..

they descObe what the Wanan iJ to lead up u7 their losing control. Again, tlie

f
batterer p',....c)respo i;bilit; 1..-r. LI* incidQrt upon the woman

P ..1.

P.: ,
two'is the mo.,t v;)!..-, of the cycle'. It is also the shortest. There

.1
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is a high inciderce of police fatalities when intervening at this tine. So too

for therapists. It is important to acknowledge the self-propelling nature of the

violence during this phase when helpers try to intervene. Since the women report

that only the batterer can enci this phase, the most fmportant need they have is to

find a safe place to hide frm him. Why he stops is still unclear. Perhaps he

becomes exhausted, Battered women describe incidents which have no grOund in reason.

It is not uncommon for the batterer to wake the woman from a deep sleep to begin his

assault. Although must were severely beaten by the timu phase two was over, they .

are usually grateful for its end. They consider themselves lucky it Was not worse,

no matter how serious their injuries. .They often deny the seriousness of their

injuries and refuse to seek immediate medical treatment. Sometimes this is done to

appease the batterer and Lo make certain phase two is really finished and,not just

tenvorarily halted.

The ending of phase two and movement into phase three is welcomed by both

partieS. Just as brutality is associated with phase two,.the third phase is charac-

terized by extremely loving, kind and contrite. hehavior. It is during Ihis third

p:.ase of the cycle that the battered woman's victimization becomes completed. Her man

is genuinely sorry for what he has done, even if he does not overtly tell her so,,,and

tr.es with the same sens of nverkill seen in the previous phases, to make it up to her.

Vis worst fear is t'.at she will Irave hir ant he is charrim, enough to atte..ht ev.ary-

thing to makl sure that this dpesp't happen. Pe believes he car control hilself and

::hat he never again will hurt this wonan whor le loves. He oanages to convince all

Concerned that this tine he really means it'-- he will give up drtnkinq, datiig other

women, visiting his mother, reducing the wurLload on the job, or s:hatever else affects

his internal anxiety state: His sincerity is believable.

The battered wonan wants to believe that she will no longer have to suffer

abuse. His reasonableness supports her belief that he really c.an change, as dfles his

loving behavior during this phase. She convinces herself that he can do what he says
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he:wants to do. It is during phase three that the woan gets a glimpse of her

original dream of just how wonderful love can be. This is her reinforcement for stay-

ing in the relationship. The trilitional notion that people who really love each

other will overcome all kinds of odds against them prevails. She chooses to believe

thatithe behavior she sees during phase three signifies what her man really is like.

the identifies the "good" side of this dual personality with the man she loves. The

"bad" or brutal side will disappear, she hopes.

Since almostall of the rewards of being married or coupled occur during phase
.

three,foruthe woman, this is the time that is most difficult for her to make a decision

to end the relationship. It is also the time during which helpers usually see her.

This is especially true for crisis intervention. When she resists leaving the marriage

and pleads that she really loves him, she bases her reference to the current loving

phase, rAther thari to the previously painful phases. She hopes that if the other two

cycles can be eliritnted, the battering behavior will cease and her idealized71

tionship will,pagically renain. If she has already been through several cycles

prevtously, tie notion she has traded her psychological and physical safety, and maybe

that of her children, for this temporory dream state adds to her own self hatred and

embarrassment. Her self image witas as she copes with the aWareness that she is

selling herself for the few moments of phase three kind of loving. She, in effect,

sees herself as an accomplice to her own battering. The length of tire this phase

lasts is not yet known. It seems as if it is longer-than phase two yet shorter than

phase one. In some cases it is so brief that it almost defies detection, There does

not seem to be any diStfoct end to thfs phase, and before they know it, the minor

battering.incidents and tensions 'oegin to builo again and the cycle begins anew.

- The implications for treatment alternatives for battered women and their

famiAies are profound when social learning theories are adopted as psychological

constructs. Both the learned helplessness theory and the cycle tOory of violence
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asstme social learning constructs as their underlyinn theories. In designing

psychotherapy and counseling programs, behavioral and cognitive changes are

encouraged, while motivation and emotion are expected to follow. Safety

becomes the_ntimber one priority. Killinu and being killed are real possibilities.

Good psychological intervention, however, can nake a difference.

The research that I have conducted has isolated some coffrion character-

istics of battered women ancbtheir offenders. The battered woman_in_the_studx

\
CarleOnly.:

1) Has lcm self esteem.

2) Believes all the myths about battering relationships.

3) Is a traditionalist At home with strong billet's in family unit

and the proscribed feminine sex role stereotype.

4) Accepts responsibility for her batterer's actions.

5) Suffers from guilt yet denies the terror anlanner she feels.

6) Presents a passive face to the world but has strength to manipulate,

her environment to sonetimes prevent further violence.

7) Has Severt stress reactions with psychopbysiolonical complaints.

8) Hses sex as a way to establish intinAcy.

9) Believes that no ore will be able to help hor resolve her

predicament except 46rself.

The batterer,_ accordinn'to_the wolA in the saule commonly:.

1) Has low self esteetr.

2) Believes all the ryths about battering melationships.

3) Is a tra(Iitionalist believing in !dale supremacy and the stervotyped

masculine sex role in the family.

4) Blues others for his,actions.

5) Is pathologically jealous.

27.1.0 - 111 . 1;1
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6) PreSents a dual personality.

7) Has severe stress reaction, during 11Nich heimeedrinking and

wife battering to cope.

8) Uses sex as an act of aggression, frequently to enhance self esteem

in view of waning virility. He may be bisexual.

9) Does not believe his violent behavior should have negative consequences.

Battered women report that.they typically do not come from violent homeS.

Rather they report being treated as "daddy's little girl" in the typical femile

sex role stereotype. Batterers, on the other hand, frequently came from homes that

are described as being abusive. Many of the batterers saw their fathers beat their

mothers. Others were beaten themselves. In those homes where overt violence was not

reported, a general lack of respect for women and children was evident. Emotional

deprivation was often experienced by these men. These reports support the notion of a

generational cycle theory that is so popular in our child abuse literature today.

This means that those people who were abused, or witnessed abuse, as Children will

have a greater likelihood to grow up to i.e tomorrow': aIGers.

The women also report that their hattert.rs haie unusual relationship with

their mothers. It is often characterizel as an icotivalent love/hate re ionship.

The batterer's mother seem to hav an unusdal amount of control over his behavior:

yet, he will often abuse her too. In fact, many woren report that acute battering

incidents are triggered by a visit to the hatterer's rather. Pany battered women

report after an acute batterino incident, that they will go to the tatterer's mother

for assistance. Included in this study arr several reports from women who were

battered by their teenaged sons. I ari acutely aware of the damage that psychology

has done to cast mothers in a negative light for being responsible for the emotional

ills of their children. Yet we must look carefully at the role of the batterer's

mother in this problem. Also, we must look at the role of tile hatterer's fat-Tr and

the father/son relationship.

;1. 9
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Psychological listress symptoms were often reported in batterers, particu-

larly prior to an acute bat ing incident. Alcohol and other drugs were often said

to calm his nervousness. Althb ny of the men seemed to have a need for alcohol,

few of them were reported addicted to other drugs. In nose several cases, the men

were reported to have become addicted to hard drugs while in the military, particularly

while serving in Viet Nam.

Personality disoeders were frequently mentioned by the women. They said

their batterers had histoeies of being loners and not really socially involved with

others except on superficial level. The men were constantly accomplishing feats

that others might not be able to do. They loved to impress their women with such

abilities. These men are described by their battered women as having extreme

sensitivity to the nuances in other people's behavior. They attend to minimal cues

from others that give them the ability to predict their reactions faster than most

Of us can. Thus, they are helping their women ,to deal with others in their world

when they share their usually accurate predictions of others' behavior. When th:se

men decompensateOnder stress, this sensitivity lecomes paranoid in nature. They

are ever vigilant in guarding off potential hostile attacks. This is useful behavior

for the battered women in thet they ten,1 to te much more gullible and trusting of

others. Much of this seemingly self protective hehavinr becomes homicidal and

suicidal when the violence escalates beyond the batterer's control.

Many of the battered women suggested a relationship between neurolooical dis-

orders and violence. They felt their hus!,anIc. violeLt !%?,-avior approximated se.lo

::ind of brain seizure. TI2 ':Ust CU von disorder discusse6 %,as psychol.otor epilepsy.

Sometimes an aura or feeling of irpending attack is identifyable Let usually the

pr*cipitation is unknown, redication may be useful in controlling onset and fre-

quency of such attacks, although a cure has not been found. Neurologists are studying

the relationship of such brain diseases and violence. It is interesting, though, that

only men would be afflicted, leading me to speculate that if any relationships are
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found, thoy will only be in specific cases .11.. not generalizable to all batterers.

Further sUpwt for neurololical or blood chenistry changes in batterers is found in

the geriatric population. LIder women report drSmatic changes.in their,husbands'

behavior as they age. Senility or hardening of the arteries can cause previously

nonviolent men to begin to abuse their 1,4;ves. Ohe 6'1 year old woman told of her

70 year old husband's attacking her with his canc. Other stories indiCate the.cruel

turn of fate that can happen to a woman who has dgesoted her life to pleasing her

husband only to find that his aging brings with it organic braiu syndromes that can

cause violent abuse.

Battered women and their families have traditionally sought the services of

psychotherapists in this country. As is .:rue for other helpers, professional psycho-

therapists, including psychiayists, psychologists, social workers, and psychiatric

nurses have been inadequate in helping the battered ',wen. The women who were inter-

viewed report that most therapists refuse, .lirectly or indirectly (usually by

mission), to deal specifically vith acute batterin i-.1 lents. Instead, they

Concentrate on psychological consequence!. the'. ..nts produce. It'is to be

expected that women who have betm abqsed ;ill have enough pSychological

symptcms to keep a therapist tl,sy. ;,..hocherolists,interviewed have admitted

ot waltzing that their client being tratally nver long periods of time.

Such failure to identify Wter.d %Amer bocwes even wctc frequent when the results

of the violence have not te(-. s,vr:re. ,',.yc'otrapist:. have been trained Co believe

that victims often provoke trqi, thif. been more true than in

dealing with the psycnnlonil aftenblY of . (lent criws anainst woten. psycho-

therapists. ofter ii ,..erter.1 . 4 e loss ,)" self cs teen by

joining in the consp4racy of PI ! Attering incident:, and by concentrating

on women% provotdrfh natA suc arr revealed in therapy sessions.

-7

It is no wonder:, then ,.;,*_.;..1 women interviemd felt psychothera-

peutic 1nterventirr 1.. t usofu1
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Battered women have relate1 stories of being treated as though they were

engaged in "crazy" behavior. They told of seekin cl psychotherapy for their batterers

only to be told it was their prohlem. rany women in the sarple were involuntarily

institutionalized. Others spoke of voltntdrily seeking ad.,ission into a mental

hospital in order to escape temporarily from the battering situation. In several

cases the women were given so many shock tre:atrents that their memorys were impaired

permanently. Other women were diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic, evidenced by their

suspiciousness and lack of trust of people they feared might say the wrong thing to

their batterers.' In a paranoid way, they concealed their actions, wrote and stashed

away SeCret messages on tiny pieces of paper, and they constantly worried about

manipulating other people's behavior so as not to upset the batterer. Rarely do these

women.report that they discussed the fact that they were heing brutally beaten at

home. In those cases where the women report that battering behavior became a topic

of discussion in their treatmPnt, the purpose was always eo discover what they were

doing to provoke this kind of abuse. The assumption was always that the woman needed

to hP beaten in order to expiate her alleged sins. others in the sample reported being

treated for serious depression, which no doubt served to protect them from the constant

level of stre!'s in their unpredictable lives. For too many women their justified and

perhaps motivating anger was mellowed by indiscriminate use of tranquilizers. The

acute stress reaction these battered women were experiencinc was instead diagnosed aS

mere serious emotional disturbances. This probably occurred because the enviromental

situation was not.considered seriously enough by those psychotherapists providing

treatment.

Many battered women's coping techniques, learned to protect them from further

Oolence, had been viewed as evidence of severe intrapsychic personality disorders.

These women suffered from situationally imposed emotional problems due to their

victimization. They do not choose to be battered because of sone personality defects,

biR they develop behavioral disturbances because they live in violence. My proposal

I
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for further systematic research into !attere" tmen's persnnalitios will t.e funded

by the National Institute of l'ental health ih 1978. The goal of this project will

be an assessment of both the strengths deI ,. +he weak nesses in battered wnmen as

compared to women who have not livl in Onlence. !qich data, hopefully will end

the myths ard misinformation that have .,e,p.,*.mted sohe psychotherapists attitudes.

Scce psychotherapists, however, have legun tn cirk kith battored :mom and their

families using the new information we haVe begun to nitner about battered women. It

is because battered women are tellinn their stnries ard are teinn believed ty mental

health professionals that progres in t'is arTA iS occhriing.

Psychotherapy has-generally emphasized the value nf keeping families intact

whenever possitle. In working with battered woren. hnwever, breakive the farily,

apart must be encouraged. The major difficulty in providinq psychotherapy is that

most battered women want the therapist to stop LI& batterer frnr abusing them, but

they do not want to break up the relationship. The wypen are as dependent upon their

men as the men are dependent upon them. Their relatinrships becooe symbiotic;

neither one feels as though he or she can live Othout the nther. In a sense, each

person in the relationship is )ecompleto. ''is Lryatrs a kind of bonding between

the two that becomes terribly difficult to.separate.
Psychotherapy rodalities which

strengthen the battered woman's successful
cueing stratenies while helping her overcome

her sense of powerlessness are effective teclnigues. supportive psythotherapy during

the separation and divorce perind has proven to he rust successful. Rarely do battered

women who have received such therapy get involved with another tattering relationship.

Although the kinds of Psychotherapy rndalities vary in
technique and scopethe goals

remain constant. Current Lehavinr is the focus, although explorinn the 67rls some-

times helpful in interpreting present prnblenns. It is irportant to clarify the

ambivalent feelings of the ha.ttered woman. They center around issues of love and hate,

anger and passivity. rage an0 terror, depressinn and anxiety, staying and leaving,

omnipotence and impotence, security and panic, as well as others. I' combination Of

f;
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behavioral, insinht oriented feminist thurat.r provrn to be the most effective

therapeutic approach. Althounh differont therapeutic modalities are numerous, those

with the best reported success with Cottered wnren today are crisis intervention,

indivIdual psychotherapy. group asychotherray, and in a limited number of cases,

couples theraPy.

II. Specific behaviors and skills needed by_thr!rorists_who pluvidr pvchotherapy

for women victins of violence.

Crisis Intervention

Crisis intervention tectniaues Ire oftor y-ry mronriate for ifiteusive

therapy after an Acute batterina ircident. .dtt. rri. :vier. or -:ttecurs

concerned about their lack of control to want to understand and channe their Lehavior.

Crisis therapy' usually focuses on a specific crititll incident. The ooal Is to tea'ch

the client how to resolve possible future crises by dnplyinq conflict resolution

techniques to the present crisis while motivdtion is still very ilia. This is the

one time that battered women are cons1sten04 atle to nrsuade their tatterers to come

into psychotherapy treatrent. Pe too is ofrdio of the uncontrollable raoe he has just

experienced. In using crisis therapy with hattered moven, it is important to label

the .:omen battered. The use of denial is d typical copino mechanism which rrevents

them from considering action. It is imhartant to document the details of the batterina

incident that she reports. If bruises art noted, ttley too Should be documented. It is

also helpful to take instant colored pictures of the woran's bruises in case she needs

them for a possible court appearance. The tattered women interviewed stated that it

became easier to tell a crisis worker' the details of her experience when th ,,! worker

asked Specific questions and did not aopear squeamish when told of gory detailS.

In interviewing the batterer, crisis workers must be sensitive to their diffi-

Culty in reporting the details of an acute batterinn incident. From the batterers that

I have worked with, I have learned that they find it difficult to discuss anything

other than what the battered woman did to deserve such a beatino. They seem to need

u 77
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to justify their violent behavior by conceritrating on the drtMls of what led up to

their lois of control, tiost Justify their violence hy sayinn tho women deserved it.

Sone no so far as to insist that they were justifieu in the'r brutality hecause it

was their role to teach her a lesc, ^. Crisis workers need tL focus the batterer's

rationalization by stressinn his' violent tehavior and its conseq."Itcw. 1r1rflediat0

psychotherapy techniques should be used to teach the Fatterer ways of controlling his

anmr.

The women and men should be seen individually unless, in the judgment of the

herapist, there is little likelihood of further tatterinn. Then sore tire in a joiat

therapy session is permissable. This rarely is the case. The therapist should not

exeezt much trust initially. The stories of the battered viocien iii were interviewedo,

indicate that they have little reason to trust a therapist. At past two to three

hours need to be set aside whee interviewing a battered woman on a crisis intervention

basis. Once they begin to tell theit story. nattered women need the time to share it

all. They ha* often held back for so long that %then they find soreone who is oen-

uinely interested, they cannot stop until their story it told. This contradicts

previous beliefs that tno much sharinn is said to tre discouraned in an initial session

for fear the client may he unhappy aboOt losihn control. It is more difficult to get

the rnan to talk initially, For them, 1 t may take several sessions before they willingly

snare their stories. It is important to help the battered woman 4nd her man follow

throdgtk in making changes tiherever uossible. Powever, it is more important to under-

^ stand the woven and accept their ambivalence in makinn positive changes in their lives

irnediately. Although somethattered women are ready to utilize crisis therapy and make

innediate changes in their lives, most need more tine. Thus, crisis intervention

therapy, which is designed to be intensive and short term in nature, is usually only

a beginning in the psychotherapeutic process for battered Amen.

In providing crisis intervention services the first thing VIAL needs to be dOne

is to reconnize who the battered woman is. Durinn initial intake, routinely ask about
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the marital or other intimate relationship. Then ask, "Have you ever been

physically or psychologically battered?" If the answer is "no" and you till

suspect she is being battered, follow up by asking, "Pave you ever felt like you

might be battered?" or, "Do you ever do thinns your husbond asks simply because

you are afraid of what he might do if you nefused?" "When was the angriest you

remember your husband?" "Does your husband ever accuse you of playing around with

other men?" "What kind of things do you rot tell your husband about for fear of

upsetting him?" "What does he do if he is upset with you?" -What do you do if you

are upset with him?" "HOw do you show your anger towards him?" "How dOes he show

his anger towards you?" "Do you ever feel as though you have no privacy from your

man?"6hat kinds of things do you Jo just to avoid a fight?" etc.

The rore direct yoU are in your questioning, the easier it becomes for the

battered woman to tell you about her abuse. It is as though you are giving her

permission to discuss it with you. Again, do not accept her denial tooieasily, but

rather, continue to probe nently until you are certain she is does not wish to

discuss it with you or she really iS not beinn tattered at this time.

Once it is determined that your client is a battered woman, focus on eetting

a history of the abuse. This includes the number and length of cycles, tne seriousness

of the batter'ag incidents, your client's perception of her own control of tae

batte.rees.behavior. Try to determine if there is a pattern of what may triquer an

acute battering Incident. If so, can your client identify such a pattern? Does your

client have a way of coping with the abUse? Has she threatened or actually separated

from ner man? It is important to get the details of two or three acute battering

r tncidents. I usually ask for the most recent acute battering ircident, the most

typical battering incident the woman can report, and an early battering incident. This

gives the therapist a better idea of how the battering behavior has erOgressed or

changed over time. Try to help the client separate out what she may have legitimately

done to incite the batterer and what is clearly his respensibility. This must be done

,
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in a non-Judgnental manner. Ascertain what her resources and skills are for coping

with another acute battering incident. Where in the cycle does she see their rela-

tionship now?

To what detail is the client angry? Dees she recognize her anger? How and

when does she use denial? How guilty is she? How omnipotent is the batterer to her?

How dependent is she on the batterer? Try to detemine whether this dependence is

psychological or economic, and what her resources are for living independently. 'kat

is the risk to the client in cont;nuinn visits to a therapist? How can you minimize

the risk for her? You may need to set up different kinds of procedures for this

woman. For example, one battered wonan whom I saw in therapy needed flexible

appointment times so that no one would question the reoularity of her cominn and

going. Another woman needed a steady, fixed time that she could carcel if a problem

in her getting out of her house arose. Therapists must he much more tolerant of such

emergencies when treating battered women. Payment procedures and telephone calls also

need to be set up in a? nce so as not to jeopardize the battered woman's safety.

Determine whether or not your client wants to leave this' relationship now.

Determine the degree of an-bivalence she has if you can. Explore her fantasies of what

it would be like to live alone. Give her telephone numbers of appropriate resources

Alin case she has an emergency. Run through a rehearsal with her of how to nuke contact

with these agencies. Begin planning short term and long term goal setting together.

It is important.to help the battered woman follow through wherever possible but also

to understand and accept her ambivalence in makina positive changes in her ife.

Mthough some battired women are ready to utilize crisis therapy, finest need more time.

It is also important to discuss the kind of record keeping that is imperative

when working with battered women and their farities in a crisis intervent'on modality

or other therapeutic styles. This is necessary because of the possibility of legal

action in theSe cases. Needless to Say, confidential is absolutely essential in

working with Such cases. It cannot be assumed that such confidentiality will normally

k9
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be attended to. Pather, a vinilant approach is essential or the Dart of thy therapist.

It is useful to design a face sheet to to placed in record; of identified or

suspected battered women clients and their faHly werters. Include a history of

acjual or suspected abuse. Get the details of the most recent acute battering inci-

dent in addition to other incidents. If the clignt has shown up with bruises, enter

that in the record and get color photographs if at all Possible. Verbally describe

her physical and emotional state in clear, concise, and vivid terms that 4 jury would

understand. Do not record her statements of nuilt unless you can determine that she

was, in fact, responsible tor the incident and not acting in response to hi brutality.

Most battered women are confused about what role they play in percipitating the.

.attack. It is useful to clarify this before writing it in a record. If She describes

futile attempts at self defense, include these remarks. These can be important

legally in order to establish that the usual means.of self defense do not Lripg about

a cessation of battering.

Give your expert opinion of the potential lethality in this relationship.

State clearly that you believe this to be a battered woman. Do not keep working notes

in the records if they could be damaging lenally. MyDotheses and suspicions belong

someplace else, not in the official record. All records need to be examined for

potential misinterpretation and p6ssit1e ham to clients. If your client is the

batterer, put such information in the record that could be helpful to an attorney that

could indicate his psychological distress. If you suspect he may harm his woman, d..,c-

ument your opinion and warnings to all paPties concerned. Clear, concise, and care-

fully written records can make the difference for your client if he or 'she becomes a

defendant in a court case. It is important that all t..erapists and counselors accept

the responsibility that they may need to testify in order to help their client become

\free from a violent relationship.
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Individual plychotherapy

Most women seek a therapist durinn the first phase of the battering cycle.

They recognize the rising tension and feel the inevitability of the forthcoming acute

battering incident. They usually 'rl'-"^ nilt if tioy crtild rid Clemselves 'of their

provocative W,avior, their battere-s t-s.'d 1.eco1e model phase three men. They ask

the therapist to teach them new techninues to cope with the batterina behavior. The

battered women who seek therapy often do so at a nreater personal risk than they who

enter treatrent at a crisiS intervention state. Most do not dare tell their men that

they are in therapy initially, although they eventually do. They sometimes assume

another name to preserve anonymity and invent excuses to account for their movements

during therapy sessions.
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I V IP 1",W is t hPlo expres% he- cai if 1/ hayin her recount tut ihttat Is bt

batteeing incidents in wJtich sho could not stop hot. ()in hattorinn i fr. thist

therapy appeOach, which tries to t.enarate the vtotalt:,. tun-solidi i5sops frovt cou-on

issues hared ly other yictinized imrer, is .ost effective. If is essontial to.

confirm society's lad, of tadeguate help for I t, hut ako to le ,totouraPino about

the potential for Chanpe. Control of at .,letv ug pli she( throw+ r.laxation

tratniPn, hppnosis, or recoil-tending that tht't d tler-P] 1JA an ioin a health clul to

focus un positi VP hody feelinns. The one area over bl ich the tatterPd storen noes

have ..otal control is tlot of her fody. Thu s. it is ii portant to '.enir. to LOU

self esteem and A Sense Of Porter throonh osino r evorcisos. It is also it-portant

to help the hattered woman recognize au control Igtr a0er. f.he' should hp enccuraced

to experience anger each tit tt it occurs. rather then sigtpresso..*t ard releasinn it all

et once. perhaps trionerint. ar acote latterino tnciuntt. Tne difference letvq,ten

feeli no antier and expressino it lust clprl tn undervormi . ,It does the tattered

torat no rind to feel hor inner arta then exrress it to hnr I attprer. Generally it

gets her:another beatinn. Pathor. she viten% to ! n IA. 1,t to fcel her anner, control

it, and utilize it to help pronel her out of the I atterinn situation.
I

The tealitit_ of present A1 tPrnni VW'. nd fut noal olanninn are explored

in individual therapy. The t attered ri nee J tn iltr-eize concrnte steps ,she can

take 'to improve her situation. 111.Q an's tirws ,hr rust te drinned ovnr her

escape route numerous tirics efor, i t can he expect.nd tt'at. shn will 1,0 c;pc.ile of

doing it on her own. If tle thrtranist ercour 1-tes her to tag izo the looal syster:s

for remedies. s Le must I e nrepared to advoi ate for tI I a ttnrrd 'gm ian dur He! those

procedures. Interventijn and col lai oratii.n th othor 'ors is an irportant

c^:ol lary to i ndi v i dual psychothnrdpy. This Lay P,nan chntac tine an attorne/ . the

rli;itricf attorney, social sorvice i.orkor, reha' i 1 i taticn or vocational toonst:lor4

or wdottever else I iay he I nvol ved in NO pion ernd woman rrtnetyor si tua tion .

If slut choosr's to us the court systnr for rei idy, accnr:ranyind ner ii lent or

volunteering to testi fy in her behal f are irvortant tasks an individual psychotheraoist

4
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can ungertake. *Keepinn adequate records facilitates this proceSs.

If bthe hattpred wonan's goal is to rpi.ain with the hatterer, evrn tempo-

rarily, then therapeutic goals tot rds strenothening lor indeoendpnce within the

relationship becomes irportant. Career ooals need to le explored. Peinforcino tho

positive in the battered v.,oran' s 1 i fe usi no successi yr' approximations from ni rur

to maxiwum independence is important. Prooress is slow, and patience is necessary.

Individual therapy concentrates on the present I ut ray j se the Past to pronote under-

standing of the current situation. The therapy is more action oriented than analytic

as unstructu'red psychoanalysis is too risky. The battered woren :nterviewed all

stated that psychoanalysis did not help resolve thei Chattering situat:on: In facl,

in many instan`ces, its enphasis on self analysis served td Perpetuate their victimi-

zation and their abuse. As therapy progresses, other adjunctive therapy can he

reconeended, such as assertiveness training, parent education, vocational counseling,

c...avl in some cases couples therapy.

Group Therapy_

Group 'therapy is another therapeutic forrat fcr hattered women. It has sore

benefits over individual therapy. Battered women are usually isolated and rarely

reet othertlattered women. They have few friends in whom they can confide. A "roue

composed ofNall battered women thus can he an extrerely therapeutic experience. Such

a group conbines the test of the consciousness raisinn nroups with the expertise of

referably two therapistS .,!ho are familiar iith the group process . It is di ffl cul t

for private psychotherapists to provide grouns of hattered woren because they usually

do not sbe enouuh haltered omen to fon a group. rowever, a number of agencies are

conductiag wccen's groups for victirs. bsuallv six to 12 women And two therapists

make the Lest combination in group therapy. It is often necessary to provide

individual appointnents during crises that occur for eroup rpr!-,ers aho. This is

one reason for having two therapis of-0 ng together in the nroup. aomen descrile

havinn derived a Sene of strenoth IP' all of the other group petters that is more

difficult to provide on an individual t'asi s . Therapy is action oriented with a focus

ti
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ni changinn behavior. Group tams are estat lis.led that :tale lehavior charew 1. ttera-

tive in order tSt ti tt,red rnetiew P.0 fool rto. r

t has leer found that two di fferent I iheis of nrour are needed wiltbil word ir.n

with battered woneo. These croups have re.o i:entl fled as a first stage oroup an1 a

second staqe nroup, each needinn different tleraneutic techniques and havino different

therapeutic foals. First stage groups tend to re wore crisis oriented in nature.

They nenerally include wonen who are heninning to leave tho relationship with their

Latterers. Thus', sore woren in the first stane croun may already have left, hone,

whereas ihers may still hn in the nroces nf leaving. First stane oroups usually

reet over a period of several nenths, teithers depend Lingo one) another for emotional

as well as informational support. It is conmon for one nember to assist a new rernher

in criminal justice and social service agency procedures, or sonetirnes, the mundane

details of how to select and inove into a new anartment. Group renihers are encouraned

to exchanoe telephone numbers and are available to help One another on an issue. In

one oroup that I have been associated with, the women call one another jfi order to

determine whether their problen is of sinnificant magnitude that it warrants an

emeroency call to the rental health center. Such consensual validation encouraoes

battered women to make better use of services that are available to then. It also

strennthens their own individual judgrent. The group therapists take anssive

role in encouranino women tgArct-trcienever appropriate. 1
In one nrvup in Seattle, an advocates division has Leen established to help

women victimS uSe the criminal justice system. This also occurs in an Outpatient

clinic in Denver. This is necessary to help battered wonen overcorie the innobiliza-

tion that their terror Grinds.. As women witness other women successfully nallnn

changes, they are more likely to try them themselves. This is true whether the groups

meet on an outpatient Ifasis in a community rental health center or are ccinducted in a.

woLen's resource center or a Lettered women's shelter.

Very recently there have been atterpts to provide nroup therapy services,

for batterers: In several mental heal th centers male therapists have offered nroup
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treatirent for male offenders. The therpru:.ii f-chniques are still experimental, tut

the psychotherapists report exti tine results. r nr of thp ost si nni fi cadt changes is

that the ndrof who attlend group therapy sessions are less likely to tecume depressed,

suicidal, or psychotic durinn therapy treatient. lhis is jrue even thounh in fully

expect their participation in (Iroise therapy keep their women from leaving them.

In cases where LI. women are in nne iiroup and thu.pen ure in another group, each,
receives a sufficient amount of Psychotherapy to perrit them to I,reak the symbiotic

bonds and begin new relationships witho.ut usinn coercive techaigues.

In Tacoma, tiashington, the Averican Lales VetPrans Administration Hospital

is in the process of creating an inpatient men's unit for tatterers. Or. Ann Ganley,

the unit psychologist, states that many batterers are adnitted to their hospital with

acute psychotic episodes. This often occurs after the battered woman leaves hin.

Ur. Ganley and her staff are attemptinn to develop nsychotherapeutic techniques which

will be joiccessful in iliminatinn the batterers need to hehave in a violent manner.

Recognizing his irpending tension and anger and then utilizinn hypnosis or biofeedback

techriiques to teach control has been proposi as an adjunct to psychotherapy. ,

There is often a risk factor for psychotherapists who lead these nroups.

Some batterers ha indeed unleashed their rape nn the therapist, One group was held

at knifepOrt for several hours before heir released. Anotber Group had.a car driven

through their front door. Other terroriLinn threats have been reported. Perhaps one

of the Most terrorizinci incidents occurred during a group therapy Session at a mental

health center with who; I consult. The nroup Was subjecteu to watchinn a man batter..
1

his woman outside on the street while their nroup wes noinn on. Despite the fact that

they celled the police, the, beatinn continued what seered to be an interminable areunt

tine. For the Thotherapists this incicerit taught them the experience that their

clie ts have lived. Fortunately, their sensitivity and expertise helped the women use

this ex rience as a way of deali4n via' the psycholonical aftervath that each had

suffered rom their on batterinns. Psychotherapists who work with battered women
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must be prepared to deal with this kind of trauma. Inc reports of hatterers banning

on their doors, kidnapping their children, terrorizing thmi with guns, and comitting

suicide are daily problems faced in oroup therapy sessions. This is especially true

for stage one group therapy.

In stage two groups the imediate crises are less frequent. It is in these

nmups that the women learn to rebuild their lives without interference from their

batterers. (Lice the trauma and emergency nature of life diminishes for battered

woven, they must learn to deal with the problems that plague most single women. They

must learn to adjust to being alone without slipping into more serious depression.

They need to structure their lives in a way to bring them tnaxirum satisfaction. They

need enoreous support in copino with children who have been badly emotionally

scarred by their experiences in a violent home. They need to learn to trust i.en

again. Issues of dating again become important in working with second stage groups.

Developing male and feriale friendships is also stressed. Many battered women need to

learn interpersonal relationship skills that they nave lost thmunh their ordeal in

living with a batterer. They need to learn how to deal with anger and legin to

develop assertiveness in tbeir interactions with other people. Changind faulty

behavior patterns and unnecessary attitude expectations is a majo.r job in gmup

therapy durMg the second stage. Working tooether with women in such a group has

been particularly rewarding. The primary goal of such psychotherapeutic intervention

is to strengthen the battered woman's self esteem and help develop her skills so as

to permit her to take the necessary action to protect herself so she is never battered

again.

Cowles Therm

Couples therapy is a therapeutic technique that most psychotherapists, helpers,

batterad women, and hatterers count on to make everything all better. Battered wceen

Krticularly feel that if they can get thair men to participate in therapy, then they

will stop their abusive behavior. This assuNtion is not necessarily true. Very few

Li

27.860 0 .1 78 - 62
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traditional couples therapy techniques ap;)ly tr battering couples, l'any of these

methods include teaching couples hot .. to fieht fairer and better (each, In ). I

am in total disaoreement with these techniques as hatterinn couples do not need to

learn new fighting behavior. Rather, they need to learn to control their anger.

tIon-fighting techniques need' t,r) be stressed instead. Another difficulty wi th

traditional couples therapy techniques include thr goal of helpinn the relationship

become better. Thus, individual needs are subordinated to the survival of the

relationship. Wi th hat tering couples , the survival of the relationship is secondary. .

The goal is to strengthen each individual so as to tiuild a new, healthier relation-

ship, 'alccess is achieved if the individuals are strengthened even if the relation-

ship cannot survive.

Recognizing the need for new treatment techniques for couples therapy, ray

husband, Or. Horton Flax, a psycholooist, and I developed a procedure which has be2n

successful in limitinn the severity of hatterinn inc.idents. Our treatment has not as

yet eliminated hatterino incidents completely. This procedure is based on the cycle

theory of battering and utilizes a behaviorally oriented crximunication traininn

approach developed by psycholonis's Pphrrt "piss, Pyi.on,Ibps ani$ fmrald P.Ittrrtnn(?413)

t nrynno carc1 Insti tuto. Iost co 'bloc in o t atterine relationshi p have

.aremely poor corrunication si ills. Their vprhal and nonverbal crx.munication is

fraught wi th di s torti on and r,isintt,n. rnt0ti on . TI py cor ti nuousi y en nane .in making

assumptions about the other person's behavinr that ray te inaccurate. The relation-

ship has unusually stronn bonds that need to I.e brolen before ne %! cotqaunication

patterns can he established. It is therefore ?lore ir,bo.rtant to worl on the two

indi vi dual s within the relati Nish I p ratI er Von deal inn wi th thp relationship i tsel

, the noal is interdependence for each.

Our treatrtent procedures herin with clearly stating that the couple is

seeking psychotherapy because the mail is a hatterer and the wo,,.an is a battered :oman.

These latebs help overcome the denial of the serious nature of the violenCe they

experience. l'ale and fei ale co -therap s ts rtuc t worl, wi th thr batte re r and the
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battered woman, respectively. Initially, the .^n and %/Olen work senarately, ani

the couples live apart. After a short period, upon the advice of their respective

therapist, they are allowed to move I act together, and they begin joint therapy

sessions. These joint sessions are occasionally supplemented with individual

therapy when appropriate. The issues discussed in therapy deal with strengtheninn

each indi(;idual so that the relationship becomes free of all coercion. !le .bpain

by teaching the couple a signal, that they'nust use %/ith each other when either one

begins to feel the tension rising in phase one of the cycle.. (Iften this takes a lot

of work in teaching the couple tn recognize their own cues. (Ince they learn to feel

their tension at minirum levels, we can begin to prevent the tension huild up that

causes an acute battering incident. Ile have used a hand signal in the shape of a

little "c" and a simultaneous verbal message that has been most successful. Thus,

one or the other signals his or herpartner by saying a prearranged signal (th most

cases our couples have chosen "Ualker-Flax" as their vert al reminder) and Simultan-

eously flashing a little "c" signal. In addition to providing a neutral stimulus

to mean, "Stop whatever you're doing irrediately because it is causing me to become

upset," the prearranged signal keeps the batterers hands from reachino to touch the

battered woman, and the verbal command prevents threatening words from being uttered.

Upon receiving this signal, our clients are taught to ii.nediately cease the offending

behavior and not to diScuss it for a prearranged period of tie. Ue usually finu

"time out" periorls of one-half hour to be most beneficial. tlowever, if it takes

longer than a half hour for the anger to subside, Ile allow another "time out" period

before discussi' begins. If the couple is unable to discuss the incident without

anger rising, they are instructed to write it down and hrinr, i to the next therapy

session, where the four of us will analyze the situation and problem solve tonether.

In the beginning of coupleS therapy treatment, the therapist must assure

control over the batterer's and the battered woman's behavior. They must contract

with their therapist not to ermine in violent behavior without first attemptine to

Contact their therapist. Ile have arranged to have our couples call us once a day
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initially to check in and report nf tho I phA v or fnr the oay. treatmenturn-

gresses, this dai ly contact is reduced. 'Io.;ever, ini ti al ly i t servs the purose

nf helping each control their'anger. It prevents the woman from using denial and

ignoring her response during phase one cension ladldinn, and it teaclws the nan that

he has alternatives to coerc veness an I can prevent violent reactions,

Wring couples therapy, the cou:iles learn how to ack for what they want

from one another without heinn 1 iii ted bv oftn erroneous assumptions. They are

taught to recognize their own l&mavior patterns in their unique batterina cycles

so that they may becone aware of the danger points. rnntinnency reinforcement

mangenent procedures are enployed, AS arr individual reinfnrcrrs fnr batterina

free tine periods, Natural reinfnrcerc are strevotheried. Therapy tire is spnt

strengthening the pnsitive and dissectine tie nenativ to prevent evpl-sions in the

future. (3.3havi or rehearsals , psycl ridr.w.a , -ndel i , and role. playine an tecbniques

that are USN:. We J5I rj rrors , ateliotares 3r.d videotapes in order to deronstrate

inconsistenis between verbal and nnnyert 1 ehaviorc.

Such psychothrra../ t ¶. rntc.1 , and erhausting for both

the couple and the theraelst. Ir 1 til 1 1/ , tl rnijpli. !,(.01+.s extrvirly dependent

upon the therapists in order t,, ; o.'`o ht r t 1 or_ idonts. rs th dendi rice

lessens, so does the potential fnr r.ev. It his ecom iiyossil le for.us

as therapists to have nore than rw, c,ch comics in trpItr011t at any PIIP tine.

have heen unable to introduce ti ii I of co 'pies therapy in to mental heal th. center

and clinic programs , because of t ce,. factnr i nvol vd. Thus i t has 1 ini ted

potential.

Althounh roh 1 pi 10 pfliSt. th this tyllp nf ti.erdpy, rouele5 enef i t. They

attend regularly dnd life ic letter f,,r Ple %16?-vn (4.0 not wnri as rdpidly

towards independence as they do ie individual or aroup therapy, I ut they lnse the

pervaci ve terror tha t ii N,,ob i 1 i 7P6 t i , they learn to P Tress anger wore con-

c t ruct vely. The I,en 11.a r t ti re .1rtive too , i ing directly for what they

want without having to threatvo the U it ,he i;GeS nut %atisfy httl. They AISO
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are better able to cope with their periodi: depression. Is difficult as it is,
couples therapy is i viable treatment alternative for battered worien and their

partners. However, it (list only he used in cases where both insist on keeping the

relationship together.

tn. Attitudes and values needed for (toed psychotherapeut)c intervention with

victims of violence and their families.

Battered women and their batterers have been identified and available for

psychotherapy intervention only recently. The modalities discussed are only a

beginning. The goal in all is to promote interdependence so that psychological and

physical battering ceases. The rost effective means to.reach this ooal is when the

couple separates from one another. Other treatment alternatives provide sore relief.

Ikahn who are battered are victims. Psychothertpeutic interventions are now beginning

to deal with tne affects of victimization. In aaition to competent richotherapeutic

training in speci fically working with battered MOW and their fmni lies the rniitiinal'

ccevetencies required to provide psychotherapy includes specific attitudes and values.

Such therapists must: 1) support yaien who have beep_v_ictitnized; 2) not accept

stereotyped myths about battering relationships; 3) appreciate natural support systems

in the coertunity; 4) be willina to help create new sUpport systems; 5) be willing to

cooperate and untangle bureaucracy for unskilled clients; 6) collaborate with other

professionals; 7) deal with their own fear of vio.lence; /I) understand how institu-

tions do oppress and reinforce women's victimization; g) be willing to be a role

model for their clients; 10) be wil.1.1.no .to. deal with coiplicated cases; 11) appreciate

the work of non-credent.taled paraprofessionals.; 12) be able to forrulate their ern

outlets for anger; 13) tolerate client's anger; 14) tolerate horror stories and

terrorizing.events; 15) allcv..their. .c.l_ien%itif work through her issues without Pushing

too fast; 16) allow_clients. tp.. return to a'. violent relationship...without becominn jory.

with. them: 17) have respect arw belief in pconlet, capadtyto change_ and. prow ; and

18) hold feminist values.

9&2
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There has heen a body of knowledgv*that demonstrates that viomen have often

not received adequate psychotherapeutic intervention due to sexist attitudes held

by psychotherapists (Report by the Task Force en Sex Biased Psychotherapy). I

stronoly recommend that at this time only women psychotherapists treat battered

women. Battered women are similar to rape victirs in that they respond more easily

to a female therapist who is trained to understand the effects uf such victimiza-

tion. Battered women need to learn to trust other women as cofpetent strong profes-

sionals. The role model that such a womaii thevpist provides for the battered woman

facilitates therapy. It is also useful got to have the added complication of

relating to a male therapist in a seductive or manipulative manner as most battered

women are accustomed to doing. Woren can share intimate prohlems with other women

in a way that facilftates therapeutic progress. While it is not impossible to do

this with a male therapist, treatrent taLes longer. It is also important that the

wcnan therapist has had some .ecent training in working with battered women. Ps is

evident from this paper, new research has caused us to view previous pSychcthera-

Peutic modalitie% as inadequate for workino with this particular population.

Psychologists are required to spend varyinn amount, of hours in continuing education

courses each year in order to renew their lir.ehses to practice psychotherapy in most

States. Other mental health professconals must do the sane. This roquirenent means

that already TicenSed professionals will have the opportunity to learn new techniques

from a feminist perspective that will permit them to provide the kinds of psycho-

therapy I have outlined in this chapter. Newly trained psychotherapists have the

opportunity to study the probler of battered women during their training period.

While this has not been widespread, I ar confident that the beginnino efforts will

be expanded so that battered women and their families will receive the kinds of

psychotherapy that will eliminate violence from their lives and prevent it from

occurring in the future.
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"Battered Womet; and Learned Helplessrv.ss'

Lenore E. Walker, Ed.D.

It has become increasingly apparent that the family,

especially the nuclear family, Is not at all the expected Tdacid,

tranquil refuge; rather, it is u fertile gtound on which violence

can and does occuic.. In the spring of 1975, / began iterview

battered woMen in order to learn more about,violent behavior be-

tween couples. The first few women cAme from my private clinical

psychology practice. Then several women students volunteered.

Colleagues on the Rutgers Medical School faculty where I was formerly

associated, referred others. When I relocated in the Denver area,

word of mouth, produced. many more volunteers. To date, through

additional newspaper and medid publicity, helping service pro-

fessionals, women's groups, other agenoies and individualii. support,

I have gathered over 100 non-structured interviews from battered

women. This includes women from all over this country and England

whom I've met in my travels during these past two years.

There in much to be learned from the stories of these

battered women. Estimates of demographics (Walker, 1977), details

,of the interviews (Walker, In Preparation), suggestions for further

research (Walker, 1976b), debunking myths (Walker, Schreiber &

Flax, 1976), hypothesis and theory building (Walker, 1976a), and

implications for treatment alternatives (Walker, 7n Press; WLiker,

et nes, /n Preparation; Flax, 1977) .have previously been reported.

This paper will address a psychological rationale for why the bat-
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tered woman becomes a victim, how the process of victimization

further entraps her resulting in psychological paralysis to

leave the relationship. This psychological rationale is the

construct of learned helplessness.

A theoretical parameter of this paper ooncerns the concept

of learned versus innate nature of aggressioh. The belief that

people have innate violent tendencies whizh cause behaviors such
-

as oterritorality° (Tiger, 1969) and an instinct towards'aggressive

behavior (Lorenz, 1963) which must be constructively ohanneled or

it will destructivelY explode (Preud,1932) is not accepted as a

.testable theory ror purposes of underitanding battered women and

their batterers. Men have behaved aqgressively toward. wOmIn for so

long that it is impefifae to distinguish whiph behaviors are levned

and reinfurced.by society and which, if aly, are innate. Thus, C.

men's violent behavior toward women will be viewed frcM a social:

learning framework.

The area of researoh concerned with early rqsponse rein-

forcement and subsequent passive behavior which appears to be duz

to motivational defibits is called learned helplessness. Experirental

psycholcgist Martin Seligran hypothesized that dogs who were subjected

to non-contingent negative reinforcemeht could learn that their

voluntary behavior had no effect on controlling what happened to

them. If such an aversive stimulus were repeated, the dogs'

motivation ta respond would by lessened. Furthemore, even if the

dog should later perceive the connection between its voluntary

response and the cessation of the shock, the motivational deficit
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will remain.. The dog's emotional state would be depressed with

, anxiety sclOurring as a'result.

PO

Seligman and researchers (Overmier and Seligman, 1967;

Seligman and Maier, 1967) placed the dczs in cagas and administered

electrical shocks at random and at varied intervals.. Thesr dogs

learned biliickly that no matter what Desppnse they made they could

not control the shock. The learning of the unrepctability and

noncontingent nature of the aversive stimulu4 was ef Prime

importance (Seligman and-Maier, 1967). At first the doge attempted

to escape through iarious voluntari movements. When nothing they

'did stopped the shocks, thedogs ceased any further veluniary acti- .

vity. When Overmier.and Sdligman (1967) attempted to change tAis

fvoCedure and teach'the dogs that they could escape by crossing

to the other side of the cage, the dogs stAll wean not respond.

In fact, even when the.door was left'open and the dogs were shown

the way out, they remained pessive, refused to leave ani did not

avoid the shock (Overmier, 1968). It took repcated'dragging '0/lithe

dogs to the exit to teach them how to voluntarily respond again.

The earlier, in life that the dogs received such treatment', the longer

it took to overcome the effects of this so-crilled learned helpless-

ness (Seligman, 1975).

Simtlar experiments have been performed on other animala,

with the same kind of motivational deficits resulting when theY

learned early that their Ibluntary
responses will not produce a

contingent reinforcer (Seligman, 1975, 28). Thus, according

to learning theory, responses which are not reinforced will
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I.
become extinct. Some animals learn to be helpless at a faster rate

and become more helplesarecross a grester number of situations.

Yor some the .learning is discriminate and only occurs in one sit-

uation. For others the sense of powerlessness generalizes to all

behavior. An experiment demonstrating the generalization of learned

helplessness phenomenon occurred in rats. Newborn rats were held in

the experimenter's hand until all voluntary escape movements ceped.

They then were released. This procedure was repeated several more

times. The rats then were placed in a vat of water. Within 30

minutes, the rats subjected to the learhed helplessness treatment

drowned. Many did not even attempt to swim and sank to the bottom

of the vat immediately. Untreated rats oould swim up to 60 hours .

before drowning (Selioenan, 1974). The sense of powerlessness was

generalized from squirming in order to esoape hand holding to'sWim-

der to escape death. Since the rats were all physically

learning to swim to stay alive, thg psychological moti-

vat hafieit of learled helplessness has been.thecrized to explain

Within the last several years the theory of learned

helplessness also has been tested with human Subjects. Can people

- learn early in life that voluntary responsesjwill not oontrol what
C.

happens to them? Seligman and researchers also have demonstrated

that the loarned helplessness theory does indeed apply to the

human species.

,It has been shown that human experience with inescapable

aversive events will cause interference with later instrumental
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leRrning. This has been demonstrated in the laboratory (Hiroto,

,I.974; Seligman and Hiroto, 1975) and in recnnstructing natural life

events (Seligman, 1975). In the laboratory, human.motivation is

sapped; theIbility to perceive success is undermined; and emotion-

ality is, heightened when they experience helplessness (Seligman, 1975,

p. 44). Learned helplessness has been proposed as one model to

adbount for exogenous depression in peopl... (Seligman, 1975; Miller

and Seligman, 19751 1976; Seligman and Miller, 1973; and Klein and

Seligman, 1976). This modal is based al-. instrumental learning,

cognitive, and motivational theoretical prinpiples.

The theory begins with the premise that wirin a person

(or animal) is faced with an outcome that is not dependent on his/

her respopses, then tliat person learns that the outcome is i'ndepen-

dent of- his/her responses (Seligman, 1975, pst.46). In other woids,

a Person learns that voluntary responses will not produce the'dekired

Outcome even though logically it should. People learn what will

happen if they make a certain response and what will happen if their

do not make that response. This includes partial reinforcement, or

the notion cf possibilities and "maybe" outcomes that are always

present in complex human learning situations. It is the' conjoint

probably of,

". . . variation of experience corresponding to different

points in the response contingency space will produce

systematic changes in behavior and cognition. Behavior-

ally thia Aminish the initiation of responding to

control the outcome; oognitivbly, it will roduce a belief

in the inefficacy of responding, and difficulty at learn-

ing that responding succeeds; and emotionally, when the

\

, . .
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outcome is traumatic, it will produce heightened anxiety,

.followed by depresskon." (Seligman, 1975, pp. 46-47)

The learned helplessness theory has three basio components:

information about the oontingenoy, ocgnitive representation about the

oontingenoy (learning, expeotation, belief, perception), and behavior.

It is-in the oognitive representation oomponent where the faulty

expeotation that response and outoome are independent ocours. This

is the ppint at whioh oognitive, moti-vational and motional distur-

banoes originate. It is also important to accept that the expec-

tation may or may not be accurate. Thus, if the person does have

oontrol over response-outoome variables but believes suoh oontrol

is not possible, then the pereon responds acoordingly with the

learned helpleesness phenomenon. If such a person believes that

she/he does have oontrol over,a response-outcome obningenoy, even

if the reality is that the person does not have oontroli\that person's

behavior is not affeoted. So, the aottor nature of oontrollability

is mot ae important as the belief, expectation or oognitive set.

This oonoept is important for understanding why battered women do

not attempt to gain their freedom from a battering relationship.

They do not believe they can escape from the batterer's dominatibn.

Battered women's behavior appears similar to Seligman's dogs, rats

and people.

Learning that response outoome is indepeOent produces

proaotive interference in further learning. Suoh learning produons

diffioulties in ()hanging response est, particularly in oognitive

problems. This espeoially is true.if it is first learned that
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*-11rtain dimensions of experience are'irrelevant to response-outcome

a then the rules ohamge, and such dimensions.become crucial in

problem solving. Experiments by Kemler and Shop (1971) and Dweok,

Davidson end Nelson (1975), demonstrate these cognitive disturbances.

Dweok's It al (1975) work is partioularlY interesting. Children in

olassroom situations are observed interaoting with their.teaohers.

Feedback from teaohers on aocuracy of their learning is different

for boys than girls.' Boys receive pc ,.tive feedback ocntingent to

their academic zuooess, while girls receive non-contingent feedback

for academic, work and greater positive feedbaok for social behavior.

Girls learn a cognitive set that says they cannot achieve intelleot-

ually but oan survive throup their social skills. .It seems highly

probstae that girls, througt their socialization in learning the

traditional woman's role, also reoeive more non-Contingent behavioral

reinforcement from significant people in their lives: teachers,

family and friends. Ma000by and Jaoklin (1974) show this to be true.

This socialization process may be responsible for the development of

the learned helplessness behavior seen in adult women, specifically

battered women. Thus, it beoomes extraordinarily diffioult for women

to oharige their oognitive set to believe their competent actions can

change their life situation.
.-

Several studies have pointed to the greater likelihood of

learned helplessness developing in wcaen ihan in men. Radloff (1975,

In Press) has developed a measure of reported symptoms of depression

at the Center for Epidemiological Studies (CEJ-D SCALE) in NIMH.

Using this scale, she confirmed the previous findings of Cove and

Tudor (1973), Chessler (1972) and others that women are more prone

ti
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to depression than men. rhis is e.tpeelallv trl fcr married wome'n

whnther or not they worked outside the ht7m:.. u'ried wemen as ri

group wee'more depressel than -en, althown wtmen w'e7T were house-

wives were significantly more depreAred than those who also worked.

(dadlOff, 1975) This research alsn found :hat parental status was

significantly related to female depression. Parents whose children

nO longer live with them (the "empty nest" situation) have signi-

ficantly lower depression scores. The most depressed were those

with children living at home under the age cf 6. Ralloff sug,Lests

that analysis of sex-role stereotypes, psych.olsgical theories of

dnpression, and epidemiologioal studies of -arital status need to to

integrated. She further suggests the applicability cf the 1earne.1

helplessness model (Radloff, 1975).

It has been argued that women arc mcre ucptih1e to

1earnino: indepervirn response-outcome fror tht rewards and punish-

ment's they receive while being se'!ialized. Learnei helplessness

may be one cause of the luck of leader'ship aTen--,, women cited ip

some literature of the women's mmem,mt, i.e., ,Thessler and Goo'ran

(1976). Railoff (in press). reviel., the present research to dercn-

strate that wr,len ir 1. .;m,:1111-...ed to 1-,1teve thoy aro more

helpless.

-onn ,,,:-esoot? that helplest I nr

ri4ativ- l!ftemyit 1,!..r.,!1'; of lloarnni holt

,hat. a 14^-ta loa-rq (Xadititvl
11116.±±

r,-00 volo F-rs Involaryinnt. Th,

dvdin noliticr:Thlo -iv ri qr.1 thlt
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bv this interactive developmental process, Battered women seem to

be most affected . by feelbms of helplessness in their relationship

with mcn. This is true for battered women who not only are housC-

wives but also women with responsible jobs and careers. Many are

well educated, ambitious nd function in a superior manner in high

status positions (Walker, in preparation). However, when it comes

to their marriage or in.other social relationships.with men, they

resort to traditional female role stereotyped behavior. They typi-

cally defer to the men to make decisions, even if they have mani-

pulated the choices behind the scenes. Dleect communication

conspicuously absent from the battering relationshtps stu ied to

date (Walker and Flax, in preparation).

It is reasonable to expect that battered Women will he

ambivalent about the women's movement. 'I'hose who are successful in

business and profes!;ions mav cling tenaCiously to the belief that any

woman can achieve success without realizthg its.heavy cost. Research

is needed to measure the attitudes of battered women towird women

in general. Battered women are embarrassed that their home life it

not as they expected it would be. Traditional socialization tau,;Lt

them that it is their role to make their marriage successful.

Manv.battered women to to great lengths to cover up the violence,

In order tO present n sqccessful picture to the rout of the worio.

They do not helieve that anything they do can make the batterer Step

his bohavior and so, in the manner predicted by the learned help-

lessness model; they cease all attempts to change their situation.

The feeling of powerlessness to change battering rola-

CO
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tionship is alsb reinforced hy the happy family cultural stereotype.

Battered women Usually do not know other battered women. If they

do, the same protective conspiraoy develops between them as develops

between the battering couple. Battered women tend to isolate them-

selVes so that friend ad family do nbt find out how bad their life'

really is. They lib to others so much that they begin to confuse

realitY themselves. They make excusos for their men and assume

self blame-tor many battering incidents. This pattern seems to

occur regularly with successful career women and also may be explained

partially by the cognitive dissonance between their home life end

professional life.

The need td protect their men%and themselves may be respons-

ible for the tendency of battered women to retreat from the assistance

of helpers even when they'themselves have initiated requests for such

help. Helpers report becoming exasperated and angry with battered

women. The helpers try to bring whatever legal and social assis-

tence is possible under a limited system. This often Occurs at con-

siderable effort to the helper. Just when some assistance is found

(restraining order, a pblice call, hospitalization, foster home1

psychological help, etc.), the battered women often turn it down.

Understandably, helpers become exasperated when she returns to the

dangerous relationship, denying that any harm can come to her. She

assures herselfliand others that she can handle her man an4 ..c.tarns

to him, leavinr others speechless at her behavior. They question her

intelligence and sanity. It is probable that battered women do n,lt

accept the heIper'a assistance because they do not:believe it will h:

effective. This can be attributed to thn learned helplessness

04.



hypothesis in whi:ch their cognitive set tells them no one can help

them. They see the batterer as all powerful arid thus thare is no

safety for them.

The recent advent of refages where battered women can ro

to live has been the most successful effort to help nuch women leave

battering relationships. Nevertheless, even in the safety of a hPden

refuge, many women reportedly go home to tha unchanged battering

relationship, only to return again to the refuge. Pizzey (1974)

reports that many women go home and return to the refuge meny times

before they make the final decisinn tn leave the relatirnship. Oth-r

refuges and centern in this country report similar phenomenon. The

British government supports crisis houses for the battered woman, as

well as a 'second stage" house which provides longer term rehabili-

tation for those women whoare not ready tc, live on th.jir own. Third

stage housing is !als) available for men who wish to live with other

hattered'women on a more permaent basis. These progrars have estab-

lished a therapeutic community for battered women and

Chiswick Women's Aid has successfully treated approxima'elv 6poo ,:aeh

families since 1971. The impression from my lata an1 Geyford':, (1(r7;.)

research is that molt of the bstterei women who remain a', ,Chiwie/

come from the most violent family rela,.lonships. The lelrned hell,

les:lness theory prowl:70s that the only snevosful treatee, tr

teverse the coF,,nitive emotional and motivational deficit.: is io

learn under which condltions will responues he effective in prodacin

results. This new learninr, is diffi lt to effect since previous

conlitioninr has created the hell that no re 'uses are effectiv

for the battered women. Thny alilo have a low,.red reuponse initiatIve
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rate. It becomes important to find way.; of motivating the battered

woman to attempt new behaviors so tiJit she cnn experience successful

response-outcome contingencies.

Mast helpers agree that (-lice battered women leave the

relationship and learn new skills to reverse the heltalessness conition,

they usually also overcome the emotional and motivational deficits.

They do not choose to relate to another batterer as is the popular

myth. Hcm, ':er, there is less SUCCO23 in overcoming helplessness
.1

Wien women remain with their battering partners and try to change

the relationship to a noneattering one. Another psychologist,

Morton Flax, and I have attempted to apply these theoretical prin-

cipals in our clinical psycholou practice with assaltive couples.

(Flax, 1977; Walker, In Pres; Walker and Flax, In Preparation)

'Before the specific couple.; therapy can ber.in we mist sever the

symbiotic dependency bonds that have developed between a couple

engaged ift batterimg,behavior. It is necessary to treat the couple as

two individuals, strengthening their indeperience and tRaching new,

communication skills, in order to reverne the learned helplessness

process. The battered woman needs tO relearn the response-outcome

contingencies by directly experiencing a sense of power and control

over those paradigm.; which ar,! ivIcei wrir her voluntary and

independent control.

The learri helple ssne. theory is important in urierJtand-

ing the psychola;icii-Firalysis that maintains the vietim status of

nbattered.woman, Ther; are other compelling economic and social

faetors which contribute i'd,r to !heir victimization and to its
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perpetuation. Battered women have long been accused of masoc%iism.

They are thour;ht to enjoy beim: aburea 4nd seen as unwillin to step

the batterer's violence. The learned helplessness theory demonstrate:.

that propensity to being a victim repe..:.teily is socially learsel

behavior that car be unlearned throw:h t.yote;:atic procedures dc-

signed to allow the batterd %gamer actual power and control over

her life.

4.
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tijsliil, ha An assalatis I i.ittith awl
Wein si I even ails feasini as, I dints lot
hills ini in sits t.Ir 01 assault tn hut

I Iht hest pledit tot tit
what's tosonle assaults arc nowt Info
mon ii lantilirs that hays engaged in as
saultis hehavnit in the past

4 lic talt Is it sou to ph,. sisal
but t in dealing is ill Ninth disputes

In prim iplt aiis numb, I III pri ph
might ultilveni iii alisptiii and as Ii
sepriale and.iit pat its the disputants
Mole must h. thousands of tases each
day in ihis ihituillIS in who h triends
utighhois sods sin total sttraigvn, tun
die tonlhits t., people But it

disputes tmhish have e s t . ! . td ti it. .1111 wituld hi nal., to thinl&we tan dependt
studies are the tollowing on those solutions afone the poht e

I lbsputes aIr not .1, Jssahuilusi as used %shill an Juanita* Is is ittnicd who
hood people insluiltng Ott poli r tend is It:galls snipo.co d smuirtinfie
to assume One ntight think that ans heir and nii. that Is to Nevem dr
Ninth argument serious enough to le ono:live est alation ot to lesion. siis hal
quir the cops would nes ernallis h1,10 ruder
lent Nut it's not itue Out of I tios Native ins1014 A lather may I all the pu .
lainds disturhatite tall, ans.eted I, hie hetaust ht roving son Willi I listen
polo- dinen paitIcipatIng it Or Wt.t.I ii hint 1.40 neighbor. ntas engage in a
f harm studs only 46 reit ent id the dispute over thin po peers lint. A land
omplainants reported an ji I L1.11 as lord and it 11.10r Inas thsputi over tom

sault and the itflo erS on duty th a payment of rt lit A stotckeepet ilia
Sortie of thosr sorriplatitts vi rt. IA a argue it III1 ii 1.11,1011H-I l0It's Int
Physo. al siolente is the except oar change III tosithandise I v..l
rather than tht ride even in those lain may gel Into an alit tiai ilitilVi t a minor

II Oh m 'm ill mt till I

11,1- NI I:t _It I I'm I/1.111

AO tilt
haanwrian. has. 11,111

e. as using hare, Its tiong
tot., In aro it t.otsp,
or poi., Ott., im arid do I. 11115 isiri
lii.... itiiili In ii t iui lad Ilion the

tralis studs lin., sr r stistecst that
ns..ts i.tics
sr li-r and Ilt 10,111 li.lt IstlItlinl tat

spire tilt, Ii. k 1-anial !taming
I in s has, it Ind on anli t %pencils.,
Kith In ujiuiwt In MIA out and lin rhea
name inteht. int. !human pohlents

Btu tin sail al, plat it ittis Ils
Iss the hook amid in tin past mans of

hati a-..unuj that phili
Iii hasp.] sholild he that tif thi mire,
somai stildiel rim is ho takis tinkly
nom afoot and goes oplei tmi tlyot
hi lit lIlItuSi I sushi aitioudis tantror
he ti on etsliiovels I her, is lowed

mlii s oi,i t hoot in 'vitt tiny all
-roat a plohlcin dial is atipiatiri

at. Ii. thi tIttlInh,1.111. I,
I luring tin last 10 veal, sarious lie.

tithniques 111 iniripetsonal smiths I
Mailagt liase ssiiiked their was
Into .i iii pattments JCIlls. the
tountty lo a gt Vat extent they tettet t
Jiang,. in Ainerit an attilastes gener
all, of a shilt assas Iii,iii anthoritatran
alTrnas hes toward those ill mediation

}(ihitration and other incans ill tontht

his Inas %Ink(' stlint Ilhsr/Vels
Wish y 1.4,111, and hhidal III alt vt
fiends as maniptilatise and 'total
Italian hot untiii i managemeni
teihniques AR Ilan Tentiv nrithet Vss'

bast. II wild [hat thcs hase heen meas
iirahls tisi in tido, lug sortie foIni
ol stunt. in hi 1ring peork who wiuild
oast nooth. iii mmmiii, and in it-doting
rmlin, I muni and laths

III lilt rlIftl Slit Atli! anualet oltisos
hase been nano d ii hams psssfitututs
and sot uhmiuugs III all 11./Itlit. sa agri:Irs
Imin .11Id ii Inethilils
or km, ping pcopli ijini I hey have also
lsaiuui d that other systems sail often
sr ts t the needs of peopli ui tonllo t In

uttmlnitlInslIllt ui. was,Illan can the
rionnal ustii e ssvein 11th, r Systenll

that ale "ton more Is levant arc mental
hialth and wuial st Is or,

hast ramsgrati LI in programs in
yoking tilhit is In ii,mi Nev. yolk I its
polite departments chi Ness Ynik
lice lypailmeni and the Housing Au
thorny Nil" lit-palmitin' as well a'. In
the Not I. tut tit (Input
men! mi il,mlkt seryines Two of these
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mono, empli.I.I:od into ri
11...t iii d1..11111K V. till dtplitt

the third emplla.i:od paitto orators
data gatheriny and anal, si, m deahny
%MI noh, 1. minas:Id 11111 f1'lilnil.11
pure, All /liter pr.irett, leis ol ycil pt.,
t .gists and loll, ts V...fkl II 1,
ha', I h. 1 .1 C,111JI III h !flint .4
5%11,1 Mt. n.1,1 th .11 .11111 lie J .111,Ut In

trI f...11.11 10111111 hast been
4eJ1111 d iihour rho IlliltItlIll pat
III tpatotio.0 the miners V. ho took pan
on these proglants %to tomothutr d our
know )(dee. rn p.stll.lI .rs .11111 this
ontithiLto ol tho it kn.,. ledge In lass

t.111,t1I1.111C111

t.gliagfigurmisega I ittt hist ettitti In.l III
Vo f talk In %sin ft Is polo t Iltilili,
nallill11.11,.; In a do monstiatton polo, t
to rho innpo 1h1 vossibilits tit Immo%
ing th, pith, triallagentt ol
&Tows 1 111 ft NC CC 1,1 itlfC work
shop, and a .1.1115 III it al hie stinula
I li,11 iii ./1:, Ilit °Mt CIS Cneld
p/J, 111 5.011111, 1111,1 l'n11,1011.11
1111t 1.i III 1.111, IA WI 11 I 1, Ill,
, 1hr 111,1 a11.1 11111

111.11.111 111111111A 1..In Inn II

11,11, lIlly Ingalls o.limmars plias,
lilt lamols 1 1111. Unit tn3 tin
street whet, II 1 11111 111111011 in retold!

yolioe work t so epi that tit, 111111 V.J

.osigno 1 J11 1.11110, disputes in till pro

o in. I 1 hi Mtn r both 11,1.1 1411
dsoli. 511111, .1tbh /TIJInalls 11

151156101: that happened
I he demonstration period id 2 ?

months yielded promising results The
II, Mit et5 prior esscd I Ito. distonham es
Involving Wo2 tat-tulles and thete Was
60 known hornmde in ant id those tam
ihrs during the entire period Ntlt
any Ohl cis muted despite a statistical
prnhabilits that they should have been
Arrests for assault went down in the
ptetinct and tonlidente Ira thr polite
apparently went up The Miners per
Mimed their sper taked role extremely
well but mosi important thet e ap
petard tit he a spillover in thr pet
lormance old!! their pollee duties This
was contirmetrin thc Housing Au
thorny study, where we found that the
general level of performance of Housing
AuthotttyriffiCerswhohad been mimed
in conflict management was signifi
tantly superior to that of other Otters
It. IY/1. contml groups

In 1973 WC COnduCted a related study
in Norwalk, (-onnecticut. where we en
paneled our view of interpersonal con
!het to include arguments among
atquaintances and strangers as well as
among relatives in Norwalk we were

4/ 1
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The 18 officers
handled 1,388

disturbances involving
962 families, and

there was no known
homicide in those

families during the
entire period. Nor

were any officers hurt.

dCanni, V.1111 noir 11 more middle Jas.
1.1.111f111110 Illan V.0 had in hlat k work
mu; o lass %%est Harlem the alto' Jit, lam
[Is income MJ more than Sl?. 000 and
lulls pen ent of the residents were
nonwhite Yet another twIst Was that
In Not b.alie the ofto yrs developed
basis ror a training progiam bs ss s
tematio alls molding their own spon
taneousl 5 des eloped Was. or managing
torilInts A panel Ill live 11111 ets and

todogists. otganizell and Sttld
Ird the results

tishat lute Nor walk 111111 en gained
ttnnt this etpct e WV. 11114 C than a

gtllltp or 11't hnlqurs tor handling ton
llttts altionigh iht' I ertatnls learned
some ot those as they tvaluated then
own beltavoil !hey al." gained a more
robiN t tee and ss stetri itit hods Ill
knowledge ol what ton licts are all
about and how polttenwn 1 andle them

I he officers hound that hey used a
greater variety rd approathe than dies
had belies ed es also disc overdol that

some rot the aPPioaches WI c used he
cause the% weir mote Jr ,IONIJIC In
tertaw sItuations for exar iple medla
1ton is a tethnique that litters use
many times and in many s wav.,
Sometimes they separafe the disputants
and, tindlit t a lurid of shuttlediplomacv
from room to loom In other Cases they
try to articulate the point ot view of an
inattit ulate disputant Of lay down
rules tot distossum and then act as a
relerer

Other broad types of interventinn
that the Norwalk police were already
using were the authontarark approach
and the Counseling approach 'An officer
relying on his authority as an agcnt of
the law might threaten ttttt t or simply
order people In comply These ap
proathcs do have then usefulness, Mr
titularly when disputants ate enraged.
Intiontate)i. of otheiwise disordered
t'ounseling on the other hand. may
work best when the disputants are fairly

and to, id lIt wnen there ts dead,
Sllt'hl e Lindell% mg problem that the lit
!RN l able to olentits and explain
Contradicting oild Clichala one ot thr ot
Met, had notable JIepting some ot the
studs s findings even though he had pal
IL ipa red in the data collection and anal

vsis fie %yr. unable to relinquish his
own bras even in the race ot tar ts that he
had helped thscover Fur Cram* two
thuds or the .144 dispute, managed in
Norwalk, according ti thepanelsanalv
SIS ot the ollio et, termts involved in)
drinking h% tithe; party This is an int
portant !Hiding sun e we had always as
sumed las do most otticersl that alcohol
is a t CCII tat fat tor m Conflicts among
people Further there was no :elation
ship between the use ot altohill and as .

saultivenest This finding contradicts
the long stantlIng assumptIons of both
po.11t I- officers ahd social scientists We
au 11016 reasonably convinced of Its at
twat s havloy, reached thesame finding
in mu Harlem studies

We also learned that assaultIveness ill
these disputes was related to J petstott's
Mt IA and el Of11'.111C claYs hilt not mhos
111 her rat e Hl.ai s in other word, arc
no mote or Jr,. JO 10 assault an antago
nist than VC whiter, gut the turner a
disputant Is the more likels he or she is
to become assaultive Aueradtng to the
report sot Norwalk's officer researchers
less than 10 percent of the cases tn
whith the disputants were nuddle class
or wealth% ended in an Ilt whereas
there wete assaults In 44 percent ol the
conlhets in w huh the disputants were
Nom

ThIs lindiny, won't surprIse thaw
have suspetted all along that there is
something about pnyeny that leads to
personal aggression Hut it may surprtsc
those who beheve that certaln ethnic
tradIttopslate prone to violence

The naturalistic studies we have
talked about here are hardly as rigorous
as labotatory enpertments, yet they
have obviousidvantages For one thInL
tl,ey have produced a good deal ol infot
illation about intepersonal conflicts,
and that inlormatton is valuable in it
sell Some of it, tn fact, strongly contra
diets the findings ol laboratory
egpenmentssuch as those with rats
that show a direct relanunship between
alcohol and aWession Asaauhlyeness
and dnok ing aren't neatly so closely r e-
lated in the world, apparently

More Important, though, the'se stud
les focus on urgent pubilc problems
The police have to deal with rhe kinds
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ol fights we've been talking about every
day and night of the year. and they are
some ol the most potentially dangerous
and unpredictable events in a police id-
fleet's hie What we've tried todo hy col
laborating with police officers in
"action research" is to rdake those
scenes less dangerous, more predicta
ble, and less damaging to the antag-
onists involved

Thesesame studies, meanwhile, offer
Wichologists an opportunity to add to
our knowledge of human behaviot by
reftrungmethods for research where the
action is In addition, they demonstrate
how psychology can participate in solv-
ing real problemsin the present case,
through a method of preventive mental
heal th and crime prevention. II

Morton Bard is prcaesSor ol Psychology and
icting director or the Center fo, SOcial Re
Seaich at the Graduate School or the City Uni

...,...., versity of New York He
k .-I wiS educated al St

I Johns university in New
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Tho rot, of tho Coottourtity AdttimisCrsokni (formorly

the Office of Economic Opportunity) iA spelled out in the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964 as a niended: to "eliminate the paradox or

pove rty in a land of plenty",and tr1 increase opportunity for

persons in poverty. A major thrust of this act and of subsequent

amondments provido s federal agency whose principal purpose

is to provide acre-38 to serViees for persons in povorty and, through

arivecac:r and rosearob and domonstration, to .1Pfineand implemPrit

nevi solutions to the problems confronting. low income pJople.'

CSA maltitalns; a commitment.to purn-,ses. Whilo

pursoing ongoing rtsearch and demonstration efforts, its major

program thrust has been oarried out through a network of 878

commanny Action Agcncies, These.Commuredy Action Agencies,

located In low -income communities, assist persona in poverty

thr-augh concorto0 effort.. w (intro:tub :opt advot in addition

the provisietn tiI (111PCt.

Obviously, as a result f our e\perienee, we e boon involved

with the probloms f:i.:ed by low-incomp tarnilto,. Our Community

Action Agenoies havo ought to assi.st the5-io faipilio.; by helping them

to obtain nooded services provided by other tl.tonrit!'- -)ovi ;11,40 bY

directly pcovidini`i. servioo indoed, a major fotita of our dii.oct

service delivery in provrii,,, 411

moot ari.1 Imo ..-11(..ld tu ii ,,,d fool le- I; throngli our

"I'VII; et jos intervention ,an-I wrattlori/ation IT1. ;111d 011f
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Community Food awl Nutrition program. We will continue to

support the provision of th se services to meet basic family and

hqusehold weds.

In seeking services for and providing services to low-income

families we have seen-the multiplicity of problemS which they

confront and the serious stre:7-Tirtheir lives caused by lack of

resources. Our exp.!rience haA been confirnwd by a number of

other sources.

For example, Kenneth.Keniston in his recent study of the

Ameriean family notes the severe economic pressurps on all

Atwrican families and/the lack of adequate health and income

support tiolicies. Urii Brofenbrennc r has described the pressures

which numey problems, work demands, and lack of social support

syste m:-; are placing on families.

White pressures arc great cni all families, pressures arc even

greater on low-income fatnilies. Less income, grenter numbers

of one parent famille:;, loo.iely organized neighborhoods, poorer

housing comlitions awl greater reportccl crime add to the problems

and pre::mre:-; experience( these milk's.

Recently, ttention has been focus (I on family and domestic

violence a.; a problem for all families. 'rhe exact nature and

prevalen, of this pr(blem is not known. In the area of spouse

or thi rvol.de, va ry. Stev.art Orielgia

.(!4tir1tate.; that 50',1., of all otarria:; involve some dogrce of
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physical abuse; ?Ale) and Fulmar] state that in excesu or 2 00, 000

husbands am "habitual wife beaters". Data from major nwtro-

politan arcau indicate extenlive spouse-ahnue, e.g. 7500-10,000

marital violence cases zinnually in 1Vashington, D. C.; 4,900

wife auuults in Detrnit in 1972; 17,000 family violence ease.; in

New Vock in 1976. -

Dr. Henry l.emp estitnate that 250:000 :.;crious child alut.-a

caues oecur annually. 1,765 (114oa if child ;Muse and neglect wore

were reported in 1977. The above are ju.-;t exampli.0 or tho v:Irwty

estitn..1'..es and localized data which indicate tl--tat a slr:e re iiroblinti

hut ,which require wore reucarch In ict nature

and e..tent of the problem.

Unf.ictunatcly, social propramming has nut adognately u.,;p,nded

to thi,i (woolen; .. fl'Ocr d an I loc ii program; still einpiny

an indlvidit apprwelt. '110 y ..nnk principally ,xitit nno pi.rsfin

in a household via) for unit le, a del mquencv, emplos mon(

ur sp)n poi!Inct the family context.

In reviewing our own cpe7ii.m data f ruin ottpO

and inv. in thy cntwitt-iinn

that ttov, pril,,,ramtnatic Pm; ;t., a halt fncic-iiii net thy. t

and th, nt' at! nf it mid be wi a ob. mull

st rat icat lit

it! IftW f:, WHO

i.; (ljt.I. 101111, t



/At tht esyrit tim. , C3X.atitic11)aly itopleinviltation of a

demonstration effort. I would note that the approach of this pro-

ject is only ono of many approarhos which could he employed.

flowever, lw uld liko to briefly presc9it the ba-iic corit.opt as one

which wi think has ovrit.

on a pilot projyyt titer

as on.. :1 )pr ii ii to thy of low-inewor

Thy of the Family are: (1) to

stretw.tholt aml ()No.. f;ttnili..4 1,1.1 all cf th..ir

nierid,er.. ;it the time -.1 arid, ors, and CO to
proirints Of tb. l, I. '4trlti ii I natioual

t,, t'76' ,"

t 3. I.. ('.0ter
. .1 . I it -...11' aI i )l' Ii I ;c1.1

700 :1 00 1.1 h j '1 I r . t

11 I V11" i h V .10 I. i'
Th.- .I art .0 rt,,t

1. Tho tot ii t ilei I-. oni IsiPttlfTocil ;

Tit. dud ..)I of it .

o.. . high 1,...

t..1 him ..t II. .1. ..[. ...11101

a

t
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ikterventio4.1-dielter trc.clin.mt (qui 10.pr,v,i.led and

separation of the family or household members can be

avoided,

4. Advocacy and program development ,Ire or-

ganized at the local levet; (a) to ,;eek policy and

program changes widch benefit the low-income family;

and (b) to.organize and develop relcrirces Li .c.;-ci ;t

low-income

The project will a34irct the total faintly at a point Id and

continue to provide :-.ervices after the crisi3. The (Dully.. famiV,

or as In my members as.poisible, will immediately reci.ive

crisis serviees they re)quire; crisis shelter can be pr.,..ided if

needed. At the time of entry, family counAing ser.ices iii

be initiate], supportive nervice needs ar:-;ed, and the referrals--

for required services will Iwgin for an families. thcrin,/, a

"cooling off period", family members who re4ide at the Center

will receive .-aipportive and counseling service'4. After a brif

pc -iod, usually no longer than a few day., the family v. ill he

returned to their previou; reAdence, or if net esliary, a new resi-

dence. For all families, intensive follow-through.will Ice carried

out to iwinre Ow fancily menchers.continue to receive the 4uppor-

tive and coon Plink! service ; t,hry require.

In order to carry out it ; service delivery function, the project

oloain commitment-, of e.c.-;ting community resmir, 0., for Center

I & I



clients, and develop outreach and referral linkages between the

project and other agencies which serve families or its members.

Again, I would note thatsithis is only one of many appro.whes

which may be tried. We are testing this idea on a pilot project

basis; the project will be carefully monitored and evaluated and

its long-Tangy potential to assist low-income families assessed.

CSA will continue to provide basic services to low-income

families while we test other ideas to determine their applica-

bility.

\itr. closing I would note that it is my hope that Congress and

other ftleral a rencie Jegin to address the family ;ts a unit and

the problems o he family unit. The family unit, in whatever

form it exists or will exist, is basic to our society. We can no

longer fol!ow a policy of "benign neglect" iri term3 of provision
t..

of supports to the family. Tlw ily was the basic social unit

yesterday; it Ls a basic social ut today; and, in whatever form

it will be the basic social unit f tomortow. Thus, we ritust

aggressively devise programs, tnd policies which zissist the

family. Speeifically I recommend mseryrch in the following

areas as it relates to the low-income family:

1. Studies cin the strengths of one parent families and the
pressures and problems which they face.

2. Stmliv.4 into the nature and extent of the multiple problems
eN perienciql by low -incomo families.

3. Determination of the actual extent anti nature of domestic
violence, especially in low.-income families.

44

414
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4. Analysis of the income transfer policies to determine
their impact on family structure.

We are all ntembers of a family and benefit from its

strength -;.. Our nation %till be as weak or strong as it; basic

social un . Therefore, we must look carefully at wh.it is hap-
.

k,
pening alay to make it possible for more families to survive.

The family needs our immediate constructive support.

Thank you for the opportunity to be able to comm.ent for the

Community Services Administration in your consideration of this

important subject area.

"lb

I 3
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HEEDS ASSESSMENT OF VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Early in' 1976, the American ublic slowly became aware of a hitherto

largely secret crime, woman'battering. There was a time span 'of approx-

imately five years after the establishment of shelters for battered women

and their children in Great Britain and Xurope before Americans became

sensitized to the fact that domestic t;anguility is not always a reality

behind closed doors. Smal: groups of concerned citizens had long been

involved,in efforts td help victims; but their work was primarily a lone;

-ly truggle without public iecogteition or support, uuch as Haven House in

Califoxpka (oeiiinally estab ished in 1965). Then the March, 1476,<s8ue

of Do It NOW, the National As ociation for Women newsletter, announced

the establiLhmeat of a National Task Force on Wouln Battering/Family Vfo-

.

lence. The same dionth, three cLousand/Mgmen from alinty-three countries

1
gathered in Belgium fer the Intern ( onal Tribunal on CrimeslAgoinht Wci-

men, ana woman battering around the world was declared a universal phenom-

enn. These two simultaneous news events demandeli and received atten-

tion from the American media.

From that point on, cluntless articles have appeared in large and

small newspapers and magazines across the land, and.radlo and television
c

joined in the massive educational .tort to tell citizens that innumer-

able women and children were living in help]eB5 terror in violent hemes.

The media was largely responsible for the recognition of the serious

social problem of violeme between spouses tFlat ranged from threat of

physical attack all the way to homicide. As their English, Scottish;

Irish and Dutch sisters before.them, American women streamed out of thrlr

homes and into residential shelters as soon as they opened, filling them

tc capacity. any times they were so,desperately in need of safe haven ,
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that refuges were fi'lled beyond capacity, and almost all have a constant

waiting list. American citizens bccame informed of the needs of victims

of spousal violence, and am community groups sprung up to address these

ueeds, so did our state.and federal legislators respond. At this point

in time, proposed tegislation would allocate fundt from the nationa4

budget to provide a wide variety of services for victims, and would seek

understariding through an informational clearing house as well as research

for the porpuse of prevention and control of domestic violence.

In just two years, Americans have certainly traveled a,long way to-

ward recognition of this serious social problem, and in determination to

establish social policy to deal with It. However, there has re:ently

emerged a divisive and perplexing thrust. Whether it is because of ir-

responsible media coverage or misinterpretation of the facts is not the

issue here. The point ls, the record must be set straignt and issues

must be cla'rified, so that when legislation is enacted, we can proceed

unwaveringly and confidently in the proper ill action. 1,nsupported

pseudo-scfentific-claims must not be permitted to deflect attention from

the vet, teal needs of the most helpless and deserving victims of spous-

al violee: women and their. children. N.

The question :hat has Hen raised through massive publicity in tvhe

media in recent months is, "Who are the victims?" Before we can address

the needs of victims, we Nust clarify who they are; when We allotate pub-

lic monies, we need to kn('w w!,c) are' tLe people most in need of the social

servicen to he pr.-,ided. Althoagh our government atter:its to help those

Who need help most, it can be expected o oversee the personal wel-

fare of each and every citizen. We dire,, our ass:stance to people most

helpless and unable to help themselves: the poor, the handicappld. the
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infirm, the aged--in other words, the socially disadvantaged. It is

cleat that the time has come to do needs assessment of victims of pous-

al violence. This is the purpose of this paper.

It is impossible to determine how many couples in,this country have

ever engaged in some fora of physical violence on the basis of on/y one

aetional survey. There are serious methodological flaws in the study

which its principal investigator is quick to point out (Straus, 1977:7).

A representative national sample of intact couples automatically elimin-

ates noncohabitational oouples as well as persons who have broken off re-

lationships because of physical violence or any other reason. Principal

investigator Straus says, "...since 'excessive' violence is a major cause

of divorce, and since our sample is linited to couples living together,

these data probably omit nany of the high violence cases" (1977:8). In

addition, sajor emphatis in this study was placed on violent incidents

occurring within the year previous to the.survey, and the use of self-re-

port which leads to underreporting. Straus estimates that true incidence

rates were double the reported rates (19'7:8).

Despite admitted shortcomings, until we have further scientific evi-

dence, we must rely on a combination of this one study, plus evidence ex-

trapolated fron other sources, as well as plain and sisple logic to de-

termine who are the victims most in need of protection and services.

Beginning with the tudy conducted by Straus, et al., the authors

devised a "severe violence index" or "wife-beating index." They named it

tho Conflict Resolution Techniques (CRT) scale, consisting of eight items,

including one item P, "beat up the other one." Unfortunately, one sociol-

ogist has used only seven of the eight items, ard has chosen to eliminate

from her data base this very important Item about which Straus says:

17 -will - 'IR -
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...for the twelve mOnth perind preceding tba interview, 3.82 of the

respondents reported one or more physical attacks which fall under

oux operational definition of wife-beating. Applying this incidence

rate to the approximately 47 million couples in the USA, means that

la any one year, approximately
1.8 illion wives are beaten by their

husbamds (1977:5).

In his efforts to avoid nisleading statistics, Straus considered frequen-

t

cy sad the general pattern of violence and called for a "more literal in,.

rerpretation." Straus says,

Sy a "more literal interpretation" I mean restricting the category

of "wlft-beating" only to those who used the term "beat up" to de-

scribe what happened (item P). This gives a figure of 1.12 during

the year, with an average of 5.5 beatings per year among the couples

who reported a beating. While this is much lover than the 3.82 fig-

ure taking into account all the severe violent acts, it still repro-

sears a very large number of families, specifically, over half a

million (1977:6).

However, when the focus was expanded beyond the prior year to, include acts

that "ever happened," Straus then states:

Thus our data for item P,
beating up, indicate that uch a beating

bad occurred at some time in 5.32 of the 'latrines. Of these, I es-

timate that ibouttwo out of three wire instances of husbands bealia

wives, or about 3.52 of American couples. OT in number of couples,

over a million and.* half. ...this is almost surely a considerable

underestimate (1977:7, emphasis adaed).

Straus Points out that numbers of occurrences themselves do not tell the

whole story, saying:
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There are a..veral reaeons why even a single beating is important.

;

..:ose suchievent is intrinsically a debasement of human life. Sec -

pod, there is the physical danger invOlved. Third is the fact

that many, if met most, of such beatings are part of a family power

.etrugsle. It often takes only one such event to fix the balance of

power in a family for many years --or perhaps for a ;Usti:a. ...So,

given the fact that superior strength and size,-gives the advantage

to mem in such situations, the single beatina may be an axtrimely im-

portant factor in maintaining male dominance in OM family system

(1977:6-7).

An earlier study investigated family violence by a focused sample of

forty "violent families" and forty neighbor families (q1les, 1972). Data

were obtained from married couples, interviewed separately. Gelles states

that although wives in his sample were far from passive, "The husband is

the more violent of marital partners" (1972:50). Re also says, "In terms

of husband-wife violence, we see violence mainly from the 'victim's' point

of view because wives are more likely to be victims of rather than commit-
..

tors of violence" (1972:58). Gelles provides a table of nipe viplent acts

reported by his sample that includes two categories which are curiously

missing from the data of another soOiologist associated with the current

confusion about the 4OI of the most frequently victimized spouse. These

two types of violent acts are categorized, "push down" and "choke," and all

such acts are sbown in Galles' study to be husbands' acts of aggression

against wives.

However much we might prefer to neatly categorize acts of violence,

total them, and state that one sex or the other commits more acts of vio-

lence than the other, thus we have located thiz "true culprit" and the

1 0 L9
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"true victim," the answers are not so simple. Troubles begih with the

categories themselves. For example, there is a vast conceptual difference

within a single category: *hit or tried to hit with somet404." If the

"something" was, for example, a hammier, the severity of damage from urying

and actual hitting could easily range from no damage at all to murder.

The numerical count of responses to "threw something at the other one"

means little unless we know if the "something" actually reached the tar-

get, and if so, what damage was done? Again, there is a vast difference

between throwing a feather pillow and missing, and throwing an iron skillet

and hitting the.target. How can we possibly give responses to chess ques-

tions the same numerical weight?

Unfortunately, at least one researcher seems to be satisfied with

\

such oversimplification,* but not Straus, who recognises that differences

in male and female violence are grounded in the practical realities of

differentiald in size, weight, and muscle'development, a subject that will

be examined in detail later. Although Straus points out that his sample

reflects the stereotypic image of the pdt and pan throwing wife, he explains:

For half of the violent acts, however, the rate is higher for tha hus-

band and the frequency is higher for the husbands than for the wives

for all but tsio'of the items. The biggest discrepancy in favor oal

/

11WoOk
wives occurs in the kicking and hitting with objects. Such acts Axe

riless dependent on superior physical strength to be effective (1917:9). .
1

It is quite clear also that Straus recognises the importance,of non-numer-

ical factors such as victim precipitation when women attack their attackers,

the greater potential for serious injury to women by men due to superior

physical strength, the special vulnerability of pregnant women, and women's

lack of options to escape violence (1977:9-10). He mar.:

4
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Altiabugh these findings show high rates of violence by, wives, they
P

should not be allowed to distract attention from the effort to elim-

inate "wife-beating." ...Finally, women are locked into marriage td

a much greater extent than men. Because of a variec?,1 of econom'ic and

social constraints, they often have no alternative to'?utting up with

beatings by their husband.... In short, wives are victimized by vio-

lence in t(e family to a uch greater extent than are husbands and

should therefore be the focus of the most immediate remedial steps

(1977:9-10).

Nevertheless; one journalist has been credited by the vire services

as concluding "that husband-beating possibly is as great a social problem

as wife-battering in America today." He was asked to give the character-

istics of the kind of marriages that might produce a husband-beater. Ex-

amples hy gave were: 1) big women married to mall men, 2) old men ar-

ried to stronger iddle aged women, and 3) handicapped men with healthy

wives. In response tu these claims, I now turn to my own research.

For the past two years, I have been investigating woman battering,

applying several methodologies; one of which is a self-administered ques-

tionnaire. A self-selected sample of one hundred women who had been bat-

tered by their spouses provided e with a rich source of data to help in

my efforts to understand the problem of domestic violence frum the per-

spective of the victim. While this sample cannot be considered represen-

tatty* of the general population, these women provided demographic and

other data about themselves.and their spouses from which we can get sow

idea about women who were battered, and second-person reports about the

batterers. Approximately seventy-five percent of these respondents had

obtained safe housing at one of the shelters for battered women and their

I
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children in California; the balance had heard about this study and vo,lun-

tiered to join the sample.

Statistics from my study ahow that physical size of the women and men

ere consistent' with national averages, and at least in that respect may be

considered fairly representative of the gerteral population. The wean

height of the women was 5'4", as compared to 5'9" for the men. The mean

weight of the woman was 123.6 pounds, compared to their spouses' weight ot

173.8 pounds. This gives the men almost half a foot greater height and

lightly over fifty pounds heavier weight than their spouses. The spans

for height were from 4'11" to 5'11" for wosen, and from 5'4" to 6'5" for

the men. There were four women who were exactly the same height as their

pouses (including the One who measured 5'11"), and only one woman was

taller than her spouse--by one inch.

Weights for women ranged from 80 pounds to 250 pounds, whereas the

men's ranged from 120 pounds to 220 pounds. As may be ftoted, there was at

least one woman who weighed more than any of the men. It seems appropriate

to astatine closer five q pondents who were almost as heavy or heavier than

their spouses. One woman, weighing only two pounds less than her spouse,

was a mother of a five month old baby girl who was beaten when she was

pregnant. She took refuge in a shelter when her spouse also beat the child.

.0ne couple weighed the same, 160 potinds,.although the man was ten inches,

taller. This was a very religious lther of two young children who had not

been employed for ten years, the length of the marriage. She responded

that she had been threatened with a knife, a gun, and a golf club. The

first time she saw him behave violently was shortly after their marriage.

She wrote: "I realise now he was drunk--he yelled a lot and iiiot a gun In-

to the floor. I forget why, but it was directed at me."

Vb.



Of the three women heavier than their spouses, one was vven months

pregnant at the time she entered the shelter, which helps explain the heav-

ier weight. She had with her a 14 montl. old child, and she wrote that the

first violent act was a beating she received two months after their mar-

riage because she "didn't finish the housework." Asked ifshe thinks she

deserved the beatings, the response reads, "No. No one deserved beating, I

was pregnant also." From her responses, she indicated she had been beaten

during the earlier pregnancy and wrote, "I almost lost the baby." Another

woman of 49 who weighed five pounds more than her spouse, left after 24

years of marriage and four children, although the first time ahe saw him

' behave violently was one week after their marriage. Roth were co*.lege grad-

uates, ant she wat a registered nurse whose only paid employment after mar-

riage was as a school kitchen helper. Her arouae was a retired military

officer whose weapons for beatings were ropes and chains. When asked if

she ever tried to strise back or defend herself after a beating began,

he responded: "He has super-human strength, and I knew by experience

he'd hurt me worse if I did not go along luietly."

If there is 3ny woman in this sample who fits the journaltst'a de-

scription of a big ',aman married to a small man, then the 29 year old wo-

man who weighed k'3 pounds is the one. Her husliend was 44 years old and

weighed 140 pounds. Both had been previously married, and she had two

children under the age of seven by the first marriage in her custody.

According to the respondent, she had been beaten by her former husband,

and he had beaten his first wife. When asked what weapon her spouse

used, this woman said, "fist." In response to what words 13,-!st describe

her reactions to being beaten, this woman, 110 pounds hRavier than hei

tder4ulter, chose: "fear, alone, pow.trlessness."

1
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We may find it incredulous that any person can feel so powerless de-

spite such extreme size differential--yet, if we think lor a moment how

women are trained from the time tkezare toddiers to be "good little

girls," to soioid rough behavior and physical contact sports--then we may

sense this woman's paralyzing fea . The'fact remains, she was beaten.

As stated earlier, existing shelte cannot accomodate all refugees who

*-
wish to enter; entry is basfl on need: and at this particular helter,

the women must establish need for protection from physical abuse.

When we look for age differentials as suggested by the journalist,

this sample again reflects typical marital age differentials in this

country. The mean age of the women in this sample was 33.7 and their

spouses were 37.2 years old; the men were on the average three and a half

years older. Women's ages ranged from 19 to 58; men's ages ranged from

21 to 68. Your women were the ease age as their spouses and 14 were old-

er hy one year or more. The largest gap in ages was a woman of 36 mar-

ried to a man of 27, but although she exceeded him in years, he was nine

inches taller and his weight was exactly double hers--160 to 80 pounds.

Of the older men, one of 68 had a wife of 56, and a 61 year old man was

married to a 58 year old woman, hardly "December-June" couples. There

are such unions, but they are relatively very rare.

While I will not dispute that it is possible for healthy wife to

abuse a'handicapped or very sick man, I have personally known the reverse

the happen. Two women I interviewed individually mere both battered by

,parapalegic husbands in wheel chairs, as strange as ft seems. Both cases

were investigated and verified. In addition, one of thest.had left her

daughter's two year old child alone in the home with her husband for a

short while, and that night di:covered tblrat her impotent husband had sex-
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sally molested her granddaughter. That aolestatiOn had occurred was con-

firmed by hospital examination of the child. On the other hand, one woman

in the final stages of a degenerative disease arrived at a shelter bare-

foot and on crutches with her three pre-teen aged daughters, and three

woks later was taken to a hospital where she died.

The Point to We made is this: any of us who study domestic violence

long enough can doss up with "sensational" tidbits the media can.exploit.

Portunately, few of us choose to do o. More importantly, our focus

should not be,on the bizarre and unique, althOugh we know that human be-

ings are capable of engagingin almost any kind of behavior.. We cannot

afford to dwell on the exceptional cases; we must set our priorities in

terms of numbers and needs. As concerned as we say be about individuals

and their particular circumstances, we ust of necessity draw back and

look at the groups or categories of people who are most frequently victim-

ised, and then we must determine the kinds of Assistance they need to help

them put their own lives in order to regain personhood.

AnLexamination of the data from my study revexls a sample that is

dharacteristic in physical attributes of the general population, based on

averages. The average woman is younger, shorter, and lighter than her

spouse, and even when she isn't "typical," she way still be the victim of

domestic violence. Men train from a very early age to engage in compet-

etive, aggreesive acts in the school yard, the sports field, and in the

military. Today's women was raised, by and large, exactly the opposite.

Even when a couple is of equal size, the woman is not matched in muscle

development and power. The vast majority of the women in my sample were

nor matched in size with their spouses--only 5 percent came close or sur-

passed their husbands' weight, and only 5 percent were as tall or taller.

1
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Is cempetetive professional sports such as boxing, fighters are categor-

ised by weight, and it would be unthinkable to put lightweight into the

rise with a boavyweight--our sense of sportsmanship would not permit such

biased iehalanci. In professional golfing, any golfer knows that women's

WUrnallents use a shorter distance between holes. Even top female ath-

letes, the best in the field, are not expected to compete equally against

top male athletes. There are undeniable biological differences between

the male and female body, which ll of us must ackeowledge. When we add

to the Odes biological advantage in muscular power thm woman's socialise -

ties Into "learned helplessness" (Walker, 1977), then vs can understand

better why women even much bigger than men are likely to feel powerless

Alen under attack. This is why women, in their ultimate, desperate act

of elf-defense, are likely to use weapons such as guns or knives - -they

serve as "equalizers" against powerlessness.

But women lack power in many mote ways than merely the physical.

They ladk conomic power, not only within spousal relationships, but in

American society. This ii ue at all socioeconomic levels. Regardless

of eocial class, a woman Who is battered by her spouse has serious con-

siderations to face before she decides to terminate her association with

her batterer. People often ask, "But why doesn't She leave?" Tbe rea-

sons are slimy, and es will become obvious, they are more specific to vic-

timised wives than to victimized husbands. Robert Terry explains that

even the wealthiest women are relatively economically powerless, saying:

Some argue that white women possess inordinate power through control

oi stocks. Half of all stockholders are women! However, men carry

out 75 percept-of all securities'transactions, according to the New

York Stock Exchange. Women often control stock in name only to suit

C

.1
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their husbands' tax purposes. In any case, they hold only 42 per-
'-

Cant of the dollar value and 38 percent of the total number of

sharesmostly in small chunks (1974:71).

When Terry begins his argument to show that power in this country

belongs primarily ia the hands of white sales, he says that women and

minorities do not belong to the "club," defined as:

This club is an organization which arbitrarily selects members and

bestows appropriate material and psychological benetits. It dia-

tributes influence and power among its members and then uses that

power to doeinate groups unlike itself (consciously or unconscious-

ly). It rigidly regulates behavior and demands conformity as a re-

quireeent of edmittance...(1974:66).

To explain who has power, Terry provides answers to soee questions,

including:

Who has access to societal resources?

Ars the resources equitably distributed?

...Who can marshall the resources to accomplish a goal?

What 4.Te the institutionalized patterns and practices of the dub?

(1974:67-68).

Having access to resources, according to Terry, is necessary but not j

sufficient to p power; resources must be mobilized to accomplish

. one's goals before one truly has power (1974:70). In some states, if a

woman leaves the home she shared with her spouse, she may lose some of

her property rights, or even be charged with abandonment. If she flees

without the children, she may endvger her rights to child custody on a

charge of desertion. When a wom'an attempts to establish a residence sep-

arate from her spouse, she is faced with the fact that both she and her

1 ()



Children ars almost certain to have a reduced standard of living. She

may realistically ask herself if her personal pain and suffering 4re

VOTSO thin the personal'sacrificas in economic security her children will

"have to maks. It is a real and painful dilemma, and some older children

'adamantly oppose a downward transition. Here are some of the facts and

' their consequences that a woman, regardless of social clays, education,

or employability, must consider before she attempts to extricate herself

from a battering spouse:

1) DIVORCE: rather than to at women's disadvantaged position in

divorce in many of our othec states, I wish to cite the legal status of

women in California, often proclaimed the nation's pace setter for pro-

gressive social trends. Almost half of all California women 35 years of

age or older are widowed or divorced, and in the past ten years, the num-

ber of female-headed households has increased by 46 percent.(Bersch,

1977:1). Having "no fault" divorce, California is one of only eight com-

munity property states in the nation--which is far more advantageous to

women than the separate property system. Still, there are shortcomings

besides the fact that the spouse with access to funds Is easily able to

conceal assets from an unsuspecting spouse. bersch says:

California's law requires that the community property be divided

squally.. Although this law appears to be equitable in nature, its

fairness is illusory in prat In almost all cases, the Most

substantial alset of the marri.ji...is the husband's earning power,

and this is never equally divided. The California courts have not

yet accepted the theory that a woman who has given up-the opportun-

ity to develop her own earning ability in order to help her husband'.

succeed in the business or professional world should have a right to

via

f
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share in the earnings that result frim the husband'a sucilkeven
e

after dislolution bf the marriage. ...the courts .takka paternalis- ,

. .

tic attitude and view spousal support as something that a wife may

receive when she has demonstrated a need, but not someching to which

100,

she has a right because of direct past contributions (1977:6).

V. have all heard how ex-wives take everything a man owns, and ovie

,comedy plots have had us laugh at ,eite struggles Of a dendant husban '

attempts to retain even a suit of clothing. Now let us Ixamine the fa IS.

2) SPOUSAL SUPPORT OR ALIMONY: Bersch also supplies pertinent inform*.

tion on this issue, for she write's: "In Our 'society, it is most ofteri4

the woman who receives spousal support. ,..the right to support depeds

upon need ,.ather than sex. ...k wife who is seeking suisport must estab-
.

lish that her.husband has the ability to pay" (1977:7). And this, Bersch

points out, may be extremely diffIcult for the woman without 'necessary

!undo to pay accountants' and/or attorneys' fees, partic arly if }he man

is self employed or is emplloyed by &company he contrns. rthermore:
1

The recent trend in California hiss been to aWard the wife less spous-

al support, and for a shorter duration, because of.an attitude that

the wife should obtain employment and add to her own 'support. ..:Na-

tionwide, spousal support is awarded in leas than ten percent of all

divorces. ...awards of alimony have 'always been rare. Census sta-

tistics indicate that at the turn of the century, alimony was award-

d in only 9.3% of all cases. In 1922...the percentage was 4.7.

...An award will seldom be overturned.... The tax ramifications...

generally favor the husband. Spousal support payments are deduct-

ible to the husband and are considered "income" on which the wife

must pay tax (1977:7-9).
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During an,interView with a California luperior.Court,iudge recently,

I asked which spouse woulG be awarded higher *mounts and longer IfOcus of'

,

--, 1

ipousal support in two hypothetical cases: a young mother, wilh-twO.prec-

school aged children, or s middle aged housewife with no deriendeny0:

4

z

The answer wasthat the older woman would probably be more favor, ly
-..

treatede because there was an ahsumprion that a young mo r ha,: more(re-_,

cenpy deyelopmd:job.skills, but that in tither case, pousal support is

almost always seen as a temporary assistance untll t women, young or

middle aged, move into the job market.and financial ndependence. The

quescion of employment (an child care) will be dealt w later. The

question now fs, can woet rely on court awarded .,pousal support? Ac-

cording to the report of the National Commission on the observance of In-

.

_

ternationa women's Year: "Only 14 percent of divorced or separated wo-

'Imen are arded alimony.. Only 46 percent of these collect it regularly"

(1976:338).

1) CHILD SUPPORT: Bersch supplies the answer for California women, saying:

In sioitions where'the wife has cusiody of the children, child sup-

port may be awatdecrin addition to spousal support. However, child

support terminates when the child reaches the'age of 18, even if the

'child has not yet tinished high school, is'unemployed, and is resid-

ing at home with a mother whose sole income is derived from spousal

support. Regardless ofdlionamber of children or the unemployment

of the wife, a court will tend to leave the husband with close to

half of his net income (1977:8-9).

According to my interviews with judges who make'determinations of

child support, they seldom award "close to half of his net income:" they

only come cl)Ase in the most extreme cases. In an interyiew with a judge,

4
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I asked if he ttcl ever awarded more than.half aphueband's net incOme for

spousal and child support, such as in a case where there are five noneman-

4N.
cipated children. His answer was "never." When I asked if it seemed un-

balanced that one spouse should have 50 perceni or more, and the remain-

ing six family members must exist on less than that, he replied, "Divorce

is tough on everyone. Everybody loses. If I awarLad more than half, the

Assn would resent it, ed I would have another nonsupport case on my hands."

A New To'rk State Family Court Judge told me: "I don't give a damn how

any.kids there are! I'd rather put ten people (a wife and nine dependent

children) on welfare to pick up the difference at taxpayers' expense be-

fore I'd ever take more than half a mmn's earnings."

How reliable is court awarded child support? One report states,

"Only,44 percent of divorced mothers are awarded child support, and only

45 percent of those collect it regularly" (Report of the National Commis-

aion .n the Observance of International Women's Year, 1976338). Berach

elaborates:

The most ignificarit problem related to Spousal or child sdpport

awards is that of noncompliance and inadequate enforcement. Many

hOsbands 'disregard the 'court's decrees and fail ,to pay the amount; -

ordered. It has been estimated that the husband defaults within the

first yeas in almost half of all support cases, and, by the teith

year, more than three-quarters of all husbands are in total noncom-
.

pliance. ...If the husband says he is unable to make the payments,

the court will not hold him in contempt unless the wife can establish

his ebility to pay (1977:10).

Agaia, the burden of proof is upon the woman, who often cannot afford the

necessary expenses of attorneys, detectives, or accountants, so that. most

11
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women, lacking sufficient cash resources for what is ultimately a gamble,

decide that it is a no-win situation and attempt to provide for them-

selves and their children without the fathers' support.

4) EMPLOYMENT:. even though some women are employed at the time of term-
.

inatton of marriage, many had employment interruption for child hearing

and child rearing, relocation because gf husbands' job mobility, or hum-

tands' opposition 'to their outside employment. Many others had not held

gainful employment since their marriages, while still others, married at

very early age, had never held paid employment. Statistica show the

harsh realities of women's earning potential:

MEUIAN EARNINGS YEAR ROUND. 1974
(full-time workers age 14 and over)

WAGE AS PERCENT
OF WHITE MAN'S WAGE

CoMPARABLE PER-
CENTAGE IN 1970

White men $12,104
4

Black men 8,524

White women 6,823

Black Women 6,258

1002

70

--
56

52

1002

65

58

43

(D. S. Department of Commerce, 1976) (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1971?

A. may'be hoted, while .there have Seen slight shifts that favor both

black men and women, white women have lost two percentage points in four

years, and women, both black and white, receive only slightly over half

the median income of white men.

But what if a woman is not employed, what are the possibilities of

obtaining employment? Can a woman move into the job market, even assuming

her job skills are recent? Women and minorities, particularly minor:ty

women, suffer far higher rates of'unemployment than white men and despite

anti-discrimination laws, the old truism stn.) applies: "Last hired and

Airst fired."



5) EDUCATION OR CAREER TRAINING: perhaps the answer is to direct newly-

emancipate(' women into education to begin their upward mobility. The

facts sho4 that even with increased educations, wo-len'are hardly likely to

close the gap. Here are tLe differences:

MEDIAN INCOME BY SEX AND EDUCATION, 1970
(full-time, year-round workers)

SCHOOL COMPLETED
. WO MEN'S

MEDIAN WAGE
MEN'S

MEDIAN WAGE
WOMEN'S WAGES AS PER-
CENTAGE OF MEN'S WAGES

0

8 years elementary schlol $4,181 $ 7,535 552

4 years high school 5,580 9,567 58

4 years college 8,156 13,264 61

5 or more years college 9,581 14,747 65

(U. G. Department% of Labor, 1970)

Even if women disreg.ard discouraging figures like these, they may

tttempt to re-enter school. If she has to go on welfare in the meantime,

a woman soon finds out that she will be offered short-term training ir

traditions! female-type (relatively low pa Y) clerical skills. She is

actually hindered in attempts to gain career, long-term employment through

a college degree. If she receives scholarships and grants, they are de-

ducted from her welfare payments (Bersch, 1977:20). The prospects are

summarized by Bersch, who says:

A divorced or widowed homemaker often lacks recent work experience,

and she may need lob training or further education before she is em-

ployable. Furthermore, she is often the victim of age and sex dis-

crimination. The newly single women who do obtain employment are

likely to find themselves in the lowest paying jobs without equal

pay or advancement opportunities (1977:17).

6) WELFARE/POVERTY: btcause of the unreliability of support payments,

i7,1Itt t 711 . I,

lUdj
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low income potential, inadequate,
expensive or nonexistant child care,

many women join the ranks of the poor once they become "head of house-

hold." The Staff Report of the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights states

tbat of all families in the United
States in 1972, 12 percent were headed

by women alone, and "Further, 34 percent of all fesaIe-headed families are

below the poverty level, while 7 peccIpt of all male-headed families are

poor" (1974:9). Still, these percentages do not tell the whole story:

they have a built-in bias. There is an unexplained difference in dollar

cut-off points for male-headed and
female-headed families by the U. S.

Bureau of Census. The Report states:

Thor* are probably more female heads of families living in poverty

than the Census reports, since differential poverty cut-off levels

'were established for families with female as compared with male

heads. For example, the poverty cut-off level for a female-headed

family with two dependent children is $2,931, while for a male-head-

ed family of the same type it is $3,137. Thus, a woman who heads a

family with two dependent children and earns only $3,137 would not

be considered :o be living in poverty, although a similar male-head-

ed family would be classified at, living in poverty (1974:9).

On top .of these disheartening facts, the woman who chooses to leave

her battering spouse tiust also consider:

1) Ervnings differential between men and women is greatest for those over

thirty-five years old.

2) Lack of available and reasonably
priced good child care cervices.

3) Credit problems. Many married women never carry credit in their own

name, and experience great difficulty in
establishing it upon separa-

tion or divorce.
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4) Housing. Although it is against the law to discriminate on the basis

' of ax or marital status in'renting or selling houses, it is clearly

'N.. more difficult to obtain housing for a female-headed family than for

the traditional nuclear family or a sale-headed family. Landlords

can refuse to rent to families with children, and even if a woman has

the required capital outlay to purchase, most lending institutions

want evidence of long-term credit standing and steady employment.

5) Health care. Many women in my sample had chronic health problems,

some directly or indirectly due to years of physical abuse. If she

vas an unemployed homemaker, a woman may find herself suddenly with-

out the family medical health insurance'provided by her husband's em--

player. She may find that she is,unable to obtain health insurance

for herself except at exorbitant premiums with exclusions for known,

pre-existing conditions. Some fathers will even drop the children

from their company insurance plans.
4,-

6) Social Security and other retirement benefits. A divorced wife in al-

most all cases loses all rights to her husband's social security, and

will have no claim on company or other pension plans unless such pro-

vision is stipulated by court ordei during divorce proceedings.

As may be quite clear, there are serious and long-lasting ramifica-

tions connected with dissolution of a violent relationship. Many women

have no idea how to make their own world; some take a very short step from*

father's daughter to husband's wife. As Judge Lisa Richette so aptly ex-

pressed it, "infantilism" of females has been pervasive in this society.

One of my respondents even wrote: "I guess I was even more afraid of the

world 'out there' than I was of him!"

These are same of the reasons why shelters are so important to batter-
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od women and their children. They do much more than merely provide phys-

ical safety for refugees from violence. They are almost all set.up to

provide badly needed supportive services for women who have freiluently

liyed years of isolation. In the first place, they give a woman her in-

troductory experience that others are concerned about her and her wel-

fare, which acts to build Iv her confidence and self-esteem. Residence

introduces her to other women who have had similar experiences with the

men they loved, and she begins to realise that she is not the only one to

have lived a life of fear, pain and humiliation. While in residence, wo-

men and theft-children are put in touch with a wide variety of existing

community services, depending on their individual circumstances and needs.

These often include: medical services, psychological, legal, and career

counseling, and employment and housing assistance. Many must go on wel-

fare at least temporarily, and they are helped through this process, often

for the first time.

The positive changes that take place in the women's lives, and in the

women themselves, are often astounding. Ai one shelter direccor said,

"It's almost miraculous. They begin to change, sometimes within a few

hours after coming here. It's hard to explain what happens, they just

seem to blossom out once they're free of fear." The children are also

affected in a remarkably positive way--within a short time they are set-

tled in, playing with new friends, and under the col>xive supervision

of many mothers and child care specialists.

These are just a few of the benefits battered women and their child-

ren receive at shelters that have.opened up all over this country. They

emerged mostly through the dedication and untir,ng efforts of community

groups of caring citizens. Most frequently these people were volunteers



who worked day and night lo sensitize and educate their communities, who

held fund-raiing events and wrote proposals. A few got enough money to

open a residential shelter with barely enough to keep operating from month

to month, or year to year. Some groups are still sheltering refugees in

private homes, a "band-aid" method with potential dangers for the Good

Samaritans who take refugees in, and less beneficial for their house

guests than communal living at shelters with their supportive networks.

But as one woman said to me, "It may not be ideal, but at least the women

aro in less danger, and who knows? we MO even be saving lives!"

There are not nearly enough shelters, and the ones that exist provide

bare subsistence, and are not big enough to admit all who need entry. I

have been on a shelter's hot line and had to tell an emergency room nurse

that there simply was no room for her patient, nor was there any available

space anywhere in the entire county or adjacent area. It is not easy to

tell a desperate woman with two little girls who is afraid to go home

that there is no place where she can go for saf:v . We must do more, not

less, to offer protection to our most powerless citizens. It is unfair

that when crimes have been committed inside the domicile, it is the vic:

tims who must be evacuated. But under our present legal system, and

with institutions that are not equally responsive to the civil rights of

all citizens, then this is z necessary first step.

For.men who need a place to stay away from home, even without money,

there are places for them In every city and town across the land. As Del

Martin pol.nts out:

...few public agencies offer nighttime and weekend ser!.ices or are

prepareo to handle on-the-spot emergencies. The huge discrepancy be-

tween the number of shelters pen to men and the number open to women

is a disgrace. Even worse, so few places across the nation accept women
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and children that they may as well not be counted. This imbalance

pet only reflects discriminatory attitudes, but alsliphows how out-

dated the public assistance agency system is. It is still based on

the assumption that only men will be transient or caugnt without means

end a place to stay. Women are supposed to stay at home with their

parents or their husbands. They are not expected to need overnight

secomodations, particularly if they have their children along (1976:126).

Martin illustrates the lack of both responsiveness and facilities for

refugee women and children by a summary of six major cities, and found

that in Los Angeles County, for example, there were 4,000 beds for men

and only 30 for women and children, but none for rothers with sons over

four years old: (1976:124): The realities of unmet needs and the actual

utilization of existing resources are sometimes sadly out of balance.

Mowever, one new men's half-way house in Akron was recently converted

into a house of shelter for battered wonen because the operators were

able to weigh the obvious unmet needs, and shifted priorities to meet the

most pressing needs. In Dade County, Florida, Victims Advocates was es-

tablished to help victims of crime, and they soon discovered the majority

of their clients are female. The Director, Catherine Lynch. says:

Although the Victims Advocates Program was neither designed nor adver-

tised as a program specifically for--or run by--women, 75% of the pop-

ulation we currently serve is ftmale. ...I have looked for explana-

tions for this over-representation of females.... it is becoming in-

creasingly difficult for me to avoid suspecting that we see so many

female victims because so many of the people most affected by crime

are, in fact, fema1es...(1977:1).

Another non sex-specific agency, Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk
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County, has also found that the vast uajority of people requiring services

ate female. Responding to victims of violent criue, BIBS performs a var-

iety of services including hot line, crisis intervention, advocacy and

referrals, offering both physical and material assistance to victius.

Training Coordinatoi-Nancy Lynn estimates that 96 percent of their clients

contact them because of spbuse abuae. In the'first year they had 6,000

hot line cells and 600 persons used their counseling center; there were

only three men who reported being victims of spouse abuse and asked for

belp (Lynn, 1977). There may well be more sale victims who are too embar-

rassed to ask for help, as Lynn points out, but zhat fact is: there are

thousands of beds for men, there are hot lines, and there are counseling

services already available around the country. Even if asculine pride

prevents them from admitting theit 'shame, the help is there- -all they have

to do I. use it. The big difference is that uen seldom have to flee in

fear for their lives in the uiddle of the night with infants and children,

penniless and without resources, as thousands of women have been forced

to do. As one formerly battered wife told e, "I thought he'd kill me.

But then one day I said to myself, what do you have to lose by leaving?

You're already dead now; this is no life. So I lett."

Now it is up to us to give her, and the many thousands of women like

her, safety and a place to stay and give her a lifeline to the network of

*octal agencies in the community - -to help her live, and her children to

live --again.

9
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Volunteer Conneeliag Unica of Rockland county, Inc.
IS I South Main Street, New City, New Yogic IO9S6 lel 514 a 44 V725

Mr. . Jonah Shacknat , Counsel
Flouse of Representatives Cc rnmittee
On Science and Technology
Washington, D.C.,

Dear Mr . Shacknai,

Feb. 27, 19713

I enjoyed speaking with you last week, andl hope this letter will
turntsh informant n for you and your committee about the experience

in Rockland Counts, with domestic violence.

(*he Volunteer Counseling Service was begun here in Rockland
dirounty in 1970 as a Ford Foundation Demonstration Project

dest.ped to show that volunteers could be trained to provide
coloackeling to clients of the Family Ccurt. Our original focus
was Family Offence cases although It was broadened to the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children)..For eight years, our counselor.;
have been working with the victims of domestic violencehusbands,

wives, and children.

In I ''../71-1, we decided that the counseling was not a suffictent
response from ',Air agency, although tt was of ten successful in
.topping and reducing family, vtolenc . We were dismayed by the

slowness and incoherence of the systun c response to complaints

about family violence. One member our Domestic Violence
Counseling Team Marjorie Lipson ( then a Fordhann gra(uate
student In sootal work ) did a compreilt nsive survey ut police
departmentz, Family Court, ToWn Jus ices, Probation Department,

mental health and counseling services, and feminist ..*rgani.ations.
Every agency was cooperative and distressed about the confusion

in the service delivery system. '

We found that police were hesitant to ask men to letive their homes,

even after seriuuS assiltz, because police have been stied in 2uch
casus. Police were annoyed about their inability tu Use the Family
Court at night and on weekends. They were annoyed' about the response 4

of the Mental l-tralth Center to erirrT7C-rirhe...,!:.(Itt.:47 were c...`ten

euncrtain about who tu refer to what agency for itecause

Rockland has many different tx.*Itce agencies and Tik justices,

.00
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we fcund that women with the same problem got very variabIe
treatment in different parts of Rockland. In,short, the system

was a non-system, even though all agencies were well-intentiont.:.
about helping battered spouses (The Child Protective Service of
the Department of Social Service is much more orderly in its.
procedures).

Mien the New York State Assembly pasi,ed new legislator! in-
volving concurrent jurisdiction on family offence petitions,
were threatened by even greeted` systemic cOnfusion about how
to process complaints, but we also had an oppetunity to clarify
the system. The Family Court Advisory Committee ( an informal
group of Agency Directors working with Family Cout.t) appointed
me chairman of a subcommittee on Domestic Violence. I held
meetings with all sectors ot ',a aervice system and with represent-
atives of the feminist groups. Working mainly with the District
Attorney's office throughout 1977, we looked for a way to clearly
explain the new law; to suggegt appropriate procedures for clients
to follow; to clarify referral options for the police; and to educate
the public. We are about to distribute to all police, justices, and
.county agencies the enclosed materialafter explaining it at a
public meeting. This document represents inputs from police 'chiefs,
FamilY Court Judges Miller and Weiner,, and District Attorney
Gribetz. Now, for the first tir , we are behaving like a system.

The local Newspaper will shc .ly publish a series on Domestic
Viwlence 'which will help to educate the public about our efforts.

Last week, the Family Court Judges attended a NOW meeting on
Domestic Violence ( there is a group trying to establish a
Shelter in Rockland Ccunty). For the first ti me, the Judges
reported a sense of community cooperation, instead of 'antagonism,

on this issue.

MA recommendation to your committee on thiS issue is twofold.
First, it is essential to have a real, as oppfted to a paper, center
for interagency coordlnatial on this issue ( like the Family Court
Advisory Committee). My efforts to call meetings would have
been futile without backing by the Family Court and District
Attorney. A powerful agency must have responsibilty for coordination.

.1 d
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My second recommendation is that provision be made for the establish-
ment pf violunteer counseling services in all communities (That was
original design of the Ford Foundation Program). Even if the govern-
ment assists communities to pay Judges for more evening 'and weekrnd
work, and even if more psychiatrists are hired for outreach from

Mental Health Centers, there will still be a pressing need for long term
counseling for families with a history or' chronic pattern of violence.
VCS has 100 trained, professionally supervised counselors available
to work on evenings and weekends. Also, such counselors are in position
to facilitate astitance from other agencies, where needed. Such a
service is the most cost-effective way to produce human services
that maximize the human and professional resources in a .community.

VCS produces over $500, 000 in counseling and educational services
each yearat a cost to the county of $50, 000.

A volunteer counseling service is in position to recive referrals from
the piiice and avoid unnecessary use of courts. yCS is also in position

to work with probation officers and judges after a family is involved with
court,. providing feedback and evaluation, and securing additional services
Mich might be necessary to reduce family violence. Trained and super-
vised volunteers are often the best resource with families who balk at
the idea of "mental health" problems.

Violence in a family is a message. It is a message about a need for
socialization , for limits, for protection, for better communication ,
and for a genuine reponse from community that cares. Hopefully,

on this issue, tiNe Federal Government can provide a way to deliver
care, not jr..ist dbllar. I have suggested two forms of carea powerful
organizing center to oversee the system of care delivery, and the
provision of trained citizen volunteers who will take personal interest
in the they work with.

be happy to provide 'data on family violence in Rockland and
on VCS casework, if that will be of assiitance. I look forward to

(1141'f"
meeting with you.
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BATTERED SPOUSE INSTRUCTIONS.

If you wish to seek help or file charges against your spouse
for conduct which constitutes Assault, Attemp .1d Assault, Disorderly
Conduct, Harassment, Menacing or Reckless Endangerment,

READ THE FOLLOWING:

You must ELECT to go either to

(1) Family Court as a civil matter by filing a petition

(Family Court to attempt recdnciliation)

(2) Justice Court as a criminal matter by filing a coMpleint

(Criminal Court is to punieh offender)

NOTE: These Courts have the same jurisdiction, but once Ou ELECT
to go.to once Court, you may not go to tWW-Ut5-7-/or that
particular offense.

Either Court can hear the matter though a Divone Action is
pending. No one can stop you from going to the court'of
your choice.

IALTERNATIVES JUDGE MAY IMPOSE

FAMILY COURT

(1) Issue an order of protection. (1)

A. Ordering spouse to stop injuring A.
you.

B. Ordering spouse to stay away fiom B.

you and your children.

C. Ordering spouse to move out of the C.

house.
. .

(2) Vrolators may be imprisoned for (a)

contempt of Court up to six (6)
months for vielation of Court Order.

(3). probation and othor sorvicol avail-(2)
ablu to help you and your spouse
get counseling, help for alcoholics,
drug users, mental or family
probl.ms.

(4) Give you custody and can pormit (4)

visitation with childron during
torm of order of protoction.

(5)' OrOor m uupport putition to La (5)

filod.

JUSTICE COURT .

Issue an order of protection.

Ordering spouse to stop
injuring you.

Ordering spouse f stay awa
from you and your .aildren.

Ordring Spouse to MOVO out
of the house.

Release spouse with or without
bail on a promise to return to
Court for a hearing.

Adjourn tho case for six (6)
months on promise not to
hurt you anymore.

Set a time and place for
spouse to visit with children.

Aftor a conviction, ontonc9
your spouno to jail, fine
and/or probation.

NOTE; THE CHARGES CAN ONLY BE
WITHDRAWN BY THE DISTRICT
ATTORNEY, NUT BY YOU.

CAUTION; Juil sentences may
TiiTai-ia loss of family
incomo and create a criminal
ritcord.


